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PREFACE

, This Rate Training Manual is one of a series of training manualsprepared for enlisted personnel of the Navy and Naval Reserve who'are studying for advancement in the Air Controlman (AC) r: As' indicated by the title, this manual is based upon the professi.. : quali-fications for the rates of AC3 and AC2; as set forth in 8. Me.mial ofQualifications for Advancement; NAVPERS 18068 (Series).

The associated Nonresident Cyeer Course fbr 3 8z,2 is includedas the last section of this manual. Preceding Nonreadent CareerCourse is a listing of the occupational Stan s for AC3 and AC2, asset forth in the Manual of Qualifications for; vanc:ement, which crosi-references the occupational standards to assignments in the Non-resident Career Course. Technibal queiOns based upon each-occupa-
, tional standard are provided in theindicatsd assignment. The AC3 /Qr AC2 will be greatly assisted, preparing for the advancementexamination by making full use di thpse' study aids. This manual anthe attendant Nonresident'Cartipt Course are valuable aids as resources for those men, ,-prepay ing 'for advancement. Their u

everyday on-the-job trsdningfs highly recommended.

. This training manual was prepared by the Naval Ed(icatian andTraining program Developinent Center, Pensacola, Fl ida for theChief of Naval Educition and 'Training. Technical review e manu-script was provided by personnel of the AC Schools ATTC Memphis,Milliniten, Tennessee.
.
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lished by
/ NAVAL EDUCATION D TRAINING SUPPORT COMMAND

's.
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G OFFICE`
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THE 'UNITED STAVES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY

;The United,States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea

and is a ready force on watch' at home and overseas, capable of strong

action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to win in war.

It is upon the maintenance othis control that our country's glorious

future ,depends; the United States Navy exists to makeit sb.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To

these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilan as thewatchwords

of the present and the future.

At home or,prt distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect

of our country, our shipmates, andbur

Our responsibilities sober us; ouS' adversities strengthen'us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new' weapons, new techniques, and

greater power to protect and defend theUnited States on the sea, under

the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United Slates her

greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of

the new Navy. .The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the

future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our

heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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. ..AIR CONTROLMAN RATING

This training manual is designed to help you
meet the professional qualifications for advance-
ment to Air Controlman Third Class and Air
Controlman Second Class. The Air Controlman
(AC) qualifications which- are used as a guide
in the preparation of this manual are found in

_ the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement,
NAVPERS 18068 (Series) and the Qualifications
for Advancement at the end of. this manual.

The remainder of this chapter deals with the
enlisted rating structure, the Air Controlman
rating; -and references which will assist 'you in
working for advancement and in performing
your duties as an Air Controlman. This chapter
also contains information on how to make the
best use of Rate TrainiAg Manuals. Therefore,
it is strongly recommended that you study, this
chapter carefully before beginning intensive study
of the remainder of this training manual.

In studying this manual it should be kept in
mind that all the qualifications for advancement
are not necessarily completely covered in this
training manual. Extensive use should be made

,,:of other publications referred to throughout this
training manual.

Figures and tables are utilized in this manual
to facilitate learning. The proper understanding
of the various forms, recognition characteristics,
and Material discussed is made easier if each
figure and table is studied as it is re-.ferred to in the text.

. .This training manual contains training ma-
terial only. It is not intended that any portion
of this book supersede current instructions,
manuals, br other technical publications in the_
i3erformance,of specific tasks.

The Nonresident Career Course for this Rate
Training. Manual has been included at the end of the
text material. It is to 'assist you in the training
required to fulfill your job requirements, and it
will be' of benefit to you when preparing for the
Navy-wide Advancement Examinations'. The an-:

swer sheets, referred to as IKOR (immediate
knowledge of response) sheets, are a separate
package aid are not included with this Rate

*Tritining Manual. A separate errata sheet may
be included with this training package if there
are changes to the text material of the Rate
Training Manual or to the Nonresident Career
,Course. Read the preliminary pages of the Non-
resident Career Course .thoroughly for complete
instructions before you proceed with the course.

ENLISTED RATING STRUCTURE

The present enlisted rating structure consists
of general ratings and service ratings. .

General rating% identify broad occupational
fields of %related duties and functions. Some
general ratings include service. ratings; others
do not. Both Regular Navy and Nairal 'Reserve
personnel may hold general ratings. .

Service ratings identify subdivisions or spe-
cialties within a general rating which require
related patterns of aptitudes and qualifications,
and which provide paths of advancement for
career development. The general ratingprovides

.the primary means of identifying billet require-
ments anWersonnel qualifications; it is estab-
lished or disestablished by the Secretary of the
Navy; and it is provided a distinctive rating
badge. The term ;..rate" identifies personnel
occupationally by pay grades. "Rating" refers
to the occupational field. Service ratings can
exist at any petty officer level, but they are
most common at the P03 and P02 levels. Both.
Regular Navy and Naval Reserve personnel mayhold servicece Tatings.

1

r

t- AC RATING

The AC rating is a general rating and is in-
cluded in Navy Occupational Group IX ,(Aviation).
There are no AC service ratings.

7
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Third and Second Class Air- Controlmen per-
form air trEkific control duties at naval Air Traffic
Control .(ATC) facilities; thepomplex of funqtione
that compris$ an ATC facility ashore includes
the airport control tower, radar, control facili-
ties, and flight planning/approvalbranch.

The primary mission of ACs is the safe,
orderly, and expeditious movement of air traffic

-under varying weather conditions; to aid in this
direction, they empley such devices as radio-
telephones, light signals and systems, surveil-
lance and precision radars, and allied equipnlent.

The Air Controlman assists pilots in the
preparation and processing of flight plans and
clearances; .maintainingcap-ent flight planning
information is also ar responsibility of the Air
Controlman.

Air Controlmen Third and Second Class are
also detailed to aircraft carriers where they
perform duties in Carrier Air Traffic Control
Centers (CATCCs)'.

ACs, attached to CATCCd operate Carrier
Controlled Apprqach (CCA) equipment and also
provide many of the same services as those
offered ashore.

The Air Controlman must be conscientious
and highly motivated in order to effectively per-
form the duties of his rating. The importance
of the Air Controlman rating in the overall mis-
sion of the Navy cannot be overemphasized.

As you advance to Air Controlman Third
and Second Class, more and more of your worth
to the Navy is judged on the basis of the amount
of efficient work you are able to obtain from the
men under your supervision. The Secretary of
the Navy has outlined some of the most impor-
tant aspects of naval leadership in General
Order Number 21.

Naval leadership is the art of accomplishtng
the Navy's mission through people. It is the
sum of those qualities of intellect, of human
understanding, and of moral character that ed-
ables a man to inspire and to manage a group
of people successfully. Effective leadership,
therefore, is based on personal example, good
management practices,.and moral responsibility.

The naval leadership program is a continuing
program to develop those qualities of leadership,
to the greatest extent possible, in all people
within the Naval Establishment.

To be considered for the Air Controlman
rating, an applicant must pass a rigid medical
examination. An applicant who meets the medical

2
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standards -of' FAR, Part 67, based on a medical
examination and evaluation of the candidate's
histcmy and condition, is entitled to an appro-
priate medical certificate.

Medical certificates are designated as-First,
Second, and Third Class, with established medi-
cal standards fof each class.

Controlmen are required to possess a
Second Class medical certificate.

Medical examinations are given--'by an ex-
aminer designated by. the FAA. The FAA has
designated flight surgeons of the Armed Forces
on specified military posts, -stations, and fa-
cilities to give physical.,srxaminations to appli-
cants for FAA medical certificates who are on
active duty, or who are, under Department of
Defense medical programs, eligible for FAA
medical certification as civil airmen. In addi-
tion, such examiners may issue or deny, as
appropriate, FAA medical certificates in ac-
cordance with the regulations of Part 6'? and
policies of the FAA.

ADVANCEMENT

Some of the rewards of advancement are
easy to see. You get more pay. Your job as-
signments become more interesting and more
challenging. You are regarded with greater re-
spect by officers and enlisted Orsonnel. You
enjoy the satisfaction of getting ahead in your
chosen Navy career.

The advantages of advancement are not yours
alone. The Navy also profits. Highly trained
perionnel are essential to the functioning of the
Navy. By advancement, you increase your value
to the Navy in two ways: First, you become
more valuable as. a technical specialist in your
own rating; and second, you become more val-
uable as a person who can train others ,and
thus make far-reaching contributions to the en-
tire Navy.

ADVANCEMENT TO WARRANT AND
COMMISSIONED OFFICER

It has been demonstrat that the Navy has
a need for warrant office s to serve as officer
technical specialists, and limited duty officers
to serve as officer technical managers.

On 6 December 1974, the Secretary of the
Navy approved recommendations for improvdment
of the warrant officer and limited duty officer
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E-6 E-7 E-8,
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8 -16
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*4-LTJG

W -2 W-3 W-4
1-1.- I ,

E-7 E- 8 E-9 E-9
/ '12 20
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14,207
officer.

Figure 1-1. Path of advancemen t from enlisted to warrant officer. and limited duty

programs.. The changes as set forth in BUPERS
Notice 1120 of 24 January 1975 will be in effect
until incorporated into the BUPERSMAN.

New paths from enlisted to warrant and
LDO, and fI'om warrant to LDO, are shown in
figure 1-1. Application may be made for a grade
indicated by an arrow. E-7s and E-8s with 12
to 16 years may not apply simultaneously for LDO
ensign, and W-2. Only two applications may be
made while in any one pay trade.

Once appointed W-2, ex-enlisteds will con-
tinue progression to W-3, then W-4 as in the
past, or after two years of warrant service may
apply for LDO LTjg. Once-appointed LDO ensign,
ex-enlisted will progress through the LDO grades
as in the past.

The dotted line from the second E-9 box at
the extreme right of figure 1-2 means that E-90
with two years of performance equivalent to
W-2 duties may be recommended by the procure-
ment board for appointment as W-3 instead of
W -2.

3

Enlisted personnel of the Regular Navy and
Naval Reserve on active duty may seek appoint-
ment to warrant status via the Warrant Officer
program or regular commissioned status via
the Limited Duty Officer program.

Personnel seeking appointment under either
of the programs should familiarize themselves
with the laws andrregulations governing appoint-
ment, retirement, reversions, andcareer matters
as contained in the Career Planning Information
Booklet NAVPEFtS,15176 for aviation personnel.

Eligible applicazits for the Warrant Officer
and Limited Duty Officer program will be con-
sidered by a selection board. The board will
recommend those deemed best qualified for ap-
pointment within authorized quota limitations.

Competition in both of the programs has been
and will continue to be 'particularly keen, and
personnel should commence preparation early
in their career. Increased knowledge by on-the-
job training and specialized training throui
schools and correspondence courses Should Mk
sought by all potential candidates to better pre-
pare for officer status.

9
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E-4 time in !service, requirements changed by DOD effective 1 July 1475

for advancement,to E-4 T18 requirethents are increased friim 21 months

minimum to 2 years. de.

E3 01 E4 1E5 1E6 1E7 $ El
RXQUMEMENTS . El to Et E2 to E3 it

to E4 to E5 to ES to E7 to Et -,to Et

4 mos. .
service- . it mos. 24 mos. 38 mos.

o't as E-4. as E-5. as E-0.

SERVICE comple- 6 moe. 6 m" 3 Years 6 Years 6 years 38 mos. 24 moe.
Hon of ,

as. E-2. as E-3, time in tine in time in E -7.

Recruit service. service. service. 8 of 11 10 of 13
Training, years years

.

. Recruit
time in time in

Training.
: Class A :''
: for P13, .

. service service

(C.O. : DT3, Class B must be must be
may ad- i PT3,

.-. for AOC, enlisted. enlisted.

SCHOOL vance up AME 3 .-
1: MUC,

to 10% : HM 3, MNC.I I
of gradu- : PN 3,
sting FTB 3,
class) , MT 3,

PRACTICAL Locally
FACTORS prepared Record of Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1, must be

check- completed for E-3 and all PO advancements,

offs. :-....7m7=?...v.r.".^.77.'.97.177

Specified ratings must complete ...v.v...'"":"' .v.:.::::::::;;;:::::::::::::

PERFORMANCE applicable performance tests be-
TEST fore taking examinations. "

ENLISTED As uped by 0 Counts toward performance factor oredit in ad-
PERFORMANCE when appro Mg vancement mtiltiple.
EVALUATION advanceme t.

Locally 6..., Navywide examinations
EXAMINATIONS** prepared 17 required for all PO Navy-wide selection board.

tests. ° "" advancements.
A ,

-/. equired for E-3 and all PO advan6ments Nonresident career
RATE TRAINING unless waived because of school comple- courses and
MANUAL (INCLU tion, but need not be repeated if identical recommended
MG SOLITARY . course has already been completed. See reading. See
munrptxmxtrre) NavEdTra 10052 (current edition) NavEdTra 10052

. (current edition).

AUTHORIZATION
Comma log. ' NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN

DOW r

All advancements require commanding officer's recommendation.

1 1 year obligated service required for E-5, and E-6; 2 years for E-7, E-8, and E-t.

Military leadership exam required for E-4 and E-5.
to Tot ,E-2 to E-3, NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN exams or locally prepared teats may be used.

it Waived for qualified EOD personnel.

Figure 1-2. Active duty adv$ncement requirements,

4i0



Chapter 1 AIR CONTROLMAN RATING

HOW TO QUALIFY
FOR ADVANCEMENT

What must you do to qualify for advance-
ment? The requirements may change from time,
to time, but usually you must:

I.. Have a certain amount of time in your
present grade.

2. Complete the required Rate Training Man-
. uals by either demonstritting a knowledge of the

material in the manual by passing a locally.
prepared and administereci.test, or by passing
the Nonrfsident: Career Course based on the
Rate Training Manual.

3. Utilizing an appropriate Personnel Quali-
ficatiOn Standard (when applicable) as a guide-
line, 'become qualified and demonstrate your
ability to perform all the practical requirements
for advancement by completing the Record of
Practical Factors, NAVEDTRA 1414/1;

.4. Be recommended by your commanding
r, after the petty officers and officers

rvising your work have indicated that they
consider you capable of performing the duties
of the next higher rate.

5. Successfully complete the applicable
military/leadership examination which is re-
quired prior to participating in the advancement
(professional) examination.

Remember that the requirements.foradvance-
ment can change. Check with your educational
services office to be sure that you know the most
recent requirements.

Advancement is not automatic. After you'
have met all the requirements, you are eligible
for advancement. You will actually be advanced
only. if you mee,t. all the requirements (including ,
making a high enough score on the written. exam- .
ination) and if quotas permit. Figure 1-2 gives
a more detailed view of the requirements for
advancement of active duty personnel; figure
1-3 gives this information for inactive duty
personnel.

HOW TO PREPARE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

What must you do to prepare for advance-
ment? You must study the qualifications for
advancement, work on the personal qualification
standard and practical factors, study the re-
quired Rate Training Manuals, and study other

5

material that is. required. "You will" need to be
familiar witlithe following:

1. Manual of Qualifications for Advancement,
NAVPERS 18068 (Series):

2. Pers9nnel Qualification Standard for the
equipment/system and rating assigned.

3. Record of Practical Factors, NAVEDTRA
1414/1.

4. Bibliography for Advancement Study, NAV-
EDTRA 10052 (Series). .

'5. Applicable Rate Training Manuals and their
companion Nonresident Career Courses.

6. Examinations for advancement.

Collectively, these documents make up an
integrate.d training package tied together by the
qualifications. The following paragraphs de-
scribe these materials and givesome informa-
tion on how each one is related to the others.

"Quals" Manual

The Manual of Qualifications for Adyance-
ment, NAVPERS 18068 (Series), gives the mini-
mum requirements for advancement. ThiS man-
ual is usually called the "Quals" Manual, and
the qualifications -themselves are often called
"qua's". The qualifications are of two general
types: military requirements, and professional
(or technical)" qualifications.

Military requirements apply to all ratings
rather than to any one particular rating. Mili-
tary requirements for advancenient to third
class and second class petty officer rates, deal
with military conduct, naval organization, mili-f-

'tary justice, security, watch standing, and other
subjects which are required of petty officers in
all other ratings.

Profestional qualifications are technical or
professional requirements that are directly re-
lated to the work of each 'rating.

Both the military requirements and the pro-
fessional qualifications are divided into subject
matter groups. Practical factors are things you
must be able to DO in order to perfortn,the
duties of your rate.

The qualifications for advancement and a
bibliography of study materials are contained in
the back of this rate training manual. Study
these qualifications and the military require-,
ments carefully. The written examination fo
adviincement will contain questions relating to
the knowledge factors and the knowledge aspects
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El to
E2

E2 to
E3

E3 to
E4

E4 to E5 to
E6

E6 to
- E7 8 E9

TOTAL TIME
IN GRADE

..

4 mos. 8 mos.

.

e....x...,,E,5

6 mos. 12 mos. 24 mos.

36 mos.
with
total
8 yrs
service

36 mos.
with
.total
11 yrs
service

24 mos.
with
total
13 yrs
service

TOTAL TRAINING
DUTY IN GRADEt

st

14 days
-

14 days 14 days
.

14 days 28 days 42 days
-

42 days 28 days

PERFORMANCE
TESTS .-

....

:.

Specified ratings must complete applicable
performance tests before taking examjnation.

DRILL
PARTICIPATION

..

Satisfactory participation as a member of a drill unit
in accordance with BUPERSINST 5400.42 series.

PRAT TICA L FACTORS
(INCLUDING MILITARY

, REQUIREMENTS)

Record of Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1, must
be completed for all advancements.

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL. (INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUIRE-

MENTS)

. ,

Completion of applicable course or courses must be entered
in service record.

.

EXAMINATION

.

Standard Exam

.

Standard Exam .

required for all PO
advancements.
Also pass
Military Leadership Exam
for E-4 and E-5.

Standard Exam,
Selection Board.

-

AUTHORIZATION Commanding
Officer NA V EDTRA PRODEVC EN

*Recommendation by commanding officer required for.all advancements.
Active duty periods may he substituted for training duty.

Figure 1-3.Inactive duty advancemett requirements.

6 .
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of the practical' factors of both the military
requirements and the professional qualifieatjons.
If you are working for advancement to second
class, remember that you may be examined on
third class qualifications as well as on second
class qualifications.

It is essential that the "quals" reftect cur-
rent requirements of fleet and shore_ope tions,
and that new fleetwide technical, operational,
and procedural developments be -included. For
these req,sons, the qualrfications are continually
under efaluation. Although there is an estab-
lished schedule for revisions to the "quals"
for each rating, urgent changes to the "quals"
may be made at any time. These revisions are
issued in the fore Of changes to the "Quals"
Manual. Therefo_re, never trust any set of "quals"
until you have checked the change numteragainst
an up-to-date copy bf the "Quals" Mandal. Be
sure yinehave the latest revision.

Personnel Qualification Standards

Personnel Ctralification Standards (PQS) (OP-
. NAV Instructions 3500.34) are presently being
utilized to provide guidelines in preparing for
advancement and qualification to operate ape-
cific equipment and systemeThey are designed
to support the advancement requirements as
stated in the "Quals" Manual.

The "Quals".and Record of Practical Factors
are stated in broad terms. Each PQS, is much
more -specific in its questions that lead to quali-
fication. It provides an analysis of specific
equipment and duties, assignments, or respon-
sibilities 'which ari individual or group of indi-
viduals (within the same rating) may be called
upon to carry oUt. In' other words, each PQS
provides aPtsarysis of the complete knowledge
and skills requi.t.Kbf that rating tied to a spe-
cific weapon system (aircraft and/or individual'
systems or.components).

Each qualification standard has four main
subdivisions in addition to an introduction and
a glossary of PQS terms. They are as

, . .

100 Series Theory
200 ,Series System
300 Series Watchstations (duties,. assign-

ments, or respondibilities),
400 Series Qualification cards,

The introduCtion explains the Complete use
of the qualiffgatioh standard in terms of 'What it
will mean -to the user as well as ;am to use it.

,7
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The Theory (100 Series) section specifies
the theory background required as a prerequi-
site to the commencement of study in the spe-
cific equipment or system for which the PQS
was written. These fundamentals are normally
taught in the formal schools (Preparatory, Fun-
damentals, and Class A) phase of an individual's
training. HoWever, if the individual has not been
to school, the requirements are outlined and
referenced to provide guidelines for a self-
study program.

The Systems (200 Series) section breaks
down tile equipment or systems being studied
into functional sections. PQS items are essen-
tially questions asked clear, concise state-
ment (question) form and arranged in a standard
format. The answers to the questions must, be
extracted from the various maintenance man-
uals covering the equipment or systems for
which the. PQS was written. This sectibn asks_
the user to explain the function of the system,
to draw a simplified version of the system from
memory, and to use this drawn schematic or
the schematic provided in the maintenance man.--
ual while studying the system . or equipment.
Emphasis is given to such areas as mainte-
nance management procedures, components, com-
ponent parts, principles of operation, system
interrelations, numerical values considered nec-
essary to operation and maintenance, and saiety
precautions.

The Watchstation (300 Series)'seotion Includes
questions regarding the procedures the individual
must know to operate and maintain the equipment

, or system. A study of the items in the 200 series
section provides the individual, with the required
information concerning what the systemor equip-
ment does, how it does it, androther.-pertinent
aspects of operation. In the 300 series section,
the questions advance the qualification process
by requiring answers or""demonstratione of
ability to put this knowledge to use or to cope
with maintenance of the system or equipment. ,

Areas covered include normal operation; ab-
normal or emergency operation; emergf3ncrpro-
cedures which could limit damage. and/or cas-
ualties associated with a particular operation;

,operations that opeur too infrequently to be con-
sidered mandatory performance items; and main-
tenance procedures/instructions such as checks,
tests, repair, replacement, etc.

The 400 series section consists of the quali-
fication cards, These cards are the accounting
documents utilized to record the individual's
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satisfactory. completion of items necessary for
becoming qualified in duties assigned. Where
the individual starts in completing a standard
will depend on his assignment within an activ-
ity. The complete PQS is given to the individual
being qualified so that he can utilize it at every
opportunity to become fully qualified in all areas
of his rating and the equipment or system for
which the PQS was 5irritten. Upon transfer to a
different activity, each individual must requalify.
The answers to the questions asked in We quali-
fication standards may be given orally or in
writing to the supervisor, the brana or division
officer, and maintenance officer as required to
certify proper qualification. The completion of
part or all of the PQS provides a basis for the
supervising petty officer and officer to certify
completion of Practical Factors forAdvancement.

Record of Practical Factors

Before you can take the Navy-wide examina-
tion for adVIncement; there must be an entry in
your service record to show that you have

' qualified in the practical factors of both the
military requirements and theprofessional quali-
fications: A special form known as the Record
of Practical Factors NAVEDTRA 1414/1 (plus
the abbreviation of the appropriate rating), is
used to keep a record of your practical factor
qualifications. The form lists all practical fac-
tors, both military and professional. As you
derhonstrate your ability to perform each prac-
tical factor, appropriate entries are made in
the DATE and INITIALS columns.

Changes are made periodically to the Manual
of Qualifications for Advancement and revised
forms of NAVEDTRA 1414/1 are provided when
necessarye:Extra space is allowed on the Rec-
ord, of Practical Factors for entering additional
practical factors as they are published in changes.
The Record of Practical Factors also provides
space for recording demcinstrated proficiency
in skills which are within the general scope of
the rate but whfh are not identified as minimum
qualificatiOnii 'for advancement.

II you are transferred before you qualify in
Ml practical factors, NAVEDTRA 1414/1 should
be forwarded with your service record to your
next anty station. You can save yourself a lot
of trouble by making sure that this form is
actually inserted in your service record before
you are-trant3ferred. If the form is not in your

l
8
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service record, you will be recchired to start all
over again and requalify in the practical factors
which have already been ,checked off.

A second copy of the Record of Practical
Factors should be made available to each man
in pay grades E-2 through E-8 for his personal
record and guidance.

. The importance of NAVEDTRA 1414/1 cannot
be overemphasized. It serves as a record to indi-
cate to the petty officers and officers supervising
your work that you have demonstrated proficiency
in the performance of the indicated practical
factors and is part of the -criteria utilized by
your commanding offiber when he considers
recommending you for advanceipent. In addi-
tion, the proficient demonstration of the appli-
cable practical factors listed on this form can
aid you in preparing for the examination for
advancement. Remember that the knowledge As-
pects of the 'practical fa0ors are covered in
the examinations for adv:,,Cethent. rtain lmowl-
edge is required to d: s.onstrate these practical
factors and 'additional :.owledge can be acquired
during the demonstrati. . Knowledge factors per-
tain to that knowledge ioh is required to perform
a certain job. In other words, the knowledge fac-
tors required for a certain rating depend upon
the job (practical factors) that must be performed
by personnel of that rating. Therefore, the knowl-
edge required to proficiently demonstrate these
practical factors will definitely aid ybu in pre-
paring for the examination for advancement.

NAVEDTRA 10052

Bibliography for Advancement _Study, NAV-
EDTRA 10052 (Series), is, a very important pub-
lication for anyone preparing for advancement.
This bibliography lists requiredand recommended
Rate Training Manuals and other reference ma-
terial to be used by personnel working for ad-
vancement. NAVEDTRA 10052 is revised and
issued once each year by the Naval Education

raining and Program Development Center. Each
vised edition is identified by a letter following

the NAVEDTRA number. When using this publi-
cation, be sure that you have the most recent
edition.

If extensive c anges in qualifications occur
between the annual visions of NAVEDTRA 10052,
a supplementary list of study material may be
issued in the form of a Notice. When you are
preparing for advancement, check to see whether
changes have been made in the qualifications.

9
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If changes have been made, see if a Notice has
been issued to supplement NAVEDTRA 10052.

The required and recommended references
are listed by rate level in NAVEDTRA 10052.
If you are working for advancement to third -
class, study the material that is listed for third
class. If you are working for advancement to
second class, study the material that is listed
for second class. Remember that you are also
responsible for the references listed at the
third class level.

n using NAVEDTRA 10052, you will notice
tha someRate Training Manuals are marked with
an a terisk (*). Any manual marked in this way
is MANDATORY that is, it must be completed
at the indicated rate level before you are eligible
to take the Navy-wide examination for advance-
ment. Each mandatory manual may be completed
by passing the appropriate enlisted correspond-
ence waree that is based on the mandatory
trainihg manual; passing' locally prepared tests
based on the information given in the training
manual, or in some cases, successfully 'com-
pleting an appropriate Class A School.

Do not overlook the section of NAVEDTRA
10052 which lists the required and recommended
references relating to the military standards/
requirements for advancement. For example,
all personnel must complete the Rate Training
Manual, Military Requirements for Petty Offi-
cer 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10056 (Series), for the
appropriate rate level before they can be eligi-
ble to advance.

The references in NAVEDTRA 10052 which
are recommended, but not mandatory, should also
be studied carefully. All references listed in
NAVEDTRA 10052 may be used as source mate-
rial for the written examinations at the apprO-
priate rate levelst

Rate Training Manuals

There are two general types of Rate Train-
ing Manuals. Rating manuals (such as this one)
are prepared for most enlisted rates, giving
information that is directly related to the pro-
fessional qualifications. Basic manuals give in-
formatiOn that applies to, more than one rate
and rating. Basic Electricity, NAVEDTRA 10086
(Series), is an example of a basic manual
because many ratings use it for reference.

Rate Training Manuals are produced by field
activities under the management control of the

4 ,

Naval Education and Training Command. Manuals
are revised from time to time to keep them up
to date technically. The numbering system is
being changed from NAVTRA to NAVEDTRA.
The revision of a Rate Training Manual is
identified by a letter follo)ving the NAVTRA
or NAVEDTRA number. You can tell whether
any particular copy of a Rate Training Manual
is the latest edition by checking the number in
the most recent edition of List of Training
Manuals and Correspondence Courses, NAVED-
TRA 10061 (Series). NAVEDTRA 10061 is ac-
tually a catalog that lists training manuals and
correspondence courses; you will find this cata-
log useful in planning your study program.

Rate Training Manuals are designed to help
you prepare for advancement. The following
suggestions may help you to make the best use
of this manual and other Navy training publica
tions when you are preparing for advancement.

1. Study the military requirements and the
profes,sional qualifications for your rate before
you study the training manual, and refer to the
"quals" frequently as you study. tternember,
you are studying the training manual in order to
meet these "quals."

2. Set up a regular study plan. If possible,
schedule your studying for a time of day when
you will not have too mangy interruptions or
distractions.

3. Before you begin to study any part of the
training manual intensively, become familiar
with the entire Manual. Read the preface and
the table of contents. Check through, the index..
Look at the appendixes. Thumb through the
manual without any particular plan, looking at
.the illustrations and reading bits here and there
as you see things that interest you.

4. Look at the training manual inmore detail,
to see how it is organized. Look at the table of
contents again. Then, chapter by chapter, read
the introduction, the headings, and the. subhead-
ings. This will give you a clear picture of the
scope and content of the manual. As you look
through the manual in this way, ask yourself
some questions: What do I need to learn about
this? What do I already know about this? Ho*
is this information related to information given
in other chapters? How is this information
related to the qualifications for advancement?

6. When you have a general idea of what is
in the training manual and how it is organized,
fill in the details by intensive study. In each
study period, try to cover a complete unitit

9
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may be a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a
subsection. If you kndw. the subject well, or if
the material is easy, you can cover quite a lot
at one time. Difficult or unfamiliar material
will require more study time, ,

6. In studying any one unit chapter, section,
or subsectionwrite ddwn the' questions that
occur to you. Many people find it helpful tgt
make a- written outline of the unit as they study,
or at least to write down the most important
ideas.

,.t- 7. As you study, relate the information in
t the training manual to the knowledge . you al-

ready have.. When you read about a process, a
skill, or a situation, try to see how this infor-
mation ties in with your own past experience.

8. When 'you have finished studying a unit,
take' time out to see what you have learned.
Look back over your notes and questions. Maybe

1

some of your questions have been answered;
. but perhaps you still have some that' are not

answered. Without referring to the training man-
ual, write down the main ideas that you have

1.
learned from studying this unit. Do, not quote
the manual. If you cannot give these ideas in
your own words, the chances are that you have
not really mustered the information.

9. Use Nonresident Career Courses whenever
you ,C0.11. Nonresident Greer Courses are based
on Rate Training Manuals or another appropriate
texts. As mentioned before, completion of a
mandatory Rate Tridning Manual can be ac-
complished by passing the Nonresident Career'
Course based on the Rate Training Manual. You
will probably find it helpful to take other career
courses, as well as those based on mandatory
training manuals. Taking a career course helps
you to master the informatkon given in the'
training manual and also helps You see how much
you have learned.

10. Think of your future as you .study Rate
Training Manuals. You are working for advance-
ment to third class or second class right now,-
butbut someday you will be working toward higher
rates, Anything' extra that yoo can learn now -
will help you.

.,%

,SOURCES OF IgFORMATION ,

One of the most useful things 'you can learn
about a subject is la* to find out more about:it
No single publication can giVe yoti all the in-
forMation you need to perform- the duties of
your' rating. Ybu. should learn where to.' look
for accurate, authoritative, up-to-date inforina
4tion on all subjects related to the military re-
quirements for advancement and the professional
qualifications of your rating: ,

Some, or the publications Ciesc;ibed in this
Manual are subject to change or ravision from
time to time some at regular intfrals, ()fliers
as the need arises,. When using publication
that is s ct to change or re on, be sure
that y aire the latest edition: When using any
publication that is kept current:by means of
changes, be sure _you 'have a copy in which'all
offiCial changes have been Made: Studying can-
celed or-obsolete information-will-not----help-you
perform efficiently or to adyance; it is likely
to be a waste of time and may even be Seriously
misleading.

, Training films available to naval personnel
are a valuable source of information on nlany
technical subjects. Films that may be of inter-
est are listed 'in the United States Nady Film
Catalog,, NA' AIR 10-1-777.

.
In addition to the sources of information

previously listed and the Reading List, there
are many helpful publications issued by various
departments of the Navy, Air Force and Army,
and the Federal Aviation Administration. Vati-
ous_lists of publications, divided by general'
subject matter, are available through the Gov-
ernment 'Printing Office. Chapter 14 of this
manual, whiCh includes a discussion of various
publications applicable to the AC -rating, is a
good source of refirence material. Additionally,
publications appropriate to specific ,abject 'ma-
terial are referenced throughout this training
manual.

. . - "";
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. CHAPTER' 2

MILITARY AIRCRAFT DESIGNATLONS AND
CHARACTERISTICS

Aircraft performance differences have a letters s.,and numbers as described in the followdirect effect on the airspace and- visibility re- ing paragraphs and tables.quired to perform certain maneuvers, subh as
normal pattern entry; circling approaches, final- - STATUS PREFIX SYMBOLSalignment for landing; and missed approaches t";?-'
or waveoffs. The status prefix symbol (letter) is never

Specific categories of military aircraft are
contained in the Flight Information Publication
(FLIP) Planning Section 1.

Good..landings are spawned in .the approach
to the runway; and although pilot' technique is
the/major factor, "correct and timely instruc-
tions and information issued by controllers will
xignificantlyassist pilots to obtain the desired
results. When landings and takeoffs are smooth
or normal, orderly movements of air traffic at
the airport are enhanced.

Information concerning types of aircraft is
received from various sources providing flight
data on expected and actual aircraft movements.
The AC must be able tonocptally translate this
information into a workable estimate of per-
formance characteristics upon which air traffic
control Instructions and information are issued.

his mental process must necessarily. begin with
arity with the DbD (Department of Defensey

controlled aircraft designation system, and should
mature with experience and association with the
various ,aircraft the DOD operates.

MILITARYAIRCRAFT DESIGNATION

All aircraft used by DOD agencies have been
assigned designations to conform to joint regu-
lations. The system covers all current andinewly
designed military aircraft, rockets, and guided
missiles, and applies to all elements of the
militiry.departments.

All milhary aircraft are assigned designa-
tions consisting of a combination of significant

used-withbut a basic or modified mission symbol,
and indicates eh aircraft is being used for
special or permanent test, or is a prototype.
The status letter is placed at the inunediaie

`left of the, modified mission symbol, or the
mission or type symbol if no modified mission
syzabol is .applicable. An example of the use of
a status prefix symbol and a modified missihn
symbol is- the TAT-37D, which is an Air Force
T-37 reworked and modified for, evaluation as an
attack, aircraft. Status prefix symbols-authorized
for use are listed in table 2-1.

"BASIC MISSION SYMBOLS

'A basic vrnission symbol (letter) is used to
denote the primary function or capability of an
aircraft. Mission symbols denote the mission
of the aixtraft. Examples of the use of basic
symbols for aircraft - illustrated in figure 2-1
are a P-3's inission is patrol; a T.-2's. mission
is trainer; etc. The basic mission symbols
authorized -f6i use are listed in table 2-2.

If I

MODIFIES) 'MISSION SYMBOLS

The knodifted MissioDsyrnbol consists of a
prefix letter placed at the immediate left of the

4, basic mission or type symbol. Each military
department determines the, need for the assign-
ments)/ such symbole. Only one modifiedmission
symbol is used in any onedesignation.An mminple
of the use of the modified mission symbol is the
RA -5C, which is the A -5 aircraft (fig. 2-1),
modified as a reconnaissance aircraft, as indi-
cated by the R. Modified mission symbbls au-
thorized for use are listed in table 2-2.
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Table 2-1.Status prefix symbols

Title

J

N

Special test,
temporary.

Special test,
permanent.

Prototype.

Description 4,

Aircraft, on special test programs by authorized organizationion
bailment contract having a special test configuration or whose
installed property has been temporarily removed to accommo-
date the test. At completion of the test, the vehicle will be
returned either to its original configuration or to standard
operational configuration.

Aircraft on special test programs by authorized organizations
on bailment contract, whose configuration is so,drastically
changed that return of aircraft to its original configuratin,n,
or conversion to standard operational configuration is lyiyond /
practicable or economical limits.

Aircraft procured in limited quantities to develop thepoteattaiities
of the design. /.

TYPE SYMBOLS

Type symbols (letters) are always used with
a modified mission symbol. Type bymbols are
placed immediately to the right of 'the basic
mission symbol. 'An example of the use of a type
,symbol among the aircraft depicted in figure
2-1 is the UH-46. The H means helicopter,
while the basic mission symbol U denotestility.
Type symbols authorized for use are listed in

_table 2-3.

DESIGN NUMBERS

Numbers are assigned consecutively for eac
basic mission or type. New design 'number
are assigned when an existing aircraft is re
signed to an extent that it no longer feflect
original configuration tr capability; for e
F-4, F-5, F-8, F-9, A-3, A-4, A-5, A -6, an
with the numbers being the desigp n
The design number is that number as
a particular design; and since this
system is relatively new, it does not
date aircraft presently in use. F
the F-4 has been in use much 1 r than
A-7.

'starting with the ,,,letter A. The series symbol
is placed imme tely to the right of the design
number in the rcraft designation. To avoid'
confusion, the tters I and 0 are Jabt used as
series symbOle. .

DESIG ATION. / .
, - ,.4 i

All;aIrcraft designations/consist of the fol-
(Basic mission symbols and type symbols,

capability
apip cable, v

the aircraft; a design number
.denote the primary function

or

the
Pie!:

A-7;
btl,

gned to
int )3 OD

cesifirily
instant "'

ti;".

SERIES SYMEOL

A letter is assigned
a. Specific basic design.
craft, the series symbol

to eac series change of
Id' signating new air-
is In consecutive order.

assigned' in, sequence ,g) each aircraft intended
to fulfill the' mission; and a series, symbol
which iden ies each change of a specific basic
design. A, yphen (.:) is always inserted between
the bas ic ission,ymbol and the design number.

il aircraft designation A-6A, forexarnple,
the Ax followed by a hyphen (-) indicates tha
the aircraft is designed for an attack mission,
as Shown in foible 2-2. The number 6 has been
assigned to this particular design for an attack
roission. ,The letter A following the number 6
indicates that this is the first series of this

/design. The designation A-6B would identify
the, first series change of the basic design.

Aircraft. designators may be expanded to
indicate an added or restricted capability by the
use of one' of the modified mission symbols
(table 2-2) preceding the basic mission symbol.

12
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bt a.

RA-5C VIGILANTE

A -4M SKYHAWK

F-0 CRUSADER

T- 39 SA13ERLINER

.1",

C-130 HERCULES

-11.11/Pag4-
OV-10 BRONCO

Figure 2-1. litary aircraft.

13
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Table 2 -2. - Basic and/or modified mission symbols

LETTER

A

B

C

D

E

H

K

0

P

"Q
R

S

T

U

V

w

"x

TITLE DESCRIPTION

Attack. Aircraft modified to search out, attack, and destroy enemy land or sea targets,
using conventional or special weapons. This is also used for interdiction
and close air support missions.

Bomber. Aircraft designed for bombing enemy targets.

Cargo/Transport. Aircraft Modified for carrying cargo/passengers or medical patients.

Director. Aircraft modified fa- controlling a drone aircraft or a missile.

Special Aircraft modified with electronic devices for employment in one or more of

Electronic the following missions: -------
Installation. (1) Electronic countermeasures.

, (2). Airborne early warning radar.
(3) Airborne,command and control, including communications relay.
(4) Tactical data communications link for all nonautonomous modes of

flight.

Fighter. Aircraft designed to intercept and destroy other aircraft and/or missiles
(includes multipurpose aircraft also designed for ground support missions).
For example, interdiction and close air support.

Search/Rescue. Aircraft 'modified and equipped for performance of search and rescue missions.

Tanker. Aircraft modified and equipped to provide in-flight refueling of other aircraft.

Cold Weather. Aircraft modified for operation in the arctic and antarctic regions; includes
skis, special insulation, and other ancillary equipment required for extreme

cold Weather' operations.

Observation. Aircraft designed to observe (through visual or other means) and report
tactical information concerning composition and disposition of enemy
forces, troops, and supplies in an active combat area.

(
Patrol. Long-range, all-weather, multierigine aircraft operating from land and/or

water bases designed for independent accomplishment of the following
functions: antisubmarine warfare; maritime reconnaissance; and mining.

Drone. Aircraft modified to be controlled from a point outside the aircraft.

Reconnaissance. Aircraft modified and permanently equipped for photographic and/or elec-
tronic reconnaissance missions.

Antisubmarine. Aircraft modified so that it can function to search out, identify, attack, and
destroy enemy submarines.

Trainer. Aircraft modified and equipped for training purposes.

Utility. Aircraft, having small payload, modified' o perform miscellaneous missiions,

4 such as carryin,g cargo or passengers, towing targets, etc.

Staff. Aircraft modified to'provide accommodations such as chairs, tables, lounge,
berths, etc., for the transporatian of staff personnel.

Weather. Aircraft modified and equipped for meteorological missions.

Research. Aircraft designed for testing configurations of a radical nature. These air-
craft are not normally intended for use as tactical aircraft.

20
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Table 5 =3. Type symbols

Letter
H

V

Tdtle Description
Helicopter.

VTOL and
STOL.

A rotary -wing aircraft designed with the capability of flight in anyplane. _For example, horizontal, vertical, or diagonal.

Aircraft designed for vertical takeoff or landing with no takeoff orlanding roll, or aircraft capable of takeoff and landing in a minimumprescribed distance.

For example, the designation KA-6D indicatesa basic A-6A model aircraft that has been
modified to perform infligtit refueling duties
(tanker). The series symbol Dolenotes the design
changes that have been insorpqated in this par-
ticular model.

A status prefix symbol may be added' to the
designation to indicate aircraft being used for
experimentation and for special or service
testing. (See table 2-1.) -The status letter, if
used, is placed at the ithmediate left of the
basic mission symbol or th,e modified mission
symbol. The designation JP 0A would be iden-
tified as an aircraft with same capabilities
as the A-6A but temporarily configured for a
special test program; at the completion of the
test, the vehicle will be returned to the original

-configuration.

PERFORMANCE,
AND MANEUVERABILITY

In addition to being able to visually identify
various types of aircraft, ACs must familiarize
themselves with aircraft operating character-
istics. New aircraft with increased speed and
performance capabilities must operate within
the same airspace as older, slower aircraft.
This presents a problem in all aspects of air
traffic control, not only from the standpoint of
faster aircraft overtaking slower aircraft but
also in regard to- the maneuvering area, stall-
ing speed, rate of climb, and other factors
which' should govern the AC's judgment under
various conditions. Since the AC often gives
instructions based on visual observations of
air traffic in a particular area, it is evident
that mistaken calculation of aircraft perform-
ance and maneuverability characteristics could
lead to confusion for both pilots and controllers.

ic

The control tower operator issues clear-
ances that in his opinion can be safely followed

.without collision hazard if reasonable caution is
exercised by the pilot. They, clearance issued
is permissive in nature and does not relieve the
pilot of the responsibility for cautious handling
of his aircraft. The inforMation and clearances
issued are intended to aid pilots to the fullest
extent in avoiding collisions; pis goal requires
correct and concise instrucjions based on sound
judgment for an effective flow, of air/traffic.

Normally, single-engine aircraft (as a class)
are comparatively small and require less op-
erating space around the airport than the large
multiengine aircraft. However, some of the
single-engine jet aircraft ao require a rather
wide approach due to their high landing speeds.

Multiengine aircraft (as a class) are nor-
mally larger than the single-engine types. They
require approaches that are much wider and a
final approach which is much longer. Each is a
separate landing or takeoff problem as they
rarely perform these functions in formation;
whereas, in, the case of the single-engine air-
craft, many landings and takeoffs are completed
in formation.

It is. difficult to make generalizations con-
cerning the performance and maneuverability of
various aircraft, as each type has its own set of
characteristics governing its .performance both
in the air and on the ground. Jet aircraft as IN
type require less warmup time than recipro-
cating engine types. The jets are extremely
uneconomical to operate on the ground and at
altitudes under those for which they were designed
to operate. Their landing and takeoff speeds are

- universally, higher, many requiring the use of
drogue chutes for landing and afterburners for

15
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takeoff on most present-day airfields. Field
elevations and runway temperatures are vital
elements in control of jet aircraft and, to a
somewhat lesser degree, in the control of recip-
rocating engine aircraft. As an example of what
effect altitude has on even a light aircraft, it
may be startling to learn that an aircraft of
this type which has a rate of climb of 420 feet
per minute at sea level has its rate, of climb
reduced to 225 feet per minute at 5,000 feet.
Also, the distance needed for takeoff is doubled
between these two altitudes. (See fig. 2-2;)
Higher temperatures and higher humidity have
similar effects on aircraft performance. A high-
performance jet fighter quite possibly may not
operate from an airfield with short runways on
a,day on which high runwaytemperatures prevail,
even though the field elevation is only Moderately
high. Later irt the afternoon, or at night, the
same fighter may be able to effect a takeoff from
the same field, because the atmosphere becomes
more dense during night hours as a general rule.
More lift is afforded the aircraft in dense air,
be it a light; aircraft or a high-performance jet.

-.4

An understanding of the large quantities of
fuel consumed by our present-day jet-type air-
craft is of great importance to the Air Controlman.
Whether it be with respect to taxiing for departure,
landing, or local flying, a working knowledge
of the characteristics of the jet and its fuel
problem will put the jet into the traffic picture
without any special priority. A jet engine con-.
sumes 10 to 20 times as much fuel as the
average reciprocating engine while operating
on the ground. For example, a T-33 will consume
4 gallons of fuel per minute at idling speed
while on the ground. At 40,000 feet, and using
100 percent power, it consumes 4 gallons per
minute and travels 6 to 7 miles.

Cognizance of the hazards to aircraft on the
ground and in the air, which are caused by wake
turbulence from heavy aircraft, is of the utmost
importance to the Air Controlman. Large air-
craft can create wake turbulence severe enough
to endanger light aircraft, particularly in light
wind conditions, as this turbulence may remain
in the apprbach and landing area for several

..ar16._4611111

I

Figure 2-2.Comparison of takeoff distances with increased altitudes.
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minutes. Turbulenge may be encountered by
lightweight and medlumweight aircraft when land-
ing or crossing the wake of large aircraft.
More detailed information concerning wake tur-
bulence can be found in chapter 10 of this Rate
Training Manual. The turbulence created by ajet aircraft without afterburner at 100 perpent
rpm may extend from 150 feet to 200 feet, whilethe same jet with afterburner may create tur-
bulence from 300 feet to 400 feet. These areas
may vary with atmospheric conditions. During
ground operation-s, if the jet is moving, the area
egtends farther than if the jet is holding. The
blast effect of a present-day large jet engine- is
extremely dangerous. For example, at dis-tance of 25 feet temperatures may reach 350
degrees with a velocity of 475. miles per hour,
while at 100 feet the temperature may still be
about 100 degrees with a velocity of 50 miles
per hour.

The installation of high-speed or banked
turnoffs is an important factor in the expedi-
tious handling of arriving traffic. Pilots are
able to clear the runway in use in- a much
shorter time than was passible with the earlier
runway and taxiway configuration. This in turn
is of tremendous assistance to the Air Control-
man in expediting the flow of traffic. Taxiways
at many airports are too narrow for use by our
larger aircraft today. Consequently, remodel-
ing and new construction are constantly being
done to cope with the larger and heavier air-
craft, as well as those planned for the future.
The new taxiways have banked, high-speed turn-
offs wide enough to accept aircraft at faster
speeds. When Installed and in use, high-speed
turnoffs have been used at speeds up to 63
miles per hour.

The Air Controlman must remain alert to
remember all of the performance and maneu-
verability characteristics needed to handle suc-
cessfully all types of aircraft which may come
under his control. As Inew types of aircraft are
placed in service, he should immediately learn
as much about them as possible.

When the pilot of 'a high-performance air-
craft calls in for landing -instructions, the Air
Controlman must give the pilot a precise and
correct set of instructions. These instructions
should contain and be based on a great number
of determinations made quickly by the Air Con-
trolman. First of all, he has to recognize the

aircraft and mentally review the performance
characteristics associated with this aircraft.
When the proper mental associations have been
made, he is ready to give the pilot the neces-
sary correct instructions. His mental review
should be concerned with such considerations
as the aircraft's landing speed, approach pat-
terns, runway length requireinents, barometricpressure, and many other factors connectedwith the safe approach and landing of this aireraft.

40.

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS

The following paragraphs contain certain
characteristics that should be known by indi
viduals controlling aircraft, such as those il-
lustrated in figure 2-1. Keep in mind that mem-
orizing the exact figures is not important, but
they are used in this text to show the type of
comparison a controller would make when is-
suing instructions. If all aircraft in your landing
pattern were high-performance aircraft, then
spacing problems of one aircraft relative to
another would be less than is the case when
high-performalice and cargo-type, for instance,
are using the same runway. 4

The A-4 is considered a high-performance
aircraft with a cruising speed in excess of 500
knots at altitude. One problem of particular
importance is the effect of a crosswindon landing
due to the configuration of the landing gear.
Pilots of A-4s are listening intently for the wind
direction and velocity sinoe&the gear is rather
high and- close together and wesents a problem
of stability afte the aircraft has touched down
on the runwa der crosswind conditions.

The A-7 resembles the F-8 aircraft, is a'
high-performance type, and also cruises in ext;
cess of 500 knots at altitude. The, A-7 lands

to 'rather fast with a final approach speed of ap.-
proximately 120 knots.

The F-8 is a high- performance aircraft
with the F-8H and J series capable of nearly
Mach 2 (Mach 1 = speed of sound at sea level).
Approach airspeed of these models is between
130 and 140 knots.

The AL6 has a cruising speed of about 420
Idiots but is an extremely stable aircraft at
landing speed with a stall speed of about 701'
knots, which is comparable to the E-2. Thisi

4would allow the A-6 to mix with the slower'
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F-I4 TOMCAT

S-3A VIKING

AV-3A HAWKER HARRIER

Figure 2- 3. Advanced naval 'aircraft.

of aircraft without too much concern
about overtaking other traffic. -

The F-4 is a high-performance aircraft with
a maximum speed of over Mach 2. Its approach
speed is between 1.30 and 140 knots, which ib
comparable to most jet fighter-type aircraft.
Two -engines with afterburners enable it to take

18
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/-
off in about 5,000 feet, while it has good slow-
downs capability when back on the runway by
beingable to land in about 3,000 feet.

The P-3 has four turboprop engines and can
take off in about 3,700 feet, and climb, at a rate
of 1;600 feet per minute. It cruises at approxi-
mately 350 knots at altitude and has good en-
durance capability,, being. able to operate for 17
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hours on two engines. It also has reversible
pitch propellers which enable it--to stop in a
short distance aftpr landing, for a quick turn off
the duty runway.

The RA-5C is another high-performance air-
craft with a maximum spe§d of over Mach 2.
Its approach speed, takeoff, and landing char-
acteristics are comparable to the F-4.

The T-2 is a jet trainer aircraft and is
fairly fast with a cruising speed of over 450
knots, but with the straight wing design for more
stable training operations and slower landing
speeds.

The E-2 is a turboprop aircraft with a cruising
speed of approximately 280 knots. It can slow
down very effectively for the landing approach
with a stall speed of approximately 70 knots.

The C-130 also has four turboprop engines
and is a cargo-type aircraft with a cruising
speed of apprwdmately. 350 knots. It lands a
little faster' than the E-2 with a stall speed of
approximately 100 knots. It can take off in

. about 3,500 feet, and with the reversible pitch
propellers can land and stop in about 2,200
feet. This enables it to clear the runway un-
usually fast for a large aircraft.

The T-39 Saberliner is a twin-jet aircraft
which was originally designed to train radar
intercept operators; it can fly at speeds in
excess of 350 knots and has a landing speed of
approximately 120 knots.

The OV-10 Bronco is a twin-turboprop, mul-
tipurpose aircraft which is designed for counter-
insurgency operations; it can carry a crew of

.l9

two, has a maximum speed of approximately
250 knots and a landing speed of 110 knots.

New aircraft are constantly undergoing test
and evaluation for induction into the fleet. One
of the newest of the Navy's aircraft is the S-3A
Viking which was designed to replace the S-2
series for ASW purpose. The S-3A airframe,
with modifications, can be utilized as COD
(Carrier Onboard Delivery) aircraft. Another
new aircraft, the F-14 Tomcat, is a fighter-
bomber equipped with a variable position wing
that is programed to replace the older F-4
Phantom. These aircraft are illustrated in fig-
ure 2-3.

Another of the Navy's latest aircraft is the
AV -8A Harrier. This single seat, VTOL air-
craft has been assigned to Marine aviation
units. (See fig. 2-3.)

This unique attack aircraft has the capa,
bility to operate from unprepared fields and
requires little telleoff and landing area due to
its ability to land and take off vertically.

Maximum speed of the Harrier is listed at
625 knot with a range of 1,800 miles.

Air Controlmen should remain abreast of
current and future developments relative to
naval aircraft bY referring to such periodicals
as Naval Aviation News and other similar pub-
lications.

For more detailed information concerning
specific flight characteristics of naval aircraft,
the., AC is urged to consult the appropriate
NA-TOPS Flight Manual which is publiihed fbr
every aircraft in the Navy's inventory.

20
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CHAPTER 3

FEDERAL AIR R LATIONS

Pilots of naval aircraft must comply th
Federal Air Regulations. Although the C is
not directly concerned with the physic opera-
tion of an aircraft, he must, nonethele s, have
a knowledge of the regulations whi, govern
such operations. Based on this kno edge, the
AC is able to issue instructions informa-
tion which allow pilots to operate aircraft in
conformance with both the ATC I siructions
and the FARs. Additionally, FA,Rs contain the
general operating rules for holders of control
tower operator certificates and facility ratings.

The study of this chapter is intended to pro-
vide the Air COntrolmai with a knowledge of
air traffic rules, and regulations. Only those

-parts, subparts, or certain paragraphs of FAR
which the Air Controlman needs to know in his
work are reprinted in this 'chapter. Additional_
deletions, and explanations to FAR within' the
text hafe been made for clarification only.

This chapter is NOT intended to replace,
substitute for, or supersede official regulations
or directives which should be consulted for
latest changes and final authority.

NOTE: FAR, Part I definitibns and abbrevi-
ations may be ifounti in appendix III of this
manual.

-

Ru les of" construction in this chapter, unless
the context requires otherwise, shall be as fol-

.lows:

1. Wo-rds importing the singular_ include the
plUral;

2. Words importing the plural include the
singular;

" 3. Words importing the ,mas
include the feminine;

V

5. "May" is used in a permissive sense
to state authority or peripission to do the act
prescribed, and the word e "no person may ..."
or "a person n14 not ..." mean that no person
is required, authorized, or permitted to do the
act prescribed; and 09-

6. "Includes" means "includes but is not
,limited to".

FAR, PART 65:CBRIIFICATION

- This -part prescribes( the equirements for--
issuing air traffic contralower operatot.s cer-
tificates and associated ,itings and the, general .
operating rues for the holders of sUch4ertifit,cates and ratings. l.A..,

65.11 APPLICATION AND ISSUE"

(a) An application for-a6ertifi0_,4tea'dStingik.:
or for an additional rating, this': Raft-
s made . on a 'Orin 94 in aimnnerrw4aii

..
by the Acimipistratq,,

44'

(b) An. applicant who meet
of this "Part is entitled tii`infappro riEitetertIt-
ioste end iating. !

(c) Unless auttoriziod':by:
a person 1190 1,,,a14'-;tial4A' tower
eratOr cartifio.ste. sudleniied not
for, any rating" te.t4. :011Ac::#0:1'.04*

the:pdriod of su,spefielon,..-i.:;-,2`;',--:.

.$

year. after

e'i,

tower ''Oper,atoC'dertifibate4s,

of r
'a7.peptipil whop "trldfig-"c'Ont,F

apply for the '..iathe,/,Alitina''''Of

e gender 65.13

4. "Shall" used in an imperative sense; of not more than, days may; --`b
A certifidita::and-sratinieffecii....fc",.

-20 -
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qUalified-applicantrpelidlrirriVilif of ifs appli-cation and supplementary documents and theissue of the certificate and ratings for whichhe applied.
A temporary airman certificate is shown in

figure 3-1.

65.15 DURATION OF CERTIFICATES

(a) An air traffic control tower operator
certificate or rating issued under this Part is
effective unti it is surrendered, suspended, orrevoked.

(b) The ho er of any certificate issued underthis Part tha is suspended or revoked shall,upon the Adm strator's request, return it tothe Administrato

65.16 CHANGE OF NAME: REPLACEMENT
OF LOST OR DESTROYED
CERTIFICATE

(a) An application for a change of name on
a certificate issued under this Part must be
accompanied by the applicant's current certifi-Cate and the marriage license, court order, or
other document verifying the chinge. The doc-
uments are returned to the applicant after in-
spection.

' (b) An application for a replacement of a lost
or destroyed certificate is made by letter tothe Department of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration, Airman Certification
Branch, P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Okla.
73125. The letter must:

c.n. Contain any available information re-garding
(1)

grade, number and date of issueof the 'Certificate, the name in which it was
issued, and the ratings on it; and

(2) Be accompanied by a check or money
order for $2.00, paya e to thb(ea._,f21111/fkri.szt

(c) An application eplace t1of a lost
or destroyed medical certificate is made byletter Icr the Department of Transportation,
Federal Aviation Administration, Civil Aero-medical Institute, Aeromedical Certification
Branch, P.O. Box 26082, Oklahoma City, Okla.
73125, accompanied by a check or money order
for $2.00.

(d) A person whose certificate issued underthis Part or medical Certificate, or both, has
been lost may obtain a telegram from the FAA
confirming that it vas issued. The telegram
may be carried as a certificate for a period
not to exceed 60 days pending his receiving

21
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a duplicate certificate under paragraph (b) or
(c) of this section, unless he has been notified
that the certificate has been suspended or revokeq.
The request for such a telegram may be made
by,'Prepaid telegram, stating the- date upon which
a duplicate certificate was requested, or including
the request for a duplicate and a money order
forAhe necessary amount. The request for a
telegraphic certificate should be sent to the
office prescribed in paragraph (b) or (c) of this
section, as appropriate. However, a request
for. both at the same time should be sent to
the office prescribed in paragraph (b) of this
section.

65.17 TEST; GENERAL PROCEDURE

(a) Tests prescribed by or under' this Part
are giien at times and places, and by persons,
designated by the 'Administrator.

. (b) The minimum passing grade for each test-is 70 percent.

65.19 RETESTING AFTER FAILURE

An applicant who fails A written, oral, or
practical test for a certificate and rating, or
for an' additiozal rating, under this Part mayapply for retesting
"' (a) After 30 days after the date he failed
the test; or

(b) Upon presenting a statement from a cer-
floated and appropriately rated ground inaLeuctor'
or air traffic control tower operator, certifying,
thot, 101 has given the applicant at least 5 hours
of additional instruction in each of the subjects
failed and now considers that the applicant' isready for retesting for the air traffib control
tower operator certificate.

65.20' FRAUDULENT OR FALSE
STATEMENTS OR RECORDS

(a) No person may in came to be made:
(1) Any fraudulen or tentionally faleestatement on any applica r a certificate

or rating under this Part;
(2) Any reproduction, for fraudulent Pur-pose, or any certificate or rating under thisPart; or
(3) Any alteration of any certificate or

rating under this Part.
(b) The commission by any person of an act

prohibited under paragraph (a) of this section
is a basis for suspending or revoking any cer-
tificate or rating held by that person.
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- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 4

DEPARTMENT iOr TRANSPORTATIONFEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

TEMPORARY AIRMAN CERTIFICATE

III. CEROFCATE NO

PENDING

TI41 CERTIFIES THAT iv. JOHN.ROCHESTER DOE

v. 3421 SEVENTH STREET
OKLAHUMA CITY, OICLAHCMA 73101

DATE Or NINTH

7/7/56
HEIGHT

71

VIENINT

180
NAM

BROWN

EYES

BLUE

SEX

M
NATIONALITY

410
VI.

U. S . A.

tx. has been found to be properly qualified and is hereby authorized in accordance with

the condi ions of issuance on the 'event of this calibrate to exercise the privileges of

Control Tower 'Operator

111 TINKER TOWER; MIDWEST CITY, OICLAHCMA

x ?AR ONLY
IN IS 10 AN ORIGINAL rem= O 4.Mosumct [oat Of surtasteco AIRMAN CORTIFIENTr

is Moe Of CUTIVICATE

SY 134411ECTION OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

x. oat or swam

8/8/75

X. SIGNATURE Of EXAMINER 011
INSPECTON

ROGER JONES

EXAMINER'S DESIGNATION NIX ON

""211(8."
OATS DESIONATION EXPNKS

USAF

FAA Fe

65.21 CHANGE 0

(1-47) YONSIZIN.Y PAIL roam ma

Figure 8.4. Temporary airman certificate.

ADDRESS

Within 30 day after any.change. in his per-
, manent mailing a dress, the holder of a certifi-
cate issued undlr this Part shall notify the
Department of Trpnsportation, Federal Aviation
Administration, rIlrinan Certification Branch,
P.O. Box 25082, Oklahoma City, Okla. 78125,
in writing, of his new address.

65.31 REQUIRED ERTIFICATION
AND RATING

No person may act as an air traffic control
tower operator l an air traffic control tower
in connection with civil aircraft unless he

(a) Holds an air traffic control tower op-,
'erator certificate issued to him under this
subpart; and

(b) Holds a facility rating for that control
tower issued to him under this subpart; or has
qualified for the operating position at which. he

201.133

acts and is under the supervision of the holder
of a facility rtaing, for that control tower. For
the purpose of this subpart, "operating posir
tion" means an air traffic control function per
formed within Or' directly associated with the
cdntroi tower. Figure 3-2 is an example of a
CTO and Facility Rating.

NOTE: OPNAV Instruction 3721.1 (Series)
promulgates -the- applicability of these, regulap,
tions to Navy Air Controlmen.

65.33 ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

To be eligible for an air ,traffic control
tower operator certificate a person must

(a) Be at least 18 years of.age;
(b) Be of good moral character;
(c) Be .able to read. write, and understand

the English language and speak itwithatt accent
or impediment of speech that would interfere
with two-way radio conversation;

22
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(d) Hold at least a second-class medical
certificate issued under Part 67 of this chapter
within the 12 months before the date he applies;
and

(e) Comply with section 65.35.

65.36 KNOWLEDGE REQUIREMENTS

Each applicant for an air traffic control
tower operator certificate most pass a writtentest on

(a) The flight rules in Part 91 of this chapter;
,(b) Airporttrafficcontrol- procedures, andthis subpart;

(c) En route traffic control procedures;
(d) Communications operating procedures;
(e) Flight assistance service;
(f) Air navigition, and aids to air naviga-

tion; and

(g) Aviation weather.

65.37 SKILL REQUIREMENTS:
OPERATING POSITIONS

4rimmumis-Pmmm_

No person. may act as an air traffic control
tower operator at any operating position unless
he has passed a practical test on

(a) Control tower equipment and its use;
(b) Weather reporting procedures and useof reports;

(c) Notices to Airmen, and use of the Air-
man's Information Manuat

(d) Use of operational forms;

(e) Performance of noncontrol operational
duties; and

(f) Each df the following procedures that is
applicable to that operating position and is
required by the person examining him:

(1) The airport, including rules, equip-
ment, runways, taxiways, and obstructions. .

I. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIONSFEDERAL

AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
THIS CERTIFIES IV. ThURMAN MARK HITCHCOCK
THAT v . 303 EDGEWOOD AVENUE

MalINNVILLE TENN 37H0

DATE OF BIRTH HEIGHT WEIGHT HAIR EYES SEX NATIONALITY
.12 -27 -52 IN2-27-52 72 165 BLOND BROWN Vt.USA

I X. HAS IKEN.FOUND TO S! PROPERLY QUALIFIED TO EXERCISE THE PRIVILESES OF

I I. CONTROL TOWER OPERATOR
CERT. NO.

RATINGS AND LIMITATIONS

XII. NAVAL AIR STATION TOWER MEMPHIS, TEM

XIII.

VII
SISSIATURE 3F HOLDER

X. DATA or ISSUE. 12 -18 -75

X

VIII.
AC FORN,S011C-I 311511 SUPERSEDES PREVIOUS EDITION

4)
ADMINISTRATOR

2057357

Figure 3-2:CTO and Facility Rating.
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(2) The control zone, including terrain
features, visual checkpoints, and obstructions.

(3) Traffic patterns and associated pro-
ceddls for use of preferential runways and

noise abatement.
(4) Operational agreements. .
(5) 'The- center, alternate airports, and

those airways, routes, reporting points, and air
navigation aids used. for terminal air traffic
control.

(6) Search and rescue procedures.
(7) Terminal air traffic control proce-

dures and phraseology.
o ng reseribeciin-

strurnent approach, and departure procedures.
(9) Radar. alignment and technical op-

eration.
(1n) The application ofthe prescribed radar

and nonradar separation standard, as appropriate.

65.39 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
REQiIIREMENTS: FACILITY
RATING

Each applicant for a facility rating at any air
traffic control tower must have satisfactorily
served

::
(a) As an air traffic control tower operator

at that control tower without a facility rating
for at least 6 months; or

(b) As an air traffic control tower operator,
with a facility rating at a different control tower
for at least 6 months before the date he applies
for the rating.

A' member of the Armed Forces of the United
States- meets- the requirements of this section
if he has satisfactorily served as an air traffic
control tower operator for at least 6 months.

65.41 SKILL REQUIREMENTS:
FACILITY RATING

Each applicant for a facility rating at an air
traffic control tower must have passed a prac-
tical test on each item listed in section 65.37
of this part that.is applicable to each operating
position at the control tower at which the rating
fs sought.

65.45-PERFORMANCE-OF DUTIES

(a) An air traffic control tower operator
shall perform his duties in accordance with the

3.0

limitations on his certificate and the procedures
and practices prescribed in air traffic control
manuals of the FAA, to provide Mr the safe,
orderly, and expeditious flow of air traffic.

(b) An operator with a facility rating may
control traffic at any operating position at the

control tower at which he holds a facility rating.
Pnwever,- he may not issue air traffic clearance
for IFR flight without authorization from the
appropriate facility exercising air traffic control
at that location.

(c) An operator who does not hold 'a facility
rating for a particular control tower may act at

each operating position for which he has quali-
fied, under the supervision of an operatotholding
a facility rating for that control tower.

65.47 MAXIMUM HOURS

Except in an emergency, a certificated air
traffic control tower operator must be relieved
of all duties for at least 24 consecutive hours at
least once during each 7 consecutive days.

Such an ()Orator may not serve or be required
to serve

(a) For more than 10 consecutive hours; or
(b) For more than 10 hours during a period

of 24 consecutive hours, unless he has had a
rest period of at least 8 hours at or before the

end of the 10 0hours p` duty.

65.49 GENERAL OPERATING RULES ,
I n

(a)* No rereon may act as an air traffic
control tower operator under a certificate issued
to him under this part unless he has in his
personal possession an appropriate current medi-
cal certificate issued under Part 67 of this

chapter.
(b) Each person holding an air traffic con-

trol tower operator certificate shall keep it
readily available when performing duties in an
air traffic control tooter, and shall present that
certificate or his medical certificate or both
for inspection upon the request of the Adminis-
trator or an authorized representative of the
National Transportation Safety Board, or of any
Federal, State, or local law enforcement officer.

(o) A certificated air traffic control tower
operator who does not hold a facility rating for

a particular control tower may not act at any
operating position at the control tower con-
cerned unless there is maintained at that control
tower, readily available to persons named in
paragraph (b), a current record of the operating
positions at which he has qualified.
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(d) An air traffic control tower operator''
may not perform duties under his certificate
during any period of known physical deficiency
that would make him unable to meet the physi-
cal requirements for this current medical cer-
tificate. However, if the deficiency is temporary,
he may perform duties that are not affected
by it whenever another certificated and qualified
operator is present and on duty.

(e) A certificated air traffic control tower
operator may not control air traffic with equip-ment that the Administrator has found to be
inadequate.

(f) The holder of an air traffic control tower
a , cr an applicant for one;

shall, upon the reasodable request of the Ad
ministrator, cooperate fully in any test that
is made of him.

65.50 CURRENCY REQUIREMENTS

The holder of an air traffic control toweroperator certificate may not perform any duties
under.that certificate unless

(a) He has served for at least 3 of the pre-.
,ceding 6 months as an air traffic control toweroperator at the control tower to which his
facility rating applies, or at the operating posi-
tions for which he has qualified; or

(b) He has shown that he meets the require-
ments -for his certificate and facility rating at
the control tower concerned, dr for operating at
positions for which he has previously qualified.

FAR PART 71 DESIGNATION OF

71.3 FEDERAL AIRWAYS
--,-

Federal airways are classified as follows:

(a) Colored Federal airways
. (1) Green Federal airways.

(2) Amber Federal airways.
(3) Red Federal airways.
(4) -Blue Federal airways.

(b) VOR Federal airways.

Each Federal airway is based on a center-line that extends from one navigation aid or
intersection to another navigation aid (or through
several navigation aids or intersections) specified
for that airway.

Unless otherwise specified, each Federal
airway includes the airspace within parallel
boundary lines 4 nautical miles each side of
the centerline. Where an airway changes direc-
tion, it includes the airspace that is enclosed
by extending the boundary lines of the airway
segments until they meet.

Unless otherWise specified, each Federal
airway includes the airspace that= extends up-
ward from 1,200 feet above the surface of the
earth to, but not including, 18,000 feet MSL,
except that Federal airways for Hawaii have no
upper limits. Variations of the lower limits of
an ai.r,vay_a.re__expre,ssedin---hundr.edeof---feet--
above the surface (MIL) or mean sea level
(MSL) and, 'unleep otherwise specified, applyto the segment of an airway between 'adjoining
navigational aids or intersections.

The airspace of a Federal airway Within
the lateral limits of a transition area has a
floor coincident with that of the transition area,

One or more alternate airways may be de-
signated between specified navigational aids or
intersections along each VOR Federal airway,
Unless otherwise spedified, the centerline of an
alternate VOR Federal airway and thp center-
line of the main, VOR Federal airway are sepa-
rated by 15°.

A Federal airway does not include the air-
space of a prohibited area.

71.7 CONTROL AREAS

Control areas consist of Federal airways,
additional control areas, and control area ex-
tensions, but do not include the continental con-trol area. Unless otherwise designated, control
areas include the airspace between a segmenof a main VOR Federal airway and its asso-
ciated alternate segments With the vertical extentof the area corresponding to the vertical extent
of the related segment of the airway.

71.9 CONTINENTAL CONTROL AREA

The continental control area consists of the
airspace of the 48 contiguous states, the District
of Columbia, and Alaska .excluding the Alaska
peninsula 'west of longitude 160 degrees west,
at and above 14,500 MSL, but does not include

(a) The airspace less than 1,500 feet above
the surface of the earth; or

(b) Prohibited and restricted areas, other
'than restricted area military climb corridorsand the restricted areas listed in 71.151. Part
11.151 is not, printed in this training manual.

31 2b-
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71.11 CONTROL ZONES

Control zones consist of controlled airspace
which extends upwards from the surface of the
earth and terminate at the base of the conti-
nental control area. Control zones that de not
underlie the continental control area have no
upper limit. A control zone is normally a circular
area with a radius of 5 miles and any extensions
necessary to include instrument approach and
departure paths.

71.12 TERMINAL CONTROL AREAS

A terminal control area (TCA) consists of
controlled airspace extending upward from the
surface or higher to specified altitudes, within
which all aircraft are subject to operating rules
and pilot and equipment requirements specified
in Part 91 of the FARs. Each such location is
designated as' a Group I, II. or III terminal
control area, and includes at-least one primary
airport around which the TCA-ii, located. -

TCAs are assigned to a particular group
commensurate with the volume of traffic and

. passengers carried.

71.13 TRANSITION AREAS

Transition areas consist of controlled air-
space extending upward from 700 feet or more
above the surface of the earth when designated
in onjunction with an airport for which an
app ved instrument 1.r7..mauii.provetiure en

Ares ribedi Or from 1,200 feet or mo above

the rface of the earth When designated in
conjunction with airway route structures or
segments. Unless otherwise- specified, transi-
tion areas terminate at the base of the over-
lying controlled airspace.

71.17 REPORTING POINTS

Reporting points consist
tions, in relation to which
aircraft must be reported
91.125.

of geographic 'loca -
the position of an
in accordance with

FAR, PART 731-SPECIAL
USE AIRSPACE

73,3 DEFINITIONS OF SPECIAL
USE AIRSPACE

(a) Special use airspace consists of air-
space of defined dimensions identified, by an

area on the surface of the earth wherein activi
ties must be confined because of their nature`,'
or wherein limitations are imposed upon air-
craft operations that are not a part of those
activities, or both.

(b) The vertical limits of special use air-
space, are,measured by designated altitude floors
and ceilings expressed as flight levels or as
feet above mean sea level.

(c) The-horizontal limits of special use air-
space are measured by boundaries described
by geographic coordinates or other appropriate
references that clearly define their perimeter.

(d) The. period of time during which a dedig-
nation o spec a irspaceisin--effeet-is
stated in the designatioil.

(e), Special use airspace includes the following
types of areas And restrictions, which are pub-
lished on aeronautical charts and in aeronautical
publications:

(1) PrOhibited area Flights are prohib-
ited except by special permission.

(2) Restricted area Flights are prohib-
ited between the designated altitudes and durink

the time of designation, unless prior permissio'n
is obtained from the "using agency," or the
"controlling agency."

(3) Warning area Flights are not re-
stricted, but avoidance is advised during periods
of special use.

(4) Alert areaFlightif are not re-
stricted, but pilots should be aware that a high
volume of pilot training and/or unusual type of
Aerial activity takes place in this area.

(5) Also included under the gencrra
heading of special use airspace are Intensive
Student Jet Training Areas (ISJTA) and mili-
tary trainingroutes.

NOTE: A tabulation of these areas is
contained in FLIP Planning, AP/IA.

73.15 USING AGENCY

(a) For the purposes of this Part, the follow-
ing are using agencies:

(1) The agency, organization, or military
command whose activity within a restricted
area necessitated the area being sb designated.

(2) In the case of a Restricted Area/
Military Climb Corridor that does not have a
designated controlline agency, the WAVY Air
Traffic Control facility may be contacted for
permission for transit through the climb corridor.

(b) Upon the request of the FAA, the using
agency shall execute a letter establishing, pro-
cedures for joint use of a restricted area by the-e.
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--------usingageney-d-tliecontrollifig agency, underwhich the using agency would notify the con-trolling agency whenever the controlling agency
may grant permission for transit through therestricted area in accordance with the terms ofthe letter.

(c) The using agency shall
(1) Schedule activities within the re-stricted area;
(2) Authoriie transit through, or flightwithin, the restricted area as feasible; and
(3) Contain within the restricted area all

activities conducted therein in acc,.. :dance with
the purpose for which it was designated.

provided by using radar. Unless otherwise desig-
nated, each of them includes the area within
14 miles on each side oT the jet route segment
from flight level 240 through flight level 410,
inclusive.

(c) Terminal radar jet advisory areas consistof areas in which jet advisory service is pro-vided by using radar. Unless otherwise des-
ignated, each of them includes the area within14 miles on each side of the VOR/VORTAC
radials, bearings from L/MF navigational facili-
ties, direct courses between navigational facili-
ties, or centerlines of control areas from flightlevel 240 thrmig'a flightlevel 4}3 inclusive:

.17 CONTROLLING AGENCY

For the purposes of this Part, the controlling
agency is the FAA facility. that may authorize
transit through or flight within a restricted
area in accordance with a joint-use letter issuedunder 73.15.

FAR, PART 75 JET ROUTES

75.1 APPLICABILITY

Routes between high altitude navigational aids
or intersections of their signals are designated
as jet routes along which aircraft may be op-
erated between 18,000 feet MSL and flight level450. Certain area are designated as jet ad-
visory areas along specified jet route segments,
VOR/VORTAC radials, bearings from L/MF
navigational facilities, direct courses between
high altitude navigational facilities, centerlinesof control areas, or in the vicinity of specific
geographical locations.

75.11,JET ROUTES

Each jet route consists of a direct course
for navigating aircraft between 18,000 feet MST.and flight level 450, inchtsive, between the
navigational aids and intersections specified forthat route.

75.15 JET ADVISORY AREAS

(a) Jet advisory areas consist of airspace
as designated, within the continental controlarea.

(b) En route radar jet advisory areas consist
of areas within which jet advisory service is,
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(d) Nonradar jet advisory areas consist of
areas within which jet advisory service is pro-vided on a procedural basis without the use ofradar. Unless 'Othemise designated, each of
them includes the area within 14 miles on each
side of the jet 'route segment from flight level270 through flight level 310, inclusive, andfrom flight level 370 through flight level 410,
inclusive. -

(e) Jet advisory areas do not include the
airspace within positive control areas, prohib-ited areas, or restricted areas except re-
stricted area military climb corridors and other
restricted area's so specified.

(f) Jet advisory areas that are based on jet
routes are identified by the associated jet route
number. Those based on VOR/VORTAC radials,bearings from L/M F navigational facilities,
direct courses between navigational facilities,
or centerlines of control areas and those in the
vicinity of geographical locations, are identified
by geographical names.

FAR, PART 91GENERAL
OPERATING AND FLIGHT RULES

GENERAL

91.1 Applicability.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) ofthis section, this Part prescribes rules gov-erning the operation of aircraft (other than
moored balloons, kites, unmanned rockets, and
unmanned free balloone) within the United States.

(b) Each person operating an aircraft of U.S.registry in air commerce over the high seas
shall comply with Annex 2 (Rules of the Air)
to the convention on International Civil Aviation.
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91.3 Responsibility and authority
of the pilot in command.

(a) The pilot in command of an aircraft is
directly responsible for, and is the finalauthority
as to, the operation of that aircraft. t

(b) In an emergency requiring immediate
action, the pilot in command may deviate from
any rule of this subpart or of Subpart B to the
extent required to meet thatemergency.

(c) Each pilot in command who deviates from
a rule under paragraph (b) of this section shall,

__upon the request of the Administrator, send
a written report of that deviation to the Ad-

ministrator.

91.5 Preflight action.

Each pilot in command shall, before beginning
a flight, familiarize himbelf with all available
information concerning that flight. This infor-
mation must include:

(a) For a flight under ]FR or a flight not in
the vicinity of an airport, weather reports and
forecasts, fuel requirements, altcrnaiives avail=
able if the planned flight cannot be completed,
and any known traffic delays of which he has
been advised by ATC.

(b) For any flight, runway lengths at air-
ports of intended use.

91.7 Flight crewmembers at stations.

During takeoff and landing, and while en
route, each required flight crewmember shall

(a) Be at his station unless his absence is
necessary in the performance of his duties in
connection with the, operation of the aircraft or
in connection with his physiological needs; and

(b), Keep his seat belt fastened while at his
station.

91.8 Prohibition against
interference with crewmembers.

. (a) No person may assault, threaten intimi-
date, or interfere With a -orewmember in- the

of his duties aboard an aircraft
being operated in air commerce.

(b) No person may attempt to cause or cause
the flight crew of an aircraft being operated
in air commerce to divert its flight from its
intended course,or destination:

28

FLIGHT RULES

91.61 Applicability.

This subpart prescribes flight rules governing
the operation of aircraft within the United States.

91:63 Waivers.

(a) The Administrator may issue a certifi-
cate of waiver authorizing the operation of air-
craft in deviation of any rule of this subpart if
he finds that the proposed operation can be
safely conducted under the terms of that cer-
tificate of waiver.

(b) An application for a certificate of waiver
under this section is made on a form and in a
manner prescribed by the Administrator and

may be submitted to any FAA office.
(c) A certificate of waiver is effective as

specified in that certificate.

91.65 Operating near other aircraft.

, (a) No person may operate an aircraft so
close to another aircraft as to create a collision
hazard.

_ (b) No person may operate an aircraft in
formation flight except by arrangement with the
pilot in command of each aircraft in the for-
mation.

(c) No person may operate an aircraft,
carrying passengers for hire, in formation flight.

(d) Unless otherwise authorized by ATC, no
person operating an aircraft may operate his
aircraft in accordance with any clearance or
instruction that, has been issued to the pilot of
another aircraft for radar air traffic control
purposes,

91.67 Right-of-way rules; except
water operatiohs.

(a) General. When weather conditions permit:\
regardless of whether an operation is conducted
under IFR or VFR, vigilance shall be maintained
by each person operating an aircraft so as to
see and avoid other aircraft in compliance
with This ewation. When a rule of this section
gives another aircraft the right of way, he shall
give way to that aircitil and may not pass
over, under, or ahead of it, unless well clear.

(b) In distress. An aircraft in distress has
the right of way over all other air traffic.

t
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Figure 3-3. Converging aircraft. 201.121

(0) Converging. When aircraft of the same
category are converging at approximately the
sane altitude (except head-on, or nearly so)
the aircraft to the other's right has the right of
way. (See figure 3-3.) If the aircraft are of
different categories

(1) A balloon has the right of way over
any other category of aircraft;

(2) A glider has the right of way over
an airship, airplane or rotorcraft; and

(3) An airship has the right of way over
an airplane or rotorcraft.
However, ati aircraft towing or refueling other
aircraft has the right of way over all other
engine-driven aircraft. ,

(d) Approaching head-on. When aircraft are
approaching each other head-on, or nearly so,
each pilot of each aircraft shall alter course
to the right, (See fig. 3-4.)

(e) Overtaking. Each aircraft that"is being
overtaken has the right -of way and each pilot
of an overtaking aircraft shall alter course to
the right to pass well clear. (See fig. 3-63

201.122Figure 3 -4. Aircraft approaching head-on.

NOTE: Passing. an overtaken aircraft on the '-
right is required because the pilot in side-by-
side, dual-control aircraft is seated on the left
and has a better view on that side. Further, in
narrow traffic lanes, passing on the_left of an
overtaken aircraft would place the overtaking
.aircraft in the path of oncomtng traffic.

.(f) Landing. Aircrsit, while on final approtch
to land, or while landing, have the right of
way over other aircraft in flight or operating
on the surface. When two or more aircraft are
approaching an airport for the purpose of landing,
the aircraft at the lower altitude has the right

29
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of way, but it shall-not take advantage of this
rule to cut in front of another which is on final
approach to land, or to overtake that aircraft.

(g) Inapplicability. This section does not apply
to the operation of an aircraft on water.

91.70 Aircraft speed.

(a) Unless otherwise authorized by the Ad-
ministrator, no person may operate an aircraft
below 10,000 feet IsISL at an indicated airspeed
of more than 250 knots (288 mph).

(b) Unless otherwise authorized or required
by ATC, no person may operate an aircraft
within an airport traffic area at. an indicated-
airsireed of more than

(1) In the case of reciprocating engine
aircraft, 166 knots (180 mph).

leas Owe red air-
craft, 200 knots (230 mph).

(c) No person may operate aircraft in the
airspace beneath the lateral limits of any ter-
minal control area at an indicated airspeed of
more than 200 knots (230 mph).

However, if the minimum safe airspeed for
any particular operation is greater than the
maximum speed prescribed in this section, the
aircraft may be operated at that minimum speed.

91.71 Acrobatic flight.

No person may operate an aircraft in acro-
batic flight

(a) Over any congested area of a city, town
or settlement;

(b) Over an open ,_air assembly of persons;
(c) Within a control zone or Federal airway;

4, (d) Below an altitude of 1,500 feet above the
surface; or

(e) When flight visibility is less than 3 miles.

For the purpose of this paragraph, acro batic
flight means an intentional maneuver involving
an abrupt change in an aircraft's attitude, an
abnormal attitude, or an abnormal acceleration,
not necessary for normal flight.

91.73 Aircraft lights.

No persbn may, during the period from sunset
to sunrise (or, in Alaska, during the period,
a prontinent unlighted object, cannot be seen
from a distance of 3 statute miles or the sun is
more than 5, degrees below the hOrizon)

(a) Operate an aircraft unless it has ,lighted
position lights;

(b) Park or move an aircraft in, or in dan-
gerous proximity to, a night flight operations
Area of an airport unless the aircraft

(1) Is clearly illuminated;
(2) Has lighted position lights; or
(3) Is' in an area which is 'marked by

obstruction lights; or
(c) Anchor an aircraft unless the aircraft

(1) Has lighted anchor lights; or
(2) Is in an area where anchor lights

are not required on vessels.

91.75 Compliance with ATC
clearances and instructions.

(a) When an ATC clearance has ,Veen ob-
201:123- tained, no pilot in command may deviate from

7.Figure 3-5. Aircraft overtaking another, that clearance, except in an emergency, unless

30,
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he-obtains an-a.rnended clearance. However, except
in positive controlled airspace, this paragraph
does not prohibit him from cancelling an IFR
flight plan if he is operating in VFR weather con-
ditions.

(b) Except in an emergency, no person may,
in an area in which air traffic control is exer-
cised, operate an aircraft contrary to an ATC
instruction.

(c) Each pilot in command who deviates, in
an emergency, from an ATC clearance or in-
struction shall notify ATC of that deviation as
soon as possible.

(d) Each pilot in command who (though not
deviating from a rule of this subpart) is given
priority by ATC in an emergency, shall, if
requested by ATC, submit to the chief of that
ATC facility a detailed report of that emergency
within 48 hours.

91.77 ATC light signals.

NOTE: ATC light signals have the meaning,
shown in table 11-1 of this manual.

21.72-Minfmum safe altitudes; general.

Except when necessary for takeoff or landing,
no person may operate an aircraft below the
follOwing altitudes:

(a) Anywhere. An altitude allowing, if apower
unit fails, an emergency landing without undue
hazard to persons or property on the surface.
(See fig. 3-6.)

(b) Over congested areas. Over any congested
area of a city, town, or settlement, or over
any open air assembly of persons, an altitude

__of_1,000__Ieet_above-the-highest-obstacle-within
a. horizontal radius of 2,000 feet of the aircraft,
(See fig. 3-7,.)

(c) Over other than congested areas. An
altitude of '500 feet above the surface, except
over open water or sparsely populated areas.
In that case the aircraft may not be operated
closer than *500 feet to any person, vessel,
vehicle, or structure. (See fig. 3-8.)

(d) Helicopters. Helicopters may be operated
at less than the minimums prescribed in para-
graphs (b) or (c) of this section if the operation

in ssaar mbVigiiirar
.141111111111111111111i 1111111111111111111111111111 4111111111111111111111111111111111
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Figure 3-8. Minimum safe altitudes-ourywhere.
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Figure 3- 7. Minimum safe altitude over congested areas.
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Figure 3- 8. Minimum safe altitude over otherhan congested areas.
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cted-withont 'haiiiitTle persons or pro-
perty on the surface. In addition, each person
operating a helicopter shall comply with routes
or altitudes specifically prescribed for heli-
copters by the Administrator.

91.81 Altimeter settings.

(a) Each person operating 'an aircraft shall
maintain that aircraft's cruising altitude or
flight level, as the case may be, by reference
to an altimeter that is set, , when °periling

(1) Below 18,000 feet MSL, to
(i) The current reported altimeter

setting of a station aloag)the route nd within
100, nautical miles of the aircraft;

(ii) If there is no stati __ within th4
area prescribed in subdivision (i) of this sub-
paragraph: the current reported altimeter setting,
of an appropriate available station; or

(iii) In the case of an aircraft not
equipped with a radio, the elevation of 1,he de-
parture airport or an appropriate ratalneter
setting available before departure; or

(2) At or above 18,000 'feet MSL, to
29.92tI Hg.

(b) The lowest usable flight level is deter-.
mined by the atmospheric pressure in the area
of operation, as shown in the following

Altimeter setting Lowest usable
(Current reported) flight level

29.92 or higher 180
29.4 to 29.42 ass
29.41 to 28.92 190
28.91 to 28.42 195
28.41 to 27.92 200
27.91 to 27.42 205
27.41 to 26.92 210

(c) To c nveit minimum safe altitude to
minimum fl ght level, the pilot should add the
appropriate number of feet specified below, ac-
cording to the current altimeter setting, to the
flight' level equivalent_ of the minimum "safe
altitude.

29,92 (or higher) None
29.91 to429.42 t 500 feet
29.41 to 28.92 1,000 feet
28.91 to 28.42 1 500 feet
28.41 to 27.92 2 000 feet
27,91 to 27.42 2,500 feet
27.41 to 26.92 3,000 feet

91.85 Operating on or in the vicinity
of an airport; general rules.

(a) Unless otherwise required by Part 93
(Special air traffic rules and airport traffic
patterns), each person operating an aircraft on
or in bid vicinity of an airport shall comply
with the requiremers of this section and of
91.87 ant-191.89.

(b) Unless otherwise authorized or required
by ATC, no person may operate an aircraft
within an airport traffic area except for the
ptirpose of landing at, or taking off from, an
airport within that area. ATC authorizations
may be given as individual approval of specific
operations or may be contained in written agree-
ments between airport users and the tower
concerned.

91.87 Operation irpopts
with operating C ntrol towers.

(a)' General. Unless otherwise authorited or
required by ATC, each person operating an
aircraft to, from, or on an airport with an
operating control tower shall comply with the
applicable provisions of this section.

(b) Communications with control towers op-
erated by the. United States. No person may,
within an 4airport traffic area, operate an air-
craft to, Horn, or on an airport having a control
tower operated by the United States unless two-
way radio communications are maintained be-
tween that aircraft and the 'Control tower. How-
ever, if the aircraft radio fails n flight, he
may operate that aircraft -nd 1 if -weather
conditions are at or above b VFR weather
minimums, he maintains visual contact with. the
tower, .and he receives a clearance to land. If
the aircraft radio fails while in flight under
IFR, he must comply with 94127.

(c) Communications "With other control
towers. No person may, within an airport traffic
area operate an aircraft to, from, or on an
aireort having a control tower that it-operated
by any person other that' the' United Statesunlegs

(1) If that aircraft's, radio equipment so
allows, two-way radio communications are main-
tained-between the aircraft and the tower; or

(2) If that aircraft's radio equipment
allows only reception from the tower, the pilot
has the tower's frequency monitored.

(d) Minimum altitudes. When operating to
an airport with an operating control tower,
each pilot of
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(1) A turbine-powered airplane or a large
airplane shall, unless otherwise required by the
applicable distance from cloud criteria., enter
the airport traffic area at an altitude of at
least 1,500 feet above the surface of tie air-
port and maintain at least 1,500 feet within the
airport traffic area, inc ing the traffic pattern,
until further descent required for a safe ,
landing;

(2) A turOine-powered airplane or a large
MIT/lane approaching to land on a runway being
served by' an ILS, shall, if the airplane is
ILS-equipped, fly that airplane at an altitude,at
or above the glide slope between the . outer
marker (or the point' of interception with the
glide slope, if compliance with applicable disl,

*trice from clouds c ria requires interception
closer in) and the m die marker; and

(3) shi ane approaching to laCfd on
a. ru ry by a visual approach slope
indicator, sh maintain an altitude at or above.,
the glide slope until a lower altitude is neces-
sary,for a safe landing. c--- *-

However; subparagraphs ) and (3) of this
paragraph do not prohibit al bracketing
-maneuvers above or below .the glide,. slope that

- are conducted for the purpose of remaining on
the glide slope. _

(e) Approaches. When apprlaching to \land
at an airport withsan operating control tower,
each pilot of:

,
. -

the FAA, each pilot of a turbine-pfteretrar=------ t---
plane and each pilot of a large airplane, as-
'signed a noise abatement runway by ATC, shall
use that runway. However, each pilot has final ....

authority and responsibility for did se\iopera-
tion of his airplane and if 'he determ!.nin the
interest of safety that, another runway Should be
used,. ATC will assign that rftivay (air traffic
andorer conditions permitting).

Clearances reqnired. No -pilot may, at
an airport with an operating 641.01 tower, taxi
an aircraft- on a 'runway,- or take off or land an
aircraft on a moven-lent area, unless he has
received an appropriatefelearance from AtC.
A -clearance to -f-f-t,""the runwaxiss_clearance
to cross all intersecting runways but is not a
clearance to "taxi on" The assigned runway.

91.89 Operation a irports
without control to-,:1er

. ,

'Each person operating an aircraft to or from
an airport withouLan operating control tower
shall

(a) In the case of an airplane approaching to
land, make all turns of that airplane to the left
Unless thertirport displays, approved lightsignals
or visual markings indicating that Cj.....7 si should
be made to thearight, in which casia, the pipnt
shall ake all turns to the right;

0* In the base of a helicopter approaching
, . d, avoid the flow of fixed-wing aircraft;

(1) An airplane, shall circle' the airport*
to,the left; and

(2) A helicopter, shall avoid the flow of
fixed-wing.

(f) Depa r
raft. A

,-es. No person may operate an
;

aircraft tak ng off from an airport with an
operating control tower except in ct.,..mpliance With

the following:

(1) Ruh pilot sh comply with any de-
parture procedures established for that airport
by the FAA,

(2) Unless otherwise required by the de-
parture procedures or applicable distance from
clouds criteria, each pilot of a large,or turbine-
powered airplane Shall climb to an altitude of
1.,500 feet above the surface as rapidly as
firacticable,

(06. Noise abatementNunway system: When
landing or laking off frOi an airport with an
operating ciihtrol tower, and-for which a formal
runway use program has been established by

- and
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(c) In them case of an aircraft departing the
airport, comply (1vith any, FAA traffi
for that airport. 7 is-

91.90 Flight in term trial ctintrol areas; '

operating rules and pilot and equipment,
requirements. .

(a) Group I terminal control areas.

(1) Operating rules. No person may
operate an aircraft within a Group I terminal
control area designated in Part 71 of this chap7
ter except in compliance with tilt following
rules:

(i) No person may operate an air raft
within a Group Lterminal ,centrol area unless
he has received an appropriate authorization
froth ATC, prior to the operation of that air-
craft in that area.

ply Unless lagiwise authorized by

4 A

ATC, each person operating a large turbine .
engine powered airplane to or, from a primary
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airport shall operate at or above the designated
floors while within the lateral limits of the
terminal control area.

(2) Pilot requirements. The pilot in com-mand of a civil aircraft may_not_land-or-take
ofttthat aircraft from an airport within a Group
I terminal control area unless he holds at
least a private pilot certifidate.

(3) Equipment requirements. Unless
otherwise authorized by AFC in the case of
inflight failure, no person may operate an air-
craft within a Group I terminal control area
unless that aircraft is equipped with

(i) An operable VOR or TACAN re-
.

caller (except in the case of heliCopters);
° (ii) An operable two-way radio capa-

ble of communicating with ATC on appropriate
frequencies for that terminal control areakiand

(iii) An operable radar bea.conans-
ponder having at least a Mode A/3 64-code
capability, plying to A/3 interrogation withthe co specified by ATC. This requirement
is not applicable to helicopters operating within
the terminal control area, or to IFR flights to
or from an airport other than the primary
airport.

(b) Group II terminal control areas.
(1), Operating rules., No person may op-erate an aircraft within a Group II terminal

control area designated in.,Part 71 of this chap-
ter except in compliance with the following
rules:

No person may operate an air-
craft within a Group II terminal control area
unless he has received an appropriate authori-
zation from ATC prior to the operation of that-
aircraft in that area.

(c) Group III terminal control areas. After
July 1, 1975 no person may operate an aircraft
within a Group in terminal control area des-
ignated in Part 71 unless the applicable 'pro-

. visions' of 91.24(WAre complied with, except.
that such complianceis not required if two-way

\radio communications are maintained, within the
TCA, between the aircraft and the ATC facility,

. and th3sepilot provides position, altitude, and
proposed flight path'prkor to entry.

91.91 Temporary flight restrictions.

(a) Whenever the Administrator determines
it to be necessary in orde to prevent an unsafe
congestion of sight-seeing aircraft above an
incident or event which may generate a high
degree of public interest, or to provide a safe
environment for the operation of disaster relief op

aircraft, a Notice to Airmen will be issued
designating an area within which temporary
flight restrictions apply.

(b) When a Notice to
under this section, no person may operate an
aircraft within the designated area unless

(1) That aircraft is ,participating in
disaster relief activities and is being operated
under the direction of the agency responsible
for relief activitie

(2) That aircraft is being operated to
or from an airport within the area and is
operated so as not to hamper or endanger relief
activities;

(3) That operation is specifically au-
thorized under an IFR ATC clearance;

(4) VFR flight around or above the area
is impracticable dub to weather, terrain, or
other considerations, prior notice is given to
the Air Traffic Service facility specified in the
Notice to Airmen, and en route operation
through the area is conducted so as not to hamper
or endanger relief activities; or

(5) That aircraft is carrying properly
accredited ,news representatives, or persons on
official business concerning the incident,or event
which generated the issuance of the Notice
to Airmen; the operation is conducted in ac-
.c o r dine e with section 91.79 of this chapter; the
operation is conducted above the altitudes being
used by relief aircraft unless otherwise author-.
ized by the agency responsible for relief ac-
tivities; and further, in connection with this
type of operation, prior to entering the area the
operator has filed with the Ail TrafficAervice
facility specified in the Notice to'Airmenaflight
plan that includes the following information:

(i) Aircraft identification, type andcolor.
(ii) Radio communications frequencies-w

to be used.
(iii) Proposed times of entry and exit

of the designated area.
(iv) Name,, of news media or purpoie

of flight.
(v) Any other information deemedneo-

essary by'ATC.

91.93 Flight test areas.

(a) No person may flight test an aircraft
except overt. open water or sparsely populated ,

areas havinglight air traffic.
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9495 Restricted and prohibitedareas.

(a) No person may operate an aircraft within
.a restricted area (designated in Part 73) con-
trcryThestrictions imposed, or - within
a prohibited area, =lees he has the permis-
sion of the, using or controlling agency, as
appropriate.

(b) Each *person conducting,. within a re-
stricted area,- an aircraft operation (app
by the, using agency) that creates the same
hazards as the operations for which the re-
stricted area was designated, may deviate from
the rules of this subpart that are not com-
patible with his operation of the aircraft.

91.97 poeUve 'control areas.

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of
this section, no person may operate an aircraft
within a positive control area designated in
Part 71 unless that aircraft is

(1) Operated under IFR
altitude assigned by ATC;

at a *wino

(2) Equipped with instruments and equip-
ment required for IFR operations and is flown
by a. pilot rated for instrument flight; and

(3) Equipped with-i
(i) A Coded radar beacon transponder,

having a Mode A (military Mode 3) 64 code
capability, replying to Mode 3/Al= interrogation
with the code specified by ATC; and '

A radio providing 'direct pilot/
controller communication on the frequency
specified by ATC for the area concerned._

(b) ATC may authorize deviations from the
requirements, of paragraph (a) of this figctton
for operation in a positive control area. In the
case of an inoperative transponder, ATC may
immediately approve an operation allowing flight
to continue to the ultimate destination, including

law intermediate stops, or to proceed to a
',place where suitable repairs can be made,
or both. A requeit for authorization to deviate
from a requirement of this section must be
Submitted at least fair' days before the pro-
posed operation, in writing, to the ATC center
having jurisdiction over the positive control(
area ooncerned. ATC may authorize deviations
on a continuing basis or for an individual flight,
as appropriate.

91.99 Jet advisory areas.

(a) No person may operate an aircraft skithin
a radar jet advisory area designated in Part
75 unlelas

(1) That aircraft is operated under IFR
at a specific altitude assigned by ATC; or

(2) If the aircraft is not so operatedd
(i) That aircraft is equipped with a

functioning coded radar beacon transponder
having a Mode A (military Mode 3) 64 code
capability, that transponder is operatec( to reply
to Mode 3/A interrogation with the code specified
by ATC;

(it) If that aircraft is not so equipped,
it is operated under specific authorization from
ATC; ,or

(iii) If radio failure prevents the re-
ceiving of that authorization, he maintains an
appropriate VFR cruising flight level.

(b) No person may pilot an aircraft within a
nonradar jet advisory area designated in Part
75 unless that aircraft is operated under-

(1) IFR at a specific altitudede assiikned
by ATC; or

(2) Specific authorization from ATC.

91.102 Flight limitation in
the proximity of space
Might recovery operations.

- No person may operate any aircraft of...Dnited
States registry, or pilot any aircraft under the
authority of. an airman certificate issued by the
FAA within Areas designated in a NOTAM for
space flight recovery operations except when
authorized by ATC, or _operated under the con-
trol of the DOD Manager for Manned Space
Flight Support Operations. Emir

91104 Flight limitations in proximity
of the Presidential Party.

I No person may operate an aircraft, over or
in the vicinity of areas to be visited or traveled
by the President, the Vice President, or other
public figures, contrary to the restrictions es-

' tablished by the' Administrator band published
in a Notice to Airman (NOTAM).
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Figure 3-9. Basic VFR weather minimums.

91.105 Basic VFR weather minimums.-
(See fig. 3-9 and table 3-1.)

(a) Except as provided in 91.107, no person
raw operate an aircraft under VFR when the
flight visibility Is less, or at a distance from
clouds that is lass, than that prescribed for the
corresponding altitude in table 3-1.

(b) When the visibility is less than 1 mile,
a helicopter may be operated outside controlled
airspace at 1,200 feet or less above the surface
is operated at speed that allows the' pilot ade-
quate opportunity to see any air traffic or other
obstruction in time to avoid`a collision.

201.128

(C) Except as provided in 91.107, no person
may operate an aircraft, under VFR, within a
control 'zone beneath the ceiling when the ceiling
is less than 1,000.feet.

(d) Except as provided in 91.107, no person
may takeoff or land an aircraft, or enter the
traffic pattern of an- airport undet VFR within a
control zone-7'

4 (1) Unless ground visibility at,that airport
is at least 3 statute miles; or , .

() If ground visibility is not reported
at that airport, unlink flight visibility._ during
landing or takeoff, or while operating in the
traffic pattern, is 'at least 3 statute miles.

4
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(a) For the purpose of. this section, an air-
;,-.0raft operating .at the base altitude of a transi-
tion area or control area is considered to be
within' the airspace directly below that area.

(2) If ground visibility is not reported
at that airport, unless the flight visibility during
landing or takeoff is at least 1 statute mile.

1.109___VER_ondsing_altitude
or flight level.

Except while holding in a holding-Pattern Of

2 minutes or less, or while turning, each person
operating an aircraft under VFR in level cruising
flight, at an altitude of more than 3,000 feet
above the surface, shall maintain the appro-
priate altitude prescribed below":

(a) When operating below 18,000 feet MSL
and-

91.107 Special VFR
weather minimums.

(a) Except as provided in FAR 93.113 (Con-
trol. zones within which special VEE,.. weather
_minimums are not authorized), when a person
has received an appropriate ATC clearance, the
special weather minimums of this section in-
stead of those contained in 91.105 apply to the
'operation of an aircraft by that person in a
control zone under VFR.

(b) Ng person may operate an aircraft in a
control zone under VFR except clear of clouds.

(0) No person may operate an aircraft (other
than a helicopter) in a control zone under VFR
unless flight visibility is at least 1 statute mile.

(ci) No person may takeoff or land an aircraft
Aother than a helicopter) at any airport in a
.control zone under VFR-

(1) Unless ground visibility at that air-
port is at least 1 statute mile; or

(1) Chi a magnetic course of zero degrees
through 179 degrees, any odd thousand foot
MSL altitude +500 feet (such as 3,500,.5,500,
or 7,500); or

(2) On a magnetic course of 180 degrees
through 359 degrees, any even thousand foot ,_
MSL altitude +SOO feet (such as 4,500, 6,500;
or 8,500). .

(b) When operating aboVe 18,000 feet MSL
to flight level 290 (iiiclusive), and-

Table 3-1.-Basic VFR weather minimums

Altitude

1,200 feet or less above the surface (regardless
of MSL altitude).-

Flight visibility Distance from clouds

Within controlled airspace

Outside controlled airspace

More than 1,200 feet above the surface but less
than 10,000 feet MSL-

Within controlled airspace

Outside controlled airspace ..... .

More than 1,200 feet above the surface and at or
above 10,000 feet MSL

4

3 statute miles..

1 statute mile
(except as in

-91.105(B)). .

3 statute miles..

1 statute mile . .

500 feet below.
3,000 feet abOve.
2,000 feet horizontal.

. -Clear-ofclouds.

5 statute miles.. .

500 feet below.
1,000 feet above.
2,600 feet horizontal.
500 feet below.
1,000 feet above.
2,000 feet horizontal.
1,000 feet below.
1,000 feet above.
1 mile horizontal.

44
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(1) On a magnetic course of zero degrees
through 179 degrees, any odd flight level +500
feet (such as 195, 215, or 235); or

(2) On a magnetic course of 180 degrees
through- -359 degrees; -ani- even-flight -level +500

s -feet (such as 185, 205, or 225).
(c) When operatingr.,-- above flight level 290

and

(1) On a magnetic course of zero degrees
through 179 degrees, any flight level, at4,000-
foot intervals, beginning at and including flight
level 300 (such as flight level 300, 340, or
380); or

(2) On a magnetic course of 180 degrees
through 359 degrees, any flight level at 4,000 -
foot intervals, beginning at and including flight
level j20 (such as flight level 320, 360, or
40 See fig. 3-10.)-

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

91.115 ATC clearance and
flight plan required.

Ng person may operate an aircraft in con-
trolled airspace under IFR unless

(a) He has filed an IFR flight plan; and
(b) He has received an appropriate ATC

clearance.

91.116 Takeoff and landing under
IFR; general.

(a) Instrument approaches to civil airports.
Unless otherwise authorized by the Administrator
(including ATC), each person operating an, air-
craft shall, when an instrument letdown to an
airport is necessary, use a standard instrument
approach procedure prescribed for that airport
in Part 97.

114 -Landing mi tuns. Unless otherwise; au-
thorized by the Ad trator, no poison op-
erating an aircraft (exc a military aircraft
of the United States) may land that aircraft
using a standard instrument approach procedure
prescribed in FAR Part 97, unless the visibility
is at or above the-landing minimum prescribed
in FAR 97 for- the procedure used. U the landing
minimum hi a standard instrument approach
procedure (prescribed -in FAR 97) is stated in
terms of ceiling and visibility, the visibility
minimum applies, Howevdr, the ceiling minimum
shall be added to the field _elevation and that
value observed as the MDA or DH, as appro-
priate to the procedUre being executed.

(c) Military airports, Unless otherwise pre-
scribed by the Administrator, each person op-
erating a civil aircraft under IFR . into, or
out Of a military airport shall comply with the
Instrurimit approach procedure and the takeoff
and landing minimums prescribed by the military
authority having jurisdiction on that airport.

(d) Comparable values of RVR and ground
visibility. If RVIi minimums for takeoff or
landing are prescribed in an instrument ap-
proach procedure, but RVR is not reported for
the runway of, intended operation, the RVR mk-
mum shall be converted to ground visibility
in accordakce with the following comparable
values visibilityand observed as the applicable visibili
minimum for takeoff or landing on that runway;

RVR
1,600feet
2,400feet
3,200 feet
4,000 feet
4,500feet
5,000 feet
6,000feet

.091'
(e) Use of radar in instrument approach

procedure. When radar is approved at certain
locations for ATC purposes,, it may be used not
only for surveillance and precision radar ap-
proaches, as applicable, but also may be used
in conjunction with instrument approach proce-
dures predicated on other types of radio navi-
gation aids. Radar vectors may be authorized
to provide course guidance through the segments
of an approach procedure to final approach
fix or position. Upon reaching the final approach
fix or position, the pilot will either complete
his instrument approach In accordance with
the procedure approved for the facility, or will
Continue a surveillance or precision radii ap-
proach to a landing.

(f) Limitations on procedure turns. In the
case of a radar initial approach to a final ap-
proach fix or position, or a timed approach
from . a holding fix, or where the procedure
specifies "NOPT" or "FINAL," no pilot may
make a proOedure turn unless, when he receives
his final til5proacb clearance, he so advises ATC.

Visibility
(etatute miles)

1/4 mile
1/2 mile
5/8 mile

73 // 84 n MI it

1 mile
. 1 1/4mile

91.117 Limitations on the use of
instrument approach procedures.

" (a) Unless otheiwise authorized by the Ad-
ministrator, each person operating an aircraft

. 39
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using an idetrtunent approach procedure pre-
scribed in FAR 97 'shall. comply with the re-
quirements of this section. This section does
not apply to the use of Category II approach
Armed) tre s.

(b) Descent below MDA or DH. No person
may operate is* aircraft below the prescribed
minimum descent altitude or continue an ap-
proach below the decision height unless

(1) The aircraft is in a position from
which a normal- approach to the runway of in-
tended landing can be made; and

(2) The approach threshold of that run-
way, or approach lights or other markings
identifiable with the approach end of that run-
way, are clearly visible to the pilot. If, *upon
arrival at the,thissed approach point or decision
height, or at any time thereafter, any of the
above requirements are not met, the pilot shall
immediately execute the appropriate missed ap-
proach procedure.,

91.119 Minimum altitudes
for IFR operations.

(a) Except when necessary for takeoff or
landing, or unless otherwise authorized by the
Administrator, no person may operate an air-
craft under IFR below

(1) The applicable minimum altitudespre-
scribed in Parts 95 and 97; or

(2) If no applicable minimum altitude is
prescribed in those Parts

(i) In the case of operations over an
area designated as a mountainous area in Part
95, an altitude of 2,000 feet above the highest'
obstacle within a horizontal distance of 5 statute,
miles from the course to be flown;. or

(Ii) In any other case, an altitude of
1,000 feet above the highest' obstacle within a

_horizontal, distance of 5., statute-ranee-from the
course to be flown. However, if both a MEA
and a -M0aA are prescribed for a partidular
route or route segment, a person may operate
an aircraft below the MEA down to, but not
below, the 'MOCA, when ;it% 25 statute miles
of the VOR concerned d on the pilot's
reaeonable estimate of that distance).

(b) Climb. Climb to a higher minimum IFR
altitude shall begli immediately after passing
the point beyond which that minimum altitude
applies, except that, when ground obstructions
intervene the point beyond which the higher
minimum altitude applies shall be orossed at
or above the applicable MCA.

91.121 IFR cruising altitude
or flight level

(a) in controlled airspace. Each person op-
-:erating-an-aircraft-under-IFItin-level-cruising
flight in controlled airspace shall maintain the
altitude or flight level assigned that aircraft by
ATC. HOwever,. if the ATC clearance assigns
"VFR conditions-on-top," he shall maintain an
altitude or flight level as prescribed by 91.J;09.

(b) In uncontrolled airspace. Except wile
holding in a holding pattern of 2 ,minutes or
less, or while turning, each person operating
an aircraft under IFR in level cruising flight,
in uncontrolled airspace, shall maintain an ap-
propriate altitude as follows:

(1) When operating below 18,000 feet MSL
and

(i) On a 'magnetic bourse of zero
degrees through '179 degrees, any odd thousand
foot MSL -altitude (such as 3,000 5,000, or
7,000); or

. On a magnetic course of 180 de-
grees through 359 degrees, any even thousand
foot MSL altitude (such as 2,000 4,000 or 6,000).

(2) When operating at or above 18,000
feet MSL but below flight level 290, and

(i) On a magnetic course of zero
degrees through 179 degrees, any odd flight
level (such as 190, 210, or 230); or

(ii) On a magnetip course of 180 de-
grees through 359 degrees, any even flight level
(such as 180, 200, or 220).

(3) When operating at flight level 290
and above,

(I) On a magnetic course of zero
degrees through_ 179 degrees, any flight level,
at 4,000-foot intervals, beginning at and including
flight level 290 (such as flight level 290, 330,
or 318);-or

(ii) On a magnetic course of 180 de-
grees through 359 degrees any flight level, at
4,000-foot intervals, beginning at and including
flight level 310 (such as flight level 310, 350,
or ,390). (See fig. 3-10.)

91.123 Course to be flown. .

Unless otherwise authorized by _ATC, no
person may operate an aircraft within eon-
trolled airspace, under IFR, except as follower

(a) On a Federal airway, along the center-
line of that airway.

41
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(b) On any other route, along the direct
course between the navigational aids or fixes
defining. that route.

owever 'this sec_tion does not prohibit maneu-
vering the airc to pass well clear of other
air traffic or the maneuvering of the aircraft,
in. VFR conditions, to clear the intended flight
path both before and during climb or descent.

91.1.25 IFR, radio communications.

The pilot in command of each aircraft op-
erated under IFR in controlled airspace shall
have a continuous watch maintained on the ap-
propriate frequency and' shall report by radio
as soon as possible

(a) The time and -altitude of passing each
designated reporting point, or the reporting
points specified by ATC, except that while the
aircraft is under radar control, only the passing
of those reporting points specifically requested
by ATC need be reported;

(b) Any unforecast weather conditions en-
countered; and

(0) Any other information relating to the
safety of flight.

-'91.127 IFR operations; two-way
radio communications failure.

(a) General. Unless otherwise authorized by
ATC, each pilot who has two-way radio com-
munications failure when operating under IFR
shall comply with the rules of this section.

(b)--VFR ;Conditions. If the failure occurs
in- VFR conditions, or if VFR conditions are
encountered after the failure, each pilot shall
continue the flight under VFR and land as soon
as practicable..

(c) IFR Conditions. If the failure occurs in
IFR conditions, or if paragraph (b) of this
section cannot be complied with, each pilot
shall continue the flight according to the following:

(1) Route. .

(1) By the route assigned in the last
ATC clearance received;

(if) If being radak vectored by the
direct route from the point of radio failure to
the fix, route, or airway, specified in the vector
clearance;

In the absence of an assigned route,
by the route that ATC has advised may. be
expected in a furthelearance; or

4 8
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(iv) In the absence of an assigned route
or a route that ATC has advised may be ex-
pected in it further clearance, by the route
filed in the flight plan. A

(2) Altitude. At--the highest-of the-fol-
lowing altitudes or flight levels for the route
segment being flown:

(I) The altitude or flight level as-
signed in the last ATC clearance received;

(ii) The minimum altitude (converted,
if appropriate, to minimum flight level as pre-
scribed in 91,81 (o)) for IFR operations; or

(iii) The altitude or ,flight level ATC
has advised may be expected in a further clear-
ance.

(3) Leave holding fix. holding in-
structions have been received, leave the holding,-'
fix at the expect-further-clearance time re-
ceived, or, if an expected approach clearance
time has been received, leave the holding fix in
order to arrive over the fix from which the
approach begins as close as possible to the
expected approach clearance tine.

(4) Descent for approach. Begin descent
from the en route altitude or flight level upon
reaching the tix from which the approach begins,
but not before

(i) The e xp e c t-approach-clearance
time (if received); or

(ii) If no expect - approach- clearance
time has been received, at the estimated time
of arrival, shown on the flight plan, as amended
with ATC.

91.129 Operation under IFR
in controlled airspace;
malfunction rePortS.

(a) The pilot in command of each aircraft
.operated in controlled airspace under IFR, shall
report Immediately to .ATC any of the following
malfinetiOns Of -equipment occurring-in-flight:

(1) Loss of VOR, TACAN, ADF, or low
frequency navigation receiver capability.

(2) Complete or partial loss of ILS re-
ceiver capability.

(3) Impairment of air/ground communi-
cations capability.

(b) In, each report required- by paragraph
(a) of this section, the pilot' in command shall
include the

(1) Aircraft identification;
(2) ,Equipment affected;
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(3) Degree to which the capability of the aircraft and the next appropriate facility
the pilot to operate under IFR in the ATC sys- along the Federal airway, jet, route, or othertern is impaired; and t direct route that provides:

(4) Nature and extent of assistance he
(1) Continuous reception between facil.!-__desires_from_ATC,

FAR, PART 95 IFR ALTITUDES

Terms used in IFR altitudes are as. follows:

(a) This part prescribes altitudes governing
the operation of aircraft under IFR on Federal
airways, jet routes, or other direct routes
for which an MEA is designated in this part. In
addition, it designates mountainous areas and
changeover points (not included in this training
manual).

(b) The MAA is the highest altitude on a
Federal airway, 'jet route, or other direct route
for which-an MEA is designated in this part at
which adequate reception of navigation aid signals
is assured.

(c) The MCA applies to the operation of an
aircraft proceeding to a higher minimum en
route altitude when crossing specified radio
fixes. v

(d) The MEA prescribed for a Federal air-
way or segment thereof, . applies to the entire
width of that airway or segment between the
radio fixes defining that airway or segment. An
MEA prescribed for an off-airway route or
route segment applies to the airspace 5 statute
miles on each side of a direct course between
radio fixes defining that route or route seg-
ment. The MEA in effect between fixes assures
navigation signal reception and obstruction
clearance between those fixes.

(e) The MOCA applies to the operation of
an aircraft within 25 statute miles of the VOR
station concerned. The MOCA assures obstruc-
tion clearance betAreeiz the fixes specified but
adequa caption of navigational signals is
assure only within 25 miles of the VOR,station
cone ed. .

( The MRA applies to the operation, of an
aft over an intersection used in the navi-

gation of that aircraft. The MRA is the lowest
altitude at which the intersection can be de-
terMined.

(g) The COP (changeover point) applies to
operation of an aircraft along a Federal airway,
jet route, or other direct route for (which an
MEA is designated in this part.. It is the most
appropriate point for transfer of the airborne
navigation reference between the facility abaft

43
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and
(2) A common source of imuth guid-

ance for all aircraft operating along the same
segment of the Federal airway, jet route, or
direct route. Unless otherwise specified, the
COP is midway - between the navigation facili-
ties for straight route segments, -or at the-
intersection of radials forming a dogleg in the
case of dogleg route segments.

FAR, PART 99SECURITY
CONTROL OF AIR TRAFFIC

99.3. APPLICABILITY

(a) This subpart prescribes rules for oper-
ating civil aircraft in a defense area, or into,'
within, or out of the United States through an
Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ).

(b) Except for 99.7, this subpart does not
apply to the operation of an aircraft

(1) In a Coastal or Domestic ADIZ noOk
of 25 degrees north latitude or west of 85
degrees west longitude at a true airspeed. of
less than 180 knots.

(2) In the Alaskan DEWIZ at a true air-
speed of less than 180 knots while the pilot
maintains a continuous listening watch on the
appropriate frequency;

.(3) From any point in the 48 contiguous
States "on an outbound track through the Witham
Border ADIZ that does not penetrate a Coastal
ADIZ;

(4) Within the 48 contiguous States and
the District of Columbiaor within the State of
Alaska, which remains within 10 nautical miles
of the point of departure; or

(5) Over any island, or within three nau-
tical miles of the coastline of any island,. in
the fiawaiian ADIZ.

(c) Except as provided in 99.7, the radio
and- position reporting requirements of this sub-
part do not apply, to the operation of an aircraft
within the 48 contiguous States and the District
of Columbia, or within. the State of Alaska,
if that aircraft does not have two-way radio
and is operated in -accordance with a tfiled
DVFR flight plan containing the time and point
of Domestic or Coastal ADIZ penetration and
that aircraft departs within 5 minutes of the
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estimated departure time contained in the flight
plan. ,

(d) An FAA ATC center may exempt the
foll operations from this subpart (except

a-local basis only, with the oonour-
rence of the military commanders concerned;

(1) Aircraft operations that are conducted
whcilly -within the boundaries of an ADIZ and
are not currently significant to the air defense
system.

(2) Airotaft operations conducted in ac-
cordance with speoial procedures prescribed ,by

the military authorities concerned.--

INOTAII4

99.3 GENERAL

(a) Air defense identification zones (ADIZs)
are areas of airspace over land or water in
whioh the ready identification, location, and
control of civil aircraft is required in the
interest of national security. (See fig.' 3-11.)
They are classified as

(1) Coastal air defense identification
zones (Coastal ADIZs);

(2) Domestic air defense identification-
zones (Domestic ADIZs); and

(3) Distant early warning identification
zones (DEWIZs).

lerTM INOIRA
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Figure. 3-11.ADIZs and defense area.'
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(b) Unless designated as an ADIZ,,a Defense
Area is any airspace of the United States in
which the control of aircraft is required for
national security.

(c) For the purposes of this Part, a Defense
Visual Flight Rules (DVFM-4L4gtt is a flight
within an ADIZ conducted under the visual flight
rules in Part 91.

99.5 EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

In an emergency that requires immediate
decision and action for the safety of the flight,
the pilot in command of an aircraft may deviate
from the rules in this Part to the extent re-
quired by that emergency. He shall report the
reasons for the deviation to the communications
facility where flight plans or position reports
are normally filed (referred to in this Part as
"an appropriate aeronautical facility") as' soon
as possible,

99.7 SPECIAL SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS

Each person operating an aircraft in an
ADIZ or Defense Area shall, in addition to the
applicable operating rules of this Part, comply
with special security instructions issued by the
Administrator in the interest of national security
and that are consistent with appropriate agree-
ments between the FAA and Department of
Defense.

99.9 RADIO REQUIREMENTS

No person may operate an aircraft in an
ADIZ unless the aftcraft has a functioning two-
way radio.

99.11 FLIGHT PLAN REQUIREMENTS
ADI Z

(a) No person may operate an aircraft in or
penetrating a Coastal or Domestic ADIZ unless
he has filed a flight plan with an appropriate'
aeronautical facility.

(b) Unless ATC authorizes an 'abbreviated
flight plan/ (1) A flight plan for IFR flight mugt
contain the information specified in 91.83; and

(2) A flight plan for VFR flight must
contain the information specified in 91.83 (a) (1)
through (7).,

lc) The pilot shall designate a flight plan
for VFR flight as a DVFR flight plan.

DEWIZ
\

(a) No person may operate an aircraft in or
penetrating a DEWIZ unless he has filed a flight
plan before takeoff with an appropriate aero-
nautical facility. If there is no facility for filing
a DVFR flight plan, the pilot must comply with
99.25 (a) (2) and pooeed according to the 16-
structions issued by/the appropriate aeronauti-
cal facility. These instructions normally require
the flight to proceed' to a' specific area for
visual identification or to land ata stated loCation.

(b) Unless ATC authorizes an abbreviated
flight plan

(1) A flight plan for IFR flight must
contain the information specified in 91.83 and
the estimated time and point of DEWIZ pehetra-
tion (ETDP); and

(2) A flight -plan for VFR flight must
contain the information in 91.83 (a) (1) through
(7) and the estimated time, and point of DEWIZ
penetration (ETDP).

(c) The pilot shall designate a flight plan
for VFR flight as a DVFR flight plan.

99.17 POSITION REPORTS

The pilot of an aircraft operating in or
penetrating a Domestic ADIZ under IFR

(a) In controlled airspace, shall make the
position reports required in 91.125; and

(b) In uncontrolled airspace, shall make the
position reports required in 99.19.

4§L99.19 Position Reports; Aircraft Operating
in or Penetrating a Domestic ADIZ; DVFR.

No pilot may penetrate a Domestic ADIZ
under DVFR unless

(a) He reports to an appropriate aeronautical
facility before penetration. The time, position,
and altitude ht which the aircraft passed the
last reporting pohit before penetration and the
estimated time of arrival over the next ap-
propriate reporting point along the flight route;

(b) If there is no appropriate reporting point
along the flight route, he reports at least 15
minutes before penetration; the estimated time,-
position, and altitude at which he will penetrate; or

(c) U the airport of departure is so close
to the Domestic ADIZ boundary that it prevents
his complying with paragraphs (a) or (b) of this
section, he has reported immediately after taking
off: The time of departure, altitude, and estimated

"time of arrival over the first reporting point
along the flight route.
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The pilot of an aircraft entering the United
States through a Coastal ADIZ shall make the
reports required in 99.17 or 99.19 to an ap-
propriate aeronautical facility.

In addition-to-such other-reports as- ATC
may require, no pilot in command of a foreign
civil aircraft may enter the United States,:
through a Coastal ADIZ unless he makes the
reports required in 99.17 or 99.19 or reports
the position of the aircraft when it is less
than 1 hour and not more than 2 hours average
direct cruising distance from the United States.

99.25. Position Reports, Aircraft Entering the
United States Through a DEWIZ.

(a) The pilot of an aircraft entering the
United States through a DEWIZ

(1) If under IFR, shall report his posi-
tion as required by ,91.125; or

(2) If un,der DVFR, shall report when
within radio range of an appropriate aeronautical
facility but before penetration: The time, alti-
tude, and position at which he passed the last
reporting point and the estimated time, altitude ,

and point of penetration.
(b) If requested, the pilot of an aircraft

entering the United States through a DEWIZ
shall advise an appropriate aeronautical facility
of the difference between the actual time and

I

point of penetration and the same data recorded
in the original ground filed flight plan.

99.27 DEVIATION FROM FLIGHT PLANS
AND -ATC- CLEARANCES

(a) No pilot may viate from the provisionse
of an ATCslear or ATC instruction except
in accordance with 91.75 of this chapter.

(b) No pilot may deviate from his filed IFR
_,,

flight plan when operating an aircraft in uncon-
trolled airspace unless he notifies an appropri-
ate aeronautical facility before deviating.

(c) No pilot may deviate from his filed DVFR
flight plan unless he notifies an appropriate
aeronautical facility before deviating.

99.29 RADIO FAILURE

If the pilot operating an aircraft under DVFR
in an ADIZ cannot)naintain two-way radio com-
mnnications, he may proceed in accordance
with his original DVFR flight plan or land as
soon as practicable. The pilot shall report the
radio failure to an appropriate aeronautical

,facility as soon as possible.
If a pilot operating an aircraft under IFR in

an ADIZ cannot maintain two-way radio com-
munications, he shall proceed in accordance
with 91.127 of this chapter.



CHAPTER 4

BASIC AIR NAVIGATION

Air navigation has borrowed and adaptedmany
of the instruments, practices, and procedures
of marine navigation; thus, fundamental knowledge
and ^ skills are the same for marine and air
navigation. It will be necessary for the Air
Controlman to understand some of the problems
encovntered by pilots 'in planning and completing
a successful flight. Also, a sound understanding
of die basic theories of navigation is of importance
to the Air Controlman to give him the required
know-how in the daily application of his duties.

This chapter is intended to fatniliarizelhe
AC with the fundamentals o air navigation and

,should give hfm the confide ce necessary when
called on to render assistance to pilots.

at

BASIC CONCEPTS OF
AIR NAVIGATION

Any purposeful movement in the universe
ultimately involves an intention to proceed to a
definite point, and navigation is the business of
proceeding in such a. manner as to arrive at
that point. Air navigation is defined, formally,
as the process of directing the movement of an
aircraft from one point to another. The function
of air navigation is primarily to determine the
direction' necessary to accomplish the intended
flight, loeatepositions, and measure distance and
time as means to that end.

Position is a point defined by stated .or.irn-
plied coordinates. This term is- frequenily
qualified by such adjectives as estimated, dead
reckoning, no wind, etc., whose meanings will
be explained later in this chapter. But however
qualified, the word position always refers to
some place that can be identified. One bf the
basic problems of the navigator is that of fixing
his position; unless he knows where he is, he
cannot know how to direct the movement of
the aircraft to its intended destination.

Direction is the position of one point in space
relative -to another ivithout reference to the
distance between them. Direction may be either
3-dimensional or 2-dimensional, the horizontal
being the usual plane of 2-dimensional direction.
For example, the direction of San Francisco
from New York is approximately west (2-
dimensional); while the direction of an aircraft
from an observer on the ground may. be west and
20 degrees above the horizontal (3-dimensional).
Direction is not itself an angle (that is, the

rdirection Least) but it is often measured in terms
of its angular distance from a reference direction.

Distance Is the spatial separation between
two points and is 'Measured by the length of a
line Joining them. This seems understandable
enough. Suppose, however, that the twpointelare
on opposite sides of a baseball. How Is the line
to be drawn'? Does it run through the center
of the ball, or around the surface? If around
the ball, what path does it .follow? The term
distance as used in navigation must be qualified
to indicate how the distance is to be measured.
The shortest distance on the earths surface
from San Diego, to Sydney, Australia, is 6,530
miles, but via Honolulu and Guam, a frequently
used route, it is 8,602 miles. And, furthermore,
the length of the Chosen line could be expressed,
in various units, as miles; kilometers, or yards.

Time has many definitions, but those used in
navigation consist mainly of two: the hour of
the day, and an elapsed interval. The first is
used to designate a definite instant, as takeoff
time is 0216. The second definition is used to
indicate an interval, as time of flight, 2 hours
15 minutes.
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A map or a chart of the earth's surface is

the primary instrument used in air navigation.
Without a chart it ,would be impossible to
navigate. Therefore, it Is important to understand
certain known facts indicated on these charts
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about the earth's surface. Some of these will
be familiar; others may no o ensure that all
are known, let us start from th very beginning
nd-review-the-pertinent facts.

The earth resembles a spinning ball. The
imaginary line about which the earth rotates is
called the axis of the earth. The ends of the
axis are called .the North Geographic tPole and
the South Geographic Pole.

Although most/ people think of it as such, the
earth is not, a true sphere. A sphere is a body
whose surface is equidistant from a point within,
known as the center. Any line which, passes
from one side pf a sphere through the center
to the other :/aide is aordiameter of the sphere.
Obviously, one diameter is equal to every other
diameter. /

The earth is slightly flattened at the ,poles.
This causes its axis to be About 26 miOs shorter
than its greatest diameter. This difference,
iowever, is only about 0.3 percent of the diameter.
Therefore, for the purposes of navigation, the
earth may betbonsidered a true sphere.

POSITION

It is necessary to have a system for designating
any position ,on the , surface of the earth.
Sometimes we may simply say that the aircraft is
10 mileslsouth of San Diego or that its destination
is the municipal airport. Such designations may
be clear and simple enough, but they would be
useless in debignating the aircraft's position
white crossing the Atlantic Ocean. It would not
be sufficient to says that the aircraft was in the
middle of the Atlantic or 3 miles south of an
iceberg. What is .needecL.is a universal method
of expressing position without regard to nearby
geographic) features.

To tell a stranger the location of a restaurant
in Chicago, one might say that it is at the,corier
of 2nd Street and 3rd Avenue. This definitely

-telis him the location, ',as there is only: one place,
in an the city at which 2nd Street and 3rd Avenue
cross. You might als,0 tell him that91.e restaurant
is 2 blocks north of Main Street -Ind 3 blocks
east of Broadway, .This is 'Just as definite.
Quantities which give position with respect to
two reference lines are,called coordinates. Thus,
"2 blocks north" and 413 blocks east" are

-the coordinates of the restaurant _relative...-to
Main Street and Broadway.

Positions on,, the earth may be given by a
similar system of coordinates. However, Since
there are no natural lines on the earth to
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serve as deference lines, it, iff necessary to
use imaginary lines.

Straight lines are usually the most cOlivenient
with which to work: However, straight 'lines
Cannot' be draWri on a &I-Wed surface. -On-a
sphere, the Most convenient reference line is
a circlt.

Circles o a Sphere

If a sphere 'is cut straight through the center,
the resulting cut edges, art circles. Tlius, the t
intersection of a plane with a sphere forte'
circle. If the plane passes through the center of
the sphere, dividing-it in half, the circle formed
is a gOat circle. (See fig. 4-1.) A great circle
is the largest circle which can be draWn on
a., given sphere. Any circle other than a great

/- V

4

GREAT 'CIRCLES

SMALL CIRCLE

1,'

201.11
Figure 4-1......C2stn a sphere.
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A

ARC 30.-I51

ANGLE ABC (30*-15)

IS EQUAL TO

ARC AC (30*-15')

201.72
Figure 4-2. The angle at the center is equal to

the arc.

circle, no matter 'how large, called a small
circle. (See fig. 4-1.) The plane of a small
circle, of course, does not pass. through the
center of the sphere, and hence does not divide

.it info halves.
Segments of-circles or arcs are measured

in degrees, minutes, and seconds. A circle
contains 360° 9f arc. Each degree (°) is 1/360
of the circumference of a circle.' Thus, if any
circle is 'divided into 360 equal arcs, each arc
is 1° in length, regardless 'of the size of the
'circle. A minute (') is 1/60 of 1' a second ('')
is 1/60 of 1'.

Notice in figure 4-2 that if a stA.It line is
drawn froth each end of an arc to center
of the circle, the two lines meet to form an
angls at the center. This angle is subtended
by the arc. Angles, like arcs, are measured in
degrees, minutes, and seconds. The angle at
the center of "a aircle (fig. 4-2) always contains
the same number of degrees, minutes, and
seconds as the arc which subtends it.

ference Lines on "the Earth

As stated earlier in this chapter, circles
make the best reference iines for designating
position on a sphere. The question is where to
draw the circles. A sphere is a continuous
surface Athout ( beginning or end, and' ,on the
earth the only 'distinctive natural geometric
'line is its .axis, which is different from every
other diameter, by about 26 miles, as previously
stated. Thus, the geographic poles are distinctive
points- Rn the earth. The ieographic poles are

used as the central points foroneset of refetce
circles. The most important circle of this set-
ts the Equator. ,

The Equator is the great circle halfway
between the poles. Since the poles are 180°, or
half a circle apart, every point on the Equator
is 90° from each pole. The plane of the Equator
is perpendicular to the earth's axis.,/ The
Equator divides the earth into a northern and
southern hemisphere,. and it is 'imriortant to
remember that the 'Equator serves as a reference
line for denoting north and south latitude.

Any small circle on "the earth whose plane is
parallel with/the plane af the Equator is called
a icarallel of latitude, or simply a parallel.
Each parallel is everywhere equidistant from
the poles, from the Equator, and from every
other parallel. Thus, the 'parallels -and the
Equator are Concentric atout the polar axis.
(See fig. 4-3.)

Every point on the earth has a parallel
passing through it. However, only a few of
these parallels are shown on the globe; the globe
would lie solid black if they were all shown.
Each _parallel is designated by its angular
distance north of south of the Equatorthat
is, . toward the North or South Pole, as. the
case may be.

NP
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4. Figure e-3. Parallels of latitude.
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201.74
Figure 4-4. Meridians of longitude.

Points east or west on the earth are located
by reference to -a meridian of longitude, or
simply a meridian. (See fig. 4-4.) Instead of
using small circles as in the.case with latitude,
the lOngitude system is based on great circles
passing through the poles. These great circles
are divided in half by the poles, andare farthest
apart at the Equator. Each half of the circle
is assigned a value east or west.

The prime meridian is the meridian whose
plane passes through the Observatory at Green-
-Mob`, England, whiah , has been adopted' as an
,origin for 'the measUrement of longitude. This

_meridian is also refetred to as 'Greenwich
meridian, and serves as our second reference
line. (See fig. 4 -44

Latitude and Longitude
1

'The parallels and meridians intersect at
sight angles tO form a grid system\ comparable

. to the -intersecting streets .of a city. You can

designate' any position in a city by naming the
streets which pass through it. Likewise, you can
designate any point on the earth by naming
the parallel and meridian which pass through
it. Thus, the 29°59'N parallel .and the 95°21'W
meridian .together designate Houston, Texas.
(See fig. 4-5.) Any point on the earth can be
designated by giving its coordinates relative
to the Equator and Greenwich meridian. These
coordinates are called latitude and longitude.

The latitude of -a poiat Is its angular distance
north or south of the Equator, measured in the
plane of the meridian. It is measured from -0°
at the Eqhator, north to 90° at the North Pole,
and south to 90° at the South Pole.

The (ongitude of a point is its angUlar distance
east or west of the prime meridian, measured
in--the--fla.ne-of---,Equator--or -of a parallel.
Longitude is measured from 0° to 180" east
and from 0° to 180°west from the prime meridian.
In giving the coordinates of a place, give latitude
first, then longitude; i.e., 29°59'N, 96°21'W.
Note againsttt-figure 4 -5 how this was illustrated.

SP

3

201.75
Figure 4-5., Position designated by coordinates.
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Eitch parallel and meridian is named according
to its angular distance from the Equator or
the prime meridian. Keep in m!nd, however,
that a Meridian of longitude is a line; whereas
longitude is an angle. Likewise, a parallel of
latitude is a line; whereas latitude is 'an angle.

DL and DLo

The difference of latitUde ; between two
points is the angular dicta ce , tween the
parallels which pass through these, slats. Thus,
it is the arc of any meridian between these

STARTING LINE
FOR LATITUDE

parallels. (See fig. 4-6.) If both points are on
the same side of the Equator. the smaller
latitude is subtracted from the larger. Therefore,
the DL between 20°N at point A and 4011 at
point B is 20°. If the two points are on opposite
sides of the Equator, the two latitudes are added.
In figure 4-6, the latitude at A is '20°N. If the
latitude at C is 16°S, the difference of latitude
between A:and C is 16°.

Similarly, the difference of longitude (DLo)
between any two points is the ahgular distance
between their meridians, (See fig. 4-7.) If both
points are in east longitude or if both are in

EQUATOR

201.76
Figure 4-6. Difference of latitude. 6 A

61r I

STARTING LINE-
FOR LONGITUDE

GREENWICH

MERIDIAN

-
.85E

EQUATOR

201.77
Figure 4-7.7-Difference of longitude.
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;,,;westiongitude, the smaller longitude is.subtrac ted
iirerin the larger. Therefore the DLo between
86M- at point A and 125°E at paint B is 40°.
=If 'Oh* point is in east longitude and the other
.iri-west longitude, the: two longitudes are added.

'sum ie greater than 180', this figure iS
inbtricted from 360°. Thus, the DLo of 125'E
kt point Band 135'W at point C is 100'.

ROTION,

To walk across the street to a friend's
..house, one -merely glances at the house and

starts walking in that direction. But to fly from
Norfolk to Jacksonville, the direction must be
obtained in some 'other manner, usually from
a chart. The pilot keeps the aircraft headed
in the right direction in order to ,reach

t can easil
be seen that direction is important in navigation,
and.that some system must be used for expressing
the direction' from any point to any other point.

North is the direction of the North Pole
from any point on the earth, south is the direction
of the South Pole; and as one faces north,
1.5aSt is to the right and west is to the left.
,These are only four of an infinite number of
possible directions. In. navigation, the system
of designating direction permits more exact

,.. locating of positions.

Direction is expressed as an angle measured
.clockwise from north. At any position, imagine
a circle whose circumference is divided into
360 equal- units. If the divisions are numbered
clockwise from north, they indicate true directions
from the central point. Such a circle is called

,,a" compass, rose. -The direction,-of north is
000. or 360', east is 090°, south is 180', and
West is 270'. In figure 4-8, the direction of B
from A is the _angle measured clockwise
from` north to the fine A.B. (Direction is
=navigationally defined as a point on the horizon
toward which a craft is moving, and it is
essentially line.) Line AB 'is the angle between
the meridian and AB and the direction of B
is 045: "Likewise, the direction of C from A is
100' and the direction of. D from A is 260'.

It will be helpful to think of directions as
angles._ Practice estimating the directions of
lines by dividing a compass rose into quarters
or quadrants, and note which directions fall into
each quadrant, Unless there is an arrow, or

iscirae device:4-4.o show which way kline points,

62
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the line has two directions differing by 180°.
Later in this chapter, it will be Seen why it is
important to learn to estimate direction now
and avoid 'making a 180' error. In fignie"4-8,
the direction of B from A is 046.

Magnetic Compass

As its name implies, the magnetic compass
utilizes the force known as magnetism. The earth
itself has a. magnetized pore, two magnetic
poles, and lines of force that form a maghetie
field. Like any other magnet, the earth aisd has
a north magnetic pole and a south *tialgnetic
pole. Each is about 1,400 miles away from Its
corresponding geographic _pole. Although they.
are placed at specific geographic sites on
magnetic charts, the locations of the magnetic

lee ch slightly from time to time.

As in any magnet, lines of force run between
the north and south magnetic poles of the
earth. Its 'magnetic field affects any magnetic
substance; and as a result, a freely suspended
magnetic bar or needle will tend to align itself
with the earth's lines of force. These lines
of force are similar to meridians and are
-called magnetic meridians.

The magnetic compass is simple in con-
struction. It contains two steel magnetized needles
mounted on a float. A compass card is attached
around the float. The needles are parallel. with
their north-seeking ends pi:lilted in the same

a8

Figure 4-8, Direction.

_c
100'

201.78
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direction. The compass card has letters for
cardinal headings (N, E, S, W). Each 30° is
represented by a number, from which ;the last
zero is omitted. Between these numbers, thea card is graduated for each 5°.

Heading Determined by a Compass

Compasses are used for deternilning heading,which is the angle measured clockwise from

201.79Figure 4- 9. Reference points in determining
headings.

TN
MN

a reference point to the longitudinal aXis of the
aircraft.
'Notice in figure 4-9 that no specific reference

point is mentioned. The reference point could
be one of several. If the angle is expressed
with relation to true north, it is known as TRUE
HEADING (TH). If Vs measured from magnetic
.notth, it is called MAGNETIC HEADING (MH).
Theoretically, it might be measured from
compass north; and the term used would be
COMPASS HEADING (CH). In each case, the
angle is measured in a clockwise direction from
the north reference to .the longitudinal axis
of the aircraft. It is important to designate which
reference was used since all of them do not
have the same value as shown in figure 4-9.
This is accomplished by designating the reference
by one of the terms true, magnetic, or compass.
Va.riation

It has already been stated that when a
magnetized needle is influenced by the earth's:,
magnetic field, the direction it points is magnetic
north (EN), and the direction of the north
geogkaphic pole is called true north (TN). The
angle between magnetic north and true north
is termed the variation. Variation differs at
different points on the earth. If the needle
points to true north, then magnetic north and
true north coincide and the variation is zero.
When the needle points east of true north, the
variation is said to be east; if the needle points
west of .true north, the variation is called west.:"
(See fig. 4-10.)

TN

MN

ea5.R.

PNICI

,

EAST VARIATION t)irk WEST VARIATION

,Figure 4-10. Angles of variation.
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Note that most charts have information
. concerning lines of variation. The lines that
,donbect points... of equal variation are called
Jacgottio lines. A line which connects points
-:iif. zero vas ration is known as an agonio line.

:UtiuitIly, aircraft courses are plotted from a
:true north reference rather than a magnetfc
north reference simply because the grid on
conventional charts is designed using true north

,as a reference. As the compass needle is
deflected east or west of true north by an
anaular amount knowivas variation, a correction
must be applied to the true heading in; order
to obtain magnetic headings. This amount of
correction is found on the chart by noting the
position' of. the aircraft in relation to the nearest
iso o line.

It has been brought out that variation is
caused, by magnetic' forces outside the aircraft.

. However, a compass is affected by ALL
magnetic fields. A piece of iron close to a
compass needle tends to deflect it from magnetic
north. Whenever an electric Current passes
t4rO-ugh, a wire, 'a magnetic field is set up
around the wire. The combined effect of all the
magnetic fields within the aircraft (such as,
metal containing iron, operation of . electronic
or electrical equipMent) causes an error in

the compass knoWn as deviation.

To understand deviation better, assume that
the compass needic always points directly to a
nonexistent compass north pole. The direction
in which the compass. needle points is known as
compass north. Compats directions may be
expressed relative to compass. north just as
true directions are expressed relative to true
qlorth and magnetic directions are expressed in
relation to magnetic north,

Although tiukComps.* needle primarily seeks
with the earth's magnetic field,

deviation -will vary as the aircraft changes.
A heading. Tile metal structures and- electrical

devices naturally turn with the-aircraft, crcitting
a 'diffe r nti#1.11 gnme nt relationships As this
relationship to the compass needle charges,
deviation also changes. o q

Since deviation may vary with each heading,
deviation must ie determined for each heading
that 'differs by. approximately, 5 from '-the',
previous heading. This is accomiilished by a

process called swinging' the compass. This may

be done either in the air or on the ground.
The most common method on the ground makes
use df a large compass rose, on a concrete
area, with magnetic headings inscribed at 15°

intervals. Swingirlg the -comgss essentially
consists -of obtaining a compass reading from

,a known .magnetic heading. trthe Compass
reading is greater than the magnetic heading,
that is, if the compass reads too high, the
deviation is east; and if the compass reads. lower

than the magnetic heading, the deviation is west.
The values of -deviation are then recorded on a
suitable deviation card and placed in the cockpit
of the aircraft.

Applying 'Variation and Deviation

n : sneeessa
change a compass heading to a corresponding
true heading, or to start with a true heading
and determine the equivalent compass heading.
For example, we may start with a compass
lieading. By applying deviation to this compass
heading we obtain.the magnetic hetiding. Variation
applied to this magnetic heading gives us the
true heading. To help solve a problem of this
nature, the following fo ula is used:

COMPASS + DEVIATION 7= MAGNETIC

. MAGNETId+ VARIATION = TRUE HEADING

In going the other wayi, the same procedure
is followed. If we know the true headitig that is
to be flown, it is necessary to find the coalpaas
heading- to steer in order to maintain this
true heading. In this case it is customary' to
.proceed as follows:

TRUE VARIATION = MAGNETIC
MAGNETIC + DEVIATION = COMPASS

HEADING

Sometimes this information Ia. summarized in
the form of a memory aid by making use of the
following statement:

Can Dead Men Vote Twice .

Reading from left to right we have C
T Compass,' Deviation, Magnetic, Variation,
True. Reading the other way, from right to left,
we have T V M D C True, Variation, Magnetic,
Deviation, Compass.

54
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201.81Figure 4-11. Application ,of compass4, errors".

However, it is impossible to add or subtract
a quantity known as east or west. Therefore,
it must be given an algebraic sign (plus or minus).
To solve for compass heading when true heading
is known, a good rule to remember is: East is
least, and west is best. This means easterlyerrors ar subtrAnted _and- westerly- =errors are
added. When proceeding from compass heading
to true heading, the signs are reversed. Figure4-11 offers this easy method of application.

DISTANCE

Distance, as previously defined, is measuredby the length of a line joining two points. In
navigation the most, common unit used for
measuring distance is the nautical mile. Since
miles have various lengths, one should be careful
to specify which mile is meant.

In- the U.S. one-mile has been defined bystatute to be 1,760 yards or 5,280 feet. Thisis called a statute mile. Navigators use the
nautical mile as a distance unit. The DOD has
adopted the International nautical mile which
equals 6,076.10 feet.

For most practic_'1 navigation purposes, allof the following units are used interchangeably
as the equivalent of one nautical mile:

A

1. 1,852 meters (6,076 feet approximately).
2. One minute of arc on the earth's Equator

(geographical mile).
3. One minute of arc. on a meridian (one

minute of latitude).

4. 2,000 yards (for short distances).

Closely related to the concept of distance is
speed, which determines the rate of change of
position. Speed in air navigation is expressed

55

in nautical miles per hour. When the -measure
of distance is nautical miles, it is custelitary to
speak of speed in terms of knots. Thus, a
speed of 200 knots and a speed of 200 nautical
miles per hour are the same thing; however, it
is incorrect to say "200 knots per hour" unless
referring to acceleration.

TIME

One of your earliest experiences in the
Navy was that of learning nautical time. This
time is expressed in accordance with the approved
naval practiceusing the 24-hour day with the
hours and minutes expressed in a 4-figure
group. In working daily as an Air Controlman,
a thorough knowledge of time is necessary,
particularly in handling communications, pro-°es plans,and_checking-on-everdue-a ruraft.

As seen from the earth, the sun appears
to travel across or orbit the earth. The fact
that the sun rises in the east and sets in the
west seems to substantiate this. However, the
opposite is actually true. The earth orbits the
sun, and the earth's rotation on its axis creates
the illusion that the sun goes around the earth.
This is called the "apparent motion of the sun."
Since the sun, for all practical purposes,
appears to move from east to west, it is a
idea to remember that TIME IS ALWAYS LATER'
TO THE EAST. (See fig. 4-12.)

Greenwich Mean Time

For uniformity, the meridian of Greenwich,
England, has been selected as the prime meridian
from which time is measured, You may recall
the prime meridian is also the basis for measuring
longitude. The moment the sun crosses the
meridian, it is noon of that date. Therefore,
it can be noon at only one meridian at the same
moment. This gives us a common time known
as Greenwich Mean Time (GIFT) or Greenwich
Civil Time (GCT). GMT gives us reference
time to locate time- at other points on the earth.

Zone Times - and Description

The world is divided into 24. time zones
whose central meridians are 0°, 15°, 30°, 46°,
etc. All 'places in any time zone keep the same
mean time of the central meridian. Hence, the
time can differ only by an integral number of
hours from the-tirrre4tGreenwich,
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Figure 4-12. Noon over a meridian MM'.

The local mean time at any one place differs
from the mean time at Greenwich by the difference
in longitude, 1 hour for each 15°. If local mean
time was . in common use, there would be a
great diversity in the times used at various
places. For example, an aircraft flying in an
easterly or 'westerly direction would-find that
changes in longitude would result in comparable
changes in local time.

Late in the 19th century, Congress adopted a
uniform system applicable to the continental
United States, establishing four time zones.
Each _central meridian was designated the
standard meridian and its local mean time was
designated as standard time within its zones.
The U.S. time zones are as follows:

ZONE

Eastern standard
Central standard
Mountain standard

Pacific standard

CENTRAL MERIDIAN

75°W

90°W,

105°W

120°W

Boundaries of the standard time zones are
somewhat irregular, to eliminate inconvenient
time changes when traveling. In some cases,
cities and states have placed themselves in zones
east of the ones in which they would naturally
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Ge?

/Th
Generally, in navigation, /he standard time

zones extend from pole to rpale and are exactly
15° wide in longitude. In this system of zone
time (ZT) the standard m dian is always the
nearest meridian divisible of longitude.
(See fig. 4-13.)

201.82

The zone is numbered for multiple of
15° and labeled plus (+) if in wes longitude and

minus (-) if in east longitude.- us, zone +1-
extends from pole to pole 7 1/ on each side
of the standard meridian at 15°W, and zone -5
centered on 75°E, extends from 67 1/2°E
to 82 1/2°E. The zero zone centered on
Greenwich extends from 7 1/2°E to 71/2°W,
and the twelfth zone centered on the 180th
meridian, from 172 1/2°W, to 172 1/2°E; that
half in west longitude being designated *12 and

the half in east longitude -12. (See fig. 4-13.)

In the zone time system an instant of time
is uniquely described by the time and the zone
description (ZD) or letter suffix; for example,
1745 zone +5 or 1745 R. The limits, description,
and letter suffix of each zone are shown in

figure 4-13.

For brevity of' communication, the zones
are sometimes 'designated by a letter suffix
(mentioned in the preceding paragraph) instead
of a .zone description. Thus, zones In east
longitude are lettered A through M (omitting J),
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and zones_ in west longitude are lettered N and

through Y. The letter 2 is reserved for the\
zero zone, denoting Greenwich time, commonly
referred to as ZULU tune. q

Zone Identification

One of the principal advalgages of the zone
time system in,navigation is the ease ivith which
any instant of time can be converted to GMT,

ox vice versa. In order to find the number for
the ZD, you already know that you will divide
any given. longitude by 15% If,, when dividing,
the remainder exceeds MO', add one unit to the
answer that you received. For example, let us
say that we desire to find the ZD for longitude
143°45'W; Immediately upon observing that it
is a westerly longitude, we .find the first
com nent of our ZD.to be a plus (+). Then we
divide the lo
which we are located.

15° 14F4V
135

8°45'
r.

Since the remainder exceeds 7°30', add one full
unit tsil the quotient (9), resulting in a ZD of +10
removed in time from Greenwich. Figure 4-13
shows that longitude 14345'W has a ZD of +10.

Zone Time, West

In examining figure 4-13, imagine the sun to
be over the meridian' 15°W. What time is it
in the entire band from 7 1/2°W to 22 1/2°W?
By referring to the basic rule we know that
it is exactly 1200 in the entire time zone when
the sun is exactly over the central meridian
for that zone. What time is it now on the
Greenwich -meridian? It is one hour later, or
1300. Thus, GMT was foUnd by adding the ,ZD,
which obviously represents hours, to the ZT.
From this calculation the formula

GMT = ZT + Zb

is derived, and co0equently
ZT GMT - ZD

GMT = ZT + 2D

GMT = 1200' + (+1)

"GMT 1300
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ZT 12 GMT - ZD

ZT si 1300 - (+1)

ZT us 1200

At this point, if you are unfamiliar with

the laws governing adding and subtracting
,signed (positive and negative) numbers, refer
to Basic Mathematics, Volume I,' NAVEDTRA
10069 (Series).

Zone Time, East

To determine times in east longitude, the
same basic procedure and formulas are used.
Imagine the sun directly over the meridian
30° east, What time Is it at Greenwi,c4? By

ring to figiire 4-13 or by dividing the
longitUde by 15, we know that the time zone or
ZD is -2# and 30° east is the central meridian
for this zone making the ZT 1200. Remembering
that time is always later to the eastlincliiiiltig
the formulas we can deterniine, the GMT.

GMT = ZT + ZD

GMT - 1200 + (-2)

GMT =1000

(Adding unlike signs indicates subtraction.)

Time Conversions

Greenwich time provides a standard time
to which all other times may be referred,
and represents a most convenient method of
determining times in different zones. For
example, assume it is 1560 in a city in zone
+5 (ZT1), on 1 May, and you want to know the
time in a city in zone -3 (ZTa). Use the formulas
as follows:

GMT = ZT1 + ZDI

GMT =1500 + (5)

GMT = 2000

(Adding like signs is simply addition.).

ZT2 a, GMT - ZD

ZTa is 2000 - (-3),..

ZTa = 2300

(Subtracting -3 its equivalent to adding +3.)
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Frequently time conversion problems involve
calculations which result' in. different dates. To
see how this may happen, consider the apparent
motion of the sun from 179 east longitude across
the face of the chart in figure 4-13 to 179° west
longitude. This suggests that exactly at 1200on the i or Greenwich meridian, the date is
the same around the world since in ZD - 12,
ZT,st 2400, and ZD + 12, ZT =0000 (ZT al GMT - zit
This also suggests that each new day begins
at the 180* meridian (international date line),
Using Greenwich as the referenCe time to
determine ZT in different ZDs, dates should
be included in the calculation to maintain the
correct day. Consider the following examples:

1. ZT2E0700, 15 June; ZD - 5. What is the
correct time la ZD+.4.? Solution:- _ -

. ZT-+ ZD

GMT la 0700, 15 June + (-5) --
... D... . : -

-GMT = 0200, 15 June

ZT = GMT - ZD

ZT 111 0200, 15 June--1+4)
C,6 A, er.. 7.

(At this point we cannot subtract 4 hours from
0200, so we must add 24 hours (1 day) to the
ZT to permit. the mechanical operation of the
problem. Since it is always lair to the east,
the 24 hours we are adding have lready elapsed
so we must esubtraot 1 day from the date.)

_ or

ZT at 2600, 14 June - (+4)

ZT la 2200, 14 June

2. ZT= 2100, 31 Aug., ZD+ 7. What is the
correct time in ZD- 6? Solution:

GMT at ZT + ZD

GMT= 2100,31 Aug. +

GMT la .2800, '31 Aug.

(Considering ,again that time is later to the
east and the answer exceeds 24 hours, this would
indicate that GMT20400, 1 Sep. However, it
is usually more convenient to wait until the
problem is complete to subtraVtur2.4 hours.)

s

ZT = 2800, 31 Aug. - (-5)

ZT = 3300, 31 Aug.

or,

sZT = 0900, 1 Sep.

Chronometers and Time Signals

Time is determined in the various countries -

of the world by national observatories such*as
the U. S. Naval Observatory at Washington and
the Royal Observatory-- at -Greenwich. * boreal;
coordinated by an international agency, sets
uniform computig procedures,. coirittares . time
sikriali, iitO;

Au-rate
_control. -Chief aintintlflie :nairigagcial;

timepidces- -is- the chrononlete#K..-4t.-: fe::-12!:er
bi- lifitiiitiaIry- ?fife' °de-Signed or-
extreme --accuracy -and 7-deptlidabliity, and_ 'builtto 'vaxIations. of
temperature. Even a chronometer --Vitfinalfei
exact time indefinitely;-- The:- Obronotneter.-je;---.71"

-cilePlced with.. a _radio. tine signal tq.delei:mine
its accuracy.

.:_

On_aocount of their simplicity and accuracy,
time signals are transmitted mainly by radio.
Naval' Observatory time is broadcast in thiscountry by the naval radio station NSS ate
Washington, D. C., NPG at San Francisco, Califr,
and others. These broadcasts are sent on a
continuous wave (CW) so that they can be heard
only by receivers suited to code reception.
Sigtials are transmitted during the last 5'minutes
of the hour.
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Station WWV at Fort Collins, Colo., con-
tinuously broadcasts signals based on Naval
Observatory time. These broadcasts may be
heard with any ordinary radio receiver. Complete
schedules and information on Navy time signals
can be found in FLIP, General Planning Section.

ELEMENTARY PLOTTING

From the time an aircraft departs, one
station until the time it arrives at its destination,
the pilot or navigator is very busy. In order
to get an aircraft to a given destination anal"
back again, the navigator must keep an accurate Q

account of the aircraft's progress on a chart, a
plus a complete record or log.
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PLOTTING LINES,
OF POSITION (LOPs)

Suppose, for example, the aircraft is flying
over a railroad, but its location along the length
of the railroad is not known. If the railroad
can be located on the chart, a line of position is'
established, but not a fix. Then, another railroad'
that crosses the first is seen. When the second
railroad is located on the chart, the exact
location of the aircraft along the first railroad
is known. Thus, a fix is established.- Remember,

' a fix is an aCourate position. Therefore, a fix
is determined when the aircraft is over two
intersecting LOPs simultaneously.

With chart reading, a fix can often be obtained
by finding a specific landmark. However, with

.....7other-,.navigation aids, fixes are not obtained
directly. Rather, with the exception of radar
and TACAN, each fix is established by two or
more LOPs which are independently obtained.

It has been seen that a LOP may be a visible
41inev-on the ground like a railroad track or
another object of knoin position. However, a
LOP is not usually visible until it is drawn on a
chart. A radio LOP is obtained by finding the
direction of a radio station from the aircraft by
means of a radio compass. Having obtained
this radio LOP, it is. plotted on the chart. Once
plotted, it is no different from one obtained by
visual reference or by any other aid. LOPs of
different types and origins may be crossed to
obtain a fix.'

LOPs ESTABLISHED BY BEARINGS

A bearing may be measured with reference
to true north.or with reference to the longitudinal
axis of the aircraft; in either case, it is an
angle between 0' and 360°.

There is a simple relationship between true
heading (TH) of the aircraft, true-bearings (TB)

oitan object, and relative bearing (RB) of an
ject.UTrue heading is the anglemeasured from

true mirth clockwise to the lohgitudinal (fore.
.land aft) axis of the aircraft. Relative bearing
Is the angle measured from the longitudinal
axis Of the aircraft, clockwise to a line passing

g through an object. The sum of these two angles
° is the angles measured from true north clockwise

to the line paeeirfg through the object. Therefore,
17 this angle ie the true bearing of the object
; expreilseci in the following equation:

,

0

i
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Figure 4-14. TH. = TB.

TH RB = TB

Thus, to obtain the true bearing (TB) , measure
its relative bearing (RB) and add it to the true
heading (TH) of the aircraft.

k.

As illustrated in figure 4-14, an aircraft is
flying a TH of 210°, and a relative bearing of
D70° is obtained from a mountain peak. What is
the ,true bearing of the peak? Add TH (210°)
to RB (070°) to obtain TB (280°).

By changing the basic formula, you may
obtain any one of three components if the other
two are. known. Thus, to- find Vie true heading,
change the formula to read""TB - RB = TH. To
find relative bearing,

RB. Whenever n angle exceeds
change the formula to

read TB - TH is
360 °,t is necessary to subtrab 360°to determine
the correct bearing.

PLOTTING' FROM KNOWN POSITIONS

In plotting LOPs, it is obvious that a plot
cannot be made from the aircraft's position as
it is unknown. Plot the L6P from the origin,
whibh is a known position. To plot the LOP,
use the reciprocal of the true bearing of the
object from the aircraft.
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TACAN

Mit Es

RADAR MEASURES TM-BEARING
AND DISTANCE OF KNOWN LANDMARKS

201.89
Figure 4-15. Positioning by RADAR and TACAN.

When using the plotter to draw a LOP, you
need not compute the reciprocal mathematically.
Simply align the plotter so that the point of
origin lies on the.straightedge and the center hole
and true bearing .(as read on the scale) are over
the same meridian. Then draw the LOP toward
your position.

Although two intersecting LOPs determine
a fix, three intersecting LOPs give a more
accurate fix. It is posaihie to combine a radio
LOP with a radar LOP, or a loran LQP with a
visual LOP, etc. If three, LOPs intersect at
one point, use that point for the fix. Usually,
however, the errors in obtaining the LOPs and
in plotting them will cause the LOPs to form a
small triangle for the-41x. When this happens,
use the center of the triangle.

Positioning by -RADAR and TACAN

Airborne radar is oriented so that 860' is
represented by the nose of the aircraft. By use
of a radar scope in the aircraft, the relative
bearings and the distance the aircraft is from
known landmarks can be determined, providing
a fix. (See fig. 4 -15.)

TACAN provides bearing and disOte'e infor-
mation. By use of aircraft instruments, the pilot
dim determine what TACAN radial his aircraft
is on and its distance from the TACAN station.
Since the pOsition of the TACAN station is
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known, a fix, or the atroraft,s position, can be
determined relative to the TACAN station.
(See fig. 4 -15.)

AERONAUTICAL CHARTS

From ancient times, man has attempted to
reproduce accurately the surface of a sphere on
a plane surface. The procedure is similar to that
of taking a hollow rubber ball and flattening its
the ball will stretch and split before it will
flatten. This is exactly the problem which ts
encountered in chart construction. 4ts in the case
of, the rubber ball, when the earth is displayed
on a plane surface, some features are distorted
and others are lost altogether. Much of the
distortion is minimized with the introduction
of various mathematical modifications of the
geometric map, and the most desirable naviga-
tional properties, can be accurately or very
nearly accurately portrayed. ,

FACTORS IN CHART CONSTRUCTION

The Surface Of a sphere or spheroid is
said to be undevelopable because no part of
it may be spread out flat without distortion.
A plane, cylinder, or cone, which can be easily
flattened, is called a developable surface. The
method of representing all or part of the
surface of a sphere or spheroid on a plane
surface is called a chart projection.

Geometric projections are actual projections
of graticule (lines of latitude and longitude) of
the reduced e onto a developable surface.
In theory, a hart could be constru.eted by
placing a li source in a hollow plastic model
of the ea with the parallels and meridians
inscribed on it, and, projecting this graticule
on some . developable surface; This surface, if
it is not a plane, is unrolled to form a flat
surface. Any chart that can be constructed in
this manner is called a geometric or graphic
projeeticin. The appearance and properties of
the resultant chart will depend upon two factors:
The type of developable surface and the position
of the light source within the plastic model of
the earth. In actual practice, the projection is
constructed mathematically.

Mathematical projections are constructed to
provide certain properties which cannot, in
theory, be constructed geometrically.

There Fe many projection methods available
for use in chart construction. Each projection

4
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has dkstinctive features -which make it preferaj3le
- for certain uses. No one projection is best ter

all ccinditions. Some of the desirable features
are:

1. Conformality. Conformality provides that
the angle between .intersecting curves on the
earth will be preserved on the chart., For a
chart to be conformal,"parallels and mVFidians
Must intersect at right angles. In addition,
scale or scale expansion must be the same
along the meridian as it is along the parallel.
Scale on a conformal chart will vary from point
to point; but provided that the variation is the
same in all directions, the requirement is met.

iNFORMATIONt SHOWN
ON AERONAUTICAL CHARTS

An aeronautical chart is a pictorial represen-
tation of the earth a,nd its culture. It can provide
a picture of any region of the e'artja.

Several miscellaneous terms frequently
utilized in reference,to aeronautical charts are
defined as follows:

4

1. Small scale chart. A chart portraying
large areas, -as the world, ik - hemisphere,
continent, or a country. Usually this is refptence_d_
-to -scales of 1:2,000,000; 1:5,000,000, etc.

2. Constant and correct scale. An ideal model
2. Large scale chart. A chart portraying

small areas with a telatively large amount of
of the earth would have constant and correct

e tiistanee of every place fromze Usually this refers to scales ef lamer
detail, as an area of less than state or county

y
*every other place wOuldbear a constant ratio-to than 1:1,000,000, such as 1:500,000; 1:200,000;
the true distance on the earth. Unfortunately, or 1:100,000.
the earth's surface cannot be developed into a
plane without stretching or shrinking, 'which
prevents correct and constant scale representa-

3. Graticule. This is the portrayal of me-

tion over the entire projection.
radians of longitude and parallels of latitudes.

3. Correct shape representation. Topossesa
the property of correct shape, a chart must
be conformal and the scale must be constant
and correct in all directions. As pointed out
previously, this latter prerequisite is not pos Bible
to- obtain over the entire projection.

4. Straight line, The nature of a straight
line on a chart is equally as important as
conformality. The rhumb line (a line between
any two points which crosses all meridians of
the earth at the same oblique angle). and the
great circle (defined previously in this chapter)
are the two curves that a navigator might wish
to have represented on- a chart as a straight
"'line. The, rhumb line is desirable because it
is, convenient to fly, and the great circle' is
flown because it provides the shortest path
between any two points.

5. Coordinates, easy to locate. The geographic
latitudes and longitudes of places should- be
easily found from Lheir positions on the chart;
conversely, positions should be easily plotted on
the chart when the latitudes and longitudes are
known.

Figure 4-16 shows types of projections and
basic characteristics of the projections from
which the: majority of aeronautical charts used
by ACs are constructed. ,
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4. Base detail. Thist includes all features
portrayed on the chart other than thoge on
the aeronautical or grid overprint. It includes
relief, culture, hydrography and vegetation.

6. Contours. A contour is represented by a
line on a chart connecting 4111 points of a given
elevation above sea level. The shoreline of an
ocean may be considered as the mean 0-foot
contour. Op a steep slope contours are close
together; on a gentle slope they are farther
apart.

6. Gradient tints. This means different
colors used to deplet intervals between certain
contour lines.

7. Spot elevations. A dot with an elevation
value depicts an accurately measured elevation
above sea - level at a specific location. On some
charts a small `jx" is used to indicate an
approximu elevation at a specific location. If
the exact location of an elevation is' unknown,
only the figures, are shown.

4

8. Water tint. This depicts' open water
areas such as oceans and lakes by a solid tint,
usually a light blue.

9. Water vignette. This is an- alternate
treatment of open water wherein the water is
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depicted with -a deep or dark tone along the
shoreline and rapidly but evenly lightened in
tone with ,progression outward from the shore
to a blank or white portrayal. This technique
makes a chart with large white open water areas
easier to plot on, and accentuates small bodies
of waterand small islands.

10. Land tint. Land tint is a solid tintover
all land area with no gradient tints and often
no contours.

11. Relief. This refers to physical features
related to the relative differences in elevation of
the land surface. It includes features such as
mountains, hills, plateaus, plains, depressions,
etc. Complexity of relief features is dependent
upon scale and/or contour interval used.
Generally large scalp charts show many relief
features, whereas very small scale charts can
only show major mountain masses.

12. Culture. Culture includes populated
places, roads, railroads, installations, miscel-
laneous construction, such as dams, bridges, and
mines. Standard symbology is used. Density of
portrayal is related to chart scale, chart use,
and the geographic area covered.

13. Hydrography. Hydrography includes coast
lines, oceans, lakes, rivers and streams, canals,
swamps, reefs, etc. Density is indicated by
reference to the principal or detailed drainage.
Open water may be portrayed by water tint or
vignette, or may be left blank.

14. Vegetation. This is not shown on most
small scale charts. Forests and wooded areas
in certain parts of the world are shown on some
medium scale charts. Some large scale charts
have park areas, orchards; hedgerows, and
vineyards.

16.. Aeronautical information includes air-
fields; electronic communications and naviga-
tional facilities such as radio beacons, VORs,
D. F. stations, and broadcast stations; ADIZs,
compulsory corridors, restricted airspace, and
warning notes;,lines of magnetic variation; and
navigation' grids.

The amount of detail, extent . of features
portrayed, and the density of information shown
on a chart are goverlj by the designed
purpose of the chart, and the altitude, range,
and aircraft performance category for which
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the chart was designed. In other words, an
attempt has been made to portray only that
information which will be appropriate to and
significant for the altitudes and speed ranges
utilized in accomplishing the types of missions
for which the chart was designed.

CHART, SOURCE,
CORRECTIONS, AND PROCUREMENT

The importance of the availability-sof up-to-
date Aeronautical Charts and Flight Information
Publications at ATC facilities cannot 'be

overemphasized.'
Outdated or incorrect charts and publications

have been the source of countless aircraft
accidents and incidents.

ACs are required , to possess a thorough
knowledge of the procurement and maintenance
of those charts and publications required at
their facilities.

It is realized that the responsibility for this
function is normally assigned to the Flight
Planning/Approval Branch supervisor, but it
remains incumbent upon all personnel assigned
to this branch to become proficient in this vital
area of flight safety.

ReqUisitioning and Distribution

The DOD Catalog of Aeronautical Charts and
Flight Information Publications is a looseleaf-type
publication which contains six sections as followg:

I. General information.
Requisitioning and distribution.

III. Flight information publications.
,IV. Navigational charts.

V. General planning.
VI. Special purpose.

Sections II, III, and IV contain information
relating to this chapter.. Procedures utilized in
the requisition and distribution of aeronautical
charts and publications are found in Section II.
Section III, consists of a listing of all Flight
Information Publications available. Section IV
contains a 1,ist of Navigational Charts. .

The catalog is kept current by semiannual
publication of new or replacementpages containing
'changes or additions. There is also a classified
DOD Catalog of Aeronautical Charts and Publica-
tions of -....atmilar construction for ordering
classified ch1/44 and publications.
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Whenever new or revised charts are needed
by members of the naval service, all requests
should be submitted on Form DD 1149 (shown
in fig. 4-17) to the nearest Defense Mapping
Agency Hydrographic Center Office or Defense
Mapping Agency Hydrographic Center Depot.

The general stocking pattern of the Defense
Mapping Agency Hydrographic Centerdistribution
system is as follows:

1. 'DMA Iydrographic Center Depots, of which
there are two: Clearfield, Utah, which supports
the Pacific area and the continental U. S. (CON US)
west of the *Mississippi River; Philadelphia,
Pa., which supports the Atlantic area and CONUS
east of the Mississippi River.

2. DMA Hydrographic Center Offices, of which
there are three to provide service to the west
coast and Pacific area and three to provide
service to the east coast and the Atlantic area.
They stock and issue aeronautical charts
and publications, selected periodicals, air
intelligence publications, and Army'maps. Addi-
tionally, selected nautical chart portfolios and
related publications are stocked uncorrected
for emergency issue._

For complete mailing addresses, refer to the
DOD catalog of Aeronautical Charts and Flight
Information Publications, section II.

Chart Maintenance

Charts available at Flight Planning are kept
current by the following publications:

1. DOD Aeronautical Chart Updating Manual
(CHUM), which contains:

a. A cumulative listing of significant additions
or corrections to be considered when using
current editions of USAF/USN published
aeronautical charts.

b. Notices of special interest to aeronautical
chart users.

NOTE: The CHUM should be made available
to flight crews for use during preflight planning.

2. DOD Aeronalical Chart Bulletin,published
monthly, which contains availability ofnew charts
and -publications; new editions of previously
published charts; discontinued charts; and notices
of special use to requisitioners. -

Place this bulletin in the front of the DOD
Catalog.
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3. DOD Aeronautical Chart Bulletin Digest
published semiannually which contains listings
of current editions of charts on issue.

Naval activities aye also provided with Mem-
orandum to Aviators and NOTAMs which may
include corrections to charts.

For a detailed listing of FLIPs and other
associated publications, required at ATC' Flight
Planning facilities refer to OPNAVINST 3721.1
(Series).

A partial listing of these publications can be
found in chapter 14 of this Rate Training Manual.

, FLIGHT PACKETS

PURPOSE

The purpose of a flight packet is to provide
the pilot with the necessary tools (charts,
approach plates, gas chits, flasholights, etc.)
to complete the flight.

These flight packets (or nay kits, as they
are more commonly called) are vitally important
to each pilot as he prepares to depart on most
types of flights. However, the missien of the
flight, type of aircraft utilized, and the geographi-
cal location of the station cause the contents
of the flight packet to vary.

, ASSEMBLY

The following items constitute the minimum
required articles to be included in flight packe

1. Appropriate Flight Information :Publica
tions (FLIPS).

2. Navigation computer.
3. Navigation Flight Log Forms.
4. Appropriate aeronautical charts.

Flight packets are maintained in the Flight
Planning/Approval Branch for station aircraft
only; that is, aircraft for which the station
commanding officer is reporting custodian or
for which he has responsibility. .This usually
limits the number of flight packets to 5 or less.
Squadrons, units, etc., based at the facility
maintain their own flight packets fbr their use.

Normally, the pilot or a repres: tive of
his crew stops at. the flight p1= to
obtain a flight packet prior to p is ,
flight plan. Figure 4-18 is a
packet checklist, This form can expanded
or shortened to meet the needs of the station.
The pilot or his representative, when presented
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Chapter 4 BASIC AIR NAVIGATION

NAVKIT/FLIGHT PACKET RECEIPT
CHATRA-GEH 3710/3 (Rom $459)

ISSUED BY

FRenicg R.
PACKET NO.

9
PILOT'S NAME

4.1'../ W.R.
.-

RANK

I2DR
UNIT ATTACHED PHONE

NAS 13(4 ,
DATE

6-2
NAVIGATION KIT MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

ITEM OUT IN ITEM OUT (N

ENROUTE SUPPLEMENT IFR VFR V WEIGHT AND BALANCE BOOK

ENROUTE HI /LO ALTITUDE CHART ( V LOAD AGJUSTER
.
AREA ARRIVAL CHARTS .COMPUTER ki
APPROACH PROC. NEUS PLOTTER

APPROACH PROC. SEUS V DIVIDER SET

APPROACH PROC. NWUS CHRONOMETER

APPROACH PROC. SWUS SEXTANT.
,

AERODROME SKETCHES FLASHLIGHT .
i

FOREIGN FLIP SET HI /LO IFR HOOD

PENCILS V
UNSAT MATERIAL REPORT (UR)
NAVAIR FORM 13070/5 ,

PROCUREMENT DOCUMEN
DD FORM 13411 DD FORM 1149 STANDARD FORM 44

NUMBER USED NUMBER USED NUMBER USED30477/ :. a 5 603 /
/2, 560.32 .309772

30 9.? 73 \ .\\.\\.\ \
TO BE COMPLETED BY PILOT (If any of obov, listed documents used)

The procurement documents checked'above iiereused and copies are attached. Unless otherwise indicated
below, no other obligations were incurred by me dig the period from
to

PILOT'S'SIGNATUI,E
DATE

Figure 4-18. Flight packet checklist.
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one 'of these forms, fills out the top portion.
Then the Air Controlman can quickly assemble
those items that the pilot or his representative has
,indioatle as being required for the particular

;flight.
A checklist such as shown in figure 4-18

not only allows the pilot or his representative

to select the items deemed necessary for the
flight but also greatly reduces the chance of an
item being left out. In addition, the form serves
as a temporary custody receipt. This is very
important, as the value of the items that might
be included in a flight packet may vary from a
few cents to several hundred dollars.
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CHAPTER 5

FLIGHT SERVICES

The importance of the assistance provided
to pilots by Air Controlmen assigned to the
flight planning/approval branch of an Air Traf-
fic Control Facility cannot be overemphasized.
There are countless numbers of incidents and
accidents on record which could have been
averted had the AC Scrutinized a flight plan
more thoroughly for completeness or discrep-
ancies and relayed a particular item of im-
portance to another airport. A careful study of
this chapter and the references cited in it,
coupled with close attention to detail, will.s,s-
sist you in becoming better prepared to carry
out your assigned duties in this important phase
of air traffic control.

FLIGHT HANDLING

The ,pilot in command of a flight is responsi-
ble for assuring that the appropriate flight
service agency will be furnished with the essen-
tial elements of the flight plan as initially ap-
proved and a takeoff report. Delivery of a
properly prepared flight plan-forin to duty per-
sonnel at an established base Operations office
at the point of departure relieves the pilot of
such responsibility. The local clearance au-
thority must then ensure that the appropriate
flight service agency is furnished the flight plan
and takeoff report by duty personnel upon ac-
ceptance of the flight plan-form.

The pilot in command is also responsible for
assuring that the appropriate flight service agency
will be, furnished a landing report (closeout)
upon arrival at destination. Delivery of a copy
of an executed flight plan form to destination
base operations duty personnel sitisfies this
responsibility-. The local flight clearance au-
thority- must then ensure that duty personnel-
furnish thd: appropriate flight service agency/
with the 'Sliding report upon acceptance ot,the
flight plan-hirm.
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PREFLIGHT PLANNING BY PILOTS

OPNAV Instruction 3710.7 (Series) states
that: "Before commencing a flight, the pilot in
command shall familiarize himself with all avail-
able information appropriate, to the intended
operation. This information should include but
is not limited to, available weather reports and
forecasts, NOTAM, fuel requirements, alterna-
tives available if the flight cannot be completed
as planned, and any anticipated traffic delays."

The pilot in command of a naval aircraft, or
group of aircraft proceeding as a unit, must
prepare and submit to the local ATC Facility a
flight plan appropriate for the intended opera-
tion except:

-1. Flights of urgent military necessity.
2. Student training flights under the juris-

diction of the Naval Air Training Command for
which adequate flight guard is provided.

Although the overall responsibility for pre-
flight planning rests with the pilot in command,
the Air Controlman, as has been previously
noted, shares in this responsibility. You must
ensure that charts and publications are up to
date and available for the pilot's use and you
must remain abreast of recent changes which
affect the Safety of flight.

FLIGHT PLAN FORMS

DD Form 175

The DD 176 Military Flight Plan (fig. 6-1)
must be used for all flights within the North
American (NAM) Region and the Honolulu and
San Juan domestic control areas.

NOTE: The NAM Region includes the Conti-
nental U.S. and Canada to the North Pole.

Flights departing from U.S. installations not
having a military base operations facility may
-use FAA Flight Plan Form 2233-1.

Instructions for completing the DD Form 176
are contained in the FLIP Planning Manual,
Section
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, .

MILITARY FLIGHT PLAN

AlAc*AfT UNIT of ASSIDANENTJNONS STATION 4-,-.
Nq 4

'AINCRAFT STRIAl. NO.

133157
Tyt Of LIGHT PLAN

mrrm DYFR

C3 OR rife

RADIO CALL

I/ V,1/ 1$1157

AIRCRAFT OSSIGNATION,
TO CODS

r$-2 Ng
ESTIMATED TAUT AI

/70
DEPARTURE TIME (a)

PAOOStO !ACTUAL

&t00 logos
INITIAL CRUISING
ALTITUOt

/0, 000

POINT Of OtPAATURS

Na A
STANDARD INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE

NAYS AND NUNISR

RADAR VECTORS HENH EN
IfH VOA AOUTt or PLIGHT TO ETC

r
,

-* MEM v9 .14W VII MOB .

V24.2 8FM Vi 7R A/G/A1 MM 2#23"

170 go NUM VIgie 8FM
V242 1408 VII .711,/

I / cf MEM C 5 $430 BYli 01-1z) , N a A 2.140

MAASS
ONE NOVA DELAY IVPA -re RFI/E1-

Jr

AAAAA HONOR
COOS

PSOR,CAROO COOS

M4 VO/D 64.40 .

NOVAS PIACI.

ON 00AA0

fi. 30
DIST TO
MTN
,3 y 2,

AAAAA NATt AIR 'IUD

/VAS W N I rI Alfr

LTC

04:2,0

NoTAMS E11114,011:1,14

FILED NOA

IFICATHSA

1/-

ASOUITST COCOA-
ARCS AAAA A

07%.5.

,INST PATINA

SPEC /etc.

SIONATURK OF PILOT IN COMMAND

w/egt ei
SIONATuRt F APPAOTINO AUTHORITY

.i../4",e. .
OATS

// AMR 75-

CREW/PASSENGER LIST CIAtt.thJ 0 Se. P or Nest /.et

surf HAMS ANO INITIALS GRAD[ SLAVIC[ NA. ORGANIZATION AND LOCATION

PCILOTANI:
R.

- /.CPR 6%?,21.l4 IiirPc / moA

C..iri auDRE Tic 0 A S. ir.16. 754 /6Z' IvrPc imeiA

BAYER, W. C, ACCS 2407931 10-Pc liva4

Mc COY/ Y. D. Y1V C 12978,07 mrPC / *OA
,

Do ,11,11, 175" ONSVIHNI SOITION OP THIS IOW. 111.1. OK 1.101110 UNTIL. STOCK 10 IDIHAZISTKO.

Figure 6-1.DD Form 175.
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DD Form 175-1
(Flight Weather Briefing)

This form is not utilized as a flight plan by
pilots, but since it is so closely associated with
the planning phase of night it will be discusse,
at this time.

1. GENERAL. Pilots are responsible for e-
viewing and being fEuniliar with weather condi ons
for the area in which the flight is contempl tad.
Where Naval Weather Services are avail ble,
weather briefings shall be conducted by a quali-
fied meteorological forecaster. They may - be
conducted in person or by telephonic, auto-
graphic, or weathervision means.

2. FLIGHT WEATHER BRIEFING FORM. A
DD Form 175-1 (Flight Weather Briefing), (fig.
5-2), shall be completed for all flights to be
conducted in accordance with instrument flight
rules, when military weather services are avail-
able. The forecaster shall complete the form
for briefings conducted in person and for auto-
graphic briefings. It is the pilot's responsibility
to complete the form for telephonic or weather-
vision briefings. For VFR flights using the
DD-175, the following certification on the flight
plan may be used in lieu of a completed DD
Form 175-1:

BRIEFING VOID x, FLIGHT
AS PLANNED CAN BE CONDUCTED
UNDER VISUAL FLIGHT RULES.
VERBAL BRIEFING GIVEN AND
HAZARDS EXPLAIN ED.

(Signature of forecaster)
ACs should assist pilots in ensuring that the

weather briefing is still valid at takeoff. The
a weather briefing void time is normally one-half

hour after estimated time of departure (ETD).
Except under unusual circumstances, this should
not exceed 2 hours from the actual time of
weather entries on the DD Form 175-1. Methods
of checking weather briefing void times vary
between facilities, but most require that the ,.

void time be included on the flight progress
, strips (discussed later in this chapter) used to

maintain a file of current air operations.
Daily Flight Schedule/
Abbreviated DD Form 175

Clearance authorities may authorize the use
of the daily flight schedule or an abbreviated
DD Form 175 signed by the pilot in command,
with the word LOCAL contained in the route of
flight block, for clearing aircraft for flight
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within the established local flying area and
adjacent offshore training areas provided that
the following conditions apply:

1. Sufficient information is included to sat-
isfy the needs of the local facility which guards
the flisght.

2. Ersik operations maintains cognizance of
each flight and is responsible for initiating any
overdue action or in-flight advisory service
necessary.

3. Completed flight schedules are retained
in base operations files for 90 days.

4t, Flights are not conducted IFR within con-
trolldd airspace except as jointly agreed upon
in writing between the local command and the\
air traffic control agency concerned.
DD Form 1801DOD International
Flight Plan

DD Form 1801 is utilized for flights plan-
ning to operate in international airspace in ac-
cordance with International Civil Aviation Or-
ganization (ICAO) rules.

This flight plan is used when flight will
originate within the North American Region
(NAM) and proceed nonstop beyond the NAM
region and for all other flights outside of the
NAM region. -

Detailed information pertaining to the DD
Form 1801 and ICAO flight plans is contained in
FLIP Planning, General Planning Section.
Handling of Flight Plan Forms

Approval of flight plans for aircraft of other
military services must be ill accordance with
the individual service directives for those air-
craft. FAA regulations are utilized to govern
approval of flight plans for civil aircraft.

The concurrence of the pilot in command is
required prior to any modification of a written
Flight Plan Form.

It should be noted that copies of the flight
plan and weather forms must be retained on file
at the point of departure for 3 months; the same
applies for copies of these forms turned in at
point of landing.

STOPOVER FLIGHT PLANS

Flights which involve en route stops within
the United States are authorized to utilize a
single DD Form 175, provided that the following
procedures are followed:

1. The DD Form 175 is prepared in accord-
ance with the applicable instructions contained
in the FLIP (Planning).

7:7
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FLIGHT WEATHER BRIEFING .

I. MISSION
-DEP/ITO

Or00 z '11405
OSSUIETA

:
ALIN/ETA

114 Z.5" :
'MOPING NO.

/FIFO
I DATE

/1 /Mk /915
ACET/NUMSgn

I /33/57
II. 4AKEOFF DATA

MUMMY TEMP

/6 ic'
POINT

/.$ ic
SINS ,

2.912
DIV

42 'C I

'PRESSURE ALT

492 IT
SINSITT ALT

IT

CLIMS TINSA 2 70/44
I LOCAL SEA VANNING On KT WATCH ADVISORY

i

I

NEMAMES/TAXECIP MaN FM

. .

III. ENROUTE DATA

ILT LLLLL /0. 000 ELT LEM WINOS/TUP
270/30 - g °0 -

CLOUDS AT FLT LEM

Trvin NO IN AND

MINIMUM yosIBILITy AT fla LLLLL 0071110g CLOUDS!. 7 MILLS. DUO TO

SMOKE DUST 0 FOS 0E6RECIITATION ONO OBSTRUCTION

MINIMUM MUM. . LOCATION

'AM) ET AOL TM
MAXIMUM CLOUDS ToPS LOCATION

4000 FT in W.; C8 ht
MINImum MUMS LcylL LOCATION

7000 ET NEI. YAW
THUNDERSTORMS

(wit4ia fifty pilot of
)

'TURBULENCE

i:Itigidelit:$1:1417SINS)
(within ton an: ,..1. ABE

/seed with TM!)
(vithinPrNisilitiln swot.
me lilted with rsrms)

MITA NO .CAT ADVISORY f NONE NONE

emoNg I IMITA1 'LINE INONE INCLEAR m CLEM° Wgrf Miff MIXED CLEAR Megkona RAN MOW MET

ISOLATED 12s LIGHT e' TRACE LIGHT

Ile S-ISIE moo._ LIGHT 1," m00 V
SCAiTtItlo IS.ASs SYR MOD HEAVY

NUMEROUSMOnt THAN ASS IBINIME SYR .".

aiRW%NA
AND
AND

Le Sys TM, StvEnt ICING,
MIECIITATION ExECTED IN
Nun LLLLL .

LEVELS
ROOD -900o

LEVELS 9000
FUG
LOCATION

he/MLOCATION LOCATIONTAti efio LOCATION
NPR

IV. TERMINAL FORECASTS

DESTINATION CLOUD LAVERS VISiVIA SIC WINO ALTIMETER VALID TIME

11/QA
,

25 0 /00, e 7 2#06 gROIN: 1305" CIO /5-'00 Z

All

NSA
_

22 0) 70 69 /4'w- 2106 299 s,s
.

0945[ To. //45 :
iNTWO STOP

NP4 5 KW' g1/0_ 2q91 ,Ns 09.1.5": To /12 C 2
IMMO Sto .

INS Z 10 S

Y. COMMENTS/REMARKS
......"

,

VI. IRIEFINO RECORD

Onfirgo ON LATEST NCR FOR DEST AND ALTN BITES NOT Ay/in./MA VOID TIME 0930 2

ROOM IRO Al OXTONGUE TO 2

5E[ ILImSY NO. TEA ontErg0

0700
i

I POINEC LLLLL .3 SisNA ung

I AC/ .10. 1
SEA NEUWIED AT 2

IOMECASTINS INITIALS

VIA ICLIY

/

TAPE NO.

2

I STOP

i

PHONE !KAKI[ MAY[ op

,

porno nECtITINII MUMS

DD I .1:r7o 175- I mEYIOUS EDITION SILL St USED.
S/N 0102001:4701

Figure 6-2.DD Form 175-1.
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2. A weather and NOTAM briefing for the
planned route of flight is obtained. Weather
data entered on the DD Form 175-1 must indi-
cate forecast conditions for each leg of the
flight, destination, and each alternate (if re-
quired). In addition, pilots are required to main-
tain a check as necessary to ascertain if an
aviation severe weather forecast (WW) has de-
val or is forecast along the proposed.route
of fli:

3. Ensure that the weather at each point of
intended landing and the alternate (if required)
is equal to or better than Me minima pre-
scribed in OPNAV Instruction 3710.7 (Series).

4. No change of the pilot in command of the
aircraft as originally filed is made.

5. When a change of passengers or crew oc-
curs, a corrected manifest must be available at
the en route station where the change takes place.

6. Weight_ and balance requirements are ad-
hered to.

7. When conducting IFR Operations after the
first leg of flight, the pilot must notify the Flight
Service Station (FSS) serving the next stopover
point of his ETD from that field.

8. The pilot must obtain an IFR clearance
from ATC at each stopover point if one is
required.

9. A revised flight plan VOID time must be
filed with the appropriate FSS if required.

NOTE: For all stopover flights, a VOID
time is entered in remarks. Such VOID times
are computed by adding the ETE for each leg
of the flight and the total estimated ground
time for all stopovers to the ETD as entered
onlhe flight plan; e.g., "VOID 6+05."

10. In the event the flight is terminated at an
intermediate base, the pilot is required to ensure
that the balance of the original flight plan is
closed out.

With regard to item 6 concerning Stopover
Flight Plans, although ACs are not normally
concerned with the weight and balance require-
ments for military aircraft, a brief description
of the pilot's responsibility In this vital area is'
included to acquaint you with this requirement.

Requirements .for aircraft weight and balance
control are contained in NAVAIRSYSCOM In-
struction 13060.2 (Series) and the NATOPS Flight
Manual for the particular type aircraft involved.
These directives specify the maximum operating
weights, center of gravity limitations, and re-
strictions.

Aircraft are classified as IA and IB (attack,
fighter, and trainer) with the majority of patrol
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and cargo aircraft ling class 2. The respon-
sibility for ensuring safe loading of class IA
and class IB rests with the reporting custodians.

The pilot in command of a class 2 aircraft
certifies by his signature on the DD Form 175
that the aircraft's weight and center of gravity
will be within safe limits at the time of takeoff
and remain so for the duration of the flight.
Such a pilot will submit a completed weight and
balance form (DD Form 365F) (fig. 5-3) which
represents the actual loading cf the ,aircraft,,,
with the fib' )orin 175 or, by his signature,
certify th a completed DD Form 365F, dated
within ,prJavigus .3 xaonths . and wilich. repre-,_
sents the actual loading of the aircraft, is on
file at the aircraft's home base.

When a DD Form 365F is filed with the ill*--
;royal authority it should be retained for a
period of 3 months.

SHORE/SHIP OPERATIONS

Prios_to 444 Iron_ a .i3,119re_activity..to .a .

ship operating in an offshore area when a land-
ing aboard the ship is intended, the pilot in
'command must file a flight plan. A DD Form
175 is required "for IFR flight. A daily flight
schedule or abbreviated DD Form 175 may be
used for VFR flight.

Prior to flight from a ship operating in an
offshore area to a shore activity where a land-
ing is intended, the pilot in command must file
a flight plan with the ship. ,The ship will relay, ,-
the flight an To 1114 Sficike abtl\diy. irminorti
munications link is available, the pilot should
file his flight plan with the nearest shore ac-
tivity by radio as-soon apossible sitar takeoffv,7-

Clearing authorities and eunsequendy, duty
personbel at base operations, are responsible
for ensuring timely handling of flight movement
information for each ship/shore operation.

Flight suspense for search and rescue pur-
poses becomes the responsibility of the desti-
nation 'activity after acknowledging receipt of
a flight plan.

When such flights will penetrate .or operate
within an ADIZ or DEWIZ (discussed in chapter
3) the appropriate air defense command must
also be informed of the operation.

FLIGHT PLAN CODES

Various codes are established concerning
highest rank aboard, VIP honors requested, and
cargo/passenger control information for the pur-
pose of brevity when processing information
contained in the remarks section of a DD Form
175. (See fig. 5-1.) ACs are responsible for
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ensuring that timely action is effected and ap-
propriate personnel are made aware of such
information.

Since these codes are quite lengthy and sub-
ject to relatively frequent changes, they are not
listed in this training manual. The AC should
refer to a current edition of Flight Information
Publication, Planning, Section II, for accurate
and complete information contained in flight
plan codes. OPNAVINST 3722.8 (Series) is also
a good reference for flight plan codes.

RELAY OF FLIGHT DATA

A Flight Service Station (FSS) is a facility
within the National Airspace System (NAS) having
the prime responsibility for en route communica-
tions with VFR flights, assisting lost VFR air-
craft, and accepting and closing flight plans.

Services that FSSs provide, in addition to
the services already mentioned, are the' dis-
semination of Notices to Airmen (NOTAM), as-
sisting in the search for missing VFR aircraft,
and operating' the national teletypewriter sys-
tems.

An agreement between the FAA and Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) provides thtt the FAA
assume certain communications functions deal-. ing with military flight plans and related mes-
sages. Designated FSSs, called tie-in stations,
are connected to adjacent military bases by
local interphone for handling traffic. This does
not include flights to 4r from carriers, Ataich
are handled via Navy coemunications.

The FAA uses two interphone systems for
the purpose of rapid voice communications.
Service F is an interphone system which con-
nects ARTCCS and associated terminal facilities
for handling IFAVnovement and control messages
which are time -"eritical. Flight Service Inter-
phone is the landline connection between tie-in
stations and adjacent military bases to handle
messages between such stations for entry into
the teletype circuit.
Interphone Procedure

The equipment used with interphone systems
varies according to local requirements; i.e.,
loudspeaker, handset, headset, manual signaling
by use of pushbutton, key, or dial, etc. Generally,
naval facilities have a loudspeaker at the neces-
sary control positions which must be monitored
continuously since they will be called by voice.
To call the center or flight service (tie-in
FSS), there is usually a pushbutton or dial to
engage which activates a buzzer or light atthe
facility called: There may be several stations on

1

one circuit, all of which may be called by voice
except the center or flight service. Each termi-
nation on the line has a transmit and receive
capability. Voice recorders may be, installed to
monitor and record the systems.

Standard phraseology must be Used on the
interphone systems. Messages, are terminated
with operating initials (locally assigned all ACs).

,The following are examples of interphone opera-
tion:

1. Tower . . . (Signals the center manually).
Center OAKLAND CENTER.
Tower ALAMEDA TOWER,

REQUEST CLEARANCE NAVY SIX ONE EIGHT
THREE FOUR.

Center ATC CLEARS 'NAVY
SIX etc., . . . MB (operating initials).

Tower . . . BR.
2. Center BRUNSWICK APPROACH

CONTROL, 110STON CENTER, ESTIMATE.
Approach Control BRUNSWICK

APPROACH CONTROL, GO AHEAD.
Center NAVY ONE TWO ONESIX

ONE, ESTIMATING etc., . . . RW.
Approach Control . . . ST.

3. FSS WHITING OPERATIONS,
FLIGHT SERVICE, FLIGHT PLAN.

Operations_ . . . WHITING OPERATIONS,
GO AHEAD.

FSS N A V Y SIXONE TWO ONE
TWO, FVGHT OF THREE etc. . . . WW.

Operations . AZ.
4. Operations (Signals flight service

manually)
FSS . . . . FLIGHT SERVICE.
Operations . NORFOLK OPERATIONS,

ARRIVAL.

-1C;

FSS . . BC.

SS . . . GO AHEAD.
Operations (arrival message) CB

Clear enunciation is necessary at all times.
Words should be spoken directly into the inter-
phone instrument in a moderate tilne of voice.
The transmitting operator should not speak faster
than the receiving operator can accufately copy.
Spelling -is not necessary unless a word is
peculiar or seldom used. When spelling is neces-
sary, use the phonetic alphabet discussed in
chapter 11 of this Rate Training Manual.

PRIORITY OF INTERPHONE COMMUNICA-
TION. Only those messages necessary, for air
traffic control, contributing to air safety, or
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directly related to aircraft movements are au-
thorized on the interphone systems. Priority
of such messages, is established ag follows:

1. First priority Emergency messages in-
cluding essential information do ;aircraft 1001-
dents or suspected; accidents:. After an actual
emergency has passed, a lower priority sbduld
be given messages relating to an. accident.

2. Second priorityClearances slid control
instructions.

3. Third priority Movement and control
messages using thefollowing order of preference
when possible:

a. Progress reports.
b. Departure or arrival reports.
c. Flight plans.

4. Fourth priorityMovement messages on
VFR aircraft.

. T
NOTE: The words EMERGENCY or CON-

TROL are used for interrupting lower priority
messages when necessary.

ACs should refer to OPNAV Instruction 3722.8
(Series), FAA Flight Services Handbook 7110.10
(Series), and Terminal ATC Handbook 7110.8
(Series) for possible changes or more ed
information on interphone procedures.

Teletype Procedures

The FAA uses a teletype system
Service B to handle communications require-'
ments of aircraft movemeat and control mes-
sages. The system consists of two separate
teletype networks, Area B and Center B. Ar,a

circuits are . generally, arranged :to se
RTCVigree.s in the conterminous U.S.1All ESSs

are an Area B circuit and those FSSs desig-
nated as tie-in stations actually enter military
messages on the FAA teletype circuit f4r,adJa-
cent military bases. ARTCCs use Center B to
handle emergency and IFR movements and con-
trol messages addressed to other centers.

A related circuit, called Military B, con-
nects most base operations with ARTCCs for
transmiting proposed IFR flight plans.

Equipment and procedures for transmitting
IFB, flight plans via teletype may vary at dif-
ferent ATC facilities. However, required items
of information to be relayed are normally stand-
ard. .

An example of a proposed IFR flight plan
teletype message, utilizing the data contained/

in the sample DD Form 175 (fig. 5-1) is as
follows:

ZEM MEM 0715121 FP VV4M157 TS-2A/B
0170 NQA P0800 100 NQA V9 JAN V11
MOB V242 BFM V198 NUN NPA.

Figure 5.4 shows a typical teletypewriter
unit which is utilized to send and receive flight
plan messages.

FLIGHT PROGRESS STRIPS

Flight, progress strips are used to post cur-
rent data on air traffic and clearances required
for air traffic control and air traffic services.
Terminal facilities providing approach control
service Must use the flight progress strips as
listed in FAA Handbobk 7110.8 (Series). At
some locations these strips are also used in the
tower and flight planning/approval branches for
recording data in a manner prescribed locally.

Presently one type of form is utilized to re-
cord flight data for both arrivals and departures:
FAA Form 7230-8 (7-70). Figure 5-5 shows a
flight progress strip with each box- numbered
for the purpose of explaining each part as it
pertains to either an arrival or a departure.

The following numbered items are appropri-
ate entries in the correspondingly numbered
boxes on the flight progress strip:

ARRIVALS:

1. Aircraft identifidation.
2. Revision number (FD4P locations only)
3. Number of aircraft, if more than one type

of aircraft and suffix indicating any spe-
cial equipment; e.g., DME,. transponder,
etc. .

Note: When the maximum allowable take-
off weight of the aircraft is 300,000 lb. or more,
enter the symbol "HI" as prefix to the
type aircraft designation; e.g., H/C-5, H/C-141.

4. Computer identification number, 'if re-
quired.

5. Secondary radar (beacon) code assigned.
6. Previous fix (FDEP locations only) or

inbound airway.
7. Coordination fix.
8. Estimated time of arrival it the coordi-

nation fix or destination airport.
9. Altitude (in hundreds of feet) and remarks.

9A. Destination airport.

76
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1 , 5 '10 11 12

2
3 6 13 14 15

FAA FORM 7230-8(7-70) 7 9A 16 17 18

A.,
Figure 5-5. Flight progress strip.

10. through 18. Enter data as specified by
Facility Directive. Radar facility person-
nel 1itred-..k.ot enter data in these spaces
except when nonradar procedures are used
or when radio recording equipnient is
inoperative.

DEPARTURES:

1. Aircraft identification.
2. Revision number (FDEP locations only)
3. Number of aircraft, if more than one, type

of aircraft and suffix indicating any spe-
cial equipment; e.g., DME, transponder,
etc.

L

NOTE: When the maximum allowable takeoff
weight of the drcraft is 300,000 lb. or more,
enter the symbol "HI" as a prefix to the type
aircraft designation; e.g., H/C-5, H/C-141.

4. Computer identification number, if re-
quired. .

.

5. Secondary, radar (beacon) code assigned.
6; P ;oposed departure tinie.
7. Requested altitude.
8; Departure airport.
9. Route, destination, and remarks.

10. through 18. Enter data as 'specified by
Facility Directive. Items such as departure
time, runway used for takeoff, check marks
to indicate information forwarded or re-
layed may be entered in these spaces.

Recording Flight Data

Only authorized control information symbols,
abbreviations, and phrase contractions should
be used for recording position reports, air traf-
fic clearances, and 'instructions on flight pro-
gress strips. Plain language, abbreviations or
contractions contained in FAA ContractionsHand-
book ,7340.1 (Series), and cohti-ol information
symbols contained in FAA Handbook 7110.8

s.
,

4
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(Series) must be used as necessary so that any
written ,message may be read and understood.

The following list includes approved\pre-
fixes used inonjunction with the serialtuunber
to identify the branch of 'military service_ to
which the aircraft is attached. These' prefixes
are appropriate for use in box (number' 1 on
flight progress strips.
Prefix

1, Branch
...

A U.S. Air Force
C U.S. Coast Guard
G Army or Air,kNstional Guard
VM U.S. Marine Corps
R U.S. Army
VV U.S. Navy
CAF . . . Canadian Armed Force
CAM . . . Canadian Armed Force

(Transport Command)

The' following list includes approved military
mission prefixes which may be used with or in
place of the prefix indicating branch of service
that may be used in ,conjunction with the air-
craft serial number. These prefixes are ap-
propriate for use in box number 1.

Prefix Mission
E Medical Air Evacuation
L LOGAIR {USAF Contract)
S Special Air Mission

M MAC (Military Airlift Command)
F Flight Check ,.

The following list is approved aircraft equip-
ment suffixes to indicate that an aircraft has
transponder DMA, RNAV, or TACAN-only navi-
gational capability. These suffixes are Used
_following a slant 'mark (/) after the aircraft
type. They are appropriate, for use in box num-
her 3.
Suffix

/X

84i ;-

Meaning .

Transponder with no-code oval,
, laity.

1.,
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/T.

/U

/D
/L

/B

/A

/M

IN

/P

./C

IF

IS

/W

Transponder with 64-code capa-
bility.

Transponder with 4,096-cdde
capability.

bME-.
DME, and transponder with no-

code capability.
DME, and transponder with 64-

code capability.
DME, and transponder with

4,096-code capability.
TACAN-only, and transponder

with no-code capability.
TACAN-only, and transponder

with 64-code capability.
TACAN-only, and transponder

with 4,096-code capability.
RNAV and transponder with no-

code. capability.
RNAV and transponder. with

4,096-code capability. -
RNAV and transponder with 64-

code capability.
RNAV and no transponder.

Figure -'-5=6 shows control information sym-
bols used for recordinucleaxances, instructions,
and information on flight progress strips. Some
of the symbols :can ---*be used in various, boxes
on both the departure and arrival flight progreis
strip; however, the most 'consistent use of these
symbols may be in box number 9 on the flight
progreis strip where the ATC clearance to be
issued to a departing IFR aircraft is recorded.

The following list includes approved clear-.
ance abbreviations used to record a particular
clearance issued or to be relayed to an air-
craft, or the status-of a clearance. These ab-
breviations may be used. in various boxes on
flight progress strips. ,

Abbreviation .. Meaning
A Cleared to airport (point' of in-

tended landing).
B Center clearance delivered. ,..

C ATC clears (when clearance re- ,. ''
8

, vi ories or requests must be relayed verbatim.layed through a non -ATC 1941"-"" The 'following is an example of an ATC'cility). . \ clearance received via Service F . from th6--D Cleared to depart from the fib..
ARTCC of the proposed IFR flight plan shown..--- P Cleared to the fix. - a.. in figure 5-1..1.1 . eared to hold and instructions

IS L. ,,
issued. $ : "NAVY FOUR MIKE ONE FIVE SEVEN

ed to land. ) CLEARED TO THE NAVY PENSACOLA AIR-
4%1 . , . . . Clearance not delivered. tt PORT AS FILED MAINTAIN TEN THOU-
O Cleared to the outer marker. ', SAND SQUAWK ottE ONE ZERO ZERO

Q Cleared to fly (courses, quad-
rants, radials) within
miles front(location);

T Cleared through (for landing and
takeoff through intermediate
point).

VV. . . Cleared over the..
X Cleared to cross (airway, route,

radial) at (point).
Z Cleared to tower jurisdiction.

The following listed miscellaneous abbrevi-
ations are used mostly by approach control;
however, there are occasions when control tower
operations make use of them.
Abbreviation

CT
Meaning

Contact approach.
I Initial approach.
F .Final approach.

'JP Jet penetration.
MA Missed approach.
SI Straight-in approach.
TA TACAN approach.
TL Left turn.
TR Right turn.
VA Visual approach.
VR VOR approach.
FM Fan marker approach.
ILS ILS approach.
OTP VFR conditions on top.
PT Procedure turn.
RX Report crossing.
SA SurVeillance approach.

'PA ' Precision approach.
Figure 5-7 shoWs the standard recording

procedure for hand-printed characters on flight
progress litrips:
ATC Clearances

4

With a proposed IFR flight plan on file, the
AC on dUty at the ground control position in the-
control tower, clearance delivery, or departure
control position, as appropriate, will reqUest
an ATC clearance from the ARTCC when 'the
pilot calls the tower for taxi instructions or
requests his clearance. ATC clearances, ad-

19
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Symbol Mwtratro

Min) and maintain
Descend and maintain

Cruise

At

Cross

Maintain

Join or intercept airway/jet route/track
or course

While in controlled airspace)

While in control area

Enter control area

Cut of control area
Cleared to enter control zone (direction)

(arrow may indicate direction aircraft
Is entering control zone, hoirever, ap-
propriate letter shall follow the
symbol), maintain special VIsll/IFIt
conditions, (altitude, if appropriate),
while in control zone

Cleared to depart control zone (direction)
(arrow may indicate direction airdraft
will depart control zone, however, ap-
propriate letter shall follow the
symbol), maintain special VFR/IFR
conditions,' (altitude, if appropriate),
while in controlrizone

Cleared through control zone from (di-
rection) to (direction) (arrow may
indicate direction of Bight; however,
appropriate letters shall follow the
symbol), maintain special VTIVITE
conditions (altitude, if appropriate),
while in control zone

Local SpecialVTR operations in the
vicinity of (name) airport are au-
thorized until (time). Maintain
Special VFR conditions (altitude, if
appropriate) 4,

Before

After or past

MeNtist

T>( )

)
Restriction

(dash)

V<

I

4_1

RV

RX
W (red)
E (red)
1.1 (red)

Depart (direction, if specified)

Until

Alternate instructions

Restriction

At or below

At or above .

)`root to (route or altitude)
Clearance void if aircraft not off ground

by (time)
Pilot cancelled flight plan
Information forwarded (indicated infor-

mation forwarded as required)

Other than :salved altitude reported
(circle reported altitude)

DWI holding (use with milages)

(Upper figure indicates distance from
station to DME fix, lower figure indicates
length of holding pattern. In this example,
the DME fifis 10 miles out with a 6 mile
pattern indicated.)
DME are of VORTAO or TAC1AN

Contact (tacility) on (frequency) (time,
A; or altitude, if appropriate). (In-
sert the frequency only when it is other
than standard)

Radar contact

Rider service terminated

Radar contact lost
Radar handoff (circle symbol when

handoff completed)

Radar vector
Pilot resumed own navigation

Warning

Emergency

Inappropriate altitude /Sight level for di-
rection of night (Underline assigned
iltitude/filght level in red). "

'Nora 1.--The absence of an airway or route number between two fixes in the route of flight indicates "direct";
no symbol sr abbreviation is required.

Neat 2.Upe an "X" to delete a climb and maintain or descend and malutain arrow.

Figiree6-6.Control information symbols.
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Hand
Typed Printed,-:__2...._wwwwTyped

Hand
PrintedII........ms___amm.,

Hand
Typed Printed Typed

Hand
Printed

A A
B 75
C C.
D 7)
E E
F F
G C:
H I/ ..II j

..:.

J
K
L%
M
N
0
P

_Q

4

R

J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R

S
T .

U
V.
W

,X
Y
z
0

ii.T
Et
y
W
X
11

a.

0

1
2

3

4
S
6
7

8

-9

i ,

2.
3
41

5-
6
7
e
9

.
derline "S s" and cross zeros when a controller believes a misunderstanding

might occur.

Figure Recording of hand-printed chaacters.

AFTER DEPARTURE CONTACT MEMPHIS
CENTER. HOTEL ROMEO."

Figure 5-8 is a completed flight progress
departure strip on which the clearance is re-
corded using appropriate symbols and
contractions.

VFR FLIGHT HAND

When a pilot delivers a DD Form 175 to
base opeiations and subsequently departs, the
AC on duty must transmit the necessary infor-
mation to flight service to be entered on the
Area B teletype circuit for transmission to
destination. All flights are held in suspense,
or kept track of (until the aircraft lands); for
the purpose of search find rescue service., The
following is a brief discussion of what tran-
spires from departure to arrival to give the AC
an idea of the entire operation. "

. 201.10

All messages concerning flight movements
must be transmitted to flight Service, within 5
minutes after the. required information is re-
ceived.

Flight Notification Message

After an aircraft has departed or before
actual departure for flights of short duration
with mutual agreement, the following informa-
tion from the flight plan must be transmitted to
flight service:

1. Type of flight.
2. Aircraft identification.
3. Type of aircraft/special equipment suf-

fix. (Include number and type if a formation
flight.)

4. Point of departure.
5. Point of destination.
6. Estimated time of arrival (ETA), at des-

vv4 m 15.

TS- 2 A/8
FAA Fall 7230-11(7-70)

lloo NQA C A.F
.

GEM

d

01100 21

100 ,

Figure 5-8.Completed flight preeesastrip (Departure),

81 .
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7. Remarks (VIP and passenger/cargo in-
formation),

The FSS will then relay a flight notification
message to the tie-in FSS serving the destina--
tion airport Rad will_ hold the flight in suspense
until the destination FSS acknowledges the mes-
sage. If an acknowledgment for a flight notifi-
cation message is not received from the desti-
nation FSS within the following time limits, FSS
personnel may use regular telephone to assure
delivery:

1. Before ETA, if estimated time en route
(ETE) is 30 minutes or less.

2. 30 minutes after 'departure if the ETE is
between 30 minutes and 2 hours.

3. 1 hour before ETA, if the ETE is 2 hours
or more.

4. 30 minutes after departure if the mes-
sage contains VIP/RON (remain overnight) in-
formation.

When destination tie-in FSS acknowledges
the flight notification message, the departure
FSS then filers it in a completed file. The desti-
nation FSS relays the message to the destination
airport and holds the flight in suspense until an
arrival report is received from the destination
airport.

Stopover Flights

Flights which include stopovers en route to
final destination are handled basjcally the same
as VFR flights with the following exceptions:

1. The point of the first stopover and an
ETA (in lieu of ETA at degination) at that point,
followed by each stopover point and ETE in
order of stops and destination, is included in the
original flight notification message. .

_2. EachinterMediate tie-in FSS will:

a. Acknowledge receipt of departure mes-
sage.

b. Notify Base Ops of the inbound.
c. Suspend the message until an arrival

or closeout is received or take the necessary
action if overdue.

d. When received, forward a departure,
time to the tie-in FSS for the next stopover
point and,obtain an acknowledgment.

1
82
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Destination tre-in FSS will take the same
action as the intermediate FSSs except that
the flight plan is closed out when an arrival
report is received from destination Base Ops,
or if no further information, such as departure
time, is received from the preceding stopover
point by the message VOID time.

En Route Changes

Flight service stations, when advised of a
change in ETA or flight plan (VFR to' IFR) by
an en route aircraft, will forward this informa-
tion, or any other data requested by the pilot, to
the destination station.

The FSS will transmit a revised flight notifi-
cation message, when a change in destination is
received, to the departure point and to the orig-
inal -and new- destination. The message will
include the type flight plan, aircraft type and
identification, "departure point, original desti-
nation, and the time and position when the air-
craft requested the change. Included will be the
words' "CHG DESTN," new destination, ETA,
and any pertinent remarks.

Arrival Reports

ArtiVal reports are not transmitted to the
departure FSS unless an aircraft arrives for
,which a flight notification message was not re-
ceived. In such, cases, ACs at the destination
airport must provide the tie-in FSS with the
aircraft identification, point of departure, and
time of arrival to be relayed to the departure
tie-in FSS and finally to the departure airport.
Arrival reports are also required for oversees
flights and special military flights of Presi- _IA

dential or Vice Presidential aircraft. An ex-
ception is that in Alaska an arrival report is

Irequired on a military aircraft when deptm.e-A
is from a military, base.

IFR FLIGHT HANDLING

Federal Air Regulations require, in part,
that a flight plan 1* filed and an ATC clearance
obtained prior to operation within controlled
airspace in accordance with instrument flight
rules.

When a pilot files an IFR flight plan with
base operations, the ACs on duty must trans-
mit the proposed, IFR flight plan message to the
ARTCC in whose area the IFR flight originates.
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The message may be sent to the ARTCC via
Military B teletype (Area B may be used through
flight service in some cases) if the aircraft's
proposed departure time is 30 minutes or more
(15 minutes if ce ter is computer-equipped)
from transmittal t me. If time is critical, the
message is trans tted via interphone (Service
F). Any subsequent change or cancellation to-
the proposed flight plan message must be called
to the ARTCC via interphone.

IFR Flight Plan Message

The IFR flight plan message consists of the
following items, all of which are from the filed
DD-175 with the exception of items 1 through 4:

1. The 3-letter identifier of the ARTCC.
2. The 3- letter' identifier of the originating

station and fOur figures to indicate the time the
flight plan was received by the station.

3. Three figures to indicate the number of
the message. This number sequence begins with
001 each day at 0000Z.

4. The alphabetical characters FP; (All pro-
posed IFR flight plan messages must contain
these characters).

NOTE: Items 1 through 4 are required on
teletype only.

5. Aircraft identification.
6. Type aircraft/special equipment suffix.
7. True airspeed.
8. Departure point.
9. Proposed departure time.

10. Altitude.
-11. Departure point and route of flight. The

route of flight must include the departure point,
since it may be different from the station trans-
mitting.the message; the route of flight to the
next fix; the identifier of that fix and route of
flight to the next fix; and so on until destination
whiqh is the last part,of this, item.

12. Remarks: Preceded by the remarks code
the clear sky symbol (teletype only).

apply to IFR flights as well. The exchange of
information between base operations and the
ARTCC is additional flight plan handling pro-
cedure required for the purpose of providing
separation between aircraft operating IFR. In
many instances certain reports must be sent to
both Flight Service and the ARTCC.

If you will compare the information in the
route of flight section' of the DD Form 175
depicted in figure 5-1 with the example of a
proposed IFR flight plan message listed earlier
in this chapter under RELAY OF FLIGHT DATA,
Teletype Procedure, you will see that all of
the information ,contained on the proposed flight
plan is not included in the initial IFR flight plan
message sent to the ARTCC for this flight.

The significance is that the flight plan is an
IFR stopover proposal. Only the first leg of the
flight plan is sent to the ARTCC as shown in the
teletype message example- since that is the
extent of the ATC clearance .that will be issued
the pilot initially. However, the entire flight
plan is
via int

will t
addres

transmitted to the departure tie-in FSS
rphone upon departure. Departure FSS
n enter a flight notification message
d to destination tie-in FSSs on Area B

teletype.' Then, when the pilot arrives at the
first destination and notifies this FSS of his.
proposed departure time,' the new departure
FSS will submit the next applicable leg of the
stopover flight plan to the appropriate, ARTCC
as a proposed IFR flight plah message so the
;pilot can obtain ATC clearance to his next
destination. This procedure is repeated until
the pilot completes the flight.

I-
IFR Departure Reports

Immediately after an IFR flight is airborne,
a departure report must be sent via interphone
(Service F) to the control facility-with which the
flight plan was filed. The departure report
must contain the alit-raft identification and the
actual time of departure.ARTCCs will acknowledge all movement mes2--\

sages on Military B and Area B circuits except
domestic proposed 'IFR flight plan messages.

NOTE: An example of a proposed IFR flight
plan message for relay by teletype is depicted
in the section perthining to teletype procedures.

Flight Service for IFR Flights

All procedures and reports as discugsed
earlier in this chapter for handling V.FIt flights

IFR Flight Progress Reports

IFR flight progress reports consisting of the
aircraft identification, poeition, time, altitude
or flight level, estimate of the next reporting
point, name of the subsequent reporting point,
and any remarks or requests as received from
a pilot must be relayed to the appropriate ATC
facility via interphone (Service F).
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IFR Arrival Reports

The actual time that an IFR flight lands or
cancels the IFR flight plan must be relayed to
the appropriate ATC facility via interphone
(Service F).

Combination IFR/VFR Flights

Pilots may file flight plans containing both
VFR ,and IFR operations. Such flight plans are
handled in the same manner as regular VFR or
IFR flight plans except that the proposed IFR
flight plan message is sent to the ARTCC in
whose area of responsibility the aircraft changes
from VFR to IFR.

If the first portions of such flights are IFR,
or the change from VFR to IFR occurs at a
position within the ARTCC's area within which
the departure airport is located, the proposed
flight plan message may be sent via Military B
teletype or Service F' by base operations at the
departure airport. If the first portion is VFR
and subsequent portions are IFR in a different
ARTCC's area, the proposed flight plan message
would probably be sent via interphone to Plight
Service for transmission on Area B teletype to
the ARTCC in whose area the change from I
VFR tai IFR occurs.

FLIGHT ADVISORY MESSAGES

If hazardous conditions arise which might
affect an aircraft already in flight, it may be
necessary to issue a flight advisory message to
make sure the pilot is aware of the situation.

If a military aircraft's destination is a civil
airport, the destination FSS is responsible for
screening weather, airport, and navaid condi-
tions, and issuing the necessary advisory to
inbound aircraft. If the destination is a mili-
tary base, the responsibility rests with base
operations.

The tie-in station originating the advisory
or receiving it from the originating base op-
erations will determine the FSS nearest the

-aircraft's position for VFR flights 61- till ap-
propriate ARTCC for IFR flight, and transmit
the InesEiage to that location.

If the receiving FSS or ARTCC is unable to
Oliver the flight advisory to the aircraft within
1115 minutes after the requested delivery time,
the originator must be informed and then' the
measige is filed.

MILITARY OVERSEAS
FLIGHT MESSAGES

Generally, all military foreign and overseas
flights are required to clear through specified
military bases. Pilots normally will not file
flight plans directly with an FAA facility unless
Base Ops is not available. Base Ops will forward
an ICAO-type flight plan message via their tie-in
station for relay through the AFTN. Base Ops
should specify all addressees, both ATC and
operational, in accordance with ICAO standards
and military regulations.

For outbound flights the departure tie-in FSS
holds the DEP FLT PLN in suspense until an
arrival or acknowledgment message is received
from the destination base.

For inbound flights the relaying IFSS holds
the DEP FLT PLN in suspense until an arrival
or acknowledgment message from the destina-
tion tie-in FSS has been forwarded to the de-
parture base.

SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR)
PROCEDURES

Search and Rescue is a lifesaving service
which provides search, survival aid, and rescue
of personnel of missing or crashed aircraft.
This vital responsibility is assigned to the
U.S. Air Force and the .U.S. Coast' Guard as
outlined in the National Search and Rescue Plan.

These two agencies are further assisted by
the combined efforts of the Navy, FAA, Civil
Air Patrol, State Police, and other organiza-
tions that may be called upon to render as-
sistance.

The following is a list of terms or defini-
tions with "which the AC must be familiar, to
better understand SAR procedure:

1. Inland SAR Region.The area in which
the USAF exercises the SAR coordifiating func-
tion. It includes all of the inland area within
the conterminous U.S. except the waters under
jurisdiction of the U.S. Coast Guard for SAR
purposes.

2. Maritime Region. The area ?in which the
U.S. Coast Guard exercises the SAR coordinating
function, including the rritories and possessions
of the U.S. and the hi seas.

3. Rescue Coorcii tion Center (RCC)*. A
center which boordina s and controls SAR op-
erations in a region, subregion, or sector.
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4. Alert Notice (ALNOT).Notice ,given to
appropriate facilities and agencies that an air-
craft is overdue.

5. Information Request (INREQ).A request
for inforniation concerning an overdue VFR
aircraft,

NOTE: For complete details of procedures
used in Search and Rescue, refer to the National
Search and Rescue Manual.

SAR PROCEDURES
FOR VFR FLIGHTS

Responsibility

The departure station (tie-in station) is re-
sponsible for initiating SAR action on flights
for which flight plans have been entered into the
FAA communications system until receipt of
the destination station's acknowledgment of the
flight notification message. Then the responsi-

' bility is transferred to the destination (tie-in)
station. Military operations offices are respon-
sible for initiating action on all othe? flights.

AVFR or DVFR flight is considered overdue
when communication cannot be established with
it and it fails to arrive 30 minutes (15 minutes
for jets) after its ETA.

A flight not on a flight plan is considered
overdue if a reliable source reports it one hour
overdue at destination.

Overdue Aircraft Action

As soon as a VFR aircraft becomes overdue,
the destination tie-hi station (including interme-
diate destination tie'in stations for military
aircraft) shall attempt to locate the aircraft by
checking all adjacent airports that can be reached
by government circuits or local telephone. If
necessary, a long distance telephone call may
be made to the destination airport.

If this communications search (FAA's re-
sponsibility for SAR is limited to communica-
tions and alert) does not locate the aircraft, the
signal QALQ is transmitted to the departure
tie-in station.

NOTE: Q signals are listed in FAA Flight
Service Handbook 7110.10 (Series). The Q sig-
nal above is a code for asking if the aircraft
in question has landed at the station queried.

Upon receipt of such an inquiry, the de-
parture t tie-in station must check .locally for

any information about the aircrafeYThe results
of the check must then be transmitted back to
the destination station.

Information Request (INREQ)

If the aircraft is not locatd by the inquiry
to the departure station, the destination station
must transmit a numbered INREQ message to
stations along the route, to the departure sta-
tion, and to the destination RCC tie-in station
(an FSS with interphone to the appropriate RCC)
as follows:

1. For .aircraft on. a flight plan-1 hour
after ETA (30 minutes for jets).

2. For aircraft not on a flight plan-1 1/2
hours after-ETA.

NOTE: For special procedures- peculiar to
Alaska and Hawaii, refer to FAA Flight Serv-
ices Handbook 7110.10 (Series).

En route stations receiving an INREQ must
seek information about the aircraft by checking
station records and inquiring at all local air-
ports which can be contacted by interphone or
telephone. A reply to the INREQ must be sent
to the originating station within 30t minutes after
receipt even if the report is negative. If a
search cannot be completed within 30 minutiv,
a status report is sent to the originating station
followed by a completion report when available.

The departure station has already conducted
a local communications check and holds the
INREQ message in suspense.

If the aircraft, is located by the INREQ, the
originator must 'transmit a numbered messageto all original INREQ addressees informing
them of the fact.

Alert Notice iALNOT) 4

If replies to the INREQ have been negativeor the aircraft has not been located within 1 1/2
hours (2 hours for no-flight-plan aircraft) after
"ETA, whichever occurs first, the destination
station must trap mitt' an ALNOT to the RCC

station axe a1 Area' B circuits serving
the ALNOT search area.

The ALNOT search area is norrnally that
arc* extended 50 miles on either side bf the
pioposed route of flight from the last reported-
position to the destination station. However, if
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requested by the RCC, or at the discretion of
the destination station, the ALNOT search area
may be expanded to the maximum range of the
aircraft.

Upon receipt of an ALNOT, each station
whose area of responsibility extends into the.
ALNOT search area must conduct a communi-
cations search of those airports which could
accommodate the aircraft and which were not
checked during the INREQ search.

Receiving sta ns must notify the originator
within 1 hour of receipt of the results or the
status of the Beare .

If the ALNOT earth fails to locate the -air-
craft or 1 hour has elapsed since transmission,
whichever occurs first, the destination station
must notify the RCC by message via the RCC tie-
in FSS:

The ALNOT remains current until -the air-
craft is located or the search is suspended by
the RCC. The ALNOT originator must then
cancel the ALNOT by message on all circuits
over which it was originally trapsraitted. All
agencies which have been alerted-'must be in-
formed.

Information Fucrifshed RCC

All available information about an overdue.
aircraft must be given the RCC, including:

1. Agency and the person calling.
2. Details of the flight plan, or if the air-

craft was not on a flight plan, all the facts
about the source of the report.

3. Time of last radio contact, with whom
the contact was made, and the frequency used.

4. Last position report.
5. Action taken and proposed action by the

reporting station.
6.- Positions of other aircraft known to be

along,,or near the route of flight of the missing
aircraft upon request.

Hazardous Areas

When regularly traveled VFR routes cross
large bodies of water, swamps, mountains, or

, other hazardous areas where survival depends
upon rapid rescue, a plaimay be established by
local authoritied for special rescue piocedures.

Because of the variety of possible situations,
a standard procedure is not prescribed. Gen-
erally, these plans depena on a contact every 10

minutes with aircraft crossing these areas. If .

contact Is lost with the aircraft for more than
15 minutes, SAR is alerted.

NOTE: Refer to AIM -Part I for the chart
depicting these areas.

SAR PROCEDORE FOR IFR FLIGHTS

ARTCCs are responsible for assuring that
SAR procedures are Initiated for overdue IFR
aircraft. ARTCCs serve as the central point
for collecting information, coordinating with the
RCC, and conducting a communications search
for overdue or missing IFR flights.

For SAR purposes, ARTCCs consider com-
bination VFR/IFR flights and air-filed IFR flights
the same as IFR aircraft when 30 minutes have
elapsed since the pilot requested clearance and
radio communication or radar contact cannot
be established.

An IFR aircraft is considered overdue when
neither radio communication nor radar contact
can be established with it and 30 minutes have
elapsed Since an ETA over a specified or com-
pulsory reporting point or clearance limit.

Overdue Action

The ARTCC in whose area of responsibility
an IFR aircraft is first unreported or overdue
is responsible for making this determination
and initiating the necessary action. When an
IFR aircraft IS determined overdue, the ap-
propriate ARTCC must alert the associated RCC
and transmit an ALNOT.

The ALNOT is sent to all ARTCCs and
Area B circuits 50 nautical miles on either side
of the route of. flight from the last reported
position to destination Included in the ALNOT
is the original or amended, flight plan, as Ap-
propriate, and the last known position. At the
recommendation of the RCC or at the discretion
of issuing ARTCCr. the ALNOT search area may
be expanded to cover the maximum range of the
aircraft. 1,

Thelresponsibility for further search Is trans-
ferred:Jo the RCC under any orthe following
conditions:.

1. When 30 minutes have elapsed after the
estimated fuel exhaustion time.

2. When the aircraft has not been found
within 1 hour after issuing the ALNOT.

3. When the ALNOT .search has been com-
pleted with negative results.
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The ALNOT remains in effect until the air-
craft is found-or the search is abandoned by the
MC, at which time it must be cancelled by the
originating ARTCC.

Handling procedure for stations receiving
the ALNOT, including broadcasting the ALNOT,
are the same as those listed under SAR pro-
cedure for VFR flights.

NOTICE TO AIRMEN (NOTAM)

The purpose of the NOTAM system is to
assist the pilot in conducting safe and efficient
flight operations. You, as an AC, will be di-
rectly concerned with the preparation, receipt,
and posting of NOTAMs.

A NOTAM id a notibe containing information
concerning the establishment, condition, or
change to any component of, or hazard in, the
National Airspace System, the timely knowledge
of which is essential to personnel concerned
with flight operations.

Since you will be primarily associated with
U.S. Naval facilities, the function of the joint
U.S. Air Force/U.S. Navy Notice to Airmen
system will be of the utmost importance to you.

USAF/USN NOTAM SYSTEM

The USAF/USN NOTAM systein.was estab-
lished to provide for rapid dissemination of
Navy, Air Force, and selected civil NOTAMs
in plain language to USAF and USN air activi-
ties, and provide S for frequent, periodic sum-
maries of current NOTAMs.

This system is centrally coordinated and
'operated by the USAF Central NOTAM Facility
(CNF). The USAF CONUS Mkeorological Tele-
type System (COMET) is used for the trans-
mission of these NOTAMs. Navy and Marine
Corps air facilities in the conterminous U.S.
haye transmit and/or receive capabilities on the
C'OM,ET system.

Central NOTAM facilities are also estab-
lished at certain overseas locations for the
purpose of exchange of Navy and Air Force
NOTAMs within each area and between each
area, and the U.S. NOTAM in these systems -

are transmitted over existing administrative
and operational circuits.
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NOTAM RESPONSIBILITY

The responsibility for originating a NOTAM
rests with the commanding Officer having juris-
diction over a facility where a hazardous condi-
tion exists ores contemplated. This responsibil-
ity includes ensuring that NOTAM dissemination
is adequate and timely and that NOTAMs are
promptly canceled.

NOTE; Originators must not transmit
NOTAMs earlier than 24 hours prior to their
effective date. NOTAMs that concern runway
closure, -runway length restrictions, Prior Per-
mission Required (PPR), or total field closures
may be submitted up to 72 hours prior to their
effective date.

Additionally, the commanding officer (clear-
ing authority) is responsible for the promulga-
tion of all NOTAMs received. This responsi-
bility includet, but is not limited to, conspicuous
pclating within flight planning areas and dis-
semination to local units within their area of
jurisdiction.

The Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic
Center (LIMAHC) monitors. Navy NOTAMs to`
ensure compliance with the appropriate instruc-
tions governing NOTAM procedure.

Each activity concerned with the issuance of
NOTAMs must implement standard procedures
to assist appropriate duty personnel in the
correct preparation, transmission, and display
of NOTAMs.

Originators of NOTAMs must ensure the
following:

1. Adequate on-station procedures to pro-
iide rapid reporting of navaid malfunctions that
affect the operation of the station, regardless
of the operating agency of the facility concerned.

2. Standardized station procedures for the
preparation of each NOTAM in accordance with
the requirements for the particular circuit on
which it is to be transmitted. The NOTAM is
normally prepared by ATC personnel.

3. Each item is carefully phrased and iden-
tified as a separate NOTAM, and the same ac-
countability identifier is used in any revisions
to or cancellation of the NOTAM.

. 4. Ensure that your station NOTAM is re-
tre.fismitted by the CNF within a reasonable time -
frame (normally one hour) and ensure it was
retransmitted as submitted to the CNF.

5. Follow-Up of station-originated NOTAMs
to provide for prompt and accurate publication,
revision; and cancellation as soon as the condi-
tion is rectified or published in FLIPs.
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6. Forwarding to the DMAHC any amplifying
data necessary for permanent or semi-
permanent changes to the appropriate FLIPs.

CONDITIONS REQUIRING A NOTAM

The subject matter of a USAF/USN NOTAM
must be. limited to a condition which would
affect an aviator's decision to operate to or from
an airfield, or which would affect, the safe en
route passage of his aircraft. Examples id
these conditions.are as follows:

1. Establishment, permanent , withdrawal,
breakdown, outage, or change to electronic air
navigation aids or lighting equipment.

2. Complete Or partial closing of an aepo-
drome by a condition which precludes or seri-
ously limits aircraft operations.

3. Significant corrections or changes, to cur-
rent editions of FLIPs or flight charts.

4. Temporary conditions affecting an instru-
ment approach procedure which constitute a
hazard to flight.'In such cases, a NOTAM shall
be issed amending or suspending the affected
approach procedure.

5. Change in entry regulations or other sig-
nificant conditions in foreign areas which may
'affect U.S. military flight operations.

6. Special operations and exercises affect-
ing flight safety.

NON-NOTAM INFORMATION

1. Local aerodrome items, such as taxiing
conditions, which could constitute a safety hazard

DATE

DAY OF THE MONTH

MONTH '40

rs

but not prohibit aircraft operation, are non -
NOTAM information and should be made avail-
able to airmen through aft traffic control, control
tower, or local posting. BOQ availability, minor
service limitations, and information concerning
DF and visual landing aids (VASI, mirrors, etc.)
are also non-NOTAM. Runway (ice/snow/braking)
and unusual meteorological conditions are
weather items which are to be appended to the
weather sequence.

2. When a requirement exists to issue a
NOTAM about a condition that is normally non-
NOTAM, the text should include the statement
"URGENT OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT" and
in addition, identify the responsible authority
issuing the NOTAM.

Jse of Clear Text, Code, or
FLIP Abbreviations'

If the NOTAM is being transmitted within\
CONUS or within the USAF Communications
System, it,is sent in clear text. If the NOTAM
is being transmitted, via a designated ICAO
communications circuit, it should be prepared
in accordance with the ICAO NOTAM code that
is contained in Flight Service Handbook 7110.10
(Series).

HOW TO PREPARE A NOTAM

Each NOTAM is identified by its date and
accountability number; for example, 290114437
which is broken down as shOwn in figure 5-9.

11IIIMI
29 01 14 437

SERIAL NUMBV

SAMPLE: '29 Jaquary 14th NOTAMfrom base and 437th from CNF

Figure 5-9.Numbering system for USAF/USN NOTAth.
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, N 290114 CANNON AFB CRY NDB

T

01 14 CANNON AFB

T
THE LETTER N INDICATES A

NEW NOTAM

TWO DIGITS THAT INDICATE
DAY OF THE MONTH

TWO DIGITS THAT INDICATE
MONTH OF THE YEAR

TWO-DIGIT BAS ACCOUNT-
ABILITY NUMBER

BASE NAME AS SHOWN IN FLIP
ENROUTE SUPPLEMENT

t

OUT (REMARKS)

CRY NDB OUT (REMARKS)

L
LADD REMARKS ESSENTIAL TO CLARIFY

OR LIMIT THE NOTAM TEXT

CONDITION OF FACILITY, SUCH AS:
CLSD, OPEN, IN, OUT

T E OF FACILITY, SUCH AS: VOR, ILS,
CAN, NDB, PAR, ASR, TWR, OR RWY

CALL LETTERSIDENTIFYING THE
FACILITY. THIS CODE SHOULD NOT
BE INCLUDED IF THErCALL LETTERS'
OF THE FACILITY ARE THE SAME
AS THE BASE THREE-LETTER
IDENTIFIER

Figure 5-10. NOTAM. format.

Once this number is assigned, it must beused to refer to the NOTAM for all purposes,
including revision, extension, and cancellation,
The accountability number is always composed
of five digits. The first two digits are assigned
consecutively by the initiating base and begin
with "01" each month, as computed from Green-
wich Time. Tile CNF uses this portion of the
number to verify that irhas received all NOTAMsfrom the .respective bases. The last three digits
are assigned consecutively by CNF, and runfrom "001" to "999." This portion of the
number provides a means for each receiving
point to ensure that it has received all NOTAMs
retransmitted by the CNF.

NOTAM Content

In addition to the accountability number, each
NOTAM contains the base .name submitting the
NOTAM, base call letters, type of facility being

4 201.14.1

reported, the condition of the facility, and aremarks section.. Amplifying information is putin the remarks sefetion, such as the time frame
for the outage of the reported facility. When
this is done, it automatically 'makes' it a self-
cancelling NOTAM. (See sample NOTAM in fig:
5-10.)

NOTAM Time Representation

The following rules apply to the use Of
dates and times in NOTAMs and are included
in the remarks section of the NOT . (Fig.5-10)

1. All dates and times expressed in'NOTAMs
are. Greenwich Mean Times The letter "Z"will not be used following time or date time
groups. "Zulu".time is implied.

2. If a NOTAM is to be effective at 2400
hours, the time 0001 should not be included.
Use only the date. Example: 05 Dec.

899.5
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C 290114437
T
THE LETTER me" INDICATES A

I

CANNON AFB

CANCELLATION NOTAM

CRY N98 / IN

REFLECTS REASON FOR
CANCELLATION ,

Figure 5-.11. Cancellation NOTAM.

3. The time 0500/1600 indicates 0500 through
1600. At 1601 the NOTAMed condition ,is can-
celled.
* 4. The DATE "through 15 ' i cates the
NOTAM is valid until 24 hours dn. = date
indicated.

5. "Through NOV" i cates the NOTAM is
in effect until 2400 hours on 30 Nov.

Cancellifron NOTAM

Each NOTAM that cancels a current NOTAM
must use the letter "C" instead of the letter
"N ", and must repeat the same accountability
number thit was assigned to the NOTAM it
cancels. The cancellationloTAM must tell the.
present .condition of the/ facility. (See example
in fig. 5-11). When a NOTAM has caused infor-
mation to be added to for removed from FLIP,

201.15.1

a cancellation NOTAM is sent, if appropriate,
after the removal/addition is made. (The ap-
propriate FLIP is consulted to determine whether
the information has already been corrected.)

Revised NOTAM
../

This NOTAM is sent to revise or correct a
current NOTAM. The letter "R" is used pre-
ceding the accountability number, and the same

countability nunfber as the NOTAM being re-
vised or corrected is used. (See how this is
indicated in fig. 5-12.)

R :(47 290.114 437 CANNON AFB

THE LETTER l'R" INDICATES A
. REVISED NOTAM

NOTAM SIAIMARY DISTRIBUTION

Each CNF will transmit a summary of active
NOTAMs as required for its area(s) of operation
in accordance with the folloivkng ephedule.

NDB OUT THRU 15 MAO

ONCE THE CNF ASSIGNED NUMBER HAS BEEN
RECEIVED, INCLUDE.IT IN ALL TRANSMISSIONS
PERTAINING TO THAT NOTAM

Figure 5-12.-111:wised NOTAM..
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NOTAMS

1.

SPECU1

OTOS
A-C D-F 6-H M-P O-S T-V W-1

4
8"

72"
60"

Figure 5- 13.- -NOTAM display board.

CONUS/Alaska/Canada areaevery 12 POSTING'NOTAMshours.

2. Central/South America areaevery 24
hours.

3. European/African/Mid-east areaevery
,24 hours.

4. Pacific areaevery 24 hours.

CNFs automatically delete from their master
file each NOTAM that has been cancelled or is
self-cancelling before transmitting the daily sum-
maries. Each summary is to be used until a
new one is received.
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201.12.1

Each activity must maintain a standard
NOTAM Display Board (fig. 5-13) in the flight
planning area in accordance with the procedure
outlined in OPNAV Instruction 3721.1 (Series).
Standard Display procedure must be implemented
at each activity to assist ACs on duty in main-
taining the NOTAM display including the fol-
lowing:

1. Adequate procedures for the receipt, on-
station dissemination, and posting of incoming
terminal, en route, and special NOTAMs from
appropriate circuits.
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2: Constantly updating the display and re-
moving obsolete information at least once each
hour, or more often. .

3. Checking new Summaries for complete-
ness before destroying old Summaries. ,

4. Monitoring NOTAMs and NOTAM Sum-
maries, and new editions of FLIPs, to ensure
that they reflect current condlt,ions for their
station, and initiate corrective NOTAMs on any
deficiencies.

5. Decoding.ICAO coded NOTAMs and iden-
tifiers to plain language before posting.

6, Availability of sufficiently knowledgeable
-personnel to assist the pilot in checking NOTAM
information,

For more detailed study land information
concerning NOTAMs, d AC should refer to
OPNAV Instruction 2112.2 (Series), Air Force
Regulation 55-16, and OPNAV Instruction 3721.1

(Series), Flight Services Handbook 7110.10

(Series),

e .- ,.tet
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CHAPTER 6
)

...

METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS AFFECTING AVIATION
. .

Naval aviation plays an important role in this
country's first line of defense. Consequently,
our naval aviators must be prepared to fly
anywhere at any time. In order to successfully
carry out this mission, teamwork is a must.
You, as an Air Controlman, are a vital link
in this team. Like the naval aviator, therAir
Controlmarris not expected to become an evert
forecaster. That job, is left to those specially
trained in meteorology. However; the Ajr
Controlman 'must have a basic understanding of
weather in' order to correctly and intelligently

--pass along weather infomation both to the pilot
and the weather service personnel..

A thorough understanding of the material
contained in chapters '6 and 7 will enable the
Air Controlman to recognize not only mininlum
flying conditions. but also any differences between
the actual weather ,conditions, as observed from
the tower, and those indicated by the current
report. Also, the Air Controlman must become
competent in reporting impending weather
changes that, because of their unexpectedness,
may not be immediately observed by the weather
service personnel. At the same time, weather
elements in general may be , transmitted to-
.pilots for them to make an immediate decision
in the interest of safety and/or survival.

PRESSURE
.._,

ATMOSPHERE

Atmosphere is measured by the atmospheric
pressure of a column of air at any given place
from ' the earth's surface to the top of .the
atmosphere. This weight is approximately 14.7
pounds per square inch at sea level. Xhe
atmosphere is acted upon by the forces of
gravity; thus, air is denser at lower', levels
than at higher levels due to the greater mass
pushing down on it. Consequently, pressure is

greater at sea level and diminishes with any
increase of altitude. (See fig. 6-1.)

Instruments have been designed to measure
this pressure. To calibrate these instruments,
the International, Committee of Air Navigation
adopted 1013.2 millibars as a standard pressure
at pea level. This pressure is considered when
calibrating the instruments. Under standard
conditions, 1013.2 millibars equal 29,92 inches
of mercury when rheasured by a barometer at
sea level with the temperature at 15°c(597).

The atmosphere is divided into concentric
layers. Closest to the earth is the layer known
as the troposphere; this layer is the one which
concerns us m'st, since it is in. this region
that most 'of our weather occurs. Next are the
stratosphere, mesost)here, and thermosphere.
(See fig. 6-2.) These outer layers are important
in theoretical meteorology, but for our purposes,
a short discussion of the troposphere will
suffice. The troposphere varies in thickness
from the equator to the poles; its vertical
extent is greatest over the equator (60,000 feet
above sea level) and least over he poles (30,000
feet above sea level). This variation is due to the
fact that the greater temperature in the region
of the equator causes the air to be less dense
and requires- a greater volume, or tropospheric
height, than at the poles where the cold air is
very dense:, The thickness of the troposphere
varies with the seasons. It is at its highest in
the summer and lowest in. the winter. The
boundary between the troposphere and the
stratosphere' is referred to as the tropopause.

i

PRESSURE AND ,
TEMPERATURE 7IANGE8,

Atmoeheric prdssure varied from the
standard atmosphere over all areas of the
earth's surface. Areas in which pressure
is greater than surrounding areas are called

93
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Figure 6-1. The standard atmosphere.
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high-pressure areas, and those having less
pressure that surrounding areas are called low-
pressure areas. The atmospheric pressure at
any given point on the earth's surface is
constantly changing because of the movements of
these high- and low-pressure areas.

In order for the sensitive altimeter and the
altimeter setting indicator (discussed in chapter
9) to be read uniformly, they are calibrated in
accordance with the standard atmosphere as
shown in figure 6-1. Also in this figure, note
that the atmospheric pressure decreases at the
rate of about 1 inch of mercury per thousand
feet of altitude up to 10,000 feet and that
in the standard atmosphere any given altitude
corresponds to a specific atmospheric pressure.
The reason for the existence of the standard
atmosphere is for it to serve as a base for
calibrating pressure-activated instruments. This
standard atmosphere 'assumes certain values of
temperature and pressure for various altitudes.
The scale of the altimeter is calibrated to
these assumed values. The indications read
from the altimeter are those that would be
correct if the teMperature and pressure were
standard for that particular altitude.

Atmospheric pressure and temperatures
change almost constantly throughout the length
of a flight; thus, the altimeter must be reset
periodically. If this is notldone, incorrect readings
are given by the instrument. For example,
if an aircraft flies frotn a high-pressure area
into a low-pressure area, the altimeter reads
too. high. Going from Et low to a high-pressure
area, the altimeter reads too low. (See fig. 6 -8.)
Simple rules to rernernDer HIGH TO LOW
READS TOO HIGH A LOW TO HIGH READS
TOO LOW. The s e rules apply to the
temperature change . Flying from a , low-
temperature area in .a high-temperature area;
the altimeter reads low, and from a higher .
temperature area to a lower temperature area,
the altimeter reads too high. The amount of
approximate error n the altimeter readings,
due to a noncurrent setting, can be determined
for the lower levels of the atmosphere by
applying the following corrections:

PRESSURE pHANGE

1 inch of mercury
1/10 inch of mercury
1/100 inch of mercury

ALTIMETER
ERROR

1,000 feet
100 feet
10 feet

117500 FT.

7

200 Ft ACTUAL

29.92

500 F

.mma

i4-

500 FT. ACTUAL

ST. JOSEPH
ALTIMETER SETTING

25.t2

MEMPHIS
ALTIMETER SETTING

29.52

200 FT.

S
'200 FT ACTUAL

4

29

200 FT

bow.

NATCHEZ
ALTIMETER BETTING

21.52

MOBILE
ALTIMETER SETTiNG

25.92

201.40
Figure 6-3. Effect of pressure changes.

PRESSURE SYSTEMS

Pressure systems are either' cyclones (low-
pressure areas) or anticyclones (high-pressure
areas). In the Northern Hemisphere, a general
cycle of highs and lows moves through the
Temperate Zones from west to east. (See
fig. 6-4.)

Cyclones

A cyclone is a low-pressure system in which
the barometric pressure decreases toward the
center, and the windflow around the system is
counterclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere.
The terms low and cyclone are interchangeable.
Any pressure system in the Northern Hemisphere
with a counterclockwise (cyclonic) viindflow is
a cyclone.

Low-pressure systems with severe storm,
characteristics are called hurricanes, typhoons,
tropical storms, tornadoes, or waterspouts to
identify the exact nature of the storm.

96
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Unfavorable flying conditions in the form
of low clouds, restricted visibility by pre-
cipitation and fog, strong and gusty winds,
and turbulence are in low-pressure
Systems.

Anticyclones

An anticyclone is a high-pressure system
in which the barometric pressure increases
toward the center, and the windflow around the
system is clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere.
Any pressure system in the Northern Hemi-
sphere with a clockwise (anticyclonic) windflow
is an anticyclone.

Flying conditions are generally more favor-
able in high-pressure systems than ht low;-
pressure systems' because of less clouds, better
daytime visibility, light or calm winds, and less
concentrated turbulent areas.

Hurricanes, and Tornadoes

The two most violent atmospheric disturb-v
antes found in the United States are the tornado

es,

and hurricane. Geography plays a large part in
the names given to the hurricane. In the Atlantic
it is called a hurricane, and in the Pacific a

,typhoon.

A hurricane is a low-pressure area with a
whirling eddy of air having a diameter of- 60
to 1,000 miles. It is accompanied py winds of
speeds as high as 175 knots. Along with the
winds there is an abundance of precipitation
and thunderstorm activity.

A peculiirity of the hurricane is the calm
center of the storm called the eye. When the
eye of the storm" iasses over a given locality,
the wind, which has been extremely -violent,
suddenly decreases to a much lower intensity
and at times becomes a calm and precipitation
stops. After the eye passes, the violent winds,
precipitation, and thunderstorm activity begin
anew. The winds are blowing from the opposite
direction after the passage"of.the eye.

A tornado consists of a funnel cloud with a
violently whirling-center. It is usually a quarter

Figure 6-4. Directional movement of the pressure systems.
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of a mile or less in diameter. The length of a
tornado's. track on the ground may be from a few
hundred feet `to 300 miles, the average being
around 25 miles. Winds in the vortex ofa tornado
may exceed .500 knots. The speed of the tornado
over the earth's surface is comparatively slow,
usually 25. to 50 knots.

Because of ta tornado's highly localized nature
and its erratic tendencies, it is impossible for,
the meteorologists to forecast the exact location
at which one will strike. However; forecasting
centers ,do broadcast notices- when conditions
are ,favorable for tornado formation in specified
areas.

F

MR MASSES

An air mass is defined as any huge body
of air --whose physical properties (temperature
and humidity) are horizontally uniform. An
understanding, of the characteristics of an air
mass is essential to any study of weather
phenomena in the temperate regions. The weather
In these regions is -a direct result of tip
continuous alternation of the influences of warm
and cold air masses. Warm air- masses
predominate in the summer, and cold air masses
predominate in the winter. However, both cold
and warm air, alternately, may prevail almost
anywhere in the temperate zone at any season.
The basic characteristics of any air mass are
temperature and humidity. These properties are
relatively uniform throughout the extent of the
air masses, and it, is by measurement of these
properties that the various types of 'air masses
are determined.

The properties of an air'mass depend directly
upon the type of surface over which the air is
lying. Thus, a knowledge of the type of surfaces
over which the main bodies of air stagnate in
the world circulation system is the basis of an
understanding of air mass characteristics.
These surfaces of origin are called source
regions. They have a primary influence upon
the characteristics of air masses. The path
over which an air mass travels after expanding
and leaving the source region and the length
of time the air mass .has been away from the
mine region (Its age) also determine the

regions, it travels along a certain pith, The
surface over which this path- takes the air,
after leaving the, source modifies the air Mass.
For exatnple, a 'warm, Moist body of 'air moves
put over cold, dry land and its characteristics
are _modified; therefore, moisture is lost and
temperature is lowered.

Another factor which must not be overlooked
in determining how an air M9138 is being,changed
or modified is the "age" of that body of air
after leaving the sourc . For example, ari air
mass which has recent moved from the source
region will not have had time to become modified
significantly. However, an air body which has
moved to a new region and stagnated for some
time and is now old will have lost ma,v of its
original characteristics. It will have acquired
many of the characteristics of the surface over
which it now lies.

SOURCE REGION

The surface or region o'er which an air
mass originates is called the source region. It
is in this region that the basic characteristics
of the air mass are acquired. In order to
fulfill the requirements for a good, source
region, an area must be of uniform surface
(either all land or all water), uniform tempera-
ture, and preferably, an area of high pressure
where air has a tendency to stagnate.

AIR MASS CLASSES

Air masses are classified according to their
source regions, as follows:

-TEMPERATURE
IN

SYMBOL SOURCE REGION, SOURCE REGION

A'

T

E

Arctic
Polar
Tropical

Equatorial,

Coldest

Cold

Warm

Warmest

Air masses are also classified according to
the surface (water or land) over which they lie
as follows:

characteristics of an air mass.

As an air mass expands and slowly moves
out of its source region to influence other

SYMBOL

m

c

SURFACE

Maritime

Continental

MOISTURE CONTENT

High

Low
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These symbols are combined to describe air
masses as follows:

SYMBOL SOURSE TEMPERATURE
AND SURFACE AND MOISTURE

cA Continental
arctic

cP Continental
polar

mP Maritime
'polar

, mT Maritime
tropical

cT Continental
tropical

E Equatorial

Coldest, dry

Cold, dry

Cold, moist

Warm, moist

Warm, dry

Warmest, moist

Air masses are further classified according
to their thermodynamic characteristics; that'
is, according to whether it is cold or warm
in compailson to the surface over which it
it passing as follows:

k Cold Colder than the surface
w Warm Warmer than the surface

EXAMPLE: mPw maritime polar air warmer
than the surface it is passing over.

It should be noted that, due to the predomi-
nance of land masses or ice fields in the Arctic,
mA (maritime arctic) would be a rare type.
In like manner, E (equatorial air) is found
exclusively over the ocean surface in the vicinity
of the Equator and is designated neither c nor
m bit simply E.

. CLOUDS -
\

,

Varying weather conditions are intimately
associated with different types of clouds and
cloud formations. For this reason, it is highly
important for the Atr:Soiltrcilman to be familiar
with and thoroughly undbiitiiiia' the different
cloud classifications.

The international classification of clouds was
established to provide a common nomenclature
throughout the world for specific cumuliform .
and stratifdfin clouds. The names adopted are
based upon the appearance of the clouds.

o

Observations have shown that clouds are
generally encountered over a range of altitude
varying from sea level to 25,000. feet in the
polar regions, 45,000 feet in the middle latitudes,
and 60,000 feet in the tropics. By convention,
the part of the atmosphere in which clouds are
usually present has been vertically divided into
three levelif high, middle, and low; Each level
is defined by a range of levels' at which clouds
of certain genera (classification) occur most
frequently as follows:

High Clouds

1. Cirrus (Ci)
2.' Cirrocumulus (Cc)
3. Cirrostratus (Cs)

The lower rev I of high clouds is 16,500 feet
above the group .

\VIiddle Clouds
1

..
3.. Altocumulus (Ac)
2. Altrostratus (As)
3. NiMbostratus (Ns)

The base of middle clouds may range from
6,500 feet to 23,000 feet above the ground.

Low Clouds

1. Stratocumulus (Sc)
2. Stratus (St)

The bases of the low clouds may range from
near the surface to 6,500 feet above the ground.

In addition to the preceding claslifications,
cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds usually have
bases in the lower level, but their tops often
reach into the middle and high levels.

Figure 6-5 is a view of the cloud classifica-
tions being shown at -their average heights.

CLOUD GENERA

Although clouds are contimiously, in the
process of development and dissipation, they
nevertheless have many distinctive features.
Having outlined the classifications and average
level of occurrence, it is now necessary to study
cloud recognition features and the weather

....fieSQ0gre.d With each... .WQI1, as their appearance
and how they affect aviation.

Cirsrus Clouds

These clouds aiv fibrous and. delicate in
appearance, looking like white wisps against
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Figure 6-5.International classification of clouds.
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Chapter 6METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS AFFECTING AVIATION

Figure 6-6. Cirrus clouds.

the blue of the sky. They appear in a number of
forms, occasionally as curls or feathery plumes.
(See fig. 6-6.)

Flying conditions within cirrus clouds are
good. Turbulence is negligible, and the pure
ice crystal composition of. the cirrus clouds
precludes surface icing. Cirrus clouds may
indicate the flirt signs of approaching bad
weather. Cirrus wisps, which become more and
more compact and then merge into cirrostratus,
may indicate an approaching warm front (fronts
are discussed later in this chapter).

Cirrocumulus

These clouds appear ike fleecy flakes
or very small white co balls. The Perm
"mackerel sky" is given to this family because
the cloud pattern often appears much the same
as the scales on a fish. (See fig. 6-7.)
Cirrocumulus clouds are relatively rare and
appear only in the presence of cirrus or cirro-
stratus clouds.

101

101

.

Cirrocumulus is a cumuliform cloud but offqrs
only light, turbulence. Due to its ice crystal
composition no icing occurs on aircraft surfaces.
Vapor, trails can be noticed within these clouds
due to the high moisture content.

201.43

Cirrostratus

Cirrostratus appears as a white veii,covering
all or most of the sky. It is a smooth, thin
layer cloud and gives the sky a very milky
appearance. It is easily recognized .by the
halo it produces around the sun or \moon.
(See fig. 6-8.)

If cirrus clouds precede the cirrostratus and
the cirrostratus lowers, thickens, and merges
into altrostratus, the approach of a warm front
and bad weather is imminent.

Icing conditions and turbulence in cirrostratus,
clouds usually offer no hazard to flying.
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Figure 6-7. Cirrocumulus clouds.

Figure 6-8.Cirrostratus clouds.
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Altocumulus

201.46
Figure AltoCumulus cfouds.

Altocumulus sometimes looks like cirro-
cumulus, but th di dual cloud balls or flakes
are always larg r, thicker, and grayer. The
center of the underside of elch cloud is dark
due to the cloud's thickness. "these ball-like
masses often appear similar to a herd of sheep
in the sky. Sometimes altocumulus is arranged
in parallel bands stretching across the sky.
(See fig. 6-,9.)

The visibility within this cloud is poor, and
the cloud usually Isola% contimiltyi Turbulence
and icing are light to moderate. The icing,
if present, is usually the clear type (types of
air frame icing are discussed lateiJaf this
chapter).

Altostratii

Altostratus appears as a thick !gay or
blue-gray smooth overcast. It is thicker and

103

-

less transparen't than cirrostratus, which often
lowers and gradually, merges with altostratus ,

of the approaching warm front. Thesun or moon
shines through altostratus weakly as through
ground glass. (See fig. 6-10.)

This cloud is comp3sed of Ivaterdrops, but
ice crystals may also be present in upper levels.
The icing conditiOns are light to moderate and
predominantly -1Orrn rime ice. Turbulence is
light. The thickness is usually between 1,000 to
5,000 feet, but in some cases may be somewhat
thicker. Visibility, within the cloud averages
between 50 to 200 yards. Precipitation falls
from altostratus in the form of light rain or
snow.

Nim,tostratus

Nimbostratus is a thick, dark, gray cloud.
(See fig. 6 -11.) It is ominous and formless in
appearance. Rain, snow, or other precipitation
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is actually fallink from this cloud, whether it
reaches the surfaoe or not. The sun or moon
disc is not visible through nimbostratus. There
are also raggea scud clouds below the base
of the nimbostratus. Turbulence and icing may
be moderate to heavy with very poor visibility
within and belove nimbostratus.

Nimbostratus clouds are almost always in
the middle cloud genera, but usually extend into
the lower cloud genera. Low ragged clouds
frequently occur below the nimbost tus layer,
with which they may or may not mer

Stratocumulus

Stratocumulus usually occurs as an extensive
and fairly level layer marked by thick rolls
and dark rounded masses of cloud. Its cloud
masses are larger, thicker, and darker than
The at altocumulus. They may have either

small or large breaks between the rolls;
however, they may form a ,continuous layer
without any breaks. (See fig. 6 -12.)

The visibility within this type cloud is Poor.
Turbulence in stratocumulus clouds is light to
moderate, and the icing conditions are moderate
and may form clear ice. the precipitation from
stratocumulus clouds is general showers of
rain or snow.

Stratus

Stratus is a flat, shapeless, rather uniform
layer of clouds which appear dull gray. (See
fig. 6-13.)

Stratus yields precipitation in the form of
drizzle only. Visibility within stratus is very
poor. Only light turbulence and light to mod9rate
icing may be piesent. Visibility below thebase
of ,stratus is very poor tf,. diizzle is occurring.

. '0106.

4'sg-t.yigati4y,,AmirAlir

Figure 6-10.--.Altrostratus clouds.
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at

Cumulus-

Cumulus clouds are dense clouds with
vertical development. Their upper surfaces are
dome-shaped and exhibit rounded protuberances,
while their bases are nearly horizontal. Strong
updrafts exist uhder and within all cumulus
formations. In fact, cumulus clouds are caused
by updrafts. Turbulence and icing conditions

eZahots,a2Ae-

201.49
Figure 6-11. Nimbostratus clouds. '201.48 Figure 6-12. Stratocumulus clouds.

Figure 6-13, Stratus clouds.
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Figure 6-14. Cumulus and cuniuloniinbus clouds,

of varying intensities are com.ion within cumulus,
clouds, depending upon the extent of vertical
development.

.Cumul;nimbus
Cumulonimbus are cumulus clouds with great

vertioal development. Tops may exrend higher
than 60,000 feet, The top is composed of ice
crystals and often resembles an anvil. (See
fig. 6 -14.)

FRONTS AND ASSOCIATED WEATHER.
A fiont is defined as a boundary, or line

of discontinuity, separating two different air

201.51

masses. FrOm the definition, you can see the
close relationship that exists between air masses
and fronts. In fact without the air masses there
would 'be no froiitis. A' front is . a surface, like
a thin elastic sheet, separating two air masses.

In our discussion of air masses, we learned
that -when air stagnates over certain regions
it acquires properties from the underlying
surface and forms an air mass. In time, these
air masses move out of their source region. Due
to the general circulation of the atmosphere,
terrain, and= other factors, the cold air from
polar regions tends to move southward while
tie warm air from tropical regions tends to
move northward in the Northern E3misphere.
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I
Therefore, it is itnevitable that .somewhere in
the ,middle latitudes, these air masses meet.
Upon meeting they do not mix readily -; each air
ma!as, tencling to remain intaot: The surface
which separates the air masses is called a
frontal surface. This ftontal surface, or line,
is drawn on the surface weather maps, and: its
boundary is called a front. (See fig. 6-15.)

As previously stated, a front is indicated oil
a surface map by a line separat)ng two air
masses. However; this is a picture only of the
surface conditions. These air masses also have
vertical extent. (See fig. 6-16.) A cold air, mass,
being halavier, tends to underrun a warm air
mass. Thus, the cold air is below and the warm
air is above the surface of discontinuity. The
slope of a frontal surface is usually between

a

1 to 50 (1 mile verfieal.for 50 miles ho
and 1 to 300 (1 mile vertical for,
horikontal). For xample, 100 miles
place where the frontal surface
ground, the frontal surface might be
between 2,000 feet and2 miles above
surface, depending on the slope.
a front is of .cOnSiderable
understanding the weather along th

COLD FRONTS

umtal)
0 miles
rom the

eets the
omewhere
e earth's
e slope of
rtance in

front.

When cold air invades a r on occupied by
warm air, it wedges tnder. the arm air pushing
it upward. The Frontal surfa in this case is
called a cold frontal surface, d its intersection
with the earth's 'surface is i alied a cold
(See fig. 6-17.)

Figure 6-15. The meeting of two different 'air masses.
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WARM AIR

COLD AIR-
. COLD AIR>

Figure 8:46. Vertical cross section of frontal systems (without clouds shown).

There are certain, weather characteristics and
,conditions that are associated with the passage
of cold fronts. In general, the temperature and
humidity decrease, the prepsure rises, and in
the Northern Hemisphere the wind shifts
clockwise (usually from southwest to northwest)
with the passage of a cold, front. The distribution
and type of cloudiness and the intensity and
distribution of precipitation depend primarily
on the vertical velocities, stability, and moisture,
ra the warm air mass. On the basis of these
factors, cold fronts are classified as plow- and.
fast-moving cold fronts.

201.53

With the slow-moving cold front there is
a general upglide of warm air along the entire
frontal surface except for pronounced lifting
along the lower portion of the front. The average
slope of "the front is approximately 1:100 (1 mile
vertical to 100 miles horizontal). The cloud
and -precipitation area is extensive and is
characterized by cumulonimbus and nimbostratus
clouds, showers, and thunderstorms at, and
immediately to the rear of, the surface frOnt.
This area is followed by a region of rain and
nimbostratus clouds merging into a region of
altostratus clouds and then cirrostratus clouds,

.4114

1 Figure 8-17. A cold front.
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which may extend several hundred miles behind
the front. The development of cumulonimbus
clouds, showers, and thunderstorms is largely
dependent on the original instability character-
istics of the warm air mass. Within the cold
air mass there may be some stratified clouds
in the rain area, but there are no clouds beyond
this area unless the cold air mass is unstable.
In the latter case, some cumului clouds may
develop. This type of front is usually slow-
moving; 15 knots may be considered average.
(See fig. 6-18(A).)

With the fast-moving cold front, there is
descending motion of the warm air along the
frontal surface at high levels, and the warm air
near the surface is pushed vigorously upward.
This type of front has a slope of 1:40 to 1:80 and

3usually moves rapidly; 25 to 30 knots may be
considered as an average speed of movement.
As a result of these factors, there is a
relatively narrow but often violent band of
weather. If the warm air mass is conditionally
unstable and moist, cumulonimbus clouds,
showers, and thunderstorms occur just ahead
of and at the surface front, and rapid clearing
occurs behind the front. Frequently altostratus
and altocuMulus cloud layers form and drift
ahead of the main cloud bank. The more unstable
the warm air mass, the more violent the weather.
If the warm air is relatively dry, this type
of front may not produce precipitation or clouds.
It is with the fast- moving cold front that squall
lines are associated. (See fig. 6-18(B).)

The, Air Controlman should note that. cold
fronts are indicated in blue penciled lines on
a colored weather map. When color cannot
be used, triangles are spaced along the line
of the" front with their points indicating the
approximate direction in which the cold front
moves across the earth's surface.

WARM FRONTS

If cold air /s retreating before an advancing
mass of warm air, the warm air slides over
the cold air. The frontal surface in this
case is called a' warm frontal surface; and
its intersection with the earth's surface is
called a warm front. (See fig. 6-19.)

The weather associated with a warm front
varies as it does with a cold front, depending
on. the degree of stability and moisture of the
warm air mass. (See fig. 6-20.)

109

Certain characteristics and weather condi-
tions are associated with the passage of warm
fronts. In the Northern Hem:sphere the winds
veer from southeast to southwest or west,
but the shift is not as pronounced as with
the cold front. Temperatures are colder ahead
of the front and are warmer after passage of
the front. Not being greatly affected by daily
heating and cooling of the earth's surface, the
dew point is normally more constant than is
the temperature through theAday except with
the pb.ssage of a front. Therefore, the dew
point is a good index of frontal passage. The
average slopd of a warm front is 1:150 (1 mile
vertical to 150 miles horizontal).

A characteristic phenomenon of a typical
warm front is the sequence of cloud formations.
These formations are noticeable in the following
order: cirrus, cirrostratus, altostratus, nimbo-
stratus, and stratus., The cirrus clouds may
appear 700 to 1,000 miles ahead of the surface
front followed by cirrostratus about 600 miles
and altostratus about 500 miles ahead of the
surface front. Precipitation in the form ,3f
continuous or intermittent rain, snow, or drizzle
is frequent as much as 300 miles in advance
of the surface front. The precipitation is
associated with nimbostratus above the frontal
surface and stratus within the cold air. However,
when the warm air is convectively unstable,
showers and thunderstorms may occur in
addition to the steady precipitation.

Clearing usually °mufti-aft-6r the passage of
a warm front, but under some ponditions drizzle
and fog may occur within the warm sector.
Normally, the speed of a warm front is less
than that of cold fronts; an average may be
considered to be about 10 knOts.

Warm fronts are indicated. by red penciled
lines on a colored weather map. When color
cannot be used, half circles are spaced along
the line of the front on the map on the proper
side to indicate the approximate direction of the
frontal movement across the surface.

OCCLUDED FRONTS

An occluded front occurs when a cold front
overtakes a warm front..One of the two fronts
is lifted aloft, and the warm air between
the fronts is shut off from the earth's surface.
An occluded front is often referred to ati an
occlusion. The type of occlusion is determined
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Figure 8-18.7 Vertical cross section of a cold front. (A) slow-moving cold front; (B) fast-moving

cold front.
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Figure 6-19. A warm front.

by the temperature difference between the cold
air in advance of the warm front and the cold
air behind the cold front.

If the air in advance of the warm front is
colder than' the air behind the cold front, the
cod front rides along the warm frontal surface
and the occluded front is referred to as a
warm-type occlusion. If the cold air ahead of the
warm front is warmer that the cold air behind
the cold front, the cold frontal surface underruns
the warm front and the occluded front is called
a cold-type occlusion (See fig., 6-21.)

The primary difference between a warm-type
arid cold -.type occlusion is the location of the
associated upper front in relation to the surface
front. In a warm-type occlusion the upper cold
front precedes the surface occluded front by as
much as 200 miles. In the cold-type sacclusion
the upper warm front follows the surface
occluded front by 20 to 50 miles. ,

Since the occluded front is a combination of .-
fronts, the resulting weather is that of the-
cold front's narrow band of violent weather and
the warm front's widespread area of cloudiness
and precipitation occurring in combination along
the occluded front. The most violent weather
occurs at the tip of occlusion. (The tip is the
point at which the cold front is overtaking.,the
warm front.)

201.56

Occluded fronts are indicated by a purple
penciled line on the colored weather map. When
color cannot be used, alternating half circles
and triangles are spaced - along the line of
the front on the map and on the proper side to
indicate the approximate direction of frontal
movement across the surface.

STATIONARY FRONTS

One of the most annoying characteristics of
a stationary front (a front that shows little or
no apparent movement) is that it may greatly
hamper and delay air operations by persisting
in an area for several days.

The weather associated with a stationary
front varies with the stability of the warm air
or the moisture content of the cold air. (See
fig. 6-22.)

, If the warm air is unstable, rainfall from
thunderstorms normally exists. If' the warm air
is stable, there generally is drizzle, and beyond
the freezing level there are icing conditions,
light snow, or light rain. At very high levels
there are also some ice-type clouds present.

In the cold air there are generally lowered
ceilings and extensive fog. Icing Conditions, if
present, are light.
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The width of the weather band with its
precipitation and low ceilings varies from 50 to
200 miles, depending upon the temperature of
the air mass.

Stationary fronts are indicated by an alter-
nating red and blue penciled_ ine on the colored
weather map. When color cannot be used,
alternating half circles and triangles are spaced
along the line of the front on opposite sides of
the frontal line to indicate very little movement
across the surface.
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Weather conditioridepenci greatly upon the
amount of water in the air. The water may
be in any of three formsgas, liquid, or solid.
As a gas, it is called water vapor, which is
invisible. Solid or liquid water is visible as
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Humidity is a comprehensive concept; there-
fore, there are available many different defini-
tions and many different manners of expressing
humidity.
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Figure 6-21. Vertical cross section of cold-

and warm-type occlusions.
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Most of to weather that interferes with
the operation of aircraft is directly associated
with water in some form. In this section, the
characteristics of water vapor and two manners
in which hum:dity is expressed are discussed.

WATER VAPOR CHARACTERISTICS

Water vapor is a universal constituent of the
atmosphere. Any given volume of atmosphere
at a given temperature can contain only a
certain maximum quantity of water vapor. The
maximum amount (by volume) of water vapor
that the air can hold is about 4 percent. If
more and more water vapor is injected into a
given container of dry air kept at a constant
temperature, a point is reached when the water
vapor condenses, or becomes liquid, as fog
within the container or as dew on its walls..
As more and more water vapor is added, more

it condenses; but the total amount of vapor
in the container remains unchanged, although
the amount of liquid water in the form of fog
or dew increases. The volume of air in the
container is then said to- be saturated 'With
water vapor.

Although the quantity of water vapor in a
saturated volume of atmosphere is independent
of the amount of air present, IT DOES DEPEND
ON . THE TEMPERATURE. The higher the
temperature, the greater the tendency for
liquid water to turn into vapor. At a higher
temperature, therefore, more vapor must be

CIRRUS Jill

KONIP\

COLD AIR

"*ALTOSTRATUS

-.97,01111r In...LIGHT SNOW

IPIffirlOOPMFRICTION WINDS FLOW.EN AND THEN UP

Figure 6-22. Cross section of a stationary front.
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injected into a given volume before the saturated
state is reached and dew or fog forms. On the
other hand,, cooling a saturated, volume of air.
forces some of the vapor to condense and the
quantity of vapor in the volume to diminish.

DEFINITIONS OF HUMIDITY

The actual amount of water vapor contained
in the air is usually less than the saturation
amount. The amount of Water vapor in the air
is expressed in several different manners. Two
methods are described in the following portion
of this section. 2

\ Relative Humidity

Although the major portion of the atmos-
phere is not saturated, it is desirable to be
able to say how near it is to being saturated.
This relationship- is expressed as relative
humidity. The relative humidity of a volume
of air is the ratio (in percent) between the
water vapor actually present and the water
vapor necessary for the saturation at a given
temperature.

Assume, for instance, that the temperature
25°C. The amount of _water vapor needed

to saturate a cubic meter of air at this
temperattire is 23.05 grams. If observation
indicates only 11.525 grams of vapor in a cubic
meter, the sample volume is half saturated,
or its relative humidity is 50 percent.

Relative humidity shows the degree of
saturation, but it gives no clue as to the actual
amount of water vapor in the air. Thus, other
expressions of humidity are useful.

Dew Point

anticipated information to them, it is essential
that he have a fundamental knowledge of the
classes and causes of fog.

Fog may be defined as a cloud on the earth's
surface. It is a visible condensation in thp at-
mosphere of sufficient density to interferti with
visibility.

r

Fog consists f visible water droplets or
ice particles suspended in the atmosphere. It
differs, from other clouds in that it exists on
the ground or over the surfaces of bodies of
water. It differs from rain or mist in that its ,

water or ice particles are more minute, are
suspended, and do not fall earthward.

FORMATION OF FOG

The differential between the dew. point and
the temperature is used in the prediction of fog
formation. The smaller the difference between---
the temperature and dew point, the greater the
possibilites of fog formation. Spread is the term
used to define the difference in degrees between
the two. All Air .Controlmen should be alert
to the possibility of fog formation whenever
the spread decreases to 4 degrees or less.

There are two ways in which the temperature
and dew point may become coincident:

1. The dew point rises until it equals the
temperature. This results from the mit/1ton of
water vapor to the air by evaporation from
water surfaces, wet ground, or precipitation
falling through the air. .

2. The temperature lowers to the dew point
as a result of cooling of the air by contact with
a cold surface underneath.

The dew point is the tempdature to which Naturally, other factors influence the forma-
air must be cooled, at constant pressure and tion of fog. Wind is one. In a calm condition,
constant water vapor content, in order for sat- fog will form and is generally very shallow.
ration to occur. The dew point is a conservative However, a light wind condition is ideal for fog
and very useful element. When atmospheric formation, as it produces deep layers of fog. A
pressure-stays- -constantl-the-dew -point-refleots_moderately strong_wind tends_ to k fog from
increases and decreases in moisture in the forming as it circulates the air re rapidly for
air, and also shows at a glance, under the same fog-producing conditions to exist. trong wind

Lions; how much cooling of the air might will often dissipate fogs already forme
\suit in condensed moisture.

Air Xlluted with, dust and smoke particles
provides a great quantity of condensation nuclei.

FOG These nuclei, offering particles of matter
upon which moisture may condense, make fog

Since the Air Controlman's Job is primarily formation much easier and the fog more dense.
-one. of helping pilots by relaying known and Although all fog can reduce the ceiling and
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201.60
Figure 6-23. Radiation fog.

Radiation fog, which generally occurs as
ground fog, is formed by the cooling of a land
surface on clear nights by radiation of heat to
the sky. (See fig. 6-23.) Radiation fog never
forms over water.

visibility to near zero, the most dangerous type
of fog is one that covers large areas.

CLASSES

Fog is divided into two classes: air mass
fog and frontal fog. Each class is discussed as
there are different requirements which govern

. the formation of each class.
Air- mass fog ocoirrs within a -given air mass

and is formed when the layer of air close to
the earth's surface is cooled by contact with .4
a colder surface.below.

There are four types of air mass fog. Each
type gets its name from the particular manner
In which air is cooled to the dew point or
saturated to condensation, The four types are
radiation fog, advection fog, upslope fog, and
steam fog.

After sunset, the earth receives no heat
from the sun, but continues to radiate heat.
The surface begins to cool because of this heat
loss. As the earth cools, the layer of air next
to the earth's surface is cooled by conduction.
If the layer of air next to the surface is
sufficiently moist, the conduction process chills
the air to the dew point temperature and fog
forms. In case of a calm wind, this cooling by
conduction affects only a very shallow layer of
air. In this case, the fog tends to be very thin.
Wind from three to five knots provides enough
mixing so that the fog will be fairly deep. U
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Figure 6-24. Advection fog.

the wind is too strong, it causes so much mixing
that fog ,does not\ form, Radiation fog usually
forms at night and generally dissipates before
midmorning. The best condition for radiation fog
is a clear cool night, light wind, and high
humidity. \

Advection fog is the name given to fog
produced-by air inn motion or fog formed in one
place and transported ts\another. This type of
fog is formed when air over a'
land or water surface colder than the air mass
passing over it. (See fig. S-24.) Cooling from
below takes place and gradually buil
layer of fog.

Advection fog forms jivegions where marked
temperature contrasts exist within a short

2,0
116
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distance of each other, and only when the wind
blows toward the cold region. Areas of marked
temperature contrast are usually found along the
coastlines, places where snow-Covered ground
is .adjacent to bare ground, and at sea where
cold and warm water currents are adjacent.

Due to the fact, that 'advection fog covers
larger 'areas than the-other types, it is generally
considered the most dangerous type.

Upslope fog forms when air is forced to
ascend a gradual slope. As the air rises up the
slope, the atmospheric pressure decreases
causing the air to expand and cool. If the air
cools. to a temperature equal,to the dew point
temperature, fog will form. OPslope 'fog forms
in very deep layers and requires considerable'
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Figure 6-25. Upsiope fog. :

time to dissipate. The most common fog of this
type 'is called Cheyenne fog and is caused by the
westward flow of air from the Missouri valley,
which produces fog on the eastern slope of th
Rocky Mountains. (See fig., 6 -25.)

&own fog, sometimes referred to as sea
smace, occurs within air masses. However,_
.Untike other air illf.SE Togs which are formed by
cooling of the air temperature to the dew point

'temperature, this type is caused by saturation
of the -'air through evaporation of water. It
occurs wheii cold air moves over warm water.
Evaporatiori from the surface of the warm water
easily saturates the cold air, causing the fog
to form. This type of fog is most common in
the northern latitudes. Marsh or swamp mist
is a familiar example of steam fog. This type
of fog generally forms in the fall of the year
Only. (See fig.6-26.)

Frontal fog is another hazard which must
be added to the list of weather troubles
associated with fronts. frontal fog forms under
the frontal surface in the cold air num. Frontal

fog is divided into two classes: warm front fog
and cold front fog.

The warm front fog is much more extensive
than the cold front type and is a definite hazard
to flight operations. It is caused by rain falling
from warm air into the cold air beneath the
front .r.r.d is anticipated by .a. rise in the dew
point to or very near to the free air temperature.
(See fig. 6-27.)

Since the precipitation band accompanying a
warm front is quite wide and the movement of
the front is slow, this warm front-forsrmay-comr-
an extensive area for considerable time. After
the passage of a warm front, an advection type
fog frequently occurs in the warm air if the
surface is much colder than, the air that is
moving in. Strictly speaking; this is not a
frontal type fog, but is formed within the air
mass itself by advection cooling.

Warm .frOnt fog is particularly prevalent
along the eastern seaboard of the United States,
where the cold waters offshore.and,the general
upslope of the 'terrain are contributing factors
toward this fog formation.

Cold front fog is comparatively rare because
cold fronts move so rapidly and have associated
with them such narrow bands of precipitation
and high wind speeds _that fog conditions
dissipate or do not develop. On some infrequent
occasions. fog does form in the cold air, mass
just behind the cold front. (See fig. 6 -27.) When
this happens, the fog dissipates rapidly due to
the fast movement of the front over the surfade
of the earth.

AIRFRAME ICING

Another weathee_ hazard to ng is air-
frame icing. The Air Contro o has exact
knowledge of When and how - forms on
aircraft is able to lend invaluable &salaam* to
pilots at one time or another.

Formation of ice on an aircraft reduces lift
and thrust by adding weight to the Structure
and changing the airfoil shape of wings, tail,
and propeller(s). There are irathree types of
airframe ice: rime& clear (g ze),, and frost.
Icing conditions encountered in flight will be a
combine:fro:1' of rime and clear ioe types with
the characteristics of one or the other being
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Figure 6-26. Steam fog.

Figure 6-27. Warm- and cold-iront fog.
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dominant. Frost forms on aircraft while on the
ground. An everyday comparison between rime
ice and clear ice may be found in a home
refrigerator. The ice that forms in the ice tray
is an example of clear ice. It is very hard
and glassy, and can be broken loose only with
difficulty. Rime ice is the ice that forms on the
refrigerator's coils. It is white and granular,
and can be easily broken off. There are only
two fundamental conditions necessary for the
formation of ice on aircraft in flight. The
aircraft must be flying through visible water
in the form of rain, drizzle, or cloud droplets;
and at the time the water dropletearikethe
aircraft, their temperature, and the temperature
of the surface of the aircraft, must be 32°F
or colder. The heaviest airframe icing will
generally occur within the temperature range
of 0°C to -10°C (32(7 to 16°F) provided
moisture is available.

CLEAR ICE

Clear ice, sometimes referred to as glaze
ice, is -considered to be the most serious* of

tthe three types. It is clear, dense, and solid,
adhering firmly to structures upon which it
forms. ,(See fig. 6-28.) If the water droplets
strike an aircraft in such rapid succession that
none has a chalice to freeze before the next
strikes in the same place, the leading edges of
the aircraft structures are kept covered by a
film of liquid wate.s.. This film of water, cooled
by contact with the colder air and by partial

evaporation, freezes from the inside'out forming
a clear, dense, strong layer of ice attached
to the wing or other surfaces upon which it is
freezing.

Some of the conditions which ...produce a
liquid film of water on aircraft favorable to the
formation of clear ice are as follows:

1. Large water droplets such as found in
cumuliform clouds.

_ 2. Large number of cloud droplets (dense
clouds).

These first -two conditions are most com-
monly found in unstable air.

3. Temperature juSt slightly below freezing.
4. An unstable or conditionally unstable air

mass.
5. Rain or freezing rain.

RIME ICE

Rime ice is a granular, whitish, opaque,
rough deposit of ice formed from tiny super-
cooled water drops found in stratiform clouds
of stable air. (See fig. 6-29.) Rime ice usually
occurs at a lower temperature than does clear
ice.

Unlike clear ice, rime is formed as each
supercooled water droplet that strike3 the
airfoil freezes completely before another strikes

1 201.65
Figure 6-28. Clear ice on an airfoil,
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in the same place. The resulting ice deposit is
in the form of tiny pellets frozen together in
a mass.

817ZYconditions which savor formation of rime
ice are as follows:

1. Very small droplets such as found in
stratiform clouds. ,

2. A relatively small number of water drop-
lets found in clouds that are not dense.

3. Temperatures far below freezing.
hat tc qtnhle or conditionally

stable,

5. Drizzle,

FROST

Frost is alight, whitish, feAhery crystalline
struotee, snowlike in character.. It forms a
dangerous coating on an aircraft surface which
adds drag and alters the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of an aircraft. Frost occurs when the
temperatures of the surfaces of the aircraft
are below freezing at the, time condensation
takes place. This icing condition usually forms
on aircraft on the ground. It can also form on
airborne aircraft if the aircraft very quickly
flies from a region' where the temperature
is well below freezing to a region where the
temperature is considerably higher and th stir
is very moist.

Other parts of the aircraft susceptible to
icing which will decrease its flight .papabilities
are the propeller, pitot tune, and carburetor.
Propeller ice reduces the power of the aircraft;
pitot tube ice causes malfunction of the air
speed indicator; and carburetor ice gives the
effect of slowly closing the throttle. It occurs
under a wide range of temperatures and can
result in complete engine failure. Carburetor
ice forms during vaporization of fuel combined
with the expansion of air as it passes through
the carburetor. Temperature drop in the
carburetor can be as much as 40°C, but is
usually 20°C or less. The temperature at which
carburetor icing will form depends upon many
factors such as relative humidity, type of gas
and its ingredients, and the type of carburetors.

WINDS

In general, a reference to wind means
air in natural horizontal 'motion 'relative to the
surface of the earth. Actually, wind has many
components of direction. It may be directed
vertically upward or downward, or horizontally.
The vertical components are difficult to
measure. Thus we deal only with the horizontal
components the horizontal direction and speed.
In-meteorology, reference is generally made
to the vertical component of the wind as
turbulence, updrafts, or downdrafts. -

The cause of windflow is the variation in
pressure, which in turn results from a variation

-Figure-6 =29. Rime ice on an airfoil.
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in temperature caused by the global circulation
of air which maintains a balance of heat on the
earth. Since .the earth heats unequally, the heat
is carried away from a hotter area to a cooler
one as a result of the operatf6ii of physical
liws.

At times confusion arises from the meaning
of wind t'airection." Wind direction is always the
direction FROM which _the wind is blowing.
Windspeed is usually measured and .expressed
in 'mots.

.- ..1.1/47

by water droplets. This would be associated
with cumulus clouds or middle clouds.

RAINBOWS

The rainbow -is a' circular arc seen opposite
the sun, usually exhibiting all the primary,
colors, with red on the outside. It is caused by
diffraction, refraction, and reflection of light
within raindrops.

FOGBOWS

PHOTOMETEOlm

Photometeors are luminOus phenomenon pro-
duced by the reflection, refraction, diffraction
or interference of light from the sun to moon.
They constitute such phenomena as solar and
lunar halos, solar and lunar coronas, rainbows,
and fogbows. Photometeors are not active
elements; that is, they generally do not cause
adverse weather. However, they are related to
'gouda which are indicative of what weather to
expect.4

HALOS

A halo is a luminous ring around the sun or
moon. When it appears around the sun, it is a
solar halo; when it forms around the moon, it
is aluna.r halo. It usually appears whitish', but
it may show the spectral colors. Halos are
formed by REFRACTION of light as it passes
through ice crystals. This means that halos are
almost exclusively "associated with cirriform
clouds. Refraction of light means that the light
passes through prisms; that iss_ice crystals.
which set as prisms.

CORONAS

A corona is a luminous ring surrounding the
sun (solar) or moon (lunar) and is formed by
DIFFRACTION of light by water droplets. It
may vary greatly In size, but is usually smaller
than a halo.' All the spectral colors may be
visible., Sometimes the spectral colors or
portions of them are repeated several times
and are somewhat irregularly distributed. It
is difficult to distinguish between , coronas
and halos. The main feature may be size, as
previously mentioned and the colors appear
brighter, which is a result of light diffraction
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opposite the sun in fog. Its outer margin has
a reddish tinge; its inner margin has a
bluish tinge. The middle of the band is white.
An additional bow, with the colors reversed,
sometimes appears inside the first.

ELECTROMETEORS

Electrometeors are a visible or audible
manifestation of the atmospheric electricity.
The more important electrometeors include.
thunderstorms, lightning, and aurora. (Because
of its effect on aviation, the thdfititrrsterm is
discussed as a separate entity later in this
chapter.)

LIGHTNING

Lightning is a flash of light from a sudden
electrical discharge which takes plaoe from or
inside a cloud or from high structures on the
ground or from mountains. Four main types of
lightning can be distinguished as follows:

1. Cloud to ground lightning (CG). Light!**
occurring 'between the cloud and the ground.

2. Cloud discharge (IC). Lightning which
takes place within the thunder cloud.

3. Cloud to cloud discharge (CC). Streaks
of lightning reaching from one cloud to another.

4. Air discharge (CA). Streaks of lightning
which ,pass from a cloud to the air but do not
strike the ground.

AURORA

Aurora is a luminous phenomenon which
appears in the high atmosphere in the form
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of arcs, bands, draperies, or curtains. This
phenomenon is usually white but may 'Ave
colors. The lower edges of the arcs or curtains
are usually well defined while .the upper edges -
are not. Polar aurorae are due to electrically.
charged particles, _ejected from the sun, acting
on the rarified gases of the higher atmosphere.
The particles are channeled by the earth's
magnetic field; therefore, aurorae are -mainly
observed near the magnetic poles.

LITHOMETEORS

Lithometeors comprise a class of atmos-
pheric pheia-nnena, among which dry haze and
smoke are the most common examples. In
contrast to a hydrometeor, which consists

F largely of water; a lithometeor is composed of
solid dust or sand particles, or the ashy
products of combustion.

i HAZE

Haze is suspended dust or salt particles so
small that they cannot be individually felt or
seen by the unaided eye. They reduce visibility
and lend a characteristic opalescent appearance
to the air. Haze' resembles a uniform veil over
the landscape that 'subdues its colors. This veil
has .a bluish tinge when hewed against a dark
background and a dirty yellow or orange tinge
when viewed against a bright background.

SMOKE

Smoke is fine ash particles suspended in the
atmosphere. When smoke is present, the disc
of the sun at sunrise and sunset appears very
red and during the daytime has an orange tinge.
Smoke at a distance, such as from forest fires,
usually has a light grayish or bluish color anti
is evenly distributed in the upper air.

DUST

Dust is finely divided solid matter, uniformly
distributed in the air. It imparts a tannish or
grayish hue to distant objects. The sun's disc
is pale and colorless or. has a yellow tinge at
all periods of the day.

SAND

Fine particles of ,sand picked up from the
Surface bi the wind and blown about in clouds

or sheets constitute a troublescime lithometeor
in some regions.

HYDROMETEORS

Hydrometeers are composed primarily of
water in either liquid or solid state. Hydro-
meteors comprise all forms of precipitation,
such as rain, drizzle, snow, and hail, and such
elements as clouds and fogs.

PRECIPITATION

Precipitation includes all forms of moisture
that fall to the earth's surface, such as rain,
snow, hail, drizzle, etc. Dew and frost are
not forms of precipitation, although they are
hydrometeors. Przcipitatioh, is 'classified ac-
cording to; its form (liquid, freezing, and solid),
size, and rate ill fall.

Rain

Precipitation which reaches the earth's
surface as large water, droplets is classified
as rain. If the droplets freeze on contact with
the ground or other objects, the precipitation
is classified aefreezing rain.

Drizzle

Drizzle consists of very small and uniformly
dispersed droplets that may appear to float
while following air currents. Sometimes drizzle
is referred to as mist. Unlike fog droplets,
drizzle falls to the ground. However, the rate
of fall is very slow. The slow rate of fall and
the small slz..s of the droplets distinguish
drizzle from" rain. When the droplets freeze on
contact with the ground or other objects, they
are called freezing drizzle. Drizzle always
restricts visibility.

Snow

Snow consists of white or translucent ice
crystals. In their pure form the ice crystals
are highly complex, hexagonally branched forms.
However, most snow falls as parts of ice
crystals, as individual crystals, or more
-commonly as clutters and combinations of these.
Snow occurs in meteorological conditions similar
to those in which rain occurs, except that with
snow the initial temperatures must be at or
below freezing.
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Snow Pellets (Soft Hail)

Sometimes called soft hail, snow pellets
are white, opaque, round (or occasionally
conical) kernels of siowlike consistency, 0.08
to 0.2 inch in diameter. They are crisp and
easily compressible. They may rebound or burst
when striking hard surfaces. They occur almost
exclusively in showers.

Snow. Grains

Sometimes called granular snow, snow grains
take the form of minute; branched, star-like
snowflakes, or of very fine simple crystals.

Ice Pellets

Ice pellets are composed of frozen raindrops
or drizzle, or largely melted and refrozen
snowflakes that rebound when striking hard
surfaces. Their fall' may be continuous, inter-
mittent, or showery.

Hail

Ice balls or stones, ranging in diameter
from that of a medium-size raindrop to an inch
or more, are referred to as hail. They may
fall detached or frozen together into irregular,
lumpy masses. They are composed either of
clear ice or of alternating clear and opaque
snowflake layers. Hail forms in cumulonimbtis
clouds and. is associated with thundershower
activity. Surface temperatures are usually above
freezing when hail occurs. Determination of size
is based on the diameter, in inches, of normally
shaped hailstones.

THUNDERSTORMS

Intensive research is underway by various
government agencies for the purpose of providing
the air traffic control system with the capability
to locate, identify, and measure the intensity
of turbulence associated with severe weather
which accompanies thunderstorms. Radar is a
valuable tool in this research, and much has
been discovered. Although this capability does
not yet completely exist, controllers must- still
advise pilots of known weather conditions that
should be avoided.

No firm rules can be given as such to
avoid thunderstorm cells by a 'certain number

of miles. Controllers must exercise good
judgment based on knowledge 'of thunderstorm
characteristics to adequately advise and assist
pilots in the accomplishment of safe flight.

FORMATION

The thunderstorm revesents a violent and
spectacular atmospheric phenomenon. The
thunderstorm is usually accompanied by lightning,
thunder, heavy rain, gusty surface wind, and
frequently by hail. A certain combination of.
atmospheric conditions is necessary. .for the
format -ion of a thunderstorm. These factors are
conditionally unstable air of relatively high
humidity and some type of lifting action.
Before the air actually becomes unstable, it
must be lifted to a point where it is warmer
than the, surrounding air. When this condition
is brought about, the relatively warmer air
continues to rise freely until, at some point
aloft, its temperature has cooled to the
temperature of me surrounding air. In order
to bring the warm surface air to a point where
it will continue to rise freely, some type of
external lifting action must be 'introduced. Many
conditions satisfy this requirement. For example,
an air mass may be lifted by heating, terrain,
and fronts or convergence.

STRUCTURE

The fundamental structural element of the
thunderstorm is the unit of convective circula-
tion known ac a convective cell. A mature
thunderstorm contains several of these cells,
witch vary in diameter from 1 to 6 miles. By
radar analysis and measurement of drafts, it
has been determined that, generally, each cell
is independent of surrounding cells of the
same storm. Each cell progresses through a
cycle which lasts from .1 to 3 hours. In the
initial stage (cumulus develOpment), the cloud
consists of a single cell; but as the development
progresses, new cells form and older cells
dissipate.

The life cycle of the thunderstorm cell
consists of three distinct stages; they are the
cumulus stage, the mature stage, and the
dissipating or anvil stage. (See fig. 6-30.)

Cumulus Stage

Although most cumulus clouds do not
become thunderstorms, the initial stage of a
thunderstorm is always a cumulus cloud. The

12a-
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Figure- 6-30. Life cycle of a thunderstorm cell.

chief distinguishing feature of this cumulus or
building stage is -an updraft, which prevails
throughout the entire cell, Such updrafts vary
from a few feet per second to as much as 100
feet per second, in mature cells.

Mature 'Stage

The beginning of surface rain, with adjacent
updrafts and downdrafts, initiates the mature
stage. By this time the apex of the average cell
has attained a height of 25,000 feet or more.
A8 the raindrops begin to fall, the frictional
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drag between the raindrops and the surrounding

air causes the air to begin a downward motion.
The descending saturated air soon reaches a
level where it is colder than its environment;
consequently, its rate of downward motion is
accelerated. This is a downdraft.

Dissipating (Anvil) Stage

Throughout the life span of the mature
cell, more and more air aloft is being dragged
down by the falling raindrops. Consequently,
the downdraft spreads out to take the place
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of the dissipating updraft. As this process
progresses, the entire lower portion of the cell
becomes an area of downdraft. Since this is an
unbalanced situation, and since the descending
motion in the downdraft effects a drying
propess, the entire structure begins toslissipate.
The high winds aloft have now carried the
upper section of the cloud into the anvil form,
indicating that gradual dissipation is overtakirg
the storm cell.

THUNDERSTORM WEATHER

Rain

Liquid water in a storm may be ascending
if encountered in a strong updraft; it may
be suspended, seemingly without motion, yet
in extremely heavy concentration; or it may
be falling to the ground. Rain, as normally
measured by surface instruments, associated
with the downdraft. This does not preclude the
possibility of a pilot entering a cloud and being
swamped, so to speak, even though rain has not
been observed from surface positions. Rain is
found in almost every case of penetration below
the freezing level. In instances in which no
rain is encountered, the storm probably has
not developed into the mature stage.*

Hail

Hail is a possibility in any thunderstorm, and
the presence of damaging hail should always be
considered with moderate or severe storms.

Turbulence

Data obtained by research indicates that the
frequency and severity of turbulence encounters
decrease slowly with distance from the storm
cores. Moderate to severe turbulence may be
encountered up to 20 miles from the center of
severe storms at any altitude and up to 10
mites from the centers of less severe storms.
Severe turbulence is often found in the anvil
cloud 15 to 20 miles downwind from the severe
storm cores. The storm cloud is only the visible
portion of a turbulent system whose updrafts
and downdrafts often extend outside of the storm_
proper. Very little evidence exists that maximum
turbuliknce occurs at the middle heights of a
storm. sgie same turbulence considerations which
apply tst flight at thigh altitudes near storms
apply -go low altitudes as well. No useful
correlation exists between the external visual
appearance of thunderstorms and the turbulence
and hail within them.

Surface Wind

A significant hazard associated with thunder-
storm activity is the rapid change in surface
wind direction and speed immediately prior
to storm passage. The strong winds at the
surface accompanying a thunderstorm passage
are the result of the horizontal spreading out
of downdraft currents from within the storm
as these curr,ents approach the surface of the
earth.
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CHAPTER 7

AVIATION WEATHER REPORTS
AND ADVISORIES

AVIATION WEATHER SERVICE

The National Weather Service (NWS), located
in Washington, D.C., is the agency-responsible
for thvsation's aviation weather service. It is
the primaxy organization for providing weather
service to pilots. To prepare, collect, and traris.-
mit the thousands of observations and forecasts
now available to pilots would require an organi-
zation many times the .size of the National
Weather Service. Therefore, the National Weather
Service obtains the cooperation of other govern-
ment agencies, private individuals, and organiza-
tions to satisfy the overwhelming aviation weather
service requirements.

The FAA is considered the principal distri-
bution agency for weather information to aviation
interests through its vast communications sys-
tems and pilot Weather briefing service.

The military weather services cooperate ex-
tensively with the NWS at all levels by the
exchange of weather information. However, the
military weather services concentrate their
efforts toward satisfying military requirements
and directly serve military interests.

ANALYSES AND FORE-
CASTING CENTERS

up to 30 days. in the future. Other facilities
may interpret NMC products without having' to
perform identical tasks in preparing detailed
forecasts -fer-their-areas.

Some of the
of the National

special service
port aviation,

those which dir
service.

analyses and forinast centers
Weather Service directly sup-
hile othe s provide general or
. The f owing centers are
tly suppo the aviation weather

National Meteorological
Center (NMC)

This center is the hub of the nation's weather
information processing function. It receives
weather information from all over the Northern
Hemisphere and provides analyses and fore-
casts to other weather facilities for periods of
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National Weather Service
Forecast Office (WSFO)

WSFOs have areas of forecast responsibil-
ity which roughly correspond with, areas of re-
sponsibility of the FAA Air Route Traffic Cun-
trol Centers (ARTCCs). These offices prepare
and distribute aviation terminal and area fore-
casts with the assistance of guidance material
from the National Meteorological Center.

Weather Service offide (WSO)

The WSO is the National Weather Service's
main link between the aviation interest and the
processing centers such as NMC and the WSFOs.
The weatherman in a WSO is an observer-
briefer. lie depends mostly on material received
from the larger centers, but mist do some analy-
ses and forecasting eiso. The WSO is responsible
for the information given to pilots and other
aviation interests.

Special processing_ centers_

NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS FORECAST
CENTER (NSSFC). This facility, located in
Kansas City, Mo., issues warnings of severe
thunderstorms and their accompanying hazards
including tornadoes, funnel clouds aloft, hail at ,
the surface, areas of extreme turbulence, and
surface wind gusts of more than 50 knots.

THE NATIONAL HURRICANE C ENTER.
This facility is located in Miami, Fla. All ef-
forts concerning tropical storms or hurricanes
which may affect the southern and eastern Unite_d
Statei(U,S4 are supervised and coordinatkd
this center. The Weather Service Office in San
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Francisco serves as the hurricahe center for
tropical storms of all intensities in the Pacific
Ocean along the west coast of the U.S. A cor-
responding service for tropical storms and ty-
phoons in the central and western Pacific is
provided through joint efforts of the National
Weather Service and military weather services.

HIGH ALTITUDE FORECAST CENTERS,
These centers provide forecasts of temperature,
wind, and significant en route weather for high
altitude operations.

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATEL-
LITE-SERVICEINESES,Sprepares Analyses
for distribution. The analyses are based on pic-
tures of cloud coverage of large areas taken by
the cameras of the weather satellites orbiting
the, earth.

TYPES OF WEATHER
OBSERVATIONS

The term. "observation" is used to cover
both measured and estimated existing values oV
weather elements. Observations are made at
the ground (surface), from the ground, and aloft.

Surface Observations

Surface observations are the most -readily
obtained. They are made by National Weather
Service personnel, military weather,_services
personnel, and FAA Flight Service Specialists..
Surface observations froth Navy and commer-
cial ships at sea further add to the weather
picture. Automatic observing stations (AMOS),
which automatically record wind, ceiling and
precipitation information, etc., are being added
to the network of surface observation sites.

Radar Observations

Radar observations afford a continuous pres-
entation of significant cloud and precipitation
pattern's. These are made by the National Weather
Service and military personnel at many locations.

Rawinsonde Observations

These observations are obtainedery senOng
it balloon aloft with miniature weather obserting
equipment and radio goar. They. furi inish infor-
mation on temperattu,/-hurnidity, pressure, and
winds often to heights above 100,000 feet.

Pilot Balloon Observations (PIBALS) .

PIBALS supplement the rawinsonde obser-
vations. It is a balloon sent aloft and tracked/
visually to determine wind information.

Pilot Reporte-(PIREPs) /,
These observations come directly from the

pilot and are often relayed through the Air on-
trolman to the weather service personnel. uch
of the time, PIREPs. are the only sour es of
information ,relating to conditions such s tur-
bulence, icing, and cloud tops.

Aerial Weather
Reconnaissance Flights

The Air Force and Navy m
flights along fixed routes over r
cessible land and water area
weather personnel aboard to m
servations.

Satellite Observations

Satellites orbiting the e at altitudes above
400 miles furnish photogr hs, of cloud patterns
over a large area.

WEATHER COMMUNI-
CATIONS SYSTEMS

scheduled
atively inac-
with trained
weather ob-

Weather information is extremely perishable
because of its changeable nature. The distrib-
uting function is very large one, including the
collection and dissemination of observed data
and the delivery of products of the analyses and
forecasting. centers. Existing methods for col-
lection and di tribution of weather information
over long "di tances are teletype circuits and
facsimile n tworks, Weather information may -
be transmi d by lemdline, which is a flied wire
circuit froin station to station or from a control
station to a group of stations, or by radio.
Radio is used to transmit and receive informa-
tion where the use of landline is impracticable
or i possible. Radio is the means by which
weatl r information is transmitted to ships and
overseas land stations.

Tgletype Circuits

The teletype circuits used for, distribution of
aviation weather r''r!iformation are service A, C,
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and 0, operated by the FAA and military tele-
type networks.

SERVICE A.The Primary purpose of this
system is collecting and disseminating aviation
weathel reports and NOTAMs.

SERVICE C.The primary purpose of this
network is collecting -and disseminating domes-
tic synoptic weather information.

SERVICE 0., The Service 0 system is used
primarily for collecting and disseminating in-
ternational weather information.

necessary for complete weather service) is
much more than is actually utilized by the Air
Controlman in the perfortnance of routine tasks.
Therefore, weather service personnel digest
all the weather information and supply the Air
Controlman with the needed meteorological in-
formation.

This weather information is distributed lo-
cally by various methods including Tel Antograph
(a remote mechanical writing device), interphone,
and closed circuit television.

-MILITARY NETwoRics. CONT.'S Meteoro-
logical Teletype System (COMET) is an Air
Force network used to collect military aviation
weather observations and pilot reports in the
contiguous U.S. and to provide rapid distribu-
tion of this information to military users.

The Navy has established Fleet Weather
Centrals which collect weather observations from
ships at sea and other Navy weather facilities
through the. worldwide U.S. Naval Communications

NSystem. Navy - originated weather reports may
be entered on the FAA weather circuits, COMET,
or transmitted via naval communications de-
pending upon their origin, content, and purpose:

Facsimile Networks

Facsimile networks are used to distribute
analyses and forecasts in 'graphic form. Spe-
cial depictions of other types, such as photo-
graphs, also can be made through this distribu-
tion method. There are four such networks
presently; two operated by the National Weather
Service and one each by the Navy and Air
Force. This method may be considered pref-
erable to the teletype; however, present fac-
simile networks are incapable of handling the
volume of aviation weather required.

Local Distribution

Air Controlman are concerned mostly with
weather conditions in the immediate vicinity,
and within 50 miles, of the airport. Weather
forecasts are used regularly for planning pur-
poses, such as selection of runway, etc: How-
eves, Mr traffic controllers are more concerned
with conditions at the present and within the
next hour.

Olrhously, the amount of weather reports,
and forecasts discussed to this point (although

HOURLY AVIATION WEATHEa
REPORTS

Weather information received from weather
service personnel will consist of numerals,
symbols, and contractions as used on Teletype-
writer networks to describe a large amount of
weather information in,a small space. The Air
Controlman must be able to decode this 'infor-
mation for transmission to pilots via radio
telephone.

The following section discusses the hourly
aviation weather report and gives an explana-
tion of encoding and decoding the symbols used.
This explanation is limited to a brief coverage
intended to provide the Air Controlman with a
working knowledge of aviation weather reports.

CONTENT AND FORMAT OF THE
HOURLY AVIATION WEATHER REPORT

Figure 7-1 is an example of an hourly avia-
tion weather report as it would be received on
Service A or the Air Force COMET network
with minor variations.

Location Identifiers

Three-letter location identifiers identify the
station sending the report. All location identi-
fiers are contained in the FAA publication Loca-
tion Identifiers 7350.1 Series.

Types of Reports

Aviation weather reports are classified as
record (R), special (S), record special (RS), or
local (L).

The designating of tho report is determined
upon the circumstances which prevail at the
time of the observation.

With the exceptiOn of the Special report, the
type of report is normally omitted since most
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REMARKS: Visibility
variable between 1/2
and 1 mile.

REMARKS: Ceiling
variable between 900
to 1200 feet.

...

t

Based on instructions

4

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATICR4

, WEATHER BUREAU
SILVER SPRING. MD. 20210

, ft

-

DECODING AVIATION WEATHER REPORTS
in Federal Meteorological Handbook

No. 1, Surface Observations
% .

STANDARD AVIATION REPORT FORMAT FOR
. MANNED STATIONS

BASES AND TOPS OF CLOUDS: Tops broken layer 2700 ft. msl. Height of bases not
visible at the statiotl precede sky cover symbol. -"U"_indicates layer amount un,__.

report is more than 20 minutes ofd, the time (GMT) precedes the
entry.

(

p
g
Co

.3000
=
Z
0
alz00
44

4rn
=0,..1
44

.
ca
ca

z4
c...i

.4

44

Gra

cn

44
REMARKS: Fog and Smoke hiding 3/10 of sky.

6 .
in
111

'it
cq-*-
cz

.30
.-(
Ca

.

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE: Runway 10L, Visual Range variable, between 26Q0 and 5500 ft.
in past 10 minutes. When visual range is constant for past 10 minutes, only the
constant value is reported, e.g., k0LvR60+.

, r

--
E.--
(0.-
0)

ALTIMETER SETTING: 29.37 inches. Three figures, representing units, tenths and
hundredths of inches, indicate the altimeter setting. "Low" is used preceding
figures to indicate values below 29.00 inches. r-

OS,..t

CI .
--.

WIND: 270:.true, 13 kts. To decode direction, multiply first 2 digits by 10.
If product is:%500, subtract 500 and add,100 to speed.' Gusts and squalls are
indicated by "G" or "Q" following speed and peak speed following the letter.

Lo

to

DEWPOINT: 65' F. /
TEMPERATURE: 66° F. 'A minus sign indOttes temperatures below zero.

---to
..4

SEA LEVEL PRESSURE: 1014.6 millibars. Only the tens, units and tenths digits
are reported.

...

w
$.3

WEATHER AND OBSTRUCTIONS TO VISION: Light Drizzle, Fog & Smoke. Algebraic
signs following symbols indicate intensity..>

co
.,..-
t..

PREVAILING VISIBILITY: Seven eights statute mile and variable by the amo
given in REMARKS.

9
mm@
.-
."4
.4/
c

SKY & CEILING: Partly obsdured sky, ceiling measures 1100 ft., variable
broken, 3800 ft. overcast. Figures are height of each layer in 100s of feet
above ground-. A number preceding an X indicates vertical visibility into phe-
nomen . A "V" indicates height varying by amount given in REMARKS. Symbol after
heigh is amount of sky cover (Figure 7-2). The letter preceding. height indicates
that ftieight is to be the ceiling and the method used to determine the height
(Table 7-2). ,

TYPE OF REPORT:,"R" omitted when observation, is in'hourky sequence.

"...-I STATION IDENTIFICATION: Identifies report for P,ttsburgh by using FAA identifier.a.
.

Figure 7-1. Hourly Aviation Weather Report.
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other reports fall in the category of hourly
weather reports.

The following diecu`Assion concerning the vari-
-ous types of weather Observations conduct/ will
allow you to better,understand the types of reports
associated with these observations.

Record Observation ;R)

Record observations are normally t:,'- n at
hourl)f intervals having a standard time H +
00 (on the hour). They are the basic eserva-
tions which supply the weather info ation fort,
the hourly avidtion weather report.

Special Observation (S)

Special weather obSeIrvations are supp
mentary to the hourly record observation. T ey
are taken and transmitted as soon as possible
after certain significant weather changes haveQk
occurred.'

Comparing the special to a record observa-
tion, the letter S' and time of filing is an addi-
tion. The sea level pressure,tertierature, and
dewpoint are omitted.

CRUERIA. FOR TAKING SPNIAL OBSEH-
XATIONS. A special observation is made when-
eve one or more of the elements disted below
hay changed. in the amounts specified. The

ount of change is derived from the last record
or special observation.

In any Anstance when ceiling forms below,
decreases to leaf.; than, or if 'below, increases to
equal' or exceed:

II

1. 3,000 ee(.
2. 1,000 et.
3. 500 feet
4. All nationally published minigia applica4 ble

to the airport.

At all stations, a special, observation s
made when the sky condition shows clbuds be w
1,000 feet, and when no clouds were previou
reported below this level. ,

Additionally, a special observation As made
whenever a layer of clouds or obscuring phe-
nomenaVdoft is present below the highest in-
str, unent minimum, including circling minimums,

!applicable to the airport' and4io sky cover .aloft
Was reported beldW this INthe previous R, S,
or RS. observation.

In any. ins ance when prevailing visibility
decreases to less, than, or if below, increases

1

to equal or exceed the following criterion, a
special observation is taken.

1. 3 miles.
2. 2 miles.
3. 1 1/2 miles.
4. 1 mile. . ..,

5. All nationally published ,ird.nima.',,,app
,

c able, the airport.

A special observation is to be mado When
tornado is first observed, dIstiOpears from s1 hk
or occurred within the past 1.141:.f. as reiSortej.4 7

outside sources, but was not re,
zorded-artio-stattow

A special observation is, to be:ThadeiVlieli4,',::
thunderstorm begins (thunder Is first.:lieard);.,
increases in intensity, (T te-
minutes after thunder is last hear

Precipitation causes specie" :observation
to be made when hail begins ot:eride; treei
precipitation begins,, changes liiteiisitv,;Qr;dhiTs
and ice pellets begin,. change. inteiisitjrt

Wind and wind shifts are causee,"faf-
special observations; these
erage 1-minute wind speed suddenly increases
to twice or more than, twice the otil:rentlY7PA
ported 1-minute .wind speed and eXCeaclia, '25;
knots, or when a will shift odours. .4°

A wind shift is defined as a change in the'
wind direction of 45 degrees or More'
tales place in less than 15 naiades:" TorziFtdci

Pabtivity and runway-condition observations, mad",
be transmitted as single element specials- on
the teletype; i.e., the only information' tratis.-
mitted is that which actually r eethe !apt..
cial.

Record Special Observations (RS)

If the time of the significant weather changes
which constitute a special coincides, with the
time of the record observation, the two' reports
are combinedhence the name record special.
If this happens, the letter S remains in the
report to attract attention to the fact that some-
thing special has happened since the litit record
observation' was sent. The date-tiMe group is
omitted. The sea-level pressure, temperature,
and dewpoint are encoded.

Local.- Observations (L)

Local 'observations may be taken at any
weather, observing station., The elements nor-
mally inclided in a local are ceiling and sky

t
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Table 7-1. Sky cover' height values

Feet,

Reportable values
(coded in hundreds

. of feet)

fi 5,000 or
less

To nearest
100 ft

5,061 to
10,000

To nearest
500 ft

AbOve
10;000

To nearest
1,000 ft

Encoded

1,10,50,
etc.

15,75,100
etc.

140,180,
200, etc.

I. a

condition, prevailing visibility, weather and o
structions to vi if , and remarks (as appro-
priate).' -

Local observations are taken when changes
in ceiling, visibility, weather, or other elements
are significant fbr local aircraft operations.
Definitions or standards of significance are
developed locally.

LoCal observations are taken immediately
following an aircraft mishap at pr near the sta-
tion except when notification is delayed or there
has been an intervening record observation.
Such Observations consist of all the elements
normally included in a record observation ex-
cept sea-level pressure. Local arrangements.
are made to ensure that weather service per-
sonnel are notified as soon as possible of all
.aircraft mishaps.

Loci]. Observations may also be requested by
appropriate personnel when required for pur-
poses other, than those listed in the preceding

4444own..paragraphs.

Sky d Ceiling

Figures leceding the symbols are heights
of clouds 'fii hundreds of feet above the surface
rounded off to the nearest reportable value as
in table 7-1.

The letter "V" following the cloud height in-
dicates the height is variable, This is a condition
in which the value rapidly increases and decreases
by one or more reportable values during the
period of observation. It is reported only for
ceilings less than 3,000 feet. The average of
all values secured is used as the cloud height.

131
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Note: Variable Ceiling heights at or above
3,000 feet may be reported as variable if con-
sidered operationally significant.

Sky cover symbols indicate the amount of
sky 'cover. These symbols are----irstad-birlhe
report in ascending order if more than one
layer of clods or obsc? ration exists. Figure
7-2 lists the sky cover symbols, their meaning,
contraction, and explanation.

A ceiling is either:

1. The height ascribed to the lowest re-
ported opaque broken or overcast layer of clouds
or obscuring phenomena aloft, or;

2. The vertical visibility in a surface-based
phentrina associated .with an obscured Sky.

3. "Unlimited" when neither of the preceding
conditions in 1 or 2 are present.

The 'letter preceding the height of a ceiling
layer of sky cover, indicates how the ceiling
height was obtained. Specific symbols are em-
ployed to denote ceilings obtained by various
methods. iSee table 7-2)

A brief explanation of the methods utilized in
obtaining the height of ceilings as listed in table
7-2 follows:

1. Measured ceilingIdentifies a ceiling
height for a layer aloft determined by a ceiling
light, ceilometer, cloud7height detection radar,
or basecron the known height of objects in con-
tact with the ceiling layer and within 1 1/2
nautical miles of the airport.

2. Estimated ceilingObscuring phenomena
aloft shall be classified as estimated when they
are determined by the following methods:

a. Height' of a ceiling reported ,by a pilot
within 1 1/2 nautical miles of a runway and within
15 ,minutes of the actual time of an observation
for nonLcirriform cloud layers.

Aircraft- reports -may-also-be-utilized-for
cirriform layers if they; are received during- .

the past hour preceding the actual time of an
observation add the distance does not exceed
50,nautical miles,

b. A ceiling height determined by timing
the ascent of a ceiling or pilot balloon until
entry into the base of the cloud layer is observed.

c. From the known heights of unobscured
portions of natural landmarks or objects more
than 1 1/2 nautical miles from- any runway of ,
the airport.

d. On the basis of observational experi-
env, provided the sky is not completely hidden
by surface-based obscuring phenomena.
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,Suanition Amount of
Sky Cover in Tenths Symbol

, Contraction When
Symbols Not Used

----

.

Remarks

71/10-to-less than
10/10 surface-based.
obscuring phenomena

-X FTL.YCeSCD No height assigned this condition.
-Vertical visibility is not completely

restricted. - ,

-,_

,

10/10 surface-based
-obscuring Phenamena

X " Alwayi preceded by a vertical visi-

bility value.

1.ess than 1/10
..

0
4

CLR
'

This symbol is not used in combina-

tion with' others. -

1 /l0 thru 5/10 half

or morethin

1/10 thru 5/10 more
than half opaque

6/10 thru 9/10 half
or more thin

4::

,-
o

d

sm.

0

0

(1)

(II)

THN scm

SCTD

. .

THN BKN

"

C

, .

lieightvalues preceding these sym-
bols are never designated as ceiling
;Layers.

.

.. .

6/10 thru 9/10 more
than half opaque

. .

41

o
R,

.

c
k

o
4-)

13

,

Height value preceding this symbol
prefixed with a ceiling layer desig-
nator provided alower ceiling layer
is not present. .

10/10 half-or more
thin

THN OVC Height value preceding this sythbol
is never prefixed with a ceiling
layer designator.

10/10 more than
half opaque

.

m

o
m

,-
o
0

e OVC

7

, '

This symbol is used in combination
,with loWer overcast layers only when
such layers are classified as thin. ,

Height value preceding this symbol
is prefixed with a ceiling layer des-
ignator provided a lower broken ceil-
ing layer is not present.

Figure Sky cover symbols.

e. By oeiloineter or ceiling light and the

trat4on of the light beam is in excess of

noImsl for the particular height and 'type of

layer presented.

3. Indefinite 'ceilingCeiling values are des..

sifted is ',indefinite" when the vertical visibility
in a surface -based obscuring phenomenon 'is:

a. The dlistanoe that an 'observer at the
ground can see upward into an obscuring phe-

nomenon-completely conoealing the sky.

201.250

b. Based on the visible portions of nearby

objects on the airport complex.

cr. Based on the maximum vertical height

above-the ground within 1 1/2 nautical miles

of a runway of the Airport and within 15 minutes'

of the aotual time of an observation from which

a pilot in a surface -based obectuition (obscured

sky condition) can discern theground. These

pilot report values need not be used if, in the

judgment of 'the observer, they aretiot repre-

sentative of the-conditions at the airport.
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Table 7-2. Ceiling symbols

Symbol Meaning

E Identifies a ceiling height
for a layefaloft determined
by any other method not
specified as `!M".

w
Identifies the ceiling height
as being the vertical visibility
into a surface-based obscuring
phenomena.

M

Identifies a ceiling height
for a layer aloft determined
by a ceiling light, ceilometer,
ciciud-height detection radar,
or based on the known height
of objects in contact with
the ceiling layer and within
1 1/2 nautical miles of the airport.

et,

possible when they observe the prevailing vis-
ibility at the tower level hat) decreased to less
than 4 miles, and has changed by one or more
reportable values (See table 7-3). When 4,9
isaver visibilitr is reported as variable, sub-
sequent actual .observed values within the limits
of the reported variability need not be trans-
mitted to the weather station.

In addition, tower personnel shall also re-
cord on graphic transcription equipment, MF1-
10, or a separate tabulation sheet, the following
information for each control tower visibility
observation;

1. Time of observation.
2. Prevailing visibility at the tower level.
3. Remarks (such as visibility different

sectors).
4. Observer's initials.

. Visibility

CONTROL TOW ER OBSERVATIONS Unless
otherwise exempted, certified tower personnel
shall report prevailing visibility when the pre-.
veiling visibility at the usual point of observation
or at the tower level is less than 4 miles.
These control tower visibility observations may
be used immediately for aircraft operations;
but they shall be recorded and forwarded to
the weather station as soon as practicable.
During this condition, control tower personnel
shall notify the weather station as soon as
4

Visibility is reported in statute miles (nau-
tical miles onboard ships) and fractions thereof
to 3 miles, the nearest whole mile to 15 miles,
and the nearest 5 miles beyond 15 miles. (See
table 7-3)

11 visibilities of less than 3 miles rapidly
increase or decrease by one or more report-
able values, the visibility is followed by the
letter "V" for variable and the variable amoant
is entered in the REMARKS Action of the
report.

PREVAILING VISIBILITY. *owning visi
bility is the greatest visibility which is attained
or surpassed throughout at least half of the
horizon circle not necessarily continuous. In
uniform weathdr conditions, determlnation of
visibility is relatively simple since it is the

Table 7-3.Reportable visibility values

Inc;emente of separation (Miles)

1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 1 , 5

0 3/8 1 1/4 2 2 1/2 3 , '10 15
1/16 1/2 1 3/8' 2 1/4 3 I . 4 11 20
1/8 5/8 -1 1/2 2 1/2 5 12 25
3/16 3/4 1 5/8 67 13 30
1/4 7/8 1 3/4 - 14 35
5/16 1 17/8 8, 15 40
3/8 1 1/8 2 9. etc.
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,1

$ No 'mauve VALUE IS
ATTAINED CR SURPASSED
rmouelsour Hu; Of THE
NORIZCN CIRCLE

!EVAILIK VISIIILITY

210

THIS VISISILITY HELVE IS
ATTAINED OR SURPASSED
THROUGHOUT AT LEAST HALF
Of THE HORIZON MOLE,

Figure 7-3.-- Prevailing visibility.
201,69

Mlle in all directions. In non-uniform weather
conditions one aid in determining prevailing
visibility is to divide, the horizon circle into
several sectors, each of which has substantially
uniform visibility. (See fig. 7-3) The prevailing
visibility is the visibility entered on the hourly
aviation weather, report under such conditions.

SECTOR VISIBILITY. Sector visibility is
the visibility within a specified sector of the

horizon circle having essentially uniform visi-
bility. Sector visibility is encoded in the remia'ks ,
section of the hourly aviation weather report,
when it is different from the prevailing visi-
bility and is less than 3 miles, -or when
considered operationally significant.

Such remarks include the direction-from
the station of the sector in whicethe,visibility
is different.. to"..

Weather Element Symbols

The following, symbols are used to indicate
weather elements:

T+ Severe thtuideritorm
T Thunderstorm
R Rain
RW Rain showers
L Drizzle
ZR Freezing rain
ZL Freezing drizzle
IP Ice pellets
IPW Ice pellet showers
S ob: Snow
SW Snow showers
SP Snow pellets
SG Snow grains
IC Ice crystals
A Hail '

4

Suffix "+" to precipitation ..symbols to indi-
cate heavy intensity, "-" for light intensity.
The absence of an intensity symbol indicates
"moderate." No, intensity is assigned to *tor-
nadoes, waterspouts, funnel clouds, hail or ice
crystals,' and only moderate or severe is, re-.
ported . for thunderstorms.

'Tornadoes, waterspouts, and funnel clouds
are always spelled out in All and are followed
by letters showing the direction they are, bear-

--ing from tie station and direction-toward-which
they are moving. An example would be: TOR-
NADO NW MOVG E.

Precipitation is divided into three cligses:
liquid, freezing, and frozen. U two different
classes of precipitation are present, they are
encoded in the above order. If more than one
type of precipitation of the saline class are
present (heavy snow, ice pellets), the one with
the greatest intensity is encoded first (S + IP).

Obstructions to Vision Symbols
.

Hydrometeors (other than precipitation) and'
lithometeors are called obstructions 'to vision

134
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and are encoded by means of letter symbols if
conditions reduce the prevailing visibility to
less thall 7 tales and the obstruction to vision
is occurring at the station. If the visibility is
reduced to less than 7 miles by an obstruction
at' a distance from the station, the phenomena
is described in remarks._ ."4-

The drder of encoding, if more than one ob-
struction is present at the time of the observa-
tion, is in order of decreasing predominance.
The various symbols follow;

Hydrometeors
(water based)

. 000f Fog
GF Ground fog
IF Ice fog
BS Blowing snow
BY .... Blowing spray

Lithometeors
(tolid belled)

D Dust
BD Blowing dust

(duststorm)
BN Blowing sand

Smoke
H Haze

Obstructions to vision symbols always fol-
low the 'weather element symbols. Obstruction
to vision symbols are NEVER modified with a
plus, or minus sign to show their intensity. The
visibility indicates their intensity.

Sea Level Pressure

Sea level pressure is the reporting station's
barometric pressure in millibars. It is encoded
in three figures representing tens, units, and
tenths of millibars. The initial one or two digits
are omitted in the encoding, as is the decimal
point. Examples are 1025.1 millibars encoded
psi. and 999.0 millibars encoded 999. An easy
way to remember decoding is: If the first, en-
coded number is ies6 than 5, prefix 10 to the
encoded number and point off one decimal place.
'If the first number is more than 5, prefix 9 to
the encoded number and point off one decimal
place. Examples are 132 decoded as 1013.2
millibars, and 894 decoded as 989.4 millibar$.

Temperature and Dewpoint

The ,temperature and dewpoint are encoded to
the nearest whole degree Fahrenheit using one,

_two, or three digits. If either is below zero, it
is prefixed with a minus (-) sign. Examples are
100, 78, or -5, -19, etc.

Wind

Wind direction is encoded in tens of degrees
from true north omitting the last zero. Wind
speed is encoded in knots. Both are included in
a four-figure group.

EXAMPLES: 62 indicates direction 360
degrees and speed 7 knots; 0115 indicates di-
rection 010 degrees and,speed 15 knots. 0000
indicates calm. -

The letters "G" 'or "Q" following the wind
speed indicate gusts or squalls and the figures
following "0" or "Q" indicate the peak speed
of the gusts or squalls.

A gust Is definAd as rapid fluctuations in the
wind speed with a variation of 10 knots or,more
between peaks and lulls.

Squalls are blassifiel as such when there is
a sudden increase in tbr wind speed of at least
15 knots and sustained at 20 knots or more for
at least 1 minute.

EXAMPLE: 3627G40 indicates wind direc-
tion 360 degrees, speed 27 knots, gusty, and
peak speed in gusts 40, knots.

Wind is-considered to be light when the speed
is 6 knots or less. Variable wind direction is
when it fluctuates by 60° or more during the

-period of observation.

Altimeter Setting

The altimeter setting is encoded in three
figures. The initial digit is omitted, as is the
decimal point. For instance, 002 is decoded as
30.02 and 998 is decoded as 29.98. An easy way
to remember how to decode the altimeter set-
ting is to prefix a three (3) and point off two
decimal places if the first number of the en-
coded group is zero. If the first number is
NOT zero, prefix a two (2) and point off two
decimal places.

Runway Visibility Values and
Runway Visual Range

Runway Visibility Values (RVV) are deter-
mined by a transmissometer which is a photo-
electric device calibrated to.) indicate values
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statistically comparable to those which would
be observed by a human observer using dark
objects against the horizon during the day or
moderate intensity lights at night as visibility
-markers. RVV is reported and in frac-
tions thereof. RVV is encoded lora given run-
'way as R16VV 1/4 to indicate 'that runway 16
visibility is 1/4 mile. RVV is included in Navy
hourly aviation weather reports when it is less
than '2 miles along the appropriate runway, and the
prevailing visibility is lass than the highest in-
strument minimum for the appropriate runway.

Runway Visual Range. (RVR) is gradually re-
placing RVV as equipment becomes ayailable.
RVR is an instrumentally derived value that
represents the horizontal distance a pilot will
see down the runway from the approach end.
'RVR is based on what a pilot of a moving air-
craft should see looking down the runway. RVR
is reported in hundreds of feet. Selected sta-
tions which have the equipment provide tower.
controllers with contifluous RVR observations
on automatic readout equipment through a com-
puterized .system. RVR is encoded fora given
runway as. RO4VR3 to indicate that runway 04
visual range is 300 feet. RVR is Included in a
Weather Service Station's hourly aviation weather
report when the prevailing visibility is one mile
or less and/or- RYE is 6,000 feet or less.

If RVV or RVR is not available when visi-
bility conditions are such that require they be
included in -the report, the contraction RVVNO
or RVRNO would appear in place of the normal
reading in the hourly aviation weather report.

Coded PIREPs

- Pilot reports of heights of bases or tops of
sky cover within 20 miles (50 miles for cirri-
form layers) of the reporting station which are
not visible from the station are included in the
hourly weat report. These 'heights are above
mean sea level (MSLy as read from the air-
craft's altimeter, Figures indicating height pre-
ceding the sky oover symbol, are the bases of
the higher layer nob visible from the station.
Figures. indicating height following the sky cover
symbol are the tops of the layer.

EXAMPLE: 3066meaning that the pilot
tared broken .oloudi between 3,600 and

'6,6 feet. (Bases 3,600 feet, tops 6,600 feet.

or contractions do not apply. They are used to
amplify or explain elements of the report.

Some examples Of symbols used in the re-
marks sections are as follows:

.

REMARKS EXPLANATION
.

Klfi CD Scattered smoke layer
aloft,'base 1,000 feet.

BINOVC Breaks in overcast.
Followed by direction
if not overhead.

HIR CLDS VSB . Higher clouds visible.
TCU SW Towering cumulus to

the southwest.
CB ALL

QUADS

OCNL I,TG
RWB45

AE16 HLSTO 1/4 . .

Cumulonimbus all
quadrants.

Occasional lightning.
Rain showers began at
45 minutes past the
hour.

. Hail ended 16 min-
utes past the hour.
Largest hailstone 1/4
inch.

Lightning, cloud to
ground.

LTCGC

LTClIC
IC GIC
pRESFR

PRESRR

-F INCRO
ICGIP

VCD

A

.

Lightning, in clouds.
Icing in clouds.
Pressure falling rap-
idly.

Pressure rising rap-
idly.

. Fog increasing.
Icing precipitation.
Broke layer in the
re t is occasionally
sea red.

Ceiling is varying be-
tween 1,600 and 2,000
feet.

CIG 15V20

VSBY 1V2

VSBY N1S4

T OVHD
MONO SE

Visibility` is varying
between 1 and 2 mile s.

Visibility north 1 mile,
south 4 miles.

Thunderstorm over-
head moving south-
east.

Runway surface conditions are also included
Remarks . in the remarks section of the hourly weather

- report. This is an extremely important item
Remarks may be word contractions, symbols, which can affect the safety of aircraft, particu-

and /or plain language where authorized symbols laxly during the landing phase.
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N.

The runway surface condition is encoded by
use of the following words:

CONDITION REPORTED ENCODED

WET RUNWAY
SLUSH ON RUNWAY
LOOSE SNOW ON RUNWAY
PACKED SNOW ON RUNWAY
ICE ON RUNWAY

WR
SLR
LSR
PSR
IR,

Included with the surface condition is the
runway condition reading (braking, action); this
is a decelerometer reading which is determined
by a vehicle used in obtaining the runway brak-
ing conditions.

This decelerometer reading is a two-digit
number between 02 And 26 which is entered in
the report following the surface condition.

Any remarks such as ice or snow patches
(encoded as -P") or "SANDED" are included
as appropriate.

Some examples of runway surface conditions
are as follows:

Packed snow on runway, decelerometer read-.
ing 18 PSR18.

Patchy ice on runway, decelerometer reading
7 IRO7P.

Ice on runway, decelerometer reading 5,
condition patchy, runway sandedIRO5P
SANDED.

In the remarks section, items extracted from
Notice to Airmen (NOTAMs, chapter 5) may be
included on FAA Service A hourly aviation
weather reports.

All possible contraction for remarks cannot
be listed here. For possible changes and ad-
ditional information, refer to FAA Contractions
Handbook 7340.1 Series,__

In certaint-hotuTy aviatthn weather reports,
additive data Is included in remarks such as ,
pressure tendencies, maximum and minimum
temperature, cloud groups, etc., intended pri-
marily for use of weather service personnel
in preparation of forecast maps.

EXAMPLES OF DECODING HOURLY"
AVIATION WEATHER REPORTS

1. NCQ -XM3(1)591 1/2F 103/63/61/0000/
985/F1, NAS Atlanta, sky partially obscured,
measured ceiling 300 broken, 500 overcast,
visibility one and one-half fog, barometric pres-
sure 1010.3 millibars, temperature 63 degrees,

dewpoint 61 degrees, wind calm, altimeter
fog one-tenth.

2. NHZ E4694GFH 106/55/50/3620/983. NAS
Brunswick, Maine, estimated ceiling 4600 over-
cast, visibility 4 ground fog and haze, barometric
pressure 1010.6 millibars, temperature 55 de-
grees, dewpoint 50 degrees, wind 360 degrees
at 20 knots, altimeter 29.83.

3. NM.M - X5 43/16GF 623/39/39/0104/001/
RO2VV 1/4/F3. NAS Meridian, sky partially ob-
scured, five hundred thin broken, visibility three-
sixteenths ground fog, barometric pressure 962.3
millibars, temperature 39 degrees, dewpoint 39
degrees, wind 010 degrees at 4 knots, altimeter
30.01, runway 2 visisbility 1/4 mile, ground fog
three tenths.

4. NHK M5IY2R-F 796/62/59/0903/013/
F4CIGVCD. NAS Patuxent, measured ceiling 500'
broken, visibility 2, light rain, fog, barometric
pressure 979.6 millibars, temperature 62 de-
grees, dewpoint 59 degrees, wind 090 degrees
at 3 knots, altimeter 30.13, fog four tenths,
ceiling broken variable scattered.

PILOT REPORTS (PIREPs)

Pilot reports of meteorological phenomena
encountered in flight are called PIREPs. These
reports are an extremely valuable source of
weathec information often not available other-
wise. PIREPs are reports of the weather along
the actual routes the pilots are flying. Reports
concerning such -things as cloud tops, icing
levels, etc., are extremely valuable in planning
and executing flights. All Air Controlmen are
expected to cooperate to the fullest extent pos...
Bible in securing and disseminating PIREPs.
In order to do this, it is necessary to learn
what information is included in the PIREPs
and learn-their encoding and decoding.

PIREPs are encoded and disseminated lo-
cally and on weather communications networks.
These PIREPs are in addition to the Pilot Re-
ports of bases and tops of clouds included in
the remarks section of the hourly aviation weather
report.

PIREP FORMAT

Arrangement of the elements of a PIREP is
as follows;
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1. Station identification,
2. Message identifier 11A.
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3. Location or extent of phenomena relative
to an observing station or other nationally known
point.

4. Time (GMT) of pilot's olpervatiOn, if
known;

6.' Phenomena reported.

6. Altitude of phenomena in hundreds of feet
above mean sea level (MSL).

7. Type of aircraft in reports of turbulence,
condensation trails, electrical discharge, and
icing only; if unknown, the contraction ACFT
UNKN would be inserted.

EXAMPLES OF PIREPs

,

The pilot of a P3 between Richmond, Va., and
Was n, D.C., report. to Washington that at
1620 Esr his aircraft experienced an electrical
discharge 20 wiles south of Washington at .an
altitude of 5,000 MSL. This would be encoded
as follows:

DCA UA 20 S
DCA 2120 DISCHARGE 50 P3

The contraction TURBC preceded by an in-
dication of the intensity is used to encode tur-
bulence as follows:

LGT T U R B C . . .
MDT TURBC . . .
SVR TURBC . . .
EXTRM TURBC .

. Light turbulence
Moderate turbulence
Severe turbulence
Extreme turbulence

When clear air turbulence is reported, the
contraction CAT is used in place of TURBC.

A pilot reports to Atlanta, Ga., that his C-130
encountered extreme turbulence at 2330 CST,
10 miles northeast of Knoxville, Tenn., at 6,000
MSL. This would be encoded as follows:

ATL UA 10 NE'TYS
0530 EXTRM TURBC sg C130

At 1215 CST, the pilot of a P3 reports to
Madison, a 72-knot wind from 240 degrees,
20 miles southeast of the station, at 8,500
MSL. This would be encoded as follows:

MSN UA 20' SE MSN
1815 /12 85

138

The contraction ICG preceded by an indica-
tion of its intensity and type, (if known), is
used to encode icing conditions as follows:

TRACE ICG . . . . Slow rate of accumula-
tion not hazardous unless encountered for ex-
tended periods.

LGT RIME ICG Rate of accumulation
may become a probleth with prolonged encounter.
Usually not a problem if deicing equipment used.

MDT ICG . . . . Rate of accumulation is
suclfthat brief encounters may become hazardous
and use of deicing equipment or diversion neces-
sary.

SVR ICG Rate of accumulation is such
that deicing equipment fails to control the hazard
and immediate diversion is necessary.

AT 0925Z the pilot of an F-4 reports to
Burbank radio an encounter of severe clear
icing between 10,000 and 11,500 feet over moun-
tains north of Burbank. This would be encoded
as follows:

BUR UA MTNS N BUR
0925 SVR CLR ICG 100-115 F4

Pilots' reports of tornadoes, funnel ,clo-ads or
waterspouts, ,severe or extreme turbulence, hail,
and severe icing must be given immediate local
dissemination.

1

WEATHER ADVISORIES

FLIGHT ADVISORIES

Flight Advisories are prepared by Weather
Service Forecast Offices (WSFO) and contain
information of weather developments in their
areas of responsibility that are considered to
be potentially hazardous to aircraft in flight.
The advisories are issued In_ two categories,
SIGMETs (Significant Meteorological Informa-
tion), and AIRMETs (Airman's Meteorological
Information).

Significant MeteCrEilogical
Information

.
A SrGMET adviiory will be issued concern-

ing weather.of such severity as to be potentially
hazardous to all categories of aircraft specifi-
cally:

1. Tornadoes.
2. Lines of thunderstorms (squill lines).
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3. Embedded thunderstorms.
4. Hail, 3/4 inch or more in diameter.
5. Severe and extreme turbulence.
6. Severe icing.
7. Widespread, dust storms/sand storms

lowering visibility to less than 2 miles.

Airmen's Meteorological
Information

AIRMET advisories will be issued concern-
ing weather of such a degree as to be potentially
hazardous to single engine and light weight air-
craft and in some cases, to all aircraft as well,
specifically:

1. Moderate icing.
2. Moderate turbulence.
3. Extensive areas of visibility less than 2

miles with ceilings less than 1,000 feet, including
mountain ridges and passes.

4. Winds of 40 knots or more within 2,000
feet of the surface.

Flight advisories are transmitted on Service A.

HURRICANE ADVISORIES (WH)

Whenever a hurricane is considered to be a
threat to the area within 300 miles of the U.S.
coast during the next 24 hours, the National
Weather Service issues detailed advisory re-
ports concerning the location of the storm center,
anticipated movement, intensity, and the area
that is expected to be affected.

These reports are transmitted over circuit
A with dissemination as deemed necessary.

In addition to these detailed forecasts, ab-
breviated advisories are also issued and trans-
mitted four times daily.,

The abbre ated advisory will consist of a
statement oncoming the storm's position, ex-
pected mo ment, and wind conditions.

SEVE WEATHER WATCH
ETIN (WW)

A severe weather forecast (WW), commonly
referred to as a Severe Weather Warning or
"WW" is prepared by the National Severe Storms
Forecast Center (NSSFC) at Kansas City, Mis-
souri.

These forecasts or bulletins are transmitted
over circuit A as the situation warrants; they

provide advance warning to the aviation com-
munity as well as the general public, that se-
vere weather conditions can be anticipated within
a particular geographical area.

The report will contain the nature<of the
weather to be expected, i.e., thunderstorm, etc.,
severity, area to be affected, and the duration
of the alert period for the area noted.

SEVERE WEATHER
OUTLOOK NARRATIVE

Another function of the National Severe Storm
Forecast Center (NSSFC) is the reporting of
present and anticipated surface and upper air
criteria that are conducive to generating severe
local storms.

This report is designated the "Severe Weather
Outlook Narrative" and is generally a forecast
of' severe weather conditions to be expected for
the next 24 hours.

PHRASEOLOGY FOR WEATHER
tr REPORT ITEMS

ACs are continuously required to transmit
weather information to pilots via radio; for
example, to departing or arriving aircraft or
in response to special pilot requests. The fol-
lowing list includes examples, of phraseology
which coincide with 'FAA voice procedure for
broadcasting aviation weather reports to which
pilots listen frequently. Its purpose is to enhance
standardization of transmitting weather informa-
tion.

1. State_the_height_and character of sky coves_
erage data as follows:

a. In the" same order of ascending height
in which they appear in the weather report.

b. Do not say the word "clouds."
c. Announce ceiling height designators as

follows:
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CODED SPOKEN

E ESTIMATED CEILING
M MEASURED CEILING
W INDEFINITE CEILING
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d. State heights in hundreds and/or thou-
sands of feet.

CODED ,SPOKEN

a THREE HUNDRED
18 ONE THOUSAND EIGHT

HUNDRED
20 TWO ZERO THOUSAND

e. Announce cloud symbols as follows:

CODED SPOKEN

0 CLEAR
0 SCATTERED
(I) BROKEN
9 OVERCAST

f. When a dash precedeil a cloud symbol,
say the word THIN.

CODED SPOKEN

(1) . . . SEVEN HUNDRED THIN
BROKEN

g. Announce a ceiling height indicated by
the figure "0" as ZERO.

h. Announce a condition indicated by "V.'
or "-X" as:

CODED SPOKEN

4 SKY OBSCURED
-.. -X SKY PARTIALLY

OBSCURED

i. Announce sky and ceiling conditions
(not all Possible combinations of phenomena
are included) In accordance with the following:

CODED SPOKEN_

. SKY PARTIALLY OBSCURED,
MEASURED CEILING ONE
THOUSAND BROKEN, FIVE
THOUSAND BROKEN.

2008300Z
2504) TWO THOUSAND SCATTERED,

ESTIMATED CEILING THREE
THOUSAND BROKEN, TWO
FIVE THOUSAND BROKEN.

M103600
300G MEASURED CEILING ONE

THOUSAND BROKEN, FIVE
THOUSAND BROKEN, THREE 3. If
ZERO THOUSAND OVERCAST. tions to

1(105110 . . . . ONE THOUSAND SCATTERED,
FIVE THOUSAND SCATTERED.

aDW15X . . . FIVE HUNDRED SCATTERED,
INDEFINITE CEILING ONE
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED,
SKY OBSCURED.

-XM54) SKY PARTIALLY OBSCURED,
MEASURED CEILING FIVE
HUNDRED OVERCAST.

-X54/0-0
509-0. SKY PARTIALLY OBSCURED,

FIVE HUNDRED THIN
BROKEN, ONE THOUSAND
THIN BROKEN, FIVE
THOUSAND THIN OVER-
CAST.

10-0E20M
4509 ONE THOUSAND THIN SCAT-

TERED, ESTIMATED C FIL-
ING TWO THOUSAND BRO-
KEN, FOUR FIVE THOU-
SAND OVERCAST.

2. Announce prevailing visibility immediately
following sky conditions. This element is reported
in statute miles at land stations and in nau-
tical miles on ships and ocean station vessels
(OSV).

NOTE: When visibility is less than 3 miles
and variable, this information is reported hi
remarks.

Announce prevailing visibility in accordance
with the following examples:

CODED SPOKEN

1/16:: . . . -ONE- SIXTEENTH
1/8 'VISIBILITY ONE-EIGHTH

3/4 VISIBILITY THREE-
QUARTERS

1 1/2V . . . . VISIBILITY ONE AND ONE-
HALF VARIABLE

6 VISIBILITY SIX

16+ VISIBILITY MORE THAN' ONE
FIVE
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atmospheric phenomena and obstruc-
vision appear in a weather report,
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announce these conditions following the prevail-
ing visibility, as follows:

. a. Atmospheric phenomena:

CODED SPOKEN

T THUNDERSTORM
R RAIN
RW RAIN SHOWERS
ZR FREEZING RAIN
L .DRIZZLE
ZL FREEZING DRIZZLE
IP '' ICE PELLETS
IPW .IC E PELLET' SHOWERS
S SNOW
SW SNOW SHOWERS
SP SNOW PELLETS
SG SNOW GRAINS
IC .IC E CRYSTALS
A . . ... .HAIL

b. Announce HEAVY, MODERATE, or
LIGHT when a plus sign (+), no sign, or one
dash(-), respectively, are suffixed to the pre-
cipitation symbol, except announce "T" as THUN-
DERSTORM and "Ti." as SEVERE THUNDER-
STORM. No suffix is attached to hail or ice
crystals' regardless of the intensity.

c. Obstructions to vision:

CODED SPOKEN

OF
IF
BD
BN
BS
BY

-f- HA-ZE--
K SMOKE

DUST

FOG
GROUND FOG

.ICE FOG'
BLOWING DUST
BLOWING SAND
BLOWING SNOW
BLOWING SPRAY

4. On* sea -level pressure from the-biOad-
cast. Give sea-level pressure in millibars only
in response, to a-specific request from a pilot.

5,, Announce temperature and dewpoint in
accordance with the following:

a. In two or three figures in degrees
Fahrenheit.

b. Below zero Fahrenheit' values by pre-1,
fixing the temperature with the word MINUS.

CODED SPOKEN

37/36 TEMPERATURE THREE SEV-
EN, DEWPOINT THREE SIX

104/99 TEMPERATURE ONE ZERO
DEWPOINT NINER

NINER

TEMPERATURE MINUS TWO,
DEWPOINT MINUS THREE

6. Announce current local wind direction and
speed as determined -from the instruments in
the console as follows:

a. State wind direction, in tens of degrees
(in terms of the magnetic compass), using three
digits.

b. Omit they words MAGNETIC, TRUE,
or KNOTS.

c. Announce a north wind as THREE SIX
ZERO.

d. Read other than local wind direction
as it appears in the report; i.e., TRUE rather
than MAGNETIC.

CODED SPOKEN

3514 WIND THREE FIVE ZERO
DEGREES AT ONE FOUR

e. Azmounce wind speed in knots. If it
is estimated, state:.. WIND (direction), ESTI-
MATED (speed).

7. Announce i ,eh of the four digits of the
altimeter setting by adding as the first digit
the figurer, (2" or "3," as appropriate, and
using -values -obtained -fromiltiffoter netting
indicator. instruments, where available.

CODED SPOKEN

996 ALTIMETER TWO NINER
NINER SIX

010 . r ALTIMETER THREE ZERO.
ONE ZERO

8. Announce RVV and RVR as follows:

a. State runway Visibility (RVV) in the
same manner as prevailing visibility.
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CODED SPOKEN

RO4VV1/4V1 . . RUNWAY FOUR VISIBILITY
VARIABLE BETWEEN ONE
QUARTER AND ONE

,R36VV1 1/2 +... RUNWAY THREE SIX VISI-
BILITY MORE THAN ONE
AND ONE-HALF

RWNO RUNWAY VISIBILITY NOT
AVAILABLE

b, Announce, runway visual range (RVR)
at the location of origin only; in hundreds or
thousands of ,feet. When the readout- reports
1,000 , announce LESS THAN ONE
ANp FEET.

.117

cortED SPOKEN

R18VR40 RUNWAY ONE EIGHT VISUAL
RANGE FOUR THOUSAND
FEET

R16VR10 RUNWAY ONE SIX VISUAL
RANGE LESS THAN ONE
THOUSAND FEET

RVRNQ RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE NOT
AVAILABLE

9. Announce remarks and NOTAMs included
in weather reports when of interest to pilots.
Do not include additive data intended primarily
for the preparation of forecast maps. Announce
as follows:

CODED SPOKEN

VSBY 1V2, 4; . VISIBILITY VARIABLE BE-
TWEEN ONE AND TWO

VSBY NE3
SE2 1/2
SW2 VISIBILITY NORTHEAST

THREE, SOUTHEAST TWO
AND ONE-HALF, SOUTH-
WEST TWO

10. Announce remarks in accordance with the
following:

CODED-

PTCHS GF
W N E J

TWR VSBY5'
'OF DEP 40

GROUND FOG THREE
ZERO FEET DEEP

2209280 FEW
AC OVR
RDG SW . .

SPOKEN,

PA HES OF GROUND FOG
EST, NORTH, AND EAST

. . TOWER VISIBILITY. FIVE,

.. BROKEN CLOUDS RE-
PORTED AT TWO TWO
THOUSAND, TOPS AT
TWO EIGHT THOUSAND,
FEW ALTOCUMULUS OVER
RIDGE SOUTHWES-r-

SCATTERED LAYER VARIA-
BLE BROKEN

TOWERING CUMULUS
NORTHWEST

SMOKE LAYER ONE THOU-
SAND .

RAIN SHOWERS OF UN-
KNOWN INTENSITY EAST

SNOW INCREASED FIVE
INCHES DURING PAST
HOUR

LIGHT SNOW, OCCASION-
ALLY HEAVY,

6V(ID

TC'tJ* NW

K100

RWU E

SNOINCR5

S-OCNLY S+. .

Detailed information concerning reporting
techniques, observations, etc., may be found in
the ,Federal Meteorological Httftook No. 1
(FMH #1). This publication is prepared by an
interagency group which represents the National
Weather Service, Department of Defense "(Navy
and Air Force Weather Services) and the De-
partment of -Transportation-i-FAA

Procedures contained in FMH 1 apply equally
to observing functions in both U.S. civil and
military agencies.

In addition to becoming familiar with the
forenamed manual, you should visit the Naval
Weather Service office located at your base and
observe first hand the techniques and equip-
ment utilized in observing and forecasting the
weather.
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'CHAPTER 8

AIDS TO AIR NAVIGATION

Various types of air navigation aids are in
use today, each serving a special purpose in
our system of air navigation.

The FAA has been assigned the authority to
establish, operate, and .maintain a common
sylitem of air navigation facilities. In .addition,
the FAA also prescribes standards of operation
of these air navaids which ere utilized by both
civil and Military aircraft for instrument flight
within federally controlled airspace.

This common _sy:stein' is .referred to as the
National Airspace System (NASk

Knowledge of the basic radio principles ap-
plicable to both communications and navigation
equipment will increase your understanding of
their use and limitatiorts.

BASIC RADIO THEORY

,To understand how communication by radio
propagation is possible, a brief consideration
of the electrical nature of all matter is helpful.

All matter consists of a great number of
tiny units called molecules. Each molecule
consists of one or more atoms. An atom is
composed principally of subatomic particles
called electrons, protons, and neutrons. Protons
and neutrons are a closely packed group called
the nucleus of, the atom. Electrons, revolve at
high speed around the nucleus at relatively
treat distances from it. An atom can be
visualized as a miniature solar system In which
the electrons revolve around the nucleus much
the same as planets revolve around the sun.

A gravitational force exists between the
proton and electron of an atom. An electrical
force also exists. A gravitatictal force always
attracts, but an electrical force can either
attract or repel. This electrical force is
explained by ascribing an electrical property
called charge to protons and electrons. A,proton
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is arbitrarily said to have one unit of positive
(+) charge, and an electron one unit of equal
but opposite negative (-) charge. During a state
of rest, protdns repel other protons, electrons
repel other electrons, but a proton attracts
and is attracted by an electron. Hence, the rule
that like charges repel, and unlike charges
attract each other. Neutrons, as the name
implies, are electrically neutral, having no
charge, and are neither attracted nor repelled
by a proton tr electron.

In addition to the electrical forces betweeii
charged particles at rest, other forces exist
which depend upon the relative motion of the
particles. These are called magnetic forces,
and always accompany moving electrical
charges. Thus, -electricity and magnetism are
not separate phenomena; both arise from, the
properties of electrical charges.

A conductor is material containing charges
which are free to move under the influence of an
electric field. If the elebtric field is maintained
within the conducting circuit, the motion of the
free charges is continuous. This motion is
called current. If the field is always in the
same direction, the resulting current is called
direct current. If the field periodically reverses
direction, the current also reverses and is
called an alternating current.

Figure 8-1 shows two metal plates which ,are
connected by a wire broken by a switch S. The
air between the two plates acts as an insulator.
Suppose the two plates receive from an external
source a concentration of positive and negative ,

charges. An electric field then exists in the air
between, the plates. The charges are isolated
on the plates by the absence of a conducting
path; hence, this arrangement, known as a
capacitor, provides- a convenient storage of
electric charges. If the switch is closed, a
current flows In the wire in the direction shown .

until the electric field is exhausted and the
charges on the plates are equalized.

14P
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No

_

0 0 ELECTRON FLOW 0 0

Figure 8-1. Capacitance.

source of alternating electric and magnetic
fields and a means of con it the frequenby
of oscillations kno nine; '

Most of the energy stored in the electric
field of a capacitor or the magnetic field of an

r inductor is restored to the circuit when the
capacitOr has become discharged or vrhen
current ceases tin flow in the inductor. These
fields expand and contract at nearly the speed
of light, which is approximately 18,006 miles
per second. At very- low frequencies there is
ample time for the restoration of energy to
place. However, as frequency increases, theme

recurring cycits become faster. When the time
needed for the field'to expand and collapse is
more than about one-half cycle, some of the
energy becomes detached and continues to
radiate into space at approximately the speed
of Iiht. Such radiating energy, called electro-

etic radiation, is- the link between a radio P

mitter and receiver.
2b1.104

Ira

1A0 THEORY

When electric charges are in motion, as Radiated electromagnetic energy suitable
when a current is flowing in a conductor, a for radio communication is called a hertzian
magnetic field forms mound the conductor.. wave, The wave is named for fin early German

. Once formed, the magnetic field surrounding
all portions of the conductor is constant in
direction and intensity if the generating current
is also eCnstant: If the current - carrying wire 1
is wound into a coil, called an inductor (fig. 8-6,
the resulting magnetic field is intensified in
proportion to the number of turns. The greater
the inductance, the stronger-the magnetic field
for a given current.

Suppose that a circuit 't ontains both capaci-
tance and , inductance, or a combination of
.circuits as in figures 8-1 and 8-2. When tile
Switches are closed, the energy in the electrical
field at the capacito,r causes a current to flow
in the inductor, thereby creating a magnetic
field. 'This continues until the capacitor 10
completely discharged. All the energy now resides
in the magnetic field.' When the current ceases,
there is nothing to sustain the magnetic field,,
which promptly icollapies, returning the energy
to. the .circuit. This recharges_ the capacitor,
and, the energy of the 'Circuit has now been
transferred from the magnetic field back to the
electric field. This type of circuit is knoivn as
an oscillating Circuit and the sequence repeats
itself indefinitely. The oscillating circuit lies
at the, heart of the radio because it provides a
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1 CYCLE

+ - -WAVE LENGTH
CREST

201.106
Figure 8-3.-- Hertzian wave nomenclature.

:physicist and mathematician namedkiertz, who
introduced the theory of the kineti ergy of an
electrical current. Hertz's discoveries, along
with many other discoveries, laid the basis for
the development of radio telegraphy.

The hertzian wave can be represented by a
sine curve as shown in figure 8-3. The. top of
the wave represents the maximum positive
value, and the bottofn represents the maximum
negative value. Either maximum may be called
a peak. Wave length is the distance between
corresponding points on consecutive waves as
shown in figure 8-3. If is the distance a wave
traysls during ong cycle. Frequency the
number of cycles that occur per second,

in terms of hertz, abbreviated Hz; thousands of'
cycles per. second stated in terms of kilohertz,
abbreviated kHz; or millions of cycles per
second stated in terms of megahertz, abbreviated
MHz. The range of frequencies involved, -called
the radio spectrum, extends from approximately
10 kHz to 300,000 GHz as shown in table 8-1.

.7'

A hertzian wave, as previously. indicated,
is an oscillating electromagnetic field. A
dontituous series of such waves of like charac-
teristics is called a continuous wave (CW).
(See fig. 8-4(A).) Such a wave can be used in
Morse code transmissions, being keyed so that
the signAl is interrupted vihen desired. (See
fig. 8-4(B).) A continuous wave may be modified
in accordance with some characteristics of an
audio frequency signal, such as that produced

-by=thelluifflifOgifacWitext-thue-usedrit 46441
a carrier wave. The process of modifying the
carrier wave in this manner is called modulation.
After this has taken place, the carrier wave
may be called a modulated carrier wave. (See
fig., 8-4(C).) When this form of radio transmission
is used, the transmitting station generates the
carrier wave and modulates it by the message .

to be conveyed. The receiver demodulates the
incoming signal by removing the modulating
signal and converting it to its original, form.

There are four principal kinds of modu-
lation. In amplitude modulation (AM) the
amplitude (fig. 8-3) of the carrier wave is
altered. This is the most widely used form of
modulation. In frequency modulation (FM) the

Table 8 -1. Radio spectrum

Frequency range Name of the range Symbol

Below 30 kHz
30-300' kHz
300-3,000 kHz
3-30 MHz
30-300 MHz
300-3,000 MHz
3,000-36,600 MHz
30,000=300,000 GHz*

Very low frequency
'frLow frequency

Medium frequency
High frequency
Very.high frequency..
Ultrahigh frequency*
Superhigh frequency
Extremely high frequency

VLF
LF
MF

HI?

r VHF

UHF,
Slip
SHP

*. Gigahertz
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frequency of the carrier wave is altered. This
is used in some voice communications and
commercial broadcasting and has an advantage
of being nearly static free. III phase modulation
the phase (amount by which the beginning of a
cycle is displaces} from' a reference origin) is
altered. This is similar to FM and has some
engineering advantages. In pulse modulation
(PM) very short bursts of carrier wave signals
are transmitted, followed by relatively long

IA) r

I

STEADY CARRIER WAVE

(C)

UU

J

I

J

CODE (C W) OPERATION

VOJCE FREQUENCIES

Prs1-0
MCW OPERATION (AMPLITUDE MODULATION)

I

201.107
Figure 8-4. Types of radio waves.

FREQUENCY
CONTROL 111111H1111111Millin

OSCILLATOR

periods during which no signal is transmitted.
PM is used in RADAR, DME, and radio teletype.

With amplitude modulation, two sidebands
are radiated, the frequencies of which are the
sum and difference, respectively, of the carrier
and modulating frequencies. The intelligence
is carried only on the sidebands. In single
sideband (SSB) transmission the carrier and
one of the sidebands are suppressed, producing
narrow bandwidth transmission. Bandwidth is
the amount, of radio spectrum required for
transmission, including the carrier witVe and
both sidebands when present. SSB transmission
is desirable in that it effects economy in the
use of limited frequency bands and in power.

Radio Transmitter

10--transmitter consists-RsAntial
a power supply to furnish direct current; an
oscillator to convert direct current into radio
frequency oscillations (the carrier wave); an
amplifier to increase the output of the oscillator;
a device for controlling the frequency of the
generated signal; and, for most transmitters,
a modulator to produce modulation of the
carrier wave. (See fig. 8-6:)' addition, an
antenna is needed to project 'the electromagnetic
radiation into space.

-ANTENNA

An antenna can be defined as a conductor orl
system of conductors used either for radiating

'MICROPHONE

IIII
AMPLIFIER

ui

ANTENNA

1111111.1111111111111111111

MODULATOR

POWER
SUPPLY

Figure 8-6. Radio transmitter.
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SIGNA1
INTERCEPTION

SELECTION
(TUNED CIRCUITS)

Ngef

RADIO -
FREQUEN

AMPLIFICATION
-11P DETECTION

0'

AUDIO -
FREQUENCY

AMPLIFICATION

REPRODUCTION

Figure -8-6. Radio receiver.

electromagnetic energy ilito space or for col-
lecting electromagnetic energy from spade.

In effect, electrical energy from the trans-
mitter is converted into electromagnetic. 'allergy
by the antenna and radiated into space; on, the
reception end, the opposite transpires, and this
electrical energy is fed into the receiver via
the antenna.

Fortunately, separate antennas seldom are
required for transmission and reception of
radio energy. An antenna transfers energy
from space to its input receiver terminals with
the same efficiency it transfers energy from
the output transmitter terminals into space,
assuming, of course, that the same frequency
is used in Loth oases.

This property of interchangeability of the
same antenna for transmitting and receiving
operations is known as antenna reciprocity.

Antenna reciprogity is possible mainly be-
cause antenna characteristics are essentially the
since regardless of whether an antenna is sending
or receiving electromagnetic energy. Ail antenna
may be nondirectional br directional depending
upon the design or arrangement of antennas,
called an array. Reflectors are also used to
reflect some of the radiated energy in a desired
direction.

RADIO RECEIVER

When an electromagnetic field passes a
conductor, such as an antenna, a current is

201.109

induced in the conductor, which thereby becomes
a generator of radio frequency power. A radio
receiver is a device which accepts the power
thus generated by an antenna, and transforms
it into usable form. The outputof receivers
most used by ACs is presented aurally via
earphones or a loud speaker, or visually on
a cathode ray tube as in RADAR or DF.

A radio receiver
electriCal components capable of doing four
things as follows:

1. Selecting a signal of 'a single frequency
from among the thousands existing together in
the receiving antenna.

2. 'Amplifying the selected signal without
distortion until it is sufficiently powerful to
actuate succeeding-devices within the receiver.

consists essentiallyef../

S. DeModulating any modulated signal .so as
to produce a new signal of audible or other
usable frequency.

4. Amplifying that signal still further until,
at the output of the receiver, it can operate the
devices which present the signal in usable form.
(See fig. 8-6.)

'NOTE: For a more detailed study of com-
munications theory and other related data you,
as an Air Controlman striker or rated AC,
shnuld refer to Basic Electronics. Volume I.,
NAVEDTRA 10087-C;
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VHF/UHF =OMNIDIRECTIONAL
RANGES

. ,

The omnidirectional facility derives its name
from the Latin word omnis, meaning-all. Hence
the omni facilities produce directional guidance
in all directions. Theoretically speaking, an
infinite number of courses are produced by these

-- facilities, but in actual practice only 360 are
'usable under optimum conditions. Courses
produced by omni facilities radiate from
the station like spokes from the hub of a
wheel and are called RADIALS. It is important
to remember that the radials are always FROM
the station.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

ICY:TI. .t.

is based on the comparison of the phase
difference between two radiated audio frequency
sign the difference in phase varying with
change azimuth.azimuth.- One of the two signals
is nondire tonal. It has a constant phase
throughout 360 degrees of azimuth and is called
the 'reference phase. The other signal rotates
at a speed of 1,800 rpm, varies in phase with
azimuth, and is called the VARIABLE phase.

The rotating signal Is initially set so that
at magnetic north both the reference and the
variable signals are exactly in phase. In all
other directions, the positive maximum of the
variable signal will cJL:cur at some time later
tha.r. the maximum of the reference signal. The
fraction of the cycle which elapses between the
occurrence of the two maximums at any point
in azimuth identifies the azimuth ankle of that
point. (See fig, 8-7.)

For an analogy to help visualize the method
of determining bearing from the transmitter let
us use, as an example, a rotating light beacon.
SUppose that an additional light flashes each
time the light beam sweeps past magnetic north
and the beacon rotates clockwise at 6 rpm (one
revolution each 10 seconds or 36 degrees per
second)i

.. .
. .,.

To determine our direction from the beacon,
we could use a stopwatch, starting the watch at
the instant * we see the start of ills flash and
stopping it when the rotating beam sweeps past
our positfOn. Then, by multiplying the number
of...seconds shown on the stopwatch by 36, we
can obtain our magnetic bearing from the
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PHASE ANGLE DEPENDS ON DIRECTION
OF RECEIVING ANTENNA FROM

OMNIRANGE STATION

R=REFERENCE PHASE V=VARIABLE PHASE

R

V

201.110
Figure 8-7. Comparison of reference and var-

iable phase.

beacon. Suppose that exactly 5 seconds elapse
4om the start of the flash until the rotating
beam flashes past us: 5 x 36 = 180. From this
we determine that bearing from the beacon
is 180 degrees.

If we move our position to the right (counter -
clockwise), the elapsed time interval would be
shorter; hence, our bearing would by something
less than 180 degrees. The reverse would be
true if we moved our position to the left (clock-
wise). In effect, the reference and variable
voltages of the omni facility provide the same
information electronically that the flasher and
the beacon supply visually in this example.

al

RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

The basic function of the airborne receiving
equipment is to measure the phase angle
between the reference voltage and the variable
voltage. As described previously, each point or

1 5 '4
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degree of azimuth radially from the ground
transmitter has a definite, fixed phase difference
betiveen the reference and-the variable signals.

a Therefore, if our receiving equipment can
translate and provide in readily usable readings
on the instrument panel the phase difference
existing at the receiving position, a bearing
froin the transmitter is obtained. Likewise,
if our equipment can be adjusted-to any desired
bearing (or phase difference), and indicate when
the aircraft has reached that bearing, we may
preset courses, then fly to and continue along
them. That is exactly what the receiving system
is designed to do, and a great deal of information
is available to the pilot taking advantage of all
its possibilities.

DISTANCE_REABITEING

Distance and direction from a known ground
point are two items of information necessary
to establish position in air navigation and
assist the air traffic controller to effectively
maintain separation. Until the advent of
equipment for measuring distance, a pilot could
find his bearing toward a selected navaid; but
in order to determine his actual position (bearing
and distance), it was necessary to tune to
another facility and determine his positidn by
cross-reference methods. This was time con-
suming. By use of the present-day distance
measuring equipment the Win!' has both the
bearing and distance fromthe station displayed
on the indicators.

Principles of Operation

Distance measuring capability requires
special equipment in

equipment is
and on the

ground. The airborne equipment is known as the
INTERROGATOR and the ground equipment is
called the TRANSPONDER. In the operation of
distance nieasuring equipment, paired, pulses at
a specific spacing are sent out from the
aircraft (this is interrogation) and are received .

at the ground station. The ground station
(transponder), then transmits paired pulses back
to, the aircraft at a different pulse spacing
and on a different frequency. The time required
for the round trip of this signal exchange is
measured in the airborne unit and Is translated
into distance (nautical miles) from the aircraft
to the ground station.

Operating in the UHF band on the line-of-
sight 'principle, distance measuring equipment
furnishes distance information with a very
high degree of accurtacy. DME measures slant
distance rather than-hprizontal distance over the
ground. Except in the iwnediate vicinity of the
transponder and at a /relatively high altitude,
the navigation error introduced by the slant
measurement is minor and usually may be
ignored.

TYPES OF OMNIRANGES

Several types or combinations of VHF/UHF
omni facilities are in operation today; therefore,
careful use of terminology referring to these
facilities is necessary. The omni facilities and

"_their -ope-rating-frettieneies-are as"-follows:

1. VOR. VHF omnidirectional radio range
which provides bearing (direction) information.
VOR facilittes operate on frequencies between
108.0 MHz aid 118.0 MHz.

2. VOR/DME. VHF azimuth ihformation and
UHF distance information furnished from co-
located components. Frequency pairing allows
the use of a single receiver tuning selector
capable of simultaneously selecting a paired
VOR and DME receiver frequency.

3. TACAN. (Tactical Air Navigation) UHF
omnidirectional radio range which provides
(IImotion and distance information. TACAN
facilities operate on frequencies between 960 MHi
and 1,215 MHz. VOR receivers fire, unable to
receive navigational signals from TACAN
facilities.

4.. VORTAC. A combination of VOR and
TACAN. This facility provides azimuth naviga-
tional information on VHF 1108-118 MHz) .and
azimuth and distance navigational informationtim
UHF (960-1,215 MHz). Aircraft having complete
TACAN airborne equipment can receive both
distance and azimuth information from the TA CAN
portion. Aircraft eqbipped with VOR receivers
use the azimuth information from the VOR and
must obtain distance information from the
TACAN portion. This is accomplished through
single receiver tuning selection of paired
frequencies as with VOR/DME.

RECEPTION DISTANCE

Like all VHF/UHF transmissions, omni
facility signals follow and approximate line-
of-sight course. (See fig. 8-8.) Therefore,

.406
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201.111
Figure 8-8. Line -of -sight transmission char-

acteiistics.

reception distance increases with an increase
in the altitude of an. aircraft. Since the reliable
operating range is about 40 miles at minimum
On route altitude (1,000 feet above terrain),
omni facilities are spaced approximately 90
miles apart to assure navigation coverage over
an airway. ',Due to the operational band of the
omni facilities, they are relatively free of
atmospheric and precipitation static.

CLASSIFICATION

;VOR, VORTAC, and TACAN navaids are
classed according to their operational use. There
are three classes as follows:

T Terminal
L Low altitude
H High 'altitude

Table 8-2 shows the normally anticipated
altitude and interference-free distance service.
/t is apparent from the table that this'is not
maximum range of the facility. Use ot these
facilities' beyond the proscribed limitations
is not intendediond may therefore result in
undependable or inadequate indications,,in the..
aircraft.

,
VORs are identified by two methods consisting

of the ground facility transmitting one of' the
following:

IDENTIFICATION .

1. A 3-letter identifier in Morse code.
2. A recorded automatic voice identification

announcing the name of the facility followed
by the word "VOR."

Identification of VOR facilities f transmitted'
..0

continuously except when intirruptid.by an actual
voice transmission on the voice feature of the

- navaid, or during periods of maintenance, in
which case the identification of the facility is
removed.

TAbANs are identified by grotInd facility
.transmission of a 3-letter identifier in Morse
code at regular intervals of 37.5 seconds.

VORTAC identification requires identification
of both the" VOR and TACAN portions of the
facility: The procedure is basically the same

.riT211/1 ..1 11:1Maiamille :Ariz tatzniteemi t;'1 et-
interlocked; i.e., the VOR identification is
continuous except at regular intervals of every
57.5 seconds when the TACAN is identified.
Where the recorded automatic voice identification

-is used :for the VOR portion, it consists of
the name of the facility followed by the word
VORTAC.

VOR RECEIVER CHECKS

Federal Air Regulations art 91 provides
for' certain- VOR equipment accuracy checks
prior to flight, .under instrumept flight rules
(IFR), The FAA has provided the following means
of checking FOR receiver accuracy:

1. VOR test facility (VOT).
2. Certified airborne checkpoints.

Table 8-2. Altitude and radius distances

Class

L

H

H

H

H

Al t 1 tole s Distance

IL*. end below

Below 11,000'

'Below 11,000'

14,500' 17,999'

11,000' FL 450
0kboy

FL 450

25

40

40

100

130

100

*Applicable only within the ccntiguAts 4$ states.
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3. Certified checkpoints on the airport
surface.

The VOR test facility (VOT) transmits a test
signal for VOR receivers which provides a
convenient and accurate means to determine the
operational status of their receivers.

F Airborne and ground checks consist of certi-
fied radials that should be received at specific
points on the airport surface, or over speiffic
landmarks while airborne in the immediate
vicinity of the airport.

Should an error in excess of phis or minus
4 degrees be indicated through the use of the
ground check, or plus or minus 6 degrees using
the airborne check, IFR should not be attempted
without-first correcti the-error.

NOTE: In addition to servicing 120 aircraft,
two distance signals are generated, processed,7
and utilized by the monitoring equipment. nisi'
ensures ground-station reliability.

TACAN bearing accuracy is plus or minus
3/4 of 1 degree. The-distance accuracy is about
plus or minus 600 feet plus 2 percent of the
distance measured.

At riospheric conditions above 60,000 feet are
such that the high voltages within the equipment
are sufficient to cause arcing. Therefore,
'TACAN operation is limited to altitudes up to
50,000 feet.

On later models of airborne TACAN equipment,
air-to-air ranging has been added which provides
egla sne as is Pi Si: - .

In addition to the above procedure, the Navy
has established checkpoints on taxiways, usually
-in close proximity to the warmup area, or
those used just prior to taxiing on the runway
in use. These checkpoints consist of a position
on the taxiway, marked by a 20' circle painted
on the surface, and a painted sign adjacent to
the taxiway that indicates the distance and bear-
ing to the TACAN/VOR from a position directly
over the circle. (See chapter 10.)

CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

The- VOR and TACAN characteristics are
similar with the exception of VOR providing
bearing information only and operating in the
VHF frequency band. Since TACAN is widely
used throughout the Navy as a primary navaid,
no reference is made to VOR in this section.

The TACAN flys! m employs 126 two-way
operating channels of 2 MHz spacing within
the frequency range of 960 to 1215 MHz. Bearing
information i$ available to an unlimited number
of aircraft within range (line of sight) of the
facility. Distance information is also limited to
line of sight and normally extends from 0 to 195
miles. Newer equipment may provide distance
information to 300 miles. A ground facility will
reply to as many as 120 interrogations for
distance information simultaneously. Thus it can
be said that each of the 126 TACAN channels-.
available will provide full service (bearing
and distance) to as many as 120 aircraft
simultaneously.

radio sets. To accomplish this function, pilots
of the aircraft concerned must agree. upon
Selection of two different TACAN channels which
are separated by exactly 63 MHz. If such a
capability exists, an airborne TACAN radio
set can transmit distance reply signals to
interrogations from as many as five other sets
simultaneously. At the same time, the set will
receive replies to its own interrogations from
all fide other sets. However, only the distance
to one other set can be displayed on the aircraft's
distance indicator. No bearing information is
available between aircraft when the air-to-air
ranging feature of the equipment is selected.
Also, ground-to-air information is not available.,
when the air-to-air feature is selected. Figure
8-9 is an example of the visual display provided
the pilot when the air-to-air feature is selected.

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

The purpose of this section is to provide the
Air Controlman with an ideacf the practical use
of TACAN and, the basic aircraft instruments
involved. There, are several types of instruments,
or modifications thereof, available, and new
ones are being produced continuously to provide
Navy pilots with the best possible navigation
assistance. The instruments depicted here are
not to be considered as Standard inNavyaircraft.
VOR is not referred to due to similarity of
operation with the exception that VOR provides
bearing information only and operates within
the VHF frequency band instead of the UHF band
as does TACAN.
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Figure 8-10 shows a TACAN control box and
the various switches. The control system labeled
CHAN allows a pilot to select one of the 126
operating TACAN channels available. The switch
at the upper right hand side of the control box
allows a pilot to turn the TACAN set off, receive
`only (REC) which provides bearing information
only, transmit/receive (T/R) which provides
both bearing and distance information, or
air - to-air ranging (A/A) which provides distance
information between airborne TACAN radio sets.
The volume control selects the desired volume
level of the identification of the TACAN channel
selected. This identification is the 3-letter Morse
code identification of the TACAN and is heard
in the pilot's radio headset.

24)1.113
Figure 8-9. Air-to-air ranging.

Figure 8-11 shows three basic instruments
A ANalrnavi ation.----Th = re - as---__

follows:

1. The range indicator, which displays dis-
tance in nautical miles to the TACAN station
selected by the channel selector.

2. The course indicator, which displays the
following:

a. The relative position of the course
selected (the window labeled tour e) to the air-
craft (vertical bar).

b. Whether the selected cou e will take
the aircraft TO or FROM (TO-FR M indicator
on the left side of the instruments the station.

c. The relationship of the aircraft's heading
(vertical needle) to the course selected.

3. The radio magnetic indicator (RMI), which
displays the following:

a. The magnetic heading of the aircraft
(rotating compass card).

b. The relative bearlig of the TACAN ,-
station from the airOtaft (large needle with the
number 2 on it).

NOTE: There is another small needle- used
on the RMI for Automatic Direction Finding
(ADF), which is discussed later in this chapter,
but is not shown in figure 8-11.

Figure 8-12 is an example of maintaining
201.114 flight along a specified TACAN radial by

Figure 8-10. TACAN control box. correcting for wind drift._
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Figure- 8-11. e indicator course Indicator

Figure 8-11 is the actual instrument display
of the aircraft's position No. 1 in figure 8-12
as follows:

1. The range indicator shows that the air-
craft is 60 miles from the TACAN station.

2. The course Indicator shows that the air-
craft is on the selected course (060) which will
take it TO the station.

3. The radio magnetic indicator (RMI) shows
that thi aircraft's magnetic heading is 060 and
the TACAN is directly ahead of the aircraft.

At position No. 2 of figure 8-12 wind has
blown the aircraft off the radial. The instruments
indicate this as follows:

1. The range indicator shows that the air-
craft is now 50 miles from the TACAlki station.

2. The course indicator shows:

a. The selected course (060) which will
takes the aircraft TO the station is left of the
aircraft's position (vertical bli!r).

b.,4140.- aircraft's heading is parallel to
the selected,hourse (vertical needle).

3. The RM1 shows that the aircraft's heading
Is still 060 magnetic:;' but the TACAN station
now bears left of the aircraft's nose.

The pilot must 'apply corrections to return
the aircraft to the desired radial. Position No. 3

0

%.50 :Se I !Au IstIf :

201.115

shows the instrument display after the corrections
have been made as follows:

1. The range indicator shows the aircraft
is now 40 miles from the TACAN station.

2. The course indicator shows that the se-
lected radial (060) is still left of the aircraft's
position (vertical bar), and the heading of the
aircraft will intercept or is toward the selected
course (vertical needle).

3. The RMI shows that the pilot has changed
the magnetic heading to 030 and the TACAN
station now 'bears to the right of the aircraft's
nose.

Position No. 4 shows the aircraft back on
course with a corrected heading to maintain,
such course as follows:

1. The range indicator shows the aircraft is
now 10 miles from the TACAN station.

2. The course indicator shows the following:

a. The aircraft is back on the selected
radial (vertical bar) which will take it TO the
station.

b. The aircraft's heading is left of the
course selected to compensate for the wind
(vertical needle).

3. The RMI shows the aircraft's magnetic
heading is 050 and the TACAN station bears
right of the aircraft's nose.
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.

.201.117,
Figure 8 -18. TACAN station passage...

When the aircraft passes over the station,
distance on the range indicator will commence
to increase, the vertical bar on Nhe course
indicatoy will fluctuate from side to side
momentizily, the TO-FROM Indication on the
course indicator will change to FROM, and
the needle on the RMI will rotate aimlessly,
then stabilize 180 degrees from the bearing
approaohing the station, or point aft of the
aircraft to the TACAN station; The reason for
the course indicator and RMI TACAN needle
fluctuation is a large cone of ambiguity directly
over all TACAN stations in which no bearing
information is received. This cone of ambiguity
is 100 degrees. Therefore, the instruments which
use bearing information will t settle down
until an aircraft has passed thro the -cone.
Howeter, distance information is constant; and
since it is slant range, there will be a reading
of distance directly over the TACAN station
which indicates the vertical distance or altitude
of the aircraft. (See fig. 8-18.)

TACAN may also be used to maintain a
constant distance, called ARC, from a TACAN
station. To accomplish _this a pilot would,after
arriving at the desired distance (ARC), selec t-a,

166

magnetic heading on the RMI to cause the RMI
TACAN needle to point off the aircraft's wing
or 90 degrees relative to the TACAN station.
Then the magnetic heading would be altered
slightly to maintain a constant distance or fly
the ARC, and constant relative bearing to the
TACAN- station.

RADIO BEACONS

Several types of radio beacons are used as
aids to aircraft navigation. The discussion in
this chapter includes nondirectional beacons,
ADF procedures, and marker beacons.

NONDIRECTIONAL
RADIO BEACONS (NDB)

,A low- or medium-frequency radio beacon
transmits nondirectional signals whereby the
pilot of an aircraft equipped with a loop antenna
can determine his bearing and "home" on the
station. These navaids normally operate in the
frequency range of 200 to 415 kHz and transmit
a continuous _carrier with a continuous keyed .

identification except during voice transmissions.

a.
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When a radio beacon is used in conjunction
with the ILS markers, it is called a compass
locator. ILS systems are discussed later in
this chapter..

All radio beatons except the compass
-: locators transmit- a continuous three-letter

identification in code. Cofnpass locators transmit
a continuous two-letter identification in code.

Voice transmissions are made on radio
beacone unless the letter W (without voice) Is
included in the class designator. Radio beacons
are subject to disturbances that. result in

. ADF needle deviations, signal fades, and in-
-terference from distant stations during night
operations. Table 8-3 shows the classification
and normal usable distances of NDBs.

T. NIA IC DIRECTION r ( r7

Although many . new types of direction finding
and homing equipment are coming into widespread
use, the radio compass still remains a basic and
important piece of equipment for homing,
tracking, course interception, time/distance
checks, and similar purpdges, Therefore, a
brief description of the basic method utilized in
an ADF orientation is included so that the Air
Controlman may visualize the "pilot's position"
during an ADF orientation.

When the pilot is flying ADF, the problem of
orientation is solved automatically. The 0-180
degree axis of the radio compass indicator
aligned with the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.
yhus,, you can think of 0 degrees on the radio
compass dial as representing the nose of
the aircraft, while 180 degrees on the radio
'compass dial represents the tail of the aircraft.
Tile radio compass needle always points toward

Table 8-3. Service range of NDB facilities

201.118 '
Figure 8- 14. Inbound bearing to station X.

the station. This means that when the radio
compass indication is between 0 and 090
degrees, the station is ahead and to the right
of the aircraft. When the radio compass points
to a reading between 090 and 180 degrees, the
station is behind and to the ,right. A reading
between 180 and 270 degrees shows that the
station is behind and to the left, while a reading
of between 270 and 360 degrees shows that
the station is ahead and to the left. The radio
eompasa needle points to the number of degrees
the pilot must turn in a clockwise direction to
head directly toward the station. This is called
relative bearing of the station.

By adding the relative^bearing of the station
and the magnetic heading of the/aircraft; the
pilot can determine the magnetic bearing of the

to the station. B looking at
station. This establishes a line of It osition from
the aircraft
figure 8-14 you can see that the aircraft is
approaching the station from the southwest. The
Magnetic Waring of the station is 060.degrees.
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that
there is no wind drift, so a -magnetic heading
of 060 degrees is holding the aircraft on this
bearing. The radio compass indicates the relative
bearing, Of the stationthe ,tingle measured
clockwise from the nose of the aircraft to the
station. In this case,, the relative bearing is,
0 degrees.
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MARKER BEACONS

Atilarker beacons serve to identify a particular
location in space along an airway or on the
approach; to an instrument runway. This is
done by means of a 75-MHz transmitter which
transmits a directional signal to be received
by ,aircraft flying overhead. Four clasbes of
markers are now in general use-FM, LFM,
and ILS marker beacons, and Station Location
or Z-Markers.

The ,,,,,Class FM fanmarkers are- used to
provide 'a positive identification of positions
at definite points along the airways. The
transmitters have albower output of approxi-
mately 100 watts. Two types of antenna array
are used with class FM fanms.rors. The
first type used, and generally referred to as

stanuar , et : -sn: eci
pattern, which at an elevation of 1,000 feet above
the station is about 4 miles wide and. 12 miles
long. At 10,000 feet the pattern widens to about
12 miles wide and 35 miles long. (The long
axis lies across the airway.)

The second array produces a- dumbell or
boge?shapeci .pattern, which at the "handle" is
about 3 miles wide at 1,000 feet. The borre-sh"aped
marker is preferred at approach control
locations because the narrow pattern provides
a more accurate position.

The clasp LFM or low-powered fanmarkers
have a rated power output of 5 watts and are
usually located within 5 miles of the station with
which they are associated. The antenna array
produces a 'circular pattern which appears
'elongated at right angles to the airway due to
Lim directional characteristics of the v.ii-uraft
receiving antenna. .-

ILS marker beacon information is included
under the heading "Instrument Landing System"
in,this chapter.

The Station Location, or Z-Marker, was
developed to meet the need for a positive position
indicator for aircraft operating under instrument
flying conditions, to show the pilot when he was
passing directly over a Low Frequency Radio
Range Station. The marker consists of a 5 -watt

loansmitter and 1.4. directional antenna array
which is located On the range plot between the
towers or the loop antennas.

At certain installations where the fanmarker
is located off the airways and the radio beacon
is installed at the fanmarker site, is the FMHW.

'15/
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The FMHW is a combination of two facilities,
for the specific purpose of allowing aircraft to
proceed directly to the marker by means of the
radio compass. The FMHW consists of, the
following:

1. FM A fanmarker, bone or eliptical, 100
watts.

2. MH- A low-powered radio beacon, less
than 50 watts.

W- Designates with a voice facility.

INSTRUMENT LANDING-SYSTEM

One of the most importabt problems in the
achievement of all-weather flightflignt reliability has
been the development of a Fwetern for landing---
aircraft by instruments. This development has
gradually evolved into the present Instrument
Landing System, Commonly known as ILS.

The ILS system may be divided functionally ,

into three parts:

1. Guidance information - localizer, glide
'slope

2. Range information- marker beacons%

3. Visual information- approach lights, touch-
down and centerline lights, and runway
lights.

While - these three elements are being
improved. there are several supplementary
elefnents being incorporated to further increase
the utility and saf y of the system. Compass
locator stations ve been added to assist In
holding proCedu and in tracking the localizer
Course. PAR is another added feature which is
used to monitor the actual flightpath of aircraft
using ILS.

To utilize the localizer associated with the
1LS, an aircraft, to receive -one of the 20 ILS
channels available, must be equipped with a
VHF receiver capable of receiving frequencies
in the 108- to 112 -MHz band. The aircraft
must- also be equipped with a course indicator
to display the information received.

The structure housing the localizer unit of
the ILS is located on the extended centerline
of the instrument 'runway of an airport. It is
located far enough from the end of the runway
to prevent it from being classed as a hazard.
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and offset 400 -600 feet from the runway
centerline.

The beam projected by the,glideptith trans-,
mitter. is eseentially the same as would be the
localizer beam operating on its side. The upper
side of the ,beam modulated at 90 Hz and the-
lower side at 150 Hz.

The glidepath projection angle is normally
adjusted to '3 degrees abovirthe horizontal so
that it intersects the middle marker at about
200 feet and the outer marker at abbut 1,400 feet

201..119 above the runway elevation.
Figure 8 -15. ILS localizer installation.,

In addition to the desired course, all glidepath
facilities inherently produce additional courses

This unit radiates a field pattern directly at higher vertical , angles. However, provided
down the centerline of the runway toward the pilOts are properly indbctrinated in glidepath
fanmarkers. It also directs another field pattern instrumentation and follow procedures correctly,in-the-opposBe-direction.-.--Theattertwill- not- be encountered --and

called the front and back courses, respectively.
(See fig. ii-15.)

Utilizing the front course for an ILS approach
is desirable since glidepath information is
displayed only on this course. The back course
may also be used, but since no glidepath
information is available, the approach minimums
will be considerably higher.

The localizer has a power output of 100
watts. This is sufficient to provide course
guidance to the runway from a distant* of 18
nautical miles, provided the aircraft is not lower
than 1,000 feet Above the surface or not higher
than 4,500 feet above the elevation of the antenna
site. To produce the oncourse signal, the radiated
field pattern is modulated at two different
frequencies. The right side, looking from the
outer marker toward the transmitter, is
modulated at 150 Hz. This is identified as the
'blue sector on maps or chats. The left side
Is modulated at 90 Hz and 'is identified as the
yellow sector. The ,oncourse .is the point of
equisignal strength between the, radiated pattern.

Each localizer is identified by a 3-letter
code group preceded by an "I" designitor;
for intince, I-MIA or I-DAL. Most ILS
installations include a voice facility on the
localizer frequency... This voice facility is
used for the transmission of approach control
initribtiOns from the airport control tower,

The glidepath, unit is hbused in a building
located between 750 and 1,250 feet from the
approach end of the runway (doWn the runway)

will cause no difficulty in glidepath navigation.
(See ig. 8-16.)

The glidepath transmitter operates in A,

frequency band of 329.3 to 335.0 MHz, with a
reception range of 18 nautical miles aid a power
output of 5 watts.

0) Every localizer frequency has a corresponding
glidepath frequency. The frequency selector
control is designed' to switch the glidepath
receiver to the corresponding frequency auto-
matically when the pilot selects the proper
localizer frequency, provided the aircraft is
eq6ipped with a glidepath receiver. This process
is known as PAIRED FREQUENCIES.

The 'markers used with the MS are low-
powered fanmarkers of 3 watts or less output,
operating on the fanmarker frequency of 75 me
and radiating .the Same, vertical elliptical-shaped
pattern.

. ION.

APPROX. 3,5004'[.
APPNOX P7 MILES*,

1000Ft PROM
4IND OF RUNWAY

201.120
Figure 8-16.ILS -glidepath and marker instal-

lation.
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The outer marker is located approximately
4 to 7 miles from the...Instrument runway and is

4
aligned on the front course of the ILS.

The middle marker is located approximately
3,500 feet from the approach end of the runway,
between the runway and the outer marker.

Certain civil and military aircraft are
equipped with ILS marker receivers which are
used in connection with ILS facilities. They are
usually equipped with purple and amber lights
mounted on the instrument panel of the aircraft.
Although all ILS markers are on the same
frequency, the different lights are designed to
operate independently, depending oil the madula-
tion frequency (tone) of the signal being received.
A '400-Hz band-pass filter is included in the
purple light hookup and a 1,300:-Hz filter, for
the 'amber light. These filters are intended to
pass only the particular modulatiolitfrequency
fo which they are designed. Thus, when the

rcraft is over an outer marker (400-Hz tone),
e purple light will flash two dashes per second.
en the aircraft is over a middle marker

(1,300-Hz tone), the amber light will flash
alternate dots and dashes.

The modulated tone signal is heard in the
headset, and at the same time the visual signal
is displayed by the marker beacon light.

Compass locators have a power output of
less than 25 watts, a range of at least 15 miles,
and operate between 200 and 415 kHz. It . is
employed as an, aid in following:

1. Transition from en- route to ILS, flying
a homing path direct to the outer marker from
the designated radio fix or facility.
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2. Flying a holding pattern by keeping the
pilot .advised at all times of his position relative
to the outer marker.

3. "Tying down" and tracking the localizer
course.

4. Determining when the markers are passed.
This is particularly useful in case of failure
of the fanmarker equipment.

A 2-letter identifier is used for the identifir
cation of the compass locator (LOM and LMM).
The two letters are derived from the 3-letter
location identifier.

The first and second letters of the 3- letter
location identifiei are assigned to the front
course outer marker compass locator (LOM),
and the second and third letters are assigned
to the front course- middle marker compass
locator .(LMM).

ExarOple: Oklahoma City, Okla. OKC LQM
OK LMM KC.

When used in conjunction with ILS, compass
locators are installed at the outer and/or
middle marker location. They are designed for
use with automatic direction finding (ADF)
equipment inke aircraft.

eAt somlocations, higher-powered radio
beacons, up to 400 watts, are used as outer
marker compass locators. These generally carry
transcribed weather broadcast information.

l6 5



CHAPTER 9

CONTROL TOWER EQUIPMENT

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce
the Air Controlman to the various types and
pieces. of equipment found in control towers
throughout the Navy. Great strides have been
taken in the past decade to standardize and
modernize both the control towers and the
equipment therein. Through constant research
and development the Air Controlman May expect
to see even snore development in equipmeAt
in the future. This is necessary to keep pace
with the rapid- progress being made in the
field of aviatiOn.

The equipment and methods of operation
discussed in this chapter are considered to
be most widely in use at this time. As new
methods and equipment are installed at duty
stations, it behooves every Air Controlman
to study diligently, not only the method of
operation, but the capabilities and limitations
of the equipment and the techniques utilized.

JOINT ELECTRONICS TYPE
DESIGNATION SYSTEM

The Joint Electronics Type Designation
System (JETDS), formerly known as the AN
-.nomenclature system, was developed to stand-
ardize, within the DOD, identification of electronic
material and associated equipment.

This system of type designations applies to
developmental, . preproduction, and production,
models of systems, groups, components, and
subassemblies of electronic equipment for
military use. Once assigned, a type designatiOn
Ivill never be duplicated. In the JETDS,
nomenclature consists of a name followed by a
type designation, which is composed of indicator
letters and an assigned number. The type
designation- will always applikuto one specific
article or any subsequent improvements that
May be made on that article. .

,

A type designation assignment for a complete-
system, or set, consists of an AN (which is
used to identify major items of electronic
equipment), a slant bar, a series of three
letters, a hyphen, and a number. The meanings
of the three letters following the slant bar may be
found in the table %included in this manual as
appendix U.

An example of a type designator would be
Radar Set AN/SPS-10, which ib a surface search
.radar set designed for installation aboard ship.

COMMUNICATIONS--CONSOLES

Radio is the primary means of communications
with aircraft, both in the air and on the ground.
Different radio frequencies 'are established for
a particular type of operation. For example,
most Navy towers have 340.2, 360.2, 142.74,
and 126.2 assigned specifically for airport traffic
control purposes. Additional frequencies may
be established by appropriate authority ateome
facilities depending upon operational require-
ments. Different operating positions within the
same facility may have to share the same
frequency for a single aircraft operation. For
example, single piloted IFR aircraft should be
provided a single frequency approach to the
maximum extent that communications and traffic
conditions permit. Therefore, approach control,
radar facility, and the control tower may find
it necessary to use the same frequency sometime
during such in operation. Additionally, inter-
facility communications may be necessary foy
coordination between the different operating
positions where physical contact between con-
trollers is not possible. To provide controllers
with this capability, communications consoles
are provided -which allow selection of various
frequencies and intercommunications between
operating positions.

160
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Figure 9-1.AN/FSA-17 communications console.

AN/FSA-17 COMMUNICATIONS CONSOLE

- The AN/FSA-17 communications console (fig.
9-1) is a communications control system for
air traffic control centers at naval air stations
and other facilities where several operators
must exercise control over multichannel radio
communications while at the same time maintain-
ing interphone communications with each other.

The system provides control of as many
as 20 -transmitters with a lockout feature that
denies the use of a transmitter to any other
operator once selected. It also monitors as many
as 20' radid receivers at any one time. An
operator can talk to one or more operators
on the interphone feature. The interphone feature
allows private line or party line inter-
communication.

161

201.17

The operatiOn of the console is simple, once
the confusion of ,the multiplicity of controls
is overcome. (See fig. 9-1.) Located on the
right side of the console is a microphone level
indicating meter, level controls for the micro-
phone and headphone, and a dimmer control
for illuminations, as well as lights and switches.
The 3-position, radiophone switches control the
receivers and transmitters., These switches are
OF F ,in the down position. To monitor a frequency,
the switch is moved to the middle position.
To select a transmitter, while monitoring the
frequency, the switch is moved to the top
The radiophone frequency chart is a
strip of translucent plastic placed
radiophone switches. The frequency c
by each switch may be written on th s chart
for ready reference. Above each switch is an
amber light which glows whet a radio call is

IGY
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Figure 9-2.7- Speaker amplifier. control.-
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201.18.

\ . I
Figure 9-3.AN/FSA-52 communications console;
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received, regardless of the position of the switch.
A green light immediately above each amber
light will glow when a transmitter is selected
by 'a4corresponding switch-.

The 20 interphone switches on the bottom of
the console control the 20 private line Interphone
circuits. The switches are OFF in the down
(middle) position. To call and talk to another
operator, the switch corresponding to thedesired
operator is moved to the upper position. Above
each interphone switch is a red light which
will glow when the position is called by another
operator (the one corresponding to the number
unde,r the light). The supervisor interphone switch
provides a private line interphone circuit to
the supervisor's console in the same manner
as the other interphone switches.

The party line cutout enables a controller to
disconnect from a party line (programed into
the system) by moving the switch up.

A speaker amplifier control is supplementary
equipment added to the control tower operator's
console. (See fig. 972.) This unit is usually
installed directly above the basic FSA-17 with
corresponding frequencies. Placing any one of ,

the 20 receiver switches on the speaker amplifier
control removes that particular receiver from
the operator's headphone circuit and ,feeds it
to an associated speaker, The speaker level
control provides for contrql of speaker volume.
The dimmer control is used to adjust panel
illumination intensity. The speaker muting system
prevents acoustical feedback through a micro-
phone. To achieve headphone operation on all
frequencies; the operator needs merely to raise
the muting switch,

AN/FSA-52 COMMUNICATIONS CONSOLE

The . AN/FSA-52 communications console is
similar in design and basically the same in
operation as the AN/FSA-17. It allows for
additional frequencies, intercommunicatio9s and
possible operating positions. It may aAo' be
prograTed for the use of sever direct
telephone lines through the console. (See & 9-3.)

A speaker amplifier control unit is 'shown
directly below the AN /FSA -52 console in figure
9-4. Other auxiliary equipment, such as a speaker,
jackbox, and boom-type headset necessary for
controller operation, are shown in figure 9-4.

In addition, equipment discussed later in
this chapter is shown on top of the panel An
front of the controller such as, a digital-type
altimeter setts indidator, wind direction and
speed indicato , and digital time indictor showing
hours, minute , and quarter minutes. Also shown
is a flight progress strip holder. (Flight progress
strips are described and illustrated in chapter 5.)

Figure 9-5 is an overall view of a typical
control tower layout showing the'various types of
equipment used by the control tower operators.
A floor-mounted microphone keying foot switch
used with the three communications systems'
described in this chapter is illustrated in
figure 9-5.

- ,

AN/FSA-58 COMMUNICATIONS CONSOLE

The AN/FSA-58 (fig. 9-6) is a newer type
of equipment which possesses many new and
desirable features. The modular oharacteristicS
of this system permit a virtually unlimited
expansion of the basic equipment without undue,
installation of large amounts of additional unites.

Some' of the features incorporated in this
communications equipment are as follows:

1. Console mounting may be accomplished
by arranging the Modules in either a vertical
or horizontal manner.

2. No limitations as to the number of transmit
or receive circuits for radiophone channels.

3. Interphone circuits available between
controllers and between the supervisor and
controllers.

4. The supervisor'ecorisole contains a pi:o'er
and fault alarm system that indicates both
visually and aurally when trouble occurs within

jhe system.

5. Backup poWer supply that automatically
shifts to batteries or standby power source in
the event of primary power failure.

6. Individual speaker and volume control at
each control position.

7. Override feature on the supervisor's
console.

8. Landline circuits may be patched into the
modules.
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4

ef,

Fiore 9-4. AN/FSA-52 installation and auxiliary equipment.

As can be seen, this particular piece of
equipment is extremely adaptable for use in
either the control tower or a radar control
room.

A controller's position would normally consist
of a minimum of four modules: a speaker
amplifier, console amplifier, radiophone switch
(TX/RX),, and interphone switch with additional
radiophone (TX/RX) modules installed as
required. If it is desired only to monitor a particular

All pushouttons are the lighted iransparent\Irequency, simply depress the RCVR/MON button
colored lens type

th
with provisions fOr identifying

frequency, channel number, position, etc. The
console amplifier contains a dimmer switch
to .Control the intensity of these lights. (See
fig. 9-6.)

201.20

frequency button glows at half brilliance before
being depressed, this indicates that it is
in use by another controller or the supervisor;
cif depressed, a busy signal is heard in the
headset and the light will flash brightly.

Receiver audio will be heard in the headset
when the HEADSET /SPICK button (white) is not
depressed; to transfer the receiver to the
speaker merely depress this button and adjust
the speaker level control for theloudness desired,

To operate, select the desired frequency.
and depress the appropriate XMTR SEL button
(given) on the radiophone module. This light
will then glow a steady bright. If the desired

- (yellow). With the button pushed in the light
will glow at half brilliance.

Operation of the interphone system (fig. 9-6)
is equally as simple; to call alltilker controller
or the supervisor, depress the CALL button
(red) for the station desired and the lamp will
light. The HEADSET/SPKR button operates in
the same manner as previaisly described for
the radiophone section.
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The monitor button (red) has a mDmentary push
button feature which allows the controller to
listen to incoming calls. This light is illuminated
when another station is.calling,

Adjustment of headphone volume and n1cro-
phone level is accomplished by utilization of the
controls located on the console amplifier.

In addition to the controls listed on the
controller's console, the supervisor has the
ability to ascertain which .controller is utilizing
a particular frequency, what channels the
controller has been programed for, and a
provision to call all controllers simultaneously
on the interphone.

I'Ves,
-,14+

The jackbox (fig. 9-7) is used in conjunction
with the AN/FSK-52 and AN/FSA-58 communi-
cations equipment. It provides two jacks for
the headset, one .marked RADIO ONLY and the
other marked RADIO-TELCO. For operation
without landlines installed Li the system, the
headset would be plugged into the RADIO ONLY
jack. When landlines are wired into the console
and a controller requires access to them in
addition to the normal radiophone channels, he
would plug his headset into the RADIO-TELCO
jack. The jackbox is equipped with a switch
which allows the controller to change between
radiophone and landline circuits. A green light

1,4..464

4, 441
--rii7,,ivrpfrinymrimitumm

Figure 9-5.=-,qpintrol tower layout.
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Figure 9-6. AN/FSA-58 controller's communication console,

.GREEN

RADIOTELCO
SWITCH

RADIO ONLY
JACK

RADIO-TELCO
-JACK

201.215
Figure 9-7.-:-AN/FSA-52 and AN/FSA-58 com-

munications jackbox.

located on the jackbox unit will glow when the
"switch is in the TELCO position. With the
switch in the RADIO position any received audio
will be heard 'in the headset while it will be

SPECIAL
SWITCH
MODULE

201.248

transferred to the speaker when the switch is
placed in the TELCO position.

.

Standard-type headsets and a foot-operated
switch (figs. 9-4 and 9-5) are utilized with the
AN /FS4 communications equipment..

MICROPHONES

A microphone is essentially an energy
converter that changes sound energy into cor-
responding electrical energy. When one speaks
into a microphone, the audio pressure waves
strike the diaphragm of the microphone and
cause it to move in and out in accordance with
the instantaneous pressure delivered to it. The
diaphragm is attached., to a device that causes
current to flow in proportion to the instantaneous
pressure applied to the diaphragm.

TYPES

There are two types of microphones in use
today by ATC facilities; they are the hand-held
type (fig. 9-8) and the headset type (fig. 9-9).
Both types should, ..be placed directly in front

' of the mouth, within one-half inch or almost
touching the lips. Most hand-held microphones
are relatively inefficient, and the slightest
variation of microphone position can drastically
reduce the intelligibility of the message being
transmitted.
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201.22
Figure 9-8.Hand-held microphone.

A newer style headset Is being incorporated
in ATC facilities as the older, but still reliable,
telephone operator style needs replacing. It is
very light in weight and construction and fits
comfortably behind the ear. (See fig. 9-10.)

1

Figure 9-9. Headset microphone.

1:1

PLASTIC BOOM
EXTENSION .

HOUSING FOR
AMPLIFIER

EAR PIECE

CORD TO JACKBOX

201.239
Figure 9-10. Lightweight headset !microphone.

TECHNIQUES

Proper microphone technique is important in
radiotelephone communications. Transmissions
should be concise and in a normal conversational
tone. Consider the following suggestions for
proper technique: Speak clearly and distinctly;
avoid extremes of voice pitch; be natural; use
standard phraseologies to the maximum extent
practicable, but do not be afraid to use plain
language where no precedence has been set;
shieldyour mike from outside noises; keep your
mike a sufficient distance from an associated

'speaker to avoid acoustical feedback.
In radiotelephone communications, the opeia-

tor of the equipment becomes part of the system.
The manner in which -the message is delivered
determines the effectiveness of the transmitted
signal as well as the power and efficiency of
the equipment. Figure 9-8 and 9-9 illustrate
correct technique for hand-held and 'boOrn or
headset-type microphones, respectively.

VOICE ,RECORDERS AND
REPRODUCERS

201.23 The purpose of, recorders in air traffic
control facilities is to record conversations

1 n
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Figure 9-11. RD-217/UNH front panel controls.

between controllers and aircraft, These record-
ings of control instructions become a record of
the many conversations that take place between

, pilot and controllers and between pilots of
separate aircraft.

They are used for aircraft accident'analysis;
checks on circuit discipline; analyzing adequacy
and accuracy of air. traffic control instructions;

;immediate playback for assistance in search
and rescue; and for voice training of air traffic
co_ ntrol personnel.

All radio circuits used for the control of
air traffic shall be recordedicontinuously during
hours of operation. Operator position recording
is normally employed; however, the following
frequencies shall be recorded independently:

a 1. UHF Emergency
2. VHF Emergency
3. UHF Primary (loostl VFR control)
4. UHF Primary (approach control)

1.68
174

201.24

VOICE RECORDER-
REPRODUCER RD-217/UNH

TheD- 217 /UNH (Sound-Scriber Model S-124)
Single Channel Recorder/Reproducer (fig. 9-11)
is being replaced by the RD-379(V)/UNH ten-
channel recorder-reproducer (discussed later in
this chapter) as monies become available.
Because of this only a brief orientation on the
operation and control of the RD-217/UNH will
be given in the Rate Training Manual.

Operation and Control

Supplement this description by studying the
Sound-Scriber Service Manual sent with the
recorder in order to familiarize yourself with,
the capabilities and limitations of the recorder.

The RD-217/UNH Single Channel Magnetic
Tape Recorder-Reproducer has been engineered
and designed to perform the specific task of
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2520"

1455

/1
0001

1454

201025
Figure 9-12.Portion of magnetic tape.

continuously recording any desired communi-
cation signal over any period of time up to
24 hours without tape change. In addition, the
time iii minutes from 0000 to 1455 (24 hours,
plus a 15-minute overtime allowance)'has been
precision-printed on the visible side of the tape
as it moves past the recording head.

All the controls of the magnetic tape recorder
(except the automatic volume control switch)
are conveniently located on the front panel.
(See fig. 9-11.) Study the service manual for
complete procedures as to the proper methods
to follow when tapes are to be changed or when
playback is desireds

The recording medium is a brown magnetic
tape wound on a 3 3/4-inch diameter plastic
reel with the coated side wound toward the inside.
Each tape is 2 inches wide and approximately
312 feet long.

There are two time scales on each reel
of tape. To permit easy location of recorded
material, the uncoated side is stamped in
minutes to provide a time scale. This scale
starts at 0000 minutes at one end of the tape
and is stamped, along its length, a total of 1,455
minutes. (See fig. 9-12.) The time scale that is
right ,side-up as the operator faces the recorder
is the one being used. In order to locate a
specific portion of the recording, it is necessary
to convert the number to time. If the number is

u
0200, it indicates that 200 minute have elapsed
since the tape was actuated. The conversion
formulas are:. If you have the number, divide
by 60; if you have the time in hours, multiply
by 60 and add the minutes.

Recorded material can be stored under normal
conditicins for an indefinite period of time without
magnetic deterioration. The ideal site for both
the recorder and the spare tapes is a room
where dust and dirt- are- ..at a minimum, the-1--
temperature ran s between 60° to 75°F, and
the relative idity is 60 percent or less. The
tapes can --ilaetr (Net° Mid nverfor reccrrdittr-
by erasing the recorded material. To erase the
recorded material, a demagnetizer is used.

. %),.1., ,

The Chief -Cif Naval Operations requires all
air traffic control facilities to keep .their
recorded reels on file for a period of 10 days
before erasing. However, in some instances a
length of rtitcordeinraterial-needs to- be -kept - -
longer than the reqUired time. In this case, the
desired portion of the tape can be removed and
another piece of tape the same length 'spliced
in its place. r

Each air traffic control facility, has a main-
tenance kit supplied with each recorder. Within
this kit are two reels of splicing tape. To splice
the tape, place the ends of the tape that are to
be spliced together, cut the tape at a 60-degree
angle using cifftlaiglittIlie° and' fit Itt blade hi:
similar device and make sure that the cutting
device is not magnetized. (See fig. 9-13.) Align
both ends of the tape with the uncoated side

. of the tape up and cover the aligned enitsof
the tape with the splicing tape. The splicing
tape should be allowed to protrude over the
edges of the tape and should not be stretched,
as stretching will cause it to curl. Apply pressure
to the splicing tape with the thumbnail or a
smooth object, then remove the excess tape
with nonmagnetic scissors.

201.26
Figure.9-13. Cutting magnetic tape.
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DEMAGNETIZER 4: c, 0:

Tlyrtiowaretiz0;1s*portable initnimtained
.40, an "aluminum caliinet. The deinagnOtiZer is
designed to erase the' recorded material fibm

compleptmel tape: (See fig. 9-14 for an
illustrit4m find ols of the' demagnetizer.)

Tor *denlapetize reel of tape, hold the
power switch' of the demignedier in the ON
Position until' the neon °light becomes 'bright,
then place the reel of tape on the rollers.
lifter the reel is placed on the rollers, rotate
the reel three complete turns. After the turns
are complete, slowly remove the reel from the

,demagnetizer and release the power .switcli.
Be sure that the power switch is NOT released
before removing the reel. ,If this is not done
properly, a, loud swishing background noise will
be heard when this reel is played back after it
has been used for recording again. To complete
this procedure of erasing, thetapeshould-
remain in the demagnetizer approximately 10
seconds, but in no case should it be left in the
demagnetizer in excess of 15 seconds.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Both the recorder and the demagnetizer
employ voltages which are extremely dangerous

-1

if contacted by operating personnel. Operat g
personnel must at all times observe a ble
safety regulations when using or wor g with
this equipnient. If the magnetic tape recorder
is to be permanently located iti one spot, ground
the chassis of the machine to a good earth
connection. Because of the high voltage generated
by the demagnetizer, it must be grounded. NEVER
operate the demagnetizer without a proper ground.
A glary, strong magnetic field is created by the
tw4," poles Of the demagnetizer. Be careful not
to place any delicate instrument close to this

VOICE RECORDER - REPRODUCER
RD-379(t /UNH

The magnetic tape recorder-reproducer, (fig.
9-15), ;referred to hereafter as the unit, is an
audio4requenoy, solid-state, magnetic-tape re-
cording System whioh oan make simultaneous
recordings of up to ten ohannels of audio infor-
mation., Information stored on the tape may be
played baok through the reproducer head at
the recording site, or the tape may be removed
and played baok on the separate reproducer
RP-214(V)/UN. (See fig. 9-16.)

The unit contains two identical tape transport
assemblies, one of whioh is always kept in a
standby condition. A fail-safe control tone is
continuously reoorded and reproduced at a level
well below that. of the desired voice recording.
If the reproduce head fails to pick up this signal
(such as, when the tape breaks), recording is-
automatically switched from the operating trans-
port to the standby transport. When this happens,
a loud audio alarm activates at the recording
site. This alarm can be extinguished only at the
recording site, thus allowing the oause of the
alarm -to be corrected immediately.

A shorting tap generates a control signal
when most of the tape has been used and this
signal switches the recording from the used-up
transport to the standby transport.

New tapes may easily be loaded on the
transports; whenever the reoorded information
is no longer required (normally ten days), the
tape will automylicially be erased as it is used
for maldng, a new recording. Any one of the
ten channels oan be. individually monitored on
either of the two transports. A rotary switch
allows the operator to monitor .either the
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$ T

s .controller rniy note a marked increase in
- -velocity, gustiness, or -a- wind- -shift that,-,if -57

relayed immediately to the weather serVice
personnel, may be significant of impending or
approaching weather changes. These instruments

. are of several, sizes and mounted in various
201.240 ways in the tower. .

, .
.

Figure 9-15.- Voice recorder=reproducer RD- Normally, the meteorological instruments Io-*
-379(V)/UNH. cated in the tower are "slaves" to the equipment,/

..,...0:*

incoming signal or the reproduced signal (which
occurs approximately four Seconds after the
recording is made).

As previously stated, up to ten channels of
data may be recorded. It 113 normal practice
to use one of these channels to record anf audio
time announcement. This recorded title signal is
displayed in DAYS-HOURS-MINUTES-SECONDS.

For compfete operating instructions in tape
handling and loading procedures, consult section
three of the RD-379(V)/UNH technical manual.

VOICE REPRODUCER RP-214(V)/UN

The magnetic tape reproducer isdk portable,
audio-frequeincy, solid-state, magnetic tape re:-
producing machine with a 10- channel capability.
This unit (see fig. 9-16) is able to reproduoe
any three channels simultaneously and monitor
them on a loudspeaker or electrical headset.
Normal playback speed is 15/32 ips. Fast-forward
and rewind speed of 150 ips (minimum) enables
cueing and searching for specific parts, of the
recorded tape: Searching for a portion of
recorded information is extremely easy. All you
need to know is the time that the Incident'
happened and search for it by using the recorded
time announcement displayed in the window
located at the top of the reproducer. 411 controls
are located on two panels facing the operator.

For coinplete operating instructions on tape
handliiig and loading procedures, consult section
three of RP-214(V)/UN technical manual.

WIND INDICATOR
I, '3

Wing /motion and wind velocity indicators
are mounted in the control tower to provide
controllers with first-hand wind information in
order to select the proper runway to use during
specified wind conditions: They prdvide a method
for prompt issuance of wind directions and
velocities to pilots by controllers. Also,, the

..171
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_Figure 9 -16. Voice reproducer RP-214(V)/UN.
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DIRECTION
"INDICATOR

'SPEED
INDICATO

40.

Figure 9-17.ID-586/UMQ-5 wind direction and speed indicator.

Figure 9-18.--7.ID-1649/UM wind
speed indicator.

201:218
direction and

in the meteorological office. The wind direction
received in the weather office on the "master
set" is "true" dirvtion. On the other hand,
the ciirectiohal instruments in the tower must be
compensated' for magnetic variation so that the

.e

201.28

controller reads "magnetic wind," which is
- what he relays to the pilot.

Figure 9-17 illustrates the ID-586/UMQ-5
.wind direction and speed indicator which is
installed in many Navy control towers.

The wind indicator readings in the dontrol
tower must be coilspared with weather service
readings at the beginning of teach working day,
keeping in mind that weather service direction
is true and variation must be applied to obtain
a correct reading. If the wind indicator is in
error plus or minus 5 degrees in direction or
5 knots in speed, weather service maintenance
personnel must be notified so that corrective
action can be taken. U the instrument is in
error over 10 degrees or 10 knots, it is
considered inoperative.

Figure 9-18 shows the ID-1649/UM wind
direction and speed indicator which is utilized
in Navy control towers as well as in many naval
radar control facilities.

ALTIMETER ST. TTING INDICATOR

The altimeter settisig.Indicator is a special
fo m of aneroid barometer so designed that

.
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after installation 'and proper adjustment, the
altimeter setting may be read directly from the
scale of the instrument. (See fig. 9 -19.) The
instrument is designed to indicate the altimeter
setting when the elevation scale is set to the
actual elevation of the instrument above sea
level. The mechanism is enclosed in a sealed
case with provision for the connection of a
venting tube, leading to the outside free air.

The altimeter setting indicator is the primary
means of obtaining altimeter settings at terminal
facilities. The altimeter setting indicator reading
must be compared with the official altimeter
setting of tThie---Aveather service between 0800
and 0900 (local time) each day. If there is an
error in the instrument of 0.02 but less than
0.04 inch, the correction factor is written on
the face of the instrument for application to
readings i ssued until weather service maintenance
personnel can check the instrument. If the error
exceeds .04 inch, the instrument is considered
inoperative. In both cases, maintenance personnel
must be advised immediately. If the average
windspeed is in excess of 40 knots at the time
a correction factor is determined, the previously
determined correction factor must be used until
the average windspeed is less ,than 40 knots.

Figure 9-20 is a digital-type altimeter setting
indicator that displays the current altimeter
setting in 4 digits and is illuminated for ease
of viewing.

*.
CI -

201.29
Figure 9-19. Altimeter setting indicator.

As

201.219
Figure 9-20.Digital altimeter setting indictitor.

Initially the altimeter setting is obtained from
a direct reading indicator (fig. 9-19) which may
be located in a remote locatiOn such as a radar
control room or the weather service office.
This altimeter setting is then set into the master
altimeter setting control panel (fig. 9-21) by
adjusting the control knobs to. the appropriate
setting.

With this data set on the master controlPanelt
!display to all of the digital-type altimeter setting
indicators is automatically, accomplished. (See
fig. 9-20.)

PORTABLE TRAFFIC LIGHT .

The portable traffic light is used to control
the movement of personnel and 'vehicles. on
the landing area and the landings and takeoffe,
of 'aircraft not equipped with 'radio. It is
directive light which emits .an intense, narrow
beam. Signals from the light are readily
discernible to the pilot of any aircraft visible

' tooth() tower operator.

174
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Figure 9-217,--Altimeter setting control panel.

The portable traffic light most commonly
used (fig. 9-22) consists of a mica composition,
case, a reflector mounted Inside at the back, a
mechanism for controlling a choice Of three
different colored lights, and a socket for a
light bulb. The light selector mechanism consists

.of two filters, one red ands -one green, mounted
vertically on two arms":" that extend into a
horizontal position from the front to tht back.
These arms are connected to the light s4lector
handle underneath the case, thus enabling the
operator to select the appropriate color. In
addition, the selector handle aids in aiming the
light. By turning this handle fully clockwise,
the red filter is ilk place, giving a red light;
fully caunterclockwIse puts the green filter
in place.

The intermediate position, in which neither
filter is in place (both at the side of the case),
produces' ,the clear or white light. The switch
that controls the light is in a pistol-type grip
located toward the rear of the light underneath
the case. The switch is a spring-loaded toggle
switch that automatically opens the circuit when
released. This feature enables the operator to
flash the selected color or to hold the toggle
switch down when a geady color Is desired.
The portable traffic light is normally installed
in .control towers from overhead" by means of a

'sable on pulleys and counterbalanced by weights.
*keeps t within reach for the

contter's and in an out-of-the-way
positi

The Air ,Controlman should be thoroughly
familiar with the. limitations of the traffic

PRISM

SIGHT

201.220

LIGHT SOURCE
UGHT
DEFLECTOR RED GREEN FILTER IN

FILTER SHOOTING POSITION

INTERMEDIATE
POSMON OF
GREEN FLIER

UGHT
SELECTOR ,
HANDLE SWITCH

CTOR

201.33
Figure 9-22. Portable traffic control light.

control light, and evaluate its capabilities in
connection with its use. The traffic control
light has a range of 15 miles at night and 10
miles during daylight hours. It has the following
advantages:

1. Requires no radio equipment in the aircraft;
therefore, all aircraft can be controlled whether
or not they possess a radio.

2. Prdvides an emergency method of control
in event of radio failureeither in the tower or
the aircraft.
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It has the following disadvantages:

1. The pilot may not be looking at the control
tower at the time, a signal is directed toward him.

2. The inform on transmitted by a light
signal is limits o ne may transmit only an
approval or disapproval o,the pilot's anticipated
actions to him since no explanatory or supple-
mentary information can be transmitted.

The traffic control light is flight-checked at
a distance of three miles around the airport
at the lowest traffic pattern Altitude. On the
ground it must be clearly visible to the
extremities of use.

The meaning of the traffic control light
signals are referred to in chapter 11, figure 11-2
and table 11-1.

201.34
Figure 9-24.,Direct-reading clock.

Figure 9-23 is an, illustration of one of the
newer type traffic control lights. Operating
principles for this signal light are basically the
same as for the, one previously described.

CLOCKS

Two basic types of clocks may be found in
the control tower: the large 12-hour wall clock,
or the small direct-reading counter-type clock
in both the 12 -hour and 24-hour version, which
also has a quarter-minute drum. (See fig. 9-24.)
Some stations have a date-time stamp clock

a which is most useful for maintaining exact
records of the time occureenceor- events.
Regardless of what type of timing device is
utilized, it must be kept accurate at all times.

One Of the newer type clock display units
is shown in figure 9-25.

. -
This type of time indicator is remotely

controlled by, receiving an input from .a master
clock which can be located within the ATC
facility building.

201.221 The time is disPlayed on the indicator 4111
Figure 9- 23. portable signal light gun. hours, minutes, and quarter minutes and is
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Figure 9-25. Tide
201.222

indicator unit.

illuminated in the same manner as the digital-
type altimeter setting indicator.

Time checks are, obtained from a reliable
source, and corrections to the master clock are
made as necessary.

NAVAID MONITORS
-

A malfunction of navaid equipment could
place a pilot in a critical position; therefore,
it is necessary that some automatic means be
provided for continuously checking a navaid
system. ,

Normally, the control tower is responsiblefor
monitoring navaids at an air station. This is
accomplished by electronic navaid monitoring.
devices located it- the tower. Most monitor
equipment is similar in that it provides both
a light and an aural alarm to indicate that a
particular navaid is malfunctioning. Some monitor
equipment proiides for an automatic change-over

p ,

to standby navaid equipment when the main
system has failed. Other, equipment requires
that the standby equipment. be "dialed" on,
which is a method similar to dialing a telephone
with certain codes being dialed for certain
functions.

When an alarm system of a navaid monitoring
device goes off, the Air Controlman on duty
in the tower should attempt to get the standby
equipment in operation, if not automatic. Then
he should notify the technician responsible for
maintenance of the navaid equipment to provide
for rapid repairs.

If the navaid has to be slut down or is
unreliable, control tower personnel should
immediately notify the appropriate persons or
facilities, _which are determined locally. These
generally include the duty section leader, the
appropriate duty officer, the technician who will
'repair the equipment, the associated approach
control if not located in the tower, and the
ARTCC in whose area of responsibility the
station is located.

Figure 9-26 is an wiample of an air traffic
control console for monitoring navaids. Basically
the AN/GSA-35 in figure 9-26 provides facilities
to perform the following functions:

1. Monitor and display the status of TACAN,
VQR, and,UHF HOMER transmitters at remote
locations.

2. Establish voice communications between
the console and the remote location.

3. Provide manual control of TACAN, VOR,
, and UHF HOMER transmitters, using the tele-

phone dial:
4. Provide a visual and aural alarm should

failure occur at the transmitter location.
5. Voice modulate the VOR and UHF HOMER

transmitters.
6. Shut down or restore to operation any,

or all, of the transmitters at the transmitter
locations.

The control panel on the AN/GSA-85 is
divided into four modular, subpanels. Three of
the subpanels contain the necessary switches
and lamps to Control and monitor a particular
navaid transmitter. The subpanel on the left
of the console is a dial control panel which
is used in conjunction with the other subpanels
to perform the required functions.

Where an indication of navaid status is
required at positions other than the location
of the main console, a remote indicator illustrated
in figure 9-27 may be installed to proVide a
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Figure 9-26. AN/GSA-35 air traffic control

console.

slave indication from the main console. The
navaid descriptions on the left side of the remote
indicator are lighted continuously, and the
adjacent OFF is lighted when that particular
navaid goes off the air.

V

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE
(RVR) INDICATOR

. '
lights and is normally set to operate when the
tower operator selects step three, four, or five
on his runway brightness-control panel. RVR is
an instrumentally derived value that represents
the horizontal distance a pilot will see down
the runway from the approach end-.--ft-VR may be
u'aed by the tower, in lieu of the reported
visibility by the. bbserver; in .the approval of
straight-in instrument approach procedures, and
takeoff minimums.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The transmissometer AN/GMQ-10 provides
data for the computation of Runway Visual Range
(RVR). The transmissometer supplies light
transmittance signals in the form of pulse rates.
These pulse rates are transmitted to the RVR
converter where they are correlated with the
empirically obtained RVR data encoded therein.
The corresponding RVR value is then displayed
by the RVR displays once every minute.

The system is designed to convert the transmit-
tance pulse rates to their corresponding RVR
values with a high degree of accuracy. They
are based on a 500-foot baseline between the
transmissometer prOjector., and receiver.

The RVR values are displayed digitally (see
fig. 9-28)* in increments of 200 feet ranging from
1,000 to 6,000 feet. Values less than 1,000 and
greater than 6,000 feet are displayed as 800 feet
and 6,200 feet, respectively. Actually, the RVR
values are displayed as two-digit numbers which
should be multiplied' by a factor of 100 in
order to obtain the correct reading. When the
equipment is tested or the runway lights are

The RVR (transmissometer) system works in 201.36
conjunction with the operation of the runway Figure 9-27. Remote navaid status indicat9r.

N
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POWER

08 INDICATES RVR LESS
THAN 1000 FT.

ON it INDICATES RVR GREATER
THAN 6000 FT.

OFF

TEST

MODEL CI0003

RVR DISPLAY

fX100 FT

TEST OR RUNWAY
RIGHTNEssLIGHTS OFF

ACF ELECTRONICS DI V.
ACF INDUSTRIES INC

Figure 9- 28. Runway visual range indicator.

OFF, the red light indicator on the display panel
is ON. Consequently, the displayed values Should
not be accepted as time values of RVR.

DIGITAL DISPLAY INDICATOR

The Digital Display Indicator can be rack-
mounted or placed on a desk top kik convenience
of the observer. It is also completely enclosed
for protection against foreign objects. All
controls are located on the front panel. Inter-
connection of the converter and display is made
in the rear. The front panel controls are shown
in figure 9-28 and perform the following functions:

1. ON-OFF-TEST switch. Applies ac power
to unit in TEST position or in ON position when
RVR Converter is turned on.

2. TEST or RUNWAY LIGHTS ,OFF Indicator.
Illuminated indicator informs operator that
equipment is either in a test condition or that
no RVR curve for runway lighting has been
selected. .4

3. BRIGHTNESS control. Adjusts the bright-
ness of the RVR display.

Make sure that all cables are connected
properly. Turn the BRIGHTNESS knob fully
clockwise. The display screen should now
be illwninated. The observer should wait 2
minutes before observing the dirsit) d digits.

TOWER BRIGHT RADAR DISPLAY

The Bright RADAR Indicator-Tower Equip-
ment, Model 1 is commonly referred to as
BRITE-1, a term derived from the initial

179
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letters of the nomenclature and the model
number. The BRIT E-1 system was designed for
use in control towers by the local controller.
The volume of traffic in the terminal area
has increased to the point where it has become
difficult to r ly only on visual control of traffic
in the vicini of major airports. Factors which
serve as a b sis for this problem and contribute
directly to th requirement are varying visibility
conditions, a wide range of approach speeds,
and larger. airport landing areas. It is the
responsibility of the local controller to accurately
sequence arriving VFR traffic with IFR arrivals,
provide separation between IFR departures and
IFR arrivals and successive IFR departure's.
He may also be responsible for providing separa-
tion between successive IFR arrivals inside
the final approach fix. In the interest of efficiency,
he must also take full advantage of minimum
separatiorf" in releasing departing aircraft while
maintaining a proper margin of safety. To
effectively assist the local controller, a radar
display is needed which is suitable in the varying
light conditions existing in the tower oath This
display system will operate with inputs from the
surveillance radar systems available to the
ATC facility.

The BRITE-1 offers sufficient control and
adjustment capability to provide complete use
of the Air Surveillance Radar (ASR) capability
and had the resolution and accuracy so that
normal radar separation can be sustained
httween IFR departures and IFR arrivals,
sucpessive IFR departures, and at certain
locations for successive arrivals inside the final
approach fix. The display system is compact
and capable of different mounting- arrangementS
to permit installations in limited space and
varied tower configurations. (See fig. 9129'4

1 8 5
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MAINTENANCE
CONTROL PANEL

EQUIPMENT ROOM

BRIGHTNESS
AND CONTRAST,

REMOTE
CONTROL PANEL

TV DISPLAY

Figure 9-30.Isometric view of BRITE-1.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION TV Display Unit and the F' emote Control Panel
which are located in the tower cab and the Plan
Position,., Indicator (PPI), TV Camera anal

Refer to figure 9-30 for the following Maintenance Control Panel located in the
discussion. The BRITE-1 system is composed equipment room. The PPI receives radar infor-
of five bajc components. These include the Illation from the surveillance radar andtellanta
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Figure 9-31.r- Remote control panel.
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it on a 5-inch Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) as a
PPI presentation similar to the. presentation
seen on an ASR indicator. The TV camera is
positioned at the proper distance to focus the
light from the CRT onto the face of a vidicon
tube. (camdra tube) which converts the light
into TV video. This TV video is transmitted
via coaxial cable to the TV display unit in the
tower cab and presented on the 12-inch scope.

TT DISPLAY UNIT _

1Wfront of the TV display as shown in figure
9-29 contains the CRT bezel, power on-off
switch, FOCUS, BRIGHTNESS, and CONTRAST
controls. The rear of the Oft contains a switch
for local or remote, operation, two indicating
fuses, and maintenance related connectors.
The LOCAL-REMOTE switch on the back of the
display unit affects the BRIGHTNESS and'
CONTRAST controls only. This switch, in the
LOCAL, position, ,enables the operator to make
adjustments in the brightness and/or contrast
levels _using the control knobs on the front of
the TV display unit. When the switch is placed
in the REMOTE position, the adjustments must

201.225

be made from the operator's remote control
panel. (See fig. 9-31.)

The FOCUS control feature also located on
the front of the TV display unit cannot be
remoted" to any other location.' It can alter
the definition of the image being displayed but
not beyond that which is established on the
PPI and TV camera in, the equipment room.
Controllers should make' no attempt to make
focus adjustments since this is a maintenance
function.

REMOTE CONTROL PANEL

The remote control -is designed to be
operated either on a desk top or resessed in a
control console. (See fig. 9-31.) The Contrs*
panel is tki edge-lighted plastic panel consisting
of a black surface engraved in translucent white
letters which are illuminated for night viewing
from eight removable recessed panel lamps.
Light is transmitted from the panel lamps at
the edges of the plastic surrounding the lamps
throughout the body of the plastic and to the,
edges of the engraved letterhig. A panel light
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A

control is provided to vary the intensity of the
illumination of the lette ring.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The operation of the BRITE-1 system is
limited to the operation of the remote control
panel as shown in figure 9-31. Perform the
following procedural steps for the operation of
the BRITE-1 system:

1. Adjust display BRIGHTNESS control until
the raster (horizontal pattern of scanning lines)
is just visible on the CRT.

2. Adjust CONTRAST control until noise is
visible on the CRT.

3; Set RANGE 'SELECTOR switch to the
desired range as follows:

RANGE SCALES RANGE MARKS

6 NM range
10 NM range
20 NM range
30 NM range
60 NM range

2 NM range marks
2 NM range marks
5 NM range marks
5 NM range marks
5 NM range marks

4. Adjust RANGE MARK INTENSITY control
until the range marks are just visible, or at
the desired level.

5. Adjust MAP VIDEO GArN control until
the video map, is just visible, or at the desired
level.

6. Adjust Moving Target Indicator (MTI)/
NORMAL GATE ADJUST control fully clockwise.

7. Adjust MTI/NORMAL VIDEO GAIN 9.0ntrol
until target appears and is stored on the display
for the desired time.

8. Adjust BACKGROUND VIDEO control until
the amount of normal video superimposed on
the MTI presentation is the desired level for
'a bEickmund`signal.

9. Repeat process in step? to adjust BEACON
VIDEO GAIN. Also ai licable to SPARE VIDEO
GAIN control if this channel is in use.

10. Set DECENTER-CENTER switch to DE-
CENTER if an off -centered display is desired.

11. Depress and adjust the N-S 'and/or E-W
DEC ENFER controls to move the sweep origin
to the desired loCation.

12. Depress ERASE button to clear display
of Undesired target trail information.

13. Adjust panel light to desired level.

OPERATING MAINTENANCE

The air traffic control tower is a primary
link in the air vntrOl system. Peak efficiency
can only be maintained by ensuring that all
electric and electropic equipment is functioning
at all times. Outagn of power and malfunction
of equipment will happen from time to time.
Equipment performance checks and constant
visual inspections of the tower equipments are
necessary.

A good practice to follow is for each section,
as it relieves the watch, to utilize. some form
of checkoff list. These checkoff lists should
be completed as soon as possible (traffic condi-
tions permitting) after going on watch. The list
can be expanded or shortened as conditions
warrant at any locality, Any malfunctions should
be immediately brought to the attention of the
electronics technicians normally assigned to the
tower. ender no circumstances should a tower

_operator tamper with the adjustments, repair, or
martei nance of the control tower equipment.

Another good practice to follow is to make
periodic visual inspections of all the tower
equipment. This can be accomplished during
periods when traffic is light, and can be
done in a matter of minutes. Any control tower
equipment out of adjustment or otherwise in-
operative creates hardships for yourself and
your shipmates.

The maintenance, general appearance, and
condition of the tower and equipment, including
furniture and cleanliness of spaces, reflect
directly upon the attitude and spirit of the
personnel assigned. Generally, everyone has
an area of responsibility under the watch
supervisor or section leader. As with any task
you are assigned, your actions and attitude
toward menial tasks are making impressions
on your senior petty officers, and willingness
to cooperate and do a good job will not go
unnoticed. Most towers require that certain
cleaning functions must be completed prior to the
change of watches; while details such as window
washing arecliellormad less frequently. Remem-
ber that towers are filled with valuable electrietil
and elebtronic equipment that must be kept clean
and,free of dust* to perform at peak efficiency.

'e



CHAPTER 10

AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL AND AIRFIELD

EQUIP)AENT
AIRPORT LAYOUT

The Air Controlman must have ra thorough
knowledge of the airport layout, airfield markings,
and airfield lighting equipment' to effedtively
control traffic on and in the vicinity of the
airport.

SELECTION OF SITE

Why did' the Wright brothers journey from
Ohio to Kitty Hawk; North Carolina, to conduct
their early tests? They were selecting a site,
and for a very good reason. Their primary
concern in the selection of a site was the
prevailing wind conditions. They knew from
earlier experiments that their fragile and
somewhat low-powered craft needed the advantage
of a steady wind to become airborne. The site
at Kitty Hawk offered such an advantage.

In the early days of aviation a smooth field
at the edge of town served quite adequately as
an airport: Then, as aircraft became heavier
and faster, and with the advent of instrument
flying, bigger -and more elaborate facilities had
to be constructed. The, airport of today is much
more complex than in the past, and many factors
must be considered in selecting a site. Some of
the major factors are adequate area, accent-. bility, weather conditions, and ter,eraini

Adequate Area

The site selected must afford a sufficient
and suitable area for the -required airport
facilities. In the past years of aviation It was
extremely difficult to accurately predict the
rapid growth of aviation: Higher performanoe
aircraft and the great volume of lir traffic
that grew so fast caused some airport areas
to become inadequate 'very quickly. To add to
the problem, cities and towns grew outward to
meet the airport area. In plagnigg the modern

airport, careful considerate= should be given
to possible expansion in the future.

Accessibility

Another aim of site selection is to ensure
that/adequate supply routes are available either
by land, water, or 'by air. Railroads and
surrounding highways -naturally simplify the
supply problem. When an airport, is planned to
serve a metropolitan area, it is necessary to
locate the airport where it is easily accessible
to the city and still does not create a hazard
in the congested areas.

Many Navy airports exist for the primary
purpose of supporting the fleet. To best serve
this need they must be easily accessible. Their
easy accessibility contributes not only economi-
cally, but to the combat readiness of fleet units.

Weather Conditions

a Prevailing weather conditions should also be
considered. By checking past National Weather
Service records of the area, future weather
conditions can be predicted' rather accurately.
From an operational standpoint, some things
to consider are the frequency, severity, and
persistence of wind, fog, snow, and rainfall.
Additional items to be considered are the need
for snow r al equipment, number sutdOype
of instrtun landing aids, and elaborate drainage
constructs in areas of heavy rainfall. These
factors fi greatly in the cost of construction
and maintim co of any airport.

et,

Terrain

A site wi
located on hi
for natural dr
surface. Rough
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become. hazardous to low-flying aircraft operating
from an airport. In addition, rugged. terrain can
increase considerably the cost of construction.

The proposed area should be flight- tested
for planning approaches to future runways.
Special attention should be given to the possi-

. bility of shifting wind, downdrafts, and the
presence of air eddies that may affect these
approache. From these tests it may even be
determined that the proposed site is not a
suitable one.

FACILITIES (
`Throughout the development and construction

of airports, facilities have become more standard
in the Navy. In keeping with this standardiiation,
further studies- of considerable "scope and
magnitude are presently underway due to progress
in the development vf aircraft and related
installations. The facilities aboard any military
airpcift are many and varied. The Air Control-
man must keep abreast of airport advances
and the facilities that are available in order
that he may properly handle and expedite air
traffic.

Runways t

A runway is that portion of the landing
area, usually paved, upon which aircraft actually
land and takeoff. Runway pavement is designed
to meet rigid specifications under certain condi-
tions and to resist jet blasts and fuel spillage.
The number and orientation of runways are
determined from an analysis of wind and other
pertinent data.

Many variables must be considered; such
as the number of taxiways required, types of
instrument approaches available, typecOf aircraft
operations, etc. When more than one runway is
considered.. for an airtiort, the primary runway
is determined by the direction of maximum wihd
coverage (prevailing wind) to facilitate 1 dings
and takeoffs into the wind. The secon and
subsequent runways are oriented to provide
greatest overall wind coverage. This plan I
generally the most widely followed. However,
adjustments may be required for surrounding
developments, local terrain features, excessive
construction problems, or alignment, of an
instrument runway to suit all weather conditions.
At airports where the volume of traffic would

be 'restricted by the availability of only one
runway, parallel runways may be incorporated
either in the original design or added later as
necessary,.

Factors which determine the length of the
primary runway are the elevation of the field,
mean maximum temperature, and the principal
types of aircraft that will be operated from the
field.

Runway length requirements are as follows:

Primary (Prop) 8,000 feet
Primary (Jet) 10,000 feet
Secondary runway 8,006 feet
Test facility- 14,000 feet
Runway widths are normally 200 feet.

It is realized that some of the Navy's airports
do not currently meet the preceding sten_ ds,,
but it is anticipated that future 6onstruction
and modernization of existing facilities will
meet these requirements.

Runway Overrun Areas

-These areas- are--usually unpaved, relatively
smooth areas which extend beyond the ends of
runways. A portion of this area is constructed
of selected materials, compacted and stabilized.
This stabilized area is essentially an extension
of the runway. The primary purpose of this strip
is to provide a reasonably effective deceleration
area for aborting .or overshooting aircraft. This
area may also serve as kw emergency all-weather
"chess for firefighting, crash, and rescue
equipment. Provisions are made at the upwind
end of takeoff runways for a crash strip which is
an extension beyond the overrun area. Takeoff
runways are those runways whose takeoff usage
exceeds 40 percent of total takeoffs. All ob-
structions are removed, and ditches, gullies,
and embankments are leveled off into the general

'profile of the extended centerline of the runway
to minimize damage to aircraft.

Some runways.have paved overi*ns, and
area is marked with yellow cheirons ac_oss
the area. With this type marking, it becomes a
nontouchdown area. At some stations these areas
are called blast pavements, used primarily to
prevent erosiOn of runway ends from propeller
and jet blast. They are usually made of highway
paving material and do not haves1v3s.y-bearing
strength.
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igure 10-1. Wind indicator (wind tee).

Taxiways

A taxiway lea chilly prepared area, or
.lane, a er which it raft usually operate under
their '. Zrpower to -and from the landing and
parking eas. Ta*ways are normally con-
structed to the sameispeoifications as the runways
except for dimensions. A warmup area, usually
an expanded portion of the taxiway adjacent to
the end of the runway, is used for aircraft
holding, engine warmupe, and checking aircraft
instruments and radio equipment. In any, event,
the warmup area must be of sufficient dimensions
to pe'rmit aircraft to hold at least 175 feet
Clear of the runway in use. i

Parking Areas'

These are hard - surfaced' areas located in
the vicinity. of hangers for the purpose of
parking, servicing, and loading airoraft. They
are , connected to the runways by taxiways, and

2"tit,1 ,

It
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normally padeyes are sunk into the surface for
tying down aircraft during storm conditions.

Wind Indicators

Wind tees, tetrahedrons, and wind cones are
classified as wind indicators and need not be
controllable when so used. The wind tee (fig.
10-1) is used as a navigational aid. It is lighted
to , provide continuous . day and night indication
of wind direction. The wind tee is capable of
swinging in a 360-degree circle, subject only
to the wind. The wind tee is located as near as
practicable to the center of the runway layout
configuration. It shall be sufficiently remote
from large structures to give a true wind
direction. Because of -ifs size and weight, the
wind tee shall not be located where it will present,
a possible obstruction hazard to flight operations.

The wind tee is similar in outline to atelnall
aircraft. It is mounter' on a pedestal anewill

weathercock into the wind, thereby indicating the
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wind direction. This free swliging characteristic
affords the" pilot a visual presentation of the
exact direction from which the wind is blowing.
If the tee is not aligned perfectly with the
runway being used, the pilot knows that he has
to compensate his landing for a crosswindthe
amount of compensation being roughly judged
fiOin the angle the tee is deviating from the
centerline of the landing runway.' Also, while
taking off it is .expedient for the pilot to have
this same information.

The wind tee body and base shall be painted
solid chrome yellow and lighted with thirty
green lights to form a "T" when viewed from
the air. A contrasting background (a 100-foot

, circular background) consisting of crushed stone,
gravel, or slmilar material shall be used to
retard the growth of vegetation, and spray -
painted to provide a sharp contrast to the wind
tee coloring.

The tetrahedron is the largest of the wind
indicators. The ideal location for this indiCator

SIDE viEw TETRAHEDRON
LIGHTING
ARRANGEMENTS

I.

201.136
Figure 10-3. Wind indicator (wind cone).

is at a site easily visible from the ends of all
runways. A 100-foot circular background of
contrasting color, under the tetrahedron, in-
creases the visibility' of this indicator
tremendously.

The tetrahedron is outlined at night by green
lights on the starboard side and red lights on the
port side, with green lights along the central
ridge and spar. (See fig. 10-2.) Tetrahedron
lights flashing between sunset and sunrise
indicate that the ' ground visibility is less than
3 miles or, the ceiling is less than 1,000 feet,
or both. Normally, when this condition exists,
VFR operations are suspended and IFR operations
pjlaced into effect.

TOP viEw

Wind cones are normally installed at the
approach end of all' runways and proykkEpthe
pilot with wind data for th4t particulAr.opoint on
the airport., (See fig. 10 -3.)

The wind cone has the appearance of a large
201.135 stocking minus the foot. It is made of light,

Figure 10=2. Wind indicator (tetrahedron). durable fabric and is secured to a mast by

LEGEND

LAto WITH RED H000
0 LAMP WITH GREEN HOOD

I
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meansfrof a swivel on the hoop at the large end.
Air in motion passing through_ the wind cone
aligns the wind cone with the wind to indicate
the direction from which the wind is blowing.
The wind cone has an advantage over the wind
tee in that besides indicating the direction, it
also gives an approximation of wind velocity.

The velocity of the surface wind can be
approximated by comparing the angle of the wind
cone in its relation to the ground. The wind cone
will stand out .parallel .with the eound when the
wind is 15 to 20 knots. (A steady wind greater
than 20 knots will give the same indication;
hence, caution must be exercised if the wind cone
is the only available reference.) A gusty wind
is indicated when the windcone alternately rises
and falls rapidly. A calm wind is indicated
when the wind cone hangs limply at the mast.
Gusty, shifting wind is denoted by the wind cone
swinging from side to side and rising and falling.

The type of fabric from which the wind cone
is constructed determines to a great extent how
high it Will rise in a given wind velocity. Thus,
the fabric should be a standard type for all
wind cone construction in order for consistent
approximations of wind velocities to be made.
The wind cone may be lighted for nighttime use.

Mat Facilities

Tlae mat is a large, hard-surfaced area
usually located near the center of the ,field or
at a common intersection of runways. It is
often used for the operation of small aircraft
and facilitates the taking off and anding. of
several aircraft at the, same time. The mat
is especially useful where pilot training is being
conducted. Load limits of. mat areas are, often
less than the regular runways; therefore, Air,
Controlmen assigned to fields which have these
facilities should be aware of their' load
limitations..

Compass Calibration Pad

An aircraft compass calibration pad is a.
paved area in a magnetically quiet area ,where
the aircraft compass is calibrated. There are
two types of calibration pads;

1. Type I is used with,the magnetic compass
calibration set.

2. Type II includes a compass rode and
turntable and may be used either with or without
the compass calibration set.
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Either pad handles one aircraft at a time.
A thininium of one pad is provided at each
station; :lowever, additional pads may be required
based on local demand. The time required to
calibrate one aircraft compass ueingthe magnetic
compass calibration set is two hours. When 'a
Type II!compass calibrOon prd is used without
the mapetic compass calibration set, the time
required is one hour.

The surface is marked every 15 degrees
to inchoate magnetic bearings beginning with
magnetic north. The taxiway to the compass
rose is generally placed perpendicular/ to the
taxiway with the least traffic. All metal used
in the construction is either brass or bronze
because it will not affect magnetic instruments.
Other metal objects should be._kept clear of the
area when the compass rose_ is in use. In
calibrating an aircraft compass, all electrical
equipment is turned on and the engines kept
running to simulate ac flight conditions.

AIRFIELD PAVEMENT MARKING

Runway Markings

Runway numbers which appear near the
approach end of all runways indicate the magnetic'
heading of the runway. The number assigned
a runway is one-tenth of the magnetic com ss
reading to the, nearest whole number. This
means that when a pilot lands toward the South
with a compass reading of 168 degrees, he will
be landing on runway 17. (If the last figure is
5 or more, select the. next higher 10-degree
increment.) In this 'example the nearest whole
number is 170 degrees; so, by 'dropping the
zero from 170 degrees the figure 17 is produced.
This number will appear on the approach end
of the runway. ,/

If the inbound magnetic heading of a runway
is less. than 100 degrees, such as 070, 080, 090,
etc.,' the first zero ama the last zero are
dropped, resulting in ways numbered 7, 8,
and 9. (See fig. 10-4.)

At airports usin multiple parallel runways
L indicates left, R icates night, and C indicates
center. All num s and letters, are painted
retroreflective w

The runway enterline marking shall be a
broken line w h 120-foot dashes and 80-foot
blank spaces. he Pininiinum width of the basic
runway cente line marking shall be one foot.
The minim width of the instrument runway

.194 /
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centerline and the precision approach centerline
marking shall be three feet, and the color shall
be retroreflective white. (See fig. 10-4.) At
intersecting runways, the runway marking pf the
highest precedence shall be displayed, and the
other runway markings shall be interrupted.
The following is the order of prece'dence:

1. All-weather runway
. 2. Instrument runway

3. Basic runway.

To aid further in takeoff and landing guidance,
there are runway side stripes on the precision
runway. The painting specifications are the same
as the centerline except that the side stripes
are solid instead of broken. (See fig. 10-4.)
At intersections of two or more runways, the
side stripes are continued on one runway only.
Precedence for the continuous side strip is
given to the primary runway.

Rt.:NA AY MARKINGS. Run-
ways 200 feet wide shall have ten stripes, each
12 feet wide by 150 feet long, separated by 3
feet except the middle space, which will be
16 feet between stripes. (See fig. 10-4.) For

runway s less than 200 feet wide, the threshold
markings shall cover the width of the runway
less 20 feet on both sides. Runways more than
'200 feet wide shall have additional threshold
stripes,. still allowing 20 feet on bah sides of
the runway. T'.1 7..rlior for all threshold markings
shall be retroreflective white.

DISPLACED RUNWAY THRESHOLD MARK-
INGS. A displaced threshold is a threshold
that is not at the beginning of the full strength
runway pavement. Specitl markings are specified
as follows. (See fig. 10-5.) Arrows 120 feet
tang with 80-foot spacing between arrows shall
be painted on the unused end of the runway
pavement pointing to the displaced threshold
markings. The color shall be retroreflective
white. Other markings applicable to the type of
runway will be placed on the usable side of the
threshold markings.

Runway distance markers shall be positioned
on each side of the runway to inform pilotsf
the distance remaining on the rum ay in thousands
of feet. Markers on the side of the runway shall
be so located with respect to their companion
makers on the opposite side. These markers
shall be at right angles to the runway centerline.

PRECISION PARALLEL INSTRUMENT

Figure 104. Runway Markings.
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12e. 80' 120' 120'
STANDARD' RUNWAY100 Swot MARKIN9

20'

INkRUMENT AND PRECISION APPROACH RUNWAY .

Figure-10-5.Displaced runway threshold markings.

The first markers shall be at 1,000 feet from
the ends of the runwly with the intervening
markers at 1,000-foot intervals toward the
midpoint of the runway; If the runway's lengti
is in excess 'of event thousands of feet, and the

a. distance between the two midpoint markers is
. less than seven hundred feet, one of the distance
markers shall be omitted.

All markers shall be located, with the nearest-
edge 25 feet outbotird from the edge of the full
strength .portion of the runway, and always
opposite a runway edge light.. Markers which
fall within 25 feet of an intersecting runway or
taxiway pavement shall be omitted.

At some locations there,: are markings that
are ,used for a specific ,Purpose. One most
common is an area used for field carrier
landing practice (FCLP): In this instance an
area, is painted to simulate an aircraft carrier
deck. Stations involved in testing new or
modified aircraft sometimes require special
markings in the course of conducting various
testa. Fields that are used.. primarily for pilot

- training may have certain markings arranged
to better accomplish this task.

Large signs . are installed on both sides of
the runway to mark the location of arresting
gear (discussed liter in this chapter). The signs
are large (7',), 'Jon& yellow plexiglass arrows
with white letters on a black background. The
signs are lighted. (See fig. 10-6.)
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Figure 10 -6. Arresting gear signs.
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Taxiway Markings

Taxiway centerline stripes, like runway mark-
ings,, give visual aid to pilots. A noticeable
difference between runway and taxiway markings
is that white *markings are used on runways,
whereas taxiway stripes are indicated with
retroreflective yellow paint. Each taxiway is
marked by a single centerline stripe 6 inches
wide and continues onto the runway to the
runway centerline (fig. 10-7) except at runway
ends as in. figure 10-4.

Holding line markers are also painted
retroreflective yellow and consist of two solid
lines and two broken lines. They are placed
across the taxiway at right anglesto the taxiway
centerline, (see fig. 10-7) except when the taxiway
is associated with a warmup pad; then the
holding line may, be parallel to the denterline
of the runway or taxiway which is intersected.
These painted markings are used for holding
aircraft 175 feet clear of the nearest 'runway
edge. Ground traffic must not proceed beyond
the holding line marker without a control tower
clearance.

Another taxiway marking is the VOR/TACAN
checkpoint. This location shall be marked by a
20-foot diameter circle painted on the taxiway,
centerline, as shown in figure 10-8. The circle
shall consist of two concentric bands, the outer
of white and the inner of chrome yellow paint,
each six inches wide. An arrow shall be painted
across the diameter of the circle pointing in
the direction in which the aircraft is aligned
for checking on-board very high frequency
omnidirectional and radickrange(VOR) equipment.
The arrow shall be painted white and chroine
yellow in six-inch wide bands. There are usually
several on an airport to facilitate ground checks
regardless of the taxiway in use. (See fig. 104r.)

The checkpoint is used in eonjwiction with
a VOR/TACAN . check sign. The sign is
constructed of lightweight material, utilizing
frangible supports, and placed 25 feet from the
edge of the taxiway. It is painted with black
lettering and has a hooded floocilight'for night
viewing. (See fig. 10-8.) The hood is provided
so that the vision of pilots will not be impaired
during night operations. Newer electric signs
are being incorporated at air stations and are
designed to operate in conjunction with taxiway
lights. The information included on the sign
is station identification, channel ,number or

frequency, and magnetic bearing and distance
to the VOR or TACAN station. The distance
and bearing indicated are from the checkpoint,
not the sign.

°Deceptive, Closed, and
i,azardous Area Marking

Where it is determined that an operational
requirement exists, there are provisions for
marking deceptive, closed, and hazardous areas.

A deceptive area is any surface or area
which appears able but which,, due to the
nature of its structure, is not intended for
normal operational use by aircraft. All deceptive
and closed area markings are painted with
retroreflective yellow paint, except in the case
of a displaced threshold arrow and bar which is
painted with retroreflective whge,paint.

A closed area may be a runway, taxiway, or
any other area that Was once used but is no
longer consideredrusable. It may be temporary,
such as during construction, or permanently
closed.

An example of various.markings of deceptive,
closed, and hazardOus, areas, both overall and
detailed descriptions, are presented in figure
10-9. Study this figure carefully in addition to
reading the text.

A hazardous area is an area or any permanent
or temporary construction that presents a definite
hazard to the operation of aircraft. Some
examples are smoke stacks, antenna towers,
buildings, and elevated tanks such as water
supply. tanks. When considered a hazard to
flight, they are painted with aviation surface
orange and aviation white paint, normally in a
checkerboard pattern.

A closed runway is marked with a cross
composed of two yellow bands 10 feet wide and
60 feet long. They are placed in the center of
the closed runway, with no specified minimum
distance between crosses, but they cannot be
placed more than 1,000 feet apart. One cross
is always placed near each end of the closed
runway and adjacent to other runway.,s and
taxiways. At night, red lights in the form of t
cross are placed at the ends of the runway
in sufficient numbers to make certain that
the cruciform arrangement is clearly distin-
guishable.
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Figure 10- 7. Taxiway /Runway intersection.
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Figure 10- 9. Marking of deceptive, closed, and hazardous areas.' -
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A closed taxiway marking is quite similar to
a closed runway marking; however, the cross
formed by the yellow bands, or red lights at
night measure just half the size of the runway
marking. They are always placed at or near
the entrance of the closed taxiway. There is no
set minimum or maximum distance between the
crosses since each one in effect denies the use
of the affected area. (See fig. 10-9.)

Small holes, soft spots, etc., on the usable
portion of landing fi)ds, are marked by day
with ygllow flags or, yellow pyramids and by
night with red light, to warn incoming pilots
that the particular spots so marked are unsafe
for landing. When overrun areas are paved they
could be easily mistaken for a landing area.
When this possibility exists, runway overrun
markings are used. These are in the form of
chevrons painted retroreflective yellow, and the
apex of the chevron points toward the runway.
The stripes forming the chevron form a 45-
degree angle away from the runway centerline
extended and are 3 feet in width. There is no
specified minimum size of the chevron, but the
overall dimensions cannot exceed 100 feet. They
are placed On the paved overrun, along the
runway centerline extended, 100 feet apait.
(Seedig. 10-9.)

Runway, taxiway, and apron shoulder markings
have much in common. All of these markings
are painted nonretroreflective yellow with a

193

3-foot wide stripe beginning, at ,the pavement
edge, and placed' 100 feet apart.. Runway
markings are placed at a 45-degree angle toward
the approach end of the runway beginning at
the runway midpoint. Taxiway and apron shoulder
markings are perpendicular to the edge of the
area. (See fig. 10-9.)

Blapt pavement markers are nonreflective
yellow stripes 3 feet wide and 50 feet long. They
are placed in areas where jet and propeller
blasts should be directed when making engine
runups at high power settings. Usually these
markings are placed near the ends of runways.
However, some areas may be established at
other points on the airport specifically fox'
maintenance checks. (See fig. 10-9)

Remember that deceptive, closed, and haz-
ardous area markings are only used when aqd
where they arc needed. A particular airport
may have all, some, or none of these markings.

For more detailed illustrations and data
relative to airport markings at navakairfields,
the Air Controlman should refer to the following
design manuals: NAVFAC DM-21, NAVFAC
DM-23, NAVFAC P-80 and NAVFAC P-272.

FIELD LIGHTING,
SYSTEMS AND OPERATION

Airport field lighting systems have been
standardized by the Air Force, Navy, and the

195
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FAA in order to present a uniform and
lirnitstakalile appearance so that flight personnel
who are familiar with the adopted standards may
readily interpret the lighting aids at any airfield.
These standards specify the location, spacing;
and color of 14,1)ting components in use.

A field lighting system is comprised of
runway lighting, and other lighting aids with
necessary .00ntroli and power supply. All. the
lighting aids are considered in this section even
though their installation is determined by the
mission of the airport. It is necessary that the
`Air Controlmin have a thorough knowledge of
these. lighting standards as well as the essential
function and operating rules of the separate
components.

Aeronautical Beacons

The aeronautical beacon is, a visual navaid
displaying flashes of white and/or colored light,
which is used to indicate the location of airports,
landmarks, and' hazards to air navigation. The
principal light used is a rotating beacon of
relatively high intensity.

I
The color or color combination displayed by

a particular beacon tells whether the beacon is
indicating a landing place, landmark, or hazard.

The rotating airport beacon has a vertical
light distribution to make it most effective at
angles of one to three degrees above the
horizontal from its site; however, it can be
seen well above and below this peak spread.
Rotation is in clockwise direction when viewed
from above. It is always rotated at a constant
speed which produces the visual effect of flashes
at regular intervals. Those /flashes may be of
one color or may be of two 'colors alternately.
The flashing rate for airport beacons is '11.2 to
15 per minute.

Airport , rotating beacons are located not
closer than 750 feet to the centerline or center-
line extended of the nearest runway and not
more than 5,000 feet from the nearest point of
the usable landing area.

Consideration should be given to ensure
that the location of the beacon precludes the
possibility of having a- "dazzle" effect upon
control tower personnel. To prevent this, the
beacon shall be located at least 250 feet from
the control tower and shall be a minimum of 20

'feet above the elevation of the control tower
cab floor.

Operation of an 'airport rotating beacon during
the hours of daylight means that the ground
vibibility in the control zone is less than ?Amiles
and/or-dhe ceiling is less than 1,000 feet and
that a traffp clearance is required for landing,
takeoff, and flight in the traffic pattern.

The colors and color combinations of aero-
nautical light beacons and their meaning are as
follows: /

1. A rotating beacon displaying alternating
white and green flahses indicates that the
beacon is at or within 2 miles of -a lighted
airport or landing field.

2. Military lighted airport rotating beacons
display alternating white and green flashes, but
the white flash has dual peaked (two quick)
flashes to differentiate from civil beacons.

3. Green flashes alone, usually coded, from
a code beacon (not a rotating beacon) used by
itself, mean that the code beacon is located at
or beside a lighted airport. When a rotating
white and green beacon is located more than
5,000 feet from an 'airport or landing,field, the
green-flashing code beacon is used to show
more exactly the location of the landing area.

4. A rotating beacon displaying alternating
white and red flashes indicates the location of a
landmark or navigational point.

5. A rotating beacon displaying red flashes
alone indicates the presince of an obstruction
or obstructions hazardous to air navigation.

6. Steady burning red lights are used near
airports to mark obstructions, and are also
used to supplement flashing lights in marking
enroute obstructions.

Runway Edge Lights

Runway edge lights form the outline of the
runway for night operations.-The runway lights
are located along both sides of the runway,
extending the entire length. Runway edge lights
shall be spaced at even 200-foot intervals from
each end toward the midpoint. For runways not
evenly divisible by 200 feet, light spacing at
the midpoint of the runway shall not be less
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Table 10-1.--High intensity runway lights set-
tings

Step Day visibility Night visibility
5 Less than 1 mile When requested
4 1 to 2 miles Less than 1 mile
3 When requested 1 to 3 miles
2 When requested Over 3to 5 miles
1 When requested Moie than 5 miles

than 100 feet. Runway edge lights are bidirectional
white lights. They are elevated except at inter-
sections where semiflush lights are used to
maintain uniform spacing.

Runway edge lights for the duty 'runway are
operated continuously between sunset and sunrise.
The intensity setting is normally 1 or 2(as listed
in table 10-1). During aircraft operations this
setting, may be adjusted as the pilot desires.

Category A, B, and C naval airfields have
high intensity runway lights (HIRL).

NOTE: For a listing of lighting, navigational,
and communication requirements necessary for
an airfield to be assigned a specific category
refer to the ATC Facilities Manual (OPNAVINST
3721.1 (Series)). --,

The intensity or brightness of the runway
lights can be varied by a seleotion switch on
the lighting control panel in the control tower.
There are five settings which may be selected
with number 1 being the lowest and number 5
the highest. High intensity settings may be
operated as prescribed by local procedures
or as requested by a pilot for his operation.
Table 10-1 is a guide for determining the
appropriate intensity setting.

,

Threshold Lights 4

Threshold lights define the ends of the usable
runway surface. They are used by the pilot at
night to identify the end of the runway. Because
of the many variations of the number of lights
required on each end of the runway, we will
discuss only airfields with VFR or Category "D"
IFR capabilities. There are two groups of six
lights each, one group on each side of the runway.

The first light of, each group is on, line with
the runway edge lights aud spaced 5 feet apart.
These lights are approximately 2 feet beyond the
usable runway. (See fig. 10-10.) They are
bidirectional in color with green-showing toward
the approach zone and red toward the runway.
To determine what is required for your airport,
refer to the Design Manual, "Communications,
Navigational Aids, and Airfield Lighting"
(NAVFAC DM-23).

Runway End Identification Lights (REIL)

These lights have a rotating medhanism which}
rotates two high7intensity lamps inside a clear
glass cover at a constant speed of 40 revolutions
per minute. The runway side of these lights is
shielded to prevent glare from blinding pilots
of approaching aircraft. These lights are installed
50 feet outboard from each side of the runway
edge in line with the threshold lights. (See
fig. 10-10.)

,

Runway Centerline Lighting System

Runway centerline lights, where installed,
consist of a single row of lights at uniform
intervals (25 feet apart) along the centerline
of the runway to provide a continuous lighting
referencefrom threshold to threshold. The lights
may be installed on a primary and secondary
runway'. On/off and brightness controls for
individual runway centerline lights are provided
in the control tower. Runway centerline lights
are white lights. The intensity selected should
be the same as that selected for the high
intensity runway lights.

Taxiway Lighting i

Taxiway lights, which are blue in color,
have a variable spacing distance, depending
upon the length of a straight taxiway segment
or radius of curve of a taxiway turn. On a
straight segment over 300 feet in length, the
space between lights may approach but not
exceed 200 , feet. On a strai t segment of 300
feet or less, the distance tween lights may
approach but not exceed 50 feet. Taxiway lights
marking a curved edge of a taxiway follow
the rule that the sharper the radius of curvature,
the closer the lights are placed. In no ciao
will there be less than three taxiway lights
on any one taxiway. ..

Two blue lights spaced 5 feet apart and
placed on each side of a taxiway entrance into
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(or exit, from) a runway or parking area are
called entrance-exit lights. These lights are
not installed at intersections of taxiways or at
locations that are normally runway entrances,
or exits. ,

The control system for taxiway lights is
designed to permit the lighting of combinations
of individual taxiways necessary to provide any
required lighted , taxiing path.. The taxiway
lights are turned on as soon as the pilot of an-
aircraft is cleared to taxi out and turned off
when the aircraft is on the runw4.or another
taxiway. For inbound aircraft, they are turned
on as the aircraft approaches the taxiway to be
used and turned off when the aircraft is parked.

Approach Lights

Approach lights of varying types, colors, and
construction haves.. been specifically developed
to meet civil and military requirements. These
lights are installed in an area extending

0

50'

LEGEND

G9 9 9 9 12,

outward from the threshold of the instrument
runway, and are usually the pilot's first visual
contact with the ground under extremely low
visibility -conditions. ElectOnic landing aids,
such as GCA and 1LS, are used to bring the pilot
down to the approach minimums. Approach
lights are required for final alignment. with the
runway, and runway lights are required to
complete the -landing.

High-intensity incandescent lights penetrate
somewhat farther through fog, smoke, or rain
than neon lights. Several types of high-intensity
approach lights hate-been installed in the United
States, taking ,the place of the neon system.

The current system being' installed at Navy
facilities fs called Centerline Approach Lighting
System ,(U.S. Standard (A)). It consists of a
series of crossbars of lights (normally 3,000 feet)
with condenser discharge (sequence flashing)
centerline lighting that coincides with the runway'
centerline lighting, and indicates the approach to,
and threshold of,' the runway. The intensity of

INBOARD LIGHTS- 6 LIGHTS AT 5' SPACING

9 9 9, 9 9

200'

200'

R

RUNWAY EDGE LIGHTS, WHITE

Re THRESHOLD LIGHTS, ELEVATED, GREEN/RED, BIDIRECTIONAL

RUNWAY END IDENTIFICATION LIGHTS (AS REQUIRED-- NOT PART
OF STANDARD THRESHOLD CONFIGURATION )

Figure 10-10.Typical threshold lighting configuration.
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Chapter 10AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL AND AIRFIELD EQUIPMENT

Table 10-2. High intensity approach lights The various configurations of approach light-
settings ing systems available tb pilots today can be

found inside the back cover of the Low Altitude
Instrument Approach hooks.

Step Day visibility Night visibility

5 Less than 1 mile* When requested

4 1 to 3 miles
,......--

When, requested

3 3 to 5 miles Less than 1 mile*

2 When requested 1 to 3 miles

1 Greater than 5
miles

Greater than 3
miles

* and/or 6006 feet or less of RVR,on the
runway served by the approach lighting
and RVR.

RUNWAY

201.142
Figure 10-11. Visual approach slope indicator.

the approach lights can be variedfrom the control
tower. To be most useful, the ilights must be
bright enough to penetrate the-overcast effectively
without blinding the pilot or producing halo egecti.
Different intensity settings are needed for day
and night use. The operation and intensity setting
selected may be determined by local procedure
and instructions. Table 10-2 is a guide for
determining the appropriate approach lights
intensity settings.

Visual Approach
Slope Indicator ,(VASI)

VASI is designed to provide by visual reference
the same information that a glide slope of an
ILS provides electronically. It provides a
2 1/2- to 3-degree visual glide slope within the
approach zone which a pilot can see and use for
descent guidance during an approach to a landing.

The VASI system is primarily intended for
use during VFR conditions, day and night.

The standard installation consists of 12 light
source units arranged in light bars Of 3 units
placed on each side of the runway opposite the
500-foot mark, and three units on each side of
the runway opposite the 1,200-foot mark. (See
fig. 10-114 Each light unit projects a beam
of light having a white color in the upper part
and a red color in the lower part. The light
units are so arranged that the pilot, during an
approach, would see one of the combinations
shown in Table 10-3. -

The intensity of the VASI system is con-
trollable at some installations while at others
the intensity is controlled by an electronic
device. Where controllable, the controls are
located in the tower as is the on/off switch.
Normally, the VASI system is left on at all times;
however, local procedure and instructions may
require otherwise.

Wheels-Up/Runway Waveoff Lights

Wheels-up/runway wavepff _lights consist of
six clusters of three red lights located on

Table 10-3. VASI glide slope presentation

Aircraft position Presentation
Above the glide slope white_

white

On the glide slope red
white

Below the glide slope red
red v
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?:',4

Figure 10- 12. Wheels -up /runway waveoff lights.

each side of the runway styrting approximately
900 feet from the runway .fitshold and spaced
approximately 800 feet apart, Additionally, a
wheeltitup light bar is located approximately
-1;000 feet outboard of the runway threshold on
the same side of an imaginary extension of the
runway_ as the control tower. (See fig. 10-12.)

The lights face landing aircraft and are
turned in toward the runway centerline. The
lights can be controlled from the wheels watch
position and the Landing Signal Officer (LSO)
platform. When activated, a flashing device
causes the lights to flash 90 times per minute
with equal on and off time.

201.143

Obstruction Lights
Obstruction lights are boated on all elevated

obstructions on the airport and on all other
obstructions within a given glide angle of an
airport. They are red in color and are lighted
from sunset to sunrise and during daytime
when flight visibility is restricted.

, Fretimel Lens Landing Sya

a
e

Many facilities have F
landing system installed
heavily used runway for
landing practice and for pilots
using this type of landing appro

n
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Although the physical build of the shore-
based lens may differ from the shipboard lens,
the view presented to the pilot is the same in
either case,

The Fresnel lens is discussed in detail
chapter 13 of this Rate Training Mannal.

CONTROL TOWER

The key facility of the airport operational
system is- the control tower. It is' elevated to a
suitable height to afford thena.7dmum visibility
of the airport and the immediate area. The
primary objective of_the control tower is to
promote the safe, orderly, and expeditious
movement of air traffic. This includes the ,'
following:

,

1. Aiding pilots in preventing collisions--
between aircraft and between obstructions and
aircraft in the movement area.

2. Expediting and maintaining an orderly flow
of air traffic.

3. Assisting the person in command of an
aircraft by providing, such advice as may be
necessary for the safe, and efficient conduct of
a

4. Notifying appropriate organizations re-
garding aircraft known or believed to be in
need of search and rescue aid, and assisting
such organizations as required.

The ,control toVe xercises control of all
aircraft operating on and around an airfield;
all -movements of aircraft must have prior
approval from the Control Tower.This includes'
instructions and permission to tow, taxi, takeoff,
land, and related airorgt operations (except
where pretrentive control' has been authorized.)

NOTE: Preventive control differs from other
airport traffic control in that repetitious, routine
approval of pilot action iseliminated.Controllers
intervene > only when they observe y.ffic
conflict developing.

Some ATC facilities possesera mobile con-
trol tower or radio communications\ van. which
may be utilized to provide temporary operating
facilities for the Air Controlnian when the need
irises.

These units may be used during periods of
equipment outages in the main control tower;
to provide coordination with the LSO (Landing
Signal Officer) during times that field carrier
landing practice (FCLP) is being conducted
(discussed later in this chapter); or when
special aircraft operations or test/evaluations
are being accomplished on the field which
require coordination with the controllers in the
primary control tower.

The mobile communications van (AN/MRC-
131) shown in figure 10-13 (A) is,equipped with
UHF, VHF, and FM radios which are operated
from inside the cab of the vehicle. This unit also
has provision for a remote station for outside
operations. (See fig. 10-13 (A).)

The mobile control tower (AN/GRC-100)
(fig. 10-14 (B))' contains an auxiliary power unit
(APU) or 24-volt battery which .provides the
necessary power f6 operate the equipment.

Equipment contained in this unit generally
consists of UHF, VHF, and FM radios, wind
indicator, portable traffic control light, clock,
interior lights, and other associated gear.

Generally speaking, the mobile control towei
provides the controller with enough equipment
to'perform his- duties in a satisfactory manner,
especially during periods when traffic conditibns
are relatively light. .

If your station is equipped with a mobile
tower or radio van, you should make every
effort to become ,familiar with the equipment
installed in it and proficient in its operation;

COMBINED RESPONSIBILITIES

Both controllers and pilots, are responsible
to each other for good communications, coordi-
nation, and cooperation. These three factors
are not separate entities but must be considered
as different parts of responsibility which are
shared by pilots and air traffic control per-
sonnel. Some of these responsibilities are set
forth' in publications, while others are not
delineated as a regulation or a rule but are
recognizable as definite responsibilities of a
controller since his profession is one of
servicethat of aiding,,,the pilot to accomplish
a safe flight.

AUTHORIZED CONTROLLERS

Only those naval personnel properly qualified
in accordance with OPNAV Instrudtion 3721.1
(Series) can exercise the control of air traffic.
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201.163
Figure 10-13. Mane control facilities. AN/MRC-131 mobile radio communications van.

Iniver J controllers, to be considered fully
qualified, must possess a Facility Rating for
the aikport to which they a.;e -assigned.

NOTE: Certification requirements for control
tower operators are detailed in FAR, Part fi5,
and chapter 3 of this manual.

TOWER OPERATING POSITIONS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Establishment of controller positions varies
according to locaits. requirements and type of

.facility, but those included in moat control
towers are Local Control position, Ground
Controi position, and Approach Control position.

The primary duties of the tower supervisor
are to direct activities of a tower under the
general supervision of the leading chief and/or
watch officer. He supervises all positions of
operation and directs the training of new
personnel..

200

The following types of messages are ordi-
narily transmitted by the. position indicated in

the following paragraphs.

1. Local controller 'issues information and
clearances to air and vehicular traffic operating
on the landing area, to VFR traffic operating in
the, control zone, and to 'FR traffic released
to local control position.

2. Ground control a sists other operating
positions by handling axiing aircraft and
vehicular traffic on the Ian ng area.

3. Approach controlprovides separation
between all aircraft operating IFR within the
designated area of jurisdiction through application
of separation standards.

At an ATC facility pro (ding radar approach
control servictej, the approach control position
is located in control room, normally desig-
nated as the "IFR romh."
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Figure 10-14. Mobile control facilities. AN/GitC-100 mobile control tower.

NOTE; Radar control facilities will be dis-
cussed in detail in chapter 13 of this manual.

Some facilities use a.flight data position, the
duties of which consist of receipt, posting, and
relaying flight data for the other positions
and assisting in the operation of the tower as
direofed.

AI POET TRAFFIC
(CONTROL PROCEDURES

Airport. traffic control service is based only
upon observed or known traffic and airport
conditions which might, 'in the Air Controlman's

201

a

201.164

judgment, constitute a hazard. These include
parachutists within the control zone, vehicujar
traffic, large flocks of birds in the vipinity of
the airport, and temporary obstructions on or
near the airport.

Specific amovil or disapproval for movement
of vehicles, euipment, or personnel on the
movement area is issued via radio or directional
light gun. Approval of specific situations should
not be qualified by conditional phrales such as
BEHIND LANDING TRAFFIC,. or AFTER THE
DEPARTING AIRCRAFT.

A clearance to take off, land, or touch-and-go
can be denied only on the basis of traffic

4. 207.
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conditions, except in the case of aclosed runway
or below minimum visibility conditions. Clea'r-
ance for'a low approach can by denied only, on
the basis of traffic conditions.

Should 'a pilot request to use a closed runway,
he should be informed of the, fact that the runway
is closed and if necessary, the appropriate
parts of the NOTAM applying to the runway
should be quoted.

Any message relayed to an aircraft 1by the
tower shoyld include thp source of the message.

EXAMPLE: OPERATIONS OFFIC R AD-
VISES, or SQUADRON DUTY OFFIq R RE-
QUESTS (message).

,

' A pilot's: request to cross an atip ,rt traffic
area at speeds in excess, of the speed limit
for an airport traffic area (200 knots for
turbine-powered Aircraft Wand 156 knots for
reciprocating,. engine - powered aircraft), may be
approved if traffic conditions permit. However,
speeds in excess of 250 knots should not be
approved unless the pilot advises that a higher
minimum speed is required, or normal military
operating procedures require such speeds.

If a controller should observe an abnormal
condition of',an aircraft, the pilot of such air-

/ craft should be informed.

EXAMPLE: REAR BAGGAGE DOOR APPEARS'
OPEN.

When a pilot has ftny doubt that his landing
gear is down and locked, he will notify the
control tower. The controller will then instruct
the pilot to perform it low pass in front of the
tower for the purpose of a visual check. The
Controller will then relay to the pilot the results
of the visual check.

EXAMPLE: LANDING GEAR APPEARS
DOWN AND IN PLACE; or, NOSE GEAR DOES
NOT APPEAR IN PLACE. '

. Should any doubt exist after a visual check,
the controller would alert the crash and rescue

,equipment, and, the aircraft would make a
precautionary landing. After the landing rollout,
the aircraft should not turn off the runway until
ground, personnel have made a visual check of
the landing. gear and installed the gear pins.

Unusual maneuvers of an aircraft Within an
airport traffic contro area, should not be
approved or requested if such maneuvers are
not essential to the performance, of the flight.

Wake Turbulence

. Since the existence and effect of wake
turbulence are unpredictable, a controller is not
responsible for anticipating the need for such
informition in all op.ses. However, controllers
must be especially alert fora situation wherein
the poSsibility of aircraft under their jurisdic-

..tion encountering wake turbulence exists and
ensure that the affected pilcts are advised. This
will enable the pilot to avoid the suspected
hazardous area and enhance the safety of flight.

ft

Tlizbulence generated by aircraft, which was
bnoe)etought to be prop wash, is now, categorized
as "thrust stream turbulence" and "wingtip
vortexes." These categories of turbulence are
collectively termed WAISE TURBULENCE.

Thrust stream turbulence is associated with
grohnd operatidhe, such as taxiing and warm-up
operations.

Wingtip vortexes are trailing masses of
disturbed air created by the wing.of an aircraft
as it produces lift. An aircraft creates two such
vortexes with rotational air movement, one
trailing each wingtip. Once formed, the vortexes

,ibXtend and may be hazardous for an undetermined
distance behind the generating aircraft. The
turbulence is directly related to the weight,
wing span, and speed of the aircraft. Its intensity

/is directlk proportional to the weight, and
inverse.y proportional to the wing span and
speed ,of the aircraft. The heavier and slower
the aircraft, the greater will be the intensity
of the turbulence. Thus, modern large transport
aircraft will create maximum turbulence during
takeoff and landing at or near maximum gross

,1 weights. The manner in which wake turbulence
is generated is illustrated in figure 10-15.

,

Trailing vortexes have certain behavioral
characteristiCs which can help a pilot visualize
the *wake location and thereby take avoidance
precautions:

1. Vortexes are generated from the moment
the aircraft leaves the ground, since trailing
vortexes are a by-pro-duct of wing lift. (See
fig. 10-16.)

. 2. The vortex circulation is outward, upward,
and around the wing tips. Tests have shown that
the vortex flow field covers an area about two
wits spans in width and one wing span in depth.

202
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201.93
Figure 10-15. Vortex generation.
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Figurej10-16 - Beginning and ending of vortex
generation.

.,
The vortexes remain so spaced (about a wing
span apart), even- drifting with the wind, at
altitudes -greater than a wing span from the
grdund. Vortexes from large aircraft sink at a
rate of about 400 to 500 feet per minute. They
tend to level off at a distance about 900 feet
below the flight path of the generating aircraft.

When the vortexes of large aircraft sink close
to the ground (within about 201:1feetWthey tend
to move laterally over the ground "at a speed
of about 5 knots. (See fig. 10-17.)

If '.a tower controller Should foresee the
possibility of wake turbulence., cautionary in-
formation should be issued to the pilot of
.the aircraft concerned. Refer to ATP 71,10.8
(Series) for cautionary adVieory phraseology, to
be employed for Heavy Aircraft operations.

Traffic Information

Local traffic information is issued wh9f in
the judgment of the, controller such info4ation
is necessary in the interest of safety or when
reqtiested by a pilot.. ,

Vehicles, equipment,or personnel on the
movement area are described in a manner
which will assist pilots 'in recognizing them.

Military air traffic Is described as follows:

1. Military 'dedlinator, 'with numbers spdken
in gr'oup form.

2. Service and type with the' following ex-
Ception.

(A) NO WIND

1'

(B) CROtS WIND

201.238
Figure 10-17.- Vortex movement in ground ef-

fect. (A) no wind; (B) cross wind.
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3. Type only, if no confusion or misidentifi-
cation is likely.

EXAMPLES: F-FOUR; NAVY FIGHTER; or,
,FIGHTER.

-
-Air carrier traffic is described as follows:

1. Manufacturer's name or model.
2. Add company name or other identifying

features if confusion or misidentification
is likely.

EXAMPLES: VISCOUNT; AMERICAN DC-
NINER; or, UNITED VISCOUNT.

*General aviation air traffic is described as
follows:

1. Manufacturer's model, name or designator..
2. Add color when considered advantageous.

'EXAMPLES: TRI-PACER; CESSNA THREE
TEN; or, GREEN APACHE.

WEen it is necessary to make a hurried,
brief transmission of traffic information, the
aircraft type may be omitted. -

The relative position of traffic must be
issued to' pilots in an easily understood manner,
such as To YOUR RIGHT, or AHEADOF 'Y'OU:

Iinsteaddof local terminology or compass
directiOns. )

,,Alt.A/v1PLtS: TRAFFIC. U ELEVEN ON
DOWNWIND LEG TO YOUR RIGHT; or, F FOUR
INBOUND FROM INITIAL, RUNWAY SIX.

Field Condition Information

Pertinent field condition information notes.;
sary for an aircraft's safe operation is issued
in time for it to be useful to the pilot; The fol-
lowing information concerning field conditions
must be issued to pilots concerned:

1. Construction woVk on or immediately adja-
cent to the movement area.

2. Rough portions of the movement area.
3...Braking conditions caused by ice, 'snow,

slush, or water.
4. Snowdrifts or piles of snow on or along
. the edges of the area and the extent of any

plowed area.

5. Parked aircraft on the movement c}rea,
6. Irregular operation of part or all Of the

field lighting system.

7. Any other field conditioils
pertinent by the controller.

Description' of field conditions issued should
be stated clearly and concisely.

considered

EXAMPLES: MOWER TO LEFT OF RUNWAY;
or, WORKMAN ON TAXIWAY.

Weather Information

The tower may transmit-to pilots or other
ATC facilities, without consulting weafher service
personnel, any elements of weather information
derived directly from instruments, from radar,
or received as a pilot report. Observed weather
conditions such as LARGE BREAKS IN THE
OVERCAST, VISIBILITY LOWERING TO THE
SOUTH, or similar statements which do note
include specific values may be transmitted.
Terminal- radar control facilities should inform
-towers for which they provide approabli- control
service about storm areas observed on radar.

Elements of weather inforrhation which in-
clude specific values (such as -ceilings and
visibility) may not be transmitted unless the
observing controller is properly certificated
and acting as a weiffer observer, or the
weather observation was macje or verified by
weather service personnel.

Controllers should inform local weather
service personnel of any differences between
weather') conditions observed from the tower
and those reported by weather service.

'Bird Activity Information

Bird activity information including position,
size, and species (if known); and their course of
flight should be issued to pilots of aircraft'
concerned for at least -15 minutes after receipt
of the inforfnation from pilots or adjacent
facilities. This time may be reduced when
either visual observations or subsequent reports
reveal that the <activity is no longer a factor.

Visual Signals

Air traffic control light signals are used to
control aircraft and movement of vehicles,
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equipment, or personnel on the movement area
when radio communications cannot be employed.
These signals are in accordance with figure
11-2 in chapter 11 of this training manual.

To obtain an acknowledgment from aircraft
-equipped with a _receiver only, a controller
should request the pilot of the aircraft to move
the aileron or rudders on the ground, or. rock
the wings when airborne, during daylight hours;
or, blink the navigation or landing lights at
night.

Runway Use

Except where a "runway use" program is in
effect, the selection of the runway to use, or
he duty. runway, is as follows:

1. The runway most nearly aligned with the
wind, when the wind velocity is 5 knots or more.

2. The calm wind runway, when the wind
velocity is less than 5 knots.

Use of a runway other than those mentioned
above is permissible if it will be operationally
advantageous or if it is requested by a pilot. If
a pilot prefers to use a runway different from
that specified by a controller, he is expected to
advise the controller accordingly.

Runway use programs for large aircraft and
turbojet aircraft may be established at some
airports. Where such programs are established,
runway assignment is affected by consideration
of noise sensitive areas and noise abatement
.benefits. Acceptance or refusal of such assign-
ments is still the pilot's prerogative.

to pilots when adverse conditions exist on the
landing area.

Detailed procedures for the determination
and reporting of runway surface conditions in
terms of runway condition reading (ROR) are
contained in chapter 7 of this manual and may
also be found in the FLIP IFR-Supplement
(Procedures).

Separation

Air traffic should be controlled in accordance
with established traffic and taxi patterns. The
controller must establish a sequence of arriving
and departing aircraft by issuance of instructions
and information that require pilots of aircraft
to adjust flight or ground operation as necessary
to achieve proper spacing or separation.

The minimums contained in TATC Htndbook
7110.8 (Series) are considered to be "Standard
Separation." Unless otherwise- authorized,the_____
minima and procedures contained therein should"
be adhered to.

"Reduced Separation" implies that a reduction
to the standards specified in TATC Handbook
7110.8 (Series) has been authorized by the Chief
of Naval Operations for the Navy or other

A appropriate headquarters for the other service
branches. This reduction in separation is
applicable between military aircraft in special
procedures such as altitude reservations, air
refueling, and fighter-interceptor operations,
etc.

To assist the controller in determining the
minimum interval between various operations,
the following categories of aircraft have been
established.

Both wind direction and velocity must be
issued when authorizing the use of runways,
even though the wind velocity is less than 5
knots and the calm wind runway is to be used.
This information is necessary since same
aircraft are adversely affected by a tailwind
or crosswind componentand___pilota _must_be_
aware of the exact wind condition to make the
decisions necessary for a safe flight. Therefore,
the wind condition is described as "calm"-only
when the velocity is less than 3 knots.

Runway conditions

At those facilities affected by winter weather
conditions, runway condition and braking action
are important information which must be relayed

1. Category 1.Lightweight, single-engine,
personal-type, propeller-driven aircraft. (Does
not include high performance aircraft such as
the T -28.)

2. Category 2. Lightweight, twin-engine,
propeller-driven aircraft weighing 12,500 pounds
or less, such as the 1.1-11 and C-45.

3. _Category__3.
the high-performance single-engine, heavy twin-
engine, four-engine, and turbo jet aircraft.

4. Heavy aircraft.All aircraft with a gross
takeoff weight of 300,000 pounds or more.

The application of procedures and minimums,
local deviations or .application of reduced
separation, and conditions allowing such opera-
tions are the same as those listed under IFR
CONTROL PROCEDURE later in this chapter.
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Table 10-4. Criteria for simultaneous, same
direction operations on parallel runways

2. Two-way radio communications must be
maintained with the aircraft involved, and
pertinent traffic information must be issued.

3. The distance between the runways, or
landing strips, must be in accordance with
table 10-4.

Minimum d stance in feet
between

Aircraft type NOTE: If two categories of aircraft are
Runway

center-
Adjacent edges

of runway or
involved, the greater distance must be applied.

lines landing strips Simultanedus, opposite direction operations
on parallel runways or landing strips, or on a

Light-weight,
single-engine,

300 200 runway and a parallel landing strip, may be
authorized under the following conditions:

propeller-
driven 1. Operations must be conducted in VFR

conditions.
Twin-engine,

propeller-
driven

500 400
2. Two-way radio communications are main-

tained with the aircraft involved, and pertinent
traffic information its issued.

All others 700 600
3. The distance between the runways or land-

ing strips must be in accordance with table 10-5.

Table 10-5. Criteria for simultaneous, oppo- SEPARATION OF DEPARTING AIRCRAFT.
site direction operations on parallel runways Departing aircraft are separated from other

Time of
operation

Minimum distance in feet
between

Runway
center-
lines

Adjacent edges
of runways or
landing stripe

Between sunrise
and sunset-

-1400 1400

Between sunset
and sunrise

2800 Not authorized

aircraft using the same runway by ensuring
that they do not begin takeoff roll until one of
the following conditions exists:

1. The other deptirting aircraft has crossed
the runway end, or it3 airborne and turning to
avert any conflict. (See fig. 10-18(.)

2. Provided that distances by reference to
suitable landmarks can be de,terrnined, the other

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATIONS ON PARAL-
LEL RUNWAY.Simultaneous, same direction
operations may be authorized on parallel runways,
or landing strips, under the following conditions:

4
*)t

(
1. Operation must be conducted in .VFR

Conditions unless visual separation 'is applied
between aircraft concerned by the tower
controller or pilots of the aircraft conducting
the operation. --- Figure

206
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10-18.-- Separation of departing aircraft.
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3,000 FEET

--:- "".

4

4,500FEET

6,000 FEET

Figure 10-19.-Separation of different category departing aircraft.

departing-air c r aft-need-be-airbOrne-only
following minimum distances exist between
aircraft (fig. 10-19):

a. If only category I aircraft are involved- .
3,000 feet. .

b. If a category 1 aircraft is preceded
by a category 2 aircraft-,73,000 feetmr

c. If the succeeding or both aircraft are
category 2- 4,500 feet.

d. If either aircraft is a category 3
aircraft-6,000 feet.

\ \
201.14e

Figure 10-20.- Separation between departing and/ a preceding arriving aircraft.

--
201.145

3. A preceding arriving aircraft has taxied
Off the runway. (See fig. 10-20.)

'e-nA departing aircraft is separated from
another aircraft using an i'nterse'cting runway by
ensuring that ti it does not begin takeoff roll
until one of the following conditions exists:

1. The preceding departing aircraft has
passed the intersection or is airborne and is
turning to avert any conflict. (See fig. 10-21.)

2. The preceding arriving aircraft- has taxied
off the landing runway, or completed the landing
roll and will hold short of the intersection,
or has passed the intersection. (See fig. 10-22.)

NOTE: If reasonable assurance exists that
the prescribed separation will bo met when the

201.147 aircraft commences takeoff roll, controllers
Figure 10-21, - Separation between departing need not withhold takeoff clearance until the

,),; aircraft using intersecting runways. separation actually exists.
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In addition to the separation criteria govern-
ing departing aircraft, care must be exercised
to ensure that a category 1 or 2 aircraft, that
will be taking off from an intersection on the
same runway behind a preceding departing
category 3 aircraft, does not, commence takeoff
roll for at least 3 minutes following the departure.
This procedure does not apply 4o aircraft
departing behind a heavy jet..

SEPARATION OF ARRIVING AIRCRAFT.
Arriving aircraft are separated from other
aircraft using the same runway by ensuring
that the arriving aircraft does not cross the
landing threshold until one of the following
conditions exists:

1. The other arriving aircraft has. taxied
off the runway. (See fig. 10-23.)

201.148
Figure 10-22. Separation between departing and

arriving aircraft using intersecting runways.

F.

2. Between sunrise and sunset, if distances
by reference to suits e landmarks can be
determined and the other aircraft has landed,
the preceding arrival need not clear the runway
if the following minimum distances from the
landing threshold exist (fig. 10-24):

a. When a category 2 aircraft is landing
behind a category 1 or 2 aircraft-4,500 feet.

b. When a category 1 aircraft is landing
behind a category 1 or 2 aircraft-73,000 feet.

3. The other departing aircraft has crossed_
the end of the runway. (See fig. 10-25.)

4. If distances by reference to suitable
landmarks can be determined and the preceding
departure is airborne, it need not have crossed
the runway end if the following minimum

Pit ( \\ir\
201.149

Figure 10-23.Separation between arriving air-
craft.

4,500 FEET

,

.:--=---3,000 FEET
t

201.150
Figure 10-24.Separation of different category arriving aircraft.
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distances from the landing threshold exist
(fig. 10-26):

a. When only category 1

involved 3,000 feet.
b. When either aircraft is

aircraft 4,500 feet.
c. When either aircraft is

aircraft-6,000 feet.

An arriving aircraft is separated from an-
other aircraft using an intersecting runway by
ensuring that the arriving aircraft does, not
cross the landing threshold until one of the
following conditions exists:

1. The preceding departing aircraft has
passed the intersection or is airborne and
turning to avert any conflict. (See fig. 10-27.)

2. A preceding arriving aircraft has taxied
off the landing runway, completed landing roll
and w411 hold short of the intersection, or has
passed the intersection. (See fig. 10-28.)

aircraft are

a category 2

a category 3

\
4

201.151
Figure 10-25. Separation of arriving and pre-

ceding departing aircraft.

-"" - - - - -

SEPARATION` OF HELICOPTERS. Depart-
ing helicopters are separated , from other
helicopters by ensuring that they :ro not take off
until one of the following conditions exist:

1. A preceding departing helicopter has
proceeded away from the takeoff area. (See
fig. 10-29 (A).)

2. A preceding arriving helicopter has taxied
off of the landing area. (See fig. 10-29 (B).)

An arriving helicopter is separated from
other helicopters by ensuring that it does not
land until one of the following conditions exists:

1. A preceding arriving helicopter has come
to a stop or taxied off the landing area. (See
fig. 10-30.)

2. A preceding departing helicopter has
proceeded away from the landing area..(See
fig. 10-31.)

Helicopters may be authorized, to conduct
simultaneous landings or takeoffs if the distance
between the landings and takeoff points is at
least 200 feet and the courses to be flown do
not conflict. (See fig. 10-32.)

NOTE: Surface markings would have to
be referred to, in order to determine the
minimum distance between helicopters, or the
pilots of the helicopters may be instructed

to remain at least 200 feet from other helicopters.
Helicopters performing air taxiing operations ,

(normally not above 10 feet) on the movement
area are considered to fie taxiing aircraft.
Departing Aircraft

Taxi information 113436ed to departing aircraft
is listed in chapter 11 of this training manual...

113

3,000 FEET

4,500 FEET

6,000 FEET

'

201.152
Figure 10-26. Separation of arriving and preceding departing aircraft of different category.
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Pilots of departing aircraft will contact ground
control prior to ta.d for taxi information.
FormAtion leaders nay request and receive
taxi information for their entire flight.

Ground control issues the necessary in-
structions, and clears an aircraft from the
parking area to the warmup area. Pilots of
taxiing aircraft should remain on ground control
frequency while in the warmup area until
instructed to change frequency by the ground
controller, or until ready for takeoff clearance.

201.153
Figure 10-27.Separation of arriving and other
departing aircraft using intersecting 'runways.

JIyJ

Departing IFR flights receive their, ATC
clearance on ground control, frequency or a
designated clearance delivery frequency. Navy
pilots are required to "read back" ATC
clearances that differ from the filed flight plan.

IFR flights should be informed of the
appropriate departure control frequency before
takeoff. This information should be issued on
the clearance delivery or ground control
frequency.

Departing aircraft will hold well clear of the
duty runway until cleared for takedf by the
control tower.

201.154
Figure 10-28. Separation of arriving and other

arriving aircraft using intersecting runways.

,,

t
(B)

201.155
Figure 10-29.Separation of a departing helicopter. (A) From a preceding departure; (B) from a'

preceding arrival.

210
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PRECEDING HELICOPTER
HAS STOPPED

PRECEDING HELICOPTER
HAS TAXIED OFF

,Figure 10-30.-- Separation of an arriving hel opter from a preceding arrival.

Departing IFR flights may be authorized
to dePart and maintain VFR until the ATC
clearance for the IFR flight is received, provided
that the pilot requests such clearance and approval
is obtained by coordination with the facility
respcnsible for issuing the- IFR clearance. The
departure time must be forwarded to the facility
issuing the clearance and the pilot instructed
as to the proper frequency, time, find place
to contact such facility. If the IFR facility is
unable to issue clearance because of traffic

201.156

conditions, the pilot shoiild be informed and a
suggestion offered that he take the delay on
the ground. If the pilot still desires So take off
VFR and obtain IFR clearance in the air, the
clearance may be issued as local traffic
conditions permit. The facility must be informed
of the VFR departure time.

Official ceiling and visibility are issued to
departing VFR flights prior to takeoff when
the weather is below VFR minimums, and to
departing IFR flights when the weather is below

201.157

Figure 10-31. Separation ofban arriving helicopter from a preceding departure.
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a

Figure
A10 -32. Separation of siniultaneous luilicopter operations.

takeoff minimums, or if none are established,
when the weather is below V'FR minimums.

The Navy has established takeoff minimums
for IFR flights based on, the pilot's instrument
rating. These ratings are entitled Special or
Standard and are issued to individual pilots after
successful completion of a flight check and
written exam administered by an Instrument
Flight 'Board 'which is established by the
Commanding Officer of a facility. There are
no takeoff minimums established fqr pilots with
a Special instrument rating, and takeoff will
depend on the judgment of the pilot and urgency
of the flight. Takeoff may be authorized for

* pilots with a Standard instrument rating under
the following conditions:

1. Three hundred, feet ceiling and 1 statute
mile visibility.

2. When a radar approach facility with
published minimums less than 300 feet ceiling
And visibility 1 mile is available, takeoff is
authorized provided the weather is at least
e-ual to the precision approach minimums fo
the runway in use, but in no case
weather is less than 200.feet ceiling and sibility
1/2 mile/2400 feet RVR.

At certain air statics where commercial or
air carrier aircraft are authized to operate

f

201.158..

carrying passdngers or cargo for hire or
compensation, there is a minimum visibility
below which takeoff clearance to stichtircraft
must be denied.. The specific minimum sibility
is vaNable,. depending upon the type of visibility
reporting procedure and equipment available at
the particular station. Should your .station be
so affected, refer to the appropriate section
of TATC .Handbook 7110.8 (Series) for the
applicable minimum visibility.

A departing IFR flight should be instructed
to contact, departure bontrol when appropriate.
For aircraft that can change radio frequencies
after takeoff, the instructions are normally issued
when the. aircraft is one-half mile beyond the '

end of the runway provided that no Nrther
communications with the tower are reqUired.
For others, the instructions may be issued .

prior to, or, in 'conjunction with, the takeoff,2
clearance.

Takeoff clearance need not be withheld
until prescribed separation exists if there ie
reasonable assurance that it will eldsewhen the
aircraft starts its takeoff roll. -,:..
Arriving Aircraft

. ..
Landing information, as aPptopriate,?to-be

issued to arriving ,aircraft is listigrin "
11 of this training manual. '"

4:
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180* TURN
NORMAL PROPELLER
AIRCRAFT PATTERN
ENT

JET INITIAL
ENTRY POINT

ED *-
I

JET INITIAL APPROACH BREAK POINT

UPWIND CEO

Figure 10- 33. Conventional and overhead approach traffic patterns.

At certain facilities, prodedures njay be
established for arriving VIM traffic to contact
approach control for landing and traffic infor-
illation, In such cases approach control assists
the , lecal cceatroller with the communications
worklcilu and traffic spacing in addition to
enhancement of safety by making traffic
information available for a greater distance
from the airport. Local_ instructions will
promulgated which govern such operations.

Arrivlug aircraft normally call the wer
for landing instructions plior to entering the
airport traffic area. Aircraft carrying v
important p'ersons- (VIP), or cargo requiring
assistance, should contact, the tower as soon as
possible and again when entering the eir.port
traffic area, ;

Spacing of arriving aircraft must begin prior
to their reaching that portion of the traffic
pattern where a landing clearance must be
given. VFR traffic tends to irrig at irregular
intervals or in large number requiring a
controller to issue the necessary instructions
and Information to establitili an evenly timed
flow of traffic.

Traffic patterns are established'at airports
to speedy the desired flow of air traffic in the
yioinity of the airport. Standard pattern are-

r

201.159

left-hand patterns as depicted in figure 10-33.
A conventional pattern, used mostly by recip
ranting engine-powered aircraft, consists of
the following:

1. Upwind leg. A flight course parallel to
the landing runway in the direction of landing.

2. Crosswind leg. A flight:-opurse at right
angles to the landing runway off its upwind leg.

3. Downwind leg. A flight course parallel, to
the landing runway in the direction) opposite to
landing.

4. Bsse leg. A flight course atright antes to
the landing runway off its :,.p ch end and
extending from the dowinvin. eg the inter-

-Section of the runway centerline e

5. Final approach. A flight course
/

in the
direction of landing along the runway centerline
extended from the base leg down to the runway.
(See fig. 10-33),

4

A standard overhead approach pattern for use
by military high performance aircraft consists
of the following:

1. An initial approach 3 to 5 miles in length.

213 t
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2. A breakpoint at which the first 180-degree
turn is started. (Normally over the numbers
on the runway of intended landing.)

3. Direction of turns is normally left.
4. Pattern altitudes at least 500 feet above

the conventional pattern until the second 180 -
degree tuft is darted.

5. At rollout on final approach not less than
one-fourth mile from the runway threshold and
not less than 300 feet above the ground. (See
fig. 10 -33.)

Entry of the overhead approach pattern is
normally from the initial point. Entry of the
conventional pattern is normally an interception
of the downwind leg at an angle of 45 degrees.
(See fig. 10-33.)

Specified procedures and control techniques
vary' from one facility" to another, as well
as from one controller to another. However,
certain basic rules apply regardless of the
techniques that are used; for example:

1. The controller is responsible for issuing
instructions and information relative to aliknown
traffic conditions.

2. All turns by the pilot around the airport
will be left-hand, unless otherwise specified by
the controller.

3. At least one component of a traffic pattern
(final approach) will be used- 'by the pilot,
consistent with instructions issued by the
controller.

4. Pilots are responsible for conformance
with the applicable pattern requirements estab-
lished by antinoise programs, etc.

5. Pilots have the final authority for the
acceptance of clearances issued from the tower.

6. AlZinstructions issued by the controller,
and accepted ,by the ..pilot,must..be adhered,,to
bY the pilot' '.` ^

7. Pilots landing or taking off are entitled to
all -usable and available portions of the runway.

U it is necessary to hold arriving VFR
aircraft at visual holding points because of
traffic congestion, such aircraft would be cleared
to a selected, prominent geographical fix easily
recognized from the air and preferably- one
depicted on aeronautical charts. Instructions
should be issued regarding the direction of

holding and turns. Traffic information is issued
to aircraft cleared to hold at the same fix.

Landing clearance is normally issued when
arriving aircraft turn to base leg or begin
the second 180-degree turn for the overhead
approach. Such clearance is normally issued
after prescribed separation between aircraft

-concerned exists and the #1,1014Reports "wheels
down."

Landing clearance need not be withheld,
until prescribed separation exists if there is
reasonable assurance that it will exist when
thA A i rarAft crosses the__Ianding_threshold.
However, a succeeding aircraft should not be
cleared to land before a preceding arriving
aircraft crosses the landing threshold.

Landing clarance may be issued to a radar-
controlled aircraft when it is 3 miles from
touchdown or landing threshold even though the
preceding aircraft has not crossed= the landing
threshold provided that there- is reasonable
assurance that appropriate sepax;ation will exist
when the radar-controlled aircraft crosses
the threshold. Traffic: information should be
included with the landing clearance.

A landing clearance may not be withheld
indefinitely, even though it appears a violation
has been committed. The apparent violation
might be the result of an emergency situation.
In any event, assist the pilot to the maximum
extent possible.

If the pilot of an aircraft requests clearance
for an operations from a closed or unsafe
runway, he ashould be advised of the runway
condition. If the pilot peraists in his request, a
controller may quote the applicable parts of the
NOTAM concerning the runway and inform the
pilot that a clearance cannot be issued. Then if
the pilot still insists and in the opinion of the
controller the operation would not adversely
affect other traffic, he Elhould be informed that
theoperation will be at his own risk.

Parking Transient Aircraft

Pilots of arriving aircraft will normally
_ shift to ground control frequency upon clearing

the duty runway. At this time the ground
controller will issue any additional instructions
necessary for the aircraft to proceed to the
appropriate destination on the field. Pilots of
aircraft based aboard a particular station or
those who are , known to be familiar with the
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field may need only an acknowledgment froth*
ground control that they are on ground control
frequency and a brief instruction to complete
the operation.

EXAMPLE; TAXI TO YOUR LINE,

Pilots who are unfamiliar with the field
may need precise step-by-step instructions to
get the aircraft to the proper place. Actual
parking of the aircraft is accomplished by a line
crew; however, the ground controller should
provide the line crew with advance notification
of the aircraft arrival so that the transition
from instructions issued by the tower,to visual
signals provided by the lineman is. a smooth
and continuous operation. Use of FOLLOW ME
vehicles is common at many fields to simplify
the procedure of getting an unfamilisr pilot
to his destination on the field as expeditiously
as possible. The ground controller will have
-communications with both the FOLLOW ME
Vehicle *....r.c1 the aircraft, but communications
do not normally exist between the vehicle and
the aircraft. This requires liaison and coordi-
nation to get the vehicle in the proper pickup
position and ensure that the pilot establishes
visual contact with the vehicle. These vehicles
are usually lighted for night use.

Refueling operations are outside the authority
or responsibility of tower controllers; however,
they may be called tipr_n tz relay advance
inforrhation to the appropriate personnel about
the type ur grade of fuel requi,ed by a
transient aircraft. This allows the refueling
truck to be called out and meet such aircraft
when they are parked, thereby expediting
refueling and reducing ground time.

Priority

Air traffic control service is provided On a
first come, ffrst serve basis as circumstances
permit, with the following exceptions;

1. Maximum poSsible priority N should be
provided military air evacuation flights when
requested by a particular pilot. Particular
consideration to priority should be given in
terminal areas and to avoid turbulent conditions.

2. Maximum assistance should be provided
SAR aircraft while performing a SAR mission.

3. Special handling may be required to
expedite a Senaiautomatic Flight Inspection

Aircraft (SAFI), which is a specially equipped
aircraft with a preplanned system of checking
certain navigation aids.

4. Special consideration must be given to
expedite the movement of the Presidential or
the Vice Presidential aircraft and any escort
aircraft as well as related control messages
when traffic conditions and comiamication.e
facilities permit.

5. EXpeditious hancilig is required for any
aircraft using the code name FLYNET. This code
name indiCates that the aircraft is transporting
a nuclear emergency team to the location of
a nuclear incident.

Insofar as assfp.ing priorities for the handling
of aircraft experiencing emergencies is> con-
cerned, no set priorities can be prescribed
because of the infinite variety of possible
situations which may occur.

It should be remembered however, that air-
craft in distress have the .right of way over
all other traffic.

All naval air activities may assign priorities
to VFR traffic. Priority is not normally given
to VIPs; however, all Navy air traffic control
facilities may *give consideration to VIPs as
long as safety is not affected.

The operation of jet-propelled aircraft neces-
sitates expeditious handling to avoid excessive
fuel consumption during taxiing, takeoff, and
landing operations. Therefore, the following
instructions must be followed by naval control

`tower operators:

1. Jet aircraft must NOT bagranted priority
for taxiing, takeoffs, or landings unless the
pilot so requests.

2. In granting priority: (1) Jet aircraft may
be cleared first when propeller-driven airol
':rill delay taxiing and takeoff; (2) if jet aircraft
are ready for takeoff and propeller-driven,.
aircraft are approaching for landing, jet air-
craft may be cleared for _takeoff and all other
aircraft except jet, hospital evacuation, and
aircraft in emergency may be instructed to
circle the field; (3) jet aircraft annroaching for
landing may be cleared ahead of all other
aircraft (both jet and conventional). taking off
and ahead of all other ,aircraft landing except
those in emergency and hospital evacuation
aircraft:
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Pilots of jet aircraft should not request
priority except when considered necessary.
0 rily, the necessity should not exist for
flir:13 in local flying areas.

VFR Helicopter Operations

Where helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft
use the same iacility, .a controller must
consider the maneuverability and operational
characteristics of helicopters when issuing
instructions and information to establish a smooth
flow of traffic. Helicopters do not necessarily
conform to a standard traffic pattern as do
fixed wing aircraft. Local procedures may be
established to ensure uniformity of helicopter
operations. Local pilots would probably be
familiar with such local procedures, but transient
piiots would depend Upon the controller to issue
appropriate instructions. Conflicting flight paths
and movements between helicopters and fixed-
Wing arcraft must be prevented.

Pilots of helicopters should request per-
mission from the control tower to cross a duty
runway, or runway in use. The controller should
then issue appropriate instructions based upon
an assessment of the current traffic situation.

Navy helicopter flights within a control zone
should dot exceed an altitude of .500 feet unless
authorized to do so by the control tower or
other appropriate agency.

Helicopter training flights should stay well
clear of other traffic. Wheel they are within the
boundaries of the airfield, the pilot shOuld
guard the tower frequency so a controller can
keep the pilot informed of current traffic
information.

Practice autorotations (defined in appendix
III) may be conducted within the limits of the
field boundaries over a surface where a full
autOrotation might; be safely completed, and
which is readily accessible to crash and
firefighting equipment. Practice autorotations
require the approval of the control tower. ,

Simulated Flameout.
-(SFO) Procedures

Milit'ary turbojet aircraft may be authorized
to make SFO maneuvers. Practice SFO ap-
proaches are authorized only for specific aircraft.
.liewever, precautionary SFO approaches might
be made by any aircraft when engine failure is
considered possible.
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The following are requisite if practice SFOs
are authorized:

1. A Letter of Agreement authorizing SFOs
is in effect.

2. Known traffic information is relayed to
the aircraft conducting the SFO and to, any
other aircraft within or adjacent to the flameout
maneuvering area.

3, Altitudes to be utilized by aircraft conduct-
ing simulated flameout operations or practice
precautionary approaches must be obtained by
ATC prior to granting approval for the operation.

A simulated flameout pattern consists of-t
following:

1. High Key, which is a position over the
airport where the pilot -begins to maneuver
the aircraft to enter a high downwind leg.
(Recommended altitude 5,500 to 15,000 MSL.)

2. Low Key, which is a position on high
downwind leg just before turning on base leg.
(Recommended altitude 3,500 to 10,000 MSL.)

3. Flameout Maneuvering Area, which is that
airspace to be occupied by an aircraft conducing
a SFO approach, which begins at high key,
included* the low key, and ends at the landing
threshold. (See fig. 101:34.).

.......

"'"

a/.
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Figure 10- 34.-- Simulated flameout pattern.
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Aerial Tow Target Operations

Aerial tow targets and related equipment
are used in gunnery practice by ships and shore
installations and in air-to-air firing exercises.
Towing operations enable gunners to fire at
targets 'that simulate moving aircraft in speed,

'shape, and maneuvers.

Most aerial tow 'targets presently employed
are of the type that can be released, or trailed,
behind the aircraft in flight and retracted when
the mission is completed. These targets do not
normally require any special consideration
conci.a_rning -alrport traffic contro1.110-wever, The
possibility of a me:tanical malfunction exists,
and a pilot may not be able to retract the
target. In such cases the pilot may desire
to make a low app4oach over the airport and
drop the target in an area from which it could
be retrieved. The local Air Operations Manual
designates specific procedures and areas for
dropping towed targets.

It should be kept in mind that an aircraft with
a tow in the traffic pattern is a definite hazard
and the Air Controlman has the responsibility
of controlling traffic accordingly. This., may
require additional spacing of traffic or having
other traffic vacate the traffic pattern until
the tow drop is complete.,

Field Carrier Landing l'iTactics 1/

Involvement of the Air Controlman in the
procedures of field carrier landing practice
(FCLP) stems from his position of control of
aircraft at and around the airport. The extent
to-which he is called upon to exercise control
and handle other aspects connected with .FCLP
is discussed in the following sections.

The landing signal officer (LSO) is an ex-
perienced carrier pilot, designated and trained
by the Navy to assist and instruct pilots in
carrier and field carrier landing techniques.
The LSO has direct responsibility for the
aircraft in the FCLP pattern. The tower retains
oVerall control of the traffic, which means the
control tower will issue instructions whenever
there is danger present to the aircraft in the
pattern. To effectively accomplish this, there
must be close coordinatiOn between the tower
and the LSO regarding any emergency action
that may be necessary. In addition, tower
operators can relay any information to_ the

LSO pertaining to the aircraft in.,the pattern
if it will result:- in safer operations. The only
instructions, other A0ms- those issued by the
control tower du,ring FCLP when a hazardous
condition exists, are initial takeoff clearance and
taxi instructions. All other instructions given to
the pilots of aircraft conducting FCLP are given
by the LSO.

FCLP is the most hazardous routine operation
conducted on the field. The tower operation
must be constantly alert for any emergency
while these operations are in progress. These
emergencies may result from spins, stalls, and
ground -loops, due to the- slew- speed and low
altitude of the aircraft in the pattern. While
conducting FCLP, more than the normal amount
of crash equipment is required to be available
on the field because of the greater hazards
involved. Station instructions dtbignate the
positioning of this equipment and the amount
required. Ide-

Pilots receive an extensive training program
at shore installations, preparing them for
actual carrier landings prior to going aboard
an aircraft carrier. Therefore, to approximate
shipboard landing conditions, a runway is marked
off in size and shape similar to the flight deck
of an aircraft carrier. Landing area markings,
discussed earlier in this chapter, sometimes
serve as a simulated flight deck for FCLP.
However, when it is impractical to conduct
FCLP operations on the landing area marking,
additional simulated raisin deck markings are
painted at appropriate locations on the runway.
Lights are used to outline the runway for
nighttime use. These may be either portable
lights or smudge pots.

FCLP PATTERN. The FCLP ,pattern ins

usually a touch-and-go pattern. This means that
the aircraft is able to ,stay in the pattern and
complete more approaches. When the aircraft
takes off, the pilot will usually turn slightly to
the right so as to leave the runway clear of
turbulence. An aircraft entering turbulence from
an aircraft ahead may have trouble recovering
because of the low altitude, and a crash may
result. The airspeeds used vary with the type
of aircraft; however, they are normally not much
above Stalling speeds. In their final approach,
aircraft are controlled by the LSO. The LSO
may, at his discretion, wave off an aircraft at
any point in the landing approach. The pilot will
"land after completion of the required number
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of approaches, o whefi low on fuel. The control
tower will then issue instructions to the pilot
for taxiing back to the parking area.

An aircraft receiving a waveoff will remain
in the pattern and will make its next approach-
in its regular sequence, wih other aircraft still
in the pattern.

. Most facilities have a portable or permanently
, installed Fresnel lens for use with FCLP. This

visual landing aid is the same as that used
aboard ship and is illustrated in chapter 13 of
this manual.

MINIMUM FUEL

Minimuim fuel is an advisory term indicating
that, in 04 judgment of the pilot, his fuel state is
such that no undue delay can be accepted
enroute to his destination. This is not an
emergency situation, but unduedelay,may result
In an emergency. If at any tiii* the remaining
usable fuel supply suggests the need for traffic
priority to ensure a safe landing, the pilot shall
declare an emergency and report fuel remaining
ip minutes. Both minimum fuel advisories and
emergency fuel shall be reported each time
control is transferred to a new controller.

EMERGENCY AND
CRASH PROCEDURES

The facilities for fighting fires and aiding
personnel involved in crashes are a vital part
of the airport equipment.

While flight operations are being conducted,
commerwling officers must ensure that adequate
firefighting, crash, rescue, and ambulance
equipment is on hand. They must also see ,that
the equipment is favorably located, adequately
manned, and in efficient operating condition and
that the crew is alerted. Only" a minimum
of equipment is ,required on the field during
normal operations, but other crash and, rescue
equipments are held in readiness at all times.

All air stations maintain a current crash
bill detailing the duties of those assigned the
handling of such emergencies including control
tower operators. Additionally. procedures are
established for handling emergencies or accidents
when the aircraft involved is carrying hazardous
cargo. Them/ instructions are normally separatA
from the crash bill because of their classified
nature.

volk

It is the primary responsibility of the control
tower operator to observe closely all activities
on the airfield and within the visible traffic
pattern, and maintain radio communications with
aircraft concerned. Normally the control tower
operator will obtain initial information on an
-impending-emergency or accident. Control tower
personnel must speedily convey exact information
to crash, firefighter: f,, and units so that
prompt action by those units can be taken.

At any time a pilot reports an enCergency or
an aircraft emergency is suspected, immediate
response is required to assure that the pilot
has appropriate and adeqUate runway lights or
other -applicablelightsystemslighted-for-his
landing when lights are required. For suspected
inbound lost communications aircraft, the runway
lights, approach lights, and other required light
systems must be lighted as /prescribed 30
minutes prior to the estimated time of arrival
of the unreported aircraft. The lights must
remain on until the aircraft has been reported
located or 30 minutes after *it is estimated that
the aircraft's fuel supply is exhausted.

Primary Crash Alarm
Intercommunications System

This systeW is a direct wired intercommu-
nications system normally installed between the
stations listed herein.

Its purpose is to provide an immediate
means of communication to primary emergency
activities so they may notify all essential sup-
porting activities.

1. Control tower.
2. Crash/rescue alarin room.
3. Air operations dispatcher.
4. Structural fire alarm room.
5. AirOps duty office.
6. Station hospital or dispensary.

Secondary Crash Alarm
Intercommunications System

This systemmay operate through the regular
telephone switchboard and may be activated
from the coiltrol tower and the flight clearance
desk. This system. is referred to as the "crash
phone." Telephone receiver:: on this system
are installed at required at each facility. The
following stations are suggested:

1. Crash/rescue alarm room.
0 2. Structural fire organization.
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3. Hospital or dispensary.
4. Aircraft maintenance department.
5. Photographic laboratory.
6. Crash boat house (if applicable).
7. Security office.
8. Airfield operations office.

This system allows notification of all essential
personnel and activities simultaneously by the
flight clearance dispatcher without further in-
terference with control tower duties.

The "crash phone" is tested daily at all
facilities to ensure its satisfactory operation.
This test is usually originated by the control

an S.
As procedures may vary at different ATC

facilities, no attempt will be made here to
explain actual test procedures; however, you
slInItid become thoroughly familiar with the
entire operation of the crash phone system as
it pertains to your facility.

. s 41:: 1 I s

Emergency Radio
Communications Systems

Two radio networks are provided for the
purpose of coordinating crash and firefighting
activities. The primary network is referred to
as the "crash network" which provides commu-
nications between the control tower and the
necessary mobile units such as crash trucks
and ambulances. The other network is a standby
or spare in case of outage of the primary
equipment. The secondary network is referred
to as the "internal Security network."

Responsibility

In the event of a crash or impending emer-
gency, control tower personnel must convey
exact information to the necessary units
'concerned and keep them advised of the status
and pertinent details. They must notify all
traffic on the field and in the air of the crash
or emergency, and, at the direction of the
operations officer or his authorized representa-
tive, close the field to traffic until free for
normal operations.

When activating the crash phone system,
give the ,following information if available:

1. Location.
2. Type of aircraft.
3. Nature of emergency.
4. Fuel state.

'5. Number of personnel aboard.

6. Explosives, ordnance stores, or other dan-
gerous cargo.

7. Landing runway and ETA.
8. Any other pertinent information.

Aircraft crashes -are usually described as to
location by using a grid map system especially
constructed for this purpose. (See fig. 10-35.)
sometimes it is desirable to construct two grid
maps. One map is used for crashes on or near
the airport, and one is expanded to cover more
area for off-station crashes. In either case,
all crash vehicles, crashboats, and rescue
aircraft must be supplied with cosies of these
maps ab e in rpret tower directions.
Two examples in using this map are: Area
THREE FOXTROT would include the approach
end of runway 18 and SIX BRAVO would include
the approach end of runway three.

There is a certain amdtmt of excitement
generated with the occprrence of an emergency
or brash. However, since you are transmitting
very vital information it is extremely impo.r.tant
that you be CORRECT, .CONCISE, and CALM.
Remember that you are talking to several
people at one time and they rust absorb the
information that you ,are giving ih-order to take
proper action.

Emergencies and crashes more distant from
the field are usually 'handled by search and
rescue facilities. The procedures for alerting
search and rescue facilities are covered in
chapter 5 of this manual.

For detailed information pertaining to the
organization and duties of the crash crew. you
should consult the U.S. Navy Aircraft Fire-
fighting and Rescue Manual (NAVAIR 00-80R-14.)

Locator Beacon Signals

Personal survival equipment worn by air-
crewman of fighter and attack-type aircraft is
equipped with an emergency locator beacon which
is activated either manually or automatically
after ejection or bailout from a disabled
aircraft.

Beacon locators consist of a self-contained
radio transmitter -.which operates on batteries
and is very compact, weighing approximately
1 pound. s

These units will transmit a distinctive tone
on 243.0 (guard frequenoy). Their purpose is to
call attention to the emergency and to provide a
signal that can be used for homing or fixing to
locate the downed airman. In addition, some
equipment used by Navy airorewmen has a
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vigure 10-35. Crash grid map.

voice transmit-receive capability for use after
the airman has reached the ground.

preventing Wheels-Up Landings

There are many and varied reasons. for
wheels -up landings. They range all the way
from mechanical failure of the landing gear
system to fOrgettulness on the part of the
pilot.
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In order to keep wheels-up landings at a
minimum regardless of the cause, most naval
air stations post a wheel watch at the approach
end of the duty runway. This watch is normally
provided with two LSO paddles or flags and a
pyrotechnic flare pistol or a control switch to
the wheels-up warning lightd (discussed earlier
in this chapter) where installed.

The duty of the wheel watch is to closely
obserye each aircraft approaching for a landing;
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if the landing wheels appear to be down, and
in place, he signals a ROGER (arms extended
parallel to the ground). A waveoff (signal not to
le.:L.) is given to all aircraft not having landing
gear extended (wave arms overhead to side).

At any time there is any doubt, the wheel
watch gives ,a waveoff. If the aircraft continues,
and it becomes apparent that the waveoff signal
has not been observed, pyrotechnit flares are
fired or the wheels-up warning lights are
activated, if applicable.

EMERGENCY RECOVERY EQUIPMENT

mergency recovery e pment la installed at
naval airfields to provide a means of bringing
tailhook-equipped aircraft to a safe stop after
landing whenever normal landing procedqes
cannot be employed.

This method of recovery may be utilized by
aircr=aft that have experienced a partial failure
of their hydraulic system, thereby resulting in
a possible loss of brakes, and quite frequently
the inability to lower part or all of the landing
gear also in the event of a blown tire or for
any other treason that the pilot would deem it
advisable to make an arrested landing.

When an emergency arrestment is planned in
Advance, controllers should be alert to ensure
that the tailhook is actually down prior to
engagement with the arresting cable.

This may be accomplished by a visual
sighting of the hook itself during daylight hours

and by observing the sparks generated by the
hook dragging on the runway during night
landings.

The most common aircraft arresting systems
and runway overrun barriers employed at naval
air stations are discussed in this section.

E-5 EMERGENCY
CHAIN-TYPE ARRESTING GEAR

The E-5 chain-type emergency arresting gear
uses the principle of dragging weight behind
an aircraft to stop it. The weight in this instance
is chili' that has been positioned on the runway
parallel to and approximately -1 foot- inboard
from t e edges. Two crosb deck pendants
(cables etched across the runway) attached
to the en s of the chain permit aircraft to be
arrests the tailhook catching the cross deck
pendant and dragging the chain until the aircraft
comes,to a stop.

The 'chain gear consists of two cross deck
pendants, two lengths of chain, and the necessary
equipment to tie the two together to make the
arresting gear unit.

The operation of the chain gear is very
simple. The aircraft catches one of the cross
deck pendants with its tailhook, and at this time
the shearpin is broken. This releases the
pendant, which is now connected only to the
chain. The chain is then towed down the runway
by the aircraft. (See fig. 10-36.) This permits

POINT AT WHICH
AIRCRAFT HOOK
COMES TO REST

POINT AT WHICH
AIRCRAFT HOOK
ENGAGES CABLE

CROSS DECK
PENDANTS

ARRESTING GEAR
`' PRIOR TO ENGAGEMENT

CROSS DECK
PENDANTS

Figure 10-36.Operation of chain arresting gear.
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Fi 10-37.-- Bidirectional arresting gear. (A) E-15 gear; (B) E-27 gear.e

the transfer of the energy of the arrested
aircraft to the chain. The arrangement of the
chain causes it to pay out gradually, thus
progressively increasing the weight pulled by
the aircraft. The energy of the arrested aircraft
is dissipated by the chain until the arrestment
is completed. Then the aircraft is disengaged,
from the gear, and the gear is restored for
future use.

.
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E-15 AND E-27 ARRESTING GEAR

These types of emergency arresting gear
are bidirectional and designed as landbased
emergency standby gear for arresting` ailhook-
equipped aircraft. The arresting engine is a
rotary friction-typ6 energy absorber and is
designed to dissipate the energy of a landing,
aircraft. All types of E-15 and E-27 arresting

228-
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gear use essentially the same .engine for
arrestment, although engine. components may
be changed as necessary to suit individual
installation requirements. .lt

, v.

Aircraft arrestment is accomplished by the
engagement of the aircraft arresting hook
with a deck pendant which spans the runway.
During runout the kinetic energy of the arrested

..- aircraft is absorbed by the rotary friction
arresting engine. The arrestment is entirely
automatic. The arresting gear engine is activated
when the aircraft arresting hook engages _the
deck pendant, thereby pulling out the attached
purchase tapes. As the tapes unwind,_the reels
rotate, turning sprockets which simultaneoutaly
drive a hydraulic pump ,and rotate a valve cam.
The pump supplies pressure to the friction
brakes, and the amount of pressure supplied is
programmed by the amount of restriction in a
cam-controlled valve. The brake application

decreases the rotational speed of the reels,
thereby slowing down the purchase tape payout
which in turn applies a braking force on the
aircraft. _

Arresting engines for both the E-15 and E-27
may be installed above or below ground (in a
pit). A typical E-15 installation is depicted in
figure 10-37 (A); the E-27 eqtlipment is shown
in figure 10-37 (B).

MOREST EMERGENCY
ARRESTING GEAR

Morest arresting gear is a self-sustaining,
_mobile, portable unit that is capable of being
installed on small landing fields. (See fig.
10-38.)

. The arresting engines are mounted on a
'semi-trailer for mobility. n figure 10-38 the
wheels have been removed om the trailer so
the engines can be stabilized

Figure 10- 38. Morest emergency arresting Fear.
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COOLING SYSTEM
TANK ASSEMBLY

ARRESTER ENGINE ASSEMBLY

DEFLECTOR SHEAVE

TAPE

TAPE
CONNECTOR

RETRIEVE , o

ENGINE ASSEMBLY

DECK PENDANT

RUNWAY EDGE '
SHEAVE

Figure 10-39. E-28 ernergency arresting gear.

E-28 EMERGENCY
RUNWAY ARRESTING GEAR

The E-28 arresting gear is a rotary hy-
draulic system. It is fast and efficient, and
needs little maintenance. It can arrest hook-
equipped aircraft in all types of landings. The
simplicity of the gear's structure, and its high
caliber reliability, make it exceptional. The cycle
time for reuse is approximately 80 seconds.
No initial preparation or adjustments are
necessary for arresting any type of naval aircraft.

-A man can usually qualify to operate the E-28
within a day or so. Figure 10-39 is an example
of the E-28 installation. It is anticipated that the
E-28 will replace all other types of arresting
gear ashore eventually.

Basically, the E-28 includes a rotary hy-
draulic system with two identical arresting
engines that control the payout of a crbss-,deck
pendant held by the nylon tapes that feed into
a winding drum mechanism attached to each
energy absorber unit. Each system also contains
a cooling system and a retrieve system. Once
the hook engages the pendant,-the forward motion

NYLON
' ROPE,

TAPE PRESSURE
ROCLER WENCH

201.166'

of the aircraft pulls out the nylon purchase tape
and' activates the energy absorkp-units. Each
such unit has a rotor and an arrangement of
stationary vanes in a container of hydraulic
fluid. As the tape unwinds, the rotating wheel
turns the rotor, thus creating turbulence in the
fluid. This turbulent fluid offers such resistance
against the rotor that the speed of the unwinding
wheel reel diminishes to the point where the
payout of tape is stopped. The heat generated
by resistance of the turbulence is drawn off
by the pumping of the hydraulic fluid through
a cooling tank in which the large -exposed
surface serves as a heat exchanger, dissipating
excess heat to the outside air. The retrieve
assembly is a gasoline engine-driven assembly
with an electrical -starting system and is
operated from a_control panel on the assembly,
base. The retrieve assembly rewinds the tape
and pre-tensions the pendant after each arrest.

N.RUNWA1( OVERRUN BARRIER
Barriers are that part of the shore-based

recovery equipment used for' the emergency
arrestment of aircraft which, because of tailhook
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BARRIER
WEBBING ASSEMBLY

o}

ARRESTING CABLE

Figure 10- 40. 'Runway overrun barrier.

of other mechanical failure, cannot make a
normal arrested landing during an emerncy
situation. The makeup of the barrier includes the
following basic items or parts: nylon webbing,
port and starbo d stanchions, and cross-deck
pendants that ax attached to the arresting
gear as previously11described.

The barrier webbing -assembly is a group of
all-nylon webbing straps combined as a unit,
through which the kinetic energy of an aircraft
is absorbed, to produce, arrestment within a
short runout distance. (See fig. 10-40.)

When the aircraft engages the barrier, the
nose penetrates the webbing, and the vertical
straps engage the leading edges of the wings
and wrap about the aircraft. The barricade then
passes the forces of arrestment to -the chain

f.

201.167

or nylon 'tape, at which point arresting
procedure follows in the same manner as the
three previCusly described emergency arresting
techniques.

Whenever possible, the barrier is located in
the runway overrun area at a sufficient distant:*
from the end ot the runway to permit it to
remain ip a ready Position while conducting

. normal aircraft operations. If sufficient overrun
area is 'hot available for such installation, the
barrier is located as close to the end of the
runway as possible. However, locating the
ttarrier so near the runway makes the barrier
an obstruction hazard when making approaches
over it. For this reason it is required that
it be possible to raise and lower the barrier.
Ai. most installations, it cdn be controlled
remotely from the tower.
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Emergency recovery of an aircraft by the
barrier is the least desirable system described
in this chapter, since some damage to the
aircraft, is likely to result. °However, damage

"is usually minor, compared to what could 4esult
during- the aborted takeoff or during a landing
when the aircraft would oll past the runway

" or overrun area.. into ough surface where
consitlerablc damage and injury to occupants
could occur.

4.
RUNWAY FOAMING

Due to the numerous variables present ink

any-emergency-landing' -there-is-little- chance
of positively and accurately predicting the
woefulness of foam In any .given
However, were there is likelihood of el
spillage that may ignite from fkiciro cod
sparks, the use ,of foam on thi runway will
decrease the possibility of a fire. from
source by a significant factor. Time is of the
essence. First- consideration is an estimate of
how long the aircraft concerned can remain
airborne. The crash trucks require a minimum
bf 10 to 20 minutes to apply a foarii blanket,
recharge, and return to , the standby ,position.

The operations officer (o rations duty
zfficer) is responsible for- the daision to foam

.29

,

4

:
=

4
..,

the runway with' of witbotit-Pfloi:requcatif;
considered desirable, and conversely, to deny the
piocedure if necessary.

Foam Pattekns

Presently there are tire baSioloarn patterne
, used. They are as follows:

loam is laid from the 2,000-foot to the `.

5,00 foot position in the center of die runway,'
approximately 40 *feet wide. This 'pattern, is .

usually associated with the landing gear re-
traded or 'Ibelly landing."

-
2. Foam is laid immediatziy upwind of the

arresting ear, that is to be used. It extends for
1,500 feet and fans put toward the side in which
the aircraft is anticipated tp swerve. '

FR= may be removed from, the runway in
one or two ways. During hours of sunshine

,wa+-.1' will settle mit of foam and evaporetZ
re dilS7 in 2 or '3 hours, or small areas may be
washed away with high pressure hose.

In, any event, the ,runway may hive reduced
braking action until the foam is dry or to
removed. 410

P
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CHAPTER 11
le`

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL COMMIJNICAJIONS

Consider the vital link supplied by 'commini-
cations between controllers and air traffic.
Withal such communications, the controller
severelyglimited to approval or disapproval of
anticipated air traffic movements and then only
when visual contact exists, such as with the
traffic control light as illustrated in chapter 9
of this training manual. It stands to reason th
such an important,,tool deserves considerable
attention (tom the controller. Existing communi-
cations equipment at naval ATC facilities is
relatively simple to operate; however, correct
application of the simple or basic procedures is
a prerequisite to reliable communications when
engaged in air traffic .control. This chapter Is
intended to provide the AC with the fundamental
knowledge necessary for the correct use of
communications and equipment.

.tr

RADIO PROCEDURE

.RECEIVER CHECK

It is 'a generally accepted practice to check
all receivers at least once during each watch
to be sure. they are operating. Logically the
oncoming watch will do this upon relieving the
offgoing watch to, determine the usability of
the tquipmept. may be accomplished py
making short transmissions on each assigned
frequency at one operating position with all
receivers OFF at that position t but ON at another
position to monitor' the check transmission. In
actuality, both the transmitters and receivers
are being checked by this method since no
reception ojie check tTarismission on a

-particular frequency could indicate a malfunction
'of either the transmitter or receiver. In the
event a malfunction is indicated, controllers
shcfuld notify the technician i who make further .,

checks and 'repairs where necessary.
VOLUME ADJUSTMENT

NOTE; The Phone Level, Speaker Level, Mic
Level controls, and VU meter referred to in

this section are illustratid in chapter 9 of this
training .manual on the FSA-17, 52 and 58
communications equipment.

Volume adjustment is an individual operation
in that each controller had his own desired level
f volume. The basic requirement to consider,

however, is that volume is not reduced to the
extent that transmissions from, aircraft within
your area of responsibility might not be heard.
Conditions affecting volume adjustment vary also.
If a controller is monitoring only one frequency
and is using a headset, then volume adjustment
consists only of adjusting the Phone Level control
for a comfortable listening level in the headphone.
If a speaker is used, then the Speaker Level
control is adjusted for a reasonable listening
level but not louder than absolutely necessary,
-so as not to disturb other controllers at different
operating positions. In the case of overhead
speakers-in'the tower, the*eaker Level control
is usually physically locatid in the equipment
room and once the levels are set at a comfortable
level, they are left in that position. However,
there will be times when a controller will want
more volume, in which case someone has to go
to the equipment room and mike the adjustment*

Along with volume control, the Mic
'control should be set for proper modulation of
the transmitters. To accomplish this, set all
radiophone switches in-the-OFV-position; epress
the Mic switch, and _Speak- into the microphone
in a normal conversational manner. Vary the
Mic Level control' until the majority, of the peak
swings on the VU meter needle pass just above
the zero level on the meter. This will properly
modulate the transmitters and set the level for
the interphone circuits.

FREQUENCY MONITORING

Radio frequencies are assigned to naval
facilities by appropriate military authority, each
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for a. prrticuiar function. Monitoring procedure
differs between facilities; however, the normal
procedure at most continuously mimed facilities
is to -a onitor all tower and approach control
frequencies on a continuous basis. At certain
operating positions, such as apRroach control
where the operator normally uses a headset,
the receivers may be switched to a speaker and
the volume increased during periods of light or
no traffic.

PHRASEOLOGY 4

The use of standard phraseology is necessary
for efficient utilization of communications
frequencies. Controllers through acquired ex-
perience in using standard phraseology are able
to make transmissions as brief as possible yet
completely understandable. Proficiency may be
developed to the extent that in the exchange of
communications between controller and pilot,
the intent of the message is understood even
before the verbal transmission is complet In
other words, proper phraseology is second re
to a proficient controller.

Radio Ground- Checks

To give a radio check a better description
than you actually receive could Jeopardize a
pilot's life by putting him in instrument flying
conditions with s poor radio, or cluttering the
already crowded airways with an aircraft that
has an inoperative radio.

Give an accurate response to a request fOr
a radio check by using one of the following
examples.

2. LOUD AND CLEAR

2. LOUD ARD GARBLED

3. WEAK BUT CLEAR

.14. WEAK AND GARBLED

%. UNREADABLE

Avoid depressing the mike button until-absor
lutely ready to talk. Do not tie up a frequency
with excessive test signals and radio checks.,
Normally, radio checks are completed prior to
the , start of daily flight operations, thus causing
little interference with the tower routine dUring

,400peak periods of traffic.

Identification of
Ground Ficilitien

The Air Controlinan must know how ground
facilities such as towers, centers, approach

,control, and communications stations are identi-
fied during radiotelephone communications. He
must know 'how to identify all types of aircraft
even those of foreign registry. He cannot
C;Ommunicate with these aircraft properly if he
is wnot completely familiar- with how to make
radio contacts through use of standard phrase-
&ogles.

Airport traffic control towers are identtited
during radiotelephone communications as fa-Rows:

State the name of the facility, followed by the
word TOWER. Where military and civil airports
are located in the same general area and have
similar names, state the name of the military
service, followed by the name of the military
facility and the word TOWER.

EXAMPLES: MEMPHIS TOWER; NAVY
MEMPHIS TOWER.

Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCes)
are identified by the location name followed by
the word CENTER.

EXAMPLE: KANSAS CITY CENTER.

Approach control facilities, including Army
radar approach control facilities (AR ACs), and
radar approach control facilities associated with
the USAF (RAPCONs) are identified by the name
of the facility, followed by the word APPROACH.
Where military and civil facilities are located
in the same general area and have similar
names, state the name of the military service,
followed by the name of the military facility,
and. the -word APPROACH__ _

EXAMPLES: DENVER APPROACH; NAVY
JACKSONVILLE APPROACH.

Functions within a terminal facility are
identified by the name of the facility, followed
by the name of the function.

EXAMPLES: OCEANA DEPARTURE; ME -'
RIDIAN GROUND.

Radar facilities, having air syrveillance
radar (ASR) and/or precision approach radar
(PAR) but not providing approach control service
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ary identified, by the name of the facility followed
by the letters "G-C-A."

EXAMPLE: ALAMEDA G-C-A.

Air traffic communications stations are iden-
tified during radiotelephone communications in
the following manner:

Navy communications stations; by the word
NAVY, followed by the name of the station and
the word RADIO.

EXAMPLE: NAVY NORFOLK RADIO.

Air Force communications stations; by the
name of the1 station followed by the word
AIRWAYS.

EXAMPLE: BROOKLEY AIRWAYS.
It

FAA flight service stations (FSS) by the
name of the station followed by the word RADIO.

EXAMPLE: LEXINGTON RADIO.

Aircraft Identification

Military, aircraft are identified by one of
the following:

1. The service name followed by the last
five digits of the serial number.

EXAMPLE: NAVY FIVE SIX ONE TWO
THREE.

V. The ' abbreviations for special military
operations followed by the last five digits of the
serial number.

EXAMPLES: MAC SEVEN EIGHT FIVE SIX
TWO (Military_ Airlift -Commandh -SAM, NINER
ONE FIVE SIX TWO ( cial Air Mission);
LOGAIR SEVEN FIVE EIG T SIX ONE (USAF
Contract Aircraft); NAVY A EVAC; MARINE
AIR EVAC (ait evacuation flights); ARMY
RESCUE: (rescue flights); NAVY COli'TER
(helicopters); FLIGHT CHECK (flight inspection
of navaids).

S,
3. Military tactical and training.

a. U.S. Air, 'Force, Air National Guard,
Military District of Washington priority qrcraft,

2'

and USAF civil disturbance aircraft Pronounce-
able words of 3, 4, 5, or 6 letters followed by
a 4-, 1-digit number.

EXAMPLES: PAUL TWO ZERO; GAYDOG
FOUR; PAT ONE FIVE SEVEN.

b. Navy br Marine fleet and training'
command aircraft The service name and -2- .__

letters or a digit and a letter (use letter phonetic
equivalents) followed by 2 or 3 digits.

11 EXAMPLE: NAVY GOLF ALPHA TWO
ONE.

c. NORAD interceptors An assigned dou-
ble letter 2-digit flight number.

EXAMPLE: ALPHA KILO ONE FIVE'?

d. Foreign military Except Canada, the
name of the country and the military service
followed by the separate digits or letters of
the registration or call sign. Canadian Armed
Force aircraft shall be identified by the word
CANFORCE followed by deparate digits of the
serial number, except that the Transport
Command of the Canadian Armed Force shall be
identified by the Words CANADIAN MILITARY.
followed by the separate digits oy the serial
number.

EXAMPLES: CANFORCE FIVE SIX TWO
ONE; BRAZILIAN AIR FORCE FIVE ONE SIX
EIGHT ONE

4. Presidential or Vice Presidential aircraft-
are identified as follows:

a. When the President or the Vice President
is aboard a military aircraft, state the name of
the military' service- followed -by- -the 'word ONE
for the President or the word TWO for the Vice
President.

b. When the President (A the Vice President
is aboard a civil aircraft, state the words
EXECUTIVE ONE for' the President or EXECU-
TIVE TWO for the Vice President.

c. When a 'member of the President's
family is al3oard any aircraft, and the U. S. Secret
Service or the White House Staff determines it is
necessary, state the words EXEpU,TIVE ONE
FOXTROT.

Civil aircraft are identified by the aircraft
type, model name, or Manufacturer's name
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(if none of these are known, use the word
Noveniber or the letter N), followed by the
digits and letters of the registration number.

EXAMPLES: APACHE ONE' FOUR TWO
PAPA; DOUGLAS THREE ZERO ONE ROMEO;
NOVEMBER THREE SEVEN ONE FIVE.

Air carrier and other civil aircraft having
FAA authorized call signs are identified- by the
call sign followed by the flight number in group
form.

EXAMPLES: AMERICAN FIVE TWENTY
. ONE; COMMUTER SIX ELEVEN; GENERAL

MOTORS THIRTY SEVEN.

Aircraft of foreign registry are identified
by one of the following: '

1. Civil =The letters or digits of the aircraft
registration or call sign.

'EXAMPLE: C-F-R-L-G.

2. Air carrier The'abbreviated name of the
operating company followed by the letters, or
numbers of the regiktration or call sign or the
flight numberin group form.

'EXAMPLES: AIR FRANCE F- L- R -L-G;
SCANDINAVIAN SIXTY ONE.

If a controller should encounte,r an unfamiliar
call sign, the same identification as the pilot
used in the initial callup should be used in the
reply even though it may be different from
those listed in the appropriate publications.

Procedure Words and Phrases

.There are certain procedure words and
phrases that have- special meanings. These
must be mastered by all Air Controlmen, as
they are used repeatedly. The following are
some of these procedure words and phrases
and their meanings:

WORDS AND
PHRASES MEANING

r

Acknowledge . . . . Let me know that you have
received acid understand
this message.

Affirmative . Yes.

Correction An error has beemmade in
this transmission (or mes-
sage indicate d).The correct
version is . . . .

Go ahead Proceed with your mes-
_ sage.

How do jou hear
me Self-explanatory.
I say again Self-explantitOry.
Negative ' No or,Permission not

granted or That is not
correct.

Out This conversation is ended
and no response is ex-
pected.

Over My transmission Is ended
and I expect a response
from you.

Read back Repeat all of this message
back to me.

Roger I have received all of your
last transmission. (To
acknowledge receipt; do not
use for any other purpose.)

Say again 4Self- explanatory.
S p e a k s l o w e r Self-explanatory.

Standby I must pause for a few
seconds. (If the pause is
longer than,a few seconds,
or, if used to prevent
another station from trans-
mitting, add the ending,
OUT.)

That is correct . Self- explanatory.
Verify . .. Confirm.
Wilco I have - received your mes-

sage, understand it and will
comply.

Words twice . . Communication is difficult.
Please -say- every- - phrase
twice. (As a request.)
Since communication is
difficult, 'every phrAse
hi this transmission will
be spoken twice, (As
information.)

Statement of Numbers

Statement of numbers is always of extreme
importance in radiotelephone messages. The
following pronunciation of.the numerals has been
found to be the best and most intelligible.
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NUMERALS PRONUNCIATION

1 WUN
2 TOO
.3 TREE
4 1 FOW-ER
5 13.- FIFE
6.. . SIX

SEV-EN
8 AIT
9 NIN-ER
0 ZERO

ALTITUDES. State the separate, digits. of
the thousands plus the hundreds,

ICAMPLES:

ALTIeltE STATEMENT-

NOTE: GMT is often refer
time which is the phonetic
designated letter suffix (Z) of
zone._

to as ZULU
yalent of the

zero time
.4

. Upon request, state the digits of the hours
and minutes in terms of GMT, followed by
local standard time based on the 24-hour clock.

EXAMPLE:

TIME

1430 PST
{2230 GMT) . . .

STATEMENT

TWO TWO THREE ZERO
GREENWICH, ONE FOUR
THREE ZERO PACIFIC

500 . . . . FIVE HUNDRED TIME CHECKS.State the word TIME fol-
4,500 . . . . FOUR THOUSAND

FIVE HUNDRED
lowed by the separate digits of the hour, minutes,
and nearest quarter -Minute.

9,000 . . . NINER THOUSAND
10,009 ONE ZERO EXAMPLE: TIME, ONE FOUR ONE FIVE

THOUSAND AND THREE QUARTERS.
13,000 . . . ONE THREE

THOUSAND ABBREVIATED TIME. State the separate

FLIGHT LEVELS.
LEVEL, followed by
flight level.

EXAMPLES:

FLIGHT
LEVELS STATEMENT

180 . . Flight level one eight zero.
275 . . Flight level two seven five.

State the words FLIGHT
the separate digits of the

SERIAL NUMBERS. State the separate
digits.

__EXAMPLES:

digits of the minutes only.

EXAMPLE:

TIME STATEMENT

1415 ONE FIVE

FIELD ELEVATION. State the words FIELD
ELEVATION followed by the separate digits of
the elevation,

EXAMPLES:

ELEVATION, STATEMENT

NUMBER STATEMENT

18143 . . . ONE EIGHT ONE FOUR
THREE

26075 . TWO SIX ZERO SEVEN
FIVE :

TIME. State the separate digits of the hour
and minutes in terms of Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT) based on the 24-hour clock.

EXAMPLES:

TIME

0615 GMT . , .
2230 GMT . . .

rEMENTr-iarte_
ZERO SIX ONE FIVE

. TWO TWO THREE -ZERO

17 feet .
150 feet

. FIELD ELEVATION ONE SEVEN

. FIELD ELEVATION ONE FIVE
ZERO

ALTIMETER SETTING. State the word AL-
TIMETER, followed by the separate digits of
the altimeter setting.

EXAMPLE:

SETTING STATEMENT

30.01 ALTIMETER, THREE ZERO
ZERO ONE
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SURFACE WIND. State the word WIND,
followed by the indicated wind direction to the
nearest 10-degree heading, the words DEGREES

-AT, and the indicated velocity in knots.

EXAMPLE:

WIND, TWO SIX ZERO DEGREES
AT ONE FIVE.

HEADINGS. State the word HEADING* fol-
lowed- by the three digits of the number of
degiees and omit the word DEGREES. Use
heading 260 to indicate a-north heading.

EXAMPLES:

HEADING ** STATEMENT

005 degrees . HEADING ZERO ZERO FIVE
095 degrees .. HEADING ZERO NINER FIVE .

RADAR BEACON CODES. State each digit
of the four-digit code.

EXAMPLES:

CODE . STATEMENT

1000 . . . ONE ZERO ZERO ZERO
2100 . . TWO ONE ZERO ZERO

RUNWAYS: State the word RUNWAY, fol-
lowed by the separate digits of the runway
designation. For a parallel runway, state the
word LEFT, CENTER, or RIGHT if the letter
L, C, or R is included in the designation.

EXAMPLES:

DESIGNATION STATEMENT

3 . . . RUNWAY THREE
0-FOUR-LEFT---

7R . . . . RUNWAY SEVEN RIGHT

FREQUENCIES. State all the digits of the 1
frequency, inserting the word. POINT where the
decimal point occurs. When the frequency is in.
the L/MF band, include the word KILOHERTZ.

EXAMPLES:

QUENCY

142.74 MHz

360.2 MHz .
302 kHz ,

STATEMENT, fN
ONE FOUR TWO POINT SEVEN
FOUR
THREE SIX ZERO POINT TWO

. THREE ZERO TWO KILOHERTZ

SPEEDS. State the separate digits of the
speed followed by the word KNOTS.

EXAMPLES:

SPEED . STATEMENT

256 . . . TWO FIVE ZERO KNOTS
180 . . . ONE. EIGHT ZERO KNOTS

90 . -. NINE? ZERO KNOTS

NOTE: The word KNOTS may be omitted
when using speed adjustment procedures.
International Phonetic Alphabet

It is quite often necessary to identify
particular letters and groups of letters and/or
spell out difficult words since certain sounds have
low intelligibility when heard in noise. The

: standard phonetic alphabet identifies each letter
of the alphabet with more readily recognized
words. This is done to make the Message clear
When individual letters of the alphabet are
transmitted, and to spell out words that are
hard to understand on the air. The phonetic
alphabet is as follows:
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RECOGNIZED
LETTER WORD PRONUNCIATION

A
B
C

. . . . ALFA AL-EAH
. . BRAVO . . . BRAH-VOH

. . . . CHARLIE . . CHAR-LEE or
SHAR-LEE

DELTA . . DELL-TAH
ECHO ECK-OH
FOXTROT . . FOKS-TROT
GOLF
HOTEL . .

I . . . . INDIA
J . . . JULIETT c. .

KILO
L . . . . LIMA
M . . MIKE .
NN. . NOVEMBER.
O OSCAR, . . . .
P . . . , PAPA
Q . . . QUEBEC

. . . . ROMEO . . . .
S . . . SIERRA . .

TANGO .
UU. . . UNIFORM

GOLF
H H-TELL

DEE-AH
W-LEE-ETT

KEY-LOH
LEE-MAII

. . . .
W

Z

VICTOR .
WHISKEY
XRAY
YANKEE
ZULU

.

NO- VEM -BER
OSS-CAH
PAH-PAH
KEH-BECK
LtS23y-ME-OH
SEE -ASR -RAH
TANG-GO
YOU-NEE-FORM

or
-NEE -FORM

yfli-TAH '
W KEY
ECICS-.KAY
YANG -KEY
ZQQ-LOO
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Airways and Jet Route Description

One of the Air Controlman's most important
duties is correctly copying and relaying IFR
clearances to IFR flights.

A careful study of the following procedures
and examples will enable him to. properly
describe routes and navaids, using proper
phraseology.

VOR/VORTAC/TACAN AIRWAYS. State the
word VICTOR followed by the number of the
airway in group form. For RNAV routes add
the word ROMEO.

EXAMPLES:

VICTOR THREE NINETEEN.'
VICTOR SEVEN TEN ROMEO,

VOR/VORTAC/TACAN JET ROUTES. State
the letter J followed by the route number in
group form. or RNAV rotates add the word
ROMEO.

EXAMPLES:

J SIXTY NINER.
J EIGHT THIRTY ROMEO.

L/MF AIRWAYS. State the color of the air-
way followed by the number in group form.

EXAMPLE: BLUE EIGHTY ONE.

NAVAID Description
4

Describe radials, arcs, courses, and bearing
of navaids as follows:

VOR/VORTAC/TACAN NAVAIDS. State the
name-of the-navaid, followed_ by _tha-magnetiP
bearing of the radial, omitting the word
DEGREE.

EXAMPLE: MEMPHIS TWO FIVE ZERO
RADIAL.

ARCS ABOUT VOR-DME/VORTAC/TACAN
NAVAIDS. State the distance in miles from the
navaid, followed by the words MILE ARC, the
direction from the navaid' in terms of the eight
principal points Of the compass, the word OF,
and the name of the navaid..

EXAMPLE: TWO ZERO MILE ARC NORTH-
WEST OF GRANTSVILLE.

L/MF NAVAIDS.State the name of the
station, followed by the bearing of the course
from the station in terms of the eight principal
points of the compass, and the word COURSE.

EXAMPLE: ROSWELL NORTHEAST
COURSE.

NONDIRECTIONAL BEACONS. State the
course to, or the bearing from the radio beacon,
omitting the word DEGREE, followed by the
words COURSE TO, or BEARING FROM, the
name of the radio beacon and the words RADIO
DEACON.

EXAMPLES: ZERO FOUR FIVE BEARING
FROM MEMPHIS RADIOS BEACON; TWO TWO
FIVE COURSE TO MEMPHIS RADIO BEACON.

NAVAll) Fix Description

Describe fixes detRrmined by reference to a
radial/localizer and distance from a VOR-DME/
VOR- TAC /TACAN /IliS -DME as follows:

a. When a fix is not named, state the name
of the navaid followed by the specified radial/
localizer and state the distance in miles followed
by, the phrase MILE FIX.

EXAMPLES: APPLETON ZERO FIVE ZERO
RADIAL THREE SEVEN MILE FIX; RENO
LOCALIZER BACK COURSE FOUR MILE FIX.

b. When a fix is named, state the name of the
fix, followed by the phrase D-M-E FIX, or
WAYPOINT as appropriate.

EXAMPLES: JAMES D-M-E FIX; JAMES
WAYPOINT.

Radio Contact Procedure

Radio communications may be initiated with
an aircraft by using the following format:
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1. Initial callup:
a. Identification of the aircraft being called.
b. Identification of the calling unit.
c. The type of message to follow, when

this will assist the pilot.
d. The word OVER.

2. Replying to callup from an aircraft:
a. Identification of the aircraft initiating

the callup.

, ........
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b. Identification of the replying unit.
c. The word OVER. .

EXAMPLES: MARINE THREE ONE FIVE SIX
EIGHT, LEMOORE TOWER, ATC CLEARANCE,
OVER; NAVY GOLF ALFA TWO ONE, LEMOORE
TOWER, OVER.

This same format is used after communication
has been established except that after stating
the ideritification of the calling or replying unit,
the message to be sent is stated or the message
received is acknowledged.

A clearance or instructions intended for a
specific aircraft must be prefaced with the
identification of that aircraft, except that aircraft
identification may be omitted after initial callup
when conducting the final descent portion of a
radar approach.

Where no confusion is likely, transmissions
may be shortened as follows:

1. After communications have been estab-
lished, and type of aircraft is known, the
aircraft identification (with the exception of an
air carrier, or other civil aircraft having an
FAA authorized call sign) may be shortened to
the appropriate prefix and the last 3 digits or
letters of the identification number, and the
facility identification may be omitted.

2. The word OVER may be omitted when the
message obviously requires a reply.

3. A message may be transmitted immedi-
ately after callup (without waiting for aircraft
reply) when it is short and receipt is generally
assured.

In the following example, the words which
may be omitted are enclosed within parentheses:

Aircraft .1MIRAMAR. TOWE RMAllY(SE
FIVE) ONE THREE ONE, FOUR MILES SOUTH
(AT) TWO THOUSAND, LANDING MIRAMAR,
(OVER).

Tower NAVY (SEVEN FIVE) ONE THREE
ONE ROGER, RUNWAY TWO FOUR, WIND TWO
,SIX ZERO DEGREES AT ONE FIVE, (OVER).

Aircraft NAVY (SEVEN FIVE) ONE THREE
ONE, (ROGER) (OUT).

Traffic Clearances
and InstructiOns se

An airport traffic controller should issue
such traffic clearances and instruotions as are,
in his judgment, necesssy for the purpose of

controlling and protecting air traffic. He
accomplishes this by aiding pilots in the
preventipn of collisions between aircraft under
his jurisdiction.

A clearance issued by an airport traffic
control tower is authority for a pilot to proceed
only insofar as known air traffic and field
conditions are concerned; it does not constitute
authority for him to violate any provisions of
military or federal air regulations.

Clearances issued by airport traffic con-
trollers are predicated upon known or observed
traffic and field conditions which, in the judgment
of the controller, affect safety in aircraft
operations. Such known traffic conditions include
not only aircraft observed in the air within the
control zone and on the movement area over
which control Is being exercised, but also any
known or obseiVed4 Vehicular traffic or other
obstructions not permanently installed on the
movement area in use. ..:Av

If a clearance issued by the airport traffic
controller is not acceptable to the pilot, he
may request and if practicable, receive an
alternate clearance.

Departure Information

Information, as appropriate, is provided to
departing aircraft. Information which is currently
contained in the Automatic Terminal Information
Service (ATIS) broadcast may be omitted if the
pilot indicates that he has prior knowledge of
this data by using the term "HAVE NUMBERS"
or a similar phrase.

NOTE: ATIS will be discussed later in this
chapter.

...._In_the_examples_listed_below,_thwvay in
use, surface wind, and the altimeter setting may
be omitted from taxi instructions if the pilot
indicates that he already possesses this infor-
mation as indicated in the previous paragraph.
However, controller f should be alert to provide
this information if Tt is apparent that a change
has taken place since the last recorded data
was broadcast.

Thd following information, as appropriate, is
issued to departing aircraft:

1. Runway in use.

EXAMPLE: TAXI Td RUNWAY TWO FOUR
LEFT; or, RUNWAY TWO FOUR LEFT.
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2. Surface wind.
3. Altimeter setting. Unless specifically re-

quested by the pilot, this need not be issued
to local aircraft operators who have requested
this omission in viriting -or- to scheduled -air
carriers.

4. Time check. When requested.
5. Issue the official ceiling and visibility to

a departing aircraft before takeoff as follows:

a. To a VFR aircraft when weather is
below VFR minima.

b. To- an IFR aircraft .when weather is
below that published as the highest takeoff
minimums for the airport, or if none are

, publisled ,when. weather is below VFR minimums.

/*=2
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6. Tod information as necessary. Taxi route
information need not be issued unless' specifi-
cally requested by the pilot.

7. Inform departing IFR aircraft of the ap-
propriate departure control frequency. This may
be issued on the clearance delivery or ground
control frequency.

The following is an example of departure
information issued in response to g request
from the pilot of a departing IFR aircraft:

NAVY ONE THREE SEVEN, MAYPORT
GROUND, RUNWAY TWO FOUR LEFT, WIND
TWO ONE ZERO DEGREES AT ONE FIVE,
ALTIMETER THREE ZERO ZERO ONE, TIME
ONE FOUR ONE FIVE AND ONE QUARTER,
TAXI EAST ON THE PARALLEL TAXIWAY,
DEPARTURE CONTROL FREQUENCY WILL BE
THREE TWO FIVE POINT TWO.

Normally, the taxi instructions issued permit
an aircraft to proceed to a specified point
without delay or confliction to other traffic

er- tower Jur sclictiomIf in-the judgment
of the controller, a potential conflict exists,
taxiing aircraft must be held short of the
area In, which the conflict may exist to await
further 'instructions, ,Issue concise and easily
understood taxi information.

An example of taxi instructions from one
point to another on the movement area would
be as follows:

NAVY TWO ONE SEVEN TURN RIGHT AT
THE FIRST INTERSECTION, TAXI STRAIGHT
AHEAD TO END OF TAXIWAY, THEN TURN
LEFT.

Subsequent taxi instructions to the above
would be as follows:

NAVY TWO ONE SEVEN TAXI ACROSS
RUNWAY TWO FOUR, CONTINUE TAXIING,
STRAIGHT AHEAD.. TURN LEFT AT THEXT
INTERSECTION -TO OPERATIONS.

The absence of holding instructions author-
izes the aircraft to cross all runways which the
taxi route intersects except the runway to which
it has been instructed to proceed.

Takeoff Clearances

The takeoff clearance, as the name implies,
is issued after the aircraft has taxied to the
warmup area at the end of the runway. The
pilot has previously received information on the
runway in use, wind direction and velocity, the
altimeter setting, and time check. By his
statement to the tower, READY FOR TAKEOFF,
the pilot indicates he is interested in obtaining
authorization to commence- his takeoff, and he
needs information on such local traffic that may
affect his flight while in the control zone.

Takeoff clearance should be issued in the
following form:

tr
1. (Identification)..
2. (Any pertinent inforination).
3. CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF.

EXAMPLE: NAVY THREE TWO ONE,
CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF.

Immediately after takeoff, many pilots want
their time off the ground. An example of a
response to such a request would be as follows:

NAVY ONE TWO THREE, OFF AT ONE SIX.

Cancellation of a previously issued clearance
for takeoff shall be issued as follows:

EXAMPLE: CANCEL TAKEOFF CLEAR-
ANCE.

Aircraft may be authorized to taxi into
takeoff position and hold when takeoff clearance
cannot be issued because of traffic. Tfaffic
information should be issued such aircraft
unless the traffic is another aircraft which has
landed or is taking off on the same runway.

EXAMPLE: TAXI INTO POSITION AND
HOLD (traffiO information, if required).
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Aircraft CANNOT be authorized to taxi into
position to hold for an unreasonable length of
time before takeoff clearance can be issued or
to hold .simultaneously on intersecting runways.

When issuing additional instructions or
information to an aircraft holding in takeoff
position, include instructions to continue holding
or taxi off the runway, unless it can be cleared
for takeoff.

EXAMPLE: CONTINUE HOLDING; or, TAXI
OFF THE RUNWAY.

Clearance for a requested right/left turn ,

.af. ter takeoff is given at the discretion of the
controller based on the existing traffic situation,
and is usually included with the takeoff clearance.
This would be stated as:

RIGHT/LEFT TURN APPROYED, CLEARED
FOR TAKEOFF.

In the event an aircraft is on final approach
and there is still, sufficient time , to clear a
departing aircraft for takeoff, the following
phraseology should be used:

CLEARED FOR IMMEDIATE TAKEOFF.

In the event an aircraft is on final approach
and there is still sufficient time to clear a
departing traffic aircraft which is in takeoff
position, but some doubt exists as to whether
or not the departing aircraft will take off
immediately, the following phraseology should
be used:

AKE OFF IMMEDIATELY OR TAXI OFF
THE RUNWAY.

Intersection takeoffs may be authorized to
expedite the movement of traffic. Such procedure
may-bi-initiated-by-a-,controller-or-in-response
to a pilot's request. If a pilot requests the
distance from the intersection to the end of
the runway, the measured distance from an
appropriate chart constructed for this purpose
is issued.

PriOr to issuing takeoff clearance to IFR jet
aircraft, the local controller should instruct
the pilot to change to the departure control
frequency (where this service is provided).

EXAMPLE: ,CHANGE TO DEPARTURE
CONTROL FREQUENCY, CLEARED FOR TAKE-
OFF.

In the event that it becomes necessary' for
the local controller to communicate with the air-
craft after the pilot has changed frequencies
and the tower possesses override capability,
the controller may transmit urgent instructions
directly to the aircraft on this f

If the tower does not ssess override
capability, aircraft will also be instructed to
monitor the emergency frequency. Any messages
or instructions of an urgent nature will then be
transmitted to the aircraft on the emergency
frequency.

EXAMPLE: CHANGE TO DEPARTURE
CONTROL FREQUENCY, MONITOR GUARD
CHANNEL, CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF.

If the appropriate mode/code beacon assign-
ment has not been previously made, this should
be included in the takeoff clearance.

EXAMPLE: SQUAWK TWO THREE ZERO
ZERO, CHANGE TO DEPARTURE CONTROL
FREQUENCY, CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF.

Avoid requiring pilots to make radio frequency
or beacon changes before the aircraft reaches
2,500 feet above the surface for turbojet aircraft,
or the MEA, if lower, for A-1 aircraft.

Landing Information and Instructions

Instructions to enter the traffic pattern to
approach the airport and land must include the
following:

1. Specific traffic pattern information. (May
be omitted if the aircraft is to circle the airport
to the left.)

EXAMPLES:

ENTER LEFT/RIGHT BASE.
STRAIGHT-IN.
MAKE STRAIGHT-IN.
STRAIGHT-IN APPROVED.
RIGHT TRAFFIC.
MAKE RIGHT TRAFFIC.
RIGHT TRAFFIC APPRQVED.
CONTINUE.

2. Runway in use.

3. Surface wind direction and velocity. (When
the aircraft is being controlled by a radar
facility not having wind nieasurement equipment,
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relay this information to the radar controller
at the time low approach, landing, or touch-and-
go clearance is issued.)

4. Altimeter setting.
5. Any supplementary information.

6. Clearance to land (when appropriate).

7. Requests for additional position reports
when required.

Using the above form, instructions gov-
erning a flight from a visual reporting point,
holding point or fix, or other outlying .point to
the traffic pattern would be stated as follows:

NAVY THREE TWO NINER, NAVY MEMPHIS
TOWER, ROSEMARK AT TWO THOUSAND,
ENTER DOWNWIND, RUNWAY THREE SIX, WIND
ZERO ONE ZERO DEGREES AT ONE FIVE,
REPORT ENTERING DOWNWIND.

Instructions to a jet aircraft that will use
the overhead type of approach would be as
follows:

NAVY FOUR ONE FIVE, OCEANA TOWER,
FIVE MILES SOUTH AT TWO THOUSAND,
RUNWAY THREE TWO LEFT, WIND THREE
ONE ZERO DEGREES AT ONE FIVE, REPORT
INITIAL.

It should be noted that information which is
contained in the ATIS broadcast (as mentioned
in the section covering departure information)
need not be transmitted to aircraft" if the pilot
indicates that he has knowledge of this data.

Items 1, 2, 3, and - 4 previously listed
need not be repeated if the pilot states "HAVE
NUMBERS" or a similar phrase and the infor-
mation is still current.

In the event rcraft are landing and taking
off at an airportWjthout coming to a stop during
their landing roll, such operations are described
as touch-and-go landings. Pilots are required
to request upptuval vi dame at least-by-the-time
they are turning on their final approach leg.
Approval for such "'operation should be issued
by use of the following phrase?logy:

CLEARED FOR TOUCH-AD-GO.

In the event it is not possible to approve a
requested touch-and-go operation, but a full
stop landing can be approved, the following
phraseology is used:

UNABLE TOUCH-AND-GO, MAKE FULL
STOP LANDING OR GO AROUND (CIRCLE THE
FIELD).

If an aircraft cannot be cleared to land and
it is desired that it continue to circle the airport,
the following phraseology should be used:

CIRCLE THE AIRPORT.

. When it is desired to delay an aircraft in
effecting separation, and a normal circle of the
field would take more than the required lime,
the following phraseology should,. be used if
circumstances permit:

MAKE LEFT/RIGHT THREE SIXTY/TWO
SEVENTY.

When an aircraft is on final approach and it
becomes necessary to cancel the landing clear-
ance, the following phraseology should be used:

GO AROUND.

Whenever it is desired that the pilot shorten
his approach path, the following phraseology
should-be-used:

NOTE: Refer to chapter 10 for detailed MAKE SHORT APPROACH.descriptions of traffic patterns and control
techniques applicable to arriving traffic.

The instructions to enter a traffic pattern
should not be confused with the clearance
to land since the former is issued when the
aircraft is some distance from the field and
traffic conditions usually do not permit the
issuance of a landing clearance at that point.

Clearance to land should be given as follows:

NAVY THREE TWO NINER, CLEARED TO
LAND.
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When it is desired that the pilot lengthen the
downwind leg, the following phraseology should
be used:

EXTEND DOWNWIND.

To inform pilots of arriving aircraft of
their respective positions in the traffic pattern
landing sequence, the following phraseology may
be used:

2 4 3i

NUMBER (landing sequence number).
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If it is desirable or necessary to be specific
and -indicate that an arrival follow a particular
aircraft in the traffic pattern, the following
phrasecilogy may bi; used:

FOLLOW (description and location of traffic).

If other landing traffic is utilizing a runway
different from that which an arriving aircraft
will use, traffic information should be issued
to the arrival as follows:

TRAFFIC IS (description and location of
traffic).

LANDING RUNWAY (number).

When describing location, descriptions such
as TO YOUR RIGHT, ABOVE YOU, ONE MILE
AHEAD OF YOU, etc., are much more satisfactory
than NORTH OF YOU, ONE MILE EAST,
>YOU, etc.

Remind aircraft to check wheels down when
it reaches an appropriate position in the,traffic
pattern, unless 'the-pilot has preyiously reported
wheels down, as follows:

CHECK WHEELS DOWN.

Landing clearance should not be issued to
an arriving aircraft _until a WHEELS DOWN
report id: received.

Controllers' should make a visual check of
all landing aircraft to ensure that wheels are
actually down. is possible that a pilot may
receive an erroneous indication from his wheels
down light in the 'cockpit.

This visual sighting is normally made with
the binoculars found in all control towers.

In the event an aircraft has encountered
landing gear *difficulty and has to proceed within
close proximity. of the control tower for personnel
to observe the landing gear, the following
'phraseology shOuld, `)e used:

1. If the landing gear appears to be in a
normal position the control tower personnel
should transmit:

-LANDING GEAR APWARS DOWN AND IN
PLACE.

2. If the landing gear* does not appear
normal, a description of the appearance should
be given, as for 137,,ample:

RIGHT WHEEL APPEARS RETRACTED, or
'LEFT WHEEL DCtES NOT APPEAR IN PLACE.

Additional Phraseology

Controllers approve or disapprove pilots'
requests as circumstances and traffic. conditions
pei cult. hr easeErwhere specific phraseology is
not set forth for the applicable procedure, use
of the words APPROV ED, or UNABLE (include
reason andbr ad&tional instruction when *

necessary), as appropriate.

EXAMPLES: FREQUENCY CHANGE AP-
PROVED; UNABLE HIGH SPEED LOW AP-
PROACH, SLOWER TRAFFIC IN THE PATTERN.

The word- IMMEDIATELY is used in phrase-
ology only when ,expeditious compliance is
required to avoid an imminent situation. If time
permits, the reasons for this action should be

Included.
ACs should refer to the appropriate sections

of TATC Handbook; 7110.8 (Series) for additional
phraseology not included here or for possible

rechanges thereto.

AUTOMATIC TERMINAL
INFORMATION SERVICE (ATIS)

Automatic Terminal Information Service
(ATIS) is a means of providing arriving and
departing aircraft, with advance information
relative to operational, meteorological; and
NOTAM data.

This data is recorded and broadcast continu-
ously on a discrete frequency either from the
control tower or on the voice feature of a VOR,
VORTAC, or UHF Homer.

Frequencies utilized for ATIS broadcasts are
listed in the COMMUNICATIONS section of the
AERODROME/FACILITY DIRECTORY (Enroute
Supplement).

ATIS is currently in use at selected high
density terminal itirports, both military and
civilian. In addition to supplying aircraft with
advance information, ATIS also relieves con-
gestion on. ATC frequencies allowing controllers
more time for actual control instructions.

Items which are normally included in an'
ATIS message are as follows:

1: Airport name and phonetic alphabet code
of message (each ATIS message is identified
bjf a letter beginning with ALFA and continuing
through the alphabet as necessary when messages
are updated).

2. Active runway (pattern direction, etc.).
3. Weather conditions (VFR/IFR).
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4. Ceiling and visibility.
5. Runway temperature (as required).
6. Dew point.
7. Altimeter:
8.-Remitrkir-INOTAMs, runway conditions,

etc.).
9. Instructions for the pilot to acknowledge

receipt of the ATIS message by informing the
appropriate controller on initial contact. -

The absence of a sky condition and/or
visibility on ATIS indicates a sky condition of
5,000 feet or above and visibility of 5 miles or
More.

A, sample ATIS message wduld be broadcast as
follows; "PATUXENT AIRPORT INFORMATION
BRAVO, ACTIVE RUNWAY TREE ONE, RIGHT
TRAFFIC )ATUXENT VFR; CEILING MEAS-
URED THREE THOUSAND B/tOKEN, VISIBILITY
FIVE; RUNWAY TEMPERATURE EIGHT NINE,
DEW POINT SEVEN FIVE, ALTIMETER THREE
ZERO ZERO NINER, PATUXENT TACAN OUT
OF SERVICE UNTIL PURTHgR NOTICE, IN-
FORM PATUXENT TOWER, GROUND, OR AP-
PROACH ON INITIAL CONTACT THAT YOU
HAVE RECEIVED INFORMATION BRAVO."

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY

The security of ATC .communications is
not normally a major factor during periods
of 13eacetime, particularly within the CONUS;
however, during wartime, where the Navy. is
operating carriers in close proximity to land
areas, this tatIoject takes on. a different per-
spective.

Modern aircraft require speed and accuracy
in the communications facilities through which
they, are controlled.,

Defenses Against Interception

Transmission security measures are -based
upon the following two assumptions:

1." Electromagnetic ,transmissions can be
Intercepted and recorded by the enemy.

2. Silence is the only positive protective
measure againgt enemy interceptions, and di-
rection finding activity.

Based upon these assumptions, the following
defensive measures have been developed and
should be used whenever possible or appropriate:

1; Use the least amount of transmitter power
consistent with reliable communications.

2. Elim-inate unnecessary and unauthorized
transmissions.

3. Reduce transmission time to a minimum.
4. Ensure transmitting and receiving equip-

ment is adjusted accurately.
5. Maintain strict circuit discipline.

Factors to consider when attempting to limit
the interception or jamming of radio transmis-
sions include the nature of the transmission path,
propagation, conditions (discussed in chapter 8),
frequbncies employed, and equipment used.

Propagation conditions affect the range of
transmissions; line-of-sight distances in the
Very High Frequency (VHF) band and higher
ranges are exceeded because of abnormal and
unpredictable ionosphere and. meteorological
conditions.

Electronic Emisiiion Control (EMCON)

WM,

,The range, speed, and traffic volume capacity
of radio make' it highly desirable for communi-
cations. 'However, the major disadvantage of
radio, is that it is the least secure means of
;transmission. The unauthorized interception and
"recording of radio transmissions cannot be
detected or conclusively prevented.

Communications security (COMSEC) is the
proteetion resulting from the* application of
measures designed to deny the enemy, or other
unauthorized persons, information of value which
might be derived from a study of communication
materials and information. An additional objective
is to mislead unauthorized, persons in their
interpretation of the, results of euolj a study.

r

As has been pointed out, no radio transmission,
whatever its nature and the area in which it is
made, can be regarded as being completely safe
from interception.

Electronic Emission Control (EMCON) pro-
cedures have been established onboard aircraft
carriers and other surface ships to minimize
the possibility of radio trans issions being
intercepted by the enemy.

These procedures provide a control o all
electromagnetic radiations, including radat as
well as communications equipment. During the
imposition of EMCON, no electronic emitting
device will be operated unless it bas been
determined to be essential to the mission.

ft o
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Varying degrees of EMCON silence exist;
these are based upon the "following factors:

1. Type of missioh.
. TActical situation.

3. Frequency band being utilized.
4. Propagation characteristics of the

ment employed.

The responsibility for. determining the ke-
quirements necessary for the implementation of
EMCON silence .rests with the approptiate Fleet
Commander. Since the actual conditions under
which emission _cpntrol would be implemented
are classified, no attempt will be made here to
list the varyiiig degrees of EMCON silence.

If you are,, aEftsigned duties in' a Carrier Air
Traffic Control Center (CATTC) (discussed in
chapter 13), you will receive detailegitiinstruo-
tions concerning this vital area of communica-

,

security.

SCATANA

4
Federal Air RegUlation 99.7 (special security

instructions) is quoted in part: ". . comply
with special security instructions issued by
the Admiistrator in the interest of national
security and that sre consistent with appropriate
agreements between the FAA and Department of
Defense."-i

The ,special security instructions-referred to
in the above paragraph are the plan for the
Security Control of Air Traffic and Air
Navigation Aids (short title:.SCATANA).
plan is distributed in the Navy as OPNAV
Instruction 3722.30 (Series). This Al defines
the responsibilities of the Administrator and the
appropriate military authorities for the security
control ofrcivil and military air traffic and Federal
ir_riavigation_aids, It defines-the-responsibility-

of the Federal Communications Convnission
(FCC) for the security control of non-Federal
civil air navigation aids. It describes the
situations Which concern national security, and
the necessary action to be taken. It also_provides
for testing the plan at least once everf 60 days.

During SCATANA tests, all actions. will be
simulated to achieve the following objectives:

1. Aircraft need not be grounded or diverted.
2. Air navigation aids should not be shutdown.
3. Test messages are not transmitted over

air/ground/air frequencies.
4. Interruption of radio communications is

not necessary.
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Figure 11-1 illustrates the SCATANA Test

trejt
Report (FiAA Form 2372-1) which is conple
upon termination of the SCATANA'' test an
forward to- the appropriate Air Route Traffic
Control nter (ARTCC).

Air gontrolmen should study OPNA Instate-
tion 3722,30 (Series) ac all control tower rsonnel
will become involved in an actual im lementation
of the plan or the frequent te .p ocedures.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

Because of the i inite variety of possible
situations, speci c procedures cannot always
be prescribed for every situation which might
be considered an emergency. As a rule of thumb,
an emergency includes any situation which places

aircraft in danger; i.e., uncertainty, ailert,
Acing lost, or in distress. Emergency communi-
/Capons would be any communications associatedt
with these situations as described.

All military towers and most ciyiltowefs
guard the "emergency frequencies 121.5 MHz
and 243.0 MHz. The prowords established for
use to indicate the severity of an emergency,
situation in voice communication are MAYDAY,
to indicate that the aircraft is threatened by
serious and imminent danger and immediate
assistance is required; acid PAN, to Indicate
that the aircraft is in a situation which requires
urgent action but is not in actual distress.

Controllers may expect to receive the fol-
lowing information from pilots of aircraft
eniergency condition:

1. PAN or MAYDAY 3 timeR and aircraft
call sign 3 times.,

oLairckaft.
3. Actual or estimated position with the time.
4. Heading.
5. Indicated airspeed.
6. Altitude/FL.
7. Fuel remaining., (In hours and minutes.)
8. Nature,of emergency.
9. Pilot's intentions.

10. Assistance desired.
11. TWO' 10-second dashes with the' mike

button for DF purposee.
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The pilot will accept "communications oem-
trol" of one particular ......w1W_LAation, and all
other stations must remain silent so as not to
interfere.
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PEOERAl. AVIATION AGENCY

SCATANA TEST REPORT

TEST DATE I FACILITY NAME

IL ,

.,.... ACTION
ACTION TIME

(GMT)

I SCATANA Test
htessaae received from a

2 Broadcast simulated

3 Notification completed (FAA Form 7610-1, hem IA) , B

4
Area simulated clear.of known aircraft a *
ARTCC at notified *

S Simulated shutdown of at NAVAIDS listed in item 2C; FAA Arm 7610-1 Z.

"Terminate SCATANA /modify emergency SCAT rules"
message B

13teliblY.A1Z3Llismusitnt---
p4,

Simulated broadcast of "ternipion/motification" message g

OFFICES NOT ALERTED (Listed in item IA 04 FAA Form7212Dit
.. 7610.1

SIGNATURE OF PERSON REPORTING

FAA Fin* 2372.1 (1241)
PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE

CIRVIS Messages

00124714000 17410) Form Approved
Budget Bureau No. 04-R068.1

Figure 11-1. SCATANA test report.

The contraction CIRVIS is derived from the
title of a document published by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Joint Communication Electronics Board.
It is entitled "Communications Instructions for
Reporting. Vital Intelligence Sightings from
Airborne and Waterborne Sources." FAA facili-
ties become involved with CIRVIS messages
since contact aircraft, both civilnd military,

-11141P.

The procedures used by aircraft to call
ground stations and report CIRVIS information
should be similar to those used when Bending
position reports, except thus We call should
be preceded by the word CIRVIS (pronounced
SURVEES) spoken, -.three times to clear the
frequencies of all other communications except
DISTRESS or URGENCY. Should this procedure
fail to clear, the frequencies, the International
Urgency Signal XXX transmitted three times on
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telegraph transmissions or the word PAN
spoken three times may be employed as an
alternate signal. CIRVIS reports are transmitted
in plain language and as soon as possible (FLASH
precedence is authorized) to any U. S.'or Canadian
military or, civil air-ground communications
facility.

There are three types of CIRVIS messages
which controllers may be called Upon to handle,
as follows:

1. CIRVIS Report. Initial sighting report.
2. Additional CIRVIS Reports. Additional re-

ports should be made if more information becomes
available conCerthing a previously sighted object.
These reports ihould contain a referenbe to
the original report to identify them with it.

S. Cancellation Report. Cancellation reports
should be made in the, event that a previously
reported sighting is positively identified as
friendly or that it has been erroneously reported.
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EXAMPLE OF INITIAL CIRVIS REPORT:

Aircraft CIRVIS CIRVIS CIRVIS, BERMUDA
THIS NAVY TWO FIVE NIIIER THREE SIX,
CIRVIS REPORT, OVER.

Communicationg facility NAVY TWO FIVE
NINER THREE SIX, THIS IS BERMUDA., GO
AHEAD.

AircraftNAVY TWO FIVE NINER THREE
SIX SIGHTED FORMATION OF SIX JET BOMB-
ERS, CONFIGURATION IS SWEPT WING WITH
EIGHT JET ENGINES, TWO HUNDRED MILES
EAST OF BERMUDA ON THIRTEEN MAY AT
ONE THREE FIVE ZERO ZULU, ALTITUDE
THREE FIVE THOUSAND, HEADING TWO SEVEN
ZERO DEGREES, NO MARKINGS RESERVED,

/---CALE11.

Communications station BERMUDA, ROGER
OUT.' -

FAA stations and Navy towers must im-
mediately pass the CIRVIS messages to the
appropriate ARTCC. FAA ARTCCs in the
conterminous United States forward the CIRVIS
messages immediately by direct interphone to
the appropriate Air Division Control center. If
no direct interphone is available, the report
should be relayed to the ARTC center nearest
to and having direct interphone connection with
the Air Division Control center. The Air Di-
vision is responsible for forwarding to other
military services, or higher headquarters, as
required.

FIGHTER DIRECTOR VOCABULARY

Air Controlmen should be well versed int the brevity codes which are used for aircraft
control; search and rescue, carrier deck
conditions, and flight operations. These brevity
codes are "provided in the current Allied
Communications publication (ACP) 165 and are
required knowledge factors for all Air Control-

',men.

'VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

TC LIGHT SIGNALS

-

in chapter 9. However, since the portable traffic
control light is used to control the movement
of personnel and vehicles on the landing area,
as well as aircraft without radio, the control
signals and. their meaning are discussed at
this time.

In addition to the operation and lim'tations
of the portable traffic light, the Air Controlman
must know the meaning of the traffic control
light signals used. Figure 11-2 shows the
meaning of the signals to be used for aireraft,
vehicles, and personnel on the ground and for
aircraft in the air. This is shown in 4abular
form in table 11-1.

A series of alternatink redand green flashes
from a directed traffic control light are used as
generalwErrningsignaleto--advisc a pilot --or-
driver of a vehicle on the, landing area to be on
the alert for hazardous ,or unusual conditions.
As an example, the warning signal may be
directed to a pilot to indicate a change of runway,
since this can prove hazardous if the pilc,t
attempts to land crosswind.

In controlling traffic by means of visual
signals it should be remembered that the

_warning signal. is not a prohibitive signal. This
means that it may be followed by either a red
or a green light as circumstances _warrant. The
general warning signal is directed to pilots of
the aircraft concerned as follows:

.1. When aircraft are converging and there
is a possibility of collisioh.

2. When hazardous ecniiiitions are present and
the pilot must be unusually alert in order to
complete the operation safely. (Such conditions
include obstructions, soft field, ice on runway,
and many others.)

3. When mechanical trouble is apparent
the controller and he has reason to believe that
the pilot may not be aware of it.

4. At any other time when believed neces-
sary in the opidion of the controller.

SPECIAL LIGHT SIGNALS

Aircraft Inbound Without Radio

The nomenclature and operEition of the portable Between sunset and sunrise, a pilot wishing
traffic control 1 we reviously discussed to land should turn on a landing light Qs he

2r
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GIVE WAY TO OTHER AIRCRAFT
AND CONTINUE CIRCLING

CLEARED TO LAND GREtN
lirser

ALIERNAVNG
RED tk

Coll-;=..w
EXERCISE
EXTREME
CAUTION

FLASHING RED

...
STOP

TAXI CLEAR OF LANDING
/ AREA IN USE 4

Figure 11-2. Meaning of traffic controllight signals.
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ROTATING BEACON (day only)

Ground visibility in control zone
less than 3 miles and/or ceiling
less than 1,000 feet. Traffic
clearance,required for landlnp,
takeoffs, or flicht in the traffic
pattern in a control nine.

Aircraft on the Airport Without Radio

During the hours of darkness, a pilot wishing
to attract the attention of the control tower
operator should turn on a landing light and taxi
the aircraft in a position so that the light is-
visible- to the tower controller. The landing
light should remain on until appropriate signals
are received from the tower.

Pilots should acknowledge light s gmals by
moving the ailerons or rudder du the hours
of daylight or by blinking the landing or nail-,
gation lights during the hours of darkness.

Low . Ceiling and Visibility Si(nals

Take the folldwing action. to indicate that
the reported ceiling and visibility are below

lionFoLASHING LIGHTS
OUTLINING DIRECTION INDICATOR (night only)

Ground yisibility in control zone less than 3 miles and/or
ceiling less than 1003 feet. Traffic clearance required for
lardinp, takeoffs, orilight in the traffic pattern in a
control zone.

201.132
Figure 11-3. Low ceiling and visibility signals.

approaches the airport unless he has already
been given st green light. .

Pilots should acknowledge portable traffic
control light signals by rocking the itircrrdt's
wings during hours of daylight and by blinking
their landing or navigation lights during the
hours of darkness.

let

a. Between sunrise and sunsetoperate the
airport rotating beacon. (See fig. 11-3.)

b. Between sunset and sunrise operate the
flashing lights on the traffic or wind direction
indicator. (See fig. 11-3.)

Airport Course Lights

Some military airports have special light
signals, such as course lights, which indicate
landing direction, runway in use, traffic pattern
in use, and other similar information for local
activities. These lights are to be used as directed
by the commanding officer. The principal ad-
vantage in using the course lights is that it
gives pilots pertinent and specific visual infor-
mation) therefore, radio contact with the control
tower is unnecessary. However, the meaning and
arrangement of these lights have no standardi-
zation and are used only for pilots known to
be familiar with the meaning of the special
light signals,
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Table 11-1. Meaning Of earn() control light signils
0.1

1 1

Color and type of
signal

.-

(
.. On the ground in flight ''

STEADY GREEN

FLASHING GREEN,

Cleared for takeoff
. .

Cleared to land

`Cleared to taxi - Return for landing (tobe
followed by steady
green at proper time).

STEADY RED Stop Give way to other aircraft
and continue circling.

FLASHING RED, Taxi clear of landing area
(runway) in use.

Airport unsafedo not land.

FLASHING WHITE I c
Return td starting point on

airport.
Not applicable.

ALTERNATING RED
AND GREEN

General warning signal exercise extreme caution.

(4.

A

t

1
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CHAPTER 12
L

IFR/SVFR CONTROL PROCEDURES

Controlling air traffic under IFR conditions is
a demanding task. Controllers must be precise
in their actions, considering the increased
responsibilities as compared to VFR air traffic
control. In the case of the latter, clearances
and instructions were issued to assist the pilot
in avoiding collision and to enhance the flow of

affic.--ln comparison, clearances and
moons are Issued ififfic for-the

purpose of keeping all such traffic appropriately
separated and at a safe altitude above ;terrain.

Navy ACs will most likely be involved with,
the control of IFR traffic at a terminal facility.'
However, there is a possibility that your
terminal facility may operate in an en route
capacity. Since you will be controlling 'IFR
flights into and out of a terminal area a basic
knowledge of the entire airspace system is
necessary.

As with any difficult procedure, the logical
start is wiih basic details. The intent herein is
to discuss IFR/SVFR air traffic control procedure
and minima so the AC3 or AC2 can describe
them, and with the necessary supervised
experience, apply them to the actual controLof
IFR air traffic.

NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM ,

The national airspace system as it exists
today began to develop in 1918 With the U.S.
Post Office airmail service. Radio equipment
we installed near telephones, providing a link
of "air and ground communications for keeping

. track of air traffics,

Lighted airways were set up using rotating
light beacons, spaced at specific intervals,
by which pilots could navigate. Coded lights
were later added to the rotating beacons so that
pilots could determine their distance from a

r,

certain reference point with. knowledge of the
code. Low-frequency radio range stations were ,.

established and became a government- operated
system for aircraft navigation when landmarks
and lighted airways were obscured by clouds,
etc. In striving for increased reliability and
to meet increasing air traffic needs, several
types of air navigation aids were developed and
put-InW general use. Military technology added
impetus to the drive to provide the best possible
navigation aids for use within national airspace
with contributions such as radar, IFF, and
tactical air navigation (TACAN).

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 established
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) which
is charged by Congress with the safe and efficient
use of airspace of the U.S. This includes military
aircraft. operations within OW. U.S. airspace,
hence the required compli-i.ce of Navy ACs
with air traffic rules and re ilons of the FAA.

Two route systems have1 blen established
for air navigational purposes within the con-
tiguous U.S.the Federal airway system and
the jet route system. The Federal airway system
(as illustrated in figure 12-1) consists of airways
designated from not less than 1,200 feet above
the surface, up to but not including 18,000 feet
MSL, and is designed to serve aircraft which
operate at these altitudes. They are predicated
solely on VOR/VORTAC navaids. They are
designated on aeronautical charts by a V and
referred- to orally as Victor airways. The jet
route system consists of jet routes established
from 18,000 feet MSL to FL 450 inclusive, and
are 'designed to serve aircraft which operate
at these altf.tudes. They are identified by a J
on aeronautical charts and referred to orally
by statement of the. same letter.

The airspace ,structure above , FL 450 is
designed to permit free selection of routes.
Navigation is conducted by navaids serving the
jet route system provided the aids are not more

246
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Figure 12-1. Air space structure.

than 200 miles apart. Flight above FL 600
must contain at least one fixWithineachARTCC's
area through which flight is planned without
regard to distance between fixes.

IFR air traffic control service is provided
within controlled airspace. This controlled
airspace includes feral airways, jet routes,
control areas, transition areas, control zones,
and the continental control area. These areas
are described in chapter 3 of this training
manual and depicted in figure12-1.

AREA NAVIGATION (RNAV)

Area Nimigation (RNAV) is a method of navi-
gation that permits aircraft operations on any
desired course within the coverage pf station-
referenced navigation signals or within the limits
of self-contained system capability.

Applicition of, area navigation equipment and
procedures in the National Airspace System

201.227

requires that they be compatible with the
VOR/DME system On which route structure and
air traffic control are babacl. Implementation,
therefroi:u: requires that area navigation devices
employed assure properpositioning with respect
to the VOR/DME ground facilities. Such systems
must further permit navigation along, and within
the protected airspace of, conventional VOR
routes, airways, and terminal procedures.

Introduction of an ,area navigation caps
into the National Airspace System provi s a
means of overcoming many of the disadvantages
of the present VOR structure. By eliminating
the requirement to fly along radials that lead
directly to or from the ground station, it is
possible to design routes and procedures that
better facilitate the movement of traffic. Typical
of the benefits thatwill result are:

247
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2. Multiple routes to allow segregation of
traffic according to speed or other operat-
ing characteristic's.

3. pilot navigation of commonly flown radar
vector paths.

4. Improved alignment or routes.
5., Dual routes for one-way traffic.

6. Increased instrument approach capability.
7. Optimum location of holding patterns.

8. Procedures designed for STOL and heli-
copter operations.

Only pilots of aircraft equipped with area
navigation equipment approved for IFR operation
may file for an RNAV route. When filing an
IFR flight plan, area navigation routes or a

mbination-uitrua. navigation-route-d---VOR
airways and routes may be specified for operations
at or below FL 450. Area navigation route
numbers may be filed in the same, manner as
VOR airway/route numbers. The letter "R"
is placed after the route to indicate an RNAV
route.

Example: V301R. The filed route should clearly
define the intended route during transition from
the VOR structure and vice versa.

The complexities involved in determining route
reference facility usable distance, and

obstruction clearance altitudes make impromptu
routes impractical during initial implementation
phases of area navigation.

It should be noted that in addition to providing
lateral and longitudinal guidance, area navigation
also provides vertical data to the pilot.

Further development and expansion of RNAV
is anticipated; therefore, you should consult the
various Navy and FAA technical publications
to become more familiar with this latest aspect
of air navigation as pertains to air traffic
control.

POSITIVE CONTROLLED AIRSPACE

:ha vertical extent Of the Positive Control
Area (PCA) is from an altitude of 18,000 feet
MSL up to and including FL 600. Positive control
airspace is depicted on en to -high altitude
charts..

248

Positive control of all aircraft within this
area is exercised, and additional requirements
for flight apply as follows:

1. All VFR activities are prohibited, including
climbs, descents, and VFR on top operations
on, IFR flight plans.

2. Complete IFR flight procedure is required
and prior ATC approval mandatory.

3. All aircraft must be equipped with a coded
radar beacon transponder (discussed in chapter
13), having a Mode 3, 64-Code capability
which must be _operated to reply to Mode 3
interrogation with the code specified by ATC,
provided that in the event a radar beacon
transponder failure is experienced in flight,
ATC may approve operation within positive
control area.

In all other cases, requests for an authori-
zation to deviate must be submitted at least
four days before the proposed operation, in
writing, to the ARTCC having jurisdiction over
the PCA concerned. .

4. All aircraft must be equipped with radio
equipment capable of providing direct pilot-
controller communications on the frequencies
specified by ATC for the sector in which
flight is conducted. Pilots will monitor assigned
ATC frequency and requestATCpermissionprior
to any change. This includes aircraft information
and those operating in altitude reservations.

,5. Local flying areas are established within
the positive control area to permit activities
which are not readily adaptable to air traffic
control. This includes activities in which aircraft
do not maintain constant heading and/or altitude;
that is, local areas are not restricted areas
but are open to any user, traffic permitting.
ATC clearance is required, and aircraft are
assigned to a flight level or group of levels by
ATC, depending on the activity. Using military
activities may schedule aircraft to operate in
local flying areas in e,xcess of the quantities
that can be accepted by ATC, iohjeot to Military
Assumption of Responsibility for Separation of
Aircraft (MARSA). In this event, participating
aircraft must remain in VFR conditions to
preclude collision with other aircraft in the
local areas.

6. Radius of 'action flight plans may be
approved consistent with traffic conditions.
However, pilots should be prepared to convert
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to point-to-point routing should radius clearance
be refused.

7. Altitude reservations continue
within the positive control areas.'

Procedures for entering and departingpositive
control areas are as follows :.

to apply

1. Pilots operating on IFR flight at an
assigned flight level require no additional
clearance.

2. Pilots operating VFR and VFR on top (on
IFR flight plan) mast obtain an ATC clearance
with an assigned flight level prior to enterrng-
posItive control areas. An abbreviated flight
plan containing the following information must
be provided ATC at least 30 minutes prior to
estimated penetration:

a. Identificationon

b. True airspeed (TAS)
c. VFR position and altitude /flight level

of the Air, or special agreements in airspace
outside the U.S. and its possessions where the
U.S. provides air traffic control service. .

Military procedures in the form Of additions,
modifications-, and exceptions to the basic FAA
procedure are provided in TATC Handbook 7110.8
when a common procedure has not been attained
or to fulfill a specific requirement. These
military procedures are applied by ATC facilities
operated by the designated military service,
by ATC facilities supporting a designated military
service exclusively, or by other ATC facilities
when specified in a Letter of Agreement.

IFR CONTROL RESPONSIBILITY

Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs)
provide air traffic control service to aircraft

-- operating -on

d. Estimated time and point of penetration
e. Requested route and flight level.

3. When flight inbound to destination is VFIL on
top above the positive control area, or departure
from the area is to be IFR/VFR on top, only
the discrete frequency of the sector of arrival
or departure need be preset.

4. Upon departing the area, IFF/SIF is
ruse` to the proper Mode 3 Code as assigned
by ATC.

IFR CONTROL PROCEDURES

The procedure and minima which apply when
providing IFR air traffic control service are
those contained in Terminal Air Traffic Control
Handbook 7110.8 (Series). When other procedures
are tained in a Letter of Agreement (dis-
cusse later in this chapter), or other appropriate
FAA br military document, they may only
suppler:lent the TATC Handbook 7110.8. Any
minima tthey specify cannot be ,less than those
in TATC Handbook 7110.8 unless appropriate
military authority has authorized application of
reduced separation between military aircraft
in special procedures. The ultimate authority
for naval ATC procedures is CNO. Deviation
is also permitted when necessary- to conform
with pertinent ICAO Documents, National Rules

airspace principally during the en route phase
of flight.

Approach control service is provided by
a terminal area traffic control facility for
arriving and departing IFR aircraft and oc-
casionally for VFR traffic.

Authority to establidh an approach control
facility at a naval airfield is delegated to the
Commanding Officer by the FAA. When estab-
lished, approach control authority may be
exercised through a tower, or mobile or fixed
radar facilities.

NOTE: These radar facilities and the specific
duties of those personnel assigned to them are
discussed in detail in chapter 13 of this manual.

Prior Ito the actual implementation of approach
control piocedures, coordination with local FAA
officials must be undertaken and a tentative local
letter of agreement drawn up. '-

This tentative letter of agreement contains
all facets of agreed approach control functions
and delineates the responsibilities of the FAA
anSI the naval ATC facility.

A copy of this tentative letter of agreement,
together with a request to establish approach
control facilities, is then forwarded to the Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO) for approval. If
additional personnel or electronic equipment
are required in providing this service, this
requirement should also be included.

Upon receipt of approval from CNO, a formal
letter of agreement is executed with the local
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FAA. air traffic control authorities. A copy of
this finalized version must be sent to CNO for
record purposes.

,Guidelines for the development and prepara-
tion of letters of agreement between the Navy
and FAA are contained in OPNAVINST 3721.1
(Series).

Although you will normally not be directly
concerned with the preparation or revision of
a. letter of agreement, you will, by necessity,
be required to know and understand the contents
of this important document.

'It should be pointed out that 'a letter of
agreement is required to be executed not only
for the establishment of an approach control
facility but also for a control tower, GCA unit,
or whenever any new type of procedure ib
initiated; ii.e., SIDs, SFA (Single Frequency
Approach), etc.

ormal--letter-of-agXeendelt-fo
eyour ATC., facility should be contained within

the local procedures manual.

PRIORITY OF SERVICE

First priority is given to the separation
of aircraft to comply with the procedure and

--minima prescribed for the control of IFR traffic.
Any other service or information is provided
to the eA,, ent possible.

Radar procedures should be used in preference
to nonradar procedures to the extent practicable,
consistent with workload, communications, and

.equiproent capabilities.
Air traffic control service is provided on a

"first coma, first serve" basis as circumstances
allow. For example, it is solely the pilot's
prerogative to cancel his IFR flight plan, but
a -retention' of an IFR flight plan does not
afford priority over VFR aircraft, and he may
be required to adjust his flightpath to enter
a traffic pattern in sequence with arriving VFR
aircraft. Exceptions to the first come, first
serve rule do exist for certain types of aircraft
operations such as ALREVAC, SAFI, Presidential
and Vice Presidential, FLYNET, and GARDEN
PLOT aircraft. For more information on this
subject, see Priority in fltapter 10 of this
training manual and the appropriate section of
TATC Handbook 7110.8.

TRANSFER OF IFR
CONTROL RESPONSIBILITY

a facility, at a specified time, fix, or altitude.
Additionally, any potential conflict with other
aircraft under the jurisdiction of the transferring
facility or controller must be eliminated prior
to the transfer 'of control responsibility.

THAIISFER OF
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

Transfer communications before an aircraft
enters the receiving controller's area unless
previously coordinated. To the extent possible,
initiate the transfer at the time of handciff.
Transfer communications after an Automated

-Handoff Accept, or where ARTS Modify Function
and/or Quick Look function is used to transfer
,target identity. A facility directive shall specify
communication transfer points.

Control responsibility must be transferred
--bgween facilities, or between controllers within

250
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FORMATION FLIGHTS

Formation flights- are treated as single W-,
craft unless the formation leader requests that
ATC separate individual aircraft.

IFR CLEARANCE
DELIVERY AND RELAY

IFR clearances issued by a facility other
than the Originating facility must be relayed
verbatim. A non-ATC facility would prefix the
clearance with the prefatory phrase "ATC
clears." Such facilities would handle a relay
of advice or a request for information in the
same manner; i.e., "ATC advises," or ."ATC
requests." When a clearance, information, or
a request for information is issued to an
ATC facility or to an aircraft by direct ATC
communications, the "ATC" portion of the
prefatory phrase is omitted.

To correctly' apply this procedure, refer
to the definition of an ATC facility and ATC
service. These definitions are included ' in
appendix 1 of this training mama.

When appropriate, specific delivery instruc-
tions may. be issued with a- clearance for
relay, such as an "attempt delivery" time or
a "cancellation" time which must be adhered
to by the relaying facility. The ATC facility
originating the clearance should be advised if
the requirements of specific delivery instructions
are not met.
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IFR Clearance Items

Items and the sequence in which they should
be issued to IFR traffic are as follows:

1. Aircraft' identification.
2. Clearance limit or approach procedure.
3. Departure procedure or Standard Instru-

ment Departure (SID).

4. Route of flight.
5. Altitude data in the older flown.

6. Holding instructions if a delay is antici-
pated.

7. Special or supplementary instructions as
required.

source of the setting for a location other than
at the facility. The time of the report must
also be included if it is more than 1hour old.

Aircraft operating below flight level 180 must
be issued the associated altimeter setting of
compulsory reporting points when reporting over
such points. If in "radar contact," the controller
issues the altimeter setting when the aircraft
is observed passing or adjacent to compulsory
reporting points. (Pilots discontinue making
position reports when informed of "radar ,

contact.")

When aircraft have been cleared to descend ._

from a flight level' to an altitude below the
lowest usable flight level, the altimeter 'Setting
for the weather reporting station nearest the
aircraft position must- be- issued to the :p110t:'

ALTITUDE VERIFICATON--
. .

SIGNIFICANT WEATHER

Significant weather informattoninbligre-s-pThit
-Tep Or% lit_ observed indications on radar
concerning areas of strong frontal activity, squall
lines, heavy thunderstorms, widespread fog,-
moderate to heavy icing, turbulence--(including -
clear air turbulence) (CAT) of mgdel:1041k9N greater
intensity, or similar conditions pertinent to
safety of flight.

Every assistance should be afforded pilots
to enable them to avoid areas of icant
weather. When a requested deviation fo avoid
such areas cannot be approved due to traffic.
conditions, the altitude or route of the conflicting
traffic may be changed to permit approval if
there is reasonable assurance that the action will
not place the conflicting aircraft in hazardous
weather conditions.

Pilot-reported information about significant
weather conditions should be relayed to- other
aircraft concerned and the appropriate weather
service.

ALTIMETER SETTING INFORMATION

Altimeter settings issued to IFR flights must
be current settings obtained from direct-reading
instruments or received directly from weather
reporting stations. All ARTS facilities shall
keep the computer-lentered altimeter setting
current at all times.

When issuing an altimeter setting to an
aircraft, a terminal facility must ,identify the

--Piicrts- should be- Tequestlicf-ii'verity ;their
_

altitude upon initial contact after -you- -...have_
received- control-- jurisdiction:- -soother'
facility or after communications are establistsed_
with An aircraft departing_trom another airport
under _your facility's control jurisdiction 'Ingest;

verification-is provided by either altitude ricidOitt-
-or by the pilotat-thetine -of- initial contact.
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EXAMPLE: VERIFY AT EIGHT THOUSAND.

You need not verify altitude when, on initial
contact, you assign a new altitude to an aircraft
that is climbing or descending.

NOTE: Altitude readout determining equip-
ment will be discussed in the following chapter.

If the altitude readout indicates a discrepancy
of 300 feet or more from the assigned altitude
and the aircraft is in level flight, the pilot should
be requested to verify his altitude.

In instances where the pilot confirms a
discrepancy of 300 feet or more between his
actual altitude and the transponder altitude
readout, instruct him to secure the altitude
reporting portion of his transponder and advkse
him of the reason.

In the event that you are unable to verify
the altitude discrepancy, ensure that standard
radar separation is applied between the affected
aircraft and any other radar-identified IFR
aircraft.

2 5 7
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NONRECEIPT OF
POSITION REPORTS

When a position report affecting separation
is not received, action should be taken to obtain

- the report not later than 5 minutes after the
aircraft was estimated over the fix.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE

- When an IFR aircraft experiences, two-way
radio communications failure, air traffic control
is based on anticipated pilot action. Pilot-,
procedures are at forth in FAR 91.127 listed
in chapter 3 at this Rate Training Manual.
ATC facilities should take the following action,
as appropriate, when two -way radio communica-
tions are lost with an IFR aircraft:

1. Broadcast clearances through any available
'means of communication, including the voice
feature of .navaidss.

2. Attempt to re-establish communicationS by
having the aircraft, use its transponder (SIF) or
make turns, both of which might' be considered
an acknowledgment when observed on radar.

3.--Broadcast a clearance for the aircraft
proceed to its filed alternate airport at the

m4iimum en route altitude if the aircraft operator
concurs.

Restriction to Other IFR Traffic

Unless radar sepiration is applied, when
ian kFR aircraft is unreported, the facility
responsible must restrict or suspend other IFR
traffic for 30 minutes after whichever of the
following is applicable:

approach clearance was1. The time at which

APPROACH CONTROL INFORMATION

Unless specific items listed in the following
approach information have been broadcast via
Automatic Terminal Information Service (and
acknowledged by the pilot) they should be .
provided to aircraft at the time of first radio
contact:

1,, -Approach clearance or type of approach
to be expected if two or more approaches are
published and the clearance limit does not
indicate which will be used.

2. Runway in use,
3. Surface wind.
4. Ceiling and visibility if the ceiling at the

airport is reported below 1,000 feet or ',plow the
highest circling minimum, whichever is greater,
or-the lsibility-is -1e88- than- 3- milea. 0

delivered to the pilot.
2. The expected approach clearance time

delivered to the pilot.

g They arrival time over the naivaid serving
the Ablation airport. ,,,,

4. The our.lant estimate, either ,the control
facility's, or the pilot's (whichever is later), at
thl navaid serving the destination airport.

0 After the 36-minute traffic suspension period
he's'euglirede normal- air traffic control may
bil reinunsd 4f the operators or pilots of other
*pi:waft:08On*

.

.n en

1=le:1ime

.,

5. Altimeter setting.

Detailed procedures utilized in providing
approach control service will not be discussed
at this time; however, as you advance in the
Air Controlman rating you will have the op-
portunity to attend the Advanced Air Cokrohnan
Course. This advanced schooling, coupled with
your past experience, is designed to assist you
in preparing to accept the challenge of controlling
aircraft under actual instrument conditions.

NONRADAR IFR SEPARATIO
MINIMUMS AND METHODS

Pilots are required to file. IFR flight plans
and obtain an ATC clearance prior to conducting
flight runder instrument flight rules of FAR 91
within controlled airspace. Special VFR flights
must obtain an ATC clearance prior to operations
within control zones. By this procedure ATC
facilities know of all riva and special VFR
traffic operating within controller airspace for
which they are responsible. Thus they are able
to regulate traffic by issuance of clearances
and instructions for the purposemf keeping Such
traffic separated.

There are three types of nonradar separation:
vertical, longitudinal, and lateral. One of these

-must be in effect whenever separation isrequired.
Exceptions to the above statement are instances
when controllers or pilots are authorized to
maintain visual separation between aircraft, or
when pilots are authorized upon request to
operate IFR in accordance with a VFarestriction
(discuseed later in this chapter). ,
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Each type of nonradar separation line estab-
lished minimums to which controllers must
adherq. for safe operation. These mi. .iums
and methods of estiblishing and main ning,
them are discussed separately in this .apter..

Vertical Separation

IFR aircraft may be separated vertically by
assignhig different altitudes or flight' levels
(FL), using the following minimums:

1. Up to and including FL 290-1,000 feet.
2. Above FL 290-2,opp feet.

'.Pf
A previously occupied altitude/FL may be

renosigned to another aircraft when the pilot
of the aircraft that previously_ occupied___the

1. '

33pol. leaving it. However, when Sev-Ore

Longitudinal separation may be established
by requiring aircraft to do one of the following;

1. Depart at a specified time.
2. Arrive at a fix at a specified time.
3. Hold at a 'fix until a specified time.
4. Change altitude at ,a specified time or fix.

DMZ procedures and minimums may only
be used when direct pilot...cohtroller communi=
cations, are maintained.

Aircraft on the same, converging60°, or crossing
courses at the same altitude are separated by
an interval expressed In minutes of flying time
or a' specified distance in accordance with the
following minimums: ..

turbulence is reported, such altitudes may not
be reassigned until the pilot of the aircraft that
previously occupied the altitude reports at or
passing imOiter altitude separated from the first
by appropri to minimum vertical sepaiation.

. ,, EXAMPLE OF PHRASEOLOGY: REPORT
LEAVING/REACHING FIVE THOUSAND; or,
REPORT LEAVING ODD ALTITUDES;_ or SAY
ALTITWE. -

Aircraft in level flight reporting automatic
altitude information that is less than 300 feet
from the assigned altitude should be considered at
the assigned altitude for sift) tration purposes.

bd used in lieu of ver reports for providing
Altitude readouts been verified may

vertical separation hori.oen aircraft climbifig or
descending.

When pilots of aircraft in direct radio
communication with each other during, climb
and descent concur, the lower aircraft, if
climbing, or upper aircraft, if descending, may
be authorized to maintain their own vertical
separation.

Longitudinal Separation

,iLongitudinal separation is spacing of aircraft
so that after one airorift passes over a specific
position, a succeeding aircraft occupying the
same altitude will not arrive over thit position
with less than the minimum longitudinal

, separation prescribed for the particular situation.

11. When a leading aircraft maintains a speed
at least 44 knots faster than a following aircraft,
and (ay a departing aircraft follows a preceding
aircraft ' which has taken off from the same or
adjacent airport, or (b) a departing aircraft
follows a preceding en.. route aircraft which
has reported over h fix serving the 1%parture
airport, the minimum is 5 miles between aircraft
using DME/RNAV or 3 Minutes between other
aircraft. iSee fig. 12-2.), I

2. When's. leading aircraft maintains a speed
of at least 22 knots faster than a following
aircraft; and (a) a departing aircraft follows a
preceding aircraft which has taken off from the
same or an adjacent airport, or (b) a departing
aircraft follows a preceding en route aircraft'
which has reported .overover a fix serving the
departure airport, o (c) an en route aircraft
follows a precedi en route' aircraft which has
reported over the same fix, the minimum is 10
miles between aircraft using DME/RNAV or 5
minutes between other aircraft. (See fig. 12e.3.)

3. Minimum separation . between aircraft
climbing or descending 'through, the altitude of
another aircraft is as follows:

a. 10 miles between aircraft timing DME,,
provided that the descending aircraft is leading
or the climbing aircraft is following. (See fig.
12-4.) .

b. 5 minutes between other aircraft if all
of the following conditions are met: ..

(1) The descending aircraft is leading
or the climbing aircraft is following. (Up behind/,
down in front.)
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I

44 KT OR MORE FASTER

5 MILES

4,

Ni

%.

44 KT OR`MORE. FASTER

3 MINUTES

I) i

I.
, .

44 KT OR MCRE FASTER

r

, -

t

t

201.169

' Figure 12-2.-5-mile or 3-minute longitudinal separation.
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10,10 MILES

AT LEAST 22 KT FASTER

AT LEAST 22 KT FASTER

10 MILES

5 MINUTES
22 KT FASTER

Figure 12-3.-10-mile or 5-minute longitudinal separation. 201.170

(2) The aircraft were separated by not,
more than 4,000 feet when the altitude change
started.

13) The changeis started within10 min-
utes after a following aircraft reports over a fix,
reported over by the -leading aircraft or has
acknowledged a clearance specifying the time
to elves the same fix. (See fig. 12-5.).

4, When RNAV aircraft are operating along
an -RNAV route that -is-8 miles or-less wider the
minimum separation between aircraft is 10
miles if the following criteria can be met:

a. The dap aircraft is les.dingorthe
climbing aircraft i following.

'Ns

ISLIS-411444111",

1000

7000

11000

WU,

0000

70:0--

201.171
b. They w e separated by not more than Figure 12-14. Same direction altitude change

4;000 feet when the altitude change started. using DME.

255
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9000

k5 MINUTES %\

7000

1111."1.
0 MINuTE5-1

5000

;," " Ms" \ ,.

Opposite direction traffic requesting a con+
Meting altitude change must be separated by
minimum vertical separation from 10 minutes
before until 10 minutes after they estimated
to pass. (See fig.1.2-7.)

Vertical separation may be discontinued after
one of throfollowing conditions is met:

1. Both aircraft have reported passing navaids
or DME fixes indicating they have passed each
other.

2. Both aircraft have reported passing the
9000 same intersection, and- they are at least 3

minutes apart.

When pilots of. aircraft, on the same course
and in direct communication with each other

-concur, the pilot of the following aircraft may be
authorized to maintain longitUdinal separation

5000 of 10 minutes, or 20 miles if theSrare using DME.

E110 7000
lia]

mi*utEs--4,

201.172
Figure 12-5. Same direction altitude change.

5. U the required conditions which allow
3-minute/5-mile or 5- minute /10 -mile separation
for aircraft assigned .the same altitude or
5-minute/10-mile separation for same direction
aircraft climbing or descending do not exist,
then the minimum longitudinal separation is
20 miles between aircraft using DME/RNAV or
10 minutes between other aircraft.

6. The minimum between an aircraft
using DME and an aircraft not using DME
is 30 miles it both of the following conditions
are met:

a. The aircraft using DME derives distance
information by reference to the same navaid
over-- Which- the- aircraft not using DME has
reported.

b. The aircraft not using DME is within
15 minutes of the navaid. (See fig. 1Z-6.)

7. The minimum between ail.raft when one
aircraft is using RNAV and, the other is using
neither DME nor RNAV 30 miles.

, Literal Separation

258

Lateral beparation is the lateral spacing of
aircraft at the same altitude. Aircraft may be
laterally. .separated by one of the following
methods:

1. Clear aircraft on different airways or
routes whose airspace to be protected for one
flight does not overlap airspace to be protected
for the other. NOTE: Airspace protected for
airways and routes is based on the width
described in FAR 71.5 which is normally 4 miles
either side of centerline.

2. Clear aircraft below 18,000 to proceed to
and report over or holkat different geographical
locations determined visually or by reference
to navaids. (See fig. 12-8.)

3. Clear aircraft to hold over different fixes
whose holding pattern airspace areas do not over-
lap each other or other airspace to be protected.

4. Clear departing aircraft, to fly specified
headings which diverge by at least 46 degrees.
(See fig. 12-8.)

Lateral separation is considered to exist
between aircraft establiBhed on radials of the
same navaid that diverge by at least 16 degrees

ti
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Miat\DM4mw

11.

ONE NA M07 NOT UTILIZING ONE

141-----30 MILES

WITHIN 15 MINUTES

SO MILES

UTILIZING 01E

4.*

Figure 12-6.Separation of DME and non-DME equipped aircraft.

$000

Iunman To MSS

Um"
TW110117 7'

/ 7000

14i0NIfirftl-4 /
1 1 . woo

14- l° lanitiT71.174

201.174
Figure 12-7. Opposite direction altitude change.

when either aircraft is beyond the airspace to
be protected for the other aircraft. (See fig.12-9.)

There is a table in TATC Handbook 7110.8
under the lateral_ separation section that shows
appropriate distances necessary to clear the
airspace to be protected for divergence angles

201.173

from 15 to 90 degrees. Since this type computa-
tion is one which should be predetermined and
shown on charts located at or near operating
positions rather than an on-the-spot-type
separation, the table is not included herein.

Lateral DME separation is applied by re-
quiring aircraft .using DME fx) fly an, arc or
arcs of a navigational aid.

The minimum is 10 miles between arcs of a
navigational aid when aircraft are maintaining
different specified arcs of the aid.

Between an arc of a navigational aid and the
boundary of the holding pattern airspace area
to be prbtected for an aircraft hol
minimum is 5 miles. (See fig. 12-10.)

Airspace to be protected along o
established airways or routes is as f

1. For direct courses and course changes
of 16 degrees or less at FL 600 and below, and

257
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14\
45

42-

201.175
Figure 12-8. Two illustrations of lateral sepa-

ration.

my course arange below FL 180, the width of
the protected airspace is 4 miles on each side
of the route to a point 51 miles from a navaid.
Beyond the -51-mile point, the airspace increases
in width, based on a 4.5-degree angle from the
aid, to a width of 10 miles on each side of the
route at a distance of 130 miles. (See fig. 12-11.)

2. For course changes of more than 15
degrees through 90 degrees, the airspace to
be protected on the overflown side, beginning
at a point where the course change begins, is
as follows:

a. Below FL 180 same 'as. paragraph 1.
b. FL 180 to FL 230 inclusive-14 miles..
0. Above FL 230 to FL 600 inclusive-17

3. For course changes of more than 90
degrees through 180 degrees, the airspace to

be protected on the overflown side, beginning
at a point where the course change begins, is
as follows:

-a. Below FL 180 same as paragraph 1.

b.' FL 180 to FL 230 inclusive-28 miles.
c. Above FL 230 to FL 600 inclusive-34

miles.

4. After the course changes have been com-
pleted and the aircraftls back on course, the'
appropriate minims as specified in paragraph 1
apply.

5. For RNAV flights along other than estab-
lished airways or routes utilizing degree /distance
fixes, the width of the protected Airspace is
10 miles each side of the route for flight aboVe
FL 450.

RNAV flights, along other than established
airways or routes utilizing degree/distance fixes
at FL 450 and below are provided radar separation.

Initial Separation of
Successive Departing Aircraft

Initial separation between successive depart-
ing-aircraft may be ;.loasidefed an interim measure
to expedite departures. The controller =et plan
ahead to insure that the initial separation applied
will allow a st000th . transition to at least minimum
vertical, longitudinal, or lateral separation when
the initial departure phase of the flight is complete.

Aircraft that' will fly courses which diverge
by 45 degrees or more after departing the same
or adjacent,' airports may be separated by use
of one of the following minimums;

1. Between-aircraft departing from the same
runway (fit. 12-12):

a. One minute until courses diverge when
the aircraft will fly diverging courses immedi-
ately after takeoff.

b. Two minutes until courses_ diverge when
the aircraft will fly the_ same course initially
but will fly -diverging courses within 5 minutes
after takeoff.

. c. Three miles until courses diverge when
aircraft using DME will fly the same course
Initially but will fly diverging courses within
13 miles after takeoff.

258
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VOR
VORTAC
TACAN

15°

16 MILES

SMILES

4 MILES

VOR
VORTAC'
TACAN

45°

4 MILES

4 MILES

6 MILES

Figure 12-9.Lateral separation using radials of the same navaid.

tp30NOARY OF HOLDING PATTERN
AiRSFACE TO 8E PROTECTED

201.176

DME
NAVAID

Figure 12-10.Lateral DME separation.

1(
1130 NAUTICAL MILESI

41111013111111031 NAUTICAL MILESIAMIIIIIIIIIIt ............ -..-..- ............ .. --" \10 NIRACA L ..... 1 ....... _ .......

........ ............. ............. .......

....... ...

NAVIGATION AID

260 NAUTICAL MILES

MILES

.....
4 NAUTICAL MILES

NAVIGATION AR.

10 NAUTICAL...... . MILES... ....... L.
....

201.177

Figure 12-11.Airspace projected for other than established routes or airways.

2. Simultaneous takeoffs may be authorized
when aircraft will fly diverging courses im-
mediately after takeoff in the same. direction

269

1

201.176

from different runways whose centerlines are
parallel and separated by at least 3,500 feet.
(See fig. 12-13.)

2-6 5
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S MINUTES A2 MINUTES

3 NUS

201.179
Figure 12- 12. Separation of departing' aircraft

using the same runway.

3,500 FEET
OR MORE

45 OUNCES
OR MORE

b. The distance between runway centerlines
at and beyond the points where takeoffs begin
is at least;

(1) 2,000 feet and the runways diverge by
15 to 29 degrees inclusive,

(2) 3,500 feet and the runways diverge by
less than 15 degrees. (See fig. 12 -14.)

4. On intersecting runways, a succeeding
aircraft may be authorized to take off when
the preceding aircraft has passed the point of
runway intersection and the following conditions
are met:

a. The runways diverge by 30 degrees or
more.

b. The runways diverge by 15 to 29 degrees
inclusive and the preceding aircraft has com-
menced a turn. (See 'fig. 12-15.)

Aircraft that will fly the same course, when
the following aircraft will climb through the
altitude assigned to the leading. aircraft, may

201.180
Figure 1213.Simultaneous takeoffs from par-,N)

allel runways.

3, Simultaneous takeoffs may be authorized
from diverging, non*InterseotIng runways when
aircraft will fly diverging courses immediately .

.0.1.

after takeoff and either of the following conditions,,
exist: 201.181

a. The runways diverge by 30 degrees or Figure 12-14.-8imultszteouPtakeoffs from di-:

more. 1 verging runways.

3,500 FEET 0-14 otwas
2,000 FEET 0-211 010105

0 FEET 30 OCIINCES ON MORE

45 OWED
OA NONE

260
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201.182
Figure 12-15. Takeoffs from intersecting run-

. ways.

be separated by a. minimum of 3 minutes until
the following aircraft passes through the altitude
of the leading aircraft. The minimum separation
is 5 miles if both aircraft are using DIME.
(See fig. 12-16.)

Lnitiar Separation of
Departing, and Arriving Aircraft

At airports where approach control service is
provided, a departing aircraft may be separated
from an arriving aircraft making an instrument
approach to the same airport * using one of the
following minima until vertical or lateral separa-
tion is achieved:

1. When takeoff direction differs by at least 45
degrees from the reciprocal of the final approach

course; the departing aircraft must take off
before the arriving aircraft leaves a fix inbound
not less than 4 miles from the airport.

2. When the takeoff direction is not different
by 45 degrees from the reciprocal of the final
approach course, the departing aircraft must
take off so that it is established on a course
diverging by at least 45 degrees from the
reciprocal of the final approach course before

. the arriving aircraft leaves a fix inbound not
less than 4 miles from the airport.

When the absence of an appropriate fix
precludes the use of initial separation described
in the preceding paragraph, and at airports
where approach control service is nqt provided,
a departing aircraft may be separated from an
arriving aircraft making an instrument approach
to the same airport by using one of the following
minima until vertical or lateral separation is
achieved:

261

1. When takeoff direction differs by atleast
45 degrees from the reciprocal of the final
approach course, the departing aircraft must
take off 3 minutes before the arriving aircraft
ip estimated at the airport.. (See fig. 12-17.)

2. When the takeoff direction does not differ
by 45 degrees from the reciprocal of the final
approach course, the departing aircraft 'must
take off so that it is established on a course
diverging by at least 45 degrees from the
reciprocal of the final approach course 5minutes
before the arriving aircraft is estimated at the
airport or before the arriving aircraft starts its
procedure turn. (See fig. 12-17.)

Visual Separation

Aircraft within control zones may be separated
by one of the following methods:

1. The controller sees them and can provide
visual separation.

2. The pilot sees the other aircraft and says
he will maintain., visual separation from it.

A nonapproach control tower may be authorized
to provide visual separation between:

1. An arriving and a departing4FR aircraft.

EXAMPLE PHRASEOLOGY: RELEASE SUB-
JECT YOUR DISCRETION WHEN (aircraft
identification) IN SIGHT.
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"MrMINUTES

5 MILES

4000

-------41111111M1

7000

11.1111.1* 5000

201,183
Figure 12-16. Takeff from tiha same runway when the succeeding aircraft climbs to tne higher

altitude.

2. Arriving IFR aircraft within control zones
when the weather is at or above basic VFR
minima and the tower has reported that it has
them in sight and visual separation can be
applied.

(
Use of VFR and
VFR Conditions on Top

An aircraft may be cleared to maintain
VFR. conditions when conducting flight under
instrumont flight rules if one of the following
ctonditions exists:

1. A pilot requests such a clearance.
2. A clearance results in noise abatement

benefits where part of the IFR departure route
does not conform to an approved noise abatement
route or altitude.

3. A pilot requests a practice instrument
approach and is not on an IFR flight plan.

EXAMPLE PHRASEOLOGY: MAINTAIN
VP-F-R CONDITIONS UNTIL (Time or fix).

CLIMB/DESCEND IN V -F -R CONDITIONS BE-
TWEEN (Altitude) AND (Altitude). CLIMB/
DESCEND IN V-F-R CONDITIONS ABOVE/
BELOW (Altitude).

Aircraft may be cleared to maintain VFR
conditions on top of a cloud, haze, smoke, or
other meterological formation if the following
conditions are met: ,

1. A pilot requests such a clearance.
2. The pilot is informed of the reported

height of the top of the meteorological forMation
or that no report is available.

A VFR conditions-on-top type clearance may
not be issued when pilot reports indicate weather
conditions which 4e not suitable, or between
Ouns,.t and sunrise, to separate holding aircraft
from each other.

An alternative clearance must be issued to
aircraft cleared to maintain VFR conditions
when there is reason to believe that flight

262
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45

TAKE OFF
ANY DIRECTION

4

UNTIL STARTING
PROCEDURE. TURN

201.184
Figure 12- 17. Separating departures from arrivals.
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Table 12-1.Appropriate VFR altitudes for direction of flight

Magnetic course Altitude . Interval

0 -179° FL 290 and above . 4,000 feet commencing with .

FL 300
EXAMPLE: FL 300, FL 340

0*-179° More than 3,000 feet above
the surface to but not
including FL 290

"Odd" cardinal altitudes plus
500 feet
EXAMPLE: 3,500, 5,500,
FL 255

180°-359°

0

FL 290 and above 4,000 feet commencing with FL
320
EXAMPLE: FL 320, FL 360

180°-359° More than 3,000 feet above
the surface to but not
including FL 290

"Even" cardinal altitudes plus
500 feet
EXAMPLE: .4,500, 6,500,
FL 265

in VFR., conditions may become impracticable,
or to an aircraft cleared to maintain VFR
conditions on top when the height of the tops
is unreported.

A VFR or VFR condition-on-top type clearance
may not be issued to aircraft operating in
positive controlled airspace.

Aircraft that operate VFR tonditions-on-top
must maintain a VFR cruising altitude/flight
level. If a controller becomes aware that
ap aircraft on such a clearance is not at
an .appropriate altitude for the direction of
flight, the pilot of the aircraft should be informed
of the discrepancy and advised of a correct
altitude for his direction of flight.

AppropKiate VFR altitudes for direction of
flight/Rio 111sted in table 12-1.

No separation is provided for IFR flights
operating in accOviance with a VFR condition
restriction.

SPECIAL VFR OPERATIONS

Except tvhereaprohitoted by FAR 93.113,
authorize special VFR Operations only on pilot
request, and only within control zones on the
basis_ of weather conditions officially reported

at the airport of intended operations. U weather
conditions are not reported at that airport,
authorize special VFR whenever the pilot advises
he is unable to maintain VFR and requests
special VFR.

PHRASEOLOGY: CLEARED TO. ENTER/OUT
OF /THROUGH CONTROL ZONE MAINTAIN
SPECIAL V-F-R CONDITIONS WHILE kN
CONTROL ZONE.

Fixed W4og Operations

PRIORITY.Control zones other than those
specified in FAR 93.113:

1. FW/SVFR flights may be approved only
if arriving and departing IFR aircraft are not
delayed.

2. When clearance cannot be granted for a
FW/SVFR flight becaute of IFR traffic, inform
the aircraft of the anticipated delay. Do not
issue EAC, EFC, or expected departure time.
PHRASEOLOGY: EXPECT (number) MINUiES
DELAY.

CLIMB TO VFR.Authorize an aircraft to
climb to VFR upon request if the only weather
limitation is restriction to visibility.

264
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PHRASEOLOGY: CLIMB TO V-F-R WITHIN
THE CONTROL ZONE/WITHIN (a specified
distance within control zone) MILES FROM
(airport name) AIRPORT, MAINTAIN SPECIAL
V-F-R CONDITIONS UNTIL REACHING V-F-R.

LOCAL OPERATIONS. Authorize local spe-
cial VFR 'eperations for a specified period
(series of landings and takeoffs, etc.) upon
request, if the aircraft can be recalled when
traffic or weather conditions require. Where
traffic density and complexity of operations
warrant, Letters of Agreement may be consum-
mated with the local FSS, nonapproach control
tower, airport manager, or local operator.

PHRASEOLOGY: LOCAL SPECIAL .V-F-R
OPERATIONS IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY
OF (airport name) AIRPORT ARE AUTHORIZED
UNTIL (time). MAINTAIN SPECIAL V-F-R
CONDITIONS.

ALTITUDE ASSIGNMENT. Do not assign a
fixed altitude when applying vertical separ4on,
but clear the special VFR aircrafts.at or below
any conflicting IFR traffic but not below the
minimum safe altitude prescribed in FAR 91.79.

PHRASEOLOGY4, ,MAINTAIN_ SPECIAL V-F...R
CONDITIONS AT OR BELOW (altitude).

GROUND VISIBILITY BELOW ONE MILE.
When the, ground visibility is officially reported
at an airport as less than one mile, treat
requests for special VFR operations at that
airport by other than helicopters as follows:

1. Inform departing aircraft that ground visi-
bility is less than one mile and that a takeoff
clearance cannot be issued.

2. Inform arriving aircraft, operating oputilide
of the control zone, that ground visibility is less
than one mile and that, unless an emergency
exists, a clearance cannot be issued.

3, Inform arriving aircraft, operating within
,the control zone, that ground visibility is less
.than one mile, and ask if the aircraft can depart
the control zone wit's a flight visibility of at
least one mile. If the reply is "yes," issue a
clearance out of the control zone. If the reply
is "no" er an emergency exists, issue a landing
clearance as soon as traffic) conditions permit.
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4. Clear an aircraft to flPthroagh the control
zone if he reports flight visibility is at least
one mile.

FLIGHT VISIBILITY BELOW ONE MILE.
When weather conditions are not officially
reported at an airport and the pilot advises the
flight visibility is less than one mile, treat
requests for special VFR operations at that
airport by other, tligs. helicopters follows:

1. Inform dep ng aircraft that a clearance
cannot be is o _ , ca

2. Inform arriving aircraft operating outside
of the control zone that a clearance cannot becpr..
issued unless an emergency exists.

3. Ask an arriving aircraft operating within
a control zone if he can depart the control zone
with a flight-sibility.of..aLleast..one.,
If the aircraft cannot depart the control zone
accordingly, or an emergency exists, issue a
clearance as soon as traffic conditions permit.

Helicopter Operations

The control of IFR helicopterd is governed
by the same rules and procedures as any IFR

The control W special
governed by the same special VFR procedures as
any special VFR flight unless other procedures
are covered in a Letter of-Agreement.1.-,:

At locatiOns where the volume or complexity
of helicopter operations warrants, a Letter of
Agreement must specify the fact that special
VFR helicopters are required to maintain visual
reference to the surface and the traffic patterns,
routes, and reporting or holding fixes necessary
to achieve appropriate separation. This separation
is based on specific criteria and is contained
in TATC Handbook 7110.8 (Series).

RADAR IFR SEPARATION MINIMA

Radar provides an invaluable "tool" in assist-
ing the AC to separate and expedite the flow of
IFR traffic) into and out of the airport to which
he is assigned. However, without a thorough
knowledge and understanding of the separation
minima that must be applied, the controller
cannot. expect to obtain optimum results.
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Theref4V, a careful study and comprehension
of the separition criteria set forth in this section
will be neciaSsary to the Air Controbnin who
aspires to becoming a qualified radar approach
controller. s.

Radar se4ration pay be applied betweiT
the following:

1. Radar - identified, craft:

off2 'An 'ailciift taking off and another radar-
identified IFR aircraft when the aircraft taking

. ., off' will Nu identified wi4in 1 mile of the end of
the rnnway. ''x :o

= 3. A rAdaz-identified aircraft and an IFR
aircraft not -identifibd when the identified
aircraft is;,6'.1.. Ill , or ;descending through

0.the ittitude on e iSOnidantiffed aircraft mad the
following conditiad exist:

,,, 44", ,
'.7-' 4" ''.a. The' performance *, the r radar
sYstefr,g4B *46(14 .

b. The ;aikapace in Ylhich setcAticti911JA
Applied ienot'leik?than 6 milesfrom' the edgeof
'the ridarscoil 40 'Miles if 40 miles oi; ncire
from the antenia site). ,^ g -!

data on the ukiidiiitifbid IFR
lidroraft,_ indicates it is it type whic.4 \ban, be ex-

. :pected to giye an adeqiiite primary return in the
area where separa on_is applied. .

identif l aircraft ie Vectoreeon a
flightpath etent fro the route of the unidenti-
fied .IFR aircraft Before descent or climb,

e. Radar separation is maintained from
all observed primary and radar beacon targets
until nonradar separation is established from
the unidentified aircraft.

It should, be noted thakradax separation is
provided to all RNAV aircraft operating on a
random (impromptu) route at and below FL 450..

Application
Radar Sepatill-

Minimum radar separation is applied as
follows;

1. Between the centers of primary radar
targets. The primary target must not be alloWeci
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to touch another primary target or a beacon
control slash.

2. Between the ends of beacon contro slashes.

3. Between the end of a beacon control slash
and the center of a primary target.

Radar beacon targets may be used for sepa-
ration purposes only if beacon range accuracy
is verified by one of the, following methods:

. Correlation of beacon and primary targets
of tha same aircraft to assure that they coincide.

2. 111hen beacon and primary targets of the
same aircraft do not coincide, correlate to
assure that any beacon displacement agrees
with the specified distance and direction for that
particular radar system.

If the beacon range accuracy cannot be
verified; beacon targets may be used for traffic
inforniition only.

SeparatiOn Minima

Minimum radar separation between airborne
aircraft radar targets is 3 miles if less than 40
miles from the antenna site, and .5 miles if.40
miles or more from the antenna site.

Vertical separation applied between aircraft
may, be discontinued when the targets are
observed to pass each'other and no longer touch
each other and their courses diverge by at least
15 degrees. .

For single runway operations, a departing
aircraft is separated from an arriving aircraft
on final approach by a minimum of 2 miles if
separation will increase to a minimum of 3miles
(5 miles if 40 miles or more from the antenna
site) within 1 minute after takeoff.

_Simultaneous operations may be authorized
on parallel runways, provided that the following
conditions exist:

1. If the'iluiding thresholds are even, the
runway centerlines areMptixated by at least
3;500 feet. (See fig. 12-18.)

2. If the binding thresholds are staggered
and one of th following conditions is met:

a. The approach is made to the runway
nearest the arriving aircraft, the runway
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APPROACH

COURSE

"

MISSED APPROACH

MINIMUM OF
3,500 FEET

r

.s

COURSE

45 DEGREES'
OR MORE

-1'
Figure 12-18. Simultaneous operat4oni from parallel, even threshold runways.

centerlines are laterally OpArated by at least
1,000 feet, and the threshilds are horizontallyga
staggered at least 500 feet for each 100 feet of
centerline separation below 3,500 feet. (See
fig.,12-19.)-

b. If the approach is made to the runway
farthest from the arriving aircraft, the runway
centerline separation exceeds 3,500 feet by at
least 100 feet for each 500 feet of threshold
stagger distance. (See fig. 12-19.)

3. T1*3 departure course will diverge immedi-
ately after takeoff from the missed approach
course by at least 45 degrees until minimum radar
separation is achieved and can be maintained.

4. Departing aircraft that have not commenced
takeoff are held, or appropriate clearances issued
to those committed to take off, when an arriving
aircraft is observed to deviate from the approach/
missed 'approach course, sufficiently to cause a
potential conflict.

Simultaneous operations may be authorized
on nonintersecting, diverging runways (fig.
12-20)- provided that the following conditions
exist:

201.185

.

1. The departure course upon or immediately
after takeoff diverges from the missed approach
course by at least 45 degrees until minimum radar
separation is achieved and can be maintained.

2. The distance between the centerline or
extended centerline of the' landing runway and
the centerline of the takeoff runway (measured
from ,the point where, the takeoff is commenced)
is as

a. ,000 feet if. the runways diverge by at
least 30 degrees.

b. 2,000 feet if the runwayi3 diverge by
15 to 29 degrees inclusive.

c. 3,500 feet if the runways diverge by
14 degrees or less.

3. Departing aircraft that have not commenced
takeoff are held, or appropriate clearances'
issued to those committed to takeoff, when an

. arriving aircraft is observed to deviate from the
'approach/missed approach course s iently to
cause a potential conflict.
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Figure 12-19.Simultaneous operations from parallel, staggered threshold runways.
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COMIC

APPII0401

Radar-controlled aircraft are separated froth
the boundary of adjacent airspace, in which
radar separation is. also being used, by lA
miles when less than 40 miles from the antenna
site, and 2.5 miles when 40 or more miles
from the antenna

Radar-controlled aircraft are separated from
the boundary of airspace in which nonradar
separation is being used by a minimum of
3 miles (5 miles when 40 or more miles from
the antenna pp, However, this separation is'
not require the radar-controlled aircraft
are either climbing or descending and theytare
definitely outside of the airspace in which nonradar
separation is being-used.

A radar-controlled aircraft that is climbing
or descending through the altitude of an aircraft
that has been tracipsd to the edge of the scope
Is separated by a m inirnuroof 3 miles (5 miles when
40 or more miles. from the a site) from
the edge; of 'the scope anti nradar separation
has been established.

Radar controlled aircraft may be separated
from prominent obstructions shown on the
radarscope (displayed on the video map, scribed
on the map overfay, or displayed as a permanent
echo) by a minimum of 3 milewithin 40 miles
Of the antenna site.

Vertical separation or aircraft al391ve a
prominent obstruction, which is displayed as a
permanent echo, may be discontinued after the
controller observes that the aircraft target has
pasiled the o)3struction.

O

$.

When using a radar display with a previously
specified beacon target displaceiment fol. radar
separation puoses, '1 mile must be added to
any minimum for .a displacement of 1 mile or
less between the primary target and the beacon
target.

201.187
Figurd 12.;0,:i0;:;- Simultaneous operations from

diverging, nonintersecting runways.
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CHAPTER 13

RADAR AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT AND
'PROCEDURES

The name RADAR is formed from the initial
letters of the words RAdio Detection And
Rangini. Radar was developed principally for
the purpotiebf--.4etecting and ranging targets
in wartime. This, of course, is still the primary
purpose of military radar; however, the ability
of radar to spot unseen objects has proven
to, be invaluable in the field of air traffic control.
Civil and military aviation have grown to
be a veritable giant compared to the days prior
to World War IL The many departures kid
arrivals at major air terminals could not be
effectiirely and safely controlled without the
assistance of radar. Previous separation stand-
ards can be reduced, and this contributes to
the expeditious and orderly flow of air taiffio
without any compromise of safety. In fact,
safety is Increased in many situations. Radar
is used in many ways but, in this chapter, our
main concern will be radar as. applied in air
traffic control.

Radar -depends on a principks"%that energy
emitted from one ISoint and traveling at a

uniforM rate will be reflected by obstructing
surfaces in its path, in which case a small,
portion of the .original energy returns, at\ the
same rate of4speed, to the point of origin.

This is the old principle of the echo, which
we have all had demonstrated to us by sound
waves. For example, the man who shouts at the
side of a cliff to hear his echo is, in effect,
illustrating the basic prjnciples of radar, using
sound waves' instead of radio waves. (See fig.
13-1.) Radio waves that travel at the speed of
light (162,000 nautical miles per second) alsq
hate echoes.

The nautical mile is used in this chfpter
because it is standard for navigation purposes,
radar work, and when calibrating facilities'

FUNDAMENTALS OF
RADA R,,,OP ER.A.17011

In radar, the shout of our sound analogy
is a' short pulse from an ultrahigh frequency

Totois",,Ttot:tecEx i

I

k (

Figure 13=1. Reflection of sound and radio waves.
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Chapter 13 RADAR AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

transmitter which, generates electromagnetic
waves that travel in very straight lines. (See
fig. 13-1.) Upon striking an object, these waves
are reflected and some of the energy returns
to- the transmitter sight where the waves are
amplified bS, a receiver, and the elapsed time
is measured very accurately. The Greek word
"micro" means one-millionth of a unit; thus,
one-millionth-second time unit is known as a
microsecond. Despite the fact that radio pulses
travel incredibly fast, electronic devices can
accurately time these echoes.

Again, consider the man who shouts at the
cliff. If he had cupped his hands around his
mouth when shouting and around his ears
when listening, he would have noted two
improvements: First, the effective range of the
echo would have been increased since the radiated
sound waves were concentrated into a narrow
beam and returning echoes were funneled into
the ear; and second, he would have been able to
more readily distinguish between two reflecting
surfaces that were separated in azimuth from
his position. This is of particular importande
in radar, if a high degree of Jccuracy of angular
position is desired. The radar beam may be
only one-half degree wide. Such a narrow beam
can distinguish between two objects at the same
range, differing by as little as 1 degree in
angel osition.

The radar antenna has two important tasks.
It is not only requi,red to radiate the radar
pulse, but also has to catch the returning echo.
The antenna array, or its size and shape, will
vary with the performance requirements of the
unit, Frequently some type of special directivity
in the vertical or horizontal plane is required..
In the airport surveillance system, for example,
an ideal coverage would be from the ground
to an elevation of 10,000 feet and ranges iron)
30 to 60 miles. Special antenna arrays have
been designed to provide this, coverage. The
surveillance system of a ground controlled
approach (GCA) unit is a prime example.

BASIC RADAR COMPONENTS

tiNt- asic is of a radar, system
are lwhrin in, fr e 3-2. The function of
each component is explained in the following
paragraphs by tracing the sequence of events

.ao '

that go into the manufacture of a single blip
on the indicator. (Part lumbers used in this
section refer to the number designation used in
figure 13-2.)

Transmitting System

The transmitter pbwer supply (1, fig. 13-2)
provides a steady, high dc voltage to the
modulator.

The synchronizer (2) furnishes a sharp, low
power pulse -to .trigger the ,modulator and the
sweep generator simultaneously. These pulses
are repeated between 60 and 4,000 times per
second, depending on the design of the set.

Tae modulatOr (3) acts as an electronic
switch or valve to furnish high voltage do

4' to the transmitter in brief pulses. These
pulses are extremely short (duration less than
1 microsecond) in some equipment. After each
pulse the transmitter is off the air while the
system waits for echoes from that. pulse to
be received. .

The maximum rapidity with which this cycle
can be repeated has a direct bearing on the
minimum distance over which targets may be
detected. To illustrate, let us suppose you are
bouncing a rubber ball against a wall. You are
throwing the ball (transmitting the energy) with
your right hand and catching the ball (receiving
the reflected energy) with your left hand. As
you get closer to the wall,, you reach -it point
where you are physically unable to catch the
ball and throw it again immediately. Something
very similar happens in the radar set when the
receiver, which has been disabled during pulse
transmission, has not had sufficient time to
return to operation when the return signal from
a close-in target ls received.

271

The transmitter (4) converts the dc pulses,
received from the modulator into extremely
high frequency radio energy. Frequencies used
in aviation radar are:

BAND FREQUENCY

1,550-5,200 MHz
X 5,200-10,900 MHz
L 390-1,550 MHz

USE

Airport Surveillance.
GCA Precision.
Long Range Surveil-

lance.

Transnlitter peak powe
watts (1 megawatt) is possi ble with present long

r of over 1,000,000

27
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(9) REFLECTOR

(5) WAVE GUIDE

(8) ANTENNAp
(7) WAVE GUIDE

(10) WAVE GUIDE

7a, 0 ;alifra.Tqp. 17,1-24.11..f.

p;rottggs.1131 .rr4t2tph.1-,. : . r
iint.Tgramggigig,=,-11

Figure 13-2.Basic components of radar system.

range radar. Ab appreciation of the large amount
of power required for radar is evident if we
compaie this transmitter with 'commercial
broadcast transmitters where 50 kilowatts is
considered high power.

One factor which helps to make possible
such high trans Bitter power in radar is that
the transmitted sigiiiris a surge of energy
which lasts only for the very short interval
that the pulse is being sent out. The high power
components then have a period of °rest during
the time the receiver is in operation.

201.189

a
The waveguide (6) pipes the .radioirequency

(RF) energy from the transmitter to the
transmit-receive (T-R) box. "Pipes". is a
descriptive term, inasmuch as waveguides are
simply metal plumbing . of rectangular cross(-
section.

The T-R box (6) blocks the high power
pulse of the transmitter from the receiver
circuits. Thig . is necessary to prevent the
receiver system from being burned out by the
extremely higk7powered energy.

The waveguide. (7)',00nckicts the RF
from the T-R box to the antenna.

272
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Chapter 13RADAR AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The antenna (8) radiates the RF energy from
the waveguide into the reflector.

The reflector (9) concentrates and shapes
the RF energy into the desired bean).

Receiving System

The reflector (9), as well as directing the
transmitted RF energy, catches the returning
echo and concentrates this energy on the antenna.

The antenna ( receives the echo energy
from the reflect O and transmits it to the
waveguide (7).

Waveguide (7) pipes the echo energy to the
T-R box.

T-R box (6) blocks off the transmitter
circuits to allow all echo energy to be conducted
into the receiver system.

The waveguide (10) pipes the echo energy
into the converter.

The converter (11) mixes the RF echo pulses
with a steady signal of a slightly different
frequency, and trap mite this combination to
the receiver. _

The receiver (12) converts the RF echo
pulses to sharp video ses. Video (from the
Latin meaning "to see) output is analogous
to 'the audio output of a c nventional broadcast

-receiver.
The video amplifier ( amplifies the video

signals and feeds them into the control grid
of the indicator.

The indicator power supply (14) furnishes
relatively low voltages to the heaters, cathodes,
and anodes of the sweep- generator' and the
indicator.

The indicator (15) converts the video pulses
received from the video into light indications
and presents this information in the desired
form. Practically all indicators are based on
the use of the cathode-ray tube (CRT). The
CRT, or "scope," is a conical glass bulb with
an electron gun at the small end and a flattened
glass disc at the other end. Its basic construction
is somewhat similar to a television picture
tube. (See fig. 13-3.)

The sweep generator (16, fig. 13-2) generates
the variable current, which is 'applied to the
deflecting coils, to sweep the electron beam
back and forth inside the scope.

RADAR DISPLAY

There are numerous ways of displaying the
radar data once it has been obtained. The

manner of presentation depends upon the use
to be made of the data. The most frequently
employed type of presentation in air traffic
control is a Plan Position Indicator, commonly
referred to as the PPI-scope. In this, type of
display the time reference Is at the carter of
the cathode ray tube face. Rangemarks are
introduced into the systeni and show up as
bright concentric circles on the display. Their
spacing in terms of miles may be various values
(1, 5, etc.), although at any one time the spacing
will be uniform throughout the display.

Tv!) PPI-scope may be expanded for short
ranges; for example, a 5-mile range may
actually cover the same area oil the face of
the tube as a 30-mile range. The rangemark
spacing inerval may be manually changed or the
indicator equipment may be of the type that
produces a certain rangem ark spacing interval
for a specific range selected.

The offcenter PPI display is one in which
the start of the sweep is moved away from the
center of the tube face. One advantage of this
type of display is the increase in maximum range
presented on the tube in rt. selected azimuth
sector. If 30 miles were.the greatest range on
a range selector switch, it would be possible
to extend the sweep out to 60 miles in any
desired sector by offcentering to the edge of the
tube face. Whether targets could be seen out
to 60 .miles depends on the radar system itself
and the type of target. Figure 13-4 shows two
PPI-scopes with the same- range selected but
with one offcentered to increase range.

MAGNETIC
FILAMENT DEFLECTION COIL

0010

ENVELOPE

CATHODE 11/11

FOCUSING COIL ELECTRON BEAM

LA

SURVEILLANCE
PRESENTATION

ACTUAL CHART
AREA

FLUORESCENT
SCREEN

201.190
Figure 13-3. Cross section of cathode-ray tube

with radar presentation.
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O

PPI -SCOPE, - 30 MILES or, CENTER PPI - SO MILES

201.191
Figure 13-4. Advantige of offcenter PPI-scope./

Targets ehow up on the PPI-scope as bright
spots at their respective range and bearing from
the antenna site. An example of a PPI-scope
presentation is shown in figure 13-6.

This type of display is commonly used
for airport surveillance equipment which in
conjunction with an aircraft's altimeter gives
positive control of aircraft within the coverage
of the radar equipment.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
Ay.

A basic PPI display shows all type of radar
echoes, both fixed and moving targets. Ground

MOUNTAIN RANGE
AT 15 MILES

AIRCRAFT AT
I4 MILES AT

2306

270

360

tar-gets are usually displaked, as strong echoes,
and they will mask echoes from aircraft flying
over these areas. Any echo that is undesirable,
or that prevents the controller from observing
aircraft, is called clutter. The moving target
indicator eliminates clutter resulting froin fixed
targets.

Moving Target Indicator

The principle of the moving target indicator
(MTI) is that the phase of the echoes from
one transmitted pulse is compared with the
phase of the echoes from the next successive
transmitted pulse. If the phases of the two
returns from the same target are the same, the
returns cancel each other. If there is a phase
difference, resulting from the target moving, the
returns do not cancel, and there is an indication
on the scope of moving targets only. The ability
of MTI to display any specific aircraft target
depends on the radial velocity of the aircraft.
Radial velocity is the speed an .aircraft is ,

making toward or away from the radar antenna,
regardless of the heading or groundspeed. An
aircraft ttirget would not be displayed if it were
flying a perfect circle around the antenna at
a constant range; i.e., it would have no radial.
velocity.

e

AT 3
AMCRA

10
Af 7 MILESFII

180°

GROUND CLUTTER
NEAR 'ANTENNA

RANGE MARKS AT
5-MILE INTERVALS

MAIN SANG

Figure 13-5. PPI -scope display.
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NMI

The radar operator can control the video
output from both normal radar and MTI.
Normally, any of the following PPI displays
can be selected by the operator (in some cases,
the Mil range gate, or range of the MTI, is
adjusted by a techaelan):

1. A completely normal radar display; signals
from stationary and moving targets.

2. MTI display; uncanceled signals from
moving targets only.

3. A display in which Mil' signals are
range-gated at any desired range with normal
signals appearing beyond the MTI presentation.

Figure 13-6 is an example of a 20-mile
PPI display with the MTI range adjusted to
10 miles and normal radar appearing beyond
that. The lines on the scope in figure 13-6
comprise a mapping system discussed later
in this ohapter.

. Circular Polarization ,

A factor that determines the effective range
of radar is the manner in which the radar

energy is radiated into space. The radiation
of electromagnetic (radar) energy during normal
weather conditions gives good target returns.
However, during a heavy rainstorm, the individual
raindrops act as targets and reflect the polarized
electromagnetic energy which may completely
illuminate or clutter the scope and obscure any
target that may be in the area, This condition
is undesirable and is overcome by radiating
energy in a type of polarization that is designed
to cancel returns from symmetrical targets,
such as raindrops, while accepting returns
from asymmetrical targets such as aircraft.
This type of ,polarization is known as circular
polarization.

Operator control of polarization is normally
a two-position toggle switch labeled LP-CP
(linear - circular polarization), LP is selected
for normal operation, and CP is selected when
necessary to reduce clutter from precipitation.
Figure 13-7 shows a comparison of linear and
circular polarization used in conjunction with
MTI. MT1 ill eliminate some precipitation
clutter, but normally precipitation is moving
fast enough be displayed as moving target.

Caution s ould be exercised when using
circular polarization in the control of certain
types of aircraft such as the F-5 which
normally displays only a very weak return.
The CP, will also reduce the target strength
of aircraft targets and in some cases may
eliminate it altogether.

Mapping Systems

A radar controller uses the rangemarks on
the PPI and the compass rose around the edge
of the scope to obtain the position of an aircraft
target. Information from these two sources only
gives range and azimuth from the radar antenna,
and does not depict the geographical location of
the aircraft; therefore, some type of map dls..
play.,would be advantageous. Two types of map-
ping are available as integral parts of a PPI
a map overlay' and yideo mapping.

err,.

The, simplest solution is the map overlay. As
the name implies, it is installed so that it covers
the face of the cathode-ray tube. The overlay
i made of transparent plastic, and necessary
reference marks, location of navaids, runways,

201.193 and obstructions are etched into the surface,
Figure 13-6. A 20-Mile PPI display with MTI - The overlay is edge-lighted, and the controller

adjusted to 10 miles. , can control the brilliance. The',,shape of the
41.
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directly above .the target. This is called par .
slls.x. Targets will apparently drift away from
one of the etched courses, when the controller's
viewing position changes. The controller must
be extremely careful of his posture, so that he
will. observe the target correctly, and prevent
parallax. The other disadvantage is that the
map is only good for one range setting of the
radarscope, since it does not expand with the
display on the tube.

The video map is a great improvement over
the map overlay. It is produced by a separate
mapping unit rather than being installed on the
radar console. A scale map of the desired
features is drawn and then reproduced as a
round photographic negative. This information
is fed to the video amplifier ahead of the indica-
tor tube and mixed with radar information from
the receiver so that the resulting signals to the
PPI will contain a combination of radar and
map data. The antenna scan and the map scan
are synchronized so the map is developed di-
rectly on the PPI as the sweep progresses. The

. result, and biggest advantage of the video map,
is that the map expands or contracts as the range
of the indicator is changed. The map coverage
is in direct proportion to the area covered, and
is accurate when the scope is offcentered.

Since the map is produced on the face of the
tube along with the radar information, there is
no paralla4 error. Thus, with a single map and
mapping unit, a number of ranges with corre -
sponding plotting, information are available for
display on several indicators operating inde-
pendently of each other. Figure 13-8 is an ex-
ample of a video map.

The video map is subject to some drift, but
slight errors resulting from drift can usually
be corrected by a radar technician. Another
disadvantage of the video map is the possibility
of failure of the mapping unit which would result

201.1.. in no map on the PPI.
Figire 13-7.Comparison of linear and throttler

polarization with MTI employed.
SURVEILLANCE APPLICATION

overlay conforms to the surface of the CRT,
but does not,touch. it. ..

There are two inherent disadvantages to the
map overlay. Since the .thap is installed a short
distanoe away from the tube, the targets do not
appear in proper relation to the map unless the
controller looks at the target from a point

Surveillance radar is a potent tool for all air
traffic control use. It releases the controller
from the restriotiqn imposed by the uncertainty
which formerly (Welted as to the actual position
of the aircraft. AcAraoies of the radar indica-
tions are superior to human vision, and a clear
plan position of all aircraft and their approxi-
mate headings within the range of the radar is
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indicated. The many advantages of such a dis-
play are obvious.

It is evident that if a controller can con-
tinually see the position of the aircraft he is
controlling, he can relay information which will
enable the pilot to make the necessary cor-
rections in heading to bring him to his desti-
nation.

In the case of terminal radar operations,
lines are drawn to show tunway extensions, and
usually are marked to indicate distances from
the runway. Using any suitable radiotelephone,
a controller can then give the pilot heading in-
structions which will keep Ms radar target ac-
curately on the approach lines, and inform the
pilot of the exact distance from the runway at
any time. Knowing the sea level altitude of the
airport, and the fact that a normal rate of
descent for the desired glide angle is 300 feet
per mile, a controller can advise a pilot what
Ms altitude should be each mile. Such an
approach is perfectly practicable under ceiling
conditions of 300 feet or higher.
RADAR PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS

MTI Blind Speed
When a radar system is developed that will

detect only flying aircraft, and nothing else, the

Figute 13-8.Video

radar controller will have a nearly perfeot'ys-
tem for controlling traffic. Such a system has
not been developed yet, but with the MTI system
he has the next best thing. Nevertheless, radar
systems do have limitations, and some of these
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

U we review the principle of the MTI system,
we find that the basic function of the MTI is to
compare the phase of each signal received with
that of the last signal return. The phase of each
reply from a stationary target will be the same,
and the system will cause the returned signal to
be canceled. If, however, the target is moving
with a radial component of velocity with respect
to the antenna, the reflected wave will have a
different time phase from pulse to pulse and
will be indicated on the radarscope.

Should an aircraft be moving at a speed such
that the distance covered between pulses is equal
to half the wavelength, or multiple thereof, of
the transmitting frequency, the phase relation-
ship is unchanged. As a result, the signal will
be canceled in, the same manner as the fixed
target signal. Such a' conditiOn is known as
MT1 blind speed.

Blind speeds differ with each type and model
of radar according to the wavelength of the
transmitted signal. Complete loss of targets is
seldom experienced with conventional aircraft
since the propeller rotation will rarely be syn-
chronized with the radial velocity of the radar
and a partial return will be received. Seldom
will an aircraft be able to maintain a course
which affects MTI blind speed for more than a
few seconds due to wind or variations in altitude.

Target Fades)

An inherent feature of all radar Systems
with which the controller should become thor-
oughly familiar is target .fading. Target fades
will vary with the type of equipmint, antenna
height, tilt angle of the antenna, atmospheric
conditions, and the surrounding terrain. Target
fades will be apparent when an aircraft it over
the antenna /site. The degree and length of such
a fade will be determined 13y the amount of an-
tenna tilt. It should be *tad) that the lower the
tilt angle of the antenna; th. better will be the
low angle coverage. On the other hand, the
higher the tilt angle of the-antenna, the better
will be the high angle coverage. Most antennas

201.195 are set to give maximum coverage for the par..
' ticular type of control being employed.
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The coverage in range, altitude, and atimuth
for a particular site is determined by means of
a flight check evaluation, which is conducted by
the FAA flight check team before the-facility is
commissioned. In the event that a previously
unknown fade area is suspected, another flight
check should be requested in order to verify or
confirm its e:dstenco. The data obtained from
thelight check gives the controller Pan indica-
tion of coverage and target fades inherent in the
type of equipment being used. In order to under-
stand the capabilities and limitations of the
system, a controller should become thoroughly
familiar with the coverage pattern and fade
areas which were determined by the flight check.

NOTE: For further information and detailed
procedures utilized in the conduct of these flight
checks, refer to the United States Standard Flight
Inspection Manual, NAVAIR 16-1-520, and NAV-
AfRINST 3721.1 (Series).

Anomalous 'Propagation

Tao atmosphere surrounding the earth is not
uniform in density or moisture conegnt; there-
fore, it is possible for local conditions to exist
in which radar beams are bent upon passage
through the atmosphere. Conditions under ch
the radar beam does not travel a strai line
are called conditions of anomalous propaga on.
This condition is most apt to occur on days when
there is little wind, and when air temperature
is different from the ground temperature.

Anomalous propagation-' is most prevalent
over water *here water evaporation causes a

' temperature and moisture gradient to exist.
The refraction of dry or dense air is greater
than that of moist or less dense air; therefore
radar beams will he bent in the direction of the
dry or dense layers. Figure 13-9 depicts two
conditions of anomalous propagation with the
atmosphere causing a downward and upward
bending of radar beams.

. .

Under conditions depicted in figure 1`3-9,
targets hundreds of miles away may be detected
even though they are far below the horizon. On
the other hand, relatively dome targets may not
be detected.

False Targets
-'

The proficient radar controller must be quick
to recognize a temperature inversion as a false
target. Such indications are often secondary
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201,196
Figure 13-9, Anomalous propagation effect.

reflections of radar energy from isolated re-
fracting areas in a temperature inversion level.
Correlation of radar reports with the National
Weather Service records indicates that a tem-,
perature inversion is usually present when un-
identified flying objects` appear on the scope.
These inversions often travel across the radar
at tremendous speeds and in changing directions.
Apparently this phenomenon is produced by iso-
lated refracting areas traveling with the wind at
or near temperature inversion levels. Although
the exact size, shape, and composition of these
isolated areas are not known, it is believed that
they may be atmospheric eddies produced by a
shearing action of dissimilar air strata. It
appears that such eddies may reflect and focus
the radar energy with a lens effect to produce a
small concentration of ground return with suf-
ficient strength to show up on the radar display.

Radar 'Jamming

Jamming, as used in conjunction with radar,
is defined as an introduction of false radiation
into radar and radar devices. False targits
produced by jamming may-appear on the, scope
at varying ranges and bearings or in some came
may clutter large portions of the scope.

Jamming may be classified into two main
categories, active and assive.:Active jammers
are those which generate radar energy producing-
interferencelePassive jammers are those which
act as parasitic radiators such as 44. Chaff
is thin strips of aluminum or other metal opt
to a particular length. When released from airr
craft at high altitudes, the strips float down to
the ground slowly and the resultant echoes cause
large areas of clutter.

The Air Force has equipped, the ejection
seats of some of their training aircraft with
chaff dispensing bags. In the event of crew

0 8
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201.197
Figure 13-10.1 -Chaff interference.

INTERFERENCE

201.198
Figure 13-11.Interference from another radar

ejection, chaff will disperse over a wide area set.
and will remain visible in the form of clutter
on radarscopes for a period of 30 minutes-or
so depending on the altitude of ejection.

Controlled jamming is conducted by the mili-
tary and regulat4d by the FAA to preclude in-
terference with air traffic control radar. Con-
trollers observing jamming operations, when
no prior notification has been received, should

- notify appropriate authority. Figure 13-10 is
an example of chaff interference.

Kectronic Radar Interference

InterfeAnce from other radar installations
operating on a simile frequency may be en-
countered when two or more radar installations
are in close proximity. Such interference will
appear as shown in figure 13-11. When this
interference is encountered, nearby radar in-
stallations should be advised to check the fre-
quency calibration of their equipment. .

Also, most radar installations have dual
channels' so that a standby channel is always

. available. At times, the standby channel will
transmit a signal. that produces interference as

-;

IP

shown in figure 13-42. In most cases, retuning 201.199
by the technician will decrease the amount of Figure 13-12.Interference from the standby
interference. channel.
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
RADAR BEACON SYSTEM (ATCRBS)

Functions of the air traffic control radar
beacon are as follows:

1. Reinforodroent of radar target.
2. Rapid target identification.
3. Extension of radar coverage area.
4. Transmission of altitude and othpr data.

NOTE: The altitude. reporting portion of the
ATCRBS will be disCussed later in this chapter.

Secondary surveillance radar is the inter-
national term for the air traffic control radar,
beacon system. This term refers to the form of
secondary radar used only in air traffic control,
and itynot -applicable- to any other type of sec-'
ondary radar. Secondary surveillance radar' is
a separate system, and is capable of independent
operation; -however, in normal air traffic con-
trol use it is' slaved with Surveillance radar. A
display of both the primary and secondary radar
targets is pxesented on the associated plan posi-
tion indicator. The term radar beacon is com-
monly used in reference to secondary surveil-
lance radar. This term should not be confu
with the term RACON which is a contraction for
radar responder beacon. The RACON is aground-
based navigational aid that emits a signal when
activated by appropriate transmissions from an
airborne unit. The operation of secondary Bur-,
veillanoe radar is the reverse of a RACON.

The term radar beaCon as used in this train-
ing manual will refer to a secondary surveillance
radar system having as component parts a
functioning, interrogator on the ground, a func-
tioning transponder in an'aIrcraft, and a display
on an air traffic control radarscope. When the
'word radar, is used it iwill-cefer to kprimary
radar system. Primary radar differs from sec-
ondary surveillance radar in that it displays
reflected signals rather than signals which have
been transmitted by an airborne transponder.

SeCondary surveillance radar effectively coun-
teracts the following shortcoming of primary
radar:

1. Airpraft reflection areas vary with size
and conligurition, thus limiting radar effective-
ness.

Z. The radar display may be degraded .by
weather conditions, especially precipitation.

3. Ground clutter frequently impairs the radar
display, even though the radar is equipped, with
MTI.

4. Radar is more vulnerable to blind spots
in the antenna coverage pattern.

Aircraft targets, unaided by airborne trans-
ponders, are not filtered but are displayed to
controllers for all aircraft within the radar-

/Scope coverage. This includes those-that are
above, below, or beyond a particular area of
control jurisdiction. Such targets clutter air
traffic control displays and make the job of
identifying one aircraft from another more dif-
ficult. Thus, the performance of essential air
traffic control functions may be more complex
and time consuming.

BASIC RADAR BEACON SYSTEM

The ground equipment of the system is made
up of three major components the I/R unit, the
antenna, d the decoder. Included in the I/R
uni the interrogator (transmitter), the re-.
eiver, and the pulse pair generator. The major

function of the interrogator is to generate dis-
tinctive radiofrequency transmissions in ac-
cordance with the mode in use. The action of the
interrogator is similar to that of a primary
radar transmitter as both transmit extremely
short, powerful bursts, or pulses, of radio
energy. In both systems the interval between
transmissions is dependent upon the associated
ptilse repetition frequency (PRF); hoWever, there
is an essential difference in the transmission
characteristics bf the two systems. Radar
transmits individual pulses while radar beacon
interrogations consist of pulse pairs which are
spaced in accordance with the' interrogation
mode. When a beacon system is used in con-
junction with a primary radar, the interval be-
tween pulse pairs is related to the pulse repeti-
tion frequency of the primary radar equipment.

Simultaneous presentation of beacon and radar
information requires that both system displays
be correlated in range and azimuth. Range
correlation is achieved by transmitting th bea-
con pulse pair a preset time before radar
pulse, in order to allow for the process g time
in the transponder and in the decoder. A 'cor-
responding beacon pulse pair is nilloccessafily
transmitted for every radar pulse. Azimuth
correlation is accomplished by mounting both
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201.200
Figure 13- 13. Primary and secondary Surveil-

lance ratlar systems,

the beacon antenna and the primary radar an-
tenna on a common pedestal. Consequently both
antennas scan the same area simultaneously.

The receiver section of the I/R unit receives
the replies from the transponder and passes
them on to the decoder.

The decoder accepts beacon video and beacon
trigger signals from the I/R unit.. The beacon
video signals are 'proce'ssed in the decoder, and
then passed to the radar PP1. Beacon bideo may
go either. to the radar video mixer oi(directly
to the condole, depending upon the primary radar
equipment being used. either case the beacon
targets are displayed on the PPi with the. pri
nary radar targets. The decoder performs sev-
eral functions depending on the control setting.

The treseponder is the airborne unit of the
system. The basic parts of a transponder are
a receiver, a signal proceeding Ant, and a
transmitter. A transponder is an active device;
however, it may be partially quiescent. Before
the transmitter portion will, reel to an inter-
rogation, specially, keyed pulses must have been

281

received and processed. When actuated, or trig-
gered, the transmitter will emit a series of spe-
cific reply pulses which are independent of and
stronger than echoed radar signals. (See fig.
13 -13.)

The response differs from an echo in several
other respects:

1: The strength of the response is inde-
pendent of the intensity of the interrogating
signal received. 47

2. Interrogation and reply frequencies are
not the same.

3. The response signal is different from the
interrogation signal. (May be a coded or wooded
reply. This will be discussed later.) _

4. A small delay is inherent between the re-
ceipt of an interrogation and the' transmission
of a reply. For standardization, this delay is
adjusted 3 microseconds in duration.

A displayed transponder reply will appears
an arc of one or more concentric cirtles cen1
tared at the I/R eite. The RAW VIDEO display
appears as separate slashes (arc segments) for
each of the framing pulses ,and information
pulses. (See fig. 13-14.) The series of pulses

320
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Figure 13-14. Examples of raw video displays,
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is called either a. code, train or pulse train.
Identification pulses may be presented, and will
be different depending on the transponder, type.
Complete code trains are displayed only if the
decoder switch is set to RAW VIDBD (CODE on
UPA:24). This allows the reply signals to p
coed directly from the I/R to the scopo without
decoding action.

In crder to eliminate the clutter of numerous
code trains, the radar controller can select
discrete displays which are abl7reviated and
different from a raw video display. With the
decoder set to display selected common system
replies, the controller observes beacon targets
as a* maximum of two slashes. As a result it is
easier to monitor -beacon targets under conditions
of heavy beacon traffic. Normally the slash of
the beacon target display that is closest to the
I/R site {main bang) is centered on the primary
radar target.

Factors Affecting Operation
cA

Both primary, and secondary radars are sub-
ject to variances, both internal and external,
that may adversely affect the operational effi-
ciency of the equipment. A 3tadar controller
must.know when to expect such things as fades,
false targets; and interference. He must be
able to cope with these situations when they
occur on either the radar or the radar beacoll
equipment.

taSecondary surveillance radar and primary
radar both operate with signals received Within
the line of sight. A target must be within the
radiated antenna pattern and be within scope
range in order to be displayed on a PPI.

Aircraft attitude will affect the quality of the
display, since the transponder antenna is nor-_
many located on the underside of the aircraft.
U the aircraft is in a turn, the wings or fuselage
may block the pulse pairs transmitted by the
interrogator, and the transponder may not be
activated.

Buildings or other obstructing surfaces; usu-
ally within 2 miles of the beacon antenna site,
will sometimes reflect either , the interrogation
or the reply. Reflections will cause a false
target to .; di layed at a different azimuth
from that triie targets. These reflected
targets are etimes different in appearance
from true targets and may be pivoted 'from \the
normal display position..
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When two or more displayed aircraft with
operating transponders are within 3.3 nautical
miles of each other on the same general radial
from the I/R, the reply signals may garble and
the decoder equipment can cause the generation
of false targets between the aircraft, Also, it

cause cancellation of parts, or all, di either
or th actual returns. False targets or can-
cella ons may occur even though altitude separa*
tion - xists. Targets that are more than 3.3
miles apart will not be subject to decoder garble.
Killer circuits in the decoder equipment will
cancel garbled transponder replies.

A beacon target- close to the antenna will
sometimes be displayed as a concentric circle
around the main bang rather than a distinct
target on a definite azimuth. This display, called
ring-around, is caused by , maladjustment of
the interrogator sensitivity. This maladjustment
will permit the display of transponder replies
received from interrogation by the side lobes
or reflections of the antenna pattern.

Benefit may be obtained through use of the.
transponder low sensitivity feature. With this,
operation of a switch on the transponder control
panel will redtice the sensitivity level of the
receiver unit. Thus only the strongest inter-
rogation signals will be accepted, generally the
main lobes, from I/R sites within 20 miles of
the aircraft. Although most side lobes will be
rejected, this feature should be used with dis-
cretion due to the greatly reduced effective
range of the transponder.

Both primary and secondary radars display
slant range. Slant range is the most direct line
between the ground antenna and the aircraft.
Thus the position of the aircraft, as displayed
on a PPI, is only an approximate geographidal
position. ./
ATCRBS APPLICATION

The ,standard secondary surveillance radar
designed for use by FAA air traffic control
facilities is the Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon
Systems (ATCRBS) with 10 channel decoders.
This equipment is not a Modification or adapta-
tion of existing or surplus' systems, It has been
designed specifically for use in air traffic control
and is versatile enoughisto handle preseThitAeeds
of both the domestic and international be on
program, as well as anticipated ture expansion.

If optimum performanoe i to be obtained,
the requirements of U.S. Natio al Standard for
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Common System Component Characteristfts for
the IFF Mark X (SIF) /Air Traffic Control Radar
Beacon (Secondary Surveillance Radar) Systems,
SIF/ATCRBS (SSR), must be met by all civil and
military users of air traffic control radar sys-
tems under all expected operating conditions.
The ATC;RBS is in use at FAA faciLties, and
the Mark X (SIF) is in use at, military facilities
as well as RAPCONs and naval air traffic control
facilities that are jointly operated by the military
and the FAA. .

Tie ATCRBS is capable of making interroga-
tions in any four of the six different modes shown
in figure 13-15. Mode A has been designated as
the civil/military air traffic control mode. Since
civil mode A is the same as mode 3 in military
equipment, this common air traffic control mode
is called mode 3/A. Modes 1 and 2 are militkry
tactical modes; mode B has been designated a
civil air traffic control mode but will not be used
in the United States; mode C is used for auto-
matic altitude transmissions. Mode D has been
established, but its use has'not been specified.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

Standard Air Force secondary surveillance
radar equipment is the Mark X selective identi-
fication fe ature- (51F) SIF equipment was designed
for use by USAF facilities, but it is also used
in RAPCONo, which are Jointly operated by the
FAA and the Air Force. Secondary surveillance
radar equipment used by the Navy is similar
'but different in capability as well as operation.

The abbreviation SIF is commonly used in
referring to both the decoder and the trans-
ponder: SIF equipMent .is the basic Mark X

MODE APPLICATION

1 MILITARY IFF*
2 MILITARY IFF
3/A COMMON (ATC)

B CIVIL (ATC)
C CIVIL (ALTITUDE)
D CIVIL (UNASSIGNED)

o(Identifitation friend or, foe)

201.201
Figure 13-15.Interrogation modes.

v

IFF beacon that has been modified to make the
transponder capable of transmitting coded re-
plies, and the decoder capable of presenting
displays of the decoded replies on a PPI. These
decoders are capable of singly channel selec-
tion only.

UPA-24 Decoder

Radar controllers at naval ATC facilities are
presently, using radar beacon equipment with the
decoder group UPA-24. This equipment, when
.initerconnected with primary radar, provides
interpretation of coded IFF signals. The UPA-24
accomplishes this by selecting a coded video
pulse train in one of three modes. The coded
puke train is presented to the decoder circuitry
and, if correctly coded, an indication in the form
of a, single decoded pulse is available for pros-.
entation- on a radarscope. if the pulse train is
not correctly coded, a decode pulse is not avail-
able tor presentation.

Tao UPA-24 permits the presentation of the
coded raw. or decoded identification signal alone,
the radar signal alone, or the radar signal mixed
with either the .coded raw or decoded identification
signals._ When used in conjunction with primary
radar, the equipment provides decoding of IFF
coded pillse trains in modes 1, C, and 3. Thirty-two
coded trains are available in mode 1; sixty-four
coded trains are available in each of modes 2 and 3.

Most U.S. Navy radar beacon equipment, in
its present form, is not compatible with the FAA
ATCRBS in that it is not capable of providing all
of the necessary features for the ATC common
system. The equipment can only display, one
discrete code at a timeall other Codes are not
displayed. To display returns of all aircraft, it
is necessary to utilize raw beacon video which,
clutters the radarscope and negates discrete
decoding.

Figure 13-16 is a picture of the Radar Set
Control (Decoder) C- 1008/UP -24 operational
controls and functions. Refer to figure .13-16
for a description of the operational controls and
fundtions of the UPA-24 decoder 14 the follow-
ing corresponding numbered paragraphs.

1. Loft-Hand Mode 1 Code - Select
This, is a rotary switch haying.leightOpositions
and is used to determine tlyidesired first digit
of a code pulse train for use imdecoding mode 1
response's. ., 1 ,

2. Right -Hand 'Mode' 1 Sele/ ctor Switch.
This is :a rotary switch, aving four positions

. 283
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1. Left -hand mode
1 code-selector
switch

. 2. Right,hanctmode
code-selector

nrprsiiitch.
3.' Left-hand mode 2

code-selector
switch.

4. Ftight-hand .mode
2 code-selector
switch.

5. Left -hand mode 3
code-selector

V

f."
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6. Right-hand, mode '
3 code-selector
switch.

7. Mode selector /
switch.

8. Beacon assist.
9. GTC gate switch.

10. IFF gain con-
trol. .r

11. VID sviftch.
12. Challenge-

indicator.
13*. Challenge switch.
14. IF F-RDR-MIX

sjtch . .

201.203
Figure 13-16.7,-UPA-24 decoder:

aneis used in conjunction with the left-hand
mode 1 cOciemielector switch,.to determine the
desired seicOnd digit of a pulse code for decod-
ing model, responses.

3i-teft -Hand Mode 2 Code-Selector..Switch.
,Thia is a rotary switch having eight positions
and is used to determine the first digit of the

, desired codes for decoding mode 2 responses.

I

4. Fight -Hand Mode 2 Code-Selectdr Switch.
This is an eight- position rotary switch and is
used in conjunction with leap-hand mode 2 code
selector switch, to determine the desired second
digit of the codes for deodinemode, 2 responses.

5. Left-Hand Mode* 3 Code-Selector Switch.
This is an eight - position rotary switch and is
used to determine the desired first digit of the
cods for.deooding mode 3 responses.

6. Right-Hand- Mode 3 Codb-Selector Switch.
This is an eight- position rotary switch and is
used in conjunction with the left-hand Mode 3
code-selector switch to determine the ,desired
second digit of the codes for decodLA mode 3
responses.

7. Mode Selector Switch. This, switch is used
to select one of three modes Hof coded pules
trains (modes 1, 2, and 3j. It should be noted
that this equipment is not designed for mode-,
interlace.

8. Beacon Assist Switch. This feature pro-
vides a. means of readily 'identifying decoded
SIF returns by adding an additional slash or
"bloomer" 'to the return displayed on the PPI
scope. This additional "bloomer" will appear
only for those aircraft squawking the mode and
code selected it the, operator.

9. GTC Gate Switch. This switch is used to
'control the duration of the gain time- control
(GTC), which aids in preventing saturation of
the recognition set receiver.by responses from
nearby targets. It also selects the preset width
of the receiver enabling gate. Thisgate enables
the receiver to operate only during desired ac-
tual IFF operation, thereby reducing the overall
noise contributed by the .receiver. The switch
is a toggle type for selection of either of two
preset positions, LONG and SHORT.

10. IFF Gain Control. l'hts potentiometer con-
trolsthe gain of the IFF amplifier of the receiver
.portion of the recognition set. It revolves 270
clockwise for maximum gain.

11. VII) Switch. This switohls used to select
either coded or decoded video signals for pres-
entation on the radar indicator. It is a toggle
switch with two positions, CODE and DECODE.

12. Challenge indicator. Lighting of thislamp
indicates that the radar recognition set is chal-
lenging.

NOTE: The U.S. Navy definition of challenge
is the transmission of the coded. interrogator
(IFF) signals. .

13, Challenge Switch. This switch is used to
select momentary or continuous interrogation
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of the recognition set. It is a three-position
toggle switch with a momentary ON position;
the other positions de LOCK-ON end OFF.

14. IFF -RDR -MIX Switch. This switch' is used
to select the IFF signals alone, radar signals
alone or mixed radar and IFF signals. It is a
toggle switch with three positions, IFF, RDR,
and MIX.

'

Table 13-1 shows the various possible com-
binations of switch selection and the resulting
display, on a radarscope.

,

TY,JES OF ATC EQUIPMENT

Eirei since naval aircraft operations began,
the Navy has actively sought to develop reliabil-
ity in all-weather landing systems both ashore
and afloat. Research and de#elopment of such
systems is a continuous process taking advan-
tage of new equipment and ideas as they are

introduced. Now, because of precision radar,
high speed data processing, and microcircuit

. electronics, new equipment is being introduced
at a fairly fast pace.

In this section, an attempt is made to briefly
'describe radar equipment in general use, lean-
ing toward newer equipment. It is not intended
to be all-inclusive or a substitutefor familiarity
with the equipment in use at your facility; neither
is it a substitute for study of the 'operator's
section of the applicable technical manual.

GROUND CONTROLLED
APPROACH (GCA)

Ground controlled approach (GCA) is a radar
system providing air navigation to an aircraft.
Through the use of air surveillance radar, pre-
cision approach radar, and radio communications,
a ground operator assists a pilot in his approach

Table 13-1. Mark X (SIF) Transponder-UPA-24 decoder displays
.
. Code

VID
Decoder

IFF
RDA- '
MIX=

_
Mode Display

.
. ,

Code IFF 3 One slash for each pulse in the code trains; two
successive code trains for I/P (IDENT); four suc-
cessive code trains for EMERGENCY; Only beacon
targets will be displayed. .

.

Code RDR 3 . Only primary radar targets will be displayed.
. .

Code MIX 3 One slash for each pulse in the code train; two
.. successive code trains for I/P;-four'successive code

trains for EMERGENCY. Both beacon targets and
' primary radar targets will be displayed.
. .

Decode IFF 3 One slash if transponder code has been selected on
, . decoder. Only beacon targets will be disptayed.

DeCode RDR
.

3 Only primary radar targets will be displayed.

Decode - MIX 3 One -slash if transponder code has been selected
on decoder. Both beacon targets and primary radar

-targets fwill bg displayll. -.

,

ANY POSITION ANY' POSITION 2 or 1 .Display will be same aslor mode 3.

NOTE: Code 7700, VP, and EMERGENCY will be characteristic display only when CODE-DECODE
switch is in CODE (same is RAW VIDEO) position.

. 285 '
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360 DEG
SURVEILLANCE

INDICATOR

PRECISION AZ-EL INDICATOR

ELEVATION SCAN 7 DEG

AZIMUTH SCAN 20 DEG

SURVEILLANCE RADAR SYSTEM

ELEVATION I PRECISION AZ-EZ

1111::;A AZIMUTH RADAR SYSTEM

TWO-WAY RADIOTELEPHONE
COMMUNICATION

MTI OPERATION PROVIDED WITH BOTH RADAR
SYSTEMS TO ELIMINATE GROUND CLUTTER

Figure 13-17. Functions of a GCA unit.

during weather conditions of low visibility and
ceilings. No special airborne electronic compo-
nents are required. Thus, a two-way functioning
rialto is allothat is necessary in the aircraft.

The CiCA unit consists of a surveillance
radar system and a precision approach radar

a

. 201.205

system '(PAR) for controlling the initial and
final approach portion of an approach. The sur-
veillance radar is displayed on a PPI scope.
The PAR is displayed on an AZ-EL scope
providing the controller with a precision radar
picture of azimuth and elevation coverage in
the final approach area. (See fig. 13-17.)
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Figure 13-18 shows the AN /CPN -'4 GCA unit.
This wilt is a self- contained, mobile radar unit
designed for controlling and landing of aircraft
during periods of reduced ceiling and visibility.

-
Also shown in figure i3-18 is an electrically

operated turntable that facilitates the, positioning
of the GCA equipment to the desired runway.
With this turntable, the time required to reposi-
tion'the GCA -unit to the duty runway is consid-
erably reduced.

GCA QUAD RADAR AN/FPN-36 .

The FPN-36 is actually fou. radar sets in
one.. The operator sits before a single 12-inch
scope and with a selector switch, ciispletys the
desired radar function surveillance, precision,
height-finding, or airport taxi control.

Some of the advantages of this equipment are:

1. Small, light, and easily transportaIle.
2. Only one operator required.
3. Minimum cost.
4. All four systems on one scope.

5. Multiple runway coverage frole-iine lo-
cation.

6. Circular polarization.

The two main disadvantages of this equip-
ment are: Orly one aircraft can be worked at a
time; and without two units, the search and
precision system cannot be monitored simul-
taneously. No IFF/SIF capability is available.

Figure 13-19 shows the antenna system of
the quad radar mounted on the trbismitter
assembly; the antenna-to the left of the set scans
in a vertical plan7to provide altitude information
within 40 miles,- to a height of 50,000 feet, when
the controller selects the HEIGHT FINDING
feature. When the PRECISION feature is desired,
this antenna provides glidepath (elevation) data.

The dish-shaped antenna to the right of the
altitude antenna, provides azimuth information ,

to the controller whenev6 the PRECISION por-
tion of the 'quad is selected. This antenna scans
a predetermined sector left and right of the
runway centerline. It should be noted that the
two antennas operate simultaneously when the
set is operated in the, PRECISION mode.

4

Figure 1$-18.-:-AN/CPN-.4 GCA unit'.
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range of 200 miles. The SIF/beacon video can
be displayed in conjunction with the normal and
MTI video on all sweep ranges except the 200 -
mile range. With the 200-mile" range selected,
radar and SIF/beacon vided are displayed simul-
taneously for the first 60 miles of the sweep,
and SIF/beacon video only is displayed from 60
A 200 miles. Sfx fixed ranges of 6, 10, 20, 40,
60, or 200 miles may be selected by the opera-
tor, and two variable sweep ranges are available
for selection from 6 to 60 miles. The 6-.and
10-mile ranges provide range marks at 2-mile
intervals; the 20-, 40-mile, and first variable
range at 5-mile intervals; the 60-mile and
second variable range at 10-mile intervals; and
the 200-mile range at 25-mile intervals. The
altitude range of the FPN-47 is from 0 to
10,000.feet MSL.

An electronic cursor and range strobe are
\also provided with this equipment. The cursor

origin may be selected as centered with the
radar sweep or offcentered and manually pogi-
tioned on any desired target and cursor azimuth
aligned and range strobe positioned on, any other
target.. Then the target range and bearing can
be read from indicators on the front panel of

201.206 the PPI console. This provides accurate range
Figure 13-19.:-Quad radar (FPN-36) antenna. and bearing of targets from the antenna site

(centered) or relative range. and bearing be-
tween two targets (offcentered).

The precision portion of the FPN-36 pro-
vides an AZ -EL display out to 40 miles; selec-
tive ranges of 5, 10, 20, and 40' miles are
provided.

When the equipment is placed in the SEARCH
mode,, the azimuth antenna scans 360 degrees
to provide surveillance coverage to a distance
of 40 miles, Airport taxi control can also be
accomplished by using this antenna in conjunc-
tion with a lower angle of antenna tilt to a
maximum range of 3 miles.

The quad radar is normally remoted to a
central control room where the indicator scope

S is located.,

AN/FPN-47 (ASR-5) RADAR

The AN/FPN-47 is one of the surveillance
radar systems-in general use by the FAA, Air
Force, and Navy in airport surveillance \ as part
of the air traffic control system.

This system has a maximum radar video
range, of 60 miles, and a maximum SIF/beacon

The surveillance display illustrated in figure
13-20 shows the PPI console used in the FPN-47
radar system. For detailed information on the
capabilities and operating controls used by op-
erators, refer to the appropriate technical man-
ual for this equipment.

AN/1'PN-52 RADAR

The AN/FPN-52 is the standard precision
radar system in general use by the FAA, Air
Force, and Navy.

The function of the FPN-52 is the same as
that shown in figure 13-17 for the precision
portion of a GCA unit. In order to track both the
course and the glidepath of aircraft on approach,
the antenna system of this radar scans or
"looks" in both the vertical and horizontal
planes. The two scans (elevation and azimuth)
are shown on the map face of an AZ-EL scope
as shown in figure 13.617.

The coverage of the FPN-52 ie 7 degrees in
elevation and 20 degrees in azimuth in the final
approach area with a range of at least 8 miles.
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Normal and MTI video range marks at 1-mile
intervals, cursors (centerline and glidepath),
and servo data information are displayed on the
AZ-EL scope. A logapthrnic time base sweep
is used on the AZ-EL indicator to give greater
emphasis to more critical, close-in targets.
Thus the glidepath cursor appears slightly curved
on the scope although it represents a straight
line in space. The .first feW range marks are
comparatively far apart, and the more distant
ones are comparatively close to each other.
An aircraft will appear to pick up speed on its
approach as its range decreases. An approaching
aircraft may be tracked by means of the antenna
servo. Antenna servocontrol is used to move
the azimuth antenna up or down and/or the
elevation antenna right or left. This allows the
controller to center the, radar beam on thee
aircraft even though it may be considerably
off the desired course or glidepath.

The precision display illustrated in figure
13-21 shows the AZ-EL scope used with the
FPN-52 radar system. For more details on the
ce.pabilities and operating controls used by pp-
.erators, refer to the appropriate technical man-,
ual for this equipment.

DIRECT ALTITUDE AND IDENTITY
READOUT (DAIR) SYSTEM

The Direct Altitude and Identity Readout
(DAIR) System evolved through an exliaustin
research program . that was conducted jointly
by the DOD and the FAA. This program is
identified as AIMS; which is an acronym for
ATCRBS IFF Mark XII Identification Systems.

The two primary objectives of the AIMS
program are to improve air traffic control
through the utilization of ATCRBE and to pro-
vide a secure military identification system

Figure 13-20.Airport Surveillance Radar Display System (ASRDS-2).
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201.211
Figure 13-21. Precision radar display.

(Mark XII IFF). Other significant objectives of
the program are to standardize equipment uti-
lized by the services', coordination of imple-
mentation plans, and to make maximum use
of existing facilities and resources of the serv-
ices.

In order to achieve these objectives, the
ATCRBS was expanded to 4,096 codes to allow
the capability of automatically reporting altitude
information directly to the controller's equipment.
In addition to receiving altitude information from
transponder equipped aircraft, the DAIR equip-
ment presents easily readable, digitally derived
synthetic display markers and numerical data

blocks which do not fade from the scope as do
primary radar targets..

Equipment Description}

T,he interrogator equipment associated with
the DAIR system is designated the AN/TPX-42.
Figure l3-22 illustrates a simplified lock dia-
gram of the system.

A review of the fundamentals of radar opera-
tion discussed earlier this chapter will assist
you in obtaining a bitter understanding of the
operating principles , this equipbent. For a
more detailed description of the individual com-
ponents, refer to the appropriate technical man-
ual at your facility.

It should be noted that the AN/TPX-42 equip-
ment can be utilized with existing PPI consoles,
either in a radar air traffic control facility
room or in conjunction with a mobile GCA unit.

It is anticipated that future expansion of the
system will include specially designed operator
consoles.

There are several types of display markers
generated by the AN/TPX-42 equipment; figure.
13-23 shows these markers and provides a
legend of their meaning.

The data block displayed adjacent to the
centermark (aircraft's actual position) consists
of the assigned beacon code that the aircraft is
squawking and the altitude being flown; this alti-
tude is indicated in 100-foot increments (MSL).

Altitude data is received through Mode C
interrogations to aircraft transponders and can
be filtered to display only aircraft targets within
controller-selected altitude levels.

With the presentation of synthetic markers
and numeric tags for beacon information, the
controller also has the capability of displaying
primary radar targets on his scope. In addition,
the system possesses a backup feature which
allows for the presentation of beacon bracket
decode video to be superimposed on the primary
radar targets.

Operating Procedures

Individual controllers may select any of the
presentations available with the system (as noted
it figure 13-23) by use of a remote control
indicator (C-8625/T) shown in figure 13-24(A).

This control indicator is designed to be lo-
cated at or adjacent to each PPI console. This
indicator proVides the controller with a seled-
tion of interrogation modes as well as the visual
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PRIMARY
RADAR
(REF. ONLY)

RADAR R-Fa

RADAR
VIDEO

BEACON ANTENNA I

(11R ANTEN...

AZIMUTH DATA

RF MODE PULSES
BEACON VIDEO

INTERROGATION CODE] RECEIVER/ [RAW BEACON VIDEO
TRANSMITTER .1

SYNCHRONIZER/ ]
CODER

MOOE
CONTROL

PPI
DISPLAYS

MODE TRIGGERS

AZIMUTH PULSE
1GENERATOR UNIT

AZIMUTH
DATA

DEFRUITER

BACKUP (BRACKET & SPI) VIDEO

OPERATOR
CONTROL
UNIT

MASTER
CONTROL
UNIT

DEFRUITED
VIDEO

BEACON REPLY
PROCESSOR

TARGET REPORT
(RANGE AZIMUTH,
ALTITUDE, CODES
AND SPECIAL BITS)

BEACON SYNTHETIC VIDEO j DISPLAY
PROCESSOR

SYSTEM CONTROL

Figure 13-22.AN/TPX-42 block diagram.
s*.

kystem status indication and with audible as
well as visual notification df aircraft emergen-
cies and communication failures. (Discussed
later in this section.)

The 'display of symbology and numerics is
also controlled from this unit.

Figure 13-24 (B) illustrates the master con-
trol unit that is located at the supervisor's
console. This unit need not be situated at a radar
console but is designed to be located within the
radar control room or GCA unit as appropriate.

Detailed operating procedures for both the
, remote control indicator and the master control
unit will not be 4nitlined here; ACs assigned to
radar facilities which possess the DAIR system
will receive detailed instructions in the opera-
tion of the equipment.

Several noteworthy features of the AN/TPX-42
system do, however, deserve mention at this time.

When a controller desires coverage within a
particular altitude sector, he may set the desired
upper and lower limits on the control indicator
(see example in figure 13-24 (A)) and only replies
frdm aircraft flying within these limits will be

1

201.228

displayed; all others above or below the desired
limits will.. be filtered out with the exception
of aircraft experiencing an emergency or com-
munications failure.

When pilots indicate by the appropriate code
that they are experiencing an emergency (code
7700) or loss of communications (code 7600);
a red light located on the operator's control
indicator (EMER in fig. 13-24 (A)) will be
activated and flash on and off. In addition to
this visual alarm, an audible buzzer in the box
will be heard in short bursts for appropdmately
5 seconds.

The select code position symbol X will indi-
cate the location of the aircraft on the controller's
scope, and the emergency or communications
failure code and altitude (if available) will be
presented adjacent to it.

To facilitate locating the target on the scope,
the, symbol and numerics will blink on and off
at a rapid rate.

Another excellent feature of the, system al-
lows for the tape recording and playback of
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processed targets. This capability can be invalu-
able in the arba of accident investigation and
also to enhance controller training.

V

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FACILITY

With the establishment, of ATC facilities at
certain major air stations, the requirement to
provide continuous service for IFR flight opera-
tions was recognized. To meet this requirement,
radar facilities were constructed which encom-
pass the control functions for all phases of
flight under instrument flight rules for these
terminal areas. Figure 13-25 illustrates a typi-
cal radar control room:

The central control room is located in the
operations building and is accessible to the
visual control tower. This room contains remote
indicating, scopes and control console's for each
of the following radar equipments; Medium Range
Air Traffic Control Radar; Short Range Air
Traffic Control Radar; Precision Approach Radar;

BRACKET VIDEO TARGET

ALL A/C POSITION
Plus

IDENTITY CODE
Or

ALT DATA

SELECTE4
TARGET IDENT
(SPA or I/P)

RACED 0144
FAILURE (OR
DERGENCY 7700)
(OR MILITARY
EMERGENCY

Direct Altitude and Identity Readout (DAIR) equip-
ment; and certain other maintenance and opera-
tional controls. Additional equipments located
in the ,control room are large direat-view type
situation display boards for the traffic control
radars; DF equipment; IFF/SIF equipment; a
selective communications and intereOmmunica-
tions' system; wind direction and velocity. indi-
cators; as well as an altimeter setting indidator.
At stattOns that utilize the closed TV circuit
for weather briefings, a TV set may also be
installed.

ATC facilities are normally manned on a 24-
., 'hour basis. Consequently, there is seldom any

delay involved in taking control of inbound or
outbound traffic.

The mission of a Navy Air Traffic Control
Facility is to provide safe, orderly, and expe-
ditious movement of air traffic within a facility's
area of control, to and from operating areas,
and into and from the national airspace system.

Services provided in accomplishing this mist-
sion ,include, but are not limited to the following:

0200 0

TARGET 7RAILS4ADDED

SELECTED TARGET
NO IDENTITY CODE READOUT SELECTED
NO MODE C ALTITUDE DATA AVAILABLE SELECTED

060

0 SHRINKING 1243
CIRCLE 065

1243 x 1243
065 065

1243

ALL A/C
POSITION AND T
(100 FT BEIM ML AS
CORRECTED BY STATIC
ALTIMETER SETTING EMU)

X 7600
(BLINKING)

-al

065

X 1234

x020

x 4567
325

r714567
170

022

NON-SELECIED TARGET
FORCED DISPLAY THRU ALT ZONE FILTER.
ALT DATA DISPLAYED (2209 FT MSL)

SELECTED TARGET
IDENTITY CODE READOUT' SELECTED

NO MODE C ALTITUDE AVAILABLE SELECTED

SELECTED TARGET
NO IDENTITY CODE READOUT SELECTED
SELECT ALT DISPLAYED (2000 FrMSL)

SELECTED TARGET
IDENTITY CODE READOUT SELECTED
SELECT ALT DISPLAYED (32,500.Fr
FLIGHT LEVEL)

SELECTED TARGET
IDENTITY CODE READOUT SELECTED
SELECT ALT DISPLAYED (17,000 Fr)
ALT FILTER ACTIVATED

NON-SELECTED TARGET FORCED DISPLAY THRU
ALT ZONE FILTER NO MODE C DATA AVAILABLE

FORMAT POSITION (ALL NUMERIC FORkATS DISPLAYED MOVE
- TO ONE OF FIVE POSITICNS SELECTED.

AS INDICATED OR OVER THE POSITION
SYMBOL)

Figure 13-23.DAIR display legend.
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(B)

201.231
Figure 13-21,...-(B) C- 8626/T master control unit.

departure control; the capability to effectively
transitidn departing aircraft into' the en route
flight structure; provide approach control service
to arriving aircraft, conduct and monitor instru-
ment approaches during periods of IFR weather
conditions, and provide assistance to aircraft
in emergency situations.

Specific duties and responsibilities of indi-
vidual controllers will be detailed later in this
chapter.

INT3RRELATIONSHIP OF
OPERATING POSITIONS

In order that all phases of the air traffic
control function at a Navy ATC facility be ade-
quately maimed by competent controllers at all
times, general knowledge of the duties of all
operating positions is a must. This policy is
strongly recommended in current OPNAV In-
struction 3721.1 (series). This cross training
of personnel at an .3LTC facility creates an ex-
tremely flexible air traffic control division.
Also, when a controller transfers, he has un-
doubtedly gained valuable experience that should
benefit not only himself but his next duty station
as well. The instruction previously mentioned

directs commanding officers to make suitable
entries in the gervice record of a man consid-
ered properly qualified to control instrument
traffic.

Certification and Qualification

Due to the nature of their importance to the
Air C ontrolm an, the qualifications and certificates

"necessary for the enlisted positions at an Air
Traffic Control facility are printed verbatim from
OPNAV Instruction 3721.1 (Series).

NOTE: Detailed information concerning the
qualifications required for the attainment of a
Facility' Rating mentioned in the following opl
erating positions can be found in Chapter 3 of
this manual.

WATCH SUPERVISOR. Each ATC facility.
will have a watch supervisor on duty at the
facility at all times the facility is in operation.
He will normally be the senior enlisted (or
civilian, where appropriate) air traffic controller
on duty. He shall be qualified and FAA certified
in alr positions of the facility and be specifically
designated by the commanding officer. His duties
while on watch include the foil owing: ,

1. Responsibility for th overall efficiency
of the air traffic contro rvices provided by
the facility.

2. Directly monitor or operate the position
involved with the most critical or complex air
traffic contT1 situation.
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3. Supervision of all in-rate and OJT of
assigned personnel.

4. Provide technical assistance to the ATC
Facility Duty Officer upon request.

APPROACH CONTROLLER. His general du-
ties, in addition to such supplementary duties
as maybe assigned, are as follows:

1. Coordinate and control the movement of
all instrument traffic within the ATC Facility
area of responsibility.

'2. Issue air traffic control !earances and
advisory information to aircraft der approach
control jurisdiction.

3. When radar approach control is utilized,
maintain radar surveillance of assigned area
and provide radar assistance to air traffic as
required.

4. Determine the interval to be used between
successive approaches, taking into consideration
all aspects of the air' traffic control situation,
including weather, runway in use, reliability of
navaids and other approach aids, reliability and
adequacy of communications, types of aircraft
under control, runway acceptance rate, and any
other factors which may affect operations.

5. Provide assistance and priority of services
to aircraft in emergency situations.

6. Utilize any or all other operating positions
necessary to assist in the control of air traffic.

ASSISTANT APPROACH CONTROLLER. In
0Nrder to provide the %maxim.= flexibility of

operations, the ATC Facility Officer is author:
_ized to modify the duties of this position as the
local situations dictate. His general duties are
as follows; . N.

1. Assist the Approach Controller in the con-
trol and coordination of instrument air traffic
within` the ATC facility area of responsibility.

2. Collect and post flight data for the Ap-
proach Controllet

3. Assist the other positions of operation in
die facility as required.

SURVEILLANCE CONTROLLER. Where re-
quired, this position may be divided into arrival
controller and departure controller positions.
His general duties are as follows:,

1. Accept control of aircraft from the ap-
proach control and assume responsibility for

the proper identification, control, and separa-
tion of the aircraft until.they have reached sur-
veillance minimums or control responsibilities
are transferred to the final controller or another
facility as applicable.

2. Provide radar vectors to arriving and de;;
parting_ aircraft to ensure safe and expeditious,
movement of air traffic.

3. When required, monitor instrument ap-
proaches made on other facility navaids and
advise pilots of deviation from normal approach
paths.

4. Provide radar assistance to aircraft in
emergency situations.

FINAL CONTROLLER.His general duties
are as follows:

1. Provide range, azimuth, and elevation data
to assist the pilot in a,loiv visibility approach
to the instrtunent runty g in use.

2. When required, onitor approaches made
on other facility navai to runways served with
precision radar and a- se pilots of any devia-
tion from normal approach paths.

NOTE: Perionnel performing controller func-
tions, except tor controllers in training, must
be facility rated and/or qualified for the assigned
position of operation and function.

In addition, radar controllers (including radar
approach control) must be graduates of the GCA
Controller's Course.

FLIGHT DATA POSITION. The duties of the
controller operating the flight data position are
as follows:

1. Receiving and relaying aircraft movement
information through various communications
Media.

2. Preparing flight progress, strips and trans-
ferring these strips to the proper position of
operation.

g

COORDINATOR. The duties of coordinator
are as follows:

1. Coordinating and regulating the flow of
traffic between operatin,vbsitions of the fa-
cility.

2. Coordinating with the control tower on
arrival sequencing and departure release.

3. Coordinating and 'directing the activities
of designated positions of operations in radar
approach control.
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I

a,a

Figure 13-26.Clearance Delivery Position.

Supplementary Control Positions,

At some ATC facilities, particularly during
peak periods of traffic, control positions not
previously listed have been established to pro-
vide better service to aircraft and to alleviate
controller workload.

Two such positions are the Clearance De-
livery Position and the Departure Control Po-
sition. Figure 13-26 is a typical Clearance
Delivery Position. The primary function of this
potsition is as the nawo implies ,to relay flight
clearances received from the local ARTCy to

201.233

41

aircraft preparatory to flight. Normally, a dis-
crete radiofrequency is utilized and the clear-
ance is delivered to the aircraft prior to receiv-
ing taxi instructions.

Figure 13-27 illustrates the Departure Con-
trol Position -at one of the Nayy's busier air
stations. This position is responsible for clearing
aircraft out of the terminal area utilizing radar
and Standard Instrument Departures (SIDS) via
radio navigation, aids whenever possible, to reduce
the amount of coordination between the ATC
facility and the ARTCC.

Conversely, during slack traffic periods some
of the operating positions may be combined to
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allow one controller to perform the duties nor-
mally required of two men.

Dependent upon local operating conditions,
other supplithentary control positions may be
established; informatiok requined to qualify at
the various control positions will be included:in
the ATC facility training manual published by the
facility to which you are assigned.

4 RADAR PROCEDURE

Radar procedure contained herein pertains in
most part to the ATC program ashore. Basic

" s

control procedure applies to all area of radar
"air traffic control; howeverr detailed procedures
for shipboard ,operations are ,contained in the
CVA/CVS NATUPS MANUAL or LPH NATOPS

, MANUAL.

Ads assigned duty in a CCA or OCA crew
receive specialized training at a Class C school
and upon completion and qualification are assigned
a Naval Enlisted Classification Code indicating
their specialty within the Air Controlman general
rating. '

A radar controller mist be personally satis-
cr that the radar presentation and the equipment

t'V47:4 17V40.4S-V.Z.:,

f

=

., 4. 0/14"

Figureil.3-27.Departure Control PoSition.
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,

/

.

- performance are adequate fbr the service to be
provided before attempting to provide such
service.

Upon assuming responsibility for a control
position, a controller should check radar align-

, went. This may be accomplished by assuriiig
that the video map or map overlay in use is
properly aligned relative to the true geographic
position, or by correlating a permanent target
of known range and azimuth with the radar-dis-
play. A target in each quadrant should be checked
where possible. A brief check should again be
made at various times throughout the watch to:
ensure accuracy of the radar.

When radar mapping is not available, radar
service is limited to separating identified aircraft
targets, vectoring aircraft to intercept a PAR
final approach course, and providing service
in areas that ensure no conflict with traffic
on airways or other ATC areas of jurisdiction..

RADAR IDENTTICAT1ON

Posipve radar identification must be estab-
lished before radar service is provided. There-
are instances where radar separation may be,
applied, between two aircraft when only one air-
craft is radar-identified. For example, this
occurs when a radan.identffied aircraft is sepa-
rated from an aircraft taking off that will be
identified within 1 mile of the end of the takeoff
runway, 'It also occurs when a radar-identified
aircraft is separated from ail IFR aircraft not
radar-identified by maintaining radar separation
from all primary and secondary radar targets.

Primary wand secondary radar identification
may established by one of the following
me d

.

1. Observing a departing aircraft target within
-1 mile of the end of the takeoff runway.

2. Observing a target whose positidn with
respect to a f,t displayed on a Addeo map, map
overlay, as a permanent echo, or an accurately
determined visual reporting point, corresponds
with a direct position report received from the
aircraft, and the observed track is consistent
with the reported heading or route of flight. If a
TACAN/VORTAC is located within 6,000 feet of
the radar antenna; it may be used as a reference
fix for radar identification without being displayed
on, the video map or map overlay. When such
situations exist, a pilot reported radial/distance
may be correlated with the main bang for estab-
lishing radar contact.

_..

3. Observing a target, .
/
raake an identifying

turn or turns of 30 degrees or more, provided
that, except in the case of lost aircraft, it is
determined' that the aircraft is within radar
coverage, and only one aircraft.' is observed
making the turns. . .

/z

'/
When using second a.radar (SIF) to identify

a target, one of the follotAngInethods may be used:
'N.'. /

1. 'lle4uest the /pilot to activate the IDENT
featUre, of thb , ,anspdnder and observe the
identification dis lay.

EXAMPLe: IDENT; or, SQUAWK ONE.Two
ZE)10 zvrto, AND IDENT. ,

i . t /
2. Request- the 'pilot.to change to a specific

code and then observe the target display change.

3. Request the pilot to change the trans-
ponder to STANDBY. After observing the target
disappeir fox' a sufficient number of scans to
assure that Joss "of target resulted from placing
the transponder in STANDBY, request .the pilot
to return the transponder to normal operation
and observe the reappearance of the target.

EXAMPLE:: SQUAWK STANDBY, `hen,
SQUAWK ONE TWO ZERO 'ZERO. i

. .

Where circumstances are present to cause
doubt as to target identification, more than one
method of identification should be used.

If identification of a radar target becomes
questionable due to ring- around, scope clutter,
etc., immediate action should be taken tq main-
tain identity, re-identify the aircraft, or terminate
the radar service.,

The pilot must be informed whenever radar
identification wiph his aircraft is initially es-
tablished dr r9restablished. after radar contact
being Jost or radar service being previously
terminated. He must also be informed when
radar contact is lost.

ifhenever radar identification is established
by means of identifying turns or radar beacon
procedure, the pilot Should be advised of "the
aircraft's position. Position information noel
not be given when radar identification is estab-
lished by position correlatiOn or when a departing
aircraft is observed within'l mile of the end of
the takeoff runway. . ,(

The pilot of an aircraft being prcvided radar
service must be ,informed when the service is
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terminated except when any of the following con-
ditions exist:

a. The aircraft conducts a visual approach.
b. Stage I, II, or III procedures (discussed

later in this chapter) are employed.
c. The aircraft is vectored to the final

approach course. -
d. The aircraft conducts a radar approach.

NOTE: These exceptions allow reduction of
transmission by eliminating the need to state the
obvious to a pilot; for example, completion of a
radar approach.

RADAR VECTORS

A radar vector is a heading issued to an
aircraft to provide navigational guidance by
radar. IFR and VFR aircraft may be vectored
within controlled airspace, and special VFR
aircraft may be vectored within control zones.
An aircraft may be vectored outside controlled
airspace only on request of a pilot. Radar ad-
visories may be offered to the pilot of an air-
craft operating within or outside of controlled
airspace since an advisory is intended to assist
pilots by offering advice or ,information and is
not a clearance or instruction. . .

As soon' as practicable after establishing
identification, inform the pilot of the aircraft
being vectored of the procedure to foil

'tv
(pro.

ceed visually, execute & specified nonr &zap- .
proach, or follow the missed approach oceduxe)
if, radio communications are lose for a specified
time interval. This interval cannot be more than,
1 minute during vectors to final approach.

When conducting a precision approach, the
interval is 5 seconds; 15 seconds on a surveil-
lance, approach.

In the event that a transponder-equipped air-
craft experiences,two-way radio communications
fillure, the pilot should adjust his trInsponder
to squawk code 7600; controllers should be alert
and take action as _outlined in the appropriate
section of the TATC Handbook 7110.8 (Series).

1FR and special WFR aircraft maybe vectored
when it is necessary fOr separation purposes,
when required for noise abatement considerations,
when an operational advantage to the pilot or
controller exists, or when requested by a pilot.
When separation from other aircraft is based
on vectoring special VFR ,aircraft, a controller
must consider the pilot's reqpirernent to conduct

..-

flight clear of clouds with at least 1 mile flight
visibility.

VFR aircraft, other than special VFR air-
craft, may be vectored only w,ien one of the
following conditions exists:

` 1. The pilot requests a vector.
2: A controller suggests the vector, and the

pilot concurs.
3. A special program is established and

vectoring service is advertised.
4. In the controller's judgment, a vector is

necessary for safety.

Vectoring aircraft for the purposeof sepa-
ration can only be done if the aircraft to be
vectored is within the airspace for which the
radar controller has control jurisdiction.

A controller must ensure that an aircraft can
be returned to its original route within radar
coverage before providing radar vectors and
should use one of the following vectoring methods

1. Specify direction of turn and magnetic
heading to be flown after completion_bf the turn;

EXAMPLE: TURN ,LEFT/RIGIV HEADING
THKIEE FIVE ZgRO:___,

2. Provide no-gyro vectors as follows:

a. Inform the pilot of the aircraft of the
type of vector and the manner in which turns
are to be made.

EXAMPLE: THIS WILL BE A NO -GYRO
VECTOR;

b. Specify-Be direction of turn and when
to stop the turn when issuing each turn instruction.

EXAMPLE: TURN RIGHT /LEFT. STOP
TURN.

known
3. Whedan n the hcfnaedian aircraft

obtaining
heading of

specify, in group form, the number of degrees
to turn and the direction of turn.

EXAMPLE: TURN THIRTY DEGREES LEFT/

4. Specify the magnetic headbig to be flown.

EXAMPLE: FLY HEADING TWO SEVEN
ZERO.

RIGHT.
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5. Specify that the present heading be main-
tained.

EXAMPLE: MAINTAIN PRESENT HEADING.

When a_ n aircraft is vectored off a previously
assigned nonradar route, the pilot should be
informed of the purpose of the vector, including
the airway, _route, or point to which the aircraft
is being vectored.

EXAMPLE: TURN RIGHT .IEADING ZERO
FIVE ZERO FOR VECTOR TO VICTOR THREE
TWELVE, or FOR VECTOR TO RUNWAY THREE
FIVE TRAFFIC PATTERN, etc.

N An altitude to be maintained and all altitude
;restrictions should be issued to the pilot of
such aircraft unless the aircraft is operating at
an assigned en route altitude, or the aircraft is
or will be climbing or descending =restricted
to the assigned en route altitude.

Radar navigational guidance must not be
terminated until the aircraft being vectored is
reestablished within the airspace to be protected
for the airway or route being flown, on an
assigned heading which will intercept the desired
route within a reasonable distance, and the
pilot of the aircraft is informed of his position.

EXAMPLE: OVER GEEDUNK TACAN, RE-
SUME NORMAL NAVIGATION.

NOTE: The requirement to advise the pilot
of his position prior to termination of radar
navigational guidance does not apply to a'DME-
equipped aircraft that is on a vector towards a
VORTAC/TACAN and is within the service vol-

- ume for that navaid.
N,

EXAMPLE: RESUME, NORMAL NAVIGA-
.TION DIRECT HOMINY VORTAC. r

When an aircraft will be vectored through a
previously assigned nonradar route, the pilot
Should be so informed and given the purpose of
the vector.

Whenever an aircraft) is observed in a posi-
tion and On a track which will obviously cause
it to deviate from ite /protected airspace, the
pilot should be informed 'And, if necessary, the
controller should assist the pilot to return the
aircraft to the assigned protected airspace.

Whenever radar iccentification is established
or lost, or radar se vice is terminated, the
pilot ofthe aircraft muBt be informed.

i

f ;

* 'After the pilot receives the statement that
his aircraft is in RADAR CONTACT, -1.3 dis-
continues reporting over compulsory reporting
points. The pilot will resume normal position
reporting when a controller informs him RADAR
CONTACT LOST, or RADAR SERVICE TER-N.
MINAT3D. If necessary, a controller may re-
quest a pilot to,provide an estimate or report
over a specific fix even though RADAR CON-
TACT has been established. Additionally, the
controller may inform the pilot of such aircraft
of his position with respect to a fix or route
when required.
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RADAR HANDOFF

Radar handoffs should be made along regularly
used routes to the maximum extent practicable.
A controller effects a handoff by physically
pointing out the target to the receiving controller,
or informing the receiving controller of the
distance and bearing of the target from a fix
or transfer point shown on both displays, and
if appropriate, the radar beacon code assigned.
The receiving controller may consider that the
target being transferred is identified on his
display when the transferring controller has
pointed out the target physically, or the target
is the only one observed which corresponds
with the information furnished.

,Communications should be transferred to
the receiving controller before the aircraft being
handed off enters his area unless previously co-
ordinated otherwise. To the extent possible, the
communications transfer should be initiated at
the time of handoff..

A receiving controller may assume control
of an aircraft being handed off only after it enters
his area of responsibility unless specifically
coordinated otherwise at the time of handoff.

When a transferring controller transfers con-
trol of an aircraft by handoff before it leaves
his area of responsibility, he must issue to,
and coordinate with, the receiving controller
any restrictions which may be necessary to
separate the aircraft being handed off from
other traffic in the transferring controller's
area.

EXAMPLE: YOUR CONTROL AT POINT
LOOKOUT, YOU MAY CLIMB TO FLIGHT LEVEL
350, AT YOUR DISCRETION, SUBJECT TO NAVY
AIR EVAC 35879.
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After a receiving controller accepts a hand-
off from another facility, he should confirm the
identity of a nonbeacon target by advising the
pilot of the aircraft's position. Alternatively,
he may confirm the identity of a beacon target
by observance of an IDANT, a code change, or
a standby squawk, as appropriate. It is not

1113cessary to require additional confirming
transponder replies if one of these methods was
used to remove doubt during the handoff.

RADAR BEACON CODE ASSIGNMENT'

Controllers with equipment capability must
monitor the beacon codes assigned for use by
aircraft operating within their areas of.respon-
sibility. Specific codes are assigned to indicate
a particular type of aircraft operation. Unless
the use of another code has been specifically
authorized, code assignments will be made as
listed herein.

IFR Operations

Departures:

1. 0100To aircraft which will operate under
tower en route control.

2.' 2000 To aircraft which will climb to
FL 240 or above or to FL 180 or above, where
the base of the Positive Control Area (PCA)
and the base of the operating sector coincide
at FL 180.

3. 1100For aircraft that will remain be-
low FL 240 or FL 180 as specified in the
preceding paragraph.

En route:

1. 1000To aircraft changing altitudes op-
erating below FL 240 or when control is trans-
ferred to a controller whose area includes the
level involved.

2. 1100To aircraft operating at an assigned
altitude below FL 240.

NOTE: Code 1300 may be assigned if an ad-
ditional code is required.

3. 2300 To aircraft changing altitudes at or
above FL 240 or when control is transferred to

t.santr,sller whose area includes the level in-
volved.

4. 2100To an aircraft proceeding at an
assigned altitude,. from FL 240 to FL 330 in-
clusive.

NOTE: Code 2100 may be assigned if an
additional code is requested.

5. 2400 To aircraft operating at an assigned
altitude from FL 350 to FL 600 inclusive.

NOTE: Code 2500 may be assigned if an
additional code is required.

6. 4000 To aircraft when operational re-
quirements dictate frequent or rapid changes in
assigned altitude; i.e., "Olive Branch" missions,
certain flight tests, aerial refueling, etc. Mili-
tary aircraft operating VFR or IFRin restricted/
warning areas will also utilize Code 4000 unless
otherwise specified.

7. 4100/4200To military aircraft partici-
pating in special exercises.

Arrivals:

1. 1500To aircraft descending below FL
240.

NOTE; 3ode 0200 - 0700 may be assigned
with prior coordination with the destination con-
troller or the code previously assigned when
the aircraft was issued descent clearance.

If ,holding ,i13 required pricer to entry into the
terminal area, the applicable en route code will
be assigned; then, when appropriate, the code
specified in the preceding paragraph.

VFR Operations (VFR'or VFR conditions on
top):

1. 1200To an aircraft on an IFR flight plan
that is cleared to operate VFR on top below
10,000 feet.

2. 1400To aircraft specified in the pre-
ceding paragraph operating at and above 10,000
feet.

NOTE: The appropriate IFR code, may be
assigned to aircraft if within your area of
responsibility or prior coordination has been
effected, and an operational benefit will be
gained.

Upon termination of advisory service, instruct
aircraft to return to code 1200 or 1400 as ap-
propriate.
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Emergencies:

1. 7700Utilized by aircraft declaring an
emergency when they are not radar-identified.

NOTE; Upon establishment of radio and radar
contact, pilots may be requested to change to
another code. If the pilot agrees and conditions
permit, the change observed by other ATC fat
cilities signifies that the aircraft is under ATC
control.

Radio Failure:

1. Code 7600 Signifies loss of two-way radio
communications.

H:.jacked Aircraft:

1. Code 3100Utilized by aircraft being hi-,
jacked.

NOTE:- If this code is obierved, controllers
should acknowledge and confirro°.5.eceipt by asking
the pilot if he is intentionally squawking code
3100.

If the pilot replies in the affirmative or if no
reply is received, do not question the aircraft
further but be responsive to requests from the
aircraft.

. Controllers should notify supervisory per-
sonnel of the situation, continue to flight-follow
the aircraft, but do not initiate communications
with the aircraft.

Military Operations Above FL 600:

1. Code 4400Assigned to military aircraft
conducting planned operations above FL 600.

NOTE; Aircraft in this, category should not'
be requested to change cobles except for emer-
jency situations.

These codes may be considered as a basis
from which the discrete coding procedure begins.
Facilities or positions within a facility may be
assigned a code not included herein by appropriate
authority. With coordination between controllers
concerned, various modifications of the basic
proCedure may be used when circumstances re-
quire. For more information the AC should refer
to the appropriate section of the TATC Handbook
7110.8 (Series).

Pilots of aircraft with a transponder operating
should be instructed to SQUAWK STANDBY

approximately 15 miles from destination if the
transponder is no longer desired by the terminal
controller. They may also be instructed to
SQUAWK.LOW (if properly equipped) wl.enneces-
sary to reduce clutter or ring-around, Kovided
that the pilot is instructed to SQUAWK NORMAL
as soon as possible after the problem is elimi-
nated. ...-

To instruct a civilian pilot to turn off his
transponder, advise him to STOP SQUAWK. For
military pilots, advise him to STOP SQUAWK
AODE (mdde in use).

DEPARTING AIRCIIAFT

Standard departure routes and channelized
altitudes should be used for rads.; departures
whenever practicable to reduce coordination.
However, such procedure should not be used
solely to provide for possible radar or commu-
nications failure.

When an aircraft is to be vectored imme-
diately after takeoff, the initial heading to be
flown should be assigned before takeoff.

U a radar beacon reply -is required 1,mme-
diately after takeoff, the appropriate mode/code,
and if necessary a low sensitivity setting, should
be assigned before takeoff.

An IFR- departure, or .a missed approach
aircraft, within 40 miles of the antenna site,
may be vectored before it reaches the minimum
altitude for IFR operations provided that one of
the following conditions is met:

1. The aircraft is vectored to maintain at
least 3 miles separation from prominent ob-
'tructions shown on the radarscope when the
takeoff path is 3 miles or more from the ob-
struction.

2. The aircraft is vectored to Increase 'lat-
eral separation from such obstructions until
the 3-mile minimum is Achieved when the takeoff
path is less than 3 miles from the obstruction.

ARRIVING AIRCRAFT

Successive arriving aircraft may be handed
off with only radar separation if previously
agreed to between facilities concerned And tile
following conditions are met:

1. The receiving controller establishes com-
munication with the first aircraft before the
pilot of a second aircraft, cleared to or over
the same fix, is instructed to change to the
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receiving controllef's frequency (unless an air-
port clearance limit is used). At

2. The pilot of the first aircraft establishes
communication with the receiving controller be-
fore it reaches the clearance limit fix.

3. The receiving controller does not delay
the first aircraft at a fix to or over which a
second aircraft is cleared.

Arriving aircraft may be vectored to inter-
cept the final approach course of a precision
approach. In such cases, the vectoring technique
must allow fqr interception of the final approach
course prior to reaching the point where inter-
ception of the glide slope is normally made.

if it becomes necessary to vector an air-
craft through the final approach course of the
approach the aircraft is executing, the pilot
should bet so informed.- This will clarify your
actions with the pilot and avoid confusion since
the pilot is anticipating a turn inbound on final
approach course and is naturally concerned
when such instructions are not received as
lukticipated.

- Prior to aircraft reaching the final approach
gate, they should be advised of their position
from the final approach fix, assigned a vector
(if required) to intercept the final approach
course, and issued an approach clearance Unless
a radar approach is to be executed.

In the event that terrain or traffic precludes
the unrestricted descent- to the lowest published
altitude (prior to final descent) as indicated in
the approach procedure, controllers are required
to refrain from issuing approach clearance until
the restriction has been fulfilled; or assign an
altitude restriction with the clearance and specify
when unrestricted descent can be accomplished.

When appropriate, additional information rela-
tive to the monitoring of the tower on the assigned
frequency and reporting over the approach fix
will also be issued prior to aircraft reaching
the approach gate.

In the event that the aircraft will be provided
a radar approach on a different frequency, this
information should be provided prior to the air-
craft passing the final approach fix.

When aircraft will execute a visual approach
after being positioned by radar over the final
approach fix, they should be Instructed to contact
the tover on the appropriate frequency when over
the ft*. This information is to be transmitted
to the pilot prior to the aircraft reaching the fix.

An arriving aircraft may be descended to
minimum vectoring altitude, vectored to the
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VFR zaffic pattern, instead of the final approach
course, and cleared for a visual approach if
the following conditions are met:

1. The reported ceiling is at least 500 feet
above the minimum vectoring altitude and the
visibility is at least 3 miles.

2. Radai separation must be provided from
any preceding IFR aircraft until visual sspara-
tion can be provided.

3. The clearance for the visual approich is
issued after the pilot reports sighting the airport
and the tower controller is advised of the aircraft's
position where there is no preceding aircraft;
or, when following a preceding aircraft, the
clearance is issued after the pilot reports sighting
the preceding aircraft, is instructed to follow it,
and the tower controller is advised of the aircraft's
position in the landing sequence.

Speed Adjustment

To avoid excessive vectoring and provide for
orderly radar handoffs, a radar controller may
request arriving aircraft to adjust speed. This
procedure should not be applied s a substitute
for good vectoring technique. Speed changes
should not be requested of aircraft in the fol-
lowing situations:

1. Aircraft operating at FL 290 or above
without the consent of the pilot.

2. Condwiting a published penetration.
3. After an aircraft has been cleared for

approach. However, when subsequent circum-
stances require additional spacing, a request
for a speed adjustment would, be preferable to
S-turns or a discontinuanoe of approach.

All speed adjustment requests should be ex-
pressed in terms of knots, based on indicated
airspeed, using 10-knot increments or multiples
thereof.

Consideration must be given to maximum
speeds authorized by FAR 91 in particular airspace
to ensure that speed adjustment requests are
within those limits. Requests requiring alternate
decreases and increases should be avoided.

For more information on speed adjustment
minima and limitations, refer to the appropriate
section of TATC Handbook 7110.8 (Series).

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Several types of service available through
the use of radar may be provided pilots, such
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as observed traffic information. These services
should be provided to the extent possible. Maury
factors, such as controller workload, limitations
of the radar, communications congestion, etc.,
may preclude providing these services. The
controller himself must determine if he is able
to provide them.

Traffic Information

Traffic information should be issued to all
IFR flights unless omi.ssion is requested by
the pilot or the aircraft is operating in positive,
controlled airspace.

Traffic information issued to radar-identified
aircraft must include the following items:

1. Azimuth from the aircraft in terms of
the 12-hour clock.

2. Distance from the aircraft in miles.
3. Direction in which the traffic is proceed-

ing and/or relative movement of traffic.
4. Type of aircraft and altitude if known.

Issue the assigned altitude, if known, or the
automatic altitude readout if available.

EXAMPLE: TRAFFIC, THREE O'CLOCK,
SEVEN MILES, WESTBOUND, DIVERGING, F-
FOUR, FLIGHT LEVEL TWO FIVE ZERO.

NOTE: Relative movement includes closing,
converging, parallel same direction, opposite
direction, diverging, overtaking, crossing left
to right, or crossing right to left.

Traffic information issued to aircraft that
are not radar-identified must include the fol-
lowing items:

1, Distance and direction with respecttoafix.
2. Direction in which the traffic is moving.
3. Type of aircraft and altitude if known.

EXAMPLE: TRAFFIC, SIX. MILES SOUTH
OF SNARE VOR, NORTH BOUND, C ONE FORTY
ONE, FLIGHT LEVEL TWO ONE ZERO.

Radar separation is' provided between the
aircraft receiving traffic information and the
observed traffic' only if the pilot requests it,
and ,the itircraff to be vectored is within air-
space fo which the controller has Jurisdiction.

The pilot of a radar-identified aircraft that
reports he does not see the traffic as reported
should be advised when the observed traffic is

no longer a f-ter unless his aircraft is being
vectored to provide separation from the traffic.

Whenever a controller observes a situation
which, in his opinion, is likely to affect the
safety of a radar-identified aircraft, an advisory
should be issued to the pilot.

When it becomes known that an aircraft not
under radar control is at the same altitude and
in the same general area as a radar - controlled
aircraft, the controller must take whatever action
is considered necessary to separate the aircraft
concerned.

Weather and Chaff Information

Weather and chaff information, when appli-
cable, should be issued by stating its position
with respect to the aircraft or a fix, as is
traffic information. A vector or alternate route
to avoid such areas may be suggested as ap-
propriate.

B.Ird Activity Information

Advisory information on pilot-reported or
radar-observed and pilot-verified bird activity
should be' issued. The position, and if known,
the size or species of the birds and-their course
of flight and altitude must be included in the
advisory.

Surveillance of Outer Fix Holding

Radar surveillance outer fix holding pat-
tern airspace are shown on the radarsco23
should b9 provided when aircraft are being held
there. U a controller should detect an aircraft
straying outside the area, he should assibt the
pilot to return it to the assigned airspr..1a.

Terminal Radar Service

The FAA. has established a national program
for terminal radar facilities. The extent, and
complexity of the service provided is varied
depending on the facility and whether or not a,
formal, approved program has been established
for that facility. The variance is described in
STAGES, i.e., STAGE I, II, or III, Tills service
is in addition to the "Additional Radar Services"
previously described.

Stage I service procedure is applicable to
all approach control facilities utilizing radar
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and includes the following radar controller ac-
tions when sCrriving VFR aircraft are handled
by approach control.,:

1. Wind and runway information is issued
unless pilots indicate they already have received
this information via the ATIS broadcast.

2. Traffic information is issued on a work-
load-permitting basis.

3. The time or place at which the pilot is to
contact the tower for further landing informa-
tion is specified.

4. Vectoring !service is provided if the pilot
requests, If the suggests it and the
pilot concurs, or if controller judgment deems
it necessary for safety.

5. W1:en initial contact is made with the
tower, it may be suggested that the aircraft
contact approach .control for landing and traffic
information.

Stage 11 service is only applicible at facili-
tie &-where &formal, approved program has been
established for this purpose. It is in addition
to Stage service And generally- includes iden-
tification, holding, sequencing aircraft in the
landing pattern including IFR traffic, vectors to
landing patterns for more than one runway,
transfer of control procedure between the local
controller and approach controller, missed ap-
proach aircraft resequencing, and departure in-
formation for VFR aircraft.

Stage III service is only applicable within a
designated Terminal Radar Service Area (TRSA)
where a program has been established for this
purpose. It is in addition to Stag4 11 service
and in essence is positive control of aircraft
that operate within the TRSA.

For detailed procedures concerning Stage 11
and, III service, refer to the applicable section
of TATC Handbook 7110.8 (Series).

EMERGENCY RADAR PATTERNS

Radar controllers must be on the alert for
emergency radar flight patterns executed by
pilots who experience two-way communications
faitre, and must render assistance to the extent

ssible to any aircraft determined by this
ethod to be experiencing an emergency. If an

emergency radar flight pattern is observed by
a controller in a facility other than a center,
the appropriate center must then be notified
immediately. The center is then responsible
for coordinating action pertinent to the emer-
gentY

The emergency radar flight patterns designed
to alert radar systems are as follows:

1. If the aircraft radio transmitter is inop-
erative, but the receiver is operative, the aircraft
is flown in a triangular, pattern to the RITE:.
The heading for each side of this pattern is
followed for ,2 minutes (1 minute for turbojet
aircraft). After completion of at least two such
patterns, the aircraft is returned to its original
course. The pattern is then repeated at 20- minute
intervals. In these circumstances, pilots ordi-
narily guard emergency radiofrequencies (121.5
or 243.0 MHz).

2. If the aircraft transmitter and receiver
are both inoperative, the aircraft is flown in a
triangular pattern to the LEFT n the same
manner as above. (See fig. 13-28.) .

f
CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC

CONTROL CENTER (CATCC)

It is anticipated that a CV NATOPs manual
will be published in the near future and the
procedures currently contained in the CV /CATS
NATOPs manual will be incorporated in it.
However, as an interim measure, the procedures
contained in, the CVA/C VS NATOPs manual will
remain current for the, parpoee of this rate
training manual.

,T0 obtain maximum efficiency from men
and equipment, carrier air operations must be
precisely scheduled in every respect. CATCC
is the scheduling and coordinating agency for all
flights. The Air Operations Officer is responsible
for collecting all required information and pre-
paring the daily Air Plan. Normally the Air
Plan will be distributed on the evening before
the scheduled operations to allow personnel
concerned to prepare for the next day's operations.

The Air Operations Officer is responsible
to the Operations Officer fox coordination of all
matters Pertaining to flight operations, and for
proper functioning of the CATCC.,."

Since CATCC covers .a wide area of re-
sponsibility, personnel must be properly indoc-
trinated in all phases of carrier air operations.
Rotation of personnel in various operating po-
sitions is desirable, as personnel ability and
qualifications allow, to provide individuals with
a better understanding of the aspects involved.
Additionally, the rotation may impress upon
the AC the value of teamwork necessary within
the CATCC.
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Basically, CATCC can be broken down into
two branches: Air Operations (Air Ors) and
Carrier Controlled Approadh (CCA).

AIR OPERATIONS

The mission of. Air Operations'ig, to serve
as a coordinating and scheduling center for the

TRANSMITTER INOPERATIVE
RECEIVER OPERATIVE

I

2 MINUTES
(TURBOJETS -1MINUTE)

TRANSMITTER AND
RECEIVER INOPERATIVE

" k-NIMI1
2 MINUTES

A (TURBOJETS - 1MINUTE)

201.213
Figure 13-28. Emergency radar flightpatterns.

ship's flight operations and to furnish pertinent
flight information to pilots concerned.

Ths positions in Air Operations are as fol-
lows:

1. Air Operations Officer.
2...Assistant Air Operations Officer.
3. Air Operations Supervisor.
4. Section Leader.
5. Radio Operator-Ship/Shore Communica-

tions.
6. Land/Launch Recordkeeper.
7. Status Board Keeper.
8. Teletype Operator.

. 9. Dead Reckoning Tracer (DRT',. Operator.
10. Sound-Powered Telephone Talker. ,

18 duties and responsibilities of EdrAsera-
tion personnel assigned the operating Pdsitions
below the section leader level are discussed
here.

Radio Operator

The radio operator establishes and maintains
radio communications with shore activities on
Raspberry, Air Defense' Liaison, and intratyp3
frequencies\ as appli6able. hi, ensures that the
AIR 0PS officer sees 'all messages received.-

3 also is responsible for the following:

1. Maintains a routine message log and the
message boards for the CATCC.

2. Makes sure that all messages are initialed
and filed.

Land/Launch Reo9r.dkeeper

The person in this position mans the 2JG
sound powered, aircraft information circuit and
uses it to 'relay information to Pilot's ready-
rooms as a followup' to the interior teletype.
He also:

1. Maintains the ship's aircraft launch and
landing log.

2. Ensures the accuracy of aircraft calls,
side numbers, and pilots' names, on the status
boar.ds.

Status Board Keeper

The status board keeper uses a split headset
to man both the 2JG circuit and the land/launch ,

I-
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frequencies. He also records pertinent informa-
tion relayed to him on the status board including
the fuel state of each aircraft.

Teletype Operator

This operatOr is in charge of the teletype
transmitter for the CATCC. Receiver repeaters
are located in pilots' readyrooms to promulgate
information to pilots, such as changes in flight
schedule, weather, skip's intended moveme
etc.

/ DRT Operator

The operator of the Dead Reckoning racer:

1. Knows the location of maps, o ts, and
publications used in CATCC.

Provides bearing and distances 'f nearest
land and airfields to CCA, CIC, Pr Fly, and
status board keeper every half hour, i d at other
intervals as specified by the Air Operations

er.
. Properly operates, the.DRT and periodi

()ally checks the ship's indicated position with
the ship's navigator. ,e46

4. Makes sure the navigation information on
the status board is accurate.

5. Keeps up-to-date information on danger
areas, operating areas, firing areas, etc., on
the chart in use,

6. Obtains path of intended movement (PIM)
information from navigation personnel and checks
its relation to .flight advisory areas and other
Control areas.,

CCA

The contraction CCA as used in this instance
is expanded to inolude all those operating posi-

t tioirs involved in the actual radar ,control of
airborne airoraft`under the Operations Olticer's
cognizanoe except those being controlled by the
Combat Information Center (CIC).

In many instances som e of these positions
may be combined due to personnel shortages.
However, an ideal arrangement is as follows:

1. One CCA Officer.
2. One,Assistant CCA Officer. (711--.'

3. One CCA Supervisor (normally a £P0).
4. One Departure Ceatroller.
5« One Departure Status Board Keeper.
6, One Marshal. Controller.

r

7. One Mirshal Status Board Keeper. N.
8. Two Approach Controllers.
9. Two Final Controllers.

10. One CCA Approach Statue Bas.Fd Keeper.
11. Two Sound-Powered Telephone Talkers4

The duties and responsibilities of .some por-
no. . T. - s - =vet assigned to

A are discussed in the following paragraphic.

NOTE: For explanation of unfamiliar terms,
refer to the list of definitions following this
section.

Departure Controller

Primary responsibility for adherence to the.
assigned departure rests with thepilot; however,.
advisory control is normally eXerciiied, with a
shift to close control as required by weather
conditions, upon request, or when the assigned
departure is not being adhered to. In addition,,
the departure controller is responsible for the

1. Ensure that communioations and positive'''.
track are established with all aircraft 10- the ,
extent possible under existing ereetronic emis-
sion contrOl. (EMC.ON) conditions.

2. Request navaid checks as necessary.
3. Manta*. advisory control 'of 'departing,

pointp.torpeint, fights until pilots shift to en
route frequencies, and of other aircraft until
cootrcl is accepted by CIC or another control-

-ling agency.
4; Before releasing aircraft to another con-

agency, give each pilot '(flight loader)
any pertinent information such as Changes in
composition of flight, changes in ,PIM, or in
mission.

6. When transferring control, to CIC, give .

CIC the range and 13earing of the aircraft being
transferred, and ensure that CIC. acknowledges
assumption- of control.

Departure Status Board-Keeper

The Departure ..Status Board Keeper main-
tains the appropriiie status board for the De-
parture Controller.

Marshal Controller

Upon entering the carrier oontrel area, in-
bound flights are normally turned over to the
marshal controller for further clearance to the
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marshal pattern. The marshal 'controller must
provide the inbound flight with the following;

1. Marshal instructions.
2. Steer to marshal (if required),
3. -Type of recovery.
4. Ramp time.
5. Altimeter setting and weather.
6. Expected final -aring.

The marshal con
the folloWing inform
aircraft prior to co

1. Expected appro
2. Final control frequen
3. 'Type of approach.

Final bearing.
5. Time check..
6. Other pertinent data such as changes in

weather ry_isditions, altimeter setting, etc.

To reduce frequency congestion, items of
general interest may be transmitted to blocks'
of aircraft rather than make repetitious 41'00-
casts to individual aircraft. t,

oiler must also ensure that
tion has been p:ovided each .

encing approach:

Approich Controller

The Approach Controller assumes control of
the inbound aircraft from the Marshal Controller.
Circuit discipline is essential because two con-
tr.:Iles-a' and several aircraft ire on e h fre-
quency. Two Approach Controllers area rmaily
used, each with a separate frequency with a
final controller being on the s equency.
Each controller controls every other aircraft
and passes control of each aircraft to the final
controlio, when the aircraft reaches approxi-
mately 6 miles inbound (4 miles Oben uszag
SPN -42). This procedure will vary when the
radar equipment used provides a complete PAR
approach; i.e., glidepath as well as azimuth,
such as the SPN-42 and the SPN-35. This equip-
ment will be discussed later in this chapter.

In addition, the Approach Controller is re-
sponsible for the folloying:

1. Monitoring the airoraft's letdown and pro-
viding assistance as necessary on TACAN ap-
proaches.-

2. Providing positive radar control during
periods of TACAN failure.

3. Maintaining the proper interval,, between
.airorait on all approaohesi.
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4. Controlling the fouled deck holding pat-
tern as necessary to maintain proper separation.

5. Ensuring that approach control informa-
tion on the approach' status board is current
and correct.

Final Controller

The Final Controller assumes positive con-
trol as soon as radar contact is established,
normally at 6 miles from the ramp (4 miles on
SPN-42). There are normally two Final Con-
trollers, each of whom will be on a frequency
with anApproach Controller.

Bolter/Waveoff Controller

The type of final approach radar installed
will determine control responsibility for the
bolter/waveoff pattern (e.g., those aircraft whose
previous approaches did not result in an arrested
landing).

This opeiator directs aircraft around the
bolter/waveoff pattern to a point astern of the
ship, from which another landing attempt can be
made.

Close coordination is required with the ap-
proach controller to ensure that aircraft ap-
proaching from the bolter/waveoff pattern are
positioned properly with respect to other arriv-
iiig aircraft.

Approach Status Board Keeper

The Approach Status Hoard Keeper monitors
the approach and final frequencies utilizing a

headsetadset and ensures that the latest infor-
m ation is displayed on the approach status board.

It is mandatory that personnel assigned duty
as a status board keeper remember that the
CCA officer and supervisor rely on the infor-
mation displayed on the status boards tcrmain-
tain the delicate teamwork ra,:i.iired to
make successful efficient a. Each op-
erator also relies , on the status for perti-
nent information required for h respective
position. Current and correct status boards
provide CCA supervisors with a comprehensive
display of the entire recovery, thereby eliminating
interruption of operator persollnel for progress
reports.

I 1
: v

Sound-Powered Telephone Talkers

The X1JO Sound-Powered Telephone Talker
is assigned-to provide 124dir.sot communications
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to Pri-Fly and the LSO. The 2JG Sound-Powered
Telephone Talker is assigned to receive and
transmit general aircraft information to and
from other offices concerned, such as CIC.

DEFINITIONS OF CATCC TERMS

ADVISORY CON TROL. -A form of air
trol jn which the controlling agency monitors
radar and radio contact with aircraft under its
control and provides traffic advisories. Traffic
separation is the responsibility of the individual
pilot, with the assistance provided by the control
agency.

-
AIR OPERATIONS. - That section of the Op-

erations Department responsible for coordinating
all matters pertaining to air operations including
the proper functioning of the CATCC.

APPROACH CONTROL.- A control station
in CATCC responsible for controlling air traffic
from marshal until handoff to Primary Fly or
the final controller.

-ACLS.-Antomatic Carrier Landing System.

LOCKON.- a verbal report from the final
controller when SPN-10/42 radar acquires
the aircraft and commences tracking. Mode
I/II equipped aircraft should receive ACL
READY/LOCKON discrete light.

ACLS WINDOW. -an area in space (nor-
mally 3.5 to 5 miles from touchdownpoint)
in which aircraft is acquired by radar for
ACLS control.

COMMAND CONTROL.- acknowledgment
that aircraft being controlled by data link
signals.

COUPLED.- aircraft automatic flight co a-
fi?-iel system engaged and linked to data link
comm ands. ,-

DATA LINK ADDRESS.- discrete identifi-
cation assigned to data link equipped air-
craft.
DATA LINK EQUIPMENT. - automatic
transmission device capable of very high
data rate.

DLM.- data link monitor for use in vis-
ually obserying data being sent to aircraft
under ACLS control.
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MODE I APPROACH. -fully autorn alio ap-
proach to touchdown.

MODE IA APPROACH. - a,atonatic to 200
feet-half mile minimums with manual
takeover to touchdown.

MODE II APPIKIACji- manual approach
using ILS (crossed needles) instrument
presentation.

MODE III APPROACH.-- CCA PAR talk-
down approach; no special aircraft con-
figuration required.

NEEDLES. - acknowledgement that ILS
needles in aircraft responding to data
link)eignals.

TEN SECOND DISCRETE LIGHT. -illu-
minates approximately 10 seconds prior
to touchdown, indicating`Deck Motion Com-
pensation (DMC) in being transmitted from
Mode I certified ships. Illurninates ap-
proximately 10 seconds prior to reaching
113111b2111M s on ships certified only for
Mode IA/Ii.

UNCOUPLING. - aircraft beingdisengaged
from data link commands. -

UNIVERSAL TEST MESSAGE (UTM). -
utilized to ensure proper operation of airs-
craft data link equipment.

BASE RECOVERY COURSE (BBC). -The ,
ship's mggnetic heading during flight operations.

Note
BRC ahoald always be. used when "`giving
Beading to aircraft during flight opera-
tions vice using any other terminology.

BINGO. -An order to an aircraft to proceed
immediately to a divert field. Bearing, distance
and destination will be provided.

BOLTER/WAVEOFF CONTROL. -A control
station in CATCC responsible for all CCA bolter/
waveoff traffic. The Bolter/View:a controller
will vector assigned traffic under close control
until responsibility is assumed by another con-
trol station.

CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
(CATCC). -The centralized agency responsible
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for the status keeping of all carrier air operations
and control of all airborne aircraft under the
Operations Officer's cognizance except those
being controlled by CIC..

CARRIER CONTROL AREA, = A circular air-
space with a radius of 50 miles for CVAiand
25 miles for CVSs around the ship, which extends
upward from the surface to unlimited altitude
and is under the cognizance of CATCC.)

CARRIER CONTROL ZONE. The airspace
within a circular limit defined by 5 miles hori-
zontal radius from the carrier, extending upward
from the surface to and including 2500feetunless
otherwise designated for special operations, and
1s under the cognizance of the Air Officer during
VFR conditions.

CARRIER TERMINAL INFORMATION SERV-
IC ES (CTIS). A pret-recorded broadcast on radio
beacon frequency. It provides advance information
to arriving and departingpilet.o.concerningopera.-
tional, meteorological, and, other pertinent data.
This information is updated as required, and
successive broadcasts are identified by alpha-
betical suffix.

CCA. Carrier Controlled Approach.

CENTER. A collective radio callprefixedby
ship's code name which is used in the same

manner as the shore -bated counterpart.

CHARLIE.-- Signal for aircraft im imnd aboard
the ship. A nurr,Ler suffix indicates time delay
before landing.

CLARA. A pilot transmission meaning he
does not have the meat ball in sight.

CLOSE CONTROL.7 A form of air traffics
control in . which the controllingagency has
radar and radio contact with the aircraft being
controlled and (1), published approach or de-
parture procedures are complied with or (2)',
where specific assignments regarding heading and
altitude are issued by the controller. While
altitude separation is provided by pilots main-
taining assigned altitude, lateral and time sepa-p,
ration is the responsibility of the Air Controller,-,
Speed changes ,may be directed.by the Air Con-
troller.

DELTA.--Hold and conserve fuel at altitude
and position indioated.
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DEPARTURE CONTROL. A control station
in CATCC responsible for the orderly flow of
assigned departing traffic.

EMERGENCY EXPECT ED APPROACH TIME
(EEAT). The future time, assigned prior to
launch, at which an aircraft is cleared to depart
inbound or penetrate from a pre-assigned fix
under lost communication conditions.

EMERGENCY MARSHAL. A marshal estab-
lished by CATCC and given to each pilot ,prior
to launch with an altitude and an. EEAT. The
emergency marshal radial shall have a minimum
of 30 degrees separation from the primary
m axshal.

EXPECTED APPROACH TIME (EAT). The
future time- at which an aircraft is cleared to
depart uinbois id or peneirate from a pre-assigned
fix, Aircraft depart and cor__nrnence approach at
assigned tree if no further instructions are
received.

FINAL BEARING. The magnetic bearing as-
signed by CATCC for final approach* It is an
extension of the landing area centerline.

FINAL CONTROL.A control station in
CATCC responsible for controlling traffic in
instrument conditions from acquisition until pilot
reports "Meat ball' or reaches approach mini-
mums.

FLIGHT LEVEL. Density altitude expressed
in hundreds of feet determined by setting 29.92
in the aircraft pressure altimeter, i.e., FL 230
equals 23,000 feet density altitude.

H ELICOPT Et t AIRSPAC E. -sat airspace
extending from the surface to 400 feet between
the 030 degree and 135 degree relative bearing
and extending out to 5 Ales,

HERO. Hazards to electrom agrietic radiation
to ordnance.

INBOUND BEARING. The magnetic heading
assigned by CATCC to pilots descending directly
to the carrier. It may be, but is not necessarily
the final bearing.

INBOUND HEADING. The magnetic heading
assigned by CATCC that will ensure interception
of the final bearing at a specific distance from
the carrier.
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KILO REPORT. - -A pilot coded report indi-
ing aircraft mission readiness.

MABSHAL.-,A bearing, distance, and alti-
tude fix designated by CATCC from which pilots
will orient holding and from which initial ap-
proach will commence.

MARSHAL CONTROL.A control station in
CATCC , responsible for the orderly flow of
inbciund traffic.

MEAT BALL. A pilot report indicating that
the visual landing aid is in sight.

MOiNTIT011 CONTROL. --The monitoring of
radar and radio channels for emergeney trans-.
missions:

NON-PRECISION APPROACH. Radar . con-
trolled approach or an approach flown by reference
to navigation aids in which glide slope informa-
tion is not available.

PLATFORM. A point at 5000 feet altitude in
the, approach pattern at which all jet and turboprop
aircraft will decrease their rate of descent to not
more than 2000 feet per minute, continuing let-
down to the ten mile gate.

PRECISION APPROACH. An approach in
which range, azimuth, and glide slope information
are provided the pilot.

RAMP TIME (READY DECK). Anticipated
time specified by pri-fly that the deck will be
ready to recover aircraft and the first aircraft
of a Case III recovery is expected to be at the
ramp.

SIGNAL DELTA. The signal indicating a
`delay in landitg.

SIX MILE GATE. A check point in a CCA
located do the final bearing 6 miles from the
carrier through which all jet and turboprop
craft will pass in level flight at an altitude of
1200 feet in landing configuration, Propeller
aircraft will piss through, the 6 mile gate at
1200, feet and 140 knots and normally commence
transition to the landing oonfiguration.

TEN MILE GATE. A check point in a CCA,
normally located on the final bearing 10 -miles
from the carrier. All jet and turboprop aircraft
will pass through the 10 mile gate in level flight

at an altitude of 1200 feet, 250 KIAS, and will
normally commence transition to, the.... landing
configuration.

THREE MILE GA.TE. A check point in a
CCA on the final bearing 3 miles from the
carrier through which all propeller aircraft and
helicopters will pass' in a landing configuration.

ZIP -LIP. A condition that may be prescribed
for flight operations during daylight VFR con-.
ditions under which positive communications
control is waived and radio transmissions be-
tween aircraft, and between pilots and control
agencids, areheld totha-miniratunnecessary

- for safety of flight.

LPH PROCEDURES.

Because of the numerous similarities be»
tween CVA/CVS and LPH procedures, we will
only discuss the major diffcrences between op-
erations. ,

Glossary of Terms

The following terms are in addition to those
discussed in DEFINITIONS OF CATCC

1. Air Operations Control Center (AOCC).
This Is the centralized agency, responsible for
the status kgeping of all LPH Mr Operations,
and the control of all airborne aircraft as-

--7signed to therm,
2. Control Area. A 10-mile radius of air-

space around the ship extending from the surface
, to the- upper limit, which is assigned, and is
under the cognizance of AOCC.

3. Control Zone. A 5-mile radius of air-
space around the ship, extending from the sur-
face to and including 2,000 feet; unless otherwise
specified for special operations. 'Under visual
flight rules the air officer shall exercise con-
trol of all aircraft.

4. Three mile gate. A check point in a
carrier controlled approach, located 3 miles
from the ship, on the final bearing, in whidh
all helicopters will pass in a landing configu-
ration.
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Departure Procedures

The primary responsibility for adherence to
assigned departure instructions rests with the
pilot; however, advisory control shall normally
be exercised with a shift to close control as
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required by weather conditions, upon request,
or when the. assigned departure instructions
are not being adhered td.

During VFR weather conditions, helicopters
shall clear the control .zone at an altitude of
200 feet or less, or as directed by Pri-Fly,
and will not cross within one mile of the ship's
bow or stern without clearance from Pri-Fly.

During IFR conditions, helicopters shall climb
straight ahead to 300 feet and intercept the
three-mile arc, then fly the three-mile arc
until intercepting the assigned departure radial.
Departure intervalAphall not be less than one
minute:

Arrival Procedures

On entering the LPH control area,. inbound
flights shall report to AOCC for clearance into
the control zone. At 5 miles or as directed, the
flight will be transferred to Pri-Fly control for
approach and landing instructions.

If, due to low ceiling and visibility, mar-
shaling becomes necessary, helicopters shall
be marshaled c the 1n-degree radial, relative
to the base recovery course, at a distqtce of
5 miles. Should a secondary marshal become
necessary, marshal on the 270-degree radial
relative to the base recovery course at a dis-
tance of 5 miles. The marshal pattern shall
be a right-hand racetrack pattkrn, holding bey
tween 5 and 7 miles. Helicopters holding in
the marshal pattern shall be separated verti-
cally by 500 feet.

Helicopters letting down from marshal shall
fly at an indicated airspeed as specified in the
altbraft NATOPs Flight Manual. The rate of
descent shall be 500 feet per thinute from
marshal to an altitude of 500 feet. Helicopters
shall pass through the 3-mile gate at 500 feet
in a landing configuration. For a precision
approach, maintain 500 feet until interception
of the glidepath; and for a nonprecision approach,
descend to and maintain 360 feet until sighting
the ship.

NOTE: For a detailed study of CATCC pro-
cedure, AC8 should refer to the latest edition
of the CVA/C VS NATOPs MANUAL.

Procedures applfcable to the control of air-
craft (helicopters) aboard Amphibious Assault
Ships (LPH) are contained in the LPH NATOPS
MANUAL.
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CCA EQUIPMENT

Models of radar e ipment will vary some-
what from ship to ship; however, two basic
types of radar are common -air search and
precision. In addition, automatic systems are
also in use; their function and operating char-
acteristics will be described in this section.

SEARCH RADAR

Generally speaking, most carriers have a
variety of air search radars on board; although-
the majority of these are better suited for the
air-control fuuctione .of the
these radars are readily adaptable for use in
CCA. -

SPS-30

The SPS-30 is a combination air search and
height-finligr radar. ,This equipment is normally
used by CIC for air intercept work. but the air
search portion can be selected by CCA and
displayed on radar repeaters in the control
room.

Tie SPS-30 possesses a maximum range of
240 miles with a low minimum usable range.
IFF is also available,

SPS-43

The SPS-43 is a good air search radar which
has many desirable features. It provides geed
target - .,definition and excellent range accuracy;
maximum range is 240 miles. with a minimum
usable range of approximately 482 yards. IFF
is also available.

SPN-6

This radar equipment was designed specifi-
cally for CCA; it is used for the approach and
bolter/waveoff phases of a CCA recovery, in-
cluding backup control for final in the event of
precision radar failure.

Maximum ranee is 90 miles with the mink-
mum usable range being 300 yards. Antenna
rotation speeds of 15 and 30 rpm are available;
the faster rotation speed is desired for close-in
control. Operating controls are located in the
CCA control room, which allows tuning of the
receiver, antenna ir.ng,le adjustments, and other
required adjustments to be made locally.

'+k
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SPN-43

The SPIN -43 is a modification of the SPN-6
air search radar; the maximum usable range is
50 miles, using an antenna similar to the CPN-4
GCA antenna which provides improved target
definition.

This equipment has My capability and also
displays a ship's heading marker (strobe) on
the radarscope to automatically indicate any
changes in the ship's course.

It should bs noted that when the SPN-6,
SPN-43, or. nther air search radar is used in lieu
of a precision radar for final control, a step-
down method of descant for aircraft is utilized.

PRECISION RADAR

While controlling a CCA approach, it is the
responsibility of the CCA kali controller to
position each aircraft on fin tillitis , near as, pos-
sible to the' centerline of the carrier, angle deck
by giving right or left corrections. The final
controller should have the aircraft on the course=
line and holding a good heading priorto reaching
a point 3. 1/2 miles from the carrier.

Large azimuth corrections, to get. back to
the oncourse, should be avoided in .the final
stages of the approach. Carrier approaches are
a critical phase of aircraft operation, and erratic
maneuvers at slow speeds usually prove inef-
fectn0; if not disastrous.

The secret of a smoothly controlled approach
is to assign large heading changes, as required,
while the- aircraft is at, least 3 miles or more
from the ship. If this technique is used, only
small corrections should be needed when the
aircraft gGt closer.

When the pilot has :lc meatball in sight and
is prepared to complete the approach visually,
he will trtunsrifit MEATlittLL. The controller
ceases transmission and the pilot then adjusts
his descent to put' the meatball in line with the
datum lights and makes any necessary azimuth
corrections. The pilot continues to visually fly
the meatball to an arrested landing.

The most versatile CCA precision radar in
service today is the SPN-35, this equipment is
comparable to the quad radar FPN-36 discussed
earlier in this chapter. Figure 13-29 illustrates
the radar indicator utilized with the SPN,35
equipment. Two indicators of this type are
installed in the. CCA control room one being
the MASTER indicant and the other the SLAVE
indicator. An important feature of the SPN-35

is the controller's Capability to select simul7
taneous that is, one indicator displays
precision while the other displays surveillance:

With a stabilization system as an integral
part of the equipment, any pitching or rolling
of the ship is compensated for, thus maintain-
ing a constant glide slope.

The azimuth portion provides two choices of
scan: normal (30 degrees) and 60° AZ. In the
normal position the azimuth sweep scans 25
degrees to the portside and 5 degrees to the
starboard side of the ship as viewed by the
pilot. This sweep is more desirable as it allows
the controller to see aircraft turning to final
from the downwind position during a- bolter/
waveoff pattein.

When the 60° AZ scan is selected, the addi-
tional 30 degrees of azimuth coverage is to the
starboard side of the ship, rechuiring twice the
length of time to complete this coverage. There-
fore, this position of operation is the least
desirable.

AUTOMATIC CARRIER
LANDING SYSTEM (ACLS)

The ACLS is a combination of several sys:;
tems developed independently, each of which
performs a significant function in the complexity
of automatic landings. The ACLS consists of
precision ,tracking radar, coupled to acomputer
data link to provide continuous information to
the aircraft, and independent beam scanning
transmitters which provide the pilot with a
monitoring capability and a backup approach
system.

AN/SPN-10

The AN/SPN-10 was the first radar system
developed to provide the carrier landing capability
described in the preceding paragraph. Since its
development, system reliability has continuously
improved through testing and newly acquired
technology. "te latest improvement concerns
the conversion of the AN/SPN-10 to a digital
system using solid state radar. This converted
system has been designated the AN/SPN-42.

Al4/SPN-42

In addition. to precision tracking radar, the
AN/SPN-42 consists of the necessary electronic
equipment to provide a completely automatic
landing capability. When an aircraft is approaching
a carrier, the precision tracking radar monitors
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the aircraft's progress and feeds position infor-
mation to a computer. There the aircraft's
poittion is measured in relation to a preselected
approach path. The computer determines what
corrections are necessary to maneuver the air-
craft to the desired path and transmits this in-
formation to the aircraft by radio. Equipment
in the aircraft feeds the commands through an
autopilot to the aircraft's control surfaces and
throttle, and the, aircraft reacts accordingly.
(See fig. 13-30.) This same information, in
addition to intelligence concerning the distance
from the ship to the aircraft, is also fed to
the CCA operator's console.

An example of the operator's console is shown
in figure 13-31. The information may also be
presented on an ILS-type instrument display for
the pilot as a visual presentation of error infor-
mation and corrections to be made. Thus., three
inct'^s of operation are available for landing
approaches(1) fully automatic, (2) manual ap-
proach to _cave ntional ILS-type ap-
proach, and (3) conventional CCA approach in
which the aircraft is talked down by the coal
troller.

AN/SPN-41

The need for the pilot to monitor his progress
during a fully automatic approach was recognized
early in the development of ACLS. To provide
the pilot with this capability, the AN/SPN-41 was
develdped. This is a completely independent
guidance system which, in addliiuu w providing

PRECISION TRACKING RADAR 1

a means for monitoring, affords the pilot another
method of making an instrument approach to
the ship. In this system, shipboard transmitters
scan coded microwave signals aligned on the
,desired approach path. On the aircraft's instru-
ment panel, the information from this system is
displayed on an ILS-type instrument. This is
illustrated in figure 13-32. The AN/SPN-41
provides guidance information in excess V 20
miles. This type of approach requires the pilot
to transfer to a visual landing aid, such as the
Fresnel lens system, prior to touchdown as
would mode 2 or 3 approaches using the AN/
SPN -42.

With both the AN/SPN-41 and AN/SPNi---1-1-2------
installed in aircraft and ships, the SPN-41
serves as a feeder and monitor system for the
ACLS. The SPN-41 furnishes the pilot with
information on the same ILS-type instrument
as does the SPN-42 for a mode 2 operation.
Since modes 1 and 2 may be lost or the data
link system could possibly fail in the SPN-42
system, the SPN-41 provides backup for con-
tinuation of a mode 2 type of approach should
an equipment failure occur while an aircraft
is on an approach.

Of course, the ever-present CCA controller
monitors the entire system on the operator's
console and Is always there to transition to a
mode 3 or conventional talkdown approach when
necessary or desired.
Ancillary Equipment

Ancillary equipment that is normally located
in the CCA control room includes the following:

ORP-MOTION SATION

AND DESIRED PLIGHT PATH

FLIGHT- PATH
COMPUTER

/RADAR SEAN

Fi 1 1 1 1 1 jpj j) I
I 1

CORRECTIVE

altifir
' APPROACH

STANDARD

TA -LINK
ELECTRONIC COMMANDS

Figure 13-30.ACLS method of operation.
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AIRCRAFT
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Figure 13-31. ACLS operator's console.
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CONTROL
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POWER SUPPLY
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201.208

1. Communications console s models of 7. Vertical edge lighted status boards their
equipment will vary but their function is equiva- purpose was outlined under the duties of the
lent to those consoles discussed in chapter 5. status board keepers.

2.j Direction finding equipment (URD-4).
3. Gyro repeaterindicates ship's true

course.
4. Deck condition lights indicate ready or

fouled deck.
5. SPN-12 radarindicates airspeed of air-

craft on final, either true or closing, as selected
by CCA or the LSO.

6. Pilot Landing Aid Television (PLAT), re-
ceiver.

OPTICAL LANDING SYSTEMS

FRESNEL LENS
LANDING SYSTEM

The purpose of the lens system is to provide
the pilot with a visual indication of his relative
position with respect to a prescribed glide slope.
This glide slope, 11 determined by the lens
settings, is designed to bring the aircraft down
to the deck, within the cross-deck pendant pattern,

NOTE: This equipment is discussed later in
this chapter.
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(
with a safe arresting hook clearance above the
stern ramp of the carrier. Figure 13-33 illu-
strateethe Fresnel lens Unit.

A yellow bar of light is displayed over the
full width of the lens box. The lens box may be
considered a window through which the pilot
views the bar of light. The bar of light appears
as though it were located approximately 150
feet beyond the window. When viewed from
anywhere on the prescribed glide slope, this
bar of light (meatball) will appear in line with
the green datum lights. The meatball will rise
above the datum lights as thy pilot rises above
the glide slope, eventually sliding off the top of
the lens box when the pilot is more than three -
fourt1 of a degree above the glide slope. The
same holds true as the pilot drops below the
glide slope. The meatball will drop below the
datum lights and fin.11y slide off the bottom of
the lens box. To sum up, when the meatball is
high (above the datum lights), the pilot is above
the glide slope. When it is low the pilot is below
the glide slope. In either case, the object is
to line up the meatball with the datum lights.

FLY RIGHT
FLY DOWN

*e.

At great distances from the lens unit, it is
difficult to distinguish the relative position of
the meatball with respect to the datum lights,
because the meatball can be distinguished before
the green datum lights become visible. Pilots
are therefore provided with a warning of low
meatball by installing a RE) lens in the bottom
cell of the lens box. Thus, regardless of distance,
when the meatball is RED instead of YELLOW,
a pilot will know he is too low.

PILOT LANDING AID
TELEVISION (PLAT) SYSTEM

PLAT Is a completely Integrated system of
electronic picture and sound recording designed
to monitor and simultaneously record aircraft
landing operations from approach through final
touchdown, under both day and night conditions,
find to immediately play back the recording for
postflight analysis and evaluation.

Tie PLAT gystem consists of four television
cameras. Two unmanned centerline caniaras
(one regular, one emergency), stabilized to the

ON CENTERLINE
FLY DOWN

. FLY RIGHT
ON GLIDE SCOPE

I Y RIGHT
FLY UP

ON CENTERLINE
FLY UP

FLY LEFT
FLY UP

1.",:.Figiiii:113;--32'.--AN/SPN-41 approach system.
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FLY LEFT
FLY DOWN

FLY LEFT
ON GLIDE SCOPE

201.209'
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DATUM LIGHTS
GREEN

CUT LIGHTS
GREEN-

DATUM LIGHTS
GREEN

WAVEOFF LIGHTS WAVEOFF LIGHTS
RED RED

INDICATOR ASSEMBLY

Figure 13-33. Frdel lens unit.

ship's optical landing system, pick up and follow
aircraft through final approach and landing.
Aircraft attitude and glide slope are displayed
on picture monitors in combination with the
output of a special effects camera focused on
a data board carrying time, date, wind velocity, and .
aircraft landing. speed. During the lanuch and
the ,recovery, and after touchdown, the aircraft
can be monitored by a fourth (manned) camera
on the ship's island structure as it passes over
the centerline cameras and the information is
again displayed with the output of the data board
camera. The entire operation is recorded on
video tape at the same time it is monitored by
the television cameras.

Television receivers are located at various
places throughout the ship. There is a receiver
in each pilot's readyroom, in air operations, in
the CCA control room, and on the bridge. .

In addition to the benefits afforded in the
study of a pilot's landing technique, -PLAT

is also helpful as a iviewing a14 for:f-personnel
(air operations and CCA)that pireviously were
'unable to view the flight "deck !activity. It re-
duces somewhat the sound-powe ed phone con-
versation. Di the past, certain information had
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to be collected over the phone circuits that can
now be seen on the television receiver.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS ,

ACs in the performance of the majority of
the duties of their rating, are operating electric
or electronic equipment. They may also be
called upon to assist maintenanee-parsomael
with that portion of preventive maintenance which
requires the equipment to be kept free of potential
problem-causing dust and dirt. There are many
dangers to personnel who operate and maintain
electronic equipment. Among the possible dan-
gers in the Air Controlrnan's work are high
voltages, breakage of cathode-ray tubes, vola-
tile liquids, electrical fires, and noxious gases.
Because of these dangers the Air Controlman
should regard the formation of safe and intelli-
gent work habits as being equally as important
as development of the technical knowledges and
skills of the Air ContrcLma.n rating.

GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Because of the_ possibility of injury to per-
sonnel, the danger of fire, and possible damage
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to material, all repair and maintenance work
on both elebtronic and electrical equipment should
be performed only by duly authorized and as-
siliped persons.

When any electronic equipment is overhauled
or worked on, and there is danger of personnel
coming into contact with it, always tag the
equipment to show that work is being performed.
After the work has been completszi, the tag
should bS removed by the same person who
placed it on the equipment.

Safety devices such as interlocks, overload
relays, and fuses should never be altered or
disconnected except for replacement. Fuses
should-153---rernoved-and-replaCe'd offy-gter
circuit has been completely deenergized. 'When
a fuse blows, it should be replaced with a fuse
of .the ''same current rating. When possible, the
circuit should be carefully checked by mainte-
nance personnel 'before making any replacement
since the burned-out fuse is often the result of
a faulty circuit.

High Voltage, Precautions

Personnel should never work alone near high
voltage equipment. Tools and equipment containing,
metal parts, such as brushes and brooms, should
not be used in any area within 4 feet of high
voltage circuits or any electric wiring having
exposed surfaces. The handles of all metal
tools, such as pliers and cut should'should be
covered with rubber insulating tape. (The use
of plastic or cambric sleeving or of friction
tape alone for this purpose is prohibited.)

Before a worker touches a capacitor which
is connected to a deenergized circuit, or which
is disconnected entirely, he should short-circuit
the terminals to mike sure that the capacitor
is completely discharged. Grounded shorting
prods should be permanently attached to work-
benches where radar equipment and other types
of electronic devices are regu,larly serviced..

Do not work on any type of electrical appa-
ratus with wet hands or while wearing wet
clothing, and do not wear loose_clothing.-The-
use of thinsoled shoes with metal plates or
hob-nails is prohibited. Safety shoes with non -
conducting soles should be woft-if available.
Flammable articles, such ao celluloid cap visors,
should not be worn. "I

When working on electronic or electrical
equipment, personnel should first remove all _

rings, wristwatches, braceleth, and similar metal
items. Care should be taken that the clothing

Q
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does not contain exposed zippers, metal but
or any type of metal fastener.

Warning sips and suitable guards should be
provided to prevent personnel from coming into
accidental contact with high voltages.

Transmitter adjustments should not be made
while the equipment is energized -unless the
adjustments can be accomplished from the front
control panel. Similar precautions should be
taken with- oscilloscope circuits, which employ
voltages "Corresponding, to those used in trans-
mitting. equipment.

Energized-Circuits

Insofar as is practicable, repair work on
energized circuits should not be undertaken.
W!.en repairs on energized operating-equipment
must be made because of emergency conditions,
or when such repairs are considered to be
essential, the wait should be done .only by
experienced personnel. Every known safety pre-
caution should be carefully observed. Ample
light for good illumination should be provided;
and the worker should be insulated from the
ground with some suitaAle nonconducting mate-
rial such as severalagyers of dry, canvas, dry
wood, or a rubber mat of approved construction.
The worker should, if possible, use only one
hand in accomplishing the necessary repairs.
Helpers should be stationed near the main power
source or -circuit breaker so that the equipment
can be deenergized immediately in case of
emergency. A man qualified in first aid for
electrical shocks should stand by during the
entire period of the repair.

Volatile Liquids

Volatile liquids such as insulating varnish,
lacquer, turpentine, and kerosene are dangerous
when used near electronic equipment which is
operating, because of igniting the fumes by
sparks. When these liquids are used in com-
partments containing .nonoperating equipment,
be -lure that there is sufficient ventilation to
avoid an accumulation of fumes and that all
fumes are cleared before the equipment is
energized.

Alcohol should never be used for cleaning in
lecations where a spark is possible. Neither
should carbon tetrachloyide be employed as a

htetrachloride
does not create a fire hazard;

owever, it is dangerous because of the injurious

cleaning agent. Unlike alcohol, the use of carbon
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effects of breathing its vapor. The careless
use of carbon tetrachloride may result in head-
ache, dizzine , and nausea.. If a sufficient
amount of ese fumes are breathed (as might
happen in po rly ventilated compartments), the
effect will be loss of consciousness or even
death._ For these reasons, the use of carbon
tetrachloride as a solvent or blearier has been
specifically prohibited in Navi- n,aintenance op-
erations. When cleaning electrical or electronic
equipments or parts, always use the new ap-
proved cleaning agent trichlorethylene.

Electrical Fires -

In case of electrical fire, the i,olloWing steps
should be taken:

1. Deenergize the circuit:

2. Call the Fire Department.

3. ,Control or extinguish the fire, using the
'correct type of fire extpluisher, if at' all pos-
sible.

4. Report the fire to the appropriate authority.

For combating electrical fires, use a COa
(carbon dioxide) fire extinguisher and direct
it toward The base of the flame. Carbon tetra-
chloride fillonld never be used for fighting fires
since it changes to phosgene (a deadly gas)
upon contact with hot metal. Even in open air
this gas creates a hizardol4c, condition. The
application, of water to electrical fires is also
dangerous; and foam type fire extinguishers
should not be used since the foam is electrically
conductive. In case of cable fires in which the
inner layers of insulations, or insulation cov-
ered by armor, are burning, the only positive
method of preventing the fire from running the
length of the cable is to out the cable and sep-
arate the two ends.

Precautions in Handling
Cathode-Ray Tebes

The trend toward the use of large cathode-
ray tubes his Increased the dangers of implo-
sions, or collapse of the glass tube, as a result
of atmospheric pressure. The tubes are not
dangerous if properly handled; but ff they are
struck, dropped, Or handled carelessly in any
way, they can very well become an instrument
of severe injury or death.
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The following precautions should be taken
for the protection of personnel;

1. Wear goggles to protect the eyes from
flying glass particles which result from implo-
sion due to fracture of the envelope. The goggles
should be of the type which provide side and
front" protection and _wilich _have _clear_.lenses____
that can stand erigid impact test.

2. Wear suitable gloves to protect the-hands.
3. Be sure that no part of the body is

reedy exposed to possible glass splinters caused
by implosion. Also remember that the coating
on some tubes is poisonous if absorbed into,
the 4oloodstream ,

4. Take care of the tube by not exposing it
to p9ssible damage. When a new tube is needed,
remove it from the pacldngrbox with caution,
taking care not to strike or scratch the envelope.
Insert the tube into the equipment socket cau-
tiously, using only moderate pressure. Do not
jiggle the tube. Use these same precautions when
removing the tube from the equipment.

When the tube must be set down, it is im-
portant that the face be placed on a clean, soft
padding. Do not stand directly in front of the
face, because accidental implosion may cause it
tribe propelled directly forward with a ve-
locity sufficient to cause severe injury.

TEttLe..TMENT FOR
ELECTRICAL SHOCK

I

Th3 greatest hazard around cal and
electronic equipme.nt is the danger o lectrical
shook. Some very important things to remember
W:4111 treating a victim for electrical shock are
as follows:

1. Deenergize the circuit or release the
victim from contact. Use caution, or you too
may become a victim.

2. Begin artificialyespiration,IMMEDIATELY
brit only if the victim is not breathing. (Use the
mouth-to-:'mouth method if at all possible.)

3. Keep,the victim quiet after normal breath-
ing is resumed.

4. Keep the victim lying down, head slightly
lower than the feet. Keep him warm, but do not

_overheat him.

For a more detailed coverage of first aid
methods, study Standard First_ Aid Training
Course._ NAVPERS 10081 (Seriest.
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CHAPTER 14

RECORDS, AND SECURITY
'MEASURES

I ,

The AC must remain abreast of the ever
changing rules, regulations, and procedures
applicable to the field of air traffic contra;
he should periodically= review the appropriate
ATC publications for changes which.might affect.
Alie manner in which traffic is to be centroll
and regulated. , _,

The importance of being able to des ribs
certain, docume;ts and their contents as they
pertain to the control of air traffic cannot Mk,
overemphasized; the Air Controlman who knows
where to locate a parti ar item of infonfiation
is generally the more competent coneroller.

In addition, the Air ntrollnan must have a
working knowledge of the maintenance of logs,
records, reports, and forms used in this field.

It would be impractical to ;1st and discuss
tall the publications, records, Ikeports, logs,
'MO forms that have a direct, bearing on the
Air .05titrolman in the course of this chapter.

.,_Therefore, only those most frequently used in
the daily rotitinesare discussed.

The, Mr Controlman, dependent upon his
assignment, may come in contact with material
of , a classified anture; that is, material pr
information, tVe *contents of which, if divulged
to unauthorized personnel, could have an adverse
effect upon the national'security.

This chapter will include a section concerning
measures necessary to pi-OteCt the security of
classified material; the purpose of the security
program; -jthe manner in which material is
'classified and transmitted and other security-
oriented items associated with this/vital area.

FAA PUBLICATIONS

The Yallowing FAA publicationsare discussed
hr this section: AirTIVITVIS Information Manualt,
FAA Regulations, Locationidentifiers Handbook,
Contractions Handbook, Terminal Air Traffic
Control Handbook, Enroute 'Air Traffic Control

Handbook, Flight Servicestlindbook, Certification
and Rating Handbook, Advisory Oculars and
Special Military Operations.

. AIRMAN'S INFORMATION .MANUAL (AIM)

The Airman's Information Manual has been
designed as a pilot's operational anual for use
primarily Nthin the contermino U tea states. 4

All ACs should be familia.r, nth this manual
for ready refereince when assisting pilots Its
It contains a wealth of data related to ATC .

0.,

functions. 0 .

Use of the AIM is part of the practical test
for obtaining a Facility Rating in accordance
with FAR. Part 65. The manual is divided into
four parts (issued separately), each of which
is described in the following paragraphs.

Fart 1, Basic Flight
Kanual and ATC Procedures

This part' is issued quarterly (FEB, MAR,
APR. NOS) and contains basic fundamentals
which are required fdr flying i e U. S. National
Airspace System; adverse facars affecting safety
of flight; health and medical facts of interest
to pilots; ATC information affecting rules,
regulations and procedureei, a glodsary
aeronautical terms; Air Defense Identification
Zones (ADIZs); designated mountainous areas;
SCATANA; and emergency proceduies.

Part 2, Airport Directory

This part is issued senile...mu:ally' (AR'nd
SEP) and contains a Ansbtory-"of airportii,
seaplane bases, ports in the Conterminous
U. S., Puerto Rico,Cand the Virgin Islands which

ent civil use. It includes'
is and services, except

fled arm. Those airports
ref" also listed in Part 3,
radio facilities. A list of
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are available for
all , Of their jacili
communications, in
with communications
which reflects thei
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and permanently closed airports which
tee.this part is contained in Part 3.

Included also are listings of Flight Service
Station (FSS) and National Weather Service (NWS)
telephone numbers; U. S. efitry and departure
procedures, including airports of entry and
landing rights 'airports.

-opt'
Parts 3 and 3A, Operational
Data and NOTAMs

Part 3 is issued every 56 days and contains
a rnaster,k,index- covering all parts of the
Airman's Information Manual; an airport/facility
directory containing a list of all major airports
with control towers and/or instrument landing
systems; a tabulation of air navaids and their
assigned frequencies; preferred routes; stand
instrument departures (SIDs); standard terminal
arrival \routes (STARs); substitute route struc-
tures; a sectional chart bulletin, which updates
sectional charts cumulatively; special, genital,
and area notices; a tabulation of new and
permanently closed airports, which updates Part
2; area navigation routes; and supplementary
data to Part 4.

Part 3A is4ssued every ;4 days and contains
NOTAMs considered essential to the safety of
flight as well as supplemental data to Part 3.

Part 4, Graphic Notices
and Supplemental Data

Part 4 is issued quarterfi (JAN, APR, JUL,
OCT) and contains a list of abbreviations used
in the AIM; parachute jump areas; VOR receiver
check. points; restrictions to enroute navaids;
special notice -area graphics; Heavy Wagon and

,Olive Bran"ch routes; terminal area graphics and
other pertinent data not requiringfrequent change.

..60004*,
;gook r

FAD ERAL AVIATION
REGULATIONS (FARs)

The Fedirtiil Aviation ftegulations and their
amendment; are issued by the FAA. These
regulations are too numerous to be listed here;
however, those parts which are more directly
related to the AC's work were listed in chapter 3

, of this manual.

LOCATION IDENTIFIERS
HANDBOOK 7350.1 (SERIES)

A location identifier is a three-letter or
Other code suggesting, whenever practicable,

the location n,I.ae of the place it represents.
Usually the first letter of the code is-the initial
letter of the location name. A code with the initial
letter of the location name is not always assignable
because of ths, large number of assigned codes.
All three-lettbr identifieis assigned to Navy and
Marine Corps air stations begin with the letter N.

This llandbook incorporates all authorized
three-letter location identifier assignments
worldwide, the Cana?" Government locations
identifier assignments and special use assign-
ments within the United States and areas under
its jurisdiction.

CONTRACTIONS HANDBOOK
7340.1 (SERIES) -

This handbook contains the approved word
and phrase contractions used by personnel of
FAA and other agencies that provide air traffic
control, communications, weather, charting and
associated services.

A contraction is a word orphrase represented
in shortened form for the purpose of brevity:
Contractions are developed by omitting letters,
sounds, or syllables from words or phrases.
They save space on telegraphic circuits, charts,
reports, etc. Three-letter contractions that might
conflict with location identifiers are always
avoided: "'°

The more common contractions used in
telegraphic communications can be easily and
quickly memorized. However, the entire list of
contractions is so lone that the manual must be
referred to quite frequently.

TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
HANDBOOK 7110.8 (SERIES)

ThiS handbook pre-Scribes air traffic control
procedures and phraseology for use by per-
sonnel providing terminal air traffic control
services. It is one of the air traffic control
manuals referred to in.'F,AR Part 65. Controllers
are required to be familiar with the provisions
of this handbook which pertain to their operational
responsibility and to exercise their best judgment
if they encounter situations not covered by it.

Air Traffic Control Facilities Manual, OPNAV
Instruction 3721.1 (Series) directs that the
procedures contained in this handbook be used
by?0,,U. S. Navy shore activities when performing
air traffic control functions.
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EN 'ROUTE' AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
HANDBOOK 7110.9 (SERIES)

This handbook prescribes air traffic control
procedures and phraseology for use by per-
sonnel providing en route air traffic control
services. -

Should your facility operate in an en route
capacity, this manual should bp referred to
for procedures.

FLIGHT SERVICES
HANDBOOK 7110.10 (SERIES)

This handbook consists of two parte. Part I,
the basic part, prescribes procedures and
phraseology for use by personnel providing flight
assistance and communications services. Part II,
the teletypewriter portion, includes services A
and B teletypewriter operating procedures,
pertinent International Teletypewriter Proce-
dures, and the conterminous U. S. Service- A
Weather Schedules.

This handbook is primarily for Flight ervice
,Specialists at FAA FSSs. However, certain
poriions contain information of use to the Navy
AC that is not found in the Terminal Air Traffic
Control Handbook., Of particular interest is
Chapter 8, Flight Handling. This chapter
describes the fl_ ight plan lhandling of military
flight plans via JAA communications systens,
and what action is taken when a flight is overdue
or missing.

CERTIFICATION AND RATING
HANDBOOK 7220.1 (SERIES)

40'

This handbook governs the certification and
rating of FAA Air Traffic Service Specialistkand
civil personnel- engaged in air traffic control.
It also gove,rns those military and foreign
national personnel who participate in the Air
Traffic Service certification and rating program.

4VISORY CIRCULAR

FAA issues advisory circulars to inform
the aviation public in a systematit- way of
nonregulatory material previously 'slued in a
wide variety of manuals, circular letters,
aviation Safety releases, etc. Advisory circulars
are issued in a numbered-subject system,
corresponding to the subject areas in the Federal

.AviationRegulations.
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An =index of Advisory 'Circulars mEcy be
obtained by writing to: Department-of Transpor-
tation, Distribution Unit, TAD-484.3, Washington,
D.C. 26590.

NOTE: Advisory circulars are not applicable
to naval air traffic control facilities unless such
procedures are promulgated by naval directives.

SPECIAL MILITARY OPERATIONS
HANDBOOK 7610.4 (SERIES)

This handbook specifies procedures for air
defense activities in air traffic contx.cilservioe
and other special military operations and services
provided by air traffic control.

FEDERAL ME TE OROL OGI CAL
HANDBOOK #1 SURFACE
OBSERVATIONS (FMH #3.)

This handbook is promulgated within the
Navy as NavAir 50-1D-1. It has been approved
by appropriate personnel of the Departments
of Commerce, Defense, and Transportation.

The handbook describes weather elements
and how they are observed. The latter part of
the handbook is devoted to types of. observations,
pilot's reports, and the determination, coding
requirements, and dissemination of weather
reports.

FLIGHT INFORMATION PUBLICATIONS

This program, was designed using the concept
that there_ are basically three separate phases
of flightflight planning, en route operations,
and terminal operations. No one document
contains all the information which may be required
for a flight. FLIP Planning, pluming (-tarts,
en route charts and supplements, instrument
approach procedures and NOTAM files must be
consulted prior to flight. In planning for inter-
national flights, reference must also be made to
the Foreign Clearance Guide. This chapter
contains a general outline and description of each
publication included' in the FLIP program.

FLIP PLANNING

FLIP Planning is presented in a completely
new - format. It is functionally arraited into two
pails: General Planning (GP) and Area Planning
(AP).
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The r.ene,ral Planning Book contains general
information on all VLIPs, explanations of The
Divisions of The Airspace, Meterologicai Data,
Time Signal Information, Terms and Abbrevia-
tions and Worldwide Conversion Tables. Much
Of the, information which was duplicated in the
previous Section,Ils has been transferred to the
General Planning Book. It also includes informa-
tion on Flight. Plans and Pilot Procedures that
have common worldwide application plus
information pertaining to ICAO Procedures.

The Area Planning Books contain planning
and procedural data for specific geographical
areas of the world. Essentially these books
include those Theatre, Regional and National,
procedures which differ from the standard
procedures \adopted within ICAO. The previous
Sections IIA and JIB have remained relatively
unchanged except for titling. New features
include:

1. The General Planning and Area Planning
Books .are now divided into chapters. Pages
and major paragraphs are numbered accordingly
to provide an easier reference when utilizing the
Table of Contents.

2. Special Notices have been moved to the
inside-front cover of each. publication.

3. Numerous items previously published in
FLIP Planning have been deleted. This includes
those items for which there is no longer an
operational requirement, Items which already
appear in other FLIP Products, 9r material
which is already published in a current service
manual, directive, regulation or similar docu-
ment. Many items were removed and will be
placed in the applicable IFR Supplement because
ad the "lh-flight" nature of the material.

A complete FLIP Planning for the entire
area of coverage is comprised of sections as
listed below. An area -of coverage chart will
be on the back cover of all planning documents
with the exception of AP/1B. Separate divider
cards are provided for convenience in filing
and in use of amendments.

General Planning

Published.every 24 weeks, this section contains
general information on all FLIPS, explanation
of the Divisions Of Airspace, flight plans and
codes, common worldwide pilotprocedures, ICAO
Procedures, meteorological data, time signal
information, terms and abbreviations and world-
wide conversion tables.

Area Planning (AP /1, 2, and 3)

Published every 12 weeks, this section contains
ihe.nning and procedures information for a specific
geographic area.

Area Planning (AP/1A, 2A, and 3A)
(Special Use Airspace)

Contains a tabulation of all prohibited, re-
stricted, danger, warning and alert areas,
intensive student jet training areas, military
training . areas, and known parachute jumping
areas. It is published on the following cycles:

EuroPe/Africal
Middle East

Scheduled PCNs

North and South
America Book

Scheduled PCNs,

Pacific/Australasia/
Antarctica Book

Scheduled PCNs

Every 12 week's
Every 4 and 8 weeks

Every 16 weeld
Every 4, 8, and 12)eeks

Every 16 weeks
Every 4, 8, and 12 weeks

Area Planning (AP/1B)
(Military Training Routes, United/States)

Published every 12 weeks, it contains infor-
mation relative to military twining routes,
including Olive Branch Routes, VFR Low Altitude
High Speed Training Routes (LAHSTR) and
refueling tracks and areas. Charts (6 charts on
3 sheets) containing graphic descriptfons of the
LAHSTR System throughout the United States
are also included. This section is updated by
'PCNs every 4 and'8 weeks.

Planning Change Notice -(PCN)

FLIP Planning is ujdated by PCNs or
replacement pages. CN should be filed in
front of the appropriete FLIP Planning after
annotating the affected paragraph with a reference
to the PCN, e.g., see PCN, gated 18 August 1975.

FLIP, PLANNING CHART LOW
ALTITUDE U. S.

The IFR Wall Planning Chart consists of
two sheets. It covers East, an4West U.S. and
contains required information for preliminary
flight Planning.
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There are also FLIP Planning Charts for
both low and high altitude available for Europe
and North Africa.

EN ROUTE AND
TERMINAL PUBLICATIONS

FLIP en route and terminal publications are
designed to provide airway structure, radio
navigation, letdown, approach, and landing infor-
mation for use during the in-flight phase of
IFR operations. The FLIP En Route Supplement
supports these publications with supplemental
aerodrome, facility, communication, and proce-
dural information. En route and terminal
publications are available for all areas of the
world, but only those applicable to the U.S.
are discussed herein. ACs should refer to FLIP
General Planning Section I, or the publications
themselves, for more detailed information.

'Standard Instrument
Departures (SID)

SID charts are published either as individual
charts or as a bound booklet containing
departure air traffic control instructions in
a pictorial form, for departure from an individual
aerodrome.

FLIP En Route Low Altitude- U. S.

These charts portray the airway system
and related data required for IFR operation
at altitudes below 18,000 MSL. Twenty-six
variable scale charts are printed on 13 sheets,
L-1 through L-26, covering the entire U. S.
An additional sheet, containing charts L-27 and
L-28, which duplicate data shown on L-20, L-22,
L-24,-and-L-25, ---le=available-for-those-who--
frequently plan, flights north and south along
the east coast, within the area of coverage.

'the .effective date and the expiration date
are shown on the cover of each item. Major
Changes to the airway structure and procedures
are scheduled. by the FAA to become effective
on a specific date, once every 4 weeks. Charts
are revised accordingly and show the date this
information is effective. Chartb, therefore,
should not be used prior to the effective date.
Other information, such as frequencies, hours
of operation, etc., is not scheduled and changes
occur daily. Action fs taken to update this
data during the relfsion cycle, but it has to

be terminated 15 days before the projected
effective date of the issue under revision to
permit printing and timely distribution to users.
NOTAMs must be consulted for the latest
information on data changing after the cutoff
date and during the life of the current-charts.

FLIP En Route High Altitude--=.- U.S.
pve`

These charts portray the jet route system
, and related data required for IFR operations

at and above flight level 180. Four constant
scale charts are printed on two sheets. These
charts may be assembled to form a wall
planning chart for high altitude.

FLIP En Route IFR Supplement- U.S.

This supplement is a bound booklet containing
an alphabetical listing of all IFR aerodromes,/
integrated with an alphabetical listing of all
navaids and ARTCC facilities. Also published
are brief presentations of such items as ADIZ,
direction finding, IFR emergency procedure,
position reporting, two-way radio failure, and
other inforthation.

FLIP En Route VFR Supplement- U. S.

This supplement is a bound booklet con-
taining an alphabetical listing of selected
VFR aerodromes and cross-references to IFR
aerodromes as publishbd in the IFR supplement.
Also included are city/aerodrome cross-
reference listings, VFR-special notices, and
visual air/ground emergency procedures, and
aerodrome sketches arranged in alphabetical
order by aerodrome name. These sketches are
designed as a visual aid to visual identification

-oi-aerodromed.

71.
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FLIP Terminal High Altitude- U. S.

These publications consist of four bound
booklets, each covering a certain geographic
area of the U.S.

They contain high-altitude instrument ap-
proach procedures combined with an aerodrdme
sketch with additional data as deemed necessary
for an approach under IFR conditions,

Transitional informatiOn from the jet route
structure to the terminal facility has been added
to charts covering the U. S.

332-
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FLIP Terminal Low Altitude -- U. S.

These publications consist of nine bound
booklets,, each covering a certain geographical
area of the U. S.

They contain low-altitude instrument approach
procedures combined with an aerodrome sketch
with additional data as deemed necessary for
an approach under IFR conditions.

Military Aviation Notice (MAN)

This publication is used to update the U. S.
Low Altitude Terminal FLIP (9 voltimes). It is

(

blished at the mid-point of the publication
cle for the Low Altitude Terminal FLIP

days) golf
The contents of MAN will include revised,

added or deleted instrument approach procedures
(IAPs). The effective date of this publication is
indicated on the front cover.

Foreign Clearance Guide
.0

The Foreign Clearance Guide is a group of
bound booklets, including a general information
section. The Foreign Clearance Guide is the
official publication ,for disseminating USAF
worldwide foreign clearance requirements and
information on personnel travel; aircraft Move-
ment to, from, and between foreign areas; and
transport of material aboard aircraft. It is
also used by the Navy and Army. Revised area
booklets and ,general information sections are
issued on a semiannual and quarterly basiii.
The Foreign Clearance Guide Change Notices
(F CCN) are issued monthly. These notices contain'
a cumulative listing of all permanent and
temporary changes not yet incorporated in the
booklets. A classified supplement is issued
quarterly., Teletype Interim Changes Notices
(ICN) are dispatched as required to selected
addressees who require immediate notification
of changes to the Guide.

DOD Catalog of Aeronautical
Charts and Flight
Information, Publications

This catalog is a looseleaf publication,
which provides a complete listing of DOD/USN/
USAF aeronautical charts, flight information
publications, and miscellaneous items available
to DOD users. It includes indexes of available
items, together with descriptive information for
each item and requisitioning procedures. In

this publication will be found added detail
regarding publications produced by other agen-
cies, and available for DOD usage (such as
ICAO documents). A classified supplement IS
art available.

DOD Aeronautical Chart
Updating Manual (CHUM)

This manual is published monthly to provide
a cumulative listing of significant additions or
corrections to be considered when using current
editions of USAF/USN published aeronautical
charts. It is used to update charts other than

_those contained in the FLIP series and contains
notices of special interest to aeronautical chart
tiseIrs. It should be made available to flight
crews during preflight planning.

DOD Aeronautical .

Chart Bulletin

This is also a monthly publication to inform
activities of the availability of new aeronautical
charts and publications', new additions of pre-
viously published charts, discontinued charts,
and notices of special interest to requ'isitioners
of aeronautical charts. The chart bulletin may
be placed in front of the DOD Catalog of
Aeronautical Charts and Flight Information
Publications for ready reference during pre-
flight planning. ;

New issues of the Bulletin do not make prior
issues obsolete. The most recent six issues
.of the Bulletin become obsolete by each
subsequent publication of the DOD Aeronautical
Chart Bulletin Digest,

DOD Aeronautical
Chart Bulletin Digest

This bulletin is published semiannually to
provide activities with a listing of current
editions of charts on issue. This information
is provided so a check can be made. of charts
on hand to assure that editions carried are
up-to-date.

NAVY PUBLICATIONS

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FACILITIES
MANUAL,* OPNAVINST 3721.1 (SERIES)

This manual encompasses the administrative
and operational procedures applicable to the
operation of naval ATC-facilities on a worldwide
basis.
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Included are procedures governing the opera-
tion of \ ATC facilities and airfields; control
tower functions; information pertinent to approach
control responsibilities; billet descriptions and
operating positions for the various ATC branches
associated with an air traffic control facility;
and a listing of selected air traffic control
instructions, both military and civil.

,GENERAL FLIGHT AND
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL,
OPNAVINST 3710.7 (SERIES)

This manual prescribes general flight and
operating instructions and procedures applicable
to the operation of naval aircraft and related
activities. -

Chapters containing information relative to
Flight Authorization, Planning, and Approval;
-Flight Rules;- and Air Traffic Control are of
direct interest to the AC 3 & 2.

ACs should familiariie themselves with the
appropriate parts of this manual since it is
applicable to the naval establishment and com-
pliance with the procedures is mandatory.

NAVAL AIR TRAINING AND OPERATING
PROCEDURES STANDARDIZATION
(NATOPS) MANUAL CVA/CVS

This manual is published under the authority
of CNO ,as part of the NATOPS program. Extensive
coverage of CCA operating procedures and
responsibilities is included.

NAVAL AIR TRAINING AND OPERATING
PROCEDURES STANDARDIZATION
(NATOPS) MANUAL LPH

cont7oblliiahen3dd
manual standardizes the procedures for the

handling of
aboard Amphibious Assault Ships (LPHs).

Of primary interest to the AC is the
coverage pertaining to the functions of the Air
Operations Control Center/Helicopter Direction
Center (AOCC/HDC)%

OPERATIONS MANUAL

OPNAV Instruction 3721.1 (Series) sets forth
a basic outline for preparing standard Air
Operations Manuals. These manuals are prepared
locally under the supervision of the commanding

officers of the air stations, and they must be
signed by the commanding officers.

These manuals contain specific information
and instructions for the control of aircraft and
aircraft-handling equipment in use at the field,
instructions relating to transient aircraft and
personnel, and procedures for crash and rescue.
The Operations Manual should be read and
Understood by all Air Controlmen soon after
reporting to a new duty station so as to become
familiar with types of local operations and
facilities.

DIRECTIVES

Directives pertinent to policies, operating
procedures, etc., are set forth in the form of
instructions and notices by authorities in the
chain of command. Each activity maintains a
current file of those instructions and notices
directly related to air traffic control. ACs
should familiarize themselves with all such
directives which in any way pertain to their
rating.

MEMORANDUM FOR AVIATORS

This publication is published when necessary to
diOeminate urgent information or information
of a temporary nature concerning dangers and
aids to navigation.

TECHNICAL MANUALS

In all phases of work, th Air Controlman
operates different types of el ronic equipment
designed for use in air tr c control. To
efficiently and effectively use these different
types of equipment, the Mt' Controlman must
know where to find information describing

-proper equipment -operating- procedures. With
such technical assistance and instruction from
experienced personnel, the time required to

'become familiar with a particular piece of
equipment may be shortened. Equipment famil-
iarity is necessary to be a.good controller since
one must have confidence in his ability to
operate and in the performance of'the equipment.

There is a technical manual published
for each electronic equipment system. This
manual should be available in the local ground-
electronics shop. One chapter in each manual
is devoted to operation. Such chapters contain
information necessary for operating personnel
to etart, operate, and stop the equipment.
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RECORDS AND REPORTS

While performing duties in the different
fields of the rating, certain records, reports,
operating logs, and equipment logs are maintained
by the Air Controlman. With the exception of a
few, there is no standard authorized format to
be employed in the maintenance of these records.
However, the general contents of many are the
same. The reports, records, and logs discussed
in this chapter are the ones that are maintained
by control towers, operations offices, and radar
facilities.

CONTROL TOWER LOG

This record or log is kept from watch to
watch in all Navy control towers. It contains
all Of the pertinent data accumulated during
each watch performed in the control tower. A
partial listing of the data that is entered
indicates status of equipment, check of communi-
cations, status of airport lighting facilities,
runway or runways in use, and any other
information deemed necessary by the control
tower officer, chief, or section leader of the
tower concerned. The items listed above are
not standard throughout the Navy, but they
serve to indicate certain items which should
be contained in the control tower log.

At many facilities it is an accepted practice
to make an entry in the tower log of the weather
when. the watch is changed and at anytime the
..field goes from VFR to IFR weather conditions
or vice versa.

Additionally, many facilities log entries of
emergencies and crashes in the tower log in
red ink. All details of such incidents with. the
associated time of occurrence are included for
later reference.

DAILY AND' MONTHLY
TRAFFIC TABULATION

To facilitate completion of certain reports
required of the ATC Division, a daily and monthly
tabulation of aircraft operations is necessary.
One system commonly used is posting flight
progress strips (described in chapter 5) on each
operation. At midnight ,a traffic count is made
from the strips, and subsequently a monthly
count is made. Thee* strips -are kept for 3
months before they are destroyed. U any strip
contains information on an aircraft involved in
an accident or emergency, it is kept for a longer
period of time.

This same basic procedure may __also be
employed by personnel assigne,d to the planning/
approval branch and at the approach control
position; however, different data is required in

these areas..
In addition to the previously described data,

radai facilities are required to maintain a
record of all radar approaches conducted by
both military and civil aircraft, under IFR and
VFR conditions.

A compilation of all operations, is submitted
semiannually to the Chief of Naval Operations
with a copy sent to the Federal Aviation
Administration.

This report is ,referred to as the Air
Traffic Activity Report (OPNAV Form 3721/12).
Instructions for completing this report are
contained in the ATC Facilities Manual, OPNAV-
INST 3721.1 (Series).

FLIGHT PLANNING/APPROVAL
BRANCH LOGS AND RECORDS

The flight approval office is the central point
for processing aircraft movement and related
messages. This office must maintain various
records, logs, and files connected with air
operations. Examples of information on file
include SCATANA action forms, Facility License
for civilian concerns, VIP notificationprocedure,
telephone numbers of other departments that
furnish services required by transient aircrews,
FLIPs, and FAA publications required in daily
functions. Examples of records kept are flight
plans (DD .175s) filed with flight clearance,
flight progress strips, and teletype messages.

Duty Dispatcher's Log

The duty dispatcher's log is Maintained at
the flight: approval desk from watch to watch.
Personnel assuming the watch enter in the log
their name, the date, and time the watch- is
being performed. Example of entries made in
such a log are crash phone check, time checks,
intercommunications checks, and any other data
pertinent to operations that transpire during
the watch,

PASS DOWN THE LINE (PDL)

This type of log may be maintained for the
purpose of passing instructions from crew to
crew and to ensure that night crews have access
to information, etc. put out by the branch
officer/supervisor. Also it may be used to
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relay local verbal standing or temporary orders
issued by the division or operations officer. It
is generally -an informal type of log strictly for
the purpose of getting the word to everyone.

FLIGHT DATA' AND
STATUS BOARDS

To reduce the coAstant answering in the
flight approval office of ,questions from the
general, public, flight data and status boards are
useful tools to the Air Controlman. The actual
size, shape, and construction, as well as the
manner in which the' information is portrayed,
undoubtedly may vary from station to station.
However, the information normally &Splayed on
the flight data board for inbound flights is as
follows:

1. Bureau number.
2. Type of aircraft.
3. Point of departure.
4. ETA.

5. Pertinent remarks.

Status boards are usually of the type which
shows the present status of the various navi-
gational aids at the partidular station. It is also
possible that an additional status board may be
maintained by the Air Controlman at stations
assigned aircraft for search and rescue purposes.
This type of status board normally contains
information as to the flight status of the
aircraft assigned and pertinent information
concerning the crew.

Status boards may be maintained in a radar
facility control room showing the area of
responsibility and adjoining airspace, airways and
jet routes, SIDS, fixes, handoff points, holding
points and holding pattern airspace areas, and
the published approaches available for reference
at operating positions:

When assigned the duty of maintaining any
status board, remember that the information is
important and should be kept neat, accurate, and
current at all times.

SECURITY

It has been said, "There is no such thing as
pewit). It is only the interim between wars." A
study of history Indi ates that most wars are
.carefully planned long ore the first shot is
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fired. During this so-called peaceful period,
nations are engaged in the, collection and
evaluation of all forms of intelligence material
from potential enemies.

In peacetime, people tend, to relax; security
is sometimes ignored. This tendency makes it
easier for a potential enemy to gather information
concerning our capabilities and intentions.

PURPOSE OF THE
SECURITY PROGRAM

Basically, the purpose of the security
program Is to protect classified material from
unauthorized disclosure.

It is the responsibility of every officer
and man in the Navy to safeguard classified
information. The AC must be especially vigilant
since he frequently comes in contact with classi-
fied material.

SECURITY MANUAL

The Department of the Navy Security Manual
for Classified Information, OPNAVINST 5510.1
(Series) is designed to furnish standards for
handling classified matters. The manual itself
does not guarantee security but makes security
more readily attainable. Detailed instructions
pertaining to the handling of classified matter
can be found in this manual.

It must be remembered, however, that
there is no adequate substitute for continuous
day-to-day practice in the proper methods of
handling classified material.

SECURITY PRINCIPLE

The Department of Defense employs a security
formula which is simple in principle. It is based
on the theory of circulation control the control
of the dissemination of 4:dawdled inford4tion.
Therefore, knowledge or possession of classified
information is permitted only to those who
actually require it in the performance of their
duties, and then only after they have beengranted
the appropriate seZurity clearances. This prin-
ciple is generally referred to as a "need to
know," t. and is a prime requisite for access to
classified information.

Access to classified material is not auto-
matically granted because a person has the
proper clearances, holds a particular billet, or
is sufficiently, senior in authority, but only if the
criteria of proper oleafance and "need to know"
are both met.

6,
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1

LIMITATIONS. OF SECURITY

Security is a means not an end. Rules which
govern security of classified matter are much
the same as gunnery safety rules. -They dO not
guarantee protection, and they do not attempt to
meet every situation.

Security regulations are not intended to
restrict the initiative of mature individuals.
With common sense and mature thinking, it is
possible to obtain a satisfactory degree of
security with a minimum/of sacrifice in operating
efficiency.

CLASSIFICATION CATEGORIES

Official information which requires protection
in- the Interest of national defense is limited
to one of three categories: Top Secret, Secret,
or Confidential. -No information may be withheld
or classified, If otherwise releasable, simply
because such information might reveal an error
or inefficiency or might be embarrassing.
Top Secret

The use of the classification Top Secret 'Is
limited to defense.information or material which
requires the highest degree of protection. Top
Secret is applied only to that informatibn or
material, the defense aspect of which is
paramount and the unauthorized disclosure of
which could result in EXCEPTIONALLY GRAVE
DAMAGE to the Nation, such as the following:

1. Leading to a break in diplomatic relations,
armed attack on the United States or its allies,
or a war.

2. The compromise of military plans or
scientific or technological developments vital
to the national defense.

Secret
The use of the'classification Secret is limited

to defense information or material, the un-
authorized disclosure of which could result in
SERIOUS DAMAGE to the Nation, such as the
following:

1. Jeopardizing the international relations
of the United States.

2. Endangering the effectiveness of aprogram
or policy vital to the national defense.

3. Compromising important military or de-
fense plans, scientific or technological develop-
ments important to national defense.

4. Revealing important intelligence opera-
tiOns.

c.

Confidential

Information or material classified Confi-
dential is placed in the category whose
t-Mantho-Bzed disclosure -could-be-PRE-JUDICIAL
to the defense interest of the Nation.

If it is desired to understand more thoroughly
the various categories of classified matter, the
Security Manual has a number of examples in
each category. However, the most important
thing to be learned' at this time is that each
category represents a degree of damage to the
Nation that could be done by letting this material
get into the hands of unauthorized persons.
The category also determines how the material
is handled and the measures used for its
protection, as will be seen later in this chapter.

Special Categories

Theoretically, the three classifications dis-
cussed should safeguard any information desired.
However, there are several other safeguards
prescribed for use. These are not security
classifications, as such, but indicate anincreased
degree of security to be applied when handling
items thus marked.

Restricted Data

Restricted Data is assigned to documents or
material concerning the design, manufacture, or
utilization of atomic weapons; the production of
special nuclear material; or the use of special
nuclear material in the production of energy,
unless such data or materials have been
removed from this category by the Atomic
Energy Commission. _

For Official Use Only

"For Official Use Only" is, assigned to
official information which requires protectiOn
in accordance with statutory requirements or
in the public interest, but which is not
within the purview of the rules for safeguarding
information in the interest of national defense.
Its description, use, and limitations are set
forth in the effective edition of SECNAVINST
5570.2 (Series),

Special Handling Required/Not
Releasable To Foreign Nationals

The term "Not Releasable to Foreign. Na-
tionals" is assigned to classified documents
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to prevent Inadvertent disclosure to foreign
nationals. This term is often abbreviated within
the Intelligence Community as NOFORN, and
when assi ed to classified documents it

odes: (1) that the documents are furnished
for the exclusive use of the U. S. military
representatives on international staffs or in
similar circumstances; (2) to holders and other
handling personnel that the dochments involved
hive already been reviewed by the office of origin
or other responsible authority, and that disclosure
to foreign nationals is subject to special
restrictions.

and their allies by a variety of methods. In
many instances these entrapments have occurred
because of the gullibility, carelessness, ignor-
anOCOrreoldessness_of_the_personnelooncerned.
During recent years, it has become more and
more common for U. S. Military personnel to
visit foreign countries. This has come about
either due to military commitments or simply
because foreign travel during leave periods has
become more popular. Also, more and more
foreign visitors come to the United States. We
must therefore expect that both at home and
abroad there will be a continuing and perhaps
increasing chance that apparently innocent
contacts can become an inadvertent compromising
situation where classified information is
concerned.

Another control marking used to help prevent
inadvertent disclosure to foreign nationals is
NO FOREIGN DISSEM. This control marking
is 'used when it is determined by the originator
of a classified intelligence dbcument that the
intelligence information contained therein must
not be released for foreign nationals or foreign
governments in any form.

Chttsiffed intelligence documents or non -
intelligence documents, even though they bear no
control markings, may not be released to foreign
nationals' or foreign governments without prior
approval of the Chief of Naval Operations.
Therefore, all classified documents, whether so
marked or not, are NOFORN.

Special tiepins 'Programs

"Special Access Programs" are thos pro-
grams identified with specific projects or
subjects requiring security protection or handling
not guaranteed by the normal security classifi-
cation and requiring that the program materials
be handled and reviewed only by specially cleared
or authorized personnel.

The administrative responsibility for any
special access program rests with the command
having the need fOr a special access program.

METHODS USED TO SUBVERT
U. S. MILITARY PERSONNEL .

The methods used by foreign intelligence agents
to sObveit U.S. Military personnel are many
and varied. A few of the more common methods
are mentioned in the following paragraphs to
alert the AC to the possible dangers of entrapment.

In recent years foreign agents have shown
oonsiderable suaoess in "hooking" Americans
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Some examples of methods used to place
unsuspecting individuals in compromising situa-
tions are: flattering him, praising his ideas;
doing everything for him, so that after a while
he comes to depend on the agent and his fellows
for friendship and support; catching a person in
an embarrassing situation oi staging such a
situation and then blackmailing him; bribing a
man to do something that appears relatively
innocuous, and then holding forth threats of
exposure plus bigger bribes in order to get him
to perform more serious acts; threatening a
person with 4:arm to himself or his relatives.

A classic instance of entrapment by foreign
agents, which has been repeated many times,
goes as follows; The individual has gotten drunk
(or drugged) at a tavern or party, or is invited
to a woman's (or man's) apartment. Then- he is
photographed and threatened with blackmail.
Often the agent will not use the blackmail
material right away, but wait years in the hope
that the person will rise to a position of greater
influence or of access to important information.
Or, the agent will ask for just a small favor and
pay money for it; this is done in order to have
even stronger, blackmail leverage against a'
person who might decide to face the consequences
of his misbehavior voluntary or forced.

In some instances, foreign' agents, or their
police, have arrested people,accusing them, of
espionage, stealing, or immorality. The agents
plant the evidence on the person and then claim
that when he returns homeif ever no one will
believe he was innocent. Next, the agents arrange
a deal whereby the person will be released
if he will do something for them. This act can
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be quite innocent appearing, but later becomes
a means of blackmail.

Service men should be alert to possible
trapo;2-they-should-avoid-being--alone_in-zertain

CUSTODY

Safekeeping

areas, especially overseas, and they should not
ask for trouble by going into various locations

. out of curiosity, bravado, or ignorance.
Communist and. other. foreign agents have

proved that they are willing to "play dirty
ball" and their methods have ranged from
subtle, long term corruption, to quick, blatant
blackmail methods. Air Vontrolmen who have
access to classified matters and whose actions
can be. exploited for propaganda purposes are
prime targets. Navy men must be alert, and
careful in their conduct, and should report any
unusual contacts or invitations to their superiors.

VIOLATIONS AND COMPROMISES

Any person having knowledge of the loss or
possible compromise of classified matter must
report the fact immediately to his commanding
officer. The commanding officer then takes the
proper action as outlined in detail in chapter 6
of the Security Manual.

Violations of regulations pertaining to the
safeguarding of classified information, but not
resulting in its loss, compromise, or disclosure,
are acted upon by the commanding officer.

It must always be remembered that the
officer is responsible for classified material
in his care. Anyone who mishandles classified
material is disciplined by his commanding
officer or, by a court-martial,- depending on the
circumatahces.

PERSONAL CENSORSHIP

There is no way of estimating how many
battles have been lost, how many ships were
sunk, or how many lives were sacrificed
because someone casually, or in a moment
of boasting, unintentionally betrayed a vital
military secret.

It is quite natural for a man to be proud of
the, work he is doing. He wants to share this
prrde' with his friends and family. Enthusiasm
toward one's work is clearly a desirable trait,
but. not when it results in discutising classified
infOrmation.

To maintain security one should decline to
discuss official matters by skillful maneupring
of the conversation or by outright refueal to
talk shop.

The first obligation of any person working
with classified material is to protect that
material. Top Secret, Sepret, or Confidential
material may neither b6 removed from its
designated working space without approval of
competent authority nor left unguarded. It is
kept locked in its proper accommodation, fora
single glance at a classified intelligence plan
might compromise the entire plan. Another
danger is that a photograph might be taken in a
split second with a concealed camera.

It has been stated that the Navy's security
system operates on .the principle of "need to
know." It is essential, then, that combinations
and keys to classified containers be known only
to those.who are actually using the material in
their work. To ensure this, certain rules must
be followed.

The combination or key to a security
container should be changed at the time it is
received, at the time of transfer of any person
having knowledge of it, at anytime there is
reason to believe it has been compromised, or
in any case at least once every 12 months.

If a container in which classified material
is stowed is found unlocked in the absence of
assigned personnel, it should be reported
immediately to the senior duty officer. The
unlocked container must be guarded,,until the
duty officer arrives, at the scene. The duty
officer then inspects the classified material
involved, locks the container, and makes ,a
security violation report to the commanding
officer. Appropriate further action is taken by
the commanding officer.

It should be noted that other government
agencies, such as the Air Force, do not

/use the Numerical Evaluation System presented
in chapter 6 of the Security Manual for
determining custody allowances for classified
material, and when assigned to joint commands
it is advisable to determine the governing
security regulations in effect there.

Jo
Accounting

Except for publications containing a distri-
button list by dopy number, all copies of Top
Secret Documents must be serially numbered
at the time of -origination in the following
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or casual access ,to classified information by
unauthorized persons. Some of the precautions
'are, discussed in this section.

201.214
Figure 14 -1. Numbering of classified copies.

manner: "Copy No., of copies." (See
fig. 14-1.)

A list of all persons having knowledge of a
particular item of Top Secret information must
be maintained and a continuous chain of
receipts kept to ensure positive control. The
control of Top Secret material is-the duty of the/
Top Secret Control Offioer.

Commanding officers establish administrative
procedures for recording all Secret material
originated and received, and maintain a receipting
system for all Secret material distributed or
routed to activities within their commands. As a
general rule, Secret materials are also serially
numbered.

Commanding officers also provide account-
ability for all Confidential .materills originated
or received by their commands.

CUSTODIAL PRECAUTIONS

Each individual in the Naval Establishment
should take every precaution to prevent deliberate
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"

When classified materials are. removed from
stowage for working p see they -should be
kept face doyen or vered when not in use.

Visitors not authorized access to the par-
ticul0 classified information within a working
space should be received in a specially designated
visiting space.

Classified information should never be dis-
cussed over a telejahone. Remember also that
a telephone scrambler device does not ensure.
security.

,
If, for any reason, a room must 'de vacated

during working hours, all classified material in
the room must be locked' in its proper stowage
containers.

At the close of the working day a system
of security checks should be carried out to
ensure that the classified material is properly
protected. All classified material must be
properly stowed. All classified material' which
must be passed from watch to, watch has, to be
properly accounted for. All burn bags should be
birned or properly stowed. The contents of
wastebaskets which contain- classified-material
-Must be burned or stowed. All classified notes,
rough drafts, and similar papers are placed in
the burn bag during the day as a matter of

Personnel concerned with locking combination
locks or safes must remember to rotate the
dial of all combination locks at least four turns
in the flame direction when securing them. In
most locks, if the dials are given only a quick
twist, it is generally possible. to open the lock
merelx by turning the dial back in the opposite
direction. Also, responsible personnel are
assigned to check all drawers of safes and file
cabinets to assure that they are held firmly
In the locked position when secured.

In the event of a fire alarm or other
emergency, classified material is stowed in
the same manner as at =the end of a working
day. Each person who has classified material
in his possesion at the time of a fire alarm
or other emergency assures that the material is
properly safeguarded..
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Other examples of handling classified material
during emorgencieq are discussed in the Security
Manual.

DISPOSITION OF
CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

When military personnel resign or are to
be separated from the Navy or released from
active duty, all classified material held by
them is turned in to 'the source from which it
was received, to their commanding officer, or
to the nearest naval command, as appropriate,
prior to the delivery of final orders or
separation papers.

Personnel to be separated from the Navy
or to be released to inactive duty submit to
their commanding officer a signed statement
to the effect that they have turned in all classified
material. Also, they are instructed that they
are not to reveal classified information, of
which they might have knowledge, even after
discharge.

TRANSMISSION OF
CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Any time material leaves the hands of an
originator and is sent on its way to the
addressees, it is TRANSMITTED. Whether it
goes by courier, by radio, or by mail, if it is
classified, it has to be safeguarded. The only
possible way to _obtain absolute transmission
security is to refrain frc.n communications over
an egtended period. Of course, this is impossible.
Since the AC may be involved in the production
of classified material, it follows that he will also
be, concerned with its transmittal. Therefore,
it is necessary that he have a thoroygh
understanding of the rules for transmitting
classified material.

Method of- Transmission

Top Secret material may be transmitted by
direct personal contact of officials concerned,
Armed Forces Courier Service, or electric means
in encrypted forts. Top Secret material must
not be transmitted through the United States
postal system or any foreign postal system.

Secret material may be transmitted in any
of the means approved for transmittal of Top
Secret material and by United States registered

mail. Confidential material is handled in the
same manner as Secret.

Preparation of Material
For Transmission

Whenever classified material is transmitted
by other than eleOrical means i ncrypted
form, it must'be enclosed in two opacfue aled
containers. As long as this requirement is
observed, the material may be wrapped, boxed,
or crated, or a combination thereof.

Classified written material must be folded or
packed in such a manner that ,the text will not
be in direct cqntact With the inner container. A
receipt form lust be attached to or enclosed in
the inner container for all Top Secret and Secret
material.\ Confidential material will require a
receipt only if the originator deems it necessary.

The mai4ing of written materials of different
classifications in a single package Should be
avoided whenever, possible. When it is unavoidable
to send material of more than one classification
in a single package, the inner container must be
marked with the highest classification of the
contents.

The Inner container must show the address,
classification (including where appropriate the
"Restricted Data" marking), and any applicable
special instructions. It must be carefully sealed
to iflinirnize the possibility of access without
leaving evidence-of tampering.

The outer container, must show the complete
and correct address and the return address of
the sender. This may be omitted for shipments
in full truckload or carload lots.

The outer container must not bear a classi-
fication marking, a listing, of the contents
.divulging Classified information, or any other
unusual data or marks which might invite
special attention to the fact. that the contents
are classified.

DESTRUCTION OF
CLASSIFIED MATFRIAL

olassifieckmaterial not required by a command
must, not be allowed to accumulate but must either
be turned in to, the appropr a
destroyed.

Top Secret, Se.cret,and Confidential material
may be destroyed by burning, melting, chemical
decomposition, pulping, pulverizing, or shredding,
provided destruction of the classified material
is complete and reeonstruotion is impossible.
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UNCLASSIFIED
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recordecord of destruction of classified material. Also copies may
The purpose of this is'form to provide activities with a catkin

utilised for reports to acts ties originating material, where such
report is necessary.
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Figure 14-2, Classified Material Destruction Record.

When appropriate, certificites of astruction
are prepared and signed by the witnessing
officials, (See fig. 14-2.)

Witnessing officials; must observe the complete
deitruction of the classified material. The residue

201.237

must be checked to detehnine if destruction
Is complete and reconstruction is'impossible.
Efforts mus be made to ensure that portions
of burning aterial are not carried away by
wind or d
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APPENDIX I

ATC DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACIC.Aeronautical Charting ar.d Information
Center.

ADVISORY SERVICE'.Advice and information
provided by -a facility to assist pilots in the
safe conduct of flight and aircraft movement.

AIM.Airman's Information Manual.
AIRAD (Airmen Advisory).A Notice to Airmen

on,
during preflight or inflight briefing, or other-
wise during contact-with pilots.

AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT INFORMATION .SEC-
. TION (AMTS). A service to provide aircraft

identification for security purposes.
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS, Arrivals or depar-

tures of aircraft at airports.
AIR DEFENSE COMMAND (ADC).A service

providing for national defense.
AIR DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION ZONE

(ADIZ).Area within which the security con-
trol of air traffic is exercised.

4 AIR - GROUND COMNIUNICATIONS.Air-to-
ground and ground-to air communication; used
in traffic control, search and rescue, inflight
advisory service, emergency recall, security
identification, and air safety advice.

AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
(ASDE).A short distance reflex ulsed for
the control of aircraft and surface vehicles
on an airport.

AIRPORT SURVEILLANCE RADAR (ASR),. A
relatively short range radar, used by, control
tower, personnel for arrival and departure

of within a 30-mile area.
_AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICE. Air,

traffic control service provided by4ai air-
port traffic control tower for aircraft oper-
ating on tlies movement area. and in the vicin-

. ity of an airport.
AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER

(TOWER).A facility providing airport traf-
fic control service..

-AIR ROUTE' TRAFFIC CONTROL , CENTER
(CENTER).A facility established to provide
traffic:control service to instrument flight

rules (IFR) flights operating within con-
trolled airspace and principally' during the
en route phase of flights.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL FACILITY (FACIL-
ITY). A facility providing air traffic con-
trol service.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALIST) CON -
TROLLERduly_authorivsl Person Pro-
Viding air traffic control service.

ALNOT. Alert_ notice.
ALTIMETER. An aneroid barometer graduated

to show height instead of pressure.
ALTIMETER SETTING. A barometric pressure

in inches' for setting a pressure scale type
altimeter.

ALTIMETER SETTING' INDICATOR.:- A direct
reading aneroid barometer graduated to show
station pressure corrected to sea level.

AMOS. Automatic Meteorological Observing
System.

ANEROID, BAROMETER.An instrument for
measuring atmospheric pressure.

APPROACH CONTROL FACILITY.A facility
providing approach control service.

APPROACH CONTROL SERVICE.Air traffic
control service, provided by a terminal area
traffic control facility, for arriving and de-
parting IFR aircraft and, on occasion, VFR
aircraft.

APPROACH FIX. The fix from or over which
final approach (IFR) to an'airport isexecuted.

APPROACH GATE. That point on the final
approach course which is 1 mile from the
approach fix on the side away from the air-
port or 6 miles from the landing threshold('
whichever is farther from the landing thresh-
old.

APPROACH SEUENCE. The order in which
aircraft are positioned while awaiting ap-
proach clearance or while on approach.

ARC. The track over the ground of an aircraft
flying at a constant distance frOm a navaid
by reference to distance measuring equip-
ment (DME).
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AREA NAVIGATION, A method of navigation
that permits aircraft operations on any de-
sired course within the coverage of station,
referenced navigation signals or within the
limits of self-contained system capability.

AVIATION WEATHER OBSERVATION. An
evaluation made from the surface, according
to set procedures, of those weather ea nments
which are most important for airor t oper-
ations.

AZ-EL.A type of radarscope that provides
azimuth, range and elevation data. This unit
of radar is used by precision radar units.

AZIMUTH. -- Angular position or bearing in a
horizontal plane.

BASE UNE. The line formed by the sweep
on a cathode-ray tube. Commonly referred
to as-time-base.

BASIC VFR. Ceiling of 1,000 feet and visibility
of 3 miles.

BEARING. The direction of the line of sight,
from the radar antenna to the target, meas-
ured in degrees.

BEARING CURSOR. -- A mechanical bearing line
for reading target and/or course. Also com-
monly known as navigation head.

BLIND ZONE. The area within the coverage
of the radar reception pattern where radar
echoes cannot be received.

COMBINED STATION/TOWER (CS/T). A fa-
oility_4 e'sulting from the combining of a
Flight Service Station and an Airport Traffic
Control Tower, as is done for economy at
relatively low activity airports..

COMMON SYSTEM. .Common civil/military
system of air traffic control and navigation.

COMPASS LOCATOR. An L/MF nondirectional
radio beacon installed in the approach area,
at or near the ILS outer marker and/or
middle marker, to be used with an-airborne
direction finder in making an approach to
landing.

CONTACT APPROACH. An approadh wherein
an aircraft on an IFR flight plan, operating
clear of clouds with at least 1 mile flight
visibility and having received an air traffic
control authorization, may deviate from the

CALIBRATION MARKERS.Indications on the
screen of a radar indicator which divide the
range scale into known intervals for range
determination, or for Oecking against, me-
chanical indicating dials, scales, or counters. _

CANADIAN AIR DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION
ZONE (CADIZ),. An ADIZ located in Canada.

CARDINAL ALTITUDES OR FLIGHT LEVELS.
Odd or even 1,000-foot altitudes or flight
levels. Examples: 5,000, e,000, 7,000, FL
250, FL 260, FL 270.

CENTER'S AREA. The specified airspace within
which an air route traffic control center
provides air traffic control and advisory'
service.

CENTRAL ALTITUDE RESERVATION" FAC1L-
ITY (CARF). A facility established to act
as a clearing house for mission type flights.

CLEARANCE LIMIT. The fix to which an air-
craft is issued an air traffic clearance:.

CHECK OBSERVATION.An- abbreviated stir
lice aviation weather observation taken to
determine 'if certain elements have changed
by some spe ific value since the preceding
'aviation obse ation.

0

WWI .
and proceed to the airport of dekination by
visual reference to the surface.

CONTROL SLASH. That slash, of a beacon
target consisting of more than one slash,
which represents the actual, position of the
associated aircraft. The control slash is
always the one closest3p,,the interrogating
radar beacon site.

CORNER REFLECTOR. A metal device of tri-
angular shape, used for the purpose of pro-
viding a strong radar echo from a known
position on the ground.

ECHO. The signal reflected by a,,target (fixed
Or moving) to a radar receiver. Also, the
deflection or indication, on the screen of a
cathode-ray tube, representing a target.

EDDY. A local irregularity in a wind. All
winds near the earth's surface contain, ed-
dies, which at any given place produce gusts
or lulls. Air containing numerous eddies is
said to be turbulent.

EN ROUTE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL S
ICE. Air traffic control service pro ded
aircraft on an IFR flight plan, generally. by
centers, when these aircraft are operating
between departitre and destination terminal
areas.

ESTABLISHED AIRWAYS /ROUTES. Preplan-
ned and/or published airways or routes not
requiring "on-the-spot" computation by the
controller to determine airspace to be pro.
tected. These include: '
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FARs, plus any locally charted
turning-radius airspace.
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(2.) A designated route, published in the
FARs, and its locally charted, associ-
ated, protected airspace, plus any
turning-radius airspace.

(3.) A direct route, locally charted by a
facility for sector use but not dissem-
inated in the FARs, and its associated,
protected airspace plus pxy turning-
radius airspace.

ESTM1ATED TIME OF ARRIVAL (ET ). Esti-. mated time of arrival over, the point of first
intended landing.

EXPECTED APPROACH CLEARANCE TIME
(EAC).The time at which it is expected
that an arriving aircraft will be cleared to
corrmence approach for a landing.

EXP_ECT_ED FURTHER _CLEARANCE TIME
twcy. The time at which It Is expected
that additional clearance will be issued to
a flight.

.
FACILITY. See air traffic control facility.
FINAL APPROACH-IFR. The flightpath of an

aircraft which is inbound to the airport
on an approved final instrument approach
course, beginning at the point of interception
of thit course and extending to the airport
or the point where circling for landing or
missed approach is executed.

FINAL APPROACH- VFR. A flightpath of a
landing aircraft in the direction of landing
along the extended runway centerline from
the base leg to the runway.

FIX. A geographical pocition dc;armined by
visual reference to the surface, by reference
to one or more radio savaids, by celestial
piouing; or by another navigational device.

FLOW CONTROL. Limitations applied to the
flow of traffic to keep elements of the sys-
tem, such as airports or airways, from
becoming overloaded.

GAIN. Control for increasing or decreasing
the amplification of the radar data on the
scope.

GENERAL AVIATION. That segment of avia-
tion operating for private purposes, either
for individual, pleasure or transportation of
lutsiness personnel, crop dusting, etc.

GRASS. A voltage fluctuation or electronic noise
1, introduced into the receiver in such a manner

that it appears on the scope. Sometimes
referred to as snow. It gives the scope a
speckled appearance so that weak signals
trilga.11 not.be observod.

H FACILITY. An I.%MF nondirectional radio
beacon primarily intended for use with air-
borne direction finders to give bearing in-
formation to the pilot.

HF COMMUNICATIONS. Communications using
high radiofrequencies (HF).

HH FACILITYrA high-powered H facility, used
primarily for transoceanic or other long
distance flights.

HIGH RADIOFREQUENCY (HF). -3 ;000 to 30,000
kilohertz.

HOLDING. A predetermined maneuver which
keeps an aircraft,within a, specific airspace
while awaiting further clearance.

HOLDING FIX. A specified fix used as a ref-
erence point in establishing anZ maintaining
the position of an aircraft while holding.

IDENT .rEA-ruitE: 71*- goofsl feature In
ATCRBS equipment and the I/P feature in
certain SIF equipment used to distinguish
one displayed select code from other codes.

IFR AIRCRAFT. An aircraft conducting flight
in accordance with Instrument Flight Rules.

INSTRUMENT APPROACHES. Approaches to
airports made by aircraft under instrument
flight rules.

JET ADVISORY SERVICE. The service prd-
vided certain civil aircraft while operating
within radar and nonradar jet advisory areas.
Within radar jet advisory areas, civil
craft receiving this serving. are provided
radar flight following, radar traffic infor-
r....ation, and vectors around observed traffic.
In nonradax jet advisory areas, civil aircraft

, receiving this service are afforded standard
IFR separation from all other aircraft known
to ATC to be operating within these areas.

LOCAL TRAFFIC,.- Aircraft operating in the
traffic pattern of, the landing area concerned.

MARKER. Electronic range or bearing indica-
; tion on a radar indicator.
MICROSECOND, One - millionth Of a second. The

unit of time commonly used in iTd.str.
MILLIBAR, A unit of pressure equal to a force

of 1,000 dynes per square centfineter.
MINIMUM CROSSING ALTITUDE (MCA). The

lowest altitude at certain radio axe.: wt
which an 'aIrcraft must cross when proceed-
ing in the direction of a higher minimum
en route IFR altitude.

MINIMUM EN ROUTE IFR ALTITUDE (MEA).
The altitude in effect between radio 'fixes
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whicih assures acceptable navigational signal
coverage and meets obstruction clearance
requirements between those fixes.

MINIMUM OBSTRUCTION CLEARANCE ALTI-
TUDE (MOCA).- The specified altitude in

. effect between radio fixes on VOR airways,
off-airway routes, or route segments whioh
meets "obstruction olearance requirements
for the entire route segment and which as-
sures acceptable navigational signal cover-
age only within 22 miles of a VON.

MINIM UM RECEPTION ALTITUDE (MBA). -The
lowest altitude required to receive adequate
signals to determine specific VOR/VORTAC/
TACAN fixes.

MODE.- The number or letter referring to the
specific pulse spacing of the signals trans-
mitted by an interrogator.

-MOVEMENT AREA-. -The part of an airpor
reserved for the taking off, landing, and
taxiing of aircraft.

M -Mean sea. level.

NAVAID-. Navigational aid.
NOTAM. - A Notice to Airmen in message form

requiring expeditious and wide dissemination
by telecommunications.

NATIONAL SEARCH AND RESCUE PLAN, -An
interagency agreement whose purpose is to
provide for the effective utilization of all
available facilities in all types of search
and rescue missions.

OUTER FIX, -A° fix in the destination terminal
area, other than the approach fix, to which
aircraft are normally cleared by. an air
route traffic control center or a terminal
area traffic control facility, and from which
aircraft are cleared to the appcoach fix or
final approach course.

OUTER MARKER.- Radio beacon emitting a
vertical fanshaped pattern; typical placement
is 5 miles out from the approach end of the
runway, along the localizer course.

PARALLAX.- The apparent displacement of a
target due to the eye position of the ob-
serve. Occurs when a map overlay system
is used. 6

PENETRATION.-.That portion of a published
high altitude instrument approaoh procedure
which prescribes a descent path from the fix
on whioh the procedure is based to, a fix or
altitude from whioh en approach to the air-
port is made.

PRECAUTIONARY_ APPROACH.- A procedure
designed to afford a pilot experiencing flight
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difficulties a means of landing safely and
expeditiously while providing a safe ejection
altitude if he elects to disopntinue the ap-
proach. .

PRECIPITATION.-A collective name for de-
posits of atmospheric moisture in liquid and,
solid forth,' inoluding rain, snow, hail, dew,
hoar frost, etc.

PRECISION APPROACH.- An ent ap-
proach oonducted actor ce with direc-
tions issued by a controller referring to the
surveillance radar display until the..airciait
is turned onto final approach( and, there-
after, to a precision approach radar display.

PRESENTATION, -The fdtm whibli, the radar
echo signals are made to take on the cathode-
ray tube screen, as determined by the na-
ture of the sweep circuit utilized. Exam-' pies: AZ-EL or surveillance presentation.

PRIMARY RADAR. - See radar.
PULSE. -.A momentary, sharp change in a cur-

rent or voltage, followed almost immediately
. thereafter by a sharp return to normal.

PULSE LENGTH OR DURATION. - Elapsed time,
from start to finish, of a single pulse. Radar
uses one antenna for both transmitting and
receiving. Transmissions must cease prior
to the moment of reception. A system of
pulsed, energy makes the use of one antenna
possible. The length of time the transmitter
is ON during one cycle is determined by the
pulse length.

PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY (PRF).-
After a pulse is fired, the transmit-receive
switch shifts to receive. The transmitter
remains off for a period greater than the
time required for the pulse to return. 'This
process is repeated eontinuously at a rate
known as the pulse repetition frequency.

RADAR (RADIO DETECTION AND RANGING)..-
A device which; by measuring the time in-
terval between transmission and reception
of radio pulses and oorrelating the angular
orientation of the radiated antenna beam or
beams in azimuth and/or elevation, provides
information on range, azimuth, and/or ele-
vation of objeots in the path of the trans-
mitted pulses.

(1.) PRIMARY RADAR.- A radar system
in which a minute portion of a radio
pulse, transmitted from a site is re-
flected off an objeot and then 'received
back at that site.

(2.) RADAR BEACON (SECONDARY FtA.j.
DAR).- A .radar system in which the
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object to be detected is fitted with co-
operative equipment hi the form of a
rhdio receiver/transmitter (trans-.
ponder). Radio pulses transmitted
from the searching transmitter/
receiver (interrogator) site are re-
ceived in the cooperative equipment
and used to trigger a distinctive trans-
mission from the trailkionder. This
latter transmission, rather than a re-
fleeted signal, is then received back
at the transmitter /receiver site.

RADAR ADVISORY. The term used to indicate
that the provision of advice and information
is based on radar observation. (Seb advisory
service.).

RADAR CONTACT. The term an air traffic
controller uses to inform an aircraft that it
is identified on the radar display, that radar
service can be provided until radar identifi-
cation is lost or radar service is terminated,
and that when the aircraft is informed of
"radar contact" it automatically discontinues
reporting over compulsory reporting points.

RADAR FLIGHT FOLLOWING. The radar
tracking of identified aircraft targets and
the observation of the progress of these
flights sufficiently to retain identity.

RADAR ,HANDOFF. That action whereby radar-
identification of radiecOmmunication with
and, unless othqrwise specified, control te-
sponsibility fort an aircraft is transferred
from one controller to another without in-
terruption of radar flight following.

RADAR IDENTIFICATION. --:The process of as-
certaining that a radar target is the radar
return from a particular aircraft.

RADAR SERVICE.-4 term Which enccimnanfee
one or more of the following services based
on the use of radar which can be provided
by a controller to a radar-identified aircraft.
These include:

1. Radar separationradar spacing of
aircraft in accordance with established
minimums.

2. Radix navigational guidance vectoring
aircraft to provide course guidance...

3. Radar' monitoringthe radar flight -
following of an aircraft whose primary
navigation is being performed by its
pilots to observe and note deviations
frim its authorized flight path, airway,
or route. This includes noting the air-
craft's position relative, to approach
fixes..

fD .

RADAR SURVEILLANCE. The radar observa-
timr-of a given geographical area for the
purpose of,performing some radar function.

RADAR TRACKING. The observation of the
movement of specific radar targets.

RADIAL. A magnetic Dearing extending from
a VOR/VORTAC/TAGARN.

RANGE MARKS. glectronic reference lines ap-
pearing on the scope to indicate distance
from either touchdown or the antenna site.

RANGE SELECTOR. On surveillance equip-
ment the controller has a choice of ranges
to be presented. Usually four or five differ-
ent settings from 5 miles to over 30 miles.

RAPCON. A radar approach control facility
established -by or in cooperation with the
U.S. Air Force primarily to serve air traf-
fic at an Air Force base.

RCC. Search and rescue coordination center.
RCR. Runway conditions reading.
RECEIVING CONTROLLER/FACILITY. A

controller/facility -receiving ,control of an
aircraft from another controller/facility.

RESOLUTION:

1. Range The minimum range difference
between two separate targets at the
same bearing that will allow both to
appear as distinct, separate echoes on
the indicator.

2. Bearing The minimum angular sepa-
ration between two targets at the same
range that will allow both to appear as.
distinct, separate echoes on the indi-"
cator.

3. Elevation The minimum angular scp:..-
ration in a ortical plane between two
targets at the same .range and bcawing
that allow both to appear as distinct,
separate echoes orilhe indicator.

RIME. A rough or feathery coating of ice.
RNA V. Area navigation.
ROUTE.A defined path, -consisting of one or

more Courses, which an aircraft traverses
4,in a horizontal plane over the Surface of the
earth,.

RUNWAY END. The end of that portion of a
runway useable for landing or takeoff.

RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR), The maxi-
mum, distance in the direction of takeoff or
lauding at which the . runway or speoified
lights or markings delineating it, loan be
seen from a position above a specified point
on its centerline, at a height corresponding
to the average eye-level of pilots at touch-
down.
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SAR. Search and rescue. a

SCAN. That area in space covered by the
radar antenna pattern. It may be an area of
360° with varying ranges as on the airport
surveillance t radar, or a restricted area
such as that of the precision radar,

SCATANA. Security Control of Air Traffic and
Air Navigation Aids.

, SCOPE. The face of the cathode-ray tube that
is visible tO the operator on which- appeafs
a display of a given area of coverage._ It
contains the visual display of the reception
of the radar system and video mapping.

SCOPE ALIGNMENT.A means of checking
the accuracy of the radar dati received and
displayed. It also is the means of making
minor corrections to the radar display or
to attain proper and correct positioning of
radar data.

SEARCH AND RESCUE FACILITY. -=A facility
responsible for maintaining and operating
a search and rescue service for occupants
of Missing or downed aircraft.

SECONDARY RADAR. (See radar.)
SELECT CODE. That code displayed when the

ground interrogator and the airborne trans-
ponder are operating on the same mode and
code simultaneously.

SENSITIVITY TIME CONTROL (STC). This Is
an automatic electronic aid that reduces the
gain of targets close in and increases the
gain of targets at distant ranges.

SEPARATION. Spacing of aircraft to achieve
their safe and orderly movement in flight
and while landing and taking off.

SEPARATION MINIMUMS. The minimum lone
gitudinal, lateral, or vertical dtstanoes by
which aircraft are spaced through the appli-
cation of air traffic control procedures.

SFA. Single frequency approach.
SID. Standard instrument departure. ,
SIF. Selective identification feature (of the basio

Mark X radar beacon system).
SIGMET. Significant Meteorological Informiv!

tion.
SINGLE-PILmED AIRCRAFT; Au aircraft

possessing one set of flight controls; tandem
cockpits, or1wo sets of flight controls but
operated by one pilot.

SLANT RANGE.The straight line distafice
the target. Radar range is determined by
slant line range and not the normal goo-,
graphic ranging.

SLASH.A radar beacon reply ,diiiplayed as an
elongated target.
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STRAIGHT-IN APPROACH -IFR. An instru-
ment approach wherein final approach is

.begun without first having executed proce-
dure turn.

STRAIGHT-IN APABOACH-VFR.'2- Entry of the
traffic pattern by interception* the extended
runway centerline without executing any other
portion of the traffic pattern.

SUNSET AND SUNRISE. The mean solar times
. of sunset and sunrise as published in the

Nautical Almanac. converted to local stand-
ard time for the locality concerned. Within
Alaska, the end of evening civil twilight ,and
the beginning of morning civil twilight, as
defined for each locality.

SURVEILLANCE APPROACH. An instrument
approach conducted in accordance with di-
rections issued by a controller referring to
the ,surveillance radar display.

SWEEP.A luminescentline formed by a stream
of electrons on the face of the radar-scope.

TACAN-ONLY AIRCRAFT. An aircraft pos-
sessing TACAN but no VOR navigational
system capability.

TAKEOFF CLEARANCE. Authorization by an
airport traffic control tower for an aircraft
to take off.

TAKEOFF THRESHOLD. beginning of that
portion of a runway uses e for takeoff.

TARGET. The indication shown on a radar
display resulting from a pgirnary radar re-
turn or a radar beacon reply.

TELETYPEWRITER SYSTEM. A system of cir-
cults, either landline or radio, whereby mes-
sages are transmitted or received in type-
written form.

TERMINAL AREA FACILITY. A facility'
(RAPCON, or tower) providing air traffic ,
control service (Or lieriving and departing
IFR aircraft and, on occasion, touter en
route control service.

TOWER EN ROUTE CONTROL SERVICE. De-
parture, en route and arrival control service
prOtided to IFR aircraft 'by one or more
terminal area facilities.

TRACK. The flightpath of an aircraft over the
surfsie cUthe earth.

TRAFFIC INFORMATIONRADAR.Informa-
don issued to alert an aircraft to any radar
targets observed on the radar display which
may be in subh proximity to its position or
intended route of flight as to warrant its
attention.

TRAFFIC PATTERN. The traffic flow that is
prescribed for aircraft landing at, taxiing
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on, and taking off from an airport. The usual
components of a traffic pattern are upwind
leg, crosswind leg, downwind leg, base leg,
and final approach.

TRANSFERRING CONTROLL ER/FACILITY. A
controller/facility transferring control of an
aircraft to another controller/facility.

FTRANSMISSOMETER. A diredt reading instru-
ment that indicates the visibility in the vi-
cinity of a particular runway, usually the
instrument runway.

TURBOPROP. Turbine-engine-driven propel-
ler.

TURBOJET EN ROUTE DESC ENT. A proce-
dure for effecting the descent of military jet
aircraft from an en route altitude to the final
approach without execution of the maneuvers
prescribed in a published high altitude in-
strument approach procedure. Its purpose
is to expedite the movement of air traffic.

TURBULENCE. Irregular motion of the at-
mosphere produced when air flows over a
comparatively uneven surface, such as the
surface of the earth, or when two currents
of air flow past or over each other in dif-
ferent directions or at different speeds.

UHF COMMUNICATIONS. Communications us-
ing ultrahigh radiofrequencies.

ULTRAHIGH RADIOFREQUENCY (UHF). 300
to 3,000 megahertz.

USERS. The various groups of aviation that
use the services of the nation's aviation
facilities.

VECTOR. A heading issued to an aircraft to
provide navjgational guidance by radar.

VFR AIRCRAFT. An aircraft conducting flight
in accordance with Visual Flight Rules.

- 343

VHF COMMUNICATIONS. Communications us-
ing the very high radiofrequencies. --'..

VIDEO MAPPING. A method of reproducing a
map of the area covered by the radar on the
face of the cathode-ray tube or scope. It is
electronically fed into the receiving system
and displayed on the scope along with any
target returns of the radar. The video map-
per is synchronized with the antenna rota-
tion_ so that the video map corresponds to
the area covered by the antenna.

VISIBILITY. The transparency and illumina-
tion of the atmosphere as affecting the dis-
tance at which objects can be seen.

VISUAL .APPROACH. An approach wherein an
aircraft on an IFR flight plan, operating in
VFR conditions under the control of a radar
facility and having received an air traffic
control authorization,
prescribed instrument approach procedures

, and proceed to the airport of destination by
visual reference to the surface.

WARNING AREA. An airspace warning Ereiti is
the same as a Restricted Area but is located
outside the United States or its Territories
and possessions.

WAY POINT. A predetermined geographical
position used for route definition and/or
progress reporting purposes that is defined
relative to a VORTAC station position.

Two subsequently related way points de-
fine a route segment.

WEATHER ADVISORY. In aviation weather
forecast practice, an expression of antici-
pated hazardous weather conditions as thuy
affect the operation a, air traffic and as pre-
pared by the National Weather Service.
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APPENDIX III

FAR; PART I, DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

General definitions

"Administrator" means the Administrator of
the Federal Aviation Administration or any person
to whom he has delegated his authority in the
matter concerned.

"Air Carrier" means a. person who under-
takes directly by lease, or other arrangement,
to engage in air transportation.

"Air commerce" means interstate, overseas,
or foreign air commerce or the transportation
of mail by aircraft ,or any operation or naviga-
tion of aircraft within the limits of any Federal
airway or any operation or navigation of air-
craft which directly affects, or which may en-
danger safety in, interstate, overseas, or for-
eign air commerce.

"Aircraft" means a device that is used or
intended to be used for flight in the air.

"Airplane" means an engine-driven fixed-
wing aircraft heavier than air, that is supported
in flight by the dynamic reactou of the air
against its wings.

"Airport" means an area of land or water
that is used or intended to be used for the
landing and takeoff of aircraft, and includes its
building and facilities, if any.

"Airport traffic area" means, unless other-
wise specifically designated in Part 93, that
airspace within a horizontal radius of 5 statute
miles from the geographical center of any air-
port at which a control tower is operating, ex-
tending from the surfa6e up to, but not including
3,000 feet above the surface.

"Airship" means an engine - driven lighter-
than-air aircraft that can be steered.

"Air traffic" means aircraft operating in the
air or on. an airport surface, exclusive of load-
ing ramps and parking areas.

",Air traffic clearance" means an authoriza-
tion by air traffic control: for the purpose of
preventinig collision between known aircraft, for
an aircraft . to proceed under specified traffic
conditions within controlled airspaoe.

346

"Air traffic control" means a service oper-
ated by appropriate authority to promote the
safe, orderly, and expeditious flow of air traffic.

"Alternate airport" means an airport at
which . an aircraft may land if a landing at the
intended airport becomes inadvisable.

"Approved," unless used with reference to
another person, means approved by the Ad-
ministrator.

"Armed Forces" means the Army, Navy,
Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coap.k clutr.c1"
including their regular and reserve components
and members serving without comPonent status.

"Autorotation" means a rotorcraft flight con-
dition in which the lifting rotor is driven en-
tirely by action of the air when the rotorcraft
is in motion.

"Balloon" means a lighter-than-air aircraft
that is not engine driven.

"Calibrated airspeed" means indicated air-
speed of an aircraft, corrected for position and
instrument error. Calibrated airspeed is equal
to true air speed in standard atmosphere at sea
level.

"Ceiling" means the height above the earth's
surface of the lowest layer of clouds or obscur-
ing phenomena that is reported as "broken,"
"overcast." or "obscuration," and not classi-
fied as "thin" or "partial."

"Civil aircraft" means aircraft other than
public aircraft.

"Controlled airspace" means airspace, des-
ignated as continental control area, control area,
control zone, or transition area, within which
some or all aircraft may be subject to air
traffic control.

"Decision height" with respect to the opera-
tion .Of aircraft, means the height at which a
decision must be made, during an ILS or PAR
instrument approach, to either continue the ap-
proach or to execute a missed approach.

3,5r2



Appendix IIIFAR, PART I, DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

"Flight level" means a level of constant
atmospheric pressure related to a reference
datum of 29.92 inches of mercury. , Each is
stated In three digits that represent hundreds
of feet. For example, flight level 250 repre-
sents a barometric altimeter indication of 25,000
feet; flight level 255, an indication of 25,500
feet.

"Flight plan" means specified information
relating to the intended flight of an aircraft,
that is filed orally or in writing with air traffic
control.

"Flight visibility" means the average for-
ward' horizontal distance, from the cockpit of
an aircraft in flight, at which prominent un-
lighted objects may be seen and identified by
day and prominent lighted objects may be seen
and identified by night;

"korei .! I

'ocher than a citizen of the United ,States, who
undertakes directly, by lease or Other-arta-lige-

Ament, to engage in air transportation.

Id.* Z ..1 Z.* I

"Girder" means a heavier-than-air aircraft,
that is supported in flight by the dynamic reac-
tion of the air against its lifting surfaces and
Whose free flight does not depend principally
on an engine.

"Ground visibility" means prevailing hori-
zontal visibility near the earth's surface as re-
ported by the National Weather Service or an
accredited observer,

-"rt"Helicopter" means a rotorcraft that, for
its horizontal motion, depends principally on
its engine-driven rotors.

"Heliport" means an area of land, water, or
structure used or intended to be used for the
landing or takeoff of helicopters.

"IFR conditions" means weather conditions
below the minimum for flight under visual flight
rules.

"IFR over - the -'top," with respect to the
operation of aircraft, means the, operation of an
aircraft over-the-top on an 1FR flight plan when

oleared by Air traffic control, to maintain "VFR
conditions" or ,"VFR conditions on top."

"Indicated airspeed" means the speed of an
aircraft as shown an its pitot static airspeed
indicator calibrated to reflect standard atmos-
phere adiabatic compressible flow at sea level
uncorrected for airspeed system errors.

"Kite" means a framework, covered with
paper, cloth, metal, or other material, intended
to be flown at the end of a rope or cable, and

having as its only support the force of the wind
moving past its surfaces.

"Large aircraft" means aircraft of more
than 12,500 pounds, maximum certificated take-
off weight.

"Lighter -than -air aircraft" means aircraft
that can rise and remain suspended -by using
contained gas weighing less than the air that
is displaced 'by the gas.

"Mach number" means the ratio of true air- '*"

speed to the speed of sound.
"Medical certificate'' means acceptable evi-

dence of physical fitness on a form prescribed
by the Administrator,....

"Minimum descent altitude" means. the.low-.
eat- altittik,. expressed ipfe _Latleve. mean sea 7:7

hieh_descent_is,_authorizeW
approach or during circle -inininierIng
in -eicecmgosct s standard instrumet.4..spproae
procedure, where no electronic. glide:laPe is

"Navigable airspace" meant' airspaccilit ant_
above the minimum flight altitudes prescribed
by or under this chapter, Including
P!9cle51-.f9; safe. .takeoff abd,landing,

"Night" means fbe time between the end of
evening civil twilight and the beginning of morn-
ing civil twilight, as published in the American
Air Almanac, converted to.local time.

"Non-precision approach procedure" means
a- standard instrument approach procedure in
which no electronic glide slope is provided.

"Operate," with respect to aircraft, means
use, cause to use, or authorize to use aircraft
for the purpose of air navigation, including the
piloting of aircraft, with or without the right of
legal control (as owner, lessee, etc.).

"Operational control," with respect to a
flight, means the exercise of authority over
initiating, conducting, or terminating a' flight.

"Over- the -top" means above the layer of
clouds or other obscuring phenomena forming
the ceiling.

"Parachute" means a device used or intended
to be used to retard the fall of a body or object
through the air.

"Pilot in command" means the pilot re-
sponsible for the operation and safety of an
aircraft during flight time.

"Positive control" means control of all air
traffic, within designated airspace, by air traf-
fic control;

347
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"Precision approach procedure" means a
standard instrument approach procedure in which
an electronic glide slope is provided, as in
ILS and PAR.

"Prohibited area" means designatedairspace
within which the flight of aircraft is prohibited.

"Rating" means a statement that, as part of
a certificate, sets forth special conditions, priv-
ileges, or limitations.

. -NOTE: Applies to FAA certificates only. Not
to be confused with Navy enlisted rating.

"Fteportini( point" means a geographical 10-
cation in relation to' which the position of an
aircraft is reported.

-"Restricted area" means airspace designated
under Part 73 of this chapter within which the
flight of aircraft, while not wholly prohibited,

..,..,ii:subjeot to restriction.
' "Rocket" means an aircraft propelled- by

ejected expanding gases generated in the engine
from self-contained propellants and, not depend-
ent on the intake of outside substances.Itincludes
any part which becomes separated 'during the
operations.

"Rotorcraft" meane,a heavier-than-air'air-
craft that depends principally for its support in
flight on the lift generated by one or more rotors.

"Route segment" means a part of a route.
Each end of that part is identified by

(1) a continental or insular geognphical lo-
cation; or

.(2) a point at which a definite radio fix can
be established.

"Small aircraft" means aircraft of 12,500
pounds or less, maximum certificated takeoff
weight.

"Traffic pattern" means the traffic flow that
is prescribed for aircraft landing at, taxiing"
on, or taking off from, an airport.

"True airspeed" means the airspeed of an
aircraft relative to undisturbed air.

q naiad States," in a geographical sense,
meals the States, the District of Columbia,
Pa to Rico, and the possessions, including the
ter torial waters, and (2) the airspace of those
argas.

o
"VFEc overthe-top," with respect to the

operation of : aircraft, means the opeiatipp of
an, aim! t overt:the-top under VFR when it is
nclt,being peraited on an IFR flight plan.

3
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Abbreviations and symbols

"ALS" means approach light 'system.
"ASR" means airport surveillance radar.
"ATC" means air traffic control.
"CAS" means calibrated airspeed.

"DH" means deeision height.
"DME" means distance measuring equip-

ment compatible with TACAN.

"FAA" means Federal Aviation Administra-
tion.

"FM" means fan marker.

"HIRL" means high-intensity runway light-
ing system.

"lAS" means indicated airspeed.
"ICAO" means International Civil Aviation

Organization.
"IFR" means instrument flight rules.
"ILS" means instrument landing system,
"INT" means intersection.

"LMM" means compass locator at middle
marker.

"LOM" means compass -locator at 'outer
marker.

"M" means Mach number.
"MAA." means maximum authorized IFR al-

titLide.
"MALS" means medium intensity approach

light system.
"MCA" means minimum crossing altitude.
"MDA" means minimum descent: altitude.
"1V1,EA" means minimum en route IFR alti-

tude.
"MM" means ILS middle marker.
"MOCA" means minimum obstruction clear-

ance altitude.
"iiitA" means minimum ree(ption altitude.
"MSL" means mean sea level.

"NDB(ADF)" means nondirecitional beacon
(automatic direction finding).

"NOPT" means no procedure turn required.

"PAR" means precision approach radar.
"RBN" means radio beacon.
"RCLM" means runway centerline mark-

ing.
"RCLS" means runway centerline, light sys-

tem.
"REIL" means runway end identification

lights.

348
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Appendix III FAR, PART L DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

.
"RVR" means runway visual range as meas-

ured in the touchdown area.

gl)SALS" means short approach ligh) system.
"TAaN" means ultrahigh frequency tactical

air navigational aid. #
. "TAS" means true. airspeed.

"TDZL" means touchdown zone lights.
"VFR" means visual flight rules.
"VHF" means very high frequency.,
"VOR" means, very high frequency omni-

range station.
"VORTAC" means collocated VOR and TA.-

CAN.

349
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APPENDIX )V.

U. S. CUSTOMARY AND METRIC 'SYSTEM UNITS OF
MEASUREMENTS

S

r

THESE PREFIXES MAY BE APPLIED

TO AIL 'UNITS ,

Multiples and SubmultipleS

1 000 000'000 000 1012

1.006 000 000.= 10'

1 000 000 = 101

1 000 = 103

Prefixes 'Symbols

tera (terse!): T.

giga (jisga)

I

mega (megia) M*
kilo (kill) k*.

100 102 s hecto (hekitO) h

10 =10
0.1 =10-1

0.01 = 104

&ow. = 104

0.000 001 = 164

9.000' 000 001 = 104

0.000 000 000 001 = 10-12

0.000 000 090 000 001 = 10-1s

deka (del a) cia

deci (desi) d

centi (sent) c*
milli (nifel m

micro.,(miskr6) µ

nano (nan16) ,orn

pico p

femto (fernetii

0.000 000 000 000 000 001 = 10' 'atto (MI6)

Most commonly ustd

^r. 350
r
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Appendix IVU.S. CUSTOMARY AND METRIC SYSTEM UNITS OF MEASUREMENTS

1 inch

1 foot
1 yard

1 mile
1 square inch

1 square foot

1 square yard-

1 acre

1 cubic inch

1 cubic foot

1 cubic yard

1 quart (4.1
1 gallon

1 ounce (avdp)

1 pound (avdp)

1 horsepower

1 millimeter
1 meter

1 meter

1 kilometer
1 square centimeter

1 square meter

1 square meter
1 hectare t

1 cubic centimeter

1 cubic meter 4
1 cubic meter

1 liter t
1 cubic

1 gram

1 kilogram

1 kilowatt

/
COMMON EQUIVALENTS AND CONVERSIONS

oximite Common Equivalents Conversions Accurate to ,Parts Per Million

= 25 millimeters
= 0.3 meter
= 0.9 meter
= 1.6 kilometers .

= 6.5 square centimeters
= 0.09 square meter
= 0.8 square nista
= 0.4 hectare t
=16 cubic ontimelersv,
= 0.03 cubic meter
= 03 cubic meter
=1 liter
= 0.004 cubic set
=en grams
= 0.45 kilogram
= 0.75 kilowatt

=0.w inch
= 3.3 feet
=1.1 yards
= 0.6 mile
=0.16 square inch
= 11 square feet
= 1.2 square yards
= 2.5 acres
= 0.06 cubic loch
= 35 cubic feet

1.3 cubic yards

=1 quart (1q.)
= 250 gallons
= 0.035 ounces '(avdp)
= 2.2 pounds (avdp)
= 1.3 horsepower

Wes x 25.4*

.feet x 0.304r
yards x 0.9144*

imles x 1.609 34

*are inches K6.4516*
ware feet x 0.092 903 0
square yards x 0.836 127

acres x0.404 686

cubic Was x 16:3871
cubic feet x 0.028 316 8

cubic yards x 0.764 555

quarts (14.) x 0.946 353

plions x 0.003 785 41
ow= (avdp) x 28.349 5
pounds (avdp) x 0.453 592

horsepower x 0.745 700

= millimeters
= meters
=-: meters
= kilometers
= square centimeters
= square meters

square meters

hectares

= cubic centimeters
---,cubic meters
= cubic meters

liters
= cubic meters
= grams
= kilograms
= kilowatts

millimeters x 0.039 370 1 = inches
Weis x 3.210 84 = feet
meters x 1.093 61 = yards
&meters x 0.621 371 = miles
square centimeters x 0.155 000 = square inches

were meters x 107639 = square feet
square meters x 1.195 99 = square yards

Web= x 2x47105 = acres

cubic centimeters x 0.061 023 7 = cubic inches
exebic obis x 353147 =-- cubic feet

bic meters x 1.307 95

liters x 1.056 69
cubic meters x 264.172

grams x 035 274 0

kilograms x 2204 62

kilowatts x 1.341 02/ = horsepower

= cubic yards
= quarts (14.)
= gallons
= ounces (avdp)

= pounds (avdp)

t common term not used in SI 'exact

I

o
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INDEX

A

Abbreviations and definitions, ATC, 337-343
Abbreviations and definitions, FAR. Part 1,

346-349
AC rating, 1
Additional qervices, 304'
ADIZs and defense area, 44
Adjustment, VOlume, 227
Advancement, 2-10

advancement to warrant and commissioned
officer, 2-5

how to prepare for advancement, 5-10
how to qualify for advancement, 5

Advisory circular, 324
Advisory messages, flight, 84
Aeronautical charts, 61-68

chart, source, corrections, and
procurement, 64

factors in chart construction, 61
information shown on Aeronautical

charts, 62
Aeronautical charts, information shown

on, 62
Aids to air navigation, 143-159,
Air control:Mu/ rating, 1-10
Air masd classes, 98

...Aix masses, 98
air mass classes, 98
source-region, 98

Air navigation, basic concepts of,
47-54, 68

Air operations manual, 328
Air regulations, Federal, 20-46
Air traffic control center, carrier t

(CATCC), 306
Air traffic control communications,

227-245
Air-traffic control facilities manual,

OPNAVINST 3721.1 (series), 327
Air traffic, contrOl facility, 294098

interrelationship of operating
positions, 294

Airframe icing, 117-120
clear ice, 119
frost, 120
rime ice, 119

AirCraft approaching head-on, 2a
Aircraft, arriving, '303
Aircraft, departixfg, 303
Aircraft designation and characteristics,

military, 11-19
Aircraft, instrumentation, 151
Aircraft overtaking another, 30'
Airman certificate, temporary, 22
Airman's information manual (AIM),

322
Airmen (NOTAM), notice to, 87
Airfield pavement marking, 188
Airport layout, 184-199

airfield pavement marking, 188
facilities, 184
field lighting systems and Operation,

193
selection of site, 184

Airport traffic control and airfield
equipment, 184-226

Airport traffic contrb ptocedures, 201
Airspace, positive con olled, 248
Airspace a stem, nati al, 246
Altimeter setting in tutor, 173
Altimeter setting information, 251
Altitude verification, 251
Altitudes, cruising, 401
Analyses and forecasting centers, 126
AN/FPN-47 (ASR-5) radai, 288
AN/FPN-52 radar, 288
AN/PEA-17 communications console,

16Y
AN/FSA-52 communications console,

163
AN/FSA-58 communications console,

163
Approach controLinformation, 252
Area navigation, (RNAV), 247
Arresting gear, E-5 emergency chain-,

type, 221

352
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Arresting gear, B-15 and E-27, 222
Arresting gear, E-28 emergency run-

way/arresting gear, 224
Arriving aircraft, 303
ATC definitions and abbreviations,

337-343
ATC equipment, types of, 285
ATC light signals, 242
ATCRBS application, 282
Authorized.controilers, 199
Automatic carrier landing system

(ACLS), 314
Automatic direction finding (ADF), 156
Automatic terminal information service

(ATM), 238
Auxiliary equipment, 275, 283
Aviation weather reports and advisories,

126-142
Aviation weather service, 126-128 ,

analyses and forecasting centers, 126
types of weather observations, 127
weather communications systems,

127

Barrier, runway overrun, 224
Basic air navigation, 47-68
Basic concepts of air navigation, 47-54

direction, 62
position, 48

Basic mission symbols, 11
Basic radar beacon system, 280
,Basio radar components, 271
Basic radio theory; 143-148

antenna, 146
radio receiver, 147
radio theory, 144

Beacons, radio, 155
Branch logs and records, flight planning/

approval, 329

C

Carrier air traffid control center
(CATCC), 306-317
automatic carrier landing system

(ACLS), 314
CCA equipment, 313
definitions of CATCC terms, 310
LPH procedures, 312
precision radar," 314
search radar, 313

CATCC terms, definitions of, 310

CCA equipment, 313
Censorship, p3rsonal, 333
Centers, analyses and forecasting, 126
Certification and rating handbock

7220.1 (series), 324
Certification-FAR, part 65# 20-25
Chain-type arresting gear, E-5

emergency, 221
Characteristics, radar performance, 277
Characteristics, water vapor, 113
Chart construction, factors in, 61
Chart, source corrections, and pro-

curement, 64
Charts, aeronautical, 61-65
Classes, air mass, 98
Classified material, destruction of, 335
Classified material, disposition of, 335
Classified material, transmission of, 335
Clear ice, 119
Clocks, 176
Cloud genera,, 99
Clouds, 99-106

cldud genera, .99
Code. assignment, radar beacon, 302
Codes, flight plan, 73
Cold fronts, 107
Compass ± deviation= magnetic beading,

magnetic ± variation= true
heading, 54

Communications, air traffic control, 227
Communications consoles, 160-166

AN/FSA-17 communications
console, 161

AN/FSA-52 communications
console, 163

AN/FSA-58 communications
console, 163

Communications, emergency, 240
Communications security; 239
Communications, visual, 242

'Compromises, violations and, 333
Conditions requiring a NOTAM, 88
Corrections, chart, source, and

procurement, 64
Consoles, communications, 160
Content and format of the hourly

aviation weather report, 128
Contractions handbook 7340.1 (series),

323
Control center carrier air traffio

(CATCC), 306 ,
Control procedures, IFR, 249
Control procedures, IFR/SVFR, 246-26
Control responsibility, transfer of IFR, 0
Control tower, 199-221

airport traffic control procedures, 201

353
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Control Towercontinued
authorized controllers, 199
combined responsibilities, 199
emergency and crash procedures, 218
minimum fuel, 218
tower operating positions and

responsibility, 200
Control tower equipment, 160-183 ,-
Controlttower log, 329

authorized; 199
. Converging aircraft, 29

Crash and emergency procedures, 218
Cruising altitudes, 40
CTO and facility rating, 23
Custody, 333

D

Daily and monthly traffic tabulation, 329
Decoding hourly aviation weather reports,

examples of, 137
Definitions and abbreviations, ATC, 337-343
Definittons and abbreviations, FAR, part 1,

346-349
Definitions of CATCC terms, 310
Definitions of humidity, 114
Delivery and relay, IFR clearance, 250
Departing aircraft, 303 .

Designation ofFAR Part 71, 25
Destruction of classified material, 335
Digital display indicator, 179
Direct altitude and identity readout

(DAIR) system, 289
Display, tower bright radar, 179
Dispositiorrbf classified material, 336
Distance measuring equipment (DME), 149
Distribution, NOTAM summary, 90

E

Electrical shock, treatment for, 321
Electrometeors, 121

. aurora, 121
lightning, 121

Elementary plotting, 59-61
LOPs established by bearings, 60
plotting from known positions, 60 .

plotting lines of position (LOPs), 60
E-5 emergency chain-type arresting gear,

221
E-15 and E-27 arresting gear, 222
E-28 emergency runway arresting gear, 224
Emergency and crash procedures, 218
Emergency arresting gear,,morest, 223

354

Emergenoy chain-type arresting gear, E-5,
221

Emergency comrnunicationsr 240
Emergency radar patterns, 306
Emergency recovery equipment, 221

E-5 emergency chain-type arresting gear,
221

Fr-15 and E-27 arresting gear, 222
E-28 emergency runway arresting

gear, 224
morest emergency arresting gear, 223
runway foaming, 1126
runway ovetrun barrier, 224

Emergency runway arresting gear,
E-28, 224

Enlisted rating structure, 1
En route air traffic control 7110.9

(series), 324
En route and terminal publications, 326
Equipment, CCA, 313
Equipment, emergency recovery, 221
Examples of decoding hourly aviation

weather reports, 137
Examples of PIREPs, 188

F

FAkpublications, 322-324
advisory circular, 324
airman's inform atidn manual, 322
certification and rating handbook

7220.1 (series), 324
contractions handbook 7340.1 (series),

323
en route air traffic control handbook

7110.9 (series), 324
federal aviation regulations (FAFts), 323
flightooservices handbook 7110.10 (series),

324
location identifiers handbook 7350.1

(caries), 323
terminal air traffic control handbook

7110.8 (Series), 323.
Facility and CTO rating, 23
Factors in chart construction, 61
FAR, Part 1, definitions and abbreviations,

346-3:49
FAR, Part 65 certification,'2T-25
FAR, Part 71designition of, 25
FAR, Part 73special use airspace, 26
FAR, Part 75jet routes, 27
FAR, Part 91 general operating and-

flightrules, 27-43
instrument flight rules, 39
visual flight rules, 37

366
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FAR, Part 95IFR altitude's, 43
FAR, Part 99 security control of air.

. traffic, 43-46
_Federal- air regulations, 20-46
Federal aviation-regulations (FARO, 323
Federal meteorological handbook # 1

surface observations (FMB # 1), 324
Field lighting systems and operations, 193
Fighter director vocabulary, 242
Flight advisories, 138
Flight advisory messages, 84
Flight data and status boards, 330
Flight data,relay of, 75
Flight handling, 69-84

departures, 78
flight advisory messages, 84
flight plan codes, 73
flight plan form, 69
flight progress strips, 76
IFR flight handling, 82 -
military overseas flight znessages, 84
preflight planning by pilots, 69
relay of flight data, 75
shore/ship operations, 73
stopover flight plans, 71
VFR flight handling, 81

Flight information publications, 324-327
enroute and terminal publications, 326
flip planning,324
flip planning chartlow altitudeU.S.,
325

Flight messages military overseas, 84

Flight packets, 65
assembly, 65
purpose, 65

Flight plan codes, 73
Flight plan form, 69
Flight plans, stopover, 71
Flight planning,/approval branch logs and

records, 329
Flight progress strips, 76
Flight services, 69-92
Flight services handbook 7110.10 (series),

324
Flip planning, 324
Flip, planning chart -low altitudeU.S., 32k
Foaming, runway, 226

'Fog, 114-117
classes, 115 -

formationof fog, 114
FOrmat and contents . of the hourly aviation

weather report, 128
Formation flights, 250
Frequeney monitoring, 227.
Fresnel lens landing systems, 317

C

Fronts and associated weather, 106-112
cold fronts, 107
occluded fronts;109
stationary fronts, 111
warm fronts, 109

Fuel, minimum, 218
Fundamentals of radar operation; 270-292

AN/FPN-47 (ASR-5) radar, 288
AN/FPN-52 radar, 288
ATCRBS application, 282
auxiliary ecraipment, 274, 283
basic radar beacon system, 280
basic radar components, 271
direct altitude and identity readout (DAIR)

system, 289
GCA quad radar AN/FPN-36, 287
ground controlled approach (GCA); 285
radar display,273
radar performance characteristics, 277
surveillance application, 276
types of ATC equipment, 285

GCA quad radar AN/FPN-36, 287
Genera cloud, 99
General flight add operating instructions manual

OPNAVINST 3710.7 (series), 328
General operating and flight rulesFAR, Part

91, 27-43
General safety precautions, 319
Ground controlled approach (GCA), 285

H
.

Handling, flight, 69-84
Handoff, radar, 301
Hourly aviation weather reports, 128-137

content and from at of the hourly aviation
weather report, 128

examples of decoding hourly aviation
weather reports, 137-

Haw-to prepare a NOTAM, 88
Humidity, 112-114

definitions of humidity, 114
water vapor characteristics, 113

Hubidity, definition of,,114
Hurricane advisories, 139
Hydrometeors, 122

precipitation, 122

355

Ice, clear, 119
Ice, rime, 119
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Icing, airframe, 117.
-.Identification, radar, 299

FR altitudesFAR, part '95, 43
,IFR clearance delivery and relay, 250

IFR control procedures, 249-265..
altimeter setting information, 251
altitUde verification 251
approach Control iniormatiOnt 252,
formation flights, 250
IFR clearance delivery and relay, 250
IFR control responsibility, 249
nonradar IFR separation minimums and

methods, 252
nonreceipt of position reports, 252
Priority of service, 250
radio communications failure, 252
radar IFR separation minima, 265
significant weather, 251
special VFR operations, 264
transfer of IFR control ztesponsibility, 250
transfer of radio communications, 250

IFR control responsibility, transfer of, 249, 250
IFR flight handling, 82
IFR/SVPR control procedures, 246-269
IFR.separation minima, radar, 265
Indicator, digital display, 179
Information, altimeter setting, 251
Information, approach control, 252
Information, NON-- NOTAM, 88
Information shown on aeronautical charts, 62
Instructions, Operating, 183
Instrument ;finding system, 157
Interrelationship of operating positions, 294

Jet routesFAR, Part 75, 27
Joint electronics type designation system,

160, 344, 345

L

Landing. system, (ACLS) automatic. carrier,
.sanding systems, fresnel lens, 317 .
Landing systems, optical, 317
Layout, airport, 184
Light signals, ATC, 242
Lipiitations, capabilities and, 151
Limitations of security, 331
Lithometeors, 122

dust, 122
haze, 122
sand, 122
smoke, 122

Location identifiers handbook 7350.1
(series), 323

LOPs established by bearings, 60
LPH procedures, 312

M

Maintenance, 'operating, 183
Maneuverability and performance of

military aircraft, 15-19
Marker beacons, 157
Measurements, U.S. customary and

metric system units of, 350, 351
Memorandum for aviators, 328
Messages, flight advisory, 84
Meteorological elements affecting

aviation, 93-125
Methods used to subvert U.S. military

personnel, 332
Metric system units of measurements,

U.S. customary and, 350, 351-
MiCrophones, 166

techniques, 167
types, 166

'Military aircraft designations, 11
basic mission symbols, 11
design numbers, 12 -

designation, 12
modified mission symbols, 11
series symbol, 12
status prefex symbols, 11
type symbols,-12

Military aircraft designations and
characteristics, 11-19

Military overseas.flight messages, 84
Minimum fuel, 218
Monitoring, frequency, 227
Monitors, NAVAID, 177
Monthly and daily traffic tabulation 329
Morest emergency arresting gear, 223

314
--N.)National airspace system, 246-249

area navigation (RNAV), 247
positive controlled airspace, 248

NAVAID monitors, 177
Naval air training and operating procedures

standardization (NATOPs) noiitual
CV.NCVS, 328

Navy publications, 327-329
air operations manual, 32#
air traffic control facilities manual,

OPNAVINST 3721.1 (series), 327

356
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Navy publications continued
directives 328
general flight and operating, instruc-

tions manual, OPNAVINST .3710.7
(series), 328

memorandum for aviators, 328
naval air training and operating pro-

cedures standardization (NATOPs)
manual CVA/C VS, 328

technical manuals , 328
Nondirectional radio beacons (NDB), 155
NON-NOTAM `formation, 88
Nonradar IFR separation minimums and

methods, 252
Nonreceipt of position reports, 252
NOTAM summary distribution, 90
NOTAM system, USAF/USN, 87
NOTAM :?esponsibility, 87
NOTAMs, posting; 91
Notice to airmen (NOTAM), 87

conditions requiringa NOTAM, 88
how to prepare a NOTAM, 88
NON-NOTAM information, 88
NOTAM responsibility, 87
NOTAM summary distribution, 90
posting NOTAMs, 91
USAF/USN NOTAM system, 87

0

OPNAVINST 3721.1 (series), air traffic
control facilities manual, 327 .

Occluded fronts, 109
Omniranges, types of, 149--
Operating positions and responsibilities,

tower, 200
Operating positions, interrelationship of,

294'.
Operations, shore/ship, 73
Op,fibil landing systems, 317-319

-frespel lens landing systems, 317
pilot landing aid television (PLAT)
.; system,' 318

Overrun barrier, runway, 224

P

Part 1, definitions and abbreviations,
FAR, 346-349.

Pavement marking, airfield, 188
Performance and maneuverability of

aircraft, 15-19
aircraft characteristics, 17-19

Personal censorship, 333

Photometeors, 121
coronas,
fogbows, 121
halos, 121
rainbows, 121

Phraseology for weather report items, 139
Pilot landing aid television (PLAT)

system, 318
Pilot reports (PIREPs), 137

examples of PIREPs, 138
PIREP format, 137

PIREP format, 137
PIREPs, examples of, 138
Plotting, elementary, 5961
Plotting from known positions, 60
Plotting lines of position (LOPS)," 60
Portable traffic light, 174-176 '
Position reports, nonreceipt of, 252
Positive controlled airspace, 248
Posting NOTAMs, 91
Precautions, safety, 319
Precision radar, 314
Preflight planning by pilots, 69
Prepare a -NOTAM, how to, 88
Pressure, 93-98

atmosphere, 93
pressure and temperature changes, 93
pressure systems, 96

Pressure and temperature changes, 93
'Pressure systems, 96
Priority of service, 250
Procedure; radar, 298
Procedures, 84-87, 201, 218, 227, 24b, 270-

321
airport traffic control, 201
emergency and crash, 218
IFR control, 249
LPH, 312
radar and allied equipment, 270-321
radio, 227
SAR for IFR flights, 86
SAR for VFR flights, 85
search and rescue (SARI, 84-87

Procurement, chart, source, and cor-
rections, 64

Publications, FAA, 322-327
flight information, 324
navy, 327
records, and security measures, 322

Purpose of the security program, 330

0

Qualifications for advancement, 361
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R

Radar, AN/FPN-47 (ASR-5), 288
AN/FPN-.52 288

Radars, 270-3
allied equip nt and procedures, 270-321
beacon code assignment, 302
beacon system, basic, 280
components, basic, 271
display, 273
display, tower bright, 179
identification299
handoff, 301
IFR separation minima, 265
operations, fundamentals of, 270
patterns, emergency, 306
performance characteristics, 277
precision, 314 0Radar procedures, 298-306
additional services, 304
arriving aircraft,_303
departing aircraft, 303
emergency radar patterns, 306
radar beacon code assignment, 302
radar handoff, 301 -

radar identification, 299
radar vectors, 300

Radar, search, 313
Radar vectors, 300 .

Radio beacons, 155-157
automatic direction finding (ADF), 156
marker beacons, 157 .

nondirectional radio beacons (NDB), 155
Radio beacons, (NDB)', nondirectional, 155
Radio communications failure, 252
Radio communications, transfer of, 250
Radio procedure, 227-242

automatic terminal information service
((ATIS), 238

communications security, 239
emergency communications, 240
fighter director vocabulary, 242
frequency monitoring, 227
phraseology, 228
receiver check, 227

L.- *miasma, 240
volume adjustment, 227

Radio receiver, 147
Radio theory, 144
Rating of air controlman, 1-10
Rating structure, enlisted, 1
Receiver check, 227.
Receiver checks, VOR, 150
Receiver, radio, 147
Receiving equipment, 1.48
Reception distance, 1.49

358

Records and reports, 329
control towerliig, 329'
daily and monthly traffic tabulation, 329
flight data and status board, 330
flight planning/approval branch logs and

records, 329
pass down the line (PDL), 329

Recovery equipment, emergency, ''221
Region source, 98
Regulations, federal air, 20-46
Regulations, Federal Aviation (FARB), 323
Remote control panel, 182
Reports and records, 329
Reports, hourly aviation weather,,128
Reports, ,pilot (PIREPs), 137
Responsibilities combined, 199
Responsibilities, tower operating positions

and, 200
Responsibility, IFR control, 249
Responsibility, NOTAM, 87
Rime ice, 119
Runway arresting gear, E-28 emergency,
Runway foaming,.226
Relay of flight data, 75
Runway overrun barrier, 224
Runway visual range (RVR) indicator, 17Et

digital display indicator, 179
theory of operation, 178,

S

SA procedures for IFR flights, 86
procedures fdr VFR flights, 85

Safety precautions, 170, 319
general safety precautions, 319
treatment for electrical shock, 321

Search and rescue (SAR) procedures, 84-87
SAR procedures for IFR flights, 86
SAR procedures for VFR flights, 85

Search radar, 313
Security, 330

classification categories, 331
custodial precautions, 334
custody, 33.3
destruction of classified material, 335
disposition of classified material, 335
limitations of security, 331
methods used to subvert U.S. military

personnel, 332
personal censorship, 333
purpose of the security program, 330

,aectirity manual, 330
security principle, 33,0
transmission of classified material, 335
violations and compromises, 333

Security, communications, 239

.

224

3 6-.1.

.
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Security control of air traffic FAR, Part
99, 43-46

Security, limitations of, 331
Security manual, 330
Security principle, 330 .

Security program, purpose of, 330
Series symbol, 12
Services, additional, 304
Services, flight; 69-92
Severe weather outlook narrative, 139
Severe weather watch bulletin (WW), 139
Shore/ship operations, 73
Significant weather, 251
Site, selections of, 184
Source, chart, corrections, and procurement,

64 .

Source region, 98
Special light signals, 242
Special use airspaceFAR, part 73, 26
Special VFR operations, 264
Stationary fronts, 111
Status boards, flight data; 330.
Status prefix symbols, 11
Stopover flight plans, 71
Strips, flight progress, 76
Surveillance application, 276
Systems and operation, field lighting, 193
Systems, pressure, 96
Systems, weather communications, 127

TT

Technical manuals, 328
Temperature and pressure changes, 93
Temporary airman certificate, 22

*Terminal air traffic control handbook
7110.8 (series), 323

Terminal publications, en route and, 326
Thilory of operation, 178
Thunderstorms, 123

formation, 123
structure, 123
thunderstorm weather, 125

Thunderstorm, weather, 125
Tower bright radar display, 179

basic, principles of operation, 181
operating instructions, 183
'Operating maintenance, 183
remote control panel, 182

ITV display unit, 182
Tower, control, 199
Tower operating positions and responsi-

bility, 200
Traffic control and airfield-equipment,

airPort,184-226
359

Traffic control procedures, airport, 201
Traffic light, portable, 174
Traffic tabulation, daily and monthly, 329
Transfer of IFR control responsibility, 250
Transfer of radi communications, 250
Transmiss classified material, 335
Treatment for e ectrical shock, 321
True ± variation = magnetic heading

magnetic + deviation = compass heading;
54-59

distance, 55
time, 55

TV (lisp* unit, 182
Typs symbols, 12
Types of ATC equipment, 285
Types of omniranges, 149
Types of weather observations, 127

U

UHF/VHF omnidirectional ranges, 148
USAF/USN NOTAM system, 87
U.S. customary and metric system units

of measurements, 350, 351
U.S. military personnel, methods used to

subvert, 332

Vectors, radar, 300
Verification, altitude, 251
VFR flight handling, 81
VFR operations, special, 264
VIEF/UHF omnidirectional ranges, 148-155

aircraft instrumentation, 151
capabilities and limitations, 151
classification, 150
distance measuring equipment (DME),

149
identification, 150
principle of operation, 148
receiving equipment, 148
reception distance, 149
types of omnixanges 149
VOR receiver checks, 150

Violations and compromises, 333
Visual communications, 242

ATC light signals, 242
special light Signals, 242

Vocabtilary, fighter director, 242
Voice recorder reproducer RD-217/UNH,

168
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Volpe recorderreproducer RD-379 (V)/UNH,
170

Voice recorders and peproducers, 167-171
demagnetizer, 170
safety precautions, 170
voice recorderreproducer RD-379

(V)/UNII, 170
voice recorderreproducer RD217/UNH,

168
voice reproducer RP-214 (V)/UN, 171

Voice reproducer RP-214 (V)/UN, 171
Volume adjustment, 227
VOR receiver checks, 150

w

Warm fronti, 109

w

Water vapor characteristics, 113
Weather advisories, 138

flight advisories, 138
hurricane advisories, 139
severe weather outlook narrative, 139
severe weather watch bulletin (WW),

Weather communications systems, 127
Weather, fronts and associated, 106
Weather observation's types of, 127
Weather outlook narrative, severe, 139
Weather reports and advisories, aviation,

126-142
Weather reportk, hourly aviation, 128
Weather report items, phraseology for, 139
Weatheethtuulerstorm, 125
Weather service, aviation, 126
Weather watch bulletin (WW), severe, 139
Wind indicator, 171-173
Winds, 120

O

139
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

.. C go 0 -Ts, -

4

.
This appendix provides you with a list of the minimum lifications for advancement

to AiriControlman Third or Second Class., The official so e pg this list is the Manual
of Qualifications for Advancement, NAVPERS 18068-C. The assignment numbers given opposite
the qualifications refer io the assignments in the NRCC,'Air Controlman 3 & 2,,NAVEDTRA

10367-F. Each course assignment contains information related to a practical or knowledge.:

factor, as shown.

AIR CONTROLMAN 3 & 2
o 04, 0e,, 0 0 -, ,-- 6 -

Air Controlmen perform air traffic control duties in air control towers, radar air traffic
control facilities, and air operations offices ashore and afloat; operate radiotelephones,
light signals and systems, and direct aircraft uric r VFR and IFR conditions; operate sur-
veillance radar, and identification equipment (IFF); operate ground- and carrier-
controlled approach systems and air surveillance radar approach equipment; assist pilots
in the preparation and processing of flight plans and clearances; and mainta,in current

. flight planning information and reference materials.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

1.00 Practical Factors

.01 Observe safety precautions in handling
and operating electrical and electronic

equipment

B. CONTROL TOWER OPERATIONS

1.00 Practical Factors

.01 Determine frequencies and operate
plectronfc equipment to com-
municate with aircraft

.02 Controlivair traffic under VFR copditions

.03 Issue instructions to aircraft on the
ground' relative to taxiing, parking,

I
and related airport. information

'361

Ed4i4d:
Advancement to in

AC Assignments
.

E -,4 8, 13

E-4 . 8, 10

E-4 2, 9

E -4 1, 10

-
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quALIFItToNs FOR_ ADVANCEMENT

411

B. CONTROL TOWER ETERAtioris - Continued

1.00 P100cticaleactors ,

.

. 4 i t

.04 Issue bralkinstructions from the control e

-tower to dAspatch fire, crash, and rescue
.

.tequipment fbir emergency landings, crates, ..

and accidents E-4

,-equi ent li 3

7,,

',

E-4

.05 .0pgrate interphone communications

.06 Copy nstru
Ances,and r E-4

°-' -...Or'0 eeate air

.

Required for Covered,
Advancement to in

AC Assign

nt flight rules (IFR) clear- %
lay .to aircraft

rt,traffic control signal
1 hte9un

.08 *nate field and approaCi lighting
systems and rotating beacons

2.00 Knowledgelactors
. . . .

iktri.,

'

, 1

Mt01 'Types of information included in
t' lands -40, taxi, arid takeoftiktructions

.op Stallard Navy dirtield.maekipgsiand
ghtpivsysteM . . ..11 ...

.03 rrocedures and phraiegogyf4S0 to
.coMmunidate with aircraft geom the
coptrOlgtower . ';'

.*04, Standard,visual signal0,used
1 between;,aiiCeaft.and,ontrpr
towers

.05 .'SC TANK and ADIZ procedures per-

7.141blogNito air,traffic.cotroPers
hypes, designations, And general
flight characteristie,S of current
U.S. military aircraft c,

.07 Characteristics and capabilities
of control tower equipment

.08 Federal air regulations pertaining
to air traffic control by naval
control towers

.09 Procedures for control of air-
.

craft which has experienced an
emergency situation in flight E-4

.10 Procedures for alerting search
and rescue facilities .E-4

.11 Principles of and requirements
for the security of communications E-4

E-4

E-4

E-4

. . . t-4

E-4

E-4

E-4

E-4

E-4

E-4

.,1

4
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

C. RADARAIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND IFR PROCEDURES

1.00 Practical. Factors

.41 Operate surveillance radar, IFF equip-
ment, and remote radar indicators'

2.00 Knowledge Factors

.01 Purpose and interrelationships of
operator po§itions and equipment
in air traffic control facilities

.02 Description and use of electronic aids
. to air navigation

.07 .Basic joint system and nomenclature
used to identify air traffic
control facilities

.08,1Gen6a1 procedures of search
and rescue operations

. 09 Purpose of approach control
facilities

.40 IFR procedures for air traffic
control . ° .

- .41 Procedures for locating, identifying,
and tracking aircraft by using '

radar, IFF, and related equipment , . . .

.42 Effects of weather and topography
on the operaVing capabilities of
radar, IFF, and related equipment

. 43 Characteristics, purposes, phraseology,
and general operating procedures of .

landing approach systems, including
Precision Approach Radar (PAR),
,Carrier Controlled Approach (CCA),
Optical Landing Systems (OLS), Air
Surveillance Radar (ASR), and Auto-
matic Carrier Landing System (ACLS)'

D. FLIGHT PLANNING...AND FLIGHT ASSISTANCE §ERVICE,

1.00 PraCtical'Factors

.01 Protets flight- plans"

.02 -Process incoming NOTAMS

.03 Prepare, assemble, and maintain
flight:packds and brief pilots
ontheir4f6ntents

.04 Maintain flight data and status
boards

0
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.3

Required for Covered
Advancement to in

AC , Assignments

E-5 12, 13

E-4 12, 13

E-4 7

, E-4 - 8

E-4 4

E-4 11, 12

$

E-5 2, 11, 12

. . . ..,E-5 8, 12

'E-5 13

.

E-5 7, 12, 13

E-4 4

E-4 4

E-4 .3

E- 4, 14



QUALIFICAIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT Required for Covered
Advancement to in

AC Assignments

D. FLIGHT PLANNINGAND FLIGHT ASSISTANCE SERVICE - Continued

1.00 Practical Factors . .:..
1111

.05 Draft air traffic control messages
,*

for teletype diisemination% E-4 4
.40 Maintain air traffic operations

logs and records . E-5 4, 15
. .42 Prepare NOTAMS for eelea&

.
E-5 4

,
2.00 Knowledge Factors -1,

.01 General contents and use of
the FLIP System

.02 Symbols, courses, coordinates,
distances, topography, and .

variations find in aeronautical
,charts .

.03 Types and purposes' of NOTAMS

..04 Air traffic clearance symbols
and'abbreviations

.05 Standard aeronautical charts and .

publications used in air naflgation
.07 Types and purposes of flight

assistance services ,.;:o

.43 Procedures for the procurement of standard
aeronautical charts and publications

E. WEATHER

1.00 Practical Factors

.01 Obtain altimeter settings and
relay to aircraft

,02 Interpret hourly aviation weather
reports and apply appropriate

ltFR weather minimums to air
traffic control

2.00 Knowledge Factors

.01 Types of weather changes which ",

should 'be reported to local
weather facilities

.':02 Basic characteristics of weather
elements and their significance
to air traffic control

0 Weather minimums applicable to IFR
approaches and departures, and
special VFR operations

364
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E-4 s

NO, 14

3

E-4 4

E-4 4

E-4 3, 15
r

E-4 4

E-5 3

E-4 8

E-4

E-4 5

5, 6, 7

E-5 2
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR ADVANCEMENT

.

Required for. Covered

Advancement to in

AC Assignments
-

Z. ADMINISTRATION

1.00 Practical Factors

.40 Use DOD'Catalog of Charts and
Publications E-5 3, 14

AA. SECURITY

1.00 Practical Factors

None..'

2.00 Knowledge Fa

0

4_. ___

.39 General scope, policies, and procedures
relative,Ao the following classified
information and material requirements:.

\<,

a. Access, reproduction, dissemination,
accountability and control of

.. classified material
b. Safekeeping and storage of

classified material
c. Compromise o*class.ified information

and security violations
d. Personnel security investigations

and clearances
' e. Disposal and destruction of

classified material

f. Methods of transmission or
transportation of classified
information and material -

, g. Command security Kogradmanagement

a

."

37.1

E-4 15

E-4 15

E-4 15

E-4 15

E-5
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E-5
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AIR CONTROLMAN 3 & 2
NAVEDTRA 10367-F

Prepared by Oe Naval Education and Training Program Development
Center, Pensacola, Florida

Your NRCC contains a set of assignments and
self-scoiing answer sheets (packaged separately).
The Rate Training Manual, Air Controlman 3 6 2,
NAVEDTRA 10367-F, is your textbook for the NRCC.
If an eta sheet comes with the NRCC, make all
indicated c ges or corrections. Do not change

or correct the textbook or assignments in any
other way.

COURSE OBJECTIVE
.

While completing this nonresident career

course you will demonstrate your understanding
of course materials by correctly answering items
on the following: rating requirements and proce-
dures for advancement within the AC rating;
military aircraft designations and characteris-
tics; Federal Air Regulations; basic air naviga-
tion; flight services; meteorological elements
affecting aviation; aviation weather reports and
advisories; aids to air navigation; control tower
equipment; airport traffic control and airfield
equipment; air traffic control communications;
IFR/SVFR control procedures;, radar and allied
equipment £nd control procedures; publications,
records, and security measures.

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS COURSE SUCCESSFULLY

Study the textbook pages given at the
beginning of each assignment before trying to
answer* the items. Pay attention to tables and
illustrations as they contain a lot of informa-

tion. Making your own drawings can help you
understand the subject matter. Also, read the
learning objectives that precede the sets of

items. The learning Objectives and items are
based on the subject matter or study material in

the textbook. The objectives.tell you what you

should be able to di) by studying assigned textual
.material and'answering the items.

At this point you should be ready to answer
the items in the assignment. Read each item

carefully. Select the BEST ANSWER for each
item, consulting your textbook when necessary.
Be sure to select the BEST ANSWER from the sub-
ject matter in the textbook. You may discuss

difficult points in the course,with others.
However, the answer you select Oust be you4:4w6.
Use.only the self-scoring answer sheet designated
for your assignment. Follow the scoring direc-

..,

i

.
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tions given on the answer sheet itself and else-

Wheret:411 this course.

Your NRCC will be administered by your
command or, in the case of small commandsoby
the Naval Uucation and Training Program
Development Center. No matter who administers
your course you cat complete it successfully by
earning gradeA that average 3.2 or higher. If

you are on active duty, the average of your
grades in all-assignments must be at least 3.2.
If you are NOT on active duty, the average of
your grades in all assignments of each creditable
unit must be at least 3.2. The unit breakdown
of the course, if any, is shown later under
Naval Reserve Retirement Credit.

WHEN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED BY LOCAL
COMMAND

As soon as'you'hape finished an assignment,
submit the completed self-scoring answer sheet
to the officer designated to administer it. He

will check the acopracy of your score and dis-
cuss with you the items that-you do not under-
stand. You may wish to 'record your score On
the assignment itself since the self-scoring
answer sheet is not returned.

If you are completing this NRCC to become
eligible to take the fleetwide advancement
examination, follow a schedule that will enable
you to complete all assignments in time. Your

schedule Should 'call for the completion of at
least one assignment per month.

Although you complete the course success-
fully, the Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center will not issualou a letter
of satisfactory completion. Your command will
make a note in your service record, giving you
credit for your wofk.

WHEN YOUR COURSE iS ADMINISTERED BY THE NAVAL

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAHDEVELOPMENT
CENTER

After finishing an assignment, golto the

next. Retain each completed self-scoring answer
sheet until you finish all the assignments in a
unit (or in the course if it is not divided into
units). Using the envelopes provided, mail youi



satisfactory completion to certify successful
completion of the course (or a creditable unit
of the course). To receive a course-completion
letter follow the directions given on the course-
cftpletion form in the back of this NRCC.

You may keep the textbook and assignments
for this course. Return them only in the event
you disenroll from the course or otherwise fail
to complete the course. Directions for returning
the textbook and assignments are given on the
book-return form in the back of this NRCC.

PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT EXAMINATION

Your examination for advancement is based
on the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement
(NAVPERS 18068). The sources of questiobs in
this examination are given in the Bibliography
for Advancement Study (NAVEDTRA 10052). Since
your NRCC and textbook are among the sources
listed in this bibliography, be sure to study,
both in preparing to take your advancement
examination. The qualifications for your rating
may have changed since your course and textbook
were printed, so refer to the latest editions of
NAVPERS 18068 and NAVEDTRA 10052.

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT

This course is evaluated at 'l9 Naval lieserve retirement 'Ants. These points
are creditable to personnel eligible to receive them under current directives gov-
erning retirement of Naval Reserve personnel. Points will be credited in units as
follows:

Unit 1: 12 points upon satisfactory completion of assignments 1 through 6.

Unit 2: 12 points upon satisfactory completion of assignments 7 through 12.
Unit 3: 5 points upon satisfactory completion of assignments 13 through 15.

Naval Reserve:retirement credit will not be given for this course if the
student has previously received credit for any AC 3 & 2 ECC, ECC/FITS, or NRCC.

a
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Naval nonresident career courses may include a variety of items -- multiple-choice, true-false,

matching, etc. The items are not grouped by type; regardless of type, they are, presented in the same

general sequence aS the textbook material upon which they are based. This presentation is designed

to preserve continuity of thought, permitting step-by-step development of ideas. Some cou*s use
many types of items, others only a few. The student can readily identify the type of each item (and

the action required of him) through inspection of the samples given below.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS
Each item contains several alternatives, one of which provides the best answer to the item.

Select the best alternative and erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet.

SAMPLE -

s-1. The first person to be appointed Secretary of Defense The erasure of a correct answer is in-

under the National Security Act of 1947 was dicated in this way on the answer sheet:

1. George Marshall
2. James Forrestal
3. Chester Nimitz
4. William Halsey

2

c

TRUE-FALSE ITEMS
Determine if the statement is true or false. If any part of the statement is false the state-

ment is to be considered false. Erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet as indicated below.

SAMPLE

s-2. Any naval officer is authorized to correi5507-
officially with a bureau of the Navy Department
without his commanding officer's endorsement.

The erasure of a correct answer is atlo
indicated in this way on the answer
sheet:

1 2

MATCHING ITEMS 7:71k CC
_E_

Each set of items consists of two columns, each listing woras, p rases or sentences. The task.

is to select the itera in column B which is the best match for the item in column A that is being
considered. Specific instructions are given with each set of items. Select the numbers identifying

the answers and erase the appropriate boxes on the answer sheet.

SAMPLE

In items s-3 through s -6, match the name ling shipboard officer in column A by selecting from

column B the name of the dePartment in which the officer fuKctions.

A. Officers B. Departments

s-3. Damage Control' Assistant 1. Operations DePartment

s -4. CIC Officer 2. Engineering Department

s-5. Assistant for Disbursing 3. Supply Department

s -6. Communications Officer

The erasure of a correct answer is in-
dicated in this way on the answer sheet:

More To Score Your Immediate Knowledge of Results (IKOR) Answer Sheets

OfTotal the number Of in- Sample onl

correct erasures (those
that show page numbers)
for each item and place
in the blank space at
the And of each item.

Number of boxes
erased incorrectly 0-2 3-7

Your score 4.0 (7)

bottom of EACH answer sheet.
New TOTAL the columns) of incorrect erasures and find in the Table at the

NOTICE: If, on erasing, a page number appears, review text (starting on that page) and erase again
until "C", "CC", or "CCC" appears. For courses administered by the Center, the maximum
number of points (or incorrect erasures) will be dedu8ted from each item which does NOT have
a "C", "CC" or "CCC" uncovered (i.e., 3 pts. for four items, 2 pts..for three chtfte
items, and I\ pt. for T/F items).

iii .
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While working on a course a student may refer freely to open-

, book texts and references. He may seek advice'and instruction

from others on problems arising in'the course, but the solutiohs

submitted must be the result of the student's own work and

decisions. The student is prohibited from referring to or copying

the solutions of others, or giving completed solutions to anyone

_ eleig;4aking the same course; Noncompliance can result in

suspension from the course by the administering activity and

discipline action by the Chief of Naval Personnel.

iv
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Assignment 1
Air Controlman Rating and Military Aircraft
Designation and Characteristics

Text: Pa0a 1 - 19

Learning Objective: Recognize the AC
rating as a general rating, the duties
performed by the AC3 and AC2, the
medical standards necessary to be an
AC, and the advancement opportunities
available.

1-1. A general rating is one which reflects .

qualifications in
1. civilian skills identified with a

peacetime Navy
2. civilian skills identified with a

wartime Navy
-3. broad occupational fields of related

duties and functions
4. subdivisions or specialties within

broad occupational fields

1-2. The rating structure for enlisted
personnel in the AC rating provides for
'1. one general rating and two service

ratings
2. two service ratings only

3. two general ratings and one service
rating

4. a general rating only

To be considered for the Air Cont Alman
rating, an applicant must pass a medical
examination as prescribed by FAR, Part 67.

1-6. Air Controlmen are required to possess a _

Third Class ni'edical certificate.

1-7. In addition to receiving an increased
amount of pay, what are the personal bene-
fits realized from advancement?
1. A feeling of accomplishment
2. Increased challenge and interesting

job assignments
3. Increased respect from superiors and

subordinates
4. All' of the .above

1-8. The AC3's or AC2's worth to the Navy is
judged in part on the-basis of the quali-
ties of leadership he displays.

Refer to figure 1-1 in your textbook in
answering items 1 -9, and 1-10.

' 1-9. At what rate level does the AC have his
first opportunity to apply for advance-
ment to Warrant Officer?

1 -3. AC3s and AC2s may be assigned the respos-
Sibility for performance of which of the
fbllowing functions?
1. Maintaining current flight planning

information
2. Directing aircraft in all kinds of

weather

3. Assisting pilots in preparing and
processing flight plans and

clearances
4. All of the above

1-4. As you advance, your success is judged

increasingly in terms of the
1. amount of work.you do
2. amount of efficient work your .en do

3. number of different billets yo4 fill
4. neatness and orderliness of thd work

areas for which you are responsible
V

1.

2.

3.

4.

E-6
E-7
E -8

E-9

1-10., At what step in your path of advancement
will you have your first opportunity to
apply for advancement to Limited Duty
Officer?
1. E-6
2. E-7

3. E-8
4. E-9

1-11. Applicants eliObld for Warrant Officer or
Limited Ditty Officer are selected according
to scores obtained on an Officer Battery
Exam. 10
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Learning Objective: Recognize the
----'requirements necessary for advance-

ment, how appropriate training
material can be found for applicable
rate0.evels, and how Personnel Quali-
fic\ ation Standie (PQS) apply to you.

,

1-12. Refer to figure 1.7.2 in your textbook.
A Navy-wide examination for advance-
ment to petty officer is first admin-
istered tospersonnel in what pay grade?
1. E-/

E-3
3. E-4
4. E-6

1 -13. After an AC striker has met all the
3......--..-xelnirements for advancement to AC3,

he is automatically advanced to this
rate level.

1-19. Which of the following statements about

the PQS presently being developed is
INCORRECT?
1. They will provide guidelines on

specific equipment and systems for
ACs preparing for advancement

2. They will 'require ACs to attend
special on-the-job training programs
for advancement

3. They will provide analyses of specific
duties, assignments, and responsibil-
ities for specific ratings

4. They will provide advancement and
qualification standards based.on the
"Quals" Manual

1-14. The publication which delineates the
minimum requirements for advancement is
the
1. Naval Aeronautic Publications Index,

NAVAIR 00-500
2. Bibliography for Advancement Study,

NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series)

3. Manual of Qualifications for Advance-
ment, WATERS 18068 (Series)

4. List of Rate Training Manuals and
Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA 10061
(Series)

1-15. Practical factors are tfiings you must be
able to DO in order to perform the duties
of your rate.

1-16. Before being advanced to AC2 and AC3,
you may be required to demonstrate
your proficiency at performing skills
established for the AC3 level:

The Bureau of Naval Personnel keeps the
Manual of Qualifications for Advance-
ment,*NAVPERS 18068 (Series), current

through the issuaiiCieof
1, study materials
2. changes
3. bibliographies

4. new manuals

1-18. Before referring to the Manual of
Qualifications for Advancement you
should make Aure that you have the
latest revision and that all pertinent
changes have been incorporated.

In items 1-20 through 1-23, select from column
B the PQS subdivision which provides each
category of information listed in column A.

A. Information B. Subdivisions

1-20. Operational and main- 1. 100 Series

tenance procedural
questions 2. 200 Series

1-21. Qualificatio cards-to 3. 300 Series
record indi idual satis-'
factory pr ress of 4. 400 Series

assigned d ties
1-22. The prereq isite backl;

ground theory required
for the study of specific
equipment

1-23. A breakdown of equipment
into sections for func-
tional study

1-24. When anPAC is transferred to another
activity, how may he answer the PQS
questions of the required evaluator in
order to requalify?
1. By giving the supervisor oral answers

to his questions only

2. By submitting written answers to the
supervisor's questions only

.3. By performing skills on applicable
equipment only

4.' By oral or written answers to the
supervisor's questions

1-2;. The Record of Practical Factors, NAVEDTRA
1414/1 (AC), provides a history of an
AC's

1 1. general performance on the job
2. demonstration of skills required for

advancement

3. grades of examinations required for
advancement

4. military qualifications relative to
other men in his rating



1-26. What action should you take if you are
transferred to another duty station
before qualifying in all practical
factors?
1. Make sure your NAVEDTRA 1414/1 (AC)

is removed from your service record
2. Make, sure your servicerecord contains

your NAVEDTRA 1414/1 (AO) before

being transferred
3. Requalify in all practipel..factors
4. Make sure the remaining practical

factors are recorded on a new
NAVEDTRA 1414/1(AC) as they are
completed

1 -27. In qualifying for advancement, demon-
stration of your ability to perform
practical-requirements has the same
relationship to practical factors as
demonstration of your professional
knowledge has to
1. written examinations
2. performance tests

3. Navy training manuals
4. correspondence courses

1-28. Before being eligible to take the Navy-
wide advancement examination for a rate,
the AC must complete those Rate Training
Manuals marked with an asterisk (*)'in
which publication?
1. Eibiography for Advancement Study,

NAVEDTRA 10052 (Series)

2. Record,of Practical Factors, NAVEDTRA
1414/1 (AC)

3. List of Rate Training Manuals and
Correspondence Courses, NAVEDTRA-
10061 (Series)

4. Manual of Qualifications for
Advancement, NAVPERS 18068 Osries)

1-29. The general qualifications common to all '

rates which all enlisted personnel are
expected to satisfactorily complete
for advancement to all rate'levels are
1. knowledge factors
2. practical factors
3. military requirements
4. professi^nallualifications

Learning Objective: Recognize the
different types of Rate Training
Manuals, how. they are identified,

recommended,study habits to complete
the nonresident career course, and
sources where training material may

be procured.
1p

3

4

4"
1-30. What kind of manual is Air Cohtrolman

3 E.."21' NAVEDTRA 103671T

1. Basic
2. RAing
3. General
4. Subject matter

1-31. The word "basic" as used in Rate, Training
Manual titles has which meaning relative
to the material in the manual?
1. It is common to several Navy ratings
2. It should be studied by all Navy

personnel
3. It is simple and fundamental enough

to be'understood by beginners
4. It is basic or fundamental to the

rating from which the manual's title
is derived

1-32. Your textbook,Air Controlman 3 & 2,
NAVEDTRA 10367-F, is'a revision of the
original Rate Training Manual.

1-33. It is recommended that in studying a Rate
Training Manual for advancement you should
begin by
1. reading the introductions, headings,

and subheadings of each chapter
2. outlining the entire manual

3. preparing a list of questions to be
answered as study progresses

4., familiarizing-yourself with the

entire manual

1-34-. The reason why suggestions 4 and 7 are
included in the list of study suggestions
given in your textbook is that in follow-
ing them, you
1. write an outline of the manual which

will be a valuable reference for
future study

2. are able to peg each subject to an
ndividual qualification as given
in the "Quals" Manual
are able to separate the military
qualifications from the professional
qualifications in the textbook

4. familiarize yourself with the aims
and contents of the manual and relate
the subject areas to your past experi-
ences, thereby creating an excellent
learning situation

1-35. A good method for determining what you
have learned from studying a chapter in
a training manual is to write the main
ideas in your own word's.



1-36. How can you be sure that you are getting
the latest professional information needed
for advancement?
1. By screening available films and

utilizing those applicable to your
rating

2. By utilizing only the latest revision
of publiditions that are periodically
revised

3. By ensuring that all official changes
have been inserted in the pertinent,
publications requiring change insertion
All of the abov4.

1-42. Cargo /transport aircraft have
,

mission symbol of
1. A

)1

2. C
4. P

4. T

1-43. Which of the following designates an
aircraft used foi training pilots?
1. DT -28B

2. T-39D
3. .UH-43C
4. YEA-3A

Learning Objective: Identif** military
aircraft designations. ,

In answering items 1-37 through 1-43,
refer to tables 2-1 and 2-2 in your

textbook, as applicable.

1-37. Aircraft procured in limited quantities
to deirelop the potentialities of the
design are given which status prefix
letter?
1.- Z
2.

3. N .

4. J

1-38: Aircraft in the research stage of develop-
ment are given what basic or modified
mission Symbol?
-1. J
2. N

3. X
4. Z

'1-39. AU but which of the following are modi-
fied_mission symbols for military aircraft?
1. H
2. R
3. P

4. W
. ,

1-40. The letter E in an aircraft designation
indicates that the modified mission of the
aircraft could bet which of the following?

1. Attack
2. Observation

3. Antisubmarine
4. Airborne early warning

1-41. Aircraft designed for in-flight refueling
of other aircraft are identified by
which modified mission symbol?
1. R
2. K
3.

4. 'A

In items 1-44 through 1-47, refer to the military
aircraft designation RA-5C. Select from column
A the meaning of each symbol listed in column A.

1-44.

1-45.

1-46.

1-47.

A. Symbols B. Meaning

R 1. Basic and/or modi-
fied mission symbol

A

5

2. SeLes symbol

3. Modified mission
C symbol

4. Design number

m

1-48. Which symbol in the military aircraft
designation YSH-34J indicates the type
of aircraft?

1.

2.

3.

4.

H,
J
S

Y

1-49. What does the aircraft designation YLB-8B
indicate?

1. An experimental fighter modified with
special electronic equipment in its
first series of basic design

2. A prototype, cold- weather bomber in Its
first series change of the basic design

3. An experimental reconnaissancA fighter
in its first 'series of theasic design

-4. A permanently grounded attriEk fighter
used for instructional purposes in its-
eighth series of basic design

4
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1-50.

1

j-
:

1-51:

it

.1 1-52.

_Learning Objective: Recognize pilot
and control tower operator responsi-
bilities and aircraft performance
and maneuverability characteristics.

Even though the control tower operator
issues a clearance permitting a pilot
to make a landing, the pilot is NOT

,

relieved of the responsibility for
handling his aircraft cautiously.

What is. the reason for jet aircraft being
equipped with drogue chutes and after-
burners?
1. Tolellow them to utilize shorter

runways
2. Toallow them to take off and land

crosswind
3.- To allow them to take off and land

with the wind
4. Each of the above

Relative to aircraft performance, it is
true that the higher field elevation
(altitude), the
1. lower the rate of elimb will be and

the longer the takeoff distance
required

2. lower the rate of climb will be and
the shorter the takeoff distance
required

3. higher the rate of climb will be and
the longer the takeoff distite .

required
4. higher the rate of climb will be and

the shorter the takeoff distance
required

1-53. In addition to the information given in
the preceding item, another aircraft
performance characteristic is that as
the density of the air increases, the
lift
1. decreases
2. increases
3. remains the same
4. decreases momentarily and then

increases .

A
1-54. ACs are vitally concerned with the wake

turbulence created by both jet and recip-
rocating-engine aircraft because such
turbulence can remain in the approach
and landing area for several minutes
and endanger other aircraft landing or
taking off.

1-55. The air turbulence created'by a jet
engine will decrease if the afterburner
is utilized.

.3

1-56. Dmring ground operations, more turbulence
is created by a jet aircraft when it is
moving than if it is holding.

1-57. An AC whehas received a request for land-
ing instructions must consider aitenth
performance as related to which Or the
following?

1. The aircraft landing.speed and the
approach pattern

2. The runway length and the barometric
pressure

3. The position of all other aircraft
under his cognizance

4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Recognize air-
craft operational characteristics.

1 -58. The configuration of the A-4's landing
gear presents a prOblem'of stability
when the aircraft lands or takes off
under crosswind conditions.

In items 1-59 through 1-61, select from column B
the type of aircraft most closely identified by
each statement in column A.

A. Statements .B. Aircraft

1-59. A two-engine jet air- 1. P-3
craft capable of taking
off in about 5,000 feet 2. C-130
and landing in about
3,000 feet 3. F-4

1-60. A four-engine turboprop 4. F-8
aircraft with a climb
rate pf 1,500 fpm, a
cruise speed of 350 kt,
and a capability of
operating dia'two engines,
for about 17 houri

1-61 A four-engine turboprop air-
craft capable of taking off
in about 3,500.feet and
landing in about_ 2,200 feet.

1 -62. Which of the newer types of ili-Ctaft
riOires such little takeoff and landing
arias that it can operate from unprepared
fields?

: 3

1. AV-BA Harrier
2. F-14 Tomcat
3. OV-10 Bronco
4. 8-3A Viking



Learning Objective: Indicate the
meanings of terms and abbreviations
contained in the Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR, Pars 1).
(Appendix III)

1-63. Any contrivance used or intended for
flight in the air is known as an
1. airplane
2. aircraft
3. airship
4. airfoil

1-64. The objective of an air traffic clearance
is to prevent
1. known aircraft from colliding: .

2. unknown aircraft from colliding
I. a known and an unknown aircraft

from colliding
4. unnecessary flights from beidg

scheduled

In items 1-65 through 1-67, select from column
B the term associated with each FAR definition
listed in column A.

A. Definitions B. Terms

1-65. An altitude of constant 1. Air
atmospheric pressure re- Traffic
lotted to 29.92 in. mercury

2. Flight
1-66. Aircraft operating in the level

air or on the airport
surfaces, excluding load- 3. IFR

ing ramps and parking areas cohll-
tions

1-67. Weather conditions below the
acceptable minimums for 4. analtated
'flight under visual flight Sir-speed
rules

1-68. Puerto Rico and the airspace over it are
included when geographical reference is
-made to the

1. islands of the Atlantic neaf the
United"States

2'. United States
3. Carribsan area
4. North American continent

In items 1 -69 through 1 -71, select from column
B the definition of each FAR term in column A.

A. Terms B. Definitions

1-69 Controlled air:- 1. The exercise of
space authority over

initiating, conduct -

1-10. Operational ing, or terminating

control lip a flight

I- 1-71 Positive
control

2. Designated airspace
within which the .
flight of aircraft,
while not wholly
prohibited, is
subject to restric-
tion

3. The control of all
_air traffic within
designated airspace
by air traffic
control

4. Airspace designated
as such within
which some or all
traffic may be
subject to air
traffic control

In items 1-72 through 1 -74, select from column
B the meaning of each abbreviation listed in
coluffin A.

6

-A. Abbreviations B.

TACAN 1.

VOR

MAA

2.

'

,...."-

Meanings

The maximum IFR
altitude authorized
for aircraft flying
under instrument
flight rules

A tactical air
navigational aid
operating on ultra-
high frequency

3: An automatic direc-
tion finding beacon

4. An omnirange station
operating on very -

high frequency

V
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Assignment 2
'Federal Air leplations

Text: Pages 20 - 45

Learning Objective: Recognize those
portions of PAR 65 applicable to the
issuance of air traffic contrbl tower
certificates or facility ratings and
the application ot those,regulations.
governing the exercise of privileges
of the basic certification or facil-

,. ity rating. e

II In items 2-1 through 2-3, assume that you
were issued an air traffic control operator

certificate under FAR 65 on 19 Jan 1975.

2-1. Lk this certificate were revoked 6 June
1975 and the order of revocation made NO
provision otherwise, when could you apply
for another certificate of the same.kind?
1. 6 Sep 1975
2. 1 Jan 1976
3. .19 Jan 1976
4. 6 Jun 1976

2-2. This certificate was issued for what length
of time?
1. 1 Year
2. 6 months
3. 90 days
4. Until surrendered, suspended, or

revoked-

2 -3. If this certificate were destroyed, you
would apply in writing to the FAA Airman
Certification Branch, Federal Aviation
Administration for a new one dad may ca
a telegram from the FAA confirming issuance
of your certificate as a certificate pend-'
ing receipt of a duplicate.

2-4. Which of the following statement:vindicates
that an applitant who.failed to,mmke a pass-
ing grade on the written test for a control
tower operator certificate is ready for
re-examination?
1. He applies for retesting in 15 days
2. He receives 5 hours of instruction from

a certificated and appropriately rated
'ground instructor in each subject failed

3. He receives 10 hours of instruction in
all subject areas of the test

4. He presents a statement within 30 days
that he has'studied each subject he
failed on the teat

NAO../

2-5. What OPNAV Instruction promulgates the appli-
cability of Federal Air Regulations, Part 65,
to Navy ACs? ,

1. 3722.2 (Series)
2. 3271.1 (Series)
3. 3721.1 (Series)
4. 3723.2 (Series)

2-6. In addition to being mentally and physically
fit for an air traffic control tower operator
certificate, the applicant must also qualify
in which of the following respects?
1. Be able to read, write, and understand

the English language, and to speak it
clearly and distinctly

24 be of,good moral character
3. Be at least 18 years old

All of the above

bhy

2-7. Familiarity with which of the following is
essential to qualify as a control tower
operator?
1. Airman's Information Manual
2. Notices to Airmen
3.' Flight Information Publication System
4. Both 1 and 2 above

2-8. What is the minimum amount of time that a
control tower operator must satisfactorily
Nerve before being eligible to apply for a
facility rating?
,l. 6 months.
2. 2 months
3. 12 months
4. 4 months 10'
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2-9. k controller possessing a facility rating 2-15.

for a particUlar control tower is authorized,
to issue clearances for IFR flights witnbut
prior coordination with the appropriate Air
Route Traffic Control Center.

2-10. Under normal conditions, a certified. air
traffic control tower opetator must be 2-16.

relieved-of all duties after remaining on
duty a maximum of how many consecutive
hours?
1. The.
2. 8 'hr

3.. 10 hr

4%-'24 hr

2-11. A perinn holding a control tower operator 2-17.

, certificate or medical certificate, or both,
shall prettent it (them) for inspection upon

, request by whom?

1% An authorized representative of the_
National Transportation Safety Board

2; Any federal, state, or local law
enforcement officer

S. The Administrator of the National Trans-
portation Safety Bpard

4. Any of the Above

2-12. The holder of an .11. traffie control 4nwer

operator certificate` ay NOT perform tny .

duties under his certificate if he has
served only 3 of the preceding 6 months as
an operator at the airport to which his
facility rating applies.

Learning. Objective: Reco e the

extent of controlled airspace and
identify the types and limits of
such airspace and associate restric-
tions pertinent thereto.

2-13. Federal airways are normally how wide?

1. 8 nautical miles
2. 8 statute lea

3. 4 na tical miles
4. 4 atatote miles

2-14. In relation to Federal airways, what is
significant about the'airspace OBOva
Hawaii?
1. This area hafthe lowest upper limit

in the Federal airway system,
2. The airways over this area begirt at

1,200 feet and extend to 18,000 feet_
3. There is an airway upper limit in this

aremobut it is ,revised and altered
semiannually

4. There is no tipper limit to the airways

above this area

8

A control area may include all but which
of the following?
1. A Federal airway
2. A control area extension
3. The continental control area
4. An additional control area

Terminal control areas are designated as
such commensurate with the
1. ratio of- takeoffs to landings

2. 'volume of traffic and number of passed-'.
gers carried,

3. number and!experience'ot;control tower
personnel.

4. RADAR available

Which of the following is a description of,

, the4area defined in FAR 7f.13?
1. An area of controlled airspace upward

from 1,200 feet wherein instrument .-

landing procedures are unconOblled
42. An area at the intersection of more

than two airways of less than standard
size.

3., An area designated a transition area
in conjunction with an airway, or -seg-
ment of an airway, beginning at 1,200
feet above the surface of the earth

4. Any area where airways comertogetlfa,_
upward fiom l',200 feet

Learning Objective: Recognize the

types of and restrictions to special
use airspace in order to provide
assistance to pilots utilizing or
requiring transition through these
areas. _

In items 2-18 through 2-20, select from column IS
the area of special use Airspace that is most -
closely related to each statement in column A. .

A.. Statements B. Special Use
Areas

2-18. Flights are not restricted .1. Restricted

in this but pilots
are advised.to avoid it dur- 2. Prohibited.
ing periods of special use

3. Alert

2-19. Flights are not restricted
in this area, but pilots 4. Warning

should be 1pformed that a
high volute of pilot train-
ing or unusual type of
aerial, activity is taking
place in it

2-20. Pilots are not allowed to fly
into this area except by spe-
cial permission

3.83
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The using agency of a Restricted area shall
accomplish elkbut which of the following?
1. Schedule activities within the area
2. Authorize flight through or within the

atka,

3. Contain activities within the area
4. Provide positive control within the

area

Learning Objective: Recognize jet
routes and advisory areas as a por-
tion of the National Airspace System.

2-22. 'Between what altitudes are jet routes
established?
1. 3,000 feet AGL to 14,499 feet
2. 14,500 feet to 17,999 feet
3. FL 180 to FL 450
4. FL 460 to FL 600

2-23. Each jet route consists of direct course
for navigating aircraft.

2-24. Jet advisory areas consist of airspace as
designated, within the continental control
area.

For items 2-25 through 2-28, select from column B
the response associated with column A.

A. Advisory area

2 -25. inroute radar jet
advisory

2-26. 'Terminal radar,jet
adviqsry.

2. Includes jet

B. Response

1, Does not include
airspace within
positive control
areas

2-27. Nonradar jet advisory routes from FL
270 through FL

2 -28. Jet adiisory areas 310 inclusive

3. Includes the
area within 14
miles either
side of the VOR/
VORTAC radials

4.. Includes the
'area within 14
miles either
side pf the jet
route

Learning Objective: Recognize regu-
lations governing the operation of
aircraft as prescribed-by FAR, Part
91.

2-29. During transoceanic flight, a Pan American
jet aircraft is subject to the specific
rules of
1. Annex 2 to the convention on Inter-

national Civil Aviation
2. the company or agency responsiblt for

the flight
3. the country in which the aircraft is

.to land

4. FAR 2

2-30. Before beginning an IFR flight, the pilot
in command must determine the fuel require-
ments for the flight. In addition, what
other informat ion must he be familiar with?

1. Alternatives available if the flight
cannot be completed

2. Any known traffic delays of which he

has been advised by ATC
3. Weather reports and forecasts
4, All of the above

2-31. Relative to formation flying, which of the
following is expressly forbidden by Federal
Aviation Regulations?
1. In Air Force B-52 conducting air-to-air

refueling operations with a KC-135
2. A flight of Navy A-48
3. Two 'American Airlines DC-9s carrying

paying passengers
4. Six T-288 of the Naval Air Training

Command under instruction

2-32. Which type Ti aircraft has right-of-way
priority over all the other types listed?
1. Glider
2. Airship
3. Helicopter
4. Any of the above that is in distress

2-33. If an aircraft on a heading of 045 degrees
and a glider, on a heading of 220 degrees
meet one another at the, same altitude,

what action should be taken?
1. The aircraft should give way
2. Both must give way to the right
3. Both must give way to the left
4. The glider must descend to pass well

clear

3 8



2-34. In which of the following situations does 2-40.

the first named aircraft have the right-of- ,

way over the second?
-1. An A-7 overtaking an A-4E
2. An F-8C approaching an *6 head-on
3. An F-8C converging with another F-8C

on its right
4. A P-3B being overtaken by an A -4E

2-35. A jet aircraft may be flown at a speed'Of
more than 200 kt in an airport traffic area 2-41.

pvvided
"1. approval is obtained from the nearest

flight service station
2. the aircraft does not exceed an alti-

tude greater than 3,000 ft '

3 the duration of the excess-speed flight
will not exceed 5 min 2-42.

4. the operational limits.of the aircraft
are such that it cannot be safely flown
at a slower speed

2-36. According to Federal Aviation Regulations,
which of the following is the minimum level
above'whiqh acrobatiC flight in an aircraft

is permitted?
1. 500 feet MEL 2-43.

2. 500 feet above the surface of the
earth

3. 1,500 feet MSI,

4. 1,500 feet above the Surface of the
earth

2-37. Aircraft position lights are specified as
essential and must be lighted under which' 2-44.

of the following conditions?
1. On all IFR flights
2. Between sunrise and sunset
3. Between sunset and sunrise
4. All of the above

2-38. _A pilot may change his flight plan from

IFR to VFR provided '

. 1. an amended clearance is not required
2. his aircraft is outside positive con-

trolled airspace and the weather per-
mits VFR operations

3. his aircraft is in VFR weather !condi- '1.

tions regardless of the type ofair-
space he is within

4. the change will take place defi itely
outside of the controlled airsp e

2-39. In an emergency situation in which anAtir-
craft cruising at 6,000 feet receives Rri-
ority over other aircraft from ATC to make
an emergency descent, to whom and under
what conditions must the pilot submit,a
written report?
1. To the FAA Regional Office concerned

within 24 hours
2. To the FAA Regional Office concerned,

if requested, within 24 hours
3. To the chief of that ATC Dacility', if

requested, within 48 hours
4. To the chief of that ATC facility

within' 48 hours
120

An aircraft approaching a congested area
must pass a 500-foot television tower that
is 1,000 feet to the right of the flight
path. What is the minimum altitude that
the pilot must maintain over the town?
1. 1,000 ft
2. "1,500 ft
3. 2,000 ft
4 2,500 ft

The minimum safe altitude over other than
congested areas is
1. 00 feet above the surface
2. 600 'feet aboVe the surface
3. 800 feet above mean sea level
4. 1,000 feet above mean sea level'

Which of the following types of aircraft
is. generally exempted from the minimum safe

altitude restrictions in the Federal Avia-
tion Regulations?
1. Glider
2. Helicopter
3. Jet engine aircraft
4. Reciprocating engine aircraft

What is-the lowest usable flight level in
an area of operation where the current
reported altimeter setting is 28.65?

1. 185

2. 190

3. 195

4. 200'

If an airport has NO obstructions in its
airport traffid area, what is the minimum
altitude AGL that should b'e maintained by
a jet aircraft?
1. 1,000 ft
2. 1,50Q ft

3. 2,000 ft
4. 2,500 ft

2-45. The final authority for use of a runway
for takeoff including an assigned prefer-
ential runway where the safe operation of
an aircraft is concerned rests With the
1. chief airport traffic controller
2. air traffic controller with a facility

rating

3. pilot of the aircraft concerned
4. operations officer

3 -;
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2146. If a pilot has requested taxiing instruc-
tions for takeoff and the tower has issued
a clearance to "taxi to" the runway for his
takeoff, which of the following statements
indicates the correct compliance with taxi
procedures according to-FAR 91.87?
1. The pilot taxies across intersecting'

runways and dnto his assigned runway
and immediately commences his takeoff

2. The pilot taxies across intersecting
runways andturns onto his assigned
runway and halts for further instruc=
tions from the tdrer

3. The pilot taxies across intersecting
runways a d stops at the entrance to
his alas gned runway forcifurther

instructions from the tower-
4. The pilot halts at each intersecting

runway as he'taxies to this assigned
runway, requesting further tower
clearances at each halt'

2-47. "If a fixed wing aircraft is to operate
within a Group Z terminal control area,
it must be equipped with all but which
one of the following?
1. An operable two-way radio capable of

using the appropriate frequencies for
that control area

2. An operable radar beacon transponder
having at least a Mode A/3 64-code
capability

3. VOR or TACAN receiver ,

4. An operable doppler system

2-48.: In order for a helicopter to operate in a
Grim) I terminal area, it must have an
operable VOR or TACAN receiver.

.

2=0." In the event of a disaster, who, has the
responsibility to impose temporary flight
restrictions in order to provide a safe
'environment for relief airczaft4

'4. Flight service station
2. FAA Administrator
3. Airport manager
4. Tower chief 's,

. .

2-50. No person may operate Al aircraft inthe
, ,

vicinity of the President contrary to the
restrictioua established by the

. 1. White Novae ,

2. Aecret'Service ,.

f 44 Administrator
t President / '

..//'&7
2-5K. ;later to table 3-1 in your textbook., or '

'-r,.*Kflight/oUthide of controlled air SCE
.///, '44hove 1,,200 feet, the minimum horiz tal

i' tAistin from clouds it
,

44' 1. ,/,., 00. it

2,' .500 ft . -:

2-52.1 When flight visibility is less than 1 mile,
an aircraft may be operated if
1. the pilot has cancelled his IFR clear-

-"ance-and is proceeding VFR
2.,,it is in a control area and the pilot

has a clearance from the tower
3. it is over a sparsely populated area

and all minimums of safe altitude rules
are observed

4. it is a helicopter operating outside of
controlled airspace ;at or below 1,200

feet above the surf-Ace at a reduced
speed

2-53. No aircraft, .other than helicopters, may
be opeiated in VFR flight.under any circun-.
stances when the visibility is less than
how many statute miles? .4.

1. One mile
2. Two miles
3. Three miles
4.. Four miles

_

2-54. The pilot of a C-128 is planning a VFR
flight below 184000 feet from NAS Alameda
oto NASNorth Island. The navigator has
computed a magnetic headihg of 160 degrees
for the flight. At which of the altitudes
listed below cguld the flight be made?
1. 14,500 ft 0
2. 15,500 ft

3. 16,000 ft
4. 17,000 ft

'

2-55.' The pilot prah A-4 pla -to fly- VFR above--

18,000,0k on a magn is beading of 255
degrees between Ch go and Denver. The

MO could be e by flying at a flight

level of
.1. 195
2. 215

3. 225

4. 23/

2-56: If is scheduled to, fly his air-
controlled airspace under IFR

dims, he must file,an IFR flight
and receive the proper clearance froi
traffic cdntiol,

/f,the RVR minimum for an instrument'
approach procedure is 5,000'feet, but the

' RVR for the runway of intended landing is
NOT reported, the pilot may land his air-
craft if 5t visibility is
1. 1/2/statute mile
2.. 7/8 nautical mile
3. 1 statute mile
4. 1 1/4 nautical miles ,.

Ii.; 1,000 ft.'
A. =24000 ft

t



2-58. Which of the following statements about -

cruising altitudes in controlled airspace
under IFR conditions is correct?
;1. They are determined by the course

being flown and the true airspeed filed
,2.' They are assigned by air traffic con- .

trol 2-61.
'-3. They are assigned as either even or odd

as predetermined and specified by the
Administrator and published.in flight )"
informktion publications 2-63.

4. They are requested from, and,assigned
by, Flight Service for all aircraft as
specified in En Route Air Traffie Con-,

trol Handbook 7110.9

In items 2-61through 263, select the correct
response from column B as applicable to the terms

listed in column A.

A. Terms

MAA

MEA

2-59. An aircraft on an IFR flight plan operating
in VFR weather conditions experiences radio
fail.urqiand the pilot''is NOT able to main-
tain two-way radio communications. What
should he do? ,

1. Proceed under VFR and land as soon as
practicable

.'2. Maintain his last assigned altitude
and proceed to his alternate airport

3. Fly in close proximity to the nearest
control

and

en route, show a landing
alight, nd wait for further clearance

via blinier and/or flag hoist
4. Maintain his Dist assigned cruising

altitude, reverse his course, and
return to the last navaid checked en
route, starting immediate descent upon
reaching the range

2-60. Which of the following items must be
included in all repOrts to ATC containing
information applicable tq situations
described under FAR, Part 91.129?
1. Name of the operator sending the

message
2. Aircraft's identification
3. Altitude and heading of the aircraft

from which the message is rblaye
4. Pilot's identification

Learlang Objective:. /ecogniie the 06

MRA

B. .Response

- 1. Assures navigational
signal reception and
obstruction clearance'
between fixes

2. The lowest altitude at
_which an intersection
can be'determined

1. Navigational signals are
assured only within 25
miles of the VOR.station
concerned

4. Adequate reception of
navigationaleaid signals
is assured

2-64. The minimum obitruction clearance altitude
(MOCA) assures obstruction clearance
between specifiedifixese but adequate
reception of navigational signals is
assured only within
1. 15 miles of the TAC4N station concerned
2. 25'miles of the VOR station doncerned
3. 50 miles of the TACAN station concerned

4. 75 miles of the VOR station...concerned

2-65. Which of the following flights conducted
within an Air Defense Identification'Zone
(ADIZ) is exempted from normal FAR require-
ments for ADIZ flights?
-1. two F-8s crossing through the'ADIZ at

its lowest boundary under VFR flight
2. An unscheduled air carrier Carrying

cargo to a military installation within
the ADIZ .

3. An A-4 from a base within the ADIZ on,
an. approved test\ hop to remain within

l nautical miles of the base_

'4. kschedUlad foreign airliner

term6 used in IBR altitudes (FAR,
Part 95), and describe the rules
governing aircraft operation in a
defenSe area (FAR, Part 99).

12
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2-66. If an aircraft is scheduled for a flight in
the Alaskan Coastal ADTZ, what type of
.flight plan.must the pilot file prior to
the flight?

1. An IFR only

2. A DVFR only
3. A DVFR or IFR
4. Both a DVFR and an IFR.

S

2-67. If an aircraft will penetrate the domestic
ADIZ on a flight from Mexico to Texas in an
area where NO appropriate reporting points s
are available and the pilot has computed an
estimated penetration time of 1805, he must
report this estimated time to an oppro-
priate aeronautical facility by 'A least
1. 1720 .

2. .1735

3. 1750
4. 1800

s

P /
1



Basic Air Navigatiqn

Text: Pages 47 - 68

Assignment 3

r

e -AC sh.ould be familiar With the funds-
>entals,of.air navigation in order to
assist pilots in planning and completing '

flights.

LearnineObjective: Recognize the
basic fundamentals and terminology
of air navigation, the problems.
encountered, and how to arrive at
their solutions.

3-7. What is the primary instrument used.in air
navigation?
1. A globe of the earth
2. A chartof the eafth's surface'
3. A set of dividers
4. A navigational plotter

.3-8. Even though the greatest diameter of the
earth is 26 miles longer than the polar
axis, this difference constitutes such
a small percentage that it is NOT iaken
into acdount for navigational purposes.

What is the function of air navigation? 3-9..
1. To measure the distance of an intended

flight and to estimate the time
needed to make it

2. To locate positions along an intended
flight and at its termination

3. To determine the direction necessary
to accomplish an intended flight

4. All of the above

In items 3-3 thtough 3:6, select from column B
the definition of each navigational term listed
in colunm A.

A. Terms B. Definitions .

position 1. The spatia separation
between two points

3-4. Direction
2. Some place that can be

3-5. Distance identified

3 -6. Time, 3. The position of oge,point
in space. relative to"

another without reference
to distance between them

4. An elapsed interval

r

A position on the earth's surface in
relation to a city is useful in identify-
ing an aircraft's position while crossing
the Atlantic Ocedh.

In aerial, navigation, position is expressed
in terms of coordinates which are inter-
sections of imaginary lines on the surface
of the earth.

Refer to figure 4-1 in Your textbook in
, answering items 3-11 and 3-42:

3-11. Which of the following statements about a'
great circle on the/earth's surface is
INCORRECT?
1. It always passes through both poles
2. It divides the earth into equal halves'
3. Its plane passes through the earth's

center
4. It may be drawn through any point on

the earth's surface

3-12. Which of the folkaiiing statements describes

a characteristic of a small circle on the
earth's surface?
1. The plante of the small circle passes

through -the center of the earth
2. The plane of the small circle is

.parallel to the plane of the Equator
3. The circumference bf the small circle

is less than the circumference of the
Equator
The diameter of'the small circle is at
least as'great as the radius of the
earth

3'821
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3,13. Mach of the'follawing statements about
the Equator is.i.prreOt?

1. Its plane divides theearth into the
NOrthern end Southern Hemispheres

2. Every t it is 90° from

both North and South Poles
3.- Its plane is perpendicular to the

earth's axis
4. Each of the above-

3-14. ..A small circle whose plane is parallel
to-the plane of the Equator is called a
1. parallel of latitude

2. degree oflatitude
3. meridian of longitude
4. degree of longitude

3-15. Parallels are imaginary lines that run
east and west to measure distance north
an south from the Equator.

3.16. The origin for the measurement of longi-
tude on the Earth's surface is the

1. Equator
2. 45th parallel

3. Greenwich meridian
4. Earth's axis

3-17. What imaginary line is directly opposite
the Greenwich meridian?

1. Equator
2. 186° teridian

3. Prime meridian
4. Great circle

0
2

4
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Figure 3A.-- Portion of a chart

Refer to figure 3A in answering items

41/ 3-18 through 3-20.

3-18 Christmas Island is located at approxi-

mately

1. 2000'N 157°30'E

2. 2°00'N 157°30'W

3. 2°00'S .157°30n

4. 2°00'S 157°30'W

t

3-19. The difference of latitude (D. between

Jarvis Island and Christmas Island.i0
about
1. .1°00'

2. 1°30'

5. 2000'

4. 3000'

3-20. The difference of longitude (DLo).
between Jarvis Island and Christmas

Island is

1. 2030'

2. 3°00'

.3. 3°30'

4. 4°00'

3-21. When expressing direction from one point
to another on the earth's surface, what
is used as the reference point?
1. Greenwich meridian

2. Equator
3. South pole

4. North pole

3-22. An-aircraft on a heading of 9A5° is
'flying in whiCh direction?_

1. East
2. 'West

3. Northeast
4. Southwest

3 -23. The magnetic meridians are lines'of force
which run between the north and south
magnetic poles, as in any magnet, and
which affect all magnetic materials.

The angle between magnetic north and true
north is called

1. variation
2. deviation
3. heading
4. Course

3-24.

t

3-25. Magnetic disturtances within an aircraft
cause

1. incorrect indicated airspeeds

2. deviation in the magnetic compass

3. venation in the magnetic compass
4. misalignment of the lubber's line

3-26: Swinging the compass is a phrape used to
describe the process whereby the deviation
in a particular compass is determined by --

comparing it with known magnetic head-
ings.

13



Figure 38.--North designations in relation to
an aircraft in flight.

Refer to figure 3B in answering items
3-27 and 3-28..

3-27. If the arrow C represents compass north
and the deviation and variation are
both.zero, which arrow represents the
direction of true north?
1. A
2. B

3. C

4. D

3-28. If arrow A represents true north, angle
X is 3590 angle Y is 40°, and angle Z
is 50°, the total variation and deviation
is how many degrees?

1. 15°
2. 35°
3. 40°
4. 50°

' Refer to figure 4-11 in your textbdok
in answering items3-29 and 3-30.

3-29. If an aircraft's true heading is to be
045° when the variation and deviation'
are 10° east and 30 east respectively,
what compass heading must be flown?
1. 032°
2. 035°
3. 038°
4. 042°

m.

3-30. An aircraft's compass reads 060° in an
area where the variation is 10° east.
If the deviation of the compass is 2°
west at a reading of 060°, what is the
true heading of.the aircraft?
1. '048°
2. 052°
3. '668°
4. 072°

3-31. The distance represented by one nautical
mile is equivalent to which of the follow-
ing values?
1.. 2,000 yards for a short, distance
2. One minute of latitude
3. 1,852 meters
4. ,.All of the above

Inasmuch as navigators upe nautical miles
as the measurement of distance, they use
knots as the measurement of speed.

3-33. Five hours after noon is expraaded in
nautical time' as
1. 05:00 p.m.
2. 0500
3. 05:00 a.m.
4, 1700

3-34. When time is determined _for other locations
on the,earth's surface, Greenwich Mean,
Time (GMT) is used as the standarderefez-
ence.

3-32.

to

3-35. How long does 'it take the
through 17° of longitu*?
1. 1 hr
2. 52 min
3. 68 min
4 26 hr

sun to Obss.

3-36. Greenwich time can also be referred to as
1. zero time
2. Zulu time
3. eastern standard time
4. central standafd time

Refer to figure 4-13 in.your textbook ip
answering items 3-37 through 3-41.

3-37. If your watch is set on eastern standard
time, how can you obtain GMT?
1. Add 4 hr
2. Add 5 hr
3. Subtract 4 hr
4. Subtract 5 hr

3-38. To-change your watch to local time from
GMT upon arrival at an island located at
157°50'W, you should
1. add 10 hr .

2. add 11 hr
3. subtract 10 hr
4. subtract 11 hr

391
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3-39. If you are in Tokyo, Japan where the
longitude is 139°45'E andyour watch
reads 1020 GMT, what is the local Tokyo

time?

A. 0020
2.' 0120
3. 1920
4. 2020

340. When the local time in Bombay (zone -5)
is 0780.4 July, what is the local time
in Guatemala City (zone +6)?
1. 0800 5 July -

2. 1200 4 July

3.. 2000'3 July

4. 2000 4 July

, .

3-41. When the local time in Wellington, New
'Zealand, is 1300M 20 March, what is,the
leegi time in Honolulu (zone +11)? .

1. 1200X 19 March

2. 1400X' 19 March

3. 120px 20 March

4. 1400X 20 Mgrch

3-42. Naval time signals are sent as continuous
wave (CW) signals every hour during-the
period from
1. 00to.05 minutes after the houk

2. 18,to 30 minutes after the hour

3. 25 to 30 minutes before the hour

4. 05 to 00 minutes before the hour

I

Learning Objective: EmpldY the funds-
tentals of navigational plotting to the
extent that you are able to determine
a position on the earth's surface.

3-43. An accurate position can be determined
if an aircraft's path crosses two
intersecting lines of position simul-

taneously.

3-44. If a pilot sees a small lake lying
directly off his right wingtip and notes
that his true heading (TH) ie 045°,
what is the true bearing (TB) of the lake?

1. 045°
2. 135°
3. 225°

4. 315°

3-45. True north is used as' the reference
direction when measuring. which of the

following?
1. MC and TH
2. MC and TAS
3. TAS and TB
4. TB and TH

4 ,

r
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3-46. The pilot of an A-6 at an altitude of
10,000.feet on a TH of270° sights an
enemy fighter bearing 220° true. What

is the relative bearing (RB) from the
bomber to the fighter?

4

1.

2.

31

4.

0500
130°
230°
310°

.

.

Figure 3C.--Portion of a chart showing landmarks.

41
Refer to figure 3C in answering items
3-47 and 3-48.

3 -47. If the true heading of an aircraft'is 045°,
the relative bearing to the center of lake
(X) is 645°, and the relative bearing to
the peak of mountain (Y) is 085°, the
aircraft is located at position
1. A
2. B

3. C

4. D

/211

3-48. If the true heading of an aircraft is
045°, the relative bearing to the center
of lake (X) is 0350, and the relative
bearing to the peak of mountain (Y) is
105°, the aircraft is located at position

1. .A
2. 'B
3. C

4. D

3-49. A pilot flying cross-country notes a
railroad bridge on his chart at a TB of
050° from his' 0900 way paint. His TH

is 320°, and the way point is directly

on the tourie. His predicted TR has
been maintained throughout his flight,
and his ETAS at way points have been
to the minute. If he continues to make
his predicted TR and GS, he will seethe
bridge at 0900 on a RB of about
1. 010°
2. 090°

3. 190°
4. 270°
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3-50. What can a pilot use to 'determine a fix?
1. TACAN only

. 2. LORAN only
3. RADAR only
4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Recognize infor-
mation shown on aeronautical charts
and chart source, correction, and
procurement.,

kn. Which type of surface IS considered.to be
(111°- undeyelopable for chart purposes?

1. Cone
2. Cylinder
3. Plane
4. Sphere

In items 3-52 through 3-54, select from column B
the desirable chart feature described by each
statement fn column A.

A. Statements B. Features

3-52. The parallels and 1.

meridians intersect
at right angles

3 -53. The distance of
every place from
every other place
bears a constant
ratio to true '

distance on the
earth

.

t 3-54. The chart is con-
formal, and the
scale is constant
and correct in all
directions

Correct shape
representation

2. Constant and
correct scale

3. Coordinates
easy to locate

4. Conformality

3-55. A line which makes the same oblique.angle
with all meridians is called a
1. track line
2. rhumb line
3. loxodromic curve
4. great circle course line

3-56. Which of the following is the definition
of an aeronautical chart/ 4

1. L'imap used by oceanographers only at
sea

2. A pictorial representation of the
earth and its culture

3. A blank piece of paper upon which
grid lines have been superimposed

4. A blank piece of paper upon which
a map showing the entire surface
of the earth is superimposed

Items 3-57 through 3-59 refer to figure
10

4-16 in your textbook.

3-57. Whichchart irojection has a straight -
rhumb line?

.......) 1. Mercator
2. Lambert Conformal
3. Polar Siereographic
4. Transvetse Mercator

3-58. Which chart- projection shows the least
distortion of shapes and areas?
1. Mercator
2. Lambert Conformal
3. polar Stereographic

4. Transverse Mercator

3-59. Which chart projection can be produced
graphically?
1. Mercator
2. Lambert COnformal
3. Polar Stereographic
4. Transverse Mercator

3-60. Which of,the following areas is likely to
be represented by the smallest scale
,chart?

1. California
2. NAS, Alameda
3. The United States

4. The west coast of the United States

In items 3-61 through 3-63, select from column B
the definition of each aeronautical chart-term
listed in column A.

3-61.

3-62.

3-63.

Ad Terms B.

Graticule 1..

Relief

Contour

2.

3.

4.

Definitions

All features portrayed
except those on ;he
aeronautical or grid
overprint

A line connecting all
points of a given eleva-
tion above sea level

Physical features related
to relative differences
in land surface elevation

Lines of latitude and
longitude

393
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3-64. What technique of chart-making provides
for large white open water areas and
accentuates small bodies of water and

small islands?

1. Water tint
2. Water vignette
3. Landtint
4. Relief

3-65. Density of culture portrayed on a chart
is related to which. of the following

features?
1. Geographic areircoVered

2. Chart use

3. Chart scale

4. All of the above

3-66. Flight safety dictates that up-to-date
and correct Aeronautical Charts and

Flight Information Publications be
available to pilots in Flight Planning.

3-67. The DOD Catalog of Aeronautical Charts
and Flight Information Publications
is kept current by new or replacement
pages reflecting changes or additiqns

that are published every
1. month
2. year
3. 3'months
4. 6 months

3-68. Major corrections and supplements to the
aeronautical information shown on

charts are published in
1. Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs)

42. DOD Aeronautical Chart Updating

Manuals (CHUMS)

3. VFR Supplements
4. Flight Planning Documents'

Learning Objective: Recognize the

use and contents of flight packets.

3-69. The purpose of a flight packet is to

provide the pilot with

1. a flight lunch
2. tools necessary tfa camplete the

flight

3. a filled-in flight an

4. a filled-in weather/ brief sheet

3-70. All but which of the following factors
will cause the contents of flight
packets for station aircraft to vary?

1. The mission of the flight

2. The type of aircraft utilized

3. The number of aircraft utilized

4. The geographical location of the

station

3-71. Aircraft squadrons VC 21 and ,VA 1, having

12 and 15 aircraft respectively, are
based at a naval air station which has

5 station aircraft. How many flight
packets must be maintained in the NAS
Flight Planning/Approval Branch?,
1. 33

2. 15

3. 12

4. 5

3-72. Flight packet checklists are used as

1. selection lists of items dpemod
necessary for the flight only

2. custody receipts for valuable
materials that belong fo the
governs ent only,

3. safeguards to prevent omission of
items that may be essential to the
flight only

4. a checklist to serve all these

requirements
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Assignment 4
Flight Services

Text: Pages 69 - 91

Learning Objective: Recognize pilot
responsibility, and assistance the
AC prOvides to the pilot in planning
a flight.

4-1. Records indicate that ACs assigned to the
plzipning phase of aircraft-clearances can
helpp avert accidents and incidents involving
airdrafst by critically inspecting all flight
plans and taking proper action when incom-
pletenesses or discrepancies are detected.

4-2. A pilot planning a flight is NOT required
to

1. familiarize himself with available
weather reports and forecasts

2. determine fuel requirements
3. determine available alternatives and

I known traffic delays
4. submit his flight plan to an ARTCC

- facility

4-3. Although the primary responsibility for
preflight planning rests with the pilot in
command, this responsibility is shared by
the
1. flight line crew
2. officer in charge
3. Air Controlmen
4. duty forecaster

4-4. The DD 175 Military Flight Plan must be
used for all flights within the North
American (NAM) Region which includes
1. the continent of North America
2, the Continental United States only
3. the SO states and Canada to the North

Pole
4. Canada to the Noyth Pale and Continen-

tal United States

20

4 are responsible for reviewing and
being familiar with weather Conditions for
the area in which their flight is contem-
plated.

4-6. After a pilot receives a weather briefing
for a flight under instrument flight condi-
tions, the DD Form 175-1 must be completed
by the
1. pilot only
2. weather service foredaster only
3., either the pilot or forecaster-
4. operations duty officer only

4-7. Relative to the information the pilot
receives on the DD Form 175-1, the'AC
should assist him to ensure that the
1. weather briefing is filed"'
2. weather briefing is still valid at

takeoff
3. weather ipformation is accurate
4. operations duty officer sees the weather

informationreport

441. If the daily flight schedule is used for
clearing an aircraft for a local flight,
the completed flight schedule must be
rataiteid in the base operations files for
1. 7 days
2. 30 days
3. 60 days
4. 90 days

4-9. Copies of the flight plan and weather forms
for a completed flight must be kipt.on file
for 3 months at the point of
1. departure only
2. landing only
3. departure and point of landing
4. departure or point of landing, but not

both

3;Yi



Learning Objective: Recognize

pilot limitations of flights
involviAg en route stops and
ship/shore operations, the func-
tions of flight service stations,
and means and techniques of relay-
ing flight data.

'4-10. A single DD Form 175may be utilized for a
flight whiob involves en route stops within
the VniteeStates if a different pilot in
command is used for each leg of the flight.

4-11.4* ACs are normally concerned with aircraft
weight and balance on stopover flights.

4-12. What should be done relative to the flight
plan of aytil flight departing a carrier
it communications between the ship and the
shore activity specified in the flight plan
as the destination airport can NOT be

established?

1. The departure controller-should cause
the flight plan to be sent via.regvlar
naval communications

2. The pilot should file his flight plan
by radio with the nearest sb.c.rse activ-
ity as soon as poisible aft4r 'takeoff

3. The pilot should land at the nearest
shore activity and file the flight

. plan to destination
4. The departure controllers should

notify the pilot of the aircraft en 4-18.

routeas soon as the flight plan is
acknowledged by an alternAte airport

I OP*

4-15. When an AC transmits a message on an inter-
phone communications system, he should NQT

51. use the phonetic alphabet to spell

peculiar words
,

2. speak into the handset ira moderate
tone

3. pronounce all words clearly
4. 'Speak faster than the receiving opera-

for can accurately copy

4-16. which of the following messages has the
lowest priority in interphone communica-

tions?

1. is flight plan \-

2. A departure report
3. An ATC instruction or clearance
4. A movement message on a VFR aircraft

4 -17. Which circuit is used to relay communica-
tions concerning IFR aircraft movement and
control messages from one ARTCC to another?

1. Area B
2. Center B
3. Service F
4. Military B

.

4-13. The functions of the Flight Service Sta-
tiona (FSS) include which of the follow-

ing?

1. Accepting and closing flight plans and
disseminating notices to airmen ,

(NOTAMI)
2. Assisting lost VFR aircraft and

assisting in the searcb for missing
VFR aircraft

3. Maintaining en route communications
with VFR aircraft and operating the
national teletypewriter systems

4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Identify data

to be posted on flight progress
strips and abbreviations, contrac-
tions, and sydabols used for posting

the data.

Current data on air traffic and clearances
required for air traffic control and air
'traffic service are posted on
1. flight plans
2. DD Foris 175
.3. flight progress.strips
4. daily flight schedules

4-19. Flight datS can be recorded on flight
progress strips in plain language, the
abbreviations or contractions contained

in FAA Handbook 7340.1 (Series), or the
control information symbols contained in

FAA Handbook 7110.8 (Series).

4-14. Communications dealing with flight plans
and related messages concerning the move-
ment of aircraft from a naval air station
to an aircraft carrier are transmittedoda-L----:" ,

1. telephone
2. local interphone

3. Area B network
4. Navy communications '

3.96
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In items 4-20 thrOugh 4:42, select from column B
the branch, mission, or meaninvedesignated by,each
prefix or suffix listed in column A and used in
box.l or box 3 offlight progress strips.

A. Prefixes/ B. Branches/Meanings/.
Suffixes Missions

'4-20. VV

4122.

1. U.B. Navy

2. DME, and transponder
with no code capa-
bility

A Military Airlift
Command

4. TACAN.only, and
transponder with no-
code c4dbility

4

Refer to figure 5-6 in your textbook. Select
from column B the meaning of each control infor-

, mation symbol listed in column A and used in
various boxes of both departure and arrival
flight progress strips.

A. Symbols B. Meanings

4-23. 1. Cruise
4==.

2. Takeoff

4-24. > 3. At or above

4. Before

4-25.

"7"'
4-26. What abbrtviation is' used on flight pro- -

gress strips to,indicate that an itrcraft
is cleared for landing and takeoff through"
an intermediate point?
1. D

' 3,' T

4. Z

In items 4-27 through 4-29; select from column B
ehe abbreviation that may be used on flight pro-
gress strips by approach control or control tower
operators to convey each meaning listed in column
A.

A. Meanings

4-2 . Report crossing

B. Abbreviations

1. CA

VFR conditions on top 2. RX

4-29. Straight-in appfdach 3. OTP

4. SI

Learning Objective: Recognize means
and procedures for tranasOtting infor-
mation pertaining to both',WR and IFR

D$

4-30. When flight-serviee-reseives -the-required-
information for a VFR flight, the informa-
tion is then transmitted to-the aircraft's
destination by
1. Area B teletype
2. Center B teletype

3. flight service interphone
4. Service F Interphone

4-31. Upon receipt of a flighi'moVement message,
base opbretions is required to forward this
information to flight service within how
many minutes?
1. 5 min
2. 10 min
3. 20 min
4. 30 min

4-32. If the destination FSS fails to acknowledge
a flight notificatiOn message from the
departure FSS relative to a flighewhose
ETE is 2-1/2 hours after takeoff, when must
tile departure FSS use a regular telephone

r.tdassure delivery of the message to the
destination FSS?
1. 30 minutes after departure
2. 1 hour after departure
3. 1 hour before the ETA
4. .....AnyLtime_before. the ETA _

4-33. When a flight departs after the first of
three scheduled intermediate stops en 'route A.
to its destination airpor5elthe FSS serving
that stop will transmit
1. the-departure time to the next inter-

mediate stopover point
2. the departure time to the remaining

stopover points
3. an ETA for the next intermediate stop-

over point
4. an ETA for the remaining stopover

Z2'
points
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4-34. An aircraft arrives at your station prior
to your receiving a flight notification.
message. Who must his arrival be reported
to?
1. The departure FSS tie-in
2. The destination FSS
3. The departure airport
4. All of the above

4-35. Which of the following items is NOT
recorded on a DD 175 but is required when

.an IFR flight plan message is transmitted
on a Military B teletype circuit?.

4-41. CoordinatiOn of SAR operations in the
conterminous United States is a responsi-
bility of the
1. U. S. Air Force
2. Federal Aviation Agency
3. Joint Chiefs of Staff
4. International Civil Aviation

Organization

4-42. Overall coordination of the SAR efforts of
the various groups working together to
find a missing aircraft in a particular
area is the responsibility of the

1. The true airspeed 1. ATCC

2. The aircraft identification 2. FSS

3. The departure point 3. RCC

4. The letters FP 4. ARTCC

S
4-36. Information relative to an IFR flight such

as departure, progress, and arrival
reports must be relayed to the appropriate
ATC facility on a/an
1. Area B circuit
2. Center B circuit
3 Wilitary_B_circuit
4. Service F circuit

4-37. If a pilot files a flight'plan which in-
cludes a change from VFR to IFR en route
to his destination, the proposed IFT
flight plan message is relayed to the
ARTCC in whose area the flight changes
from VFR to IFR.

4-38. Notifying the pilot that-MA is inopera-
tive could properly be the subject of a
flight advisory to an inbound aircraft.

4-39. A flight advisory to an aircraft describ-
ing adverse weather conditions existing
at a destination naval air station-would
be originated by the
1. destination operations
2. FSS nearest the station
3. ARTCC nearest the station
4. destination, FSS tie-in station

4-40: Generally, all foreign military and over-
seas flights are required to clear through
specified military bases.

Learning %Objective: Identify condi-
tions that require search and rescue
(SAR) operations, functions of various
agencies involved in these opera-
tions, and procedures followeain
effecting search and rescue for both
IFR and VFR flights.

23

4-43. If a jet aircraft flying VFR fails to ,

arrive at the ETA received from the last
intgrpediate stop tie-in station, what
period of time will elapse before an
attempt is made by the destination tie-in
station to locate the aircraft?
1. 15 min.
2. 30 min.
3. 45 min.
4. 60 min.

4-44. Under SAR proced s for overdue VFR air-

craft, the FAN ctions primarily to
1. participate directly as a searching

activity along with the Armed Services
2. act as a communications ?ink in SAR

operations
3. perform rescue operations
4. act as SAR liaison

4-45. In the event that a jet aircraft for which
a flight plan has been filed is overdue,
an information request (INREQ) is
initiated by the
1. departure base.1 hour after ETA
2. destination base 1 hour after ETA
3. departure base 30 minutes after ETA
4. destination base 30 minutes after ETA

4-46. An alert notice (ALNOT) can expaitlhe
search area for a missing aircraft to
allow a communications search over a wider
area than an INREQ.

4-47. Assume that an ALNOT was sent on a VFR
flight that could NOT be located and the
RCC suspended its search. What procedure

should then be followed?
1. The originating station should advise

RCC of the circumstances
2. The departure station should cancel

the ALNOT
3. The originating station "should send an

ALNOT cancellation to all stations that
received the ALNOT

4. The departure station should send an
ALNOT cancellation to all stations that
received rho ALNOT

eso

I
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4-48. The station originating search and rescue
of an oveidue aircraft must, upon request,
furnish the RCC with the positions and
routes of all aircraft known to be along
or near the route of the missing aircraft
so that these aircraft can be used to
assist in the search.

4-49. Which of the following statements best
explains the absence of a standard SAR
procedure in hazardous areas?
1. Remote areas do not have individual

procedures
2. Specialized SAR units are always on the

alert 4-55.
3. Limited reas reduce the scope of SAR

efforts.

4. A variety of possible situations exists

4-53. In regards to NOTAM procedures, you as an
AC would NOT be concerned with
1. preparing NOTAMs for dissemination
2: receiving"NOTAMa for posting
3. posting NOTAMa to the NOTAM board
4. preparing civil NOTAMs for dissemina-

tion

4-54. The USAF/USN NOTAM system is centrally
coordinated and operated by the USAF
Central NOTAM Facility (CNF) to provide
both USAF and USN air activities with
current NOTAMe.

4-50. The SAR procedure for an overdue IFR flight
is initiated by the
1. FAS
2. FSS
3. RCC
4. ARTCC

pnneibiliry of the ARTCC
which makes the determination tharan IFR
flight is overdue?
1. To alert the appropriate RCC
2. To transmit an ALNOT to all ARTCCs

along the route of flight from the
. last reported position to the destina-

tion
3. To transmit an ALNOT on all Area B

circuits 50 nautical miles on both
sides of the route from the last
reported position to the destination

4. All of the above

4 4-52. Responsibility for further search for an
overdue IFR flight is transferred to RCC
30 minutes after
1. ETA at the destination
2. radio contact was .lost
3. estimated fuel exhaustion
4.- issuing the ALNOT

Learning Objective: Recognize
individual and activity responsi-
bilities for originating and exe-
cuting procedures under the notices
to airmen (NOTAM) system,, the mean-
ings and format of a NOTAM account-
ability number, services proVided
by th= parts of'the NOTAM summery,
and f equently of NOTAM display
board posting.

NAS Memphis GCA will be out of service' for
72 hours. What is the maximum number of
hours prior to the outage that a NOTAM may
be disseminated?
1. 24 hr
2. 36 hr
3. 48 hr
4. 72 hr

4-56. Which of the following is NOT a responsi-
bility of originators of NOTAMs?
1. Notifying the commanding officer

immPdiatPly of nal1,244 malfpCt4011a

2. Preparing NOTAMa for transmission on
a specific circuit

1. Using the same accountability number ,

for revision or, cancellation of NOTAMs
4. Ensuring all stations receive the NOTAM

4-57. Local aerodrome items, such as taxiing
conditions, are considered non -NOTAM infor-
mation.

4-58. The first part of a NOTAM accountability
number enables OF to determine if it has
received all NOTAMa from a given base, and
the second part enables each base to deter-
mine if it has received all retransmitted
NOTAMs.

4-59. The last three digits of the NOTAM account-
ability number are assignee by the
1. originator of the NOTAM
2. CIF J
3. Air Force Communications Service
4. =communications agency that transmits

the message

4-60. Amplifying information included in the
remarks section of a NOTAM, such as the
time frame for the outpse4_makee thin
NOTAM a
1. new NOTAM
2. self-cancelling NOTAM
3. NOTAM time presentation
4. revised NOTAM

114
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4-61 All dates and times expressed in NOTAMs
are Greenwich Mean Time.

.
4 Which type(s)-of NOTAM will utilize an

accountability number that has previously
been used to identify another type of

NOTAM?
1. New only
2. Revised only
3. Canorellationbnly

) 4. Revised and Cancellation

1

s.

/A,

,25

-.140

4-63 The CONUS Ckl, will transmit a
'active NOTAMs for its area of

every
1. 6 hr
2 12 hi

'3. 18 hrl
4 24 itr

summary of
optration

t

A

4 -6l. A NOTAM display-board'must be maintained

in accordance with which OPNAVINST

(Series)?
-

1 3722.16
2. 3721.1

3. 3715.
4 3710.7



- AssignMent 5
'Meteorological Elements Affecting Aviation

Text: Pages 93 - 122

f

Learning Objective: Identify
standard sea level pressure and
associated atmospheric terms,
their characteristics, and effects.

' 5-1: Which of the following figures was
adopted by the International Committee
of Air Navigation as the standard sea
level pressure for calibrating instruments
that measure atmospheric pressure?
1. 14.70 pounds per square inch
2. 59.00 pounds_per squaie inch.

1 3. 29.92 incheiof mercury
4. 1013.2 millibars

If
5-2. The layer of the atmosphere in which

most of our Weather occurs is the
1." exosphere

,2. ionosphere
3. troposphere
4. stratosphere

5-3. Although ttr tropOsphere always has its
highest vertical extent at the Equator,
it is highest at any given point on the
earth during the
1. spring
2. summer

3 fall 4

4. winter,

5-4. A high-pressure area is a region in which
the atmospheric pressure is
14. constantly changing
2. greater than that of neighboring

regions
3., greater the:L.:1413,2 mb at sea level
4. constantly changing but usually

greater than that of adjacent areas
, .

5-5. When the atmospheric pressure at sea level
is 30 inches of mercury, the pressure
at 8,000 feet is approximately
1. 20 in.

2. 22 in

"3. 24 in.
4.-. 26 in

54. If a piiot does NOT reset'his altimete
setting after takeoff from an airport
located in a high-pressure area and ies
Into a low pressure area, how will e.
altimeter read?
1. High and the aircraft -will be ower

than indicated
2. High and the aircraft.will higher

than indicated .

3. Low and the Sirc;nftmill elower
than indicated

4. Low and the aircraft wi ba'higher
than indicated

5-7. What is a cyclone?
1. A high-pressure are

circulate in a clo
the NIrthern Hemis

2. A loW-pressure r

circulate in _a c

; .

1, .

witinds that,
Isi:direction

herk,
:a witliwiliaa that ,

oCkwise directipn
in the Nora-ern/Hemisphere

-

3. A high-pressureAre*Wiih Winds' that
circulate -113,0 'c944tetcldckwise

direction in the',Illorthern Hemisphere
4. low-pressure Area .with winds -thai

circulate in a/4ounterelockwise
,direction in the'Northern Hemispher

5-8. Which of the folloWing -factors are asso
ciated with bAghlressure systems to make
flying conditions, morOavorable than in
low-pressure systems?
1. Less cloudy and better daytime

visibility
2. Less concentrated turbulent areas
3. Light or &aim winds
4. A11 of the ibove

5-9.

401.

s ,

Which of the follow?ng statement's about
a hurricane is INCORRECT?
1. The wind changes direction after

passegi of the eye
2. A degd calm may exist in its center
3. It is accompanied by anticyclonic

" winds as high as 175 knots
4. It is 1.c.companied4Fmuch rain and

thunderstorm activity

1



5-10. A tornado differs from a hurricane in

that a torna has

. 1. more violent winds and a much smaller
diameter

2. more violent winds and a much larger
diameter

3. less violent winds and a much smaller
diameter

4. less violent winds and a much larger

diameter

5-11. The various types of air masses are
determine& by the measurement of their
1. temperature and pressure
2. humidity and temperature
3. wind velocity and pressure
4. humidity and.wind velocity

5-12. What has the greatest influence upon the

characteristics of an air mass?
1. The amount of humidity it contains
2. The length of time it travels
3'. The path over which it travels
4. The source region

.

5-13. Which of the following is NOT a require-
ment for an area to be characterized .
as a good source region?

1. High pressure
. 2. Low pressure

3. A uniform,surface
4. Uniform temperatures

5-14. Which of the folpwing,indicates
air of polar origin passing over
warmer than the air?
'1. mPw
2. mPk
3... mPA

4. MPH'

s

5-18. The lower level of which cloud type is
found at heights of 16,500 feet above the
ground?
1. Stratus

2. Altostratus
3. Cirrostratys
4. Cumulonimbus"

5-19. Which cloud type has its lower level
to the surface of the earth?
1. Cirrus
2. Altocumulus
3. Stratocumulus
4. Cirrocumulus

close

5-20. Clouds of which type generally trouble
pilots the least?
1. Cirrus
2. Nimbostratus
3. Stratus
4. Cumulus

5-21. What kinds of clouds may give the first
signs of approaching bad weather?
1. Cirrus
2. Stratus
3. Cumulus
4. Cirrocumulus

5 -22. What type of cloud is associated with

the term "mackerel sky"?
1. Cirrostratus
2. Cumulonimbus
3. Stratocumulus
4. Cirroces341.us-

maritime
a surface

Learning Objective: Recogiize the
major cloud genera, characteristics,
and levels at which they occuf.

In items 5-15 through 5-17, select from Oolumn B
the class of clouds associated with ee4h cloud
level listed in column A. .c

5-16.

A. Cloud Levels B. Classes

High 1. Altocumulus

Middle

Low

2. Cirrocumulus

3. Cumulus

4. Stratocumulus

pti

402

5-23. What cloud genera abbreviation
ciated with clouds that appear

to a herd of sheep in the sky?
1. Ac
2. Ci

3. CC
4. Sc

is asso-

similar

5 724. Clouds of which type appear as thick gray
or blue-gray...smooth oVarcast?

1. Altosritfus
2. Altocumulus
3.. Cirrocumulus/
4. Cumulonimbus

5 -25. Which type of'cloud is always accompanied
by precipitation?

1. Altocumulus
2. Cirrostratus
3. Stratocumulus

4. Nimbostratus



5-26. What type of cloud_yields precipitation

only in the form of drizzle?
1. Stratocumulus
2. Altostratus-

3. Stratus
4. Nimbostratus

5-27. Which cloud_belongs to a graitip of clouds

with pronounced vertical development?
1. Altostratus
2. Cirrostratus
3. Stratocumulus

Cumulonimbus

5 -28. A flat or anvil top is characteristic of
which clouds?
1. Stratus
2: Cumulus '

3. Cumulonimbus
4. Stratocumulus

Learning Objective: Identify types,
effects, designations, and character-
istics of fronts.

,What is a front?' .-
1. A ),oundary separating two different

air masses
2. The face of an approaching cold

air Masi
3. The face of an approaching warm

air mass
4. Either 2 or 3 above

51-.30. What occurs when a region' that is
occupied by warm air is invaded by a
cold air mass?
1. The cold air is forced upward
2. The cold air mixet-with the warm

air
3. The cold air pushes the warm air

upward!'
4. The cold air is driven back.by the

warm air

5-31. All but which of the, following weather
characteristics are associated with the
passage of it coldfrontk
1. Decreasing pressure
2. ,Decreasing tumidity
3.. Decreasing temperature
4. Shifting of wind direction

532.' Cumulonimbus and nimbostratus clouds
located st and imitediately to the rear
of a surface frontcharacpsrize a
1. stationary cold front'"
.2. warm front that is moving slowly
3. cold front that is moving slowly
4. cold front thtt is movldg rapidly

v,

.5-33. Squall lines are associated/with which
type of front? -

1. A warm front
2. An occluded front
3. A fast-moving cold front
4. A Glow- moving cold front

5-34. A-told front is indicated on a colbred
Weather map by -a

'1. red line with triangles
' 2. blue line

3. red line with half circles..
4. blue line withrtriangleti

What eype of cloud formation usually appears
first when a warm front is approachicR?
1. Cirrus
2. Stratus
3. Cirrostratus
4. Nimbostratus

5-35.

.

5-36. An occlusion occurs as a result of a
1. warm front overtaking a cold front:
2. cold front overtaking a warm front
A. cold front meeting a stationary front
4. warm front meeting a stationary front,

5=37. Which type of front usually causes the
greatest exteftded period of, poor flying
weather?
1. Warm
2. Cold

3. Occluded
4. Stationary

, S.

Learhing Objective: Recognize,the
__characteristics and effects of water
vapor in the air and the meaning of
terms pertaining to saturated air.

_ ".

5-38. Water inthe air occurs in,whith form(s)?
1. Gis '

'Solid
3. 14.4144."

4. All.of the above

4 5-39. Most of the weather that interferes with
the operation of aircraft is directly
associated with,
1. pressure
2. wind velocity
3. temperature
4. some form.of water

What is the maximum amount of water
vapor (by volume), that can be held by air?
1. 5 percent ,'

2. 2 percent
3. 3' percent

4. 4 percent-

i8
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5-41. What determines the quantity of water
vapor which can be contained in a saturated
volume of the atmosphere?
1. The pressure
2. The temperature
3. The amount of air
4. All of the above

5-46 All but which of the following changes
increase the likelihood of fog formation?
1.' The moisture content of the air

decreases, and the temperature
increases

2. The temperature decreases, and the
moisture content of the air increases

3. The' temperature remains constant, and
the moisture content of, the air
increases

A. The moisture content of the air
remains constant, and the temperature
decreases

5-42. Relative humidity is defined as the

1. mass'of water vapor present per unit
volume of space

2. ratio of the mass of water vapor to the
mass of dry air

3. ratio of the density of water vapor
in the air to the density of the
air

4. ratio'of water vapor in the air
to that required for saturation at
a given temperature

5-43. The temperature to which air under
constant pressure with a constant water
vapor content must be cooled in order to
become saturated is called the
1. relative humidity
2. dewpoint
3. fog point
4. humidity point

Learning Objective: Identify features

of fog as they pertain to its compo-
sition and formation.

In answering items 5-47 through 5-53,
assume that the atmospheric conditions

are conducive to the formation of fog.

5-47. Which combination of meterological
conditions is most likely to produce a
deep and dense fog?
1. A brisk wind in dust-free air
2. A light wind with dust-laden air
3. Calm air laden with dust particles
4. Calm air relatively free of dust

particles

5-48.- If there is sufficient humidity, which
condition is most favorable for the
formation of radiation fog?
1. A clear sky in daytime
2. A clear sky at night
3. An overcast sky at night
4. An overcast sky in daytime

5-49.
5-44.. A cloud on the eakth's surface is

called fog. Which of the following
statements most accurately describes
this phenomenon?
1. Fog is composed of visible large

water droplets
2. Fog is composed of minute, suspended,

visible water droplets or ice particles 5-50.

3. Fog is composed of visible water
droplets and is cf uniform density.

4. Fog is composed of visible water
droplets or ice particles that fall

earthward

5=45: The basis for the predictioi'ef fog is
provided by the differential between, the

1. relative humidity and absolute
humidity

2. temperature and absolute humidity

3. dewpoint and relative humidity

4. dewpoint and temperature

29

What kind of fog is formed when a warm,
moist air mass passes over a cooler
surface?
1. Steam
2. Upslope
3. Advection
4. Radiation

Advection fog is generally considered
the most dangerous because of its greater
1. 'density
2. Variability
3. degree of condensation
4. area coverage

5-51. What processes are taking place when an
upslope fog is forming?
1. Air is rising, expanding, and cooling
2. Air is rising, contracting, and cooling
3, Air is descending, expanding, and

cooling
4. Air is descending and being warmed )5y

contraction

4 -I



5-52. When does steam fog occur?
1. When evaporation from warm water

saturates cold air passing over it
2. When air rising up a gradual land

rise expands and cools
When air is carried over a colder'
surface

4. When a land surface on clear nights
cools by giving off heat

5-53. Warm front fog forms as a result of
1. warm waters offshore coming in

contact with an adjacent cold land
area

2. rain falling from warm air into cold
Sir

3. precipitation within a warm front
4nup and down movement oflwarm air
g a cold front

Learning Objective: Identify types,
causes, and results of airframe icing
formed during flight.

5-54. What icing conditions are NOT normally
encountered. in flight?
1. Rime ice, clear ice, and frost
2. Rime ice and carburetor ice
3. Frost and slush
4. Clear ice and glaze ice

5-55. What type of icing results when a film
of liquid water freezes on an airframe?
1. HoarfrotA-
2. frost
3. Rime ice
4, Clear ice

5-56. Which of the4following statements best
describes the formatyn of rime ice?
1. The formation of rime ice requires

a sudden drop in temperature to
freesseeupercooled droplets of water
which have partially frozen after

( they hive contacted an airframe

2. the partial melting and refreezing of

clear ice on an airframe causes the
spongy mass that forms ripe ice

3. Rime ice is formed when supercooled
droplets of water strike an airframe
and freeze separately

4. Rime ice forms when the surface of an
airframe has been subjected. to some
form of precipitation and a sudden
drop in temperature causes the
precipitation to freeie into a solid
sheet of ice

5-57. Which type of airframe icing will be

caused by a.high performance aircraft

flying rapidly from a region whose

temperatUre is well below freezing to a

another region where the temperature is

' considerably higher and the air is very

moist?
1, Frost

2. Rime ice

3. Clear ice

4. Glaze ice

Learning Objective: Recognize condi-

tions and terms associatea with wind.

5-58. In dealirig with the horizontal components
of wind, reference is made to its direction
and speed; but in defiling with its verti-
cal components, reference is made to all

but which of the following?
1. Updrafts
2. Downdrafts'

3. Turbulence
4 4. Speed

5-59. Windflow is the direct result of. varia-m_
tiogis in pressure which result,from varia-
tions in temperature 'caused by global
circulation'Of the air which maintains the
earth's heat balance.

5-60. Direction of the horizontal component of
the wind is determined by the direction
in which it is blowing.

5761. Windspeed is usually measured and expressed

542. Photometeors are caused when the light.of

the sun or moon is
1.o. reflected only

2. refracted only

3. diffracted only
i4. reflected, refracted, or diffracted

in terms of -I
1. miles per dour
2. knots
3. feet Per second

4. meters per second

Learning Objective: Identify types,

characteristics, causes,,relationships
f to weather, and effects of photometeors,
electrometeors, lithometeors, and

hydrometeors.

3d
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5-63. Whidh of the following statements about
the photometeors referred tq in the
preceding item would be correct?
1. They are the direct cause of adverse

weather
2. They are active elements in weather

development
3. They indirectly indicate what, kind

of weather to expect
4. All of the above

In items 5-64 through 5-66, select from column B
the photometeor caused by each condition listed
in column A.

Conditions B. Photometgors

5-64, The diffraction of'light 1. Raipbow
by water droplets

2. Eogbow
5 -65. The diffraction, refrac-

tion, and reflection of 3. Corona
light within raindrops

4. Halo
5-66. The refraction of tight

as it passes through ice
crystals

5-67. The occurrence of a corona is associated
with which types of 'clouds?
1.' Cirriform or middle clouds
2. Cumulus or fiddle clouds
3. Cumulus or stratus clouds
4. Cirriform or stratus clouds'

In items 5-68 through 5-70, select from coluMh
B the definition of each type of lightning
indicated in column A.

A. Types B. Definitions

5 -68. CG 1. Lightning which occurs
within a thunder cloud .

5-69. CC

5-70. CA
2. Lightning which passes

from one cloud to another

3. Lightning which passes
between a cloud and the
ground

4. Lightning which passes
from a cloud to the air
but does not Strike the
ground

gl

5-71. Of the following areas on the earth's
surface, where is an Aurora most likely
to occur?
1. Equator
2. North pole
3. North magnetic pole
4. North temperate zone

5-72. Which of the following is'classified as
a lithometeor?
1. Fog
2. Haze
3. Snow
4. Rain

5-73. Which lithometeor causes the sun to
appear red at sunrise and sunset?
1. Haze
2. Dust
3. Sand
4. Smoke

a

5 -74. Which hydrometeor is NOT a form of
precipitation?
1. Dew
2. Snow

3. Hail
4. Drizzle

5 -75. Precipitation is classified according
io all but vhidh one of the following?
1. Form
2. -Size

3. Rate of fall
4. Horizontal movement



Assignment 6
Meteorological Elements Affecting Aviation

Text: Pages 123 - 139

1

Learning Objective: Identify
types, characteristics, causes,
relationships to weather, and
effects of photometeors, litho-
meteors, and hydrometeors.

In items 6-1 through 6-3, select from column B
the form of precipitation that possesses each .

characteristic listed in column A.
e

A. Characteristics B. Precipitation
Forma

1. Rain

2. Snow

3. Drizzle

4. Snow pellets

6-1. It consists of white or
translucent crystals

, it consists of white
opaque round kernels
0.08 to 0.2 inch in
diameter,

6 -3., It consists of small
unifornily dispersed .

. droplets that appear
to float on air currents

6-4. Which of the following forms of solid
precipitation take(s) the form of minute,
branched, starlike-snowflakes?
1. Snow grains
2. Sleet

3, Hail

4. 'Snow pellets

6-5. What type of frozen precipitation is
associated with thunderstorm activity?
1. Sno*;

t.

2. Hail
3. Sleet
4. Snow grains

Learning Objective: Recognize how
thunderstorms are formed, and describe
-their structures and other charac-
teristics.

6-6. The atmospheric conditimmtnecessary for
the formation of a thunderstorm include
a combination of conditionally
1. stable air of,relatively low humidity

and some type of lifting action
2. -stable air of. relatively high humidity

and some type of subsiding action
3. unstable air of relatively low humidity

and some type of subsiding action
4. unstable air of relatively high humidity

ana some type of lifting action -4 f

6-7. What must happen to air before it becomes
unstable?
1. It must descend to a point where the air

around it is warmer
. 2. It must descend to a point where the air

areund,it is colder

3.. It must be lifted to a point where it is
warmer than the surrounding air

. 4. It must be lifted to a point where it
is cplder than the surrounding air

6-8. The three distinct stages of a.thunderstorm'
dl in the order of its life cycle are

1. anvil, mature, and convective
2. convective, anvil, and mature
3. cumulus, mature, and dissipating
4. imateie, dissipating, and cumulus

6-9. At what stage in the life cycle of a
thunderstorm do surface rains begin to fall?

1. Anvil
2. Mature
3. 'Cumulus

4. Convective

4 0
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6 -L0. The downdrafts of a thunderstorm cycle
are initiated by the
1. frictional drag of rainfall

2. evaporative cooling of the air

3. adiabatic cooling of the air
4. warming of the upper air by,conden-

sation

6-11. In which stages of a thunderstorm are
downdrafts significant?
1. Anvil, dissipating, and cumulus
2. Cumulus and dissipating
3. Cumulus and mature
4. Mature and anvil

6-12. The external visual appearance of a
thunderstorm is NO indication of the
presence and/or severity of hail and
turbulence[within the storm.

6-13. What causes the strong surface winds
F associated with a thunderstorm?

1. Vertical spreading of the updraft
currents approaching the cloud's base

2. Vertical spreading of the horizontal
currents as the cloud,appygoaches

3. Horizontal spreading of the updraft
currents at the cloud's base JO. 1

4. Horizontal spreading of downdraft
currents approaching the earth's
surface

Learning Objective:- Identify-
activities which provide weather

.,,service to pilots, their functions,
and the methods used in making
various types of weather obser-

vations.

6-14. The National Weather Service meets its
responsibilor providing weather
support to civil aviation in areas where
there are no Weather Service offices.
This is accomplished through the coop-
eration of which agency(ies)?,-1

1. The FM
2. Other governmental agencies
3. Private individuals and organizations

4. All of the above

6-15. Which of the following agencies is the
main distributor of weather information

to aviation interests?
1. FAA
2. NMC

3. NWS
4. WS0

33
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6-16. Which of the following statements relative

to the functions of the National Meteoro-
logical Center (NMC) is NOT correct? '

1. It collects weather reports from'all
over the Northern Hemisphere

2. It provides analyses and forecasts up
to 30 days in the future to other
weather facilities

3. It permits other facilities to
interpret its products without dupli-
cation

4. It assigns meteorologists to the Armed
Forces weather o (ices

6-17. The issuance of weat er forecasts for air
route traffic control areas is a respon-

sibility of the
1. WO.
2. WSFO
3. NMC
'4. AMOS

6-18. A distinctive duty of a weatherman assigned
to a WS0 is to brief pilots relative -to
weather conditions.

6 -19. What special processing center issues
warnings concerning severe thunderstorms,
tornadoes, surface hail, surface wind
gusts of more than 50 knots, and other
associated severe weather activities?

1. The National Weather Satellite Center

2. the High Altitude Forecast Center
3. The National'Hdrricane Center
4. The National Severe Storm Forecast

Center

6-20. All effort concerning tropical storms or
typhoons for the area near the Hawaiian,

Islands are controlled.:by the

1. joint action of the National Weather
Service and military weather services

2. National Hurricane Center
3. Weather Service office in San Francisco

4. NSSFC



In lams 6-21 through 6-23, select from column B
the specific type of weather observation in which
eade method of collecting weather information
listed in column A is used.

A. Methods B. Types

6-21. A ballon equipped 1. AMOS
with radio gear is :-

sent aloft) and data 2. PIREP
is transmitted back
to a ground station 3. RAWINSONDE

6-22. -A balloon is sent 4. PIBAL
aloft and is visu-
ally tracked from a
ground station

6-23. A Pilot reports

Actual weather condi-
tions encountered
while in the air

6-24. Photographof cloud pattelns over. large
areas of the earth are obtained by orbip-
ing satellites and are used in making
weather predictions. These satellites
generally orbit at an altitude above
1. 100 mi
2. 200 mi'
3. 300 mi

4. 400 mi

Learning Objectiire: Identify
transmission circuits and networks
utilized for transmitting specific
typeiof weather data.

In items 6-25 through 6-27, select from column
B the teletype circuit used for the dissemination
of each type of weather data listed in column A.

A. Types of Weather Data B. Circuits

weather 1. A

2. C

-e

6-25. Domestic synoptic
information

,44
6-26. NOTAMs

6-27. International weather
information .

3. 0

4. COMET

-'

cif

6-28. Which abbreviation represents they. S.
Air Force network system used to collect
and distribute military observations and
pilot reports to military users?
1. PIREP
2. COMET

CONUS

4. NOTAM

6-29. Weather observations from ships at sea
and other U. S. Navy weather facilities are

collected by the Fleet Weather Centrals.
These centrals utilize which of the
folio...NI-di communications systems

mirtheiLireports?
1. The FAA weather circuits
2. The AiroForce network system (COMET)

3. The U. S. Naval Communications System
4. ,All of the above

6 -30. Analyses and forecasts are distributed in
graphic form over facsimile networks
operated by the
1. Navy only j

2. Air Force only
3. National Weather Service only
4.- Navy,-Air-Force, and the National

Weather Service

to trans-

Learning Objective: Recognize types, .

uses, format, coding, and contents of
the hourly aviation weather 'report.

6-31. In order to describe as much weather
information in as little space as possible,
weather Service personnel transmit it to
air traffic control personnel in the form
of numerals, syibols, and contractions,

6:32. In which of the classes of reports is the
type specifically designated?
1. Local (L)

2. Record (R)

3. Special(S)
4. Record SOScial(RS)

6-33. In which of the four cldssifications of
observations are sea level pressure,

46 temperature, and dewpoint omitted?
1. L
2. R

3. RS
4. s

34

6-34. A station must make what type of obser-
vation if the sky condition shows clouds
below 1,000 feet but there were NO clouds
previously reported below this level?
1., L
2. R
3. RS

4. 5

f
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6-35. Which of th following weather changes

calls for, ecial observation?
1. Rainfall wits P.

2. Ceiling lowers from 7,000 to 5,000
3. Visibility increases- from 1/2 to 3

(miles

4. Wind velocity increases from 15 to 17_

knots

feet

6-36. What kind of observation is made if hail
begins at,a reporting station at 1700?
1. R
2. S

3. L
4..7 RS

6-37. What kind of observation is made if an
aircraft mishap dtcurs near an airport?
1. R
2. S

3. L
RS

%.1

`,

6-43. Refer to table 7-2 in your textbook. What
is the meaning of the letter preceding the
height of the ceiling layer of sky cover
indicated in figure 7-1 of your textbook'',
1. Aircthft
2. Measured'

3. Indefinite
4. Rawinsonde tailoon or radar

6-44. Certified.tower personnel shall report
prevailing visibility when the prevailing
visibility at the usual point of obser-
vati., is less than 4 mil

.

When visibility is measured in statute
, miles, how is it reported?

1. The nearest 5 miles beyond 15 miles
2. The nearest whole mile up to 15 miles
3. The exact mile and fraction thereof up

to 3 miles a

4. Any of the ibeVe, whichever is
applicable

6-46. The prevailing visibility entered on the
reports during nonuniform weather conditions

R et-38. to figure 7-1 and table 7-1 n your6

textbook. What is the lowest clo
-height indicated on this report?

1. 1,320 ft
2. 1,100 ft
3. 2,500 ft

. 4. 4,000 ft

In its 6-39 through 6 -41, refer to figure 7-2
of your textbook. Select from column B the sky"'
cover symbol used to designate each cloud cgver
condition listed in column' A.

A. Cloud Cover Conditions

6-39. EUrface layer obscuration

6-40.

6-41.

Broken layer aloft 2.

Overcast* layer aloft 3.

4.

reflects the greatest visibility attained
or surpassed throughout at.least

1. 1/4 of the horizon circle-
2. 1/2 of the horizon circle
3. 3/4 of the horizon circle
4. fny part of the horizon circle

6-47. Select the grouping below which accurately
combines the weather elements and their
reporting symbols.
1. Drizzle - A; hail - 11;.' freezing

drizzle - ZA

2. DriZzle - D; hail - A; freezing
drizzle -..ZD

3. Drizzle -."1.; hail - A;, freezing

drizzle - ZL
4. Drizzle - 1; hail - E; freezing

drizzle - ZL

6-48.

6-42. Ceiling is defineas the height assigned T,A
tosthe sky coveragesclassified in all
but which of the following symbols?
1. -X

3.

4.

r

If light rain showers and moderate snow
showers are intermingled/ thiscondition
will be reported iv.teletype as
,1.. RW-SW
2. R+S
3. RI,i+

4 ..!(:SW R

6-49. What symbols arelised .,to indicate the

presence of light snnOud'moderate
freezing rain?

1. S-ZR

2. ZRS-
3. 9-ZR
4. ZR+S-



Which of the following groups of obstruc-
tion to,viiion symbols indicates the
weather eporting symbols for identify-
ing smoke,--hize, and blowing spray,

_

Items 6-59 and 6-60 refer to the following
_ Atlanta hourly aviation weather report:

1±1%.7_4108611.,4/F/J394/72/6343605/.98/F3

6-59. The encoded ceiling is
1. 800 feet overcast
2. partially obscured
3. zero, zero
4. 500 feetbroken

respectively?

1. K, E, end. BY

2. GF, BY, and KH
3. S, H, and BS
4. SM, HZ, and BS

6-51.. What hydrometeor or lithometeor is the
obstruction to vision indicated in
figure 7171 of your textbook?
1. Fog ind blowing sand
2. Dust
3. Blowing spray
4. Smoke and fog

6-60. Wind direction and speed indicated on the
report are

1. 098 degrees at 5 knots
2. 103'degrees at63 knots
3. 180 degrees at 36 knots

'4. 360 degrees at 5 knots

6-61. The fog conditiOns at the beginning and
'end of the NAS Patuxent (NEK) report
shown-in-yourLtextbook-are-respectAWe

5 and variable
2. none and broLen
3. fog exists and covers 4/10 of the sky
4. 2 and 4'

In its 6-52 through 6-55, elect from column
B the encoded report figure wn s example
of each type of weather information listed in
column A.

A. .Types of Weather B. Report
Information Figures

6-52. Barometric pressure 1. 82/60

6-53. Temperature and
dewpoint

z. 894 (prefix 9).

3. 992

6-54. Wind direction tine

speed 4. .2815 ;

6-55. Altimeter setting

6-56.' The runway visibility value (RVV) will
be included in Navy reports when the
visibility along the appropriate runway
is less than the maximum of
1. one mile
2. Ntwo miles
3. three miles
4.. four miles

6-57. The abbreviation RVRNO in e report
. means that the runway visual range is

, 1. zero . -
'2. variable

not available
4. obscured by rain

-58. The symbols in the coded PIREPS section.
of figure 7-1 of your textbook mean that
the"
1. base of the reported overcast is

270 feet
2. top of the repbrted overcast it,,270.. 14

feet
3. top of the reported overcast is

2,700 feet
4. base of the,reporte d4overcast is

2,700 feet

Learning Objective: Recognize' the

procedural for recording and trans-
mitting PIREPs to pilots and the
weather service.

Items 6-62 through 6-66 refer to the
following PIREPs:

bCA UA 20 S DCA 2120 DISCHARGE 50 P2
ATA UA 10 NE TYS 0530 EXTRM TURBC 60 C54
MSNOA 20 SE MSN 1815 WND 240 72 KTS as P3
MKC UA 10 S MKC 0635 CAT 100 A4

6-62. Turbulence was experienced by one of the
pilots flying ..i,, an altitude of

1. 1,000 ft
2. 2,000 ft
3. 6,000 ft

4. 8,500 ft

6-63. Clear alr turbulence (CAT) experienced
at an altitude of 10,000 feet was reported
to which weather station?
1. DCA
2. MKC
3. MSN
4. ,ATA

6-64. The highest wind speed
the pilots was
1. 50 kt
;. 60 kt

3. 72 kt
4. 100 kt

411
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6-65. One pilot reported that an electrical
discharge was experienced at what time?

!

4

1. 0535-----

'2. 0635

3. 2120
4. 212%

6-66. The location of clear air turbulence
(CAT)' reported by one pilot was

1. 20 S DCA
2. .10 S HIP

3. 20 SE MSN
'4. 10 NE TYS.

Learning Objective: Recognize the

types of weather advisories, data
transmitted, and symbols used.

t

6-87. Although SIGNETS are prepared by MO
offices for their respective districts
and contain significant weather infor-
mation affecting flight safety of
transport and other aircraft, a SIGNET
will NOT be issued for which of the
following weather developments?
1. Severe icing
2. Squall lines

3. Winds of 40 hats ox moreat 2,p00
feet and below

4. Large area.. dust storms that lower

visibility to less than 2 miles

6-68. The pilot of a single-engine airvaft
who plahs to fly through a mounts pass

-should -be aduisedi_of_pntentia.U.y_hazardoua_l_h,2

weather conditions for the specific area
by means of a/an
1. WE
2- WW
3. SIGNET
4: 'AlRMET

In its 6-69 through"6-71 10sq0ct from column B
the form in which-each tyii of wither advisory
listed in column A is transmitted.

A. Types of Weather
Advisories

B. Forms

1. WW

6-69. An NWS advisory concern-
irc, the location of the

storm center, anticipated
movement, intensity" and
area1expected to be
affected by a hurricane

6 70. A severe weather fore-
cast issued by NSSFC

6-71. ^ An NSSPC report of pre-
sent surfaCe and upper

air criteria condUcive
to. generating pevere
local storms

r

2. SEVERE'.
WEATHER
OUTLOOK,
NARRATIVE

3.. SIGNET or
AIRMET

. WH

Y

r



Astt§tifrierit-7
Aviation Weather Reports and Advisories

Teak: Pages 140 - 160
4

.

7-7.

Learning Objective: Identify infor-
mation transmitted and phraseology
used in making voice communications.

If the altimater setting is encoded 983,
you must report it as
1. SETTING TWO NINE EIGHT THREE
2. ,;SETTING TWO NINER EIGHTY THREE
3; ATIMETER THREE NINE EIGHT THREE

In items 7-1 through 7-3, select from column B the
phraseology used in radio transmission to a
pilot that corresponds with each.symbol of height
and character of sky coverage listed in Column A.

A. Symbols

7-1.

7-2. ED

7-3. -X.

B. Phraseology

1. OVERCAST

2. INDEFINITE CEILING

3. MEASURED CEILING

. 4. SKY PARTIALLY
OBSCURED

7-4.

7-5.

Whether,prevailling visibility is reported in
statute miles or in nautical mileti;depends
on whether the reporting activity is a ship
or shore station..

Which of the following is omitted from a
weather broadcast unless it is specifically
requested?
1.. Obstructions to vision
2. NOTAMs included in the weather report
3. Runway visual range
4. Sea-level pressure

Haw must, you report curra".t wind direction
and speed coded 3241?

. AL

7-8. Assume that you receive the following
encoded remarks'in a weather report:
SNOINCR4. How should this be transmitted
to a pilot by voice communication?

SNOW INCREASED DURING PAST FOUR HOURS .

ONE INCH
2. SNOW INCREASED FOUR INCHES DURING PAST

HOUR
3. SNOW INCREASED DURING PAST HOUR FOUR

MILES VISIBILITY
4. SMOWINCREASED DURING PAST FOUR HOURS

OWMILE VISIBILITY

learning Objective: Recognize sub-
divisions of matter and some of their
characteristics.

7-9. Which of the following represents components
of a particle of matter in descending order
of size?

.1. -Electrons + protons + atom
2. Neutrons molecule + electrons
3. Molecule + atom subatomic particles

(protons, neutrons, and electrons)
4. Atom + molecule + subatomic particles

(electrons and protons).

7-10. Protons and electrons are subjected to
gravitational foroaa which attract and elec-
trical forces which may either attract or
repel.

1. WIND FROM THREE TWO ZERO AT FOUR ONE
2. WIND.DIRECTION THREE TWO SPEED FOUR ONE 7-11. Which atomic component has a negative (-)
3. WIND THREE TWO ZERO DEGREES,AT FOUR ONE Charge?
4,' WIND-:THREE TWENTY DEGREES AT FORTY ONE.- 1. 'Proton

KNOTS 2. Electron
3. Neutron
4. Nucleus

38
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7-12. Which atomic components attlioct one

anothei?
1.-- Electrons- and protons-
2. Electrons and neutrons
3. Protons and neutrons
4. Protons and nucleus

Which of the following-types of force is
directly dependent upon the relative motion
of the changed particles of an atom?
1. Magnetic
2. Electrical
3. Gravitational
4. Each of the above'

,7-14. Electrically charged particles in motion
are responsible for the existence of
magnetic forces.

7-15. Refer to figure 8-1 in your textbook.
When switch S is closed, current will flow
until the
1. negative charges move through the

capacitor to the positive side'

2. .conducting path becomes saturated with
electrons

3. charges on the plates are equalized
charges on the plates are unequalized

7-16. What determines the strength of the sag -.
netic field when the current carrying wire
is formed into a coil and the current

remains 5teady?
1. The amount of voltage
2. The resistance of the inductor
3. The direction of the current flow in

the inductor
4. The magnitude of the inductance

7-17. 4n cceilluting circuit depends upon which
of the following components for providing
a source of alternating electric and mag-
netic fields in a radio?

1. Capacitor only
2. Inductor only
3. Capacitor and Inductor.

4. Inductor and resistor

7-18. When the time required for a field to
expand and collapse exceeds one-half cycle,
what happens to the portion of energy that
is detached?
1. It travels at approximately the speed

of light and is dissipated into space
with no useful applitetion

2. It becames electromagnetic radiation
and may be used to link a-radio trans
sitter and receiver 4

3. It.slows to the speed of light and pro-
duces stronger inductance in the oscil-
lator circuit of the transmitter

4. It is recycled into a capacitor to sus-
tain oscillation in the transmitter

a

Learning-Objective: -Identili-basic-
radio principles and terms.

7-19. Refer to figure 8-3 in your textbook. A

cycle may be defined as
1. the distance between corresponding

points on consecutive waves

2. the distance from peak to peak on a

wave
3. the distance from crest co trough on a

wave
'4. the distance between two consecutive

wavelengths

' 7-20. Which electromagnetic wave is composed of

a continuous_series_of_similar_waves of

39

like Characteristics?
1. MCW
2. Continuous

3. Broken carrier
4. Both 1 and 2 above

7-21. When modulated carrier wave radio trans-
missions are being used, to convey a voice
messages the unit in the system which
reproduces the original message is the
radio teceiver.

7-22. Which type of modulation usually results
in the radio receiver's output being nearly
free of static?

* 1...-Pbase
2. Pulse
3. Amplitude
4. Frequency

7-23. What type of modulation is being used when
the beginning of each cycle is displaced
from a reference origin?
1. Amplitude
2. Frequency

Phase
4. Pulse

7-24. Single sideband transmission is `most desir-
able when you need NOT be concerned with
economy in the use of power needed to
transmit.

7-25. A conductor used for radiating electro-
magnetic energy into space or for collect-
ing it from space is called a/an
1..magnet
2. conductor
3. antenna
4. capacitor

7-26. The property of interchangeability of the
ease antenna for transmitting and receiving
operations is known as antenna reciprocity.

411 4



7 -27. A radio receiver is a device which selects 7 -35.

a single frequency of electromagnetic radi-
ation from an antenna and demodulates the
signal- to produce audible or usabli-Iti-
quencies.

Learning Objective: Identify uses,
Characteristics, operational proce-
dures, and capabilities of omni-
directional range systems.

7-28. A VHF/UHF omnidirectional range produces
directional guidance for aircraft in all
directions from the facility.

An aircraft is pn which radial when flying
-inbound-on-a-magnetielheading of 180' to
-an omnidirectional facility?
1. 090'
2. 180'

3. 270'

4.' 160.'

The comparison between the Change in the
azimuth of the variable phase to that of
the reference phase is the basic principle
of the 'omnidirectional facility.

.
7-29.

-30.

Which of the following statements concern:-

ing ME is correct?
1. It measures horizontal surface distance

from an ifrborne aiftfift to thi-,DMTT
station

2. No navigational error is introduced in
aircraft flying at h h altitudes

3. It Operates in the band
4. ,Each of the above

7-36. What does the VOR/DME facility provide?
1. Bearing only from the facility'
2. Bearing and elevation 'from the facility

3. Elevation only from the facilOy
4. Distance and direction from the facil-

ity

7-37. The omnirange systems are usually reliable
regardless of atmospheric conditions
because they
1., have LVOR's"gap fillers"
2. operate;in fhe VHF /UHF range
3. are not iimIted to fourlcourses
4.: operate at much higher power than other

radio aide

7-31. The omnirange transmission consists of one
reference signal, and a rotating signal

that are out of phase on all points of the
compass EXCEPT
1. 045', 135', 225', and 315'
2. 000', 090', and 270'
3. 000 and 180'
4. magnetic north

7-32. The omnireceiver in the aircraft is capa-
ble of indicating when the aircraft has
reached a preset course and is flying to
the station on this course.

7 -33. An advantage of distance measuring equip-
.

ment (DME) is that both bearing and dis-
tiiCe are provided from a selected navaid
facility.

7-44. Azi airborne DME unit indicates the dis-
tance from an aircraft to the ground unit
by ma/muting the interval ofima required
for a pair of pulses to travel from they
1. interrogator to the transponder
2. transponder to the'interrogator
3. interrogator to the transponder and

back to the interrogator
4. transponder to the interrogator and

back to the transponder

7-38. Refer to table 8-2 in your textbook.
A TACAN factXity classified as a "T" facil-
ity day be 1proved for use at which alti-
tudes?
1. Prom 18,000 ft to FL 450
2. Above FL 450
3. From 14,500 ft to 17,999 fr

4. 12,000 ft and below

The interval between transmissions of a
3-letter Morse code identifier by a TACAN
facility is
1. 10.5' sec

2. 15.5 sec
3. n.5 sec
4. 37.5 sec

7-40. FAA provides radials at certified airborne
checkpoints in the airport vicinity to
ensure that the accuracy of VOR receivers
in the aircraft is within a tolerance of
plus or minus 6 degrees for rim flights.

7-41. What checkpoint on the airport is used by
a pilot to check his VOR/TACAN prior to
flight?
1. Anyiposition on the taxiway
2. 'Any position on the runway
3. A position on the taxiway indicated

by a 20-foot circle,
4.' Both 1 and 2 above

` 7-39.
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7-42. A ground TACAN facility is capable of.
__0m41;44eotgay providing
1. bearin and (istance information to an

unlimited number of aircraft .

2. distance'information to an unlimited
number of aircraft and bearing informa-
tion to as many as 12Q aircraft

3. bearing information to an unlimited
number of aircraft and distance infor-
mation to as many as 126 aircraft

4. bearing information to an unlimited
number of. aircraft when within rinse
and distance information to as many as

120 aircraft

1

7-44.

7-43. In order for two pilots to utilize air-to-
air ranging, they must agree to use two
TACAN channels that are separated by

2. 50 MHz

3. 63 MHz
4. 75 MHz

An aircraft must be equipped with which of
the following instruments to utilize TACAN

fully?

4. Radio magnetic indiakor and range
indicator

2. Ambiguity indicator and range indicator

3. Course indicator, ambiguity indicator,
and radio magnetic indicator (RMI)

4. Range indicator, course indicator, and
radio magnetic indicator (RMI)

7-45. Refer to figure 8-11 in your textbook.
Assume that the course indicator reads
FROM instead of TO and flight conditions

have NOT changed. What bearing will the

number 2 needle on the RMI indicate?

1. 060'

2. 150'

3. 240'
4. 330'

7-46. Refer to figures 8-11 and 8-12 in your

textbook. 911It. indication is given by the

course indicator used with TACAN equipment
when a pilot is flying on the selected
course toward an omnirange station?

1. The OFF flag appears
2. A small panel light is illuminated

3. The word FROM appears in a small.wih-
dow

4. The indicator bar centers

F

41
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7-47. When an aircraft passes through a large

cone of ambiguity located directly over a

TACAN-stationi which-of-the-following-win- -,---
be indicated on the aircraft's instrument

panel? N

1. The radio compass indicator will rotate
aimlessly and stabilize at 180' from
the bearing approaching the station

2. The range indicator will indicate dis-

tance above the station

3. The vertical bar on the course indica-
tor will fluctuate from side to side
momentarily, and the TO-FROM indicaLur

will indicate FROM

4. All of the above

1:48. An ATC clearance is issued to a pilot
requiring him to fly an ARC of a TACAN

14A- r wh el at =ho d_

he select a magnetic heading so as to main-

tain the ARC?

1. Range indicator
2: RMI
3. Course indicator

4. TO -PROM indicator

Learning Objective: Recognize the

uses and operating characteristics
of radio beacons as used by pilots
for navigational and positioning
purposes.

7-49. Which of the following statements concern=
ing low-frequency, nondirecti4a1 beacons
is INCORRECT?
1. They may have an associated voice

feature _

2. They transmit a continuoUs 3-letter
identification

3. They produce practically static- and
disturbance-free signals

4. They normally operate in the 200- to

400-kHz band

7-50. A radio beacon used with the instrument
landing system (ILS) markers is referred

to as a/an
1. nondirectionsl radio beacon

2. automatic direction finder

3. marker beacon
4. compass locator



7-51. Refer to table 8 -3\in your textbook. Which
of the following identifies a nondirec..
rinnal beacon that has the highest power
output but does NOT make voice transmis-
sions?
1. RH,-
2. RH W
3 H

4. ME ,/

In items 7-52 and 7.153 assume that aggliglI4

is on a magnetic heading of 360' and the
caapess needle points to 240'.radio

Z -52. 'Where is the automatic direction finding.

(ADP) station in relation to the aircraft?
1. Behind and to the left
2. Behind and-to the right
3. Ahead and to the left
4. ,Aheoti and to the right'

7 -53. Which of the following turns represent's the

smallest course alteration (degrees of
heading change) so the aircraft will home
on the ADP station?
1. Counterclockwise 120'
2. Clockwise 180'
3.-Tither clockwise or counterclockwise

180'
4. Clockwise 240'

7-54. FM fanmarkers are located at definite
points along an airway to provide aircraft
with positive position identifications

7-55. What is the proper classification for a
marker beacon physically located outside
controlled airspace that consists of a
100-watt fanmarker and a nondirectional
radio beacon of less than 50 watts that
has NO voice facilities available?
1. vra _

2. FMHW
3. FMMHW
4. FMNDEW

Learning Objective: Recognize the
capabilities, limitations, and oper-
ation of the Instrument Landing Sys-

, tem (ILS).

7-56. The ILS utilizes radio beams and marker
beacons to provide pilots with which of
the following items of information?
1. Guidance
2. Range
3. Visual
4. All the above

7-57. An aircraft is on an ILS approach 18 nauti-
cal miles from the runway. What is the
minimum altitude for receiving the oncourse
signal from the localizer?
1. 1,000 ft
2. 3,000 ft
3. 4,000 ft
4. 4,500 ft

7-58. The frequency. selector in an ILS system
automatically switches the glidepath
receiver to the appropriate frequency when
the pilot tralects which of the following?
1. The proper guidepath frequency
2. The proper fanmarker frequency
3. The proper localizer frequency
4. Either 1 or 2 above

7-59. The middle marker of n ILS course is indi-
cated on the ILS marker receiver in the
aircraft by the
1. white light flashing dots and dashes
2. amber light flashing dots
3. purple light flashing dots

--- 4. .amber light flashing, dots and dashes

7-60. Which of the following statements concern-
ing compass locators is INCORRECT?
1. They have a power output of less than

25 watts
2. They have a range of at least 15 miles
3. They are located on the airport
4. They operate between 200 and 415 kHz

Learning Objective: Identify the
scope of the Joint Electronics Type
Designation System (JETDS) and the
seeping, of specific equipment des-
ignitions.

7-61. The JETDS.applies to which of the following
models of electronic systems, groups, com-
ponents, and subassemblies for use by the
Military?
1. L.velopmental
2. Preproduction
3. Production
4. All of the abode
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IP
Refer to appendix II in answering items

7 -62'through 7-64.

In itAts 7-62 throUgh 7-64, select from column B
the 'dining of each of the 3 letters of the desig-
nation ARC-38 as listed in column A.

7-65. What is the proper designation of electronic
equipment that can be used for more than one

_____purpose4_csn_be_used for both transmission

A. Letters B. Meanings

7-66:7-62.

7-63.

7-64.

A

R

C

1.

2.

3.

4.

Purpose ,

Modification

Installation

Type of Equip-
ment

43
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and reception of voice communications, and
is installed on a vehicle whose only purpose
is to transport it?
1. AN/MRR-38
2. AN/MRQ-38
3. AN/MRT-38
4. AN/VRQ-38

What is the meaning of the last 3 letters

of the designation AN/FSA-17?
1. Photographic passive receiving auxiliary

assembly
2. Fixed detecting airborne assembly

3. Fixed special auxiliary assembly

4. Fixed surface heat assembly

1



Gontrol'Tower Equipment

Text: PSges 160 - 191

1

Assignment 8

Learning Objective: Recognize
construction features, operating
characteristics and procedures,
a vantages sa. vantages of
various radio communications
Consoles.

8-1. Inasmuch as a single-piloted IFR aircraft
should be provided with a single frequency
approach, it may be necessary ter the
control tower. the radar facility, and
approach control to operate on the same
frequency during the approach of such
an aircraft.

e' <c
0 fru 8-2 through 8-7 refer to the AN/FSA-

,

1 ommunications console.

8-2./ This system provides as many as 20
transmit/receive channels, 10 of which
may be used for voice communications
and 10 for interphone.

8-3. If you want to transmit while monitoring
a frequency, !Alla should ,place the

pertinent radiophone switch in its full-
up position.

8-4. Relative to the control position
bn the FSA-17 receiver, under what circum-

stances will therreceiver's amber indi-
cator light glow when a signal is received?
1. Provided the control switch is in the

MONITOR position
2. Provided the control switch is in the

TRANSMT position '

3. Provided the control switch is in the
RECEIVE position

4. Irrespective of the position of the
control switch

8-5. If a radio call is received on the
frequency controlled by radiophone switch
No. 17, a green light above this switch
will glow if the switch ii in its middle
or full-up position.

8-6. What is the color of the indicator light
that is located above each interphone
switch and which glows when the position
is called by another operator?
1. Red
2. Blue
3. Green
4. Yellow

8-7. A signal reced by any one of the 20
receivers ip automatically and simul-
taneously fed to the overhead speakers and
headsets.

8-8. Although similar in design and method of
operation to the AN/FSA-17, the AN/FSA-52
communications console is superior in that
it provides for.
1. more frequencies only
2. greater intercommunications only
3. additional operating positions only
4. more frequencies, greater inter-

communications, and additional operating
positions

8-9. Tb!. only undesirable feature of the

AN/F0A-58 communications console is the
absence of a backup poker supply in the
event of primary power failure.

8-10. Utilizing the AN /BSA -58 communications
console, a controller's position normally
consists of how many modules?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three

4. Four

8-11. Relative to an operavir depressing the

XMTR SEL button on the AR/FSA-58 radio-
phone module, which of the following
statements is correct?
1. The green light at the controller's

position will glow a steady bright
2. The white light at the-supervisor's

console will flash
3. The red light at the controller's

P position will glow at half brilliance
4. The yellow light at the supervisor's

console Will flash

r
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8./12.- Ail indication that a controller has
selected the TELCO position on the
AN/FSk-58 communications jackbox is the

glowing of the
1. flashing red light on the module

. flashing green light on the jackbox

3. steady white light on the module

4. ,steady green.light on the jackbox

Learning Objective: Identify a
microphone'arid- the technique of

using one.

rr

8-13. A microphone is a device used to convert
sound energy into electrical energy.

8-14. ,How should a,hand-held microphone be

/'held?
1. Within one-half inch of the lips

2. With the lips just touching it

3. With the lips firmly against it

4. Within six inches of the lips

8-15. Which of theofollowing is NOT considered
proper microphone technique?

1. Speak clearly and distinctly

2. Avoid extremes of voice pitch

3. Shield your microphone from outside
noises

4. More than one microphone used at one

time

8-16. The Mibner in which the meseage.is
delivered determines the effectiveness
of the transmitted signal.

Learning Objective: Indicate uses ,,

and operating principle& of dhe
RD- 217 /UNB Voice Recorder-Reproducer,

and the storage, filing, splicing,
and demagnetizing procedures of the
tape used on it.

8-17. Recorti
between
and air

gs made of communications
air traff c control facilities
raft are abed far which of the

following purposes
1. Circuit discipline
2. Aircraft accident analysis

3. Voice training of air traffic
control personnel

4. All of the above

45

8-18. The maximum number of minutes of record-

ing possible with this recorder-reproducer
without tape change is

1. 1,425 min
2. 1,440 min
3. 1,455 min
4. 1,420 min plus a 15- minute, overtime

allowance '

8-19. Spare tapes should be stored in a room in

which the temperature and relative humidity

do NOT exceed
1. 60. F and 60 percent

2. 60' F and 75 percent
3. 75. F and 75 percent

4. 75° F and 60 percent

8-20. Recorded reels of tape must be kept on file
for at least 10 days before they are
erased.

8-21. When two pieces of recorder tape are
joiped with splicing tape, the piece of
splicing tape should be sttetched a
distance of one-half its original
length and then applied.

8-22. What is the correct sequence of steps to
follow-when you demagnetize a tape with

the demagnetizer?
1. Turn the power switch on until the

neon light becomes bright, place

the reel on rollers and rotate, and
release the power switch

2. Place the reel on rollers, turn the
power switch on until the neon light
becomes bright, remove the reel, and
release the power switch

3. Turn the power switch on until the
neon light becomes bright, place the
reel sbn rollers and rotate, remove the
reel, and release the power switch

4. Place the reel on rollers and rotate,
turn the power switch on until the
neon light becomes bright, remove the
reel, and release the power switch

8-23. The maximum length of time that a roll
of tape should remain in the demagnetizer
after the neon light becomes illuminated
is

1. 10 sec
2. 15 sec
3. 10 min
4. 15 min

8-24. It is important that both the RD-217/UNN
recorder and the demagnetizer be prOperly

grounded when they are being operated.

42-0 H
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esrning=Objective:-- Recogni4e
construction feqUres and operat-
ing characteristics of the RD-
379(V)/UNH Recorder-Reproducer
and the RP-214(V)/UN Reproducer.

8 -25. 'The RD-379(V)/UNH iq a solid state
kecording system.

.8-26. How many identical tape transport
assemblies does the RD-379(V)/UNH contain?
1. One

8-27. One of the most desirable features that
this recorder possesses is the ability
to simultaneously record how many
channels?
1. 3 channels_

2. 5 channels
3. 10 channels
4. 12 channels

8-28. It is normal practice to record time on
one channel. Thia recorded time signal
is displayed in what order?
1. Seconds-days-hoUrs-minutes
2. Days - hours- minutes- seconds

3.' Hours-minutes-seconds-days
4. Seconds-minutes-hours-days

8-29. -1"he RP-214(V)/UN iq capable of reproducing
Now many2=

nel only
2. Two channels simultaneously
3. Three channels simultaneously
4. Four channels simultaneously

LeariliveMe5sIve: Recigotnize

operating principles and procedures,
uses, and-tolerance4plicable to
the wind indicator and altimeter
setting indicator.

8-31. Which'of the following statements, is
applicable to a wind velocity indicator
itfa-tgittitMS control towerT
1. It is used as a standby and referred

to only.during an emergency
2. It presents noncorrected information

to be relayed twthe pilot
It is usually slaved to one in the
weather service department

4. It must be slaved to one in the
,weather eery/de department

832. The weather service wind direction
indicator readings indicate that the
wind is from 074 magnetic at 14 knots
at the time the wind indicator readings
from the control tower are-compared with
them. Corrective action must be taken
on-the-control-tower-indleatdr if its----
direction and speed indications are
1. 070' at 16 kt
2. 071' at 18 kt
3. 072' at 17 kt
4. 079' at 10 kt

8-33. If comparison between the altimeter setting
indicator in the control tower and the
weather service official indicator shows
the reading,of the former to be 0.02 inch
greater than that'of the latter, mainte-
nance personnel must\be advised of the
discrepancy immediately.

8-34. The initial input into a digital-type
altimeter setting indicator is accomplished
automatically.

Learning Objective: Indicate uses,
capabilities, and operating procedures
for portable traffic control lights,
navaid monitors, and runway visual
range indicators (RVR).

8-35. The portable traffic 'control light can
be used for directing takeoffs and land-
ings of aircraft NOT equipped with radio

and also,fdr directing the movement of
vehicles and personnel on the landing area.

8-36. When the seleotor handle of the portable
traffic control light is turned fully
counterclockwise and the operator holds
the spring - loaded toggle switch in the
pistol-type grip in.its depressed position,
a flashing red light is produced.,

What it the vistal range of the portable
traffic control light during daylight hours?
1. 10 mi
2. 15 mi
3. 20 mi
4. 25 mi

40 .
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8-38. What are the extremities for a flight
cheek of the portable traffic control

ti

1. 3 miles at the lowest pattern
altitude

2. 3 miles at the highest pattern
altitude,

3. 10 miles at 2,000 feet

4. 15 miles .at 2,000 feet

8-39. Which of the following statements about
the performance of the AN/GSA-35 navaid
monitor is NOT correct?
1. It voice modulates VOR, TACAN, and

UHF HOMER transmitters
2.'"qt establishes voice communications

between the remote locations and the
console

3. It provides manual control of TACAN,
VOR, and UHF HOMER transmitters

4. It, shuts down or restores to operation

any of the transmitters at the
transmitter location

8-40. RVR may be used by the tower, in lieu of
the reported visibility, in the approval

of straight-in instrument approach
procedures.

8-41. When RVR equipment is operated, to obtain
an actual value the reading in the window

must be multiplied by

14-

8-44. In addition to providing the control tower
with surveillance coverage, this system
oleo-provides_a_preciaioa radar disole_Y to
facilitate monitoring the final approach

course.

8-45. The system's TV camera is located in the
equipment room where it views the radar
Information presented on the cathode ray
rube (CRT) of the plan position indicator

(PPI) and transmits this information via
coaxial cable to the TV display unit
located in the tower cab.

8-46. When'a controller selects the 30 nmi range

scale on the range selector, the correspon-
ding range marks will automatically adjust

to

1. 3 nmi
2. 5 nmi
3. 6 nmi

4. 10 nmi

8-47. Control tower equipment out-of adjustment
or otherwise inoperative creates hardships
for yourself. .

Learning Objective: Recognize

factors to be considered in
'selecting an airport site, and

1. the distance from the aircraft identify airport snnstruction

10 features, uses, ad operating

3. 100 procedures.

4. 1,000

..,

Learning Objective: Indicate -uSes,

capabilities, and operating' prin-
ciples ofoBright,RADAR Indicator -
Toer Equipment - -Model 1 (BRITE-r1).

8-42. What control tower position utilizes this
system to assist in, the spacing of

arriving and departing aircraft?
1. Ground controller
2.; Tower supervisor
3. Local controller
4. Flight data controller

8-43. Th' requirement for gulch a system as

this one is made necessary'by which of
the following factors?

1. The wide. range of approach speeds

2.' The large airiort landingtareas
3. The varying visibility conditions

4. All of the above

,8-484.' In selecting a site for an airport, care-
ful consideration must be given- to an

area adequate for both present needs and
needs created by possible future expansion.
In additiOn, what other factor(s) mustbe
considered?
1. Terrain
2. Accessibility
a. Weather conditions
4. All of the above

8-49, _Shifting winds, dowridtafts: and air eddies

are some of the many elements to,be
considered'when-selecting an airport

site. These elements are classified
°under the general category of

1. area
2. terrain

3. weather conditions

4. accessibility'

"'8r50. . The orientaLadof an airport's primary
runwayls determined by the
1. directiori of the prevailing wind

2. location of the control tower

3. location of the hangar, area

4. local, terrain

4.7



8 Which of the hollowing factors is NOT
taken into consideration when the length

_ of _an ores_ rimaty runway is' _______

det ined? -,

.1. Location f the control tower '"'

2. Principal types of aircraft that will
be operas from the airport

4m3. Mean max temperature of the-airport
4. Field elev tion of the airport

1-52. Which of the following areas ie used
for checking aircraft instruments and
radio equipment ptior toitakeoff?-

**V

4
8-53.

1. Mat
2. -Warmup
3. Runway
4. Overrun

Wind tees, tetrahedrons, and windcones
are -Elassified as wind indicators.

8-54. HoW are'the colored lights arrangeA on
a wind tee so that an airporne pilot can
accurately determine wind direction at
'night?

1. Green on the fore and aft bar, green_
on the crossbar

2. Red on_the fore and aft bar, green
on the crossbar

3. Red on the fore and aft bar, amber
on, the cross-bar

al*
4. Green on the fore and aft bar;

amber on the crossbar

8 -55. Tetrahedron lights flashing between
sunset and sunrise indicate a ground
visibility of
1. more than 3 miles with a ceiling

less than'1,000 feet
2. less than 3 miles and/or a ceiling

less than 1,00 eet ,

3. -less than 3 les with a ceiling
greater than 1,000 feet

4. more than 3 miles and/or a ceiling
greater than 1,000 feet

)
8-56. Reitriction or suspension of VPR

operations within the control zone ie
indicated between sunset and sunrise
by flashing lights on the
1. windcone
2. tetrahedron
3. control tower
4. airport beacon

8-57. An approximation of wind velocity is
given by which of the following types of
wind direction indicators?
1. Windcone
2. Wind tee
3. tetrahedron
4. All of the above

ti
4$

8-58. What minimum wind velociy is required
to cause a standard type windcone to

_4 _stand_out_parAlle.Lso the ground?
1. 5 to 10 kt
2. 10 to 15 kt
3. 15 to 20 kt
4. 20 to 25 kt

8-59. Mat facilities are often used for which
of the following purposes?
1. To provide a location for the compass

rose
2. To facilitate the taking off and

landing of large aircraft
3. To facilitate the taking off and
/ * landing of several small aircraft

at the same time
4. All of the above

8-60. Compass calibration pads are marked every
15 degrOs to indicate magnetic bearings
beginning with
1. magnetic south
2. true south .

3. magnetic north
4. true north., rr

Learning Objective: Identify
standard airport pavement markings.

8-61. A runway having the number 9 painted on
one end. has what number,painted on its
other end?
1. lip /

2. 11.'

3. 16

4. 27

8-62. Which runway is most likely to be found
at an airport where the prevailing win
ie from the west?
1. 5

2. 11

3. 16

4. 27

8-63. An airport with runway 16R must also have
a runway numbered
1. 34L
2. 29

3. 23

4. ,9R
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In items 8-64 1Srough 8-66, select from column 8-70. Taxiway centerline strips are 6 inches,

3 the type qf line used to indicateieach portion . wide and painted
a-Navy-alifield_paveMent markings listedinwhima,

column.A. 2. yellow

;4

A. Paved surface B.

8-64. Primary runway 1.

centerline

8-65. Primaprrnftway:

edge

8-66. Thresholdimarkiigs
(runway 200 -feet

wide)

3.

Type of line

Solid line, 12 8-71.

,feet wide, 150
feet long, -

haitIted retrol.

reflective white

Broken line, 2
feet wide,
painted retro-
reflective

4,1

8-72.

Sidid line, 3
feet wide,
.painted'retro-
reflective w ite

3. retroreflectiye white

4. ratroreflective yellow

Upon reaching a position markeeby,t-t- ,,-
soliarand two broken painted 11.4i-aniPis

the taxiwy, the pilot

1. stop, look eround, 44
Proceed if the ii no :traffic

siibt
,

2. stop and then'proceed at a Minimum

taxiing speed !
3. stop and request.further tlearante,

4. proceed at normal taxiing Speed

A pilot is able to check his VOR/TACAN-farv*".,
proper functioning prior td-fIliht:W.
placing his aircraft on a speCiatircle:
painted on the taxiway ad iliziM the
,data painted on esign adjacent'.to the

I

. ,

taxiway.

4. Broken line, 3 .
' . . ,'

,

-

feet wide, .4.2L

painted retrp---."-'
_

reflective white In items 8-73 through 8-75, select from CaltaMS, B.

the marking used to indicate each type of,area
listed in column A.

!2

,-.18-67. A displaced threshold is a threshold a
the beginning of the full strength

-runway pavement.

8-68. Runway distance markers ar used as ap

L aid to the pilot in determining which
of the following?
1. The location of.the arresting gear
2. The amount of runway left

3. The amount of runway used

4. Both 2 and 3 above

Lighted signs consisting of large yellow
and white letters on

a blac background are placed on both
sides of a runway to indicate the

1. PCLP areas
2. landing. gear warnings

3. arresting gentations
4. VOR/TACAN checkpoints 4

'04

.A. Areas

8-73. Deceptive

8-74. Hazardous

8-75.

*c.

B. Matkinas

1. Retroreflettive
yellow painted
.markings

Closed runwaz ' 2.- Diagopal'black
stripes:painted
on an orange..

,colgred;back-,-

3("Two yellow
bands-10 feet
wide and,60,
feet 164 in .

i)

o.

the shipe of
an X

-4.

face orange
and aviation
white:normally 2,

in.a4checkir ;

ard.patterh

4:2

e ,

-,=%r
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Assignment 9
Airport Tr4Oic Control and Airfield Equipment

TixtL_Pages 193 - 217
44

Learning Objective: Identify standard
airport pavement markings.

,zr

9-1. 'Runway shoulder markings are painted

nonretroreflective yellow stripes and are
placed 100 feet apart at a 45-degree angle-'

to the approach end of the runway beginning
at the runway midpoint.

Every airport will have at least one of
the deceptive, closed,. or hazardous area
type of markings painted somewhere within
those areas designated for aircrufi.
operation.

9-2.

9-3. Which of the followingstatements about
an airport beacon is INCORRECT?
1. It always rotates at a constant speed

to produce the effect of flashes at
regular intervals

2. Its flashes may be of one color or two
colorg alternately at the rate of 12
to 15%per'minute

-3. It should be located within 750 ft
of the centerline or centerline
extended of the primary runway_

4.. It is operated in daylight hours when')
the visibility is under 3 miles and/or
the ceiling is under 1,000 ft

'

(

15,`

Learning Objective: Recognize standards
applicable rd Airfield lig/tad Systets,
andliodicate functions of and operating
rules or related components.,

ft

In items 9-4 through 9-6, select from, column B
the light display from a rotating, beacon that
has each meaning litt40iNcolumn A.

A

AN Meanings B. Displays

9-4. The location of a 1.

landmark or navi-
gational point

A lighted airport
or landing field
within 2 miles

94. The presence of an
Obstruction or
obstructions haz-
ardous to air
navigation

Alternating green
tind white flashes

2. White flashes
alone

3. Alternating red
and white flashes )

46 Red flashes
alone

%Figure 9A.--NAS Leadville

Refer to figure 9A in answering items
and 9-8.

9-7

4
F
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9 -7. If Amway 14-32 is s000 feet long, what
is the minimum number orpairs of lights
required to light it?

9-16. The Visual Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)

is designed for use during IFR conditions.

1. 20

2. 25

3. 40 -
4. 50 GV

9-8. What-type-and-color-lights-are-installed
at the points marked with Xs?
1. Pairs of blue range lights

2. Split green and red threshold lights
3. Groups of yellow contact lights
4. Pairs of split yellow-white contact

lights

1

In items 9-9 through 9-11, select from column B
the color associated with each airport light
listed in columb A.

A. Lights B. Colors

9-9. Runway 1. Bluish-white

9-10. Threasyold 2. White

9-11. Runway '3. Bidirectional green

center- and red,_

line
4. Red

'9-12. Runway End Identification Lights (REIL)
rotato,at a constant speed of

1. 10 rpm
2. 20 rpm

3, 30 rpm
4. ,40 rpm

9-13. On a straight segment of taxiway over
300 feet in length,,the spacing between
taxiway lights may approach but ROT exceed
1. 5 ft
2. 50 ft'

3. 100 ft
4. 200 ft

9 -14. The halo effect sometimes produced by high
intensity approach lights can be caused*

yy the

E9---

.-

Figure 93.--VASI glide slope,

Items 9-17 through 9-19, refer to table 1d3 in
your textbook and to figure 9B. Select from
column IS the combination of lights * pilot will
observe whileflying through the various points
of the VASI glide slope indicated in column A.

A. Points on the B. Light

VASI glide slope combinations

9-17: A

9-18. B

9 -19. C

1. White
White

2. Red
Red

3. Red
White

4. White
Red

9-20. What is the function of the red lights
that are spaced_, along the approach end

of the runway in clugters 800 feet apart
and that flash 90 times a minute when

activated?'
1. To warn the pilot of obstructions

along the runway
2. To identify the,runway distance

markeTs

1. aircraft's approach being too low
2. intensity being set too high
3. intensity being set too low 9 -21.

4. aircraft's approach being too high

0-15. Refer to table 10-2 in your textbook.
What is the recommended intensity setting
for high intensity approach light; when
the visibility at night is less than

1 mile?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4., Four

51
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3.' To serve as al-ThWeTir-TO-arrwaNg

4. To identify the runway

JAn airport's red obstruction lights are
turned on during daylight hours whenever
flight visibility is restricted.



47.22. --A Fresnel Lens, optical landing system

.installed along. he side of uheivily-
used runway permits pilots to
1. practice field carrier takeoffs
2. practicefield carrier landing

approaches (FCLP)
3. check their landing gear on approaches
4. ensure that no aircraft are behind and

above them while landing

Learning Objective: Recognize.
.responsibilities of pilots and
tower personnel relative to control
tower operations.

9-23. The controller's repetitious, routine
approval of pilot actions is NOT neces-
sary under preventive control unless
traffic conflicts develop.

9-24. Hobile controlikfacilities are used to
serve which of the following functions?
1. To provide coordination with the pri-

mary control tower controllers when
special aircraft operations or tests/
evaluations are being conducted on
the field

2. To provide coordination with the land-
ing signal offiCer (LSO) during times
when field carrier landing practice
(FCLP) is being conducted

3. To provide temporary operating facil-
ities during periods of equipment
outage in the main control rower

4. All of the above

9-25. Which of the following is NOT considered
a dual responsibility between the pilot
and air traffic controller?
1. Publications
2. Communications
3. Coordination
4, Cooperation

9-26. Fonlytower controllers to be considered
fully qualified, they must,possess a
facility Rating for the airport to which
hay-are-assignad

In items 9-27 through 9-29, select from column B
the air traffic control tower operating position
which exercises supervision over each operational

-function listed in column A.

A. Operational 1'8. Operating
Functions- Positions

9-27. Sepkation of IFR
.traffic

9-28: Control of VFR
ttliffic

9-29. Handling taxiing
traffic

1. Local Centro'

2. Ground control

, 3. Approach control

4. Flight data
position

Learning Objective: Identify airport

operating Conditions and piocedures
and information pertinent to both air
traffic controllers and pilots.

9-30. Traffic conditions are the only basis .

upon which a request to make a low
approach can be denied.

9-31. Under which of the following conditions
can the pilot of a turbine-powered air-
craft be granted permission to cross an
airport traffic area at 260 knots?
1. The aircraft requires ithigher mini-

mum speed
The normal military operating
procedures require it

3. The pilot prefers it as crew morale

I

factor 0
4. Either 1 or 2 above

9-32. If an aircraft makes a low pass to allow
a visual check of its landing gear and
the controller suspects that it is '

malfunctioning, he should immediately
inform the pilot and alert the crash and
rescue crew.

9-33,-Thrust-atteas-turbulence-and-wingtip

r

1

I.

vortexes are collectively termed "wake
-turbulence".

9-34. Once formed by an aircraft, WI: type of
rotational trailing air disturbance may
create a hazardous condition behind the
aircraft for an undetermined distance?
1. Jet blast
2. Prop wash
3. Wingtip vortexes.
4. Thrust stream turbulence

62



9-35. The approximate virtical drop of wingtip
vortexes produced by an aircraft with-an
85-foot wingspan is
1. 24 ft

2. -43 ft
3. '85 ft

4. ,170 ft

9-36. Which of the following descriptions should
a controller use to identify a Navy F-8
to a civilian pilot?

1. NAVY FIGHTER
2. NAVY EIGHT F
3. F EIGHT NAVY

4. FIGHTBX EIGHT NAVY

9-37. Which of the following items tight NOT be
considered field condition information?
1. A maintenance truck is on the left

°side of the runway in use

2. Construction is in progress in a flag-
marked area

3. 'A mower is operating in the center of

the field -

4. All traffic patterns are left -hand_

patterns

9 -38. Which of tha:following statements cor-
rectly describes to a pilot that a mower
is parked near the runway?
1. WATCH OUT FORIHAT MOWER
2. DON'T WORRY ABOUT THAT MOWER
3. MOWER. TO LEFT OF RUNWAY

4. MOWER PARKED ON RIGHT SIDE OF 111ThrWAY

NEAR THE INTERSECTION OF RUNWAY 28

9-39. Which transmission of a weather element

may ,an AC make without consulting a
weather report or weather service
persOnnel?
1. VISIBILITY ONE-ZERO
2. MEASURED CEILING FOUR THOUSAND OVERCAST
3. PATCHY FON EAST OF AIRPORT
4. GROUND FOG DEPTH FIFTY,FEET

9-40. Unless deemed unnecessary due to visual
'tracking or canceling reports, a tower
operator should keep pilots informed of
bird migrations, sizes, species, and
courses-of-flight-in-the-control-area_for
what length of time afterreceiving_bitd
activity information?

1.

2.

, 3.

4.

11111.110,

5 min
15 min
30 min

45 min

4

53

9-41. If an aircraft has an inoperative radio
transmitter but the radio receiver is
operating satisfactorily, the control
tower operator can communicate instruc-
tions with a radio transmitter or light

gun. The pilot should indicate the
receipt of instructions by blinking his
navigational lights at night. How should

he make this_ acknowledgment duilng thi

day?

1. By moving his ailerons or
on the ground

2. By flying a triangularipattern when

,airborne
3. By rocking his wings Oen airborne
4. Either 1 or 3 abOve

rudder when

9-42. If a runway use program is NOT established
for a particular airport and the surface
wind velocity is 25 knots, the duty run-
way will normally be the runway most
nearly aligned with the wind.

9-43. The pilot of a departing aircraft must use
the runway specified by the controller
eiren'though it is operationally advanta-
geous to use another.

.9-44% For the purpose of airport traffic con-
trol, which of the following types of
propeller-driven aircraft is classified
in category 2?40
1. Heavy twin-engine
2. Lightweight twin-engine
3. Lightweight single-engine
4. Higher performance single-engine

In items 9-45 and 9-46, assume that an
airport is equipped with parallel runways

on which same-direction landings-and takeoffs
may be performed. VFR conditions exist and two-

way voice radio is maintained.

9-45. Refer to table 10-4 in your textbook.
Two' C-130s may be cleared to land simul-
taneously providingire runway center-
lines-are at least
1. 400 ft apart
2. 600 ft apart
-3. 7OG-ft-apart_
4. 850it apart

9-46. Refer to table 10-5 in your textbook.
Simultaneous opposite-direction opera=
tions may be authorized for individual
aircraft of a squadron of F-4s at night
if the runway centerlines are a minimum
of 2,800 feet apart.



9 -47. Minimpm separation betwden two category 1
aircraft:taking off requires that the
first aircraft be
1. 3,000 feet ahead of the second and

airborne
2. 4,506 feet ahead of the second and

airborne,
3. 6,000'feet ahead of the second and

`airborne
4. 7,00 feet ahead of the second

9-48. What distance is required when a category
1 aircraft has taken off and is airborne
before a category 3 aircraft may'be
cleared for takeoff?
1. 3,000 ft__
2. 4,500 ft
3. 4 5,000 ft

4. 6,000 ft

9-49. fer to figure 10-22 in your textbook. .

FTII departing aircraft must NOT begin its
to eoff rolltil the arriving aircraft
has met wheEof the following conditions?
1. Completed its landing roll and is

.holding short of the intersection
2. Completed its landing roll and'is

holding past the intersection -

34 Taxied off the runway
4. Any of the above

9-50. Refer to figure 10 -2 in your textbook.
What separation must exist between an
arriving category 2 aircraft and a depart-
ing category 3 aircraft at the time the
category 2 aircraft crosses the landing
threshold?

9-54. Navy pilots are required to "read back"
all ATC clearances.

9-55. The pilot of multiengine aircraft depart-'
ing on 'an IFR flight should be informed
over the clearance delivery frequency of
his departure control frequency.

9-56--AnFIFR flight may depart Sid remain
until receipt of an ATC IFR_flight c ear-
ance providing the
1. ceiling is below VFR minimums
2. pilot requests it and the issuing

authority. approves

3. control tower. decides this is the

best method.
4. pilot decides that he does NOT want

to be involved with waiting

9-57. A pilot, with a Standard instrument rating
is authorized to depart your station with
a reported ceiling of 300 feet'and
visibility of 1 statute mile.-

9-58. Pilots of aircraft carrying very impor-
tant persons (VIPs) should notify the
tower when entering the airport traffic
area.

Refer to figure 10-33 in your textbook
in answering items 9-59 through 9-63 and

assume that the control tower is adjacent to,
and south of the midpointof runway 27.

9-59. In what general'airection should the
controller normally look to see an air-
craft on the downwind leg for runway'9?

1. 1,000 ft 1. North
2. '3,000 ft 2. East
3. 4,500 ft 3. South
4. 6,000"ft 4. West

4

9-51. A departing helicopter is NOT permitted
to take off until an arriving helicopter
has taxied off the landing area.

9 -52. Two 'helicopters
landings and/or
200 feet exists

off poi,ntq_a

NOT cross. 4

may perform simultaneous
takeoffs if a distance of
between their landing and
a their fljght paths do

9-53. Regarding the use of ground control and
local control frequencies, the pilot
should switch from the ground control
frequency to the local control frequency
when instructed by the ground controller
or when he
1. requests ATC clearance
2. is ready for takeoff clearance
3. starts to taxi
4. becomes airborne

9-60. A pilot radios the tower that he is turn-
ins base. for runway 9. What is his
approximate heading after he has completed
the turn onto the base leg? .

1. 90°

2. 180°
3. 270°

9-61. The breakpoint for a standard overhead
approach pattern for high performance
military aircraft is usually over
1. a point 3 miles ahead of the approach

end of the runway
2. the center of the runway
3. the jet initial point
4. the threshold of the runway

,7
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9-62. In a etandard jet approach pattern, when
the rollout on final approach is made,the
distance of the aircraft from the thresh:-
old of the-runway and its altitude above
the ground should NOT be less than
1. 1/4 mi and,300 ft, respectively

2. 1/2 mi and 400 ft, respectively
374_mi_and 500 ft, respectively

4. 1- -mi and 600 ft, respectively

9-63. The pilot of a propeller-driven aircraft
has received instructions from the tower.
to enter the traffic pattern downwind.
If landing traffic is using runway
aircraft's heading to,intercept the
pattern will be
1., 45°

2. 135°

3. 225°

4. 325

9-64. After the-Prescribed separation has been
accomplished and the pilot has reported
"wheels down,: landing clearance is
normally issued-when he turns onto .

1. final approach
2. crosswind leg

3. downwind leg
4.. base leg

9-65. Even though a violation may be apparent,
lending clearance can NOT be withheld

, indefinitely.

9-66. Pilots of arriving aircraft normally
switch to the ground control frequency
when they
1. lurnon the base leg
2. turn on the final approach leg

1. cross the threshold of theduty runway
4. clear the duty runway

9 -67. A "FOLLOW ME" truck is normally used at
air Stations to help pilots unfamiliar
with the field to move about expeditiously.

9-68. If a jet is ready for takeoff and another
aircraft 1s coming in for a landing, pri-
ority will be granted to the jet if the

---pilot-requests-I;-the-other-aircraft-will---
be instructed' to circle the field unless
it is another jet, an aircraft in an emer-

. gency, or a hospital evacuation aircraft,.,

9 -69. Control tower permission must be obtained
by the pilot of a Navy helicopter to
1. exceed an altitude of'500 feet within

the control zone only
2. cross a runway not in use only
3. cross the duty runway only

4e exceed an altitude of 500 feet wit
the control zone or cross the duty'
runway.

9-70. Under what condition(s) may a helicopter
pilot practice autorotations?

1. He remains within the boundaries of

the airport
2. He operates over a surface safe for

the maneuver
3. He remains accessible to crash and ,-

firefighting_ equipment_

4. All of the. above

Refer to figure 10 -34 in your textbook in,
answering items 9-71 and 9-72.

9-71. The recommended altitude for an aircraft
conducting the precautionary simulated
flameout (SF0) approach illustrated in
position 1 should be between
1. 3,500 and 5,500 ft
2. 3,500 and 10,000 ft
3. 5,500 and 15,000 ft
4. 10,000 and 15,000 ft

9-72.

9-73.

4

The low key altitude is recommended to be
between
1. 3,500 and 5,500 ft

2. 3,500 and 10,000 ft
3. 5,500 and 10,000 ft
4. 5,500 and 15,000 ft

When an aircraft towing a target is in or
near the traffic pattern, the primary
interest that an AC has in tow target
operations is to see that flight safety is
maintained.

9 -74. Instructions for which of the following
operations are given by the landing
signal officer (LSO) to the pilot of an
aircraft conducting field carrier landing
practice (FCLP)?
1. Landing
2. Taxiing
3. Initial takeoff
4. All of the above

9-75. What are used at night t
deck boundaries on a ru
FCLP landings?
1", Runway lights
2; - Portable lights----
3. Smudge pots
4. Either 2 or 3

gRS
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F. Assignment 10
Airport Traffic Control and Airfield Equipment

tl_Pages___218 - 239

a

Learning Objective: Identify
personnel responsibilities,
crash bills, alarm systems,
and procedures and signals for
emergency end crash situations.

10-1. Who has the responsibility for providing
firefighting, crash, ambulance, and
rescue equi ent, and for ensuring that

4:d
this equip nt is properly staffed,
alertly mann , and is in good operating
condition during flight operations?
1. The operations officer
2. The flight officer
3. The commanding officer
4. The safety officers-

'10-2. Although the crash bill normally
incorporates the details and personnel
responsibilities to be executed should
an aircraft crash occur,' instructions
for specific handling of accidents
involving which of the following are
normally separate frOm the crash bill?
1. Hazardous cargo
2. VIP personnel

.Helicopters`

4. All of the above

10-5. The secondary emergency radio network
utilized as a standby for the primary
crash radio network which the tower
uses to communicate with mobile units

10-6.

10-7.

10-3. The primary crash alarm system is ' 10-8.
normally wired directly between the
control tower And what other facility(ies)?

Loam-and -the----
structural fire alarm room

2. The air operations dispatcher and the
AirOps duty office

3. The statioa hospital or dispensary
4. All of the above

r.

10-4. All of-the 'emergency facilities at an
air station are normally connected to a
crash phone circuit which is activated
Gam either the tower or flight clearance
desk. This allows amplifying inforlacion
to be transmitted by the flight clearance
dispatcher/and permits the tower operator
to return to his duties without further
interruption.

10-9.

431,

is called the
.-

1. operational control network
2. crash truck network
3. safety control network
4. internal security network

In the event of an aircraft crash, control
tower persapnel activate the crash phone
system to inform the units concerned of
the crash and its location. In addition,
they also give the essential personnel ,

which of the following items of infor-
mation?
1. The ordnance load, if known
2. The type of aircraft
3. The number of persons aboard
4. All of the above

The location of a crashed a craft with
reference to a grid chart shapld be given
in terms such as
1. FIVE DELTA
2.' ONE-HALF MILE SOUTH OF TOWER
3. .T1,710 MILES OFF THE END OF RUNWAY

,THREE SIX -
4. JUST INSIDE THE FENCE NEAR THE SOUTH-

EAST CORNER OF THE FIELD

Personal survival equipment worn by air-
crewmen of fighter and attack-type
aircraft is equipped with an emergency
locatorliemat:

A wheels watch, equipped with a set of
LSO paddles, is posted at the approach
end of the duty runway. His duties are
to monitor the wheels of approaching
aircraft. Which of the following is a_
correct signal to the pilot?
1. A roger sign indicating the wheels

are "down"
2. A. roger sign indicating the wheels

are "up"
3. A roger sign indicating the wheels,

"appear' down and in place"
4, kwaving motion indicating the wheels

"appear down and in place"
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a In items 10-10 through 0=12, select from column
the signal the wheel watch equipped with LSO

paddles and a flare gunlwill'use to iaforat the
pilot of a landing aircraft of each landing
gear condition,listed in column A.

A.. Landing Gear E. Signals
Conditions

10-10. The lending gear
appears to be down
and in position

10-11. The landing gear is
not extended'

10-12. The landing gear.
appears to be down,
but the watch is not
certain it is in the
proper position

Items 10-17 through 10-21 refer
to the E -28 emergency runway

arresting gear.

10-17. This gear requires no initial preparation
to accommodate aircraft of various
weights and landing speeds.

It is anticipated that this gear will
eventually replace all other types of
arresting gear ashore because of its
l. fast recycle time only'
2. reliability only
3. simplicity only
4. simplicity, reliability, and fast

recycle time

10-18.
1. He fires a pyro-

technic flare

2. He waves his
arms from' over-

head to his
sides

3. He extends his
arms parallel

to the ground

Learning Objective:. Identify
different types of emergency
recovery equipment and related
operations, including their
advantages, operating principles,
and characteristics.

10-13. When using the emergency chain-type
arresting gear, the force that arrests
an aircraft is caused by the transfer
of energy from
1. the arrested aircraft to the Chain
2. the chain to the arrested aircraft
3. the cross desk pendants to the

arrested aircraft.
4. the arrested aircraft to the cross

deck pendants

In items 10-14, through 10-16, select from
column the type of arresting gear to which
each statement in column A applies.

A. Statements B. Types

10-14._ The kinetic energy 1. Merest emergency
of at arrested air-

_

craft is absorbed 2. E-28
by a rotary friction

arresting engine 3. Emergency chain

10-15. It is a mobile,- 4. E-15' or.E-27
portable,' self-

t .unit

10-16. It utilizes the

principle of drag-
ging weight to
stop an aircr 4 t

10-19. During an arrestment, the motion of the
rotor is resisted by
1. movement of the cam release post -
2. turbulence of the fluid in the

housing

3. engagement of the retrieve drive
sprocket

4. movement of the tape drum in the
opposite direction

10-20. The size and exposed area of the cooling
tank provide the means by which the
excess heat generated by resistance to
the turbulence is dissipated to the
outside air.

10-21. In cases where the overrun barrier must
be located near the end of the runway, it
is necessary that its installation be
made in such a manner as to permit the
control tower operators to
1. warn the aircraft to clear the

obstacles
2. leave itin a ready position
3. let the aircraft's pilot trigger

the barrier

4. raise,and lower_ it

10-22. The operations officer's decision to
apply a foam blanket to a runway where
there is a likelihood of fuel spillage
upon the landing of-an aircraft with a
landing-gear-melfunction-ii-made-to
decrease the possibility of
. arresting gear damage
2. runway damage
3. fire
4. landing gear damage

10-23. If an aircraft is to make a "belly land-
ing," a foam bJinket should be laid down
from the 2,000-foot to the 5,000-foot
positions and 40 feet wide along the
center'of the runway.
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Learning Objective: Identify
procedures in making radio

' checks and volume adjustments,
and in monitoring frequencies.

When a control tower watch is relieved,
the oncoming watch will normally check
the usability of hoth the radio trans-
mitters and receivers by:msking short
transmissions on each of the assigned
frequencies from each operating potition
with the receivers off at the trans-
mitting position but on ae the other
positions.

10-25. Regardless of the desired level of
volume, the controller must ascertain
that the volume of his headset or
speaker is NOT reduced to the extent
that transmissions from aircraft
within his area of responsibility
can NOT be clearly heard.

10-26. Proper modulation of a tranamitterai
one operating position is determined
audibly by setting the reeeiver, switch
of another operating position to ON
and speaking into the microphone in a
normal conversational manner.

10-27. At most naval ATC facilities, all
tower and approach control radio
frequencies are continudissly monitored
by controllers utilizing- headsets and/
or speakers.

Learning Objective: ,Recognize
proper radio*transmission
procedures-including phrase--
oldgy and station identifi-
cation.

4

In items 10-29 through 10-31, select from column
B the organization responsible for the control
facility associated with each abbreviation listed
in column A.

10-29.

10-30.

10731.

A. Abbreviations B. Organizations
1

ARACs

RAPCONa

ARTCCI

1.

2.

3.

4.

Air Force

Army

Navy

FAA-

10-32. Memphis International Airport is in close
proximity to and provides approach control
service for NAS Memphis. What is the
correct phraseology to identify the
precision approach radai (PAR) at NAS
Memphis?
1. MEMPHIS GCA
2. MEMPHIS PRECISION APPROACH
3. NAVUOMPHIS GCA
4. NAVYkMEMPHIS PAR

10-33. The word AIRWAYS identifies communications
stations operated by what activity?
1, The Navy
2. The Air Force
3. A commercial airline
4. The Federal Aviation Administration

10-34. If Navy4fircraft 53142 is on a search
and rescue mission, it is identified in
which of the following ways?
1. NAVY SAR FIVE THREE ONE FOUR TWO -
2. NAVY RESCUE FIVE THREE ONE FOUR TWO
3. NAVY RESCUE FIFTY THREE ONE FORTY !TWO
4. SIERRA ALFA ROMEO FIVE THREE ONE

FOUR TWO

In items 10-35 through 10-38, select from column
B the type of operating activity associated with
each aircraft identification listed in column A.

',Which of the following is NOT an accurate
'= response-to-a-request-for-a--radio check?

1. LOUD AND GARBLED
2. WEAK AND UNREADABLE
3. WEAK BUT CLEAR

4. UNREADABLE

A. Aircraft
Identification Activity .

10-35. NOVEMBER TWO ONE FIVE 1. Foreign Civil
FOUR

2. Interceptor
10-36. XRAY YANKEE TWO TWO

3. Civil
10-37. C-F-M-R-C

4.' Canadian
10-38.- CANEORGE FIVE SIX ONE Military

.* FOUR

rV
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10-39.

.10-40.

If the members of the President's
family are aboard a civil aircraft

and an identification designation is
necessary, the words used will be-
1. EXECUTIVE ONE
2. EXECUTIVE fOo
3. EXECUTIVE ONE FOXTROT
4. EXECUTIVE TWO FOXTROT

If a pilot uses an aircraft call sign
identification other than those recom-
mended, the Air Controlman should use
the same in his reply.

In items 10-41 ttmough 10-43, select from
column B the word associated with each special
meaning listed in column A.

A. Meanings B. Words

1. ROGER

LI WILCO

3. ACKNOWLEDGE

4. AFFIRMATIVE

10-41. Let me know that you
have received and
understand this
message

10-42. I have received your
message, understand
it, and will comply

10-43.4 I have received all
of your trans-
mission

10-44. If an Air Controlman wishes to convey
the information to a pilot that the
transmission is ended and a reply is
expected, what word will he use?
1. ACKNOWLEDGE
2. ROGER
3.' OVER
4. OUT

10,47. In response to a request for a time check,
how is the time 5:15 and 20 seconds a.m. %.

transmitted?
1. TIME, FIVE FIFTEEN
2. TIME, ZERO FIVE ONE FIVE
3. TIME, ZERO-FIVE ONE FIVE AND ONE

QUARTER
4. TIME, ONE SEVEN ONE FIVE AND/ONE

QUARTER

10-48. An airport that has a field elevation of
1,800 feet will transmit this information

as

1. FIELD ELEVATION EIGHTEEN HUNDRED
2. FIELD ELEVATION EIGHTEEN ZERO ZERO
3. FIELD ELEVATION ONE EIGHT ZERO ZERO
4. FIELD ELEVATION ONE THOUSAND EIGHT

HUNDRED

10-49. How is an altimeter setting of 29.86
spoken?
1. ALTIMETER TWO NINER EIGHT SIX
2. ALTIMETER TWENTY NINER DECIMAL EIGHTY

SIX
3. ALTIMETER TWO NINER POINT EIGHT SIX '
4. ALTIMETER TWENTY NINER POINT EIGHTY

SIX

10-50. NAS control tower has received a weather
report from the local Naval Weather
Service (NWS) office which indicates a,
surface wind of 110 degrees; velocity
25 knots. In relaying this information
to an aircraft, the correct phraseology
would be
1. WIND ONE TEN DEGREES AT TWO FIVE
2. WIND, ONE ONE ZERO DEGREES AT TWO FIVE
3. WIND FROM ONE ONE ZERO DEGREES, TWO

FIVE KNOTS
4. WIND, ONE ONE ZERO AT TWENTY FIVE KNOTS

10-51.

10-52.

10-45. An altitude of 1,800 feet is transmitted*
as

1. EIGHTEEN HUNDRED
'2. ONE,EIGHT HUNDRED
3. ONE-Elfoor-ZERO-ZERO
4. ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED

10-46. A flight level equivalent of 24,000 feet

141 transmitted as
1. TWO FOUR ZERO ZERO ZERO
2. FLIGHT LEVEL TWENTY FOUR
3. FLIGHT LEVEL TWO FOUR THOUSAND
'4. FLIGHT LEVEL TWO FOUR ZERO

The word KNOTS must be used when utilizing
speed adjustment procedures.

_ _ 4

If a controller intends to spell out the
word AZIMUTH using the standard phonetiC
alphabet, what will he say?
1. ALFA ZERO INDIA MIKE UNIFORM TREE

HOTEL
2T--ABLE-ZULU INDIA-MIXE-UNIFORM-TREE

HOTEL
3. ALFA ZULU INDIA MIKE UNIFORM TANGO

HOTEL
4. ABLE ZEROINDIA MIKE UNIFORM TREE

HOTEL

10-53. Stating the letter J and a route number
in group form is the proper way to
describe a/an
1. VOR/VORTAC/TACAN JET ROUTE
2. VOR/VORTAC/TACAN AIRWAY
3. RNAV ROUTE
4. ARC ABOUT VOR-DME/VORTAC/TACAN

NAVAID
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10-54. .When describing a particular arc about a 10-60.

TACAN that is 25 nmi SE of a navaid, a
_

controller would transmit this infor-
mation to an aircraft as
1. TWO Mt MILE ARC SOUTHEAST OF MEMPHIS

. 2. TWENTY FIVE MILE ARC OF MEMPHIS TACAN,
'SOUTHEAST

3.- MEMPHIS TACAN TWO FIVE MILE ARC,
'SOUTHEAST

4:i SOUTHEAST OF,MEMPHIS TACAN, TWENTY
FIVE MILE ARC

10-55'. The initial-radio callup normally ends'
with which word? '10-61.

1. WILCO
,2. ROGER
3. OVER
4. OUT

10-56. The pilot of an F-8 conta a Navy tower 10-62.

using NAVY 12345 as s,call sign and

identifies the e of aircraft. After

the tower has cknowledged by repeating
this call sign, whit shorter version may
be used?
1. NAVY TWO THREE FOUR FIVE
2. NAVY THREE FOUR FIVE
3. NAVY FOUR FIVE
4. NAVY FIVE

10-57. Which of the following items of a taxi
clearance to a departing aircraft may be
omitted when so requested in writing by
a lqoal aircraft operator?
1. The runway in use
2. The altimeter setting
3. The surface wind
4. The departure control frequency

10-58. When a taxi clearance is issued, the
omission of any holding instruction-
authorizes the aircraft to cross all
runways the taxi route intersects
except th: runway to which cleared.

10-59. What instruction will the controller
give to a pilot granting permission
to'take off and make a requested'turn
to the left when airborne?
r. TM -OFF, TURN LIFT-
2. CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF AND LEFT TURN
3. LEFT TURN APPROVED, CLEARED FOR TAKE*

OFF
4. CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF, LEFT TURN

APPROVED

60
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10-63.

/-)

10-64.

A control tower that does NOT possess
override capability on the departure
frequency prefixes IFR takeoff clearances
with
1. CHANGE TO DihRTURE CONTROL, MONITOR

GUARD
'2. CHANGE TO DEPARTURE, CONTROL FREQUENCY,

MONITOR GUARD CHANNEL

3. CONTACT DEPARTURE CONTROL, MONITOR
GUARD FREQUENCY,

4. MONITOR GUARD CHANNEL, CHANGE TO
,DEPARTURE CONTROL

.)

Except when single piloted jet aircraft
will leveloff and,operate at an altitude
below 2,500 feet, the pilots will NOT be
instructed to change radio frequencies
prior to reaching 2,500 feet.

'

If an aircraft approaches a traffic
pattern which requires the aircraft to
circle the airport to the right, the
controller must furnish specific traffic
pattern information to the pilot.

If a pilot turns his aircraft onto the
final approach leg and equests a touch-
and-go landing that can NOT be approved
but a full stop can be approved, which
of the following instructions should the
controller transmit to the pilot?

I. UNABLE TOUCH-AND-GO, MAKE FULL STOP
LANDING OR GO AROUND

2. UNABLE TOUCH-AND GO, RIGHT/LEFT
TURN APPROVED

3. UNABLE TOUCH-AND-GO, MAKE FULL STOP

LANDING OR CIRCLE THE FIELD
4. Either 1 or 3 above

Which of the following constitutes the
most acceptable description of the
location of an Airborne obstacle that
might affect the pilot Of an aircraft
in the traffic patter*?
1. TO YOUR RIGHT, ABOVE YOU, ONE ,

MILE AHEAD OF YOU

2. ABOVE YOU AND ONE MILE EAST OF YOU

3. ONE MILE EAST OF-THE TELEVISION
TOWER ON YOUR LEFT AND ABOVE

4. ONE-MILE-EAST-OF-THE-TELEVISION
TOWER WHICH IS EAST OF YOU AND
DIRECTLY ABOVE,THE TOWER

10-65. After a pilot reports WHEELS DOWN, the
tower controller is no longer concerned
with confirming that this situation
actually exists.

10 -66.40If a pilot requests a landing gear check
by control tower personel and the check
shows the gear to be in a normal down
position, the controller should transmit
LANDING GEAR APPEARS DOWN AND IN PLACE.

1



Learning Objective: Identify the
purpose, contents, and procedures
associated with Atm Automatic Termi-

r nal Information Service (ATIS).

10=67. The primary, purpose of ATIS at airports
is to provide arriving and departing
passengers w current arrival and
departure schedufes. .

G-

at
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10-68. A system of identifying ATIS messages
has been established which precludes
'a pilot from receiving outdated infor-'
nation. This identification includes the
1. airport name and datetime group
2. alphabet code of message, datetime

group,8and airport name
3. airport name and vhonetic alphabet

code of message'
4. alphabet code of message,

name, and time

10-69. 'If the sky condi -ion and/or visibility is
missing from an MIS message, this grill
normally indicate a
1. 1,000-ft ceiling and 1-mi visibility
2. 3,000-ft ceiling and 3-mi visibility
3. 5,000-ft ceiling and 5-mi visibility
4. 10,000-ft ceiling and 7-mi visibility*-

airport

,



Assignment 11
1

'Air Traffic ConirolComMilnications and IFR/SVFR Control Procedures

,

'Text: Pages: 239 -.258
,:.

r

1-

Learning Objective: RecOgnize the
various forma of communications'
security control and identify pro-
cedures for implementing and/or
testing them.

'11-1. Procedures d geed to deny the enemy
valuable in ormation concerning military
opera s transmitted by radio are
referred to by which. abbreviation?

1. .SECCOM
2. COMSEC
3. COMGUARD
4. RADSEC

11-2. Defensive measures which should be employed
to guard against possible enemy intercep-
tion of radio transmissions include which
of the following?,
1. Using the lowest transmitter power

possible and minimum transmisaion time
2. Alternating freqUencies on a daily

basis
3. Maintaining correct adjustment of

equipment and circuit discipline
4. Both 1 and 3 above

11-3. Procedures employed to reduce the possi-
bility of enemy interception of radar and

F. radio transmissions from a carrier task

force are called
1. ,EMCON

2. RADGOM
3. CONELRAD
4, ECOMCON

11-4. The,responsifiility for determining

Ironic

and implementation of
3tronic emission control rests,with
1. operations officer
2. communications officer
3. appropriate fleet commander
44 commanding officer

the
elec-
the

ti
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11-5. FAR 99.7 refers to special security
instructions issued by the FAA Adminis-
trator which apply equally to the FAA and
DOD.

11-6. The U.S. Navy Instruction' that promulgates
the participation of naval units in the
SCATANA plan Is OPNAVINST
1. 3222.30 (Series)
2. '3722.30 (Series)
3. 3 2n(Series)
4. 2 .304(Series)

11-7. The i struction that outlines the respon-
sibil ties and actions for the SCATANA
plan also provides for testing the plan '

at least once every
1. 15 days

)(

2. 30 days,

3. 45 days
4. 60 days .

11-8. When a SCATANA test is conducled, all but
which of the following actions will be
simulated?
1. Interrupting communications
2. Completing the SCATANA Test Report
3. Grounding or diverting aircraft
4. Shutting down air navaids

Learning Objective: Identify gme;)-

gency communication reports by name
and recognize correct procedures
for-forwarding-these-reports to
appropriate agencies.

1

11-9. Emergency communications are communica-
tions associated with which of the
following?
1. Anaircraft that is in distress
2. A pilot who is lost
3. Alerting a pilot to a dangerous

situation
4.440ch of the above.

.1.
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11-10. What frequencies are emergenCy freqhen-
cies and must be guarded by all military/
and most civil control towers?.

121.5 MHz and.243.0 MHz
2. 121.5 MHz and 500 kHz
I. 243.014Hz and 500 *HZ
4. 500 kHzras4,2182 kHz

In items 11-11 and 11-12, select from col AB
the radio-telephonp transmission associated w
each type of emergency signal listed.in column A.

A. Emergency
Signals

11 -11. Distress

11-12. Urgency;2

B. Transmissions

' 1. PAN PAN PAN

2. .,SECURITY SEGOITY
SECURITY

3. MAYDAY MAYDAY
MAYDAY -

4. URGENT URGENT
URGENT .

at.

f
11-15. liavy towers pass CIRVIS reports directly

to the appropriate Air Division Control
center.

...:

,
. .

.,/
Learning Objbctiye: Recognize equii)-
sent and: procedures for making, visual
light commurAations andtheif ran-

*ings. `

t
1==:

11-16.1 A "controller uses a portabie.traffic
light as a means of visual communication/
to control all but which of the follow-

1. Vehicles fnd personnel on the ground
2. Airborne aircraft
3. Aircraft on:the landing area without

radio
4. Aincr4fTrithe hangar area

". is
11-17. If the only means of communication with

the pilot of an A-4 is a portable traffic ,

control light and he Appeard to be,-foiti-

tibRing his aircrafiron'final approadh
'"An..5kuttway 18 when the duty runway is.9,

andwthP suteface wind is 090' at 35 knots .L

1.'ailfPNO other traffic exists, what type of
al should the, pilot be given? pP
Alternating red and green followed 4

;
opy a steady red

2. Alternating red.and green.followed
by a steady green

3. Flashing red
4. Flashing green

tic

11-13. If a message from an aircraft is precede'
with the words CIRVIS CIRVIS CIRVIS, the
frequencies must be cleared of all other
communications.

11-14. Which of the following examples contains
information that would most likely be the
subject of an initial sighting CIRVIS
report? ;. . ,
1. The Air Force identified the formation

of six jet aircraft as 8-52s flying
framKansas City to Oregon on a
heading of 270' at an altitude of
35,000 feet with an airspeed of,330
knots

2. Six Air Force B-52s were observed 20
;nautical miles Srom a lightship at

. approximately 35,000 feet heading /

Worth over the continental limits Offs
the United States
A formation of jet aircraft, no
insignia observed, waa'sighted flying
over the ?etc/fix ocean at 35,000 feet
on an easterly course

. The lightship. HOTEL identified jet
aircraft previously identifipd on
a westerly heading at 35,000 feet
as six USAF 1-52s

40
Refer tc table 11-1 in your textbool(in

answering items 11-18 thro 11-23.

terns 11-18 through 11-20, select from column
e meaning for aircraft on the groUnd of each

affic control light signal indicated 1.9 col

A. Signals' B. Meanings
."'

Jteturn_uLstarting
point on the air-.

11-19. Flashing red port

11-20. Flashing white Tclear of the --/

ru way in use

3. Cldared for take-
off

4. Cleared to taxi

.



In item* il -21 through 11 -23, select from column
B the,traffic control light signal for aircraft
inflight'associated with each meaning in column

11=21.

`, {

"11.1

A, Meanings B. Signals

Give way to other 1. Steady green
aircraft and con-
tinue circling 2. 'Steady red

11-22. Cleared land 3. Flaihing'green

11-23._ Airport Unsafe,- 4. Flashing red
40r. do not land

)

11-24. Tfle information that ground visibility
in the control zone is less than 3 miles
and/or that the ceiling is less than
'1,000 feet may.be indicated between'
sunset and sunrise by
1. the lighting of the airport rotating

beacon
n_light,t_outliningLihe

or wind direction indicator

.11-28. Victor airways are
what altitudes?
1. Below 18,000 f
2. From 18,000 ft
3. From FL 450 to
4.. Above FL 600

designed for use at

t

to FL 450.

FL 600

Refer to figure 12-1 in your textbook. In items

11-29 through 11-31, select from column B the
,airspace structure defined by each of the bound-

aries listed in, column A.

11-29.

11-30.

A. Boundaries B. Airspace Structures

1,200 ft AGL to
FL 180

FL 180 to FL 450
area /

11-31. FL 180 to'FL 600
3. Federal airways,

*1. Continental con-
' trol are

2. Positive control

3. a flashing light located on top of
the airport-rotating beacon

4. a flashing amber light on top of the
control tower

Learning Objective: Recognize
steps in the development of the
National Airspace Sytem,'and
identify terms and procedures
relating to this system.

1145: The first step in the development of the
National Airspace System was the instal-
lation of radio equipment near telephones
for air and ground communications. '

11-26. Which of the, following contributions did
military technology make in providing
the best possible navigation aids for
use within national airspace?
1. IFF
2. Radar
3. TAM,
4. All of the above

r_11..n.ge";;Is charged which organization with
the responsibility for the safe and
efficient use of-the national airspace
of the United States?
1. ADC
2. ATC
3. CAA
4. FAA

4. Jet routes

EPT

11-32. IFR ATC service is provided in/on'all
but which of the following areas?
1. Federal airways and jet routes
2. Control areas and transition areas
3. 'Control zpdtb and the continental

control area
4. Noncontrolled airspace

11-33. Aria Navigation (RNAV) utilizes signals
received from
1. compass locators
2. ILS
3. LFMH
4. VOR/DME

NN

11-34. RNAV eliminates the requirement for the
pilot to tly directly to or from a
ground station.

11-35. When filing a flight plan, which of the
following letters is used .to identify
an RNAV route?
1. V
2. J
3. R
4. G

lf-36. Area navigation (RNAV) is advantageous
to pilots in that it provides longitu-
dinal, lateral, and vertical data.

Requests for authorization to deviate
from the requirsents for flight in a
PCA must be subillted at least how many
days prior to the proposed operation?
1. One day
2. Two dayi'

3. Three days
4. Four days

64
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11 -38. Pilots flying in formation within positive
controlled airspace must request and
receive permiisiotr from ATC befqre they

can deviate from their approved flight

plan.

11-39. When military activities ass6e,respon-
sibility for separatipn of aircraft in
established local flying areas, the
aircraft must remain
1. free bf ATC control
2. in the control area
3, in VFR conditiOns
4. in IFR conditions

11-40. An abbreviated flight plan should be filed
at.least 30 minutes before a pilot oper-
ating VFR or VFR on top (on IFR flight
plan) estimates he will penetrate a
positive control area. In addition to
the identification and true airspeed
(TAS), the plan should also include all
but which of the following?

1. The VFR position and altitude/flight
level

2. The estimated time and point of
penetration

3. The requested route and flight level
4. Number of aircraft in the flight

Learning Objective: Recognize con-
trol procedures specified for IFR

traffic control.

11-41. The procedures and minima contained in a
letter of agreement or other appropriate
military-document can NOT be less than
those specified in the Terminal Air
Traffic Control Handbook 7110.8 (Series)
unless the appropriate military authority
permits special procedures which

1. reduce the separation_between mili-
tary aircqaft

2. reduce theseparation between all
aircraft, civil and military

3. exclude all military aircraft

4. permit civil aircraft to fly through
the area

11-42. Who has direct responsibility for the
establishment of an approach control'
facility at a naval air station?

1. ARTCC

ta. CNO
3. CO.

4. FAA

,65
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11-43. Which of the following functions does
NOT require a letter of agreement between
your air station and the FAA?
1. 'Ground Controlled' Approach (GCA)

procedures -

2. Approach control procedures
3. Control tower procedures
4. Landline communications

11-44. A pilot may cancel his IFR flight plan
and thereby obtain landing clearance
priority over all other VFR aircraft.

11-45. Tra6sfer of control responsibility to
another controller or facility can only
be eriected at a specified fix, time,

or altitude. Additionallyf transfer can

be effected after any potential confli4
with other aircraft being transferred and
other aircraft under the jurisdiction of
the receiving controller has been
eliminated.

11-46. Formation flights opeiating IFR within

Thliitlifitztort
treated as
1. VFR aircraft
2. a group of aircraft, with the size

determined by the number of aircraft

involved
3. a single aircraft or a group of

aircraft, depending on the capability

of ATC to proyide the service 0

4. .a single aircraftgA,'

11-47:. If a non-ATC facility relays a clearance
issued by an ATC fadility, it must relay
the message word-for-word and prefix the
message with the phrase "ATC clears."

11-48. A pilot reports, hazardous weather at his
assigned altitude and requests a change

to evade it. If the controller knows
that there is conflicting traffic at the
requesbed altaulie, he will mast likely

1. disapprove the request because the
pilot Must continue his assigned
altitude according to the flight plan

2. change the altitude or route of the
conflicting traffic if the conflict-
ing traffic will not be endangere
and will. approve the request

3. disapprove the request becauie it
"would involve changing the altitude
or route of the conflicting traffic

4. approve the request and assign the
pilot the same altitude as that of

the Conflicting traffic

1.$ . wr...



-49.! 1300, IFR flight Navy 123 reported
ovar'Olethe. The ladt altimeter setting
Kansai City ARTCC had received from
Olathe weather service was at 1155 and
Was issued to the pilot as follows:

NAVY ONE TWO THREE ALTIMETER
TWO NINER NINER TWO

Why is this report in error?
1. Because the time of the setting was

not given
2. Because the setting was not.currently

obtained from ARTCC's altimeter
setting

3. Because-the source of the setting
was not given

4. Both' 1 and 43 aboWe-

In items 11-50 and 11-51, select from column B
the rule for the issuance of altimeter settings
which applies to each IFR situation described in 11-55. Unless broadcast via

11-53. A position report has NOT been received
from Navy 65432, in A -4 westbound at .

FL 270 which was dues over Podunk inter-
section at 1300. ARTCC is dependent upon
this report to effect separation between
other traffic. The center should attempt
to obtain this report no later than
1. 1255
2. 1300
3. 1305
4. 1310,,

11-54. At 1340, an F-14 on an IFR flight plan
was delivered -an Expected Approach
Clearance (SAC) time of 1500. The air-
craft has NOT been heard from since, and
the time is now 1510: Other IFR traffic
must be'restricted and/or suspended until
1. 1510
2. 1530,

3. 1545
4. 1600

A. IFR Situations B.

11-50. An aircraft has been 1.

cleared to descend
from a flight level
to an altitude below
the lowest usable
flight level 2.

32

11-51. An aircraft under
radar contact below
FL 180 flies over
or near alcompul-
...tory reporting

point

Rules

The controller
must issue the
setting for the
reporting point

The controller
must request
the aircraft's
altitude

3. The controller
must issue the
setting for the
nearest weather
reporting sta-
tion

Learning Objective: Recognize
nonradar separation minima and
related procedures.

11 -52. Upon initial radio contact with a
.desaending aircraft, controllers are
required to verify the passing altitude
.even though a new altitude will be
assigned.

control information which should normally
be issued to aircraft upon initial con-
tact include
1. approach clearance, weather, runway

condition, and type, of approach
2: approach clearance, runway, surface

wind,, altipeter setting, ceiling and

approach clearance, runway condi- .

tions, surface wind, and time check,
4. approach clearance, weather, surface

wind, and runway dimensions

Before a pilot can fly within controlled
airspace under the instrument flight
rules of FAR 91, he must NOT only file
an IFR flight plan but must also obtain
an ATC clearance.

11-56.

11-57. What are the three types of nonradar
separation used to separate IFR traffic?
1. Vertical, diagonal, and lateral
2. Vertical; longitudinal, and diagonal
3. Vertical, lateral, and longitudinal
4. Lateral, diagonal, and' longitudinal

11-58. Each type of nonradar'separation has
established minimums to which controllers
must adhere for safe operatipns.

F.
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115.59. If an aircraft is flying IFR at.FL290,
two additional-aircraft may fly in

the same area with minimum veltical
separation if they ate at Which FLs?
1. 270 and 300
2. 280 and 300
3. 280 and 310
4. 300 and 310

11-64.

11-60. A pilot reports turbulence while operating
IFR at FL 180. He.requests and is issued
clearance to climb to and maintain FL
200. Another aircraft may NOT he assigned
to FL 180 until the first pilot, reports 11-65.

that he is
1. leaving FL 180
2. passing through FL 185
3. passing through FL 190
4.- approaching FL 200

Two IFR aircraft take off from adjacent
_airports and intend to follow the same
course and altitude. If the first air-
craft is flying at 340 knots and the

.77-17---------------second-at--290-knotsy-they-Rust-be-longi-----------20

What is the minimum longitudinil separa-
tion that must be maintained between
two en route aircraft that are flying at
the same altitude on the same course if
the leading aircraft is flying at 300
knots and the trailing aircraft at 250
knots and bothrhave reported over the
sane fix?
1; 15 min
2. 10 min
3. 3 min
4, 5 min

Assume that two IFR aircraft, and B,

are both using DME, they are h flying

the same course from the s fix, that
A is preceding B, and that A is flying
at 5,000 feet and B at 3,-000 feet. If

B is to climb to 7,000 feet, whapinimum
separation must be met when B reaches
5,000 feet?
1. 5 mi

2. 10 mi

3. 15 mi

tld

tudinally separated by at least
1. 1 min

5 min
3 in

10 min

11-62. -A71FR aircraft has taken off from the
Kansas City airport and is flying at
200 knots on the same course and altitude
as an en route IFR aircraft flying at
250 knots and which has previously
reported aver the Kansas City fix. With
DME qferable on both aircraft, the
longitudinal distance between they must
be at least
1. 1 pi
2. 5 mi
3. 3 mi
4. 10 mi

11-63. If IFR aircraft A has taken Off and is
flying at 325 knots and IFR aircraft B
takes off from the same airport and flies
the same route and altitude at 300 knots,
the longitudinal separation between them
must be at least
1. 1 mfn
2.

3.

4.

2 min
3 min
5 min '1

r

11-66. IFR aircraft B reports over a fix flying
at 7,000 feet behind IFR aircraft A
which had previously reported over the
same fix flying at 9,000 feet. If air-

craft B climbs to 11,000 feet withii
10 minutes after reporting, what should
be the minimum longitudinal separation
between them?
1. 1 min

2. 5 min
3. 3 min
4. 10 min

11-67. What is the minimum longitudinal separa-
tion that is required when a leading
IFR aircraft is flying at 280 knots and
a trailing IFR aircraft is flying at the
same altitude at 260 knots if both air-
craft are equipped with DME?
1. 5 mi
2. 10 mi

3. 15 mi
4. 20 mi

11-68. IFR aircraft A, using DME, obtained
distance information from a station
having a DHE navaid. IFR aircraft B,

NOT equipped with DME, reports over the
same station at the time altitude is
aircraft A. Th& minimum longitudinal
separation between A and B must be
1. 30 mi

2. 20 mi

3. 10 mi

4. 5 mi

6/1
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11-69. If two opposite direction IFR aircraft
are separated by minimum vertical separa-
tion, this minimum must be tained for
how long longitudinall ey request a
conflicting altitude ange?
1.. 15 minutes, before and after their

estimated time to pass
4 2. 10 minutes before and after their

estimated time to pass
3. 3 minutes before their estimated

time to pass
4. 5 minutes before their estimated time

. to pass

11-70. If the pilots of two IFR aircraft on the
same course and altitude agree to keep
longitudinal separation, they may be

0 authorized to maintain a time lapse of
10 minutes or a distance of 20 miles
between their aircraft if they communi-
cate directly with one another.

11-71. The airspace to be protected when apply-
ing airway or route-type lateral separa-

l'oifigY-014 ocrffPilp
description of airways or routes in
publication FAR 71.5.

'11-72. What is the minimum lateral DNB separa-
tion between the arc of k navigational
aid and the-boundary of a holding pattern
airspace area? ,

1. 15 nmi
2. 10 nmi
3. 3 mat
4. 5 nmi

J

. '

t68

11-73. Off established airways, how vide is the,
protected airspace a pilot flying at
Immo feet will have to maneuver in if
he Sakes a course 'change of less than
15 degrees 130 miles final a navaid?
1. 20 n4i.,

2. 10 And
3. 8 nmi
4. 4 nmi

11-.74. On routes other than establ ed routes
where a coqrse change of mo than

15 degrees but less than 91 degrees is
made, the lateral route and airway
separation to be provided on the over-
flown side at FL 500 is
1. 9 nmi

-2. 10 nmi
3. 17 nmi
4. 22 nmi

11-75. IFR aircraft A has just taken off and
immediately turns 45 degrees away from
the course to be followed by IFR air-
crxft A whir+ is rpmly for takeoff on

the same runway. The controller may
clear aircraft B for takeoff after the
time lapse of
1. 1 min
2. 2# min

3. 3 min

4. 1/2 Pin
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717R/SVFR Control Procedures

Text; Pages 258 - 282

Assignment 12

Learning Objective (continued):
Recognize nonradai"separation
minink and related procedures.

12-1. If the pilots of two similar aircraft pro-
pose to fly the same course immediately
after takeoff and then fly divergent
courses 45 degrees or more apart within

1.

12-4: If two aircraft are to takeoff from inter-
secting runways that diverge by 27 degrees
and fly 45-degree divergent courses, the
eucceeding,aircraft can be cleared to take-

off immediately after the precedingair-
craft is airborne-and has commenced a turn
past the point of runway intersection.

12-5. Two DMZ-equipped aircraft takeoff from the
same runway and are flying on the same
course. If the succeeding aircraft will

ircraft's

altitude, the aircraft must be separated
by what minimum distance, until the succeed-
ing aircraft paeetz through the preceding

aircraft's altitude?A
1. 12-mi
2. 2 mi

3. 5 mi
4. 4 mi

that a separation minimum of how many
minutes be maintained during the period
they are following the same course?
1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

12-2. Which of the following statements is appli-
cable to two aircraft taking off in the 12-6.

same direction from parallel runways whose
centerlines are 3,600 feet apart if the
aircraft are to fly 45-0egree'divergent
courses-immediately after takeoff?

1. They must be separated by at least

1 minute
2. They must be separated by at least

3 1/2 minutes

3. They;may take off simultaneously

-4. They must be'seVarated By the length
of the runway used by the first air-

craft

12-3. Simultaneousitakeoffs of two aircraft that
are to fly 45-degree divergent courses are
permitted from runways that diverge by 24
degrees if the distance between the runway
centerlines et and beyond the point where
the takeoffs begin is at least
1. 1,500 ft
'2. 2,000 ft

3. 2,500 ft
4. 3,500 t

frit-

12-7.
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When approach control service is provided,
a departing aircraf can be cleared for

takeoff on a heading t differs b at

least 45 degrees from e, reciproca'course
of an arriving aircraft. making an instru-
ment approach any time befspe the arriving
aircraft leaves a fix inbound that is NOT
less than what distance from the airport?
1. 10 mi
2. 5 red"

3. ,3 mi
4. 4'mi

At a non-approach control facility, an IFR
flight may takeoff in a direction that
differs by at least 45 degrees from the
reciprocal of the final approach course.
The departing aircraft must takeoff 3
minutes before the arriving aircraf is '

estimated at the airport.



12-8. Assuke that aircraft A is making a

straight-in instrument approach on a "head-
ing of 090 degrees ihd is estimated to
arrive at the airport at 1000. Aircraft
is ready to takeoff from runway 24 and turn
left to fly a course of 210 degrees.
Aircraft B may be cleared for departure
provided it can be established on the
course of 210 degrees by
1. 0955
2. 0956
3. 0957
4. 0958

12-9. At 2100 local time a pilot requested a VFR
on-top clearance while in a holding pattern
where there were several other aircraft.
His request was denied because
1. the pilot was trying to avoid delay by

coming in beforeihis turn
2. ATC was not disposed to grant it
3. there was no report available on the

tops of the clouds
4. a VFR on=top clearance may not be

Issued

12-15. It is permissible for you as a controller
to assign a fixed altitude to a Special
VFR aircraft.

12-16. Reported ground visibility at your airport
is below one mile, and an arriving air-
craft is operating in your control zone.
What ie the first action you should take?
1. Ask the pilot if he can depart the

control zone with a flight visibility
of one mile

2. Issue landing clearance
3. Deny landing clearance
4. Have the pilot remain in the control

zona_until flight visibility increases
to line mile

Learning Objective: Identify IFR
separation minima and related pro-
cedures.

12-10. An aircraft operating in positive con-
trolled airspace may be granted a VFR or
VFR- conditions -on -top type of clearance any
time the weather conditions are suitable.

Refer to table 12-1 in your textbook in
IP

_answering items 12-11 and 12-12.

12-11. What is an appropriate_VTR altitude for
an aircraft flying on a magnetic heading
of 112 degrees above FL 290?
1. FL 360
2. FL 380
3. FL 400
4. FL 440

12-12. What is an appropriate VPR altitude for an
aircraft flying on a magnetic -heading of
227 degrees between 3,000 feet AGL and FL
290? .

1. FL 180
2. FL 250
3. 10,500 ft
4. 13,500 ft

12-13. Special VFR operations are requested by the
1. pilot only
2. tower operator only
3. operations officer only
4. tower operator and operations officer

12-14:. During Special VFk operations, a climb to
VFR may be authorized provided the only
weather limitation is restriction to visi-
bility.

70
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craft under various situations. One such
case is between a departing aircraft and
ma; identified iifk aircraft providing the

aircraft taking off will be
1. tracked visually from the end of the

runway for 1 mile
2. identified within 1 mile from the run-

way's end
3. identified within the last 1/2 mile

of the runway
4. identified within 1/4 mile after take-

off

12-18. A radar-identified IFR aircraft can-NOT
be cleared through the altitude of an
unidentified IFR aircraft using radar
separation only.

12-19. A controller may apply minimum radar
separation between which of the following?
1. The ends of beacon control slashes
2. The end ora beacon control slaish and

the center of a primary target

1.

The centers of primary targets
Any of the above

12-20. What is minimum radar separation between
two aircraft under radar control if both,
of them are within 40 miles of.the radar
antenna site?
1.' 3 min
2. 5 min
3. 3 mi
4. 5 mi



12-21. Vertical separation applied between two
'radar - identified aircraft may be stopped
if their targets pass and no longer touch,
and if the aircraft are on courses diverg-
ing by e. minimum of

1. 5 degrees
2. 10 degrees

-3; 15 .degrees

4. 20 degrees

12-22: Aircraft A may be clelad for takeoff from
the instrument runway of anairport.45
miles distant from the antenna site of the
controlling radar facility with a minimum
of 2 miles separation from aircraft B on
an instrument radar-controlled approach,
provided the separation will increase to
how many mills within 1 minute after take-
off?
1. One
2. Three

3. Five
4. ten

12-26. What is the required relationship between
the departure course and the missed
approach course to authorize simultaneous
arrival and departure operations from par-
allel runways until minimum radar separa-
tion can be provided. such aircraft?
1. The departure coarse must diVerge from

the missed approach course by at least

45 degrees
2. The missed approach course must be

flexiblesoras to permit divergence
of'45 degrees frdm the departure
course

3. The departure course must diverge,from
the missed approach course by at least

60 degrees
4. Both aircraft must continue on courses

parallel to the runways

12-27. If an arriving aircraft deviates from its
approach/missed approach to a parallel
runway, and on the other parallel is an
aircraft ready but NOT committed for take-
off, the departing aircraft will be held..

e".

In items 12-23 through 12-25, select from column
B the distance between runway centerlines that is
required for each simultaneous radar-controlled
parallel runway operation listed in column A.

A. Parallel Runway B. Distances

Operations Required

12-23. A departing aircraft is 1.. 3,300 ft

taking off from one run-
way, and an arriving air- 2. ,1,400 ft

craft is approaching the
other. The threshholds 3. 3,500 ft

are even 4

a 4. ,30;1111 ft

12 -24. An arriving aircraft is
approaching the nearest
runway, and a departing
aircraft is taking off'
from the other. The
threshholds are staggered
by 500 feet

12:25. An arriving aircraft is
approaching the farthest
runway,.and a departing
aircraft is taking off
from the-other. The
threshholds are staggered
by 500 feet

12-28. Simultaneous radar-controlled arrival and
departure operatlimis may be authorized on
nonintersecting runways that diverge by
35 degrees if the distance between the
center/tie of the takeoff runway, measured
from the point where-the takeoff is com-
menced, and the centerline of the landing
runway is at least
1. 1,000 ft
2. 2,000 ft
3. 3,400 ft
4. 3,500 ff

12-29. With what minimum lateral distance must
tadar-controlled aircraft be separated
from the boundary of an adjoining radar-
controlled airspace that is more than 40
miles from the radar antenna site?
1. 1 1/2 mi
2. 2 1/2 mi
3. 3 mi
4. 5 mi"

12-30. What minimum separation, if,any, is
required between an aircraft. climbing
and/or descending and the boundary of
nonradar-controlled airspace?
1. Six- :miles

2. Five miles

3. Three miles
4. None

12-31. Until nonradar separation has been estab-
lished, a minimum of 3 miles separation
from the edge of the scope is necessary
for a radar-separated aircraft that is
climbing or descending through the alti-
tude of another aircraft that has been
tracked to the edge of the scope.

71
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12-32. When a radar-controlled aircraft is within
40 miles of the antenna site, it may be

.

separated from prominent obstructions dia..
played on the radar scope by- a minimum of
1. 10 mi
2. 6 mi
3. 3 mi
4. 5 mi

Learning' Objective: Identify
functions of radar system compo-
nents and types and uses of
various displays.

12-33. Whemi-the radiated electromagnetic waves
strike an object, some of the energris
reflected to the transmitter site where
it is amplified by the
1. transmitter
2. receiver
3 modulator

In items 12-37 through 12-39, select from columm
15 the basic radar receiving system coMPonent that
performs each function listed in column A.

A. Functions B. Components

12-37. Converts the RF pulses a. Sweep gen-
into sharp video pulses erator

12-38. Converts the video pulses 2. Ipdicator
received from the video
into ,fight indications 3. Receiver

12-39.. Receives the echo energy 4. Antenna
from the reflector and
transmits it to the wave-
guide

IP
Items 12-40 and 12-41 refer to radar dis-
plays.

12-40. The type of radar dliplay used in air
traffd

4. ,waveguide

c

In items 12-34 through 12-36, select from column
B the function of each basic radar transmitting
system component listed in column A.

12=34.

12-35.

12-36.

A. Components

Synchronizer

Transmitter

Reflector

B. Functions

1. Converts the dc
pulses received from
the modulator into
extremely high fre-
quency radio energy

2. Acta as an electfonic
switch or valve to
furnish high ac volt-
age to the trans-
mitter in brief
pulses

3. Concentrates and
shapes the RF energy
into the desired seam

4. Furnishei a share,
low pulse to trigger
the modulator and the
sweep generator
simultaneously
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1. location of the time reference on the
scope face

2. spacing of the rangemarkers on the
scope face

3. use to be made of the radar data
4. distance to be_coveved

12-41. Which type of radar display can you use to
increase the maximum range of coverage-on
a scope face for a selected azimuth sec-
tor?

1. Moving target indicator (MTI)
2. Plan position indicator (PPI)
3. Identification friend or foe (IPF)
4. Offcenter plan position indicator

Learning Objective: Identify capa-
bilities, characteristics, and utili-
zation of auxiliary radaf equipment,
including the moving target indicator,
circular polarization, and surveil-
lance application.

12-42. Which auxiliary component of a radar sys-
tem eliminates stationary targets
(clutter) from the bisic display?
1. Automatic volume control (AVC)
2. Moving target indicator (MTI)
3. Automatic frequency control (AFC)
4. Plan position indicator (PPI)

4.1;'"
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12-43. The ability of MTI to display any specific
aircraft target depends on the radial

velocity of the aircraft. Radial velocity

is the speed an aircraft flies toward or
'away from the radar antenna.

12-44: Which of the following radar presentations
may be selected by an AC who operates a
radar systemorith both normal and MTI?

1. A normal display utilizing signals
from both moving and stationary ter-

:
gets

2. A display in which the M71 signals are
range-gated at a desired'range with

normal signals beyond
3.' An WTI display showing only moving

targets

4. Any of the above
,

12-45. During heavy thunderstorms, you should
select linear polarization to, prevent the
targets from being obscured on the radar.

scope.

12-50. Which of the following conditions affec
ing a radar display of video mapping is
likely to be listed as a disadvantage o
a video mapping system?
1. The map is good for only one range

setting
2. The targetemay not

relation to the map

3. The radar information
with map data

4. The mapping unit isciubject

appear in #proper

is not presented

to failure

12-51. A controller can relay accurate informa-
tion to a pilot concerning the heading of
his aircraft by utilizing information
provided.by the surveillance radar.

12-52. The surveillance radar operator should
inform the pilot of which of the following
factors so that the pilot can maintain the
proper glide angl during a surveillance

final approach?
1. Azimuth only
2, Range only

ems
mapping systems.

"C

12-46. What.information does a controller obserVe
from a PPI display by using the rangemarks
on the scope and the compass rose?

1. Altitude and azimuth

2. Azimuth and range
3. Range and geographical location

4. Altitude4and geographical lotation,

12 -47. Which of the following statements about
a map overlay is INCORRECT?
1. It is made of transparent plastic

2. It provides the necessary reference
marks and the :location of navaids

3. It is mounted directly on the cathode

ray tube
4. *Obstructions and runways are etched

into its surface

12-48., What inherent disadvantage of the map
overlay must you be careful to avoid when
observing a target?
1: Parallax
2. Cldtter
3. Polarization
4. Ridiatiori

,

12 -49.' The video map's biggest advantage over the

map overlay is that the video,map expands

and contracts as the range on the scope

is changed.

nge-in4:4esized..altitude_L-
. Altitude and azimuth

ing Objective: Recognize

cadaes of undesirable radar per-
formance characteristics and
actions to be taken when they

occur.

12-53. Cancellation of an aircraft's target on

an MTI display is a result of the aircraft

flying at a speed such that the distance
covered between pulses is equal to one-1

half the wavelength of the transmitting

frequency. This is called

1. target fade
2. MT/ harmonics

3. synchronized velocity
4. M71 blind speed

12-54. The effect of MTI blind speed is possible
for a period of.several minutes if the
aircraft changes speed and direction fre-

quently.

12-55. Which of the following determine(s) the
degree and length of target fades when,
aircraft pass directly over the antenna

site?

1.' Atmospheric conditions
2. Surrounding terrain

3. Antenna height

4. Tilt angle of the antenna

4 4 .8'; (4'



12-56. What action should be taken if a previ-
ously, unknown fade area is suspected after
-a radar facility-has been commissioned?
1. The equipment capabilities must be

studied
2. Another flight check must be requested
3. The flight data must be reviewed
4. The height of the antenna must be

increased

12-57. Anomalous propagation is the binding of a
radar beam as it passes through the atmos-
phere, and its is most likely to occur over

areas where there is a difference between
.air and surface temperatures.

12-58. An AC who'obsertes apparent radar targets
,traveling at tremendous speeds and fre-
quently changing directions would probably
be correct in assuming that they are the
results of temperature inversions.

12 -59. Large areas of clutter appearing on a
radar scope as a resat'af-passiveradar-
iammi II

ti

12-62. Which of the following groupings identi-
fies the components of a sedoidaiy surveil-
lance radar system?
I. An interrogator on the ground, a trans-
) ponder in the aircraft, and a display

on an air traffic control radarscope
2. An interrogator in the aircraft, a

transponder on the ground, and h dis-
play on an air traffic control radar-
scope

3. .An interrogator on the ground, a trans-
ponder on the ground, and a display on
an aircraft' radarscope .

04. An interrogator iv the aircraft, a
transponder in the aircraft,:and a
display on an air traffic control
radarscdpe

12-63. The difference between secondary surveil-
lance radar and primary fader is'thit-in
secondary surveillance radar the signals
displayed'aretrebsmitted by a transponder-::__
in the aircraft rather bias being reflected

-.....,_ _by the- sirovet.
,

-1Nzze,

riems"fi.:64 thiciugh 12 -69 refer.ta. the
beic0.17s,

, , standby chennel.interferente
2. thin metal strips

. .

3. generated radar energy
4. dual channel interference 12-64.

'

12-60:--If-a-heefby radar installation operating
on a similar frequency interferes with
proper operation of your radar system,
you should request that installs ion to
1. retune its standby channel
2. relay its log of false targets tolmr.-
3*. realign its modulator
4. check its frequency calibration

Learning Objective: Recognize the
capabilities, limitations, and asso-
ciated equipment of the Air Traffic
Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) and
its application as an invaluable
tool.

12 -61. Which of the following types of radar can
be operated independently but also can be

,..used with surveillance radar in the con-
,/ trol of air traffic?

1. RACON
2. Secondary surveillance
3. Primary
4. Both 2 and 3 above

74

What is the transmission characteristic . .

of ells 3a errdgation at sole of irridar --

heecoriigteir-
1. The paired pulses are spaced the same-

fqr all modes
2. The paired pulses

mode inaccordiag'Eo the oae in use'
3. The paired pulseg are spaced at random"
4. The paired pulses are spaced t same

as the primary radar pulses

12-65. What systems sequence of events and
antenna arrangement will provide the AC
with a display of correlated information
simultaneously from beacon and radar sys-
tems?
1. The radar pulse must be transmitted.

at alreset time before the beaton
pulse pair, and each system antenna
must be mounted on a separate pedestal

2.. The radar pulse must be transmitted
at a preset time before the beacon
pislse pair, and both systems' antennas
must be mounted on a common pedestal

3. The beacon pulse pair must be trans-
sifted at a preset time, and,each
system antenna must be mounted on a
'separate pedestal

4. The beacon pulse pair must be trans-
mitted at a preset time before the
radar pulse,and both systems'
antennas must be mounted on a common
pedestal

,



12-66. In which component of the ground equipment

dyetem will the beacon video signals be
processed when the transponder in an air-
craft responds to a challenge by an I/R

unit?
1. Video mixer
2. Decoder
3. Interrogator
4. Receiver

12-67. Before the transmitter of a radar trans-
ponder will transmit a reply, the trans-

ponder must
1. receive primary pulses and process

them into echoed pulses

2. receive, key, and process echoed radar

Cg pulses
3. receive and process special keyed

pulses
4. receive echoed pulses and convert them

into primary pulses

68. Which of_the_following...15_4MLINCPPECT
statement about the transponder?

1. The strength of the4response is depen-
dent upon the intensity of the inter-
rogating signal'received

2. Different frequencies ire used for.

interrogation and reply

. The interrogation signal is different
from the reply.signal which may be

coded or uncoded
There is an inherent delay between the
receipt and reply to an interrogation

12-69.1 If the beacon target is at a great dis-

tance from the ground antenna and the
decoder'switch is set for RAW VIDEO, the
scope display of the transponder reply

will appear as
1. concentric circles for each framing

and information pulse
2. a maximum of two slashes

3. arc segments for each framing and
information pulse

4. a maximum of one slash

11
Item 12-70 refers to the factors affecting

operation of secondary radar.

12-70. A controller who knows the internal and
external variances that, affect operation
of his equipment will most likely decide
that which of the following factors is
the cause of false secondary radar targets
appearing on his scope?.

1. The aircraft is at too high an alti-

tude

2virhe-bea"coti=pulte-peir--ii-biling-blocked__
by the aircraft wing or fuselage in

a turn
3. The antenna is not in line of sight

with the target
4. There are obstructing surfaces within '

two miles of the beacon antenna site

,1

.

4 rio
J
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Assignment 13 .

Radar and.A14ed Equipment and Procedures

Text: Pages 282 All "

, to

A

ti

Learning Objective: Rec'Ognize the
capabilities, limitations, and
associated eq ipment of tile Air

Traffic Cont ol Radar Begpon System
(ATCRBS) and is application as an
invaluable tool. , ,

13-1. What will cause a beacon target close to
the antenna to appear as a concentric
circle around the main bang on a
radarscope?

1. Two aircraft with transponders are
operating witttin"3:3 nautical miles
of each other

, 2. The beacon target is oupide the
antenna coverage pattern

3. The interrogator's sensitivity is
malad ustea
Ea o the above

1,-2. Which of the following have,, been desig-
nated "air traffic control modes"?
1. A And 3
2. B and"2
3. C and 3
4. D and 1

13-3. Which of the following statements
SIF equipment is correct?
1. Common usage of the term SU includes

both the decoder and transponder
2. Operation of SIF transponders and

decoders is similar
3. SIF equipment was designed'for use.in

RAPCONs
4. The SIF decoders are 10-channel

decoders

about

13-4. WhiCh code selector-switch is used in con-
junction with the left-hand Mode 1 code
selector switchto determine the second
digit of, the desired code when decoding
Mode 1 responses?
1. Left-hand Mode 3
.2. Right-hand Mode 1
3. Left-hand Mode 2
4. Right-hand Mode 2

16
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13-5. Which switch. enables you to selectIFF

signals alone for presentation on the
radarscope?
1. Challenge switch
2. Mode selector switch
3. Video switch
4. IFF7RDR-MIX switch

13-6. Refer to table 13-1 in your textbook.
When-a-UPA-24-rectives a curreLt reply

1

to a challenge made in Mode 3 and the
operator selects the CODE potieon of the
VID switch and the MIX position of the
IFF-RDR-MIX switch, what type of display,
will be observed on the radarscope?
1."60ne slash for each pulse in the codetrain.
2. One slash for each pulse in the code

train plus the primary radar target
3. One slash for each pulse in 3 suc-

cessive code trains
4. One slash for each pulse.in 3 succes-

sive'code trains plus the primary
radar target

Learning Objective: Identify types,
uses, components, and operating
charadteristics of ATC'radar systems
and equipment.

13-7. Ground controlled approach (GC4) is
accomplished by coordinating the use of
air surveillance radar on the ground and
precision approach radar in th a rcraft.

13-8. Surveillance radar in a GCA unit iq dis-
played-on whitt'type of radarscope?
1.; A
2. B
3. AZ-EL
4. PPI

13-9; The AN/CPN-4 is a self - contained, mobile
radar unit used to, control the approach
of aircraft during reduced ceiling and
visibility.



13-10, The AN/FPN-36..radar system is capable of

displaying information that relates to

1. height finding, surveillance, pre-

_ O cision approach, aid VDL only

2. airport and taxi control only
surveillance and precision approach

only

4. airport taxi control, height finding,
surveillance, and precision approach

13-11. Whi h of the following is,a disadvantage

of t FPN-36 radar system?

1. I s not have IFF/SIF capability
2. -Only.one aircraft can be worked at

a time

.3. Search and precision cannot be

monitored simultaneously
4. Each of the 'above

13-12. With precision mode selected on the
FEN-36, the surveillance antenna scans ,

a,sector in hat manner?

1,0of_the_runway
cenTe

2. 360 degrees around the unit

3. Out to 50 mi

4. To a height of 70,000 ft

13-13. What is the scan of the azimuth antenna
of the AN /FPN -36 radar in the search

mode?
1. 360 degrees out to 50 mi

2. 270 degrees out to 40 mi

3: 360 degrees out to 40 mi

4. 180 degrees out to 50 mi

13-14. Which of the fqllowing statements about
the AN/FPN-47 *der may be correct' when

the 200-mile range is selected?

1. Radat.video only may be displayed for"

the first 60 miles of4e sweep, and
SIF/beacon video may be displayed

from 60 to200 miles
2. SIP/beacon video only may be die- I

played for the first 60 miles of the

sweep, and radar video maybe dis-
played from 60 to 200 miles

3. Radar and SIF/beacon video may be
displayed simultatkeously for the .1

first 60 miles of the sweep, and
radar video only may be displayed
from 60 to 266 miles

4. Nader and SIF/beacon video may be
'displayed simultaneously for the-, 4

Wrst 60 miles of the sweep, and
SIP /beacon video only may be dis-:

played from 60 to 200 miles

4

L

13-15. The AZ-EL scope of the AN/FPN-52 radar
provides what information for use by an
operator when controlling an aircraft on

an instrument approach?
1. Centerline of the runway

2. Glidepath
3. Distance from touchdown/
4. All of the above

13-16. The two primary objectives of the AIMS
program are to improve air traffic con-
trol,through ATCRBS and to provide a
military identificati811,,system that is

1. accurate
2. secure
3. verseeile

4. improved

1321/. The interrogator equipment of the DAIR
system can use existing PPI consoles.

13-18. In addition to the assigned beacon code
that the aircraft is squawking, the

ANIIIP-42ZAiii313911=441211401507WEE:===
to the aircraft's actual position Con-

sists of the aircraft's

1. route
II!' destination
3. groundspeed
4. altitude

13-19. The remote control indicator C-8625/T
should be located at or near the

1. master control unit
2. ;source of power

3. PPI console
4. control tower

13-20. When a controller setethe desired upper
and lower limits on the control indicator,r
replies from only those Aircraft within 'V
these limits are displayed on the
AN/TPX-42, with'the exception of aircraft
which are having ommunications failure

or which are
1. making a change of flight plan

2. experiencing an emergency

3. making a change in altitude

4. encountering IFR weather

13-21, The C-8625/T operator's control indi-

cator is equipped with which of the
following attention-getting devices?

1. A bell o0y
2. A buzzer bnly
3. A red light only

' L4. A bell and buzzer

7

4 5 ';')

Learning Objective: Recognize the

purposes and location of ATC facili-

ties and the qualifications, duties,
and responsibilities of assigned

personnel.

r
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.13-22: To meet the needs for continuous IFR

flight service, ATC facilities were
establiihed,at major air stations.

13 -23.. The IFR control room of a naval ATC
4' facility, should e located in

1. .the control to r

2. a frailer'near trailer,
3. the operations b ding
4. a trailer near the touchdown end on

the instrument runway

13-24. The mission of a Navy ATP facility is to
provide safe, orderly, and expediti8'us
movement'of air traffic in which of the
following areas?
1.* Intoand from the national airspace

system 13-29.
'2. Within the facility'area of control 'Iv

3, To and from,opeiatini areas
4. All of the above

13-28. All but which of the lollowing are con-
sidered general duties of'an approach
controller?

,Determining the time to be used'
between successive approaches by con-

air traffic
t the time

2. n4.croordinating the,move-

11E-25 Which of:the folloWini3 statements

reflects the policy that is strongly le
recommended-in'OFNAV Instruction- 3721.1°-
(S= ies) in reference tocompetent

'co trollers?
1 They must possess a general knowledge

of.:he precision approach controller
poiition Only -

. They must possess a general knowledge
of the duties of all operating

positions
. They must posiess a-general knowledge

of their operating positions only
4: 'They must pOssess a detailed knowl-

edge of all operating positions

13-26. Whet action is directed by MAY Instruc-
tion 3721.1 (Series) when L controller
becomes properly qualified to, control 13-31.
instrument traffic?
1. The coninandingeotriter must make a

suitable entry in the, controller's

service record
2. The controller must make the required

entries in his service record
3. The commanding officer must enclose

a letter of commendation in the
controller's service record

4. The controller must make sure his
service record has the required
entries

1.

sidering all aspects o
control situations
Controlling a

meat of all,,instrument traffic within
the ATC facility's area of
'responsibility

3. Collecting, calculating, and posting
flight data

4. leading air traffic clearances and
rnformation to. aircraft under jurist
diction of approach control

What information must the final controller
provide a pilot to assist him in maintain-
ing the correct approach path to the
designated instrument runway?
1. Azimuth..
2. Range
3. Elevation data
4. All of the dove

13-30. The duties of the departure control posi-
tion in an ATC facility may be combined
with those of another position.

13-27. A watch supervisor must be qualifiedland
FAA certified in all positions of die
facility and must be specifically desig-
nated by the commanding officer.

Learning Objective: Identify qualifi-
cations and responsibilities of air
traffic controllers, and recognize
procedures and regulations that must
be followed in directing aircraft

including terminal radar services and
pilot procedures.

When an'AC completes a training course
at a Class, C school, he is assigned a
Naval Enlisted Classification Code indi-
cating ,a specialty within theoAir
Controlman rating.

13-32. 'When a radar controller assumes responsi-
bility for a control position, he,should
check the radar alignment so that he can
be personally satisfied that the radar

0 presentation and equipment performance
are adequate for the service to be
provided.

13-33. You may establish secondary radar identi-
ficati n of an aircraft by directing the
pilot o activate the WENT feature of -
his tra sponder and then observing the

i

1. identification display it

2. target display changes
3. appearance of the radar beacon
4. disappearance of the radar beacon

:sue

I
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a
A pilot must be informedNof which of the

following?
1. Radar identification of his aircraft

is initially established

2. Radar contact with his aircraft is

lost

.3: Radar identification is reestablished
after radar contact was lost or radar
service was terminated

4. All of the above

13-35. The pilot of an aircraft must be advised
of his position if radar identification
is established by means of

1. position correlation only
2. identifying turas only

3. radar beacon procedures' only

4. identifying turns or radar beacon
procedures

13-36. When an aircraft has been radar-
identified and is being vectored to the
final approich course, the controller
must, as soon as practital, inform the
pilot of the procedure to follow if radio
communications are lost for a specified
period of time NOT to exceed 1 minute.

13-37. Under 'which of the following conditions

may IFR and Special VFR aircraft be
vectored?
1. .When requested by the'pilot
2. When it is qperationally advanta-

geous to the pilot or controller

3. When required for noise reduction
consideration

4. All of the abobe

13-38. Before providing a radar vector, the
controller must ensure the aircraft can-
tle returned to its original route within

radar `coverage.,

13-39. Which vector method is being used when
-the controller informs the pilot to TURN
THIRTY DEGREES LEFT/RIGHT?

$ 1. 'Wm-direction of turn and the mag-
netic heading to be flown after the
completion of the turn

2. The number of degrees to turn and
the direction of turn, in group form

3. The magnetic heading to be flown
4.' The type of vector and manner in

which turns are to be made

41.

13-41. After radar contact is established, a
pilot discontinues reporting over cow-

pulsory reporting points. He will

resume normal seporting when

1. radar service is terminated only

2. radar contact is doubtful only

3. radar contact is lost only

4: radar service is terminated or
contact is lost

13-42. A controller may effect a radar handoff
to another controller by
1. informingthe receiving controller

that radar contact has been
established .

2. requesting the receiving controller
to change-to his frequency'

3. asking the receiving controller to
acknowledge the fix for the target

4. physically pointing out the target

to the receiving controller

13-43. Communications and responsibility for
control of an aircraft to be handed 'Off
using radar can only be transferred to
a receiving controller after the air-
craft enters his area of responsibility.

13-44. What radar beacon code is assigned to an
IFR en route, aircraft between FL 240 -and

- F1 330 inclusive?

13-45.' What does th'e disappearance, from the
radarscope, of an'emprgency squawk indi-
tate to other ATC facilities who are
observing the same emergenby Squawk?

1. The aircraft is under ATC control

2. The emergency is over
3. The aircraft has landed
4. ATC has refused control,

13-46. If an aircraft's transponder is no longer
required, what transmission should tpe
terminal controller make to the pilot
approximately 15 miles from the terminal

destination ?'

1. 0700
2. 1100

3. 20p0

4. 2100

13-40. A pilot should be informed of the exist-
ence of which of the following conditions?

1. Radar contact with him is lost or

established
2. Radar service is terminated

3. His aircraft ia'about to deviate from
its protected airspace

4 -Each, of the above r

IOW

fIr

1. SQUAWK LOV
2. SQUAWK STANDBY
3. SQUAWK NORMAL .

4. SQUAWK HIGH
$

13-44". If a radar beacon reply is required
immediately after takeoff, what should
be assigned to thq_pilot of a departing
aircraft before he takes off?
1. The initial heading to be flown
2. The channelized altitude
3. The aircraft vector
4. The appropriate mode/code



13-48. When providing radar victors to a depart-
ing aircraft, it must be vectored to
Maintain at least a 3 -mile lateral
separation from prominent obstructions
shown on the radarscope when the takeoff
path is 3 miles or more from the
obstruction.

13-49. If only radar separation is in effect,
which of the following must be accom-
plished by the receiving controller for
arriving IFR aircraft to be handed off?
1. Communicate with the pilot of the

Lira aircraft before the aircraft
reaches the clearance 'limit fix

2. Not delay the first-aircraft at a fix
to or over which the second aircraft
is cleared

3. Establish communications with the
pilot of the first aircraft before
establishing communications with the
pilot of the second aircraft

4. All of the above

13-50. If an aircraft is to be provided a radar
approach apd the radar approach is to be
made on a different frequency, at what
point in the approach will he be advised
of the frequency?
1. Passing the final approach fix
2. When the aircraft is in sight of the

controller
3. Prior to passing the final approach

fix
4. Crossing the field boundary

13-51. Arriving aircraft pay be vectored to the
VFR traffic pattermand cleared for a
visual approach if the reported ceiling
is at least 500 feet above the minimum
vectoring altitude and the visibility is
at least 3 miles.

13-52. For complete information on speed adjust-
ment, you should refer to the appropriate
section of TATC Handbook 1110.8 (Series).

13-53. Which of the following factors may pre-
vent a controller from providing a pilot
with additional service such as observed
traffic information through the use of '

radar?
1. Communications congestion
2. LimitStion of the radar
3. Controller workload
4. Each of the above

13-54. Other than when the aircraft is operating
In positive controlled airspace, when
shbuld traffic information NOT be issued
to an IFR flight?
1. The aircraft is squawking.1500
2. The aircraft is over 30 miles away
3. The omission is requested by the'pilot
4. The aircraft has passed the final

approach fix

40

11 ' 't tils

In items 13-55 through 13-57, select from column
8 the type of facility to which each terminal

radar service variance in column A applies.

A. Variances B. Facilities

13-55. Stage I

13-56. Stage II

13-57. Stage III

1. A designated Termi-
nal Service Area
(TRSA) were a pro-
gram has been estab-
lished for this
specific purpose

.2. An approach control
facility utilizing
radar

3. A facility where a
formal approved pro-
gram has been estab-
lished for this
specific purpose

13-58. If a radar controller in a facility,
other than a center, observes an emer-
gency flight pattern, what action must
he take?
1. He must notify the appropriate

center immediately
2. He must request immediate instruc-

tions from the operations officer
3. He must coordinate action pertinent

to the emergency
4. He must notify the branch supervisor

immediately so that he can coordinate'
actions pertinent to the emergency

13-59. A turbojet aircraft flies a triangular
patterh to the left, following the head-
ing. for each side of the pattern for 1
minute. The pilot completes the pattern
twice, returns to his original course,
and repeats the pattern 20 minutes later.
What information is he attempting to
relay to the radar controller?
1. The aircraft transmitter and receiver
. are both inoperative
2. The aircraft transmitter is inopera-

'tive, but the receiver is operative
3. The aircraft receiver is inoperative,

but the transmitter is operative
4. Either 2 or 3 above

Learning Objective: Recognize the
responsibilities and general operat-
ing procedures of the Carrier Air
Traffic Control Center (CATCC) during
carrier operations and be able to
differentiate between CATCC',and LPH
procedures.

01,

1
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13-60. Preparation and distribution of the daily

air plan in the evening before the next
day's scheduled operations is the
responsibility of the .

1. precision approach controller

2. surveillance controller

3. air operations officer

4. operations officer

13-61. A desirablelmethod of indoctrinating
personnel in all phases of the center's
tasks is to
1., ensure that they are not rotated.

between theotwo major branches

2. ensure that they are rotated within
and between the two major branches

3. train each person to become special-
ized in one position

4. limit each person's specialization to
not more than two positions

'13-62. What is the milsion of air operations?

1. To coordinate-the carrier's search
and rescue operations

2. To furhish pertinent flight informa-

tion to pilots
3. Scheduling and coordinating the

carrier's flight operations

4. Both 2 and j above

13-63. Informhtion concerning the fuel state of

an aircraft is relayed to and recorded

by the
1. radio operator

2. teletype operator

3. status board keeper

4. land/launch.recordkeeper

13-64.

13-67. Which CCA controller provides inbound
flights with information concerning the
type of approach and final bearing before

commencing an approach?

1. The approach controller
2. The final controller
3. The marshal controller
4. The bolter waveoff controller

13-68. How many approach controllers are nor-
mally used during a CCA recovery?
1. One
2.' Two

3. Three
4. Four

13-69. At whatdistanlede from the ramp will a

CCA final controller normally assume
positive control of an aircraft if radar

contact has been established?

'1. 4 to 6 mi

2.' 7 to 9 mi

3. 10 to 12 mi

4. 13 to 15 mi .

13-70. When is positive control of an inbound
aircraft assumed by the final controller?

1.' When radio contact is established
2. When radar contact is established
3. When visuali'contact is established

4. Both 2 and 3 above

13-71. Tq ensure that aircraft approaching from
the bolter /waveoff pattern are positioned

properly with respect to other arriving
aircraft, the bolter/waveoff controller
must closely coordinate with the

marshal controller
CCA officer
final controller
approach controller

1.

Who maintains the accuracy of the navi- 2;

gational information posted on the 3.

status board? 4.

1. DRT operator
2. Teletype operator
3.1 Sound-powered telephone talker

4. Land/launch recordkeeper

13-65. An ideal manning level required to pro-
vide CCA radar control of airborne air-
craft consists of two,, officers, one

supervisor, six controllers, three status-
board keepers, and'two talkers.

13-66. The CCA departure controller performs
which of the following functions?

1. He requests naveid checks as

necessary
2. He maintains advisory control of

departing point-to-point flights
until pilots shift to en route

frequencies
3. He properly transfers control of

departing flights to C/C,and ensures

that CIC acknowledges assumption of
control

'4. All of the above
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In items 13-72 through 13-74, select from column
B the CATCC teim identified by each definition

listed in column A.

, ASP
A. Definitions

13-72. An order to an aircraft
to proceed immediately
to a divert field

13-73. Aircraft aut
flight coniro'system
engaged and linked to
data link command

13-74. Carrier Controlled--

Approach

4 5 t3

t.-

B. CATCC Terms

1. Coupled
,

2. Inbound
bearing

3. Bingo

4. CCA
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Assignment 14
Radar and Allied Equipment and Procedures

Text: Piges 311 -328

'

j

a

Learning Objective: Recognize the
responsibilities and general oper-
ating procedures of the Carrier. Air

Traffic tontrol Center (CATCC) dur-
ing carrier operations and be able
to differentiate between CATCC and
LPH procedures.

In items 14-1 through 14-3, select from column
the definition of each CATCC term in column A.

A. CATCC Terms B. Definitions

Charlie

Clara

Kilo

1. A report from a pilot
indicating that the
flight is ready to
proceed on its mis-
sion

2. A signal for air-
craft to land

3. A colleitive radio
call prefixed by the

tor' ship's code name

4. A report from a
pilot that he does
not have the meat-
ball in sight

14-4. A control zone around a carrier (LPH)
extends from the up to and includ-
ins
1. 1,000 ft
2. 2,000 ft
3. 3,000 ft
4. 4,000 ft

14-5. Du ng VFR weather conditions, helicopters
sh 11 clear the.control-zone &ran alti-

, tu e of
1.: 100 ft or less
2.1 200 ft or less
3. more than 200 ft
4.) more than 500 ft

(
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Learning Objective: Recognize the
uses and limitations of CCA equip-
ment.

14 -6. SPS -30 has IFF capability, loW minimum usa-

ble range, and a maximum range of how many
miles?
1. 50 mi
2. 90 mi
3. 240 mi
4.. 300 mi

14-7. What system of the SPN-35 radar compensates
for pitching and rolling of the ship?

, 1. Compensation
2: Indicator
3. Stabilization
4. Azimuth

14-8. All but which of the following are basic
_components of the Automatic Carrier Landing
Systam'(ACLS)?
1. Computer
2. Surveillance radar
3. ,Precision tracking radar
4. Independent beam scanning transmitter

14-9. AN/SPN-42 radar can be used to land an air-
craft by means of which of the following
modes of operation?
1. Manual approach as "in a conventional

ILS approach
2. Fully automatic approach
3. Conventional CCA approach
4, Each of the above

t--
14-10. The AN/SPN-41 system was-developed so that

a pilot can monitor his progress during a
fully automatic (ACES) approach.

firstt) u

1

i



v.
14-11. Refer to figure.l3 -32 in your textbook. 14-16.

Which of the following instrument, panel
presentations on an.aircrait equipped,with
an AN/SPN-41 receiving system indicates
the aircraft is on the glide slope and

4V'. should fly left? -

...;; 1.
4 1

14-12. If aircraft are equipped to receive sig-
nals from either the SPN-41 or SPN-42 sys-
tems for an ACLS approach to a carrier,
the need for a CCA controller is elimina-

ted.

O.

Learning Objective: Be tegnirent

of the data the pilot derives from
the Fresnel lens optical landing

. system and the Pilot landing aid
television system.

14-13. The purpose of the Fresnel lens optical
landing system is to provide the pilot -
with an electronic indication of his rela-
tive position with respect to the glide

slope.
14-18.

14-14. If a pilot is correctly approaching a
carrier for landing, he should see on the
Presnel lens a yellow bar of light
(meatball) in what position?

1. In line with the green datum lights 14-19.

2. Slightly above the green datum light:

3. Slightly below the green} datum lights

4. Each of the above

. 14-15. If "a pilot is making an approach to a
carrier equipped with a Fresnel lens land-
ing system and the meatball appears red
rather than yellow, he knows that he is

1.- at least one degree below the glide
slope

2. below the glide slope

3. at least one-half degree above the
glide slope

4. either above or below the glide slops,
depending on where he sees the red
meatball on the lens box

r

The video tape produced by the PLAT system
records which of the following?

1. The approach and touchdown of each
aircraft with the recovery sequence
and date/time group superimposed on
the tape if the LSO signals for it

2. The approach, touchdown, and recovery
of each aircraft as well as its land-

ing speed, the wind velocity, and the

date/tide group

3. Only the approachA44A144ing f each

aircraft

4. Only the approach, landing, and recov-
ery of those aircraft the LSO desig-
nates at the beginning of the air-
craft's final approach

Learning Objective: Recognize
safety precautions applicable to
handling electrical sad electronic
equipments, and procedures to fol-
low in case of electrical fire or
shock.

14-17. What will compare equally in importance
with the development of the technical
knowledge and skills of the rating to the

AC?
1. A good speaking voice
2. The formation of safe and intelligent

work habits
3. Clear pronunciation
4. All of the Above

o's
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Inasmuch as a burned-out fuse is often
the result of a faulty circuit, mainte-
nance personnel should carefully check
the circuit before replacing the fuse.

The handles of metal tools used for work-
ing on high-voltage.eqUipment should be
covered with
1. friction tape only

2. cambric sleeving only
3. rubber insulating tape only

4. friction tape, cambric sleeving, or
rubber insulating tape

14-20. Which of the following precautions should
be observed' by a maintenance worker
repairing electronic equipment?

1. He should short-circuit the terminals
of a capacitor with shorting prods to
ensure that the capacitor is com-
pletely discharged

2. He should work on equipment only when
his hands and clothittgAre dry

3. He should wear shoes sah nonconduct-
ing soles and a cap with a nonflam-

mable
4. All of the above
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14-21. If you are performing maintenance on an
energized circuit, where should your
helper be stationed?
1. Near the main switch or circuit

breaker
2. On the other aide of the equipment
3. Near the control panel of the equip-

ment
4. By the nearest doorway or hatch

14-22. What is the first step you should take in
fighting an electrical fire?
1. Deenergize the circuit
2.. Call the Fire Department 4
3. Control or extinguish the fire
4. Report the fire to the proper author-

ity

14-23. Which of the following types of.fire
extinguishers should be used for fighting
fire in electrical equipment?
1. CO2
2. Foam
3. Carbon tetrachloride
4. Trichloroethylene

14*-24. What should you do if a person has stopped
breathing as a result of electrical shock?
1. Apply artificial respiration
2. Wrap him in a blanket and get him to

a docior
3. Determine if his heart has stopped

beating and, if not, apply artificial
respiration ,1

4. Ascertain the amount of current that
has passed through his body in order
to proceed with the proper treatment

Learning Objective: Recognize con-
tents, uses, and procedures for issu-
ing commonly used FAA publications.

*Items 14-25 through 14-30 pertain to the
Airman's Information Manual.

14-25.' Thillpanmal is used as a pilot's opera-
tional manual within the United States
is i,ready reference for ACs assisting
pilots and, as part of an AC's practical
test gpr a Facility Rating.

14-26: A glosserrof aeronautical terns will be
found in'iwhich part of the manual?
1. Part 1, BasJc Flight Manual and ATC

Procedures
2. Part 2, Airport Directory
3. Part 3, Operational Data
4. Part 3A, NOTAMA

2 .- ,441:9,;;
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14-27. ,Which of the following is contained in
Part 2 of the manual?
1. Parachute jump areas
2. Air Defense Identification Zones

(ADIZs)
3. Health and medical facts of interest

to pilots
4. A list of airports and heliports

available for transient civil use in
the conterminous U.S., Puerto Rico,
and the Virgin Islands

14-28. What part of the manual includes a master
index?
1.

2.

3.

4.

Part
Part
Part
Part

1

2

3

3A

14-29. What part of the manual lists the major
airports with communications?
1. Basic Flit Manual
2. Airport Directory'
3. Operational Vete
4. ATC Procedures

14-30. The part of the manual that contains
NOTAMI considered essential to flight
safety is issued every
1. 14 days
2. 28 days
3. 90 days
4. 180 days

14-31. A requirement for all three-letter loca-
tion identifiers is that they begin with
the initial letter of the facility that
is being identified.

14-32. The primary purpose of the publication,
Contractions Handbook 7340.1 (Series),
is to provide an approved listing of

shortened words and phrases that may be
used instead of the original words and
phrases.

1



In items 14-33 through 14-35, select from column B
the, handbook that prescribes each of the proce-

dures listed in column A.

A. Procedures B.

14-33. Procedures and phrase- 1.

.ology for e by per-

sonnel who rovide
flight ass Lance and
communications ser-
vices

14-34. Procedures and phrase-
ology for use by per-
sonnel providing ter-
minal air traffic
control services

14-35. Services A and
teletypewriting
procedures

Handbooks

Terminal Air
Traffic Con-

trol Handbook
7110.8
(Series)

2. En Route Air
Traffic Con-

*
trol Han6Ook
7110.9
(Series)

3. Flight Ser-
vices Handbook
7110.10
(Series),

Ppt I

4. Flight Ser-
vices Handbook
7110.10
(Series),

Part II

14-36. What OPNAV Instruction directs the use of
the FAA publication, Terminal Air Traffic
Control Handbook, at naval ATC facilities

ashore?
1. 3172.1 (Series)

2. 3721.1 (Series)

3. 3271.1 (Series)
4. 3321.1 (Series)

14-37. Flight plan handling of military flight
plins via FAA communications systems is
described in the Terminal Air Traffic
Control Handbook 7110.8 (Series).

14-38. fro inform the general public-ofrwidely
\published nonregulatory information which
concerns federal avaition, the FAA issues

1. notices
2. instructions
3.. circular letters
4. advisory circulars_

14-39
'

Weather elements and how they are observed
are described in Federal Meteorblogical
Handbook #1 Surface Observations.
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Learning Objective: Identify the

general scope of the flight infor-
mation program, and.types; contents
and issuance procedures of the var

ous publications.

14-40. The flight information publication: (FLIP)
program is concerned with which of the
following phases of flight?
1. .0perations at NASs
2. Planning and terminal only

3. Planning, en route, and terminal

4. En route and weather information oni

14-41. FLIP Planning is functionally arranged
into two parts; General Planning (GP) and
Area Planning (AP).

In items 14-42 through 14-45, select from column
B the FLIP Planning section in which tho item of
information listed in column A is contained.

A. Items of
Information

B. FLIP Planning
Sections

1.14-42. World-wide conversion AP/1A, 2A, and

tables 3A

14-43. Plinning and proce- 2. AP/1, 2, and 3

dure data for a ape-,
cific geographical 3. General Plan-

a of the world ning,

14 -44,/ Restricted, Prohib- 4. AP/iB
ited, and Danger

areas

14-45. Military Training

Routes

14-46. The charts which depict the Federal air-
way system and the related information
for IFR operation at altitudes below
18,000 feet MSL.are covered by what sheets

of the FLIP En Route Low Altitude - -U.S.

Charts?
1. L-1 through L-13

2. L-1 through L-26

3. L-13 through L-26
4. L-20 through L-26

G

7



14-47. Which of the following is contained in the
FLIP ER Route IFR Sup ement --U.S.?
. The ow-altit instrument approach

proced
cross-reference to IFR aerodromes

The sketches of IFR aerodromes in
alphabetical order

4. An alphabetical listing of all IFR
aerodromes

14 -48. FLIP Terminal publications contain infor-
mation relating primarily to,
1, runway surface conditions and lighting
2. radio communications facilities
3. instrument approaches
4. aerodrome layout

14-49. Military Aviation Notices (MANS) are
issued to update the
1. Standard Instrument Departure proce-

dures
2. U,S. Low Altitude Terminal FLIP.
3. U.S. High Altitude Terminal FLIPS
4. Foreign Clearance Guide

14-50. What information does the Foreign Clear-
ance Guide contain?
1. The transportation of material aboard

aircraft
2, The aircraft movements to,,from, and

between foreign areas
3. The USAF worldwide foreign clearance

requirements and information on per-
sonal travel

4. All of the above

14-51. How often are Foreign Clearance Guide
Change Notices (FCCN) issued?
1. Weekly
2. Monthly
3. Quarterly
4. Semiannually

-14 -52. The- procedures to follow to requisition
eeLonautical charts and flight information
palications are contained in the
1. Memorandum for Aviators

'2. DO4 Catalog of Aeronautical Charts
and Flight InfOrmation'Publications

3'. DOD Aeronautical Chart Bulletin
4. DOD Aeronautical Chart Bulletin Digest

14-53. What publication is used to keep charts,
other than those contained in the FLIP
series, current?
1. DOD Aeronautical Chart Bulletin'
'2. DOD Aeronautical Updating Manual

ORM
3. DOD Aeronautical Chart Bulletin

Digest
4. DOD Catalog of Aeronautical Charts

and Flight Ififormation Publications
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14-54. The issuance of a new DOD Aeronautical
Chart Bulletin automatically makes all
prior issues obsolete:

Learning Objective: Recognize con-
tents of various Navy publications.

4

In items 14-55 through 14-57, select from column
B the Navy publication in which each type of
information listed in column A is contained.

A. Types of B. Publications
Information

14-55. Administrative and 1.

operational prone-
dures applicable to
the operation of
naval ATC facilities
on a world wide
basis .

2.

14-56. General flight and
operating instruc-
tions and proce-
dures applicable
to the operation
of naval aircraft
and related activ- 3.

ities

14-57. Standardized proce-
dures for the con-
trol and handling

of aircraft aboard 4.
amphibious assault
ships

LPN Naval Air
Training and
Operating Pro-
cedures Stand-
ardisation Man-
ual

CVA/CVS Naval
Air Training
and Operating
Procedures
Standardization
(NATOPS), Manual

General Flight
and Operating
Instructions
Manual, OPNAV
3710.7 (Series)

Air Traffic Con-
trol Facilities
Manual, OPNAV
3721.1 (Series)

14-58. ACe are directly concerned with the chap -
ters. of General Flight and Operating

Instructions Manual, OPNAV 3710.7
(Series), that deal with :
1. flight authorization, planning, and

approval only
2. air traffic control only
3. flight'rules only
4. flight authorization, planning,

approval, air traffic control, and
flight rules

14-59.

461

Air operations manuals are prepared
locally under the supervision of the
operations officer.
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14-60. The withdrawing of a naval LORAN facility
from service for temporary repair Would be
a proper subject for a/an
1'. speedletter
2. OPNAV Notice
3. Memorandum for Aviators

4. Notice to Aviators

4 6
r,

14-61. The operations. chapter of electronic
equipment systems manuals contains
detailed descriptions of the procedures

for

1. starting the equipment only
2. operating the equipment only

3. stopping the equipment only
4. starting, stopping, and operating the'''.

equipment



Assignment 15
Publications, Records, and Security Measures

Text: Pages 329 336

.

Learning Objective: Identify contents
'of and procedures for maintaining
various records and reports.

15-1. The information entered in the control
tower log is limited by regulations to
entries relating to tower equipment,
airport lighting facilities, runways,
and communications.

15-2. The procedure for tower log entries
concerning weather conditions, emer-
gencies, and crashes can and does vary
from one control tower to another.

15-3. How long are flight strips normally kept?
1. One year
2. Until the persons who entered the

data on them are transferred
3. Three months
'4. As long as considered necessary

15-4. As an AC3 assigned to the air traffic
control division of a naval air station,
you could be responsible for maintaining
flight data and status boards that dis-
play information relative to which of
the following?
1. Inbound flights only
2. The status of the station's navi

tional aids only
3. The statue of-aircraft and crew

assigned to search and rescue
(SAR) duty only

4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Recognize the
necessity for classified material
security, techniques used in effect-
ing a security program, security
classification categories, and
procedures associated with stowage,
use, transmission, accounting,
disposition, and destruStion of
classified material.
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15-5. Security of classified material is as
important in peacetime at in-wartime
because
1. wars are planned peacetime,only
2. potential en

only
3. defensive measures are developed in

peacetime only
4. wars are planned and defensive measures

are developed during peacetime, and
potential enemies are continually
active

ere lilwayis-active 3 °

15-6. What is the best VtoNfor-an organization-
to maintain an adequate classified
materials security program?
1. Frequent reading of OPNAVINST 5510.1

(Series)

2. Frequent classes for all hands in
security methods'

3. Continuous 'day-to-day practice in
proper handling methods ./

4. Close supervision of handling methods
by the commanding dfficer

15-7. Which of the folloatrefiEtireritileiC
describes the phrase "need to know" when
used with respect to the security of
olassified material?
1. Although an individual has received

a security clearance, his access to
classified material is governed by
his need to know about such infor-
mation in order to carry out his
duties

2. Everyone in the Navy needs to know and
be fully aware of a situation con-
fronting his organization because
history has shown that a well-informed
military man does the best job

3.* Nio individual below the rank of chief
petty officer should have any need to

- know anything of a classified nature
because security may be compromised

4., Both 1 and 3 above.

4.6 3 S
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In items-15-1$ through 15-11, select from column
E the setnrity classification applicable to each
classification requirement listed in column A.

Requirements B. Classifications

15-8. Material that would 1.

military
plans important to 2.

the n tional dgfefise

15-9. Materi1 which fimuld

reveal imports
intelligence di*
bona

15-10. Material 'which would

compiomige tech4
logical develop
vital to. nation

ti

, ,

15-11. Material ebich would
-' be 'fteAdiCial to

frkt

natiOnalWefense
b 43

'\
p JP. - N

Top Secrolt

3. Confidentialt

Secret

. n
^

;°4
13-12. An increased degree Of giecuric should

iiNbe applied; to documents conct ninp the
,handling, manufacture, or utilizatitid)

of,atims* Weapons. What phrede'Or
hlassifieation would beutiliiect to;

" 'incrie.sse*"proper degree,ofiecuf xiti7;
1. Secret' ° o; ;

2., Cdhfidenkial ,

d O
Restricted Data fp ,

_.....-.1,
:-4. For Official-Uee Only- 6:- d ,

''s 4
7? : 45-13. The term For*Official Use Only* ,

assigned t Official documents NOT

%h
--......rtgO,peing o the interest of national

, ;,-Tidefense-but,. .ich requiretpxotectieni

:4:-,'undbir'iatatutop requirementa.

--' e c,
;-,

15-14. It is important for any person concerned
with classified material and the classifi=
cation of material to realiie ttat'any .
type of classification infers that the
material is NOT to be disclosed to any
foreign government, unless authorized by

. proper authority, whetheenr not the
material is designated NOFORN orNO
FOREIGN DISSEM.

15-15. The administrative responsibility for any
special access program rests with the
command having the need for a special
access program.

15-16. The combination to a security container
should be changed at least once every
1. 6 mo
2. 12 mo

3. 18 mo
4. 24 mo

15-17. The Top Secret Control Officer ensures
continuous positive control of the Top
Secret material under hii jurisdiction
by
1 requiring all people who require it

to remain in,the security office
while they use it

2. tequiring each person who uses it to
sign a receipt for it in order to
have a record of all who have had
access to it
requiring the messenger who delivers
it to sign for and accept custodian-
ship of it

4. issuing a numbered copy of it to
everyone who needs one, thus trans-
ferring custodianship of it to him

The use of a scrambler device will ensure
security if classified information is to
be discussed over a telephone.

What is the minimum number of turns the
dial of a combination lock should be
rotated when securing the lock?
1. One in either direction
2. Two in opposite directions
3. Four in the same direction

.4. -Four in opposite directions alternately

15-20. In the event of an emergency, mho is
responsible for the safeguarding of
classified material that is out of its

proper storage area?
1. The Top Secret Control Officer
2. The Intelligence Officer
3. The Operations Officer
4. Theperson in possession of it at

the time

15-21. Top Secret material may be transmitted
by Armed Forces Courier Service,by
electric means in encrypted form, and by
1. U. S. Registered mail and foreign

registered mail facilities
2. U. S. mail and foreign postal systems
3. U. S. registered mail
4. direct personal contact

15-22. A reteipt form must be used for the
receipt of all Top Secret material. This'

form must be enclosed in
1. or attached to the inner container
2. the material in the tnntf container

3. or yttached to the outer container
4. an'invelope which is attached to

the outer container

89
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15-23. If classified materiegCs been properly
prepared for transmission by registered
mail through the U. S. postal system;
the outer container will look,like the
container for ordinary registered mail.

'90,

4 6 5

15-24. Classified material may
1. burning only
2. burning, shredding,

only
3. burning, shredding,

and pulping only
4. burning, shredding,

pulping, melting or
decomposition

be destroyed by

and pulverizing

pulverizing,

pulverizing,
chemical

'15-25. Witnessing officials must observe the
complete destruction of classified
material.
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COURSE DISENROLLMENT

All study materials must be returned. On disenrolling,
fill out only the upper part of this page and attach it
to the inside front cover of the textbook for this
course,. Mail your study materials to the Naval Educa-
tion and Training Program Development Center.

PRINT CLEARLY

NAVEDTRA NUMBER

10367-F

COURSE TITLE

AIR CONTROLMAN 3 & 2

Y.
Name Last First Middle
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COURSE COMPLETION
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Letters of satisfactory completion are issued only to
personnel whose courses are administered by the Naval
Education and Training Program Development Center. On
completing the 'courseofill out the lower part of this
page and enclose it with your last set of self-scored
answer sheets. Be# sure mailing addresses are complete.
Mail to the Naval Education and Training Program Develop-
ment Center.

MY SERVICE RECORD IS HELD BY:

NAME

ZIP CODE

Activity

Address Zip, CODE

Signature of enrollee
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A FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of this course? Of the text material used with the coqse?
Comments and recommendations received from enrollees have been a major source of course imprOVement.
You and your Command are urged to submit your constructive criticisms and your recommendations.
This tear-out fon; letter is provided for your convenience. Typewrite if possible, but legible,
handwriting, is acceptable.

ZIP CODE

To: Naval Education and Training Progr
Building 922
Pensacola, Florida 32509

Date

pment Center (PDD7)

Subj:' NRCC Air Controlmal0 & 2, NA 10367-F.

1. The following commentsfare here submitted:

O
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